
Wo complete package 
worth a total of £100 

Collection 
FULL VIDEO 
TITLING 
PACKAGE! 

TVText: it must 
be the simplest 
way to give 
your videos the 
professional 
touchl 

FILE EXCHANGE 
UTILITY! 

Cross-DOS: open 
you Amiga up to 

the outside world 
with this excellent 

utility. 

The Chaos Engine 
Find out if the f'* 
Bitmaps have ' 1 

done it again with J 
this all-actron ™ c- * ** 

blast-em-up. I w 

Play US Gold's ■ 

atmospheric, t-M 
texture-mapped, Pt 
adventure RPG, 

starring your fave 
AF staffers. 

Plus: 
More Bullfrogs’ programming tutorial files 

Revealed! Not one but two new 
A600 packs - read our verdict. 
Digitisers: which one’s best for 
you? WPs: tested and rated. 
PLUS: Droaiam with Bullfroa 9 "770957 486011 

• A 500 Plus Compatible • 1Mb Required t 

It’s easy using the hints, tips and tricks 
from the pros in our mammoth guide 

to all that's great in Amiga graphics 

/4MIGk 

of all time? fl 
It gets Amiga Format's 

highest ever software , 
rating - but what is it?! 

THEN ASK FOR THEM FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT ■ PUBLISHING 

Your guarantee of value 
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Inspired by James 

Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis, 

Sim Earth looks at the world 

as one interrelated living 

organism offering you the 

ultimate experience in 

planet management. Design 

and nurture planets from 

their creation through the 

evolution ol life to the 

development ol intelligence 

and technology that can 

reach for the stars. 
ms 1990 Him ml Will WrigHt. 
All rights rtjerved, 

AVAILABLE FOR: Macintosh, 
IBM PC, Windows and Amiga. 

AVAILABLE FOR: Macintosh, 
Windows and Amiga. 

‘Choose from 24 battlefields. 

'Use Hie powertel icon-driven 

command language: with a simple 

point and click, robots can be 

instructed to commence in full 

melee. 

"Challenge your friends (and 

enemies) through network support 

lor up to lour machines.. 

'Use modem and serial link lo mil 

and match games on Macintosh, 

Amiga or Windows versions. 

"Choose Irom seven different 
planet scenarios. 

'Ruleunlimited random worlds. 

"Terraform Venus and Mars. 

"View your worlds as flat 
projections or spinning globes. 

'Unleash volcanoes, earthquakes, 
meteors and tidal waves. 

Armed with bombs, bullets, missiles, grenades and m 

you control learns of Robots that compete in five diffe 

sports: Survival, Treasure Hunt, Capture the Flag, Hostage 

Baseball. By combining the tactical challenge of chess 

the intensity ol guerrilla warfare, RoboSport provokes I 

Strategic mayhem. IH S 1991 Mairi and Edward Kilham. Ill rigtils reserved 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LTD. 6 CENTRA! STREET. MART 



tire ATrain has 

trains... but there's a lot 

more to it than making 

tracks. This new 

simulation gives you the 

triple challenge of 

designing and running a 

profitable railroad, 

growing a city and building a financial empire. You 

can borrow money, invest in subsidiary business 

and dabble in the slock market as well. Six 

scenarios will take all the organisational talent, 

planning skills and fiscal genius you've got. 

Maybe more, tk &® i wi ictM <mi m«is. in righii 

'Simulated 3 0 graphics proride 

map and satellite rievs. 

'dome frw 19 diflereifl train 

twines 

•Pici ini 24 OK stocks to reap 

nlra profits, 

'Build apartments, offices, 

lactones, ski resorts, amusement 

parts and more. 

'Get all of Hie professional advice 

rni need Iron toe main on-screen 

tiperf* in ATrik 

AVAILABLE FOR: IBM PC. 
Macintosh and Amiga. 

MS TEL: Oil 832 4633. FAX 061 834 0650 
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Reviews 
The Alfa Data scanner 164 
Another scanner on the market. Is it worth your cash? 

AMOS Pro 1 78 
The next step on the path to programming perfection? 

REVIEWED 

The Alfa Data 
Scanner 

What better device 

for your graphics- 
engine of an Amiga 
than a spanking 
new scanner? 

Educational reading 168 
Fun School extras with Spelling Fair 

GPFax 173 
Go into turbo-communications mode with this little marvel 

XCAD 2000 1 76 
See how the Amiga muscles in on the design world 

REVIEWED 

XCAD2000 

Move over PCs, the 
Amiga can do this 
computer aided 
design stuff as well, 

if not better than the 
beefiest of IBM's 
offerings. 

Win! Win! Win 77 

Weird, Wild and Wicked 77 
We've got three new A600 packs, we give them to you 

Drool at Zool 117 
Copies of this great game and more could be yours 

PRIZES GALORE! 

Not only do we 

have 10 copies 
of Gremlin's 
zippy-fast, Zool, 

we also have 

some very 
strange (but 

linked) prizes to 
give away. 

No part of this publication may be 

transmitted or reproduced in any 

form without the permission of the 

publishers. And it is polite to ask. 

Oh no, really? of the month 

If there are more people alive 
now than have ever died, where 

does that leave the theory of 
reincarnation eh? 

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations. 

Registered Circulation 

161,256 
Jan - July 1 992 

ABC 

Regulars 
PD Update 197 
Which new free software is worth getting hold of? 

Workbench 229 
Readers ask for advice and offer some useful tips 

Workbench Answerfile 236 
Your problems solved, your questions answered 

Letters 241 
Find out what's making waves with Amiga owners 

Special offers 210 
Some very special offers: good stuff at bargain prices 

Subscriptions 223 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered! 

IN PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

With the interest 

rotes buggin-out 
as they have been 
recently, at least 

there's one thing 
you can count on: 
good value PD. 

DEMO-STRATE! 

More home-made 
Amiga wonders 

for yo« to view. 
We've get plenty 

oo show, from 

Bviaf birds to 

dyaaank illusions 
ami Moggie 2. 



DeluxePaint 
Deluxe tutorials 

Even if you can't draw, you can still get some 

amazing images into your graphics. We put 

Amiga digitisers through their paces so that 

you can be absolutely sure of making the 

right decision PAGE 185 

Whether you're a beginner, a half-decent 

DPainter, or you're advanced in your grasp of 

Electronic Arts' excellent graphics program, 

you are bound to get something out of our 

mammoth, step-by-step guides to DeluxePaint 

III. You'll also get some insights into what the 

professionals can do... 

PAGE 29 

Which digitiser? 

The word at war Exhibitionists 
A word processor is not just for the boring 

things in life, you could make a million with 

one (well Jeffery Archer did!|. Find out which 

one is best for you PAGE 151 

Read our preview of the biggest 

computer show in the country. 

The Future Entertainment Show 

is yours to enjoy PAGE 16 

Game reviews 
Aquatic Gaines...94 
Archer Maclean's Pool .  100 

BAT II. 78 
Carl Lewis Challenge.104 

The Lost Treasures 
of Infocom...112 

Lotus III .72 
Match of the Day .107 

Putty.  82 
Red Zone.108 

Robosport.69 

Rome.92 

in ScreenPlay 
IN GAMES THIS 
MONTH: James 
Pond bids to show 
just what can be 
done without the 
use of steroids... 
or legs. 

IN GAMES THIS 
MONTH: after 
much haggling in 
the Amiga Format 
office, did we 
think this is the 
best game ever? 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
Hello and welcome to Amiga Format and to 

the long, cosy nights that lay ahead. It's the 

November issue and it's packed with more 

information, in more detail, and with a 

greater attention to your needs than ever 

before. We don't think that you will find a 

better read anywhere this month. 

The Amiga family is proving, day-in-day- 

out that it is the most versatile collection of 

home computers that you can buy anywhere 

in the world. And this month we look at a 

few of the areas in which it really excels: 

graphics with our mammoth 10-page 'How¬ 

to' guide incorporating tips and hints from 

the combined knowledge of the Amiga 

Format team and professional games design¬ 

ers from Domark, Psygnosis and Bullfrog: 

digitisers, these incredibly useful devices can 

make a world of difference to your graphics 

- they don't cost the Earth and could make 

the world of difference to your artistic 

efforts. In this month's Amiga Format 

Collection we've included both TVText, an 

excellent titling util¬ 

ity for your videos, 

and Cross-DOS which 

will enable you to 

make use of other 

computer formats 

from the security, 

ease and comfort 

(tried using MS-DOS 

recently?) of your Amiga. 

On the news front. Commodore (UK's) 

MD, Kelly Sumner had a great deal to say 

about the future of the Amiga this month, 

and we were there to take notes on it. The 

news that he and his company have got 

behind the A600 with two new packs is 

excellent for the long-term, especially when 

you consider that Commodore also have an 

important new hardware launch at the 

Future Entertainment Show. So this winter 

could be a time for contentment but not 

complacency for all of us. This is Amiga 

Format, at your service. Have a great read... 

Damien Noonan, Editor 

COVER DISK 
over the page... 

Legend of Valour 

The Chaos Engine 
Find out if the 
Bitmaps have 

done it again with 
this all-action 
blast-em-up. 

Play US Gold's 
atmospheric, 

texture-mapped, 
adventure RPG, 

starring your fave 
AF staffers. 

Legend of Valour 
Plus: 
More Bullfrogs’ programming tutorial files 

For the first time 
ever, you get the 
chance to beat-up 
several members of 
the Amiga Format 
staff in US Gold's 
custom-made 
playable adventure 
RPG demo. 

Chaos Engine 
Very weird science 
indeed from the 

Bitmaps. Babbage's 
machine goes mad 
in this high-speed, 
high-tension, two- 
player, all action 
thriller of a demo. 

The AMIGA Col lection^ 
i FORMAT fiMfif 
o 
o 
44 
0- 

FULL VIDEO 
TITLING 
PACKAGE! 
TVText: it must 
be the simplest 
way to give 
your videos the 
professional 
touch! 

FILE EXCHANGE 
UTILITY! 

Cross-DOS: open 
you Amiga up to 

the outside world 
with this excellent 

utility. 

0 
0 
to 

M A 500 Plus Compatible 9 1 Mb Required ! 

In this month's Amiga Format 
Collection - a series of COMPLETE, 
FULL-PRICE programs - You get TWO 
great utilities for your Amiga... 

TVText page 47 
Part one: now you can turn your videos into 

professional-looking mini-movies with this 
easy-to-use titler program. 

Cross-DOS page 57 
Part two: don't limit your Amiga, with this 

incredibly useful utility you can make use of PC 

graphics, text files and even samples. 
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COVERDISK 

The Chaos Engine 
Find out if the 
Bitmaps have 

done it again with 
this all-action 
bfast-errvup. 

Play US GoJdi 
atmospheric 

texture-mapped, 
adventure RPG, 

starring your fave 
AF staffers 

Legend of Valour 
Plus: 
More Bullfrogs programming tutorial fires 

Coverdislc 
Damn! The two best game demos ever to appear on the 

Coverdisk, and together they're too big to fit! Never mind, 

they're squeezed on with the aid of a pretty nifty archiving pro¬ 

gram. All you have to do is get them on to two blank disks - 

which is pretty easy, as explained by Pat McDonald. 

S 
IThe fir si thing you hove to do, before the Coverdisk 

has come anywhere near your machine, if to format 

two blank disks. This is very easy from Workbench; insert 
a disk to be formatted, clkk once an il {to highlight it) and 

select Initialise from the Disk menu on 1.3, or Formal Disk 

from the Icon menu on Workbench 2* loth disks should 

now be called Imply. 

--Iir 

f Plill* V 
I Cov*r<h iSAlb 
I |A any drlv* 

alui** 8 1*4. 

Iesi Ell vw 

Tim I »M ii lift*. tltt dilK inf inilill |t liltr, 
Kjiv* iMlhtP ilUiik iif* r«p Clim Cnfin*. 

4 Once the message has appeared, check the drive light 

to make sure the Empty disk is not being accessed, 
take out the now not sa blank disk, ond insert I he fully 

blank one. II you only have one disk drive, don't worry, 
the machine will ask you for Ihe relevant disk. 

2 Reboot your Amiga, by holding down the Ctrl key and 

both the 'Amiga' keys that are either side of Ihe 
spacebar. Then insert the Coverdisk, Alter a few moments 

of loading, the machine will ask tor a disk called Empty* 
Insert one of the blank disks. 

*2 If you have Iwo or more floppy drives, then you con 

«#wail until a message appears telling you that the 
Legends of Voiour disk is ready. Other wist you hove fa 

swap disks, I regret. 

5 Again, if you only have one drive then you have to 

swap the Coverdisk together with ihe second blank 

disk. Eventually a message will appear telling yaw that the 
Chaos Engine is ready to be installed. 

6If you want to follow Ihe Bullfrog's programming tuto¬ 
rial, then have a copy of the Devpat 2 Coverdisk (from 

Iasi month's issue ready. All the relevant files will be 
copied an to il. If you don't want the Bullfrog's demo, just 
click on cancel and move to stage 8. 

6 ’ -—— 4iP 
CepvMfbi !lt|7 Cwwimitrrt-ArtljJ, ImJ. 
All rlfM! Miffvie. 
tiifiii l.l 
OtcroncJUfiV Lifinl or VllfiOI- fw ve¬ 

rnal tit It ism. fonevt tfc* dish ind iftitili it 
insimr Mdish Kandy f» Clum Eniie*. 

Cluii Cnflni If Mldy t« initlli. 
lift a £4rv if IK* SwpacZ Cwtrdlgh. 

AIL dt««’ 

1> 

7 Disk swaps for this last operation are mercifully rare- 
We are sorry that any are necessary, but they are in 

order for the Coverdisk to a} be compatible across tbe 

range of Amigos and b) contain legends of Valour and The 

Chaos Engine. 

Urrl^intH krern ■ l~ 

8 You can't bool up and start going with the legends of 
Valour and Chaos Engine disks straightaway. You have 

to install them. This is quite easy, ance you know how. 

load Workbench and get la the Shell or CM, 

9 Once you're there, type install?' and press Return. A 
short message will display, asking you which disk you 

want to instill. Take oat Workbench. sBp in either demo 
disk and type DFO: (0 is zero, not the letter Oh) before 

bitting return. The disk can new autaboat - just repeat the 

process to install the other one. 



COVERDISK 

Legends of Valour 
US GOLD/DCD 

fHt MOST IMPORTANT thing to bear in mind 

^ this demo is that ifx a very early one. However, 

■re £ame u promises lo grow into looks like being one 

* the most remarkable releases to date. This demo 

iWes >ou to get a decent taste of the full program, 

The most innovative feature of Legends of Valour 

‘he main 3D display. Before, on similar games* you 

-ere either limited to very detailed views which could 

\ flipped through 90 degrees (like Chaos Strikes Back 

: e of the Beholder) or you got a polygon-generated 

D display which moved well but looked crude (like 

C hereon III or the F re escape games). 

Legends uses neither approach. Instead, it maps and 

uies walls and surfaces in a unique and very effee- 

•e fashion. If you are a long way from what you're 

* king at. il appears blurred and indistinct* Get closer 

*rsi the detail starts revealing itself* Move too close 

jr*i all the detail looks block) and pixel I a ted. 

The demo is quite limited in terms of what you can 

_ Currently, it looks like a standard fantasy role play- 

rg game - hack, slash, spe!least and so on* The main 

..‘mbat and spellcasting elements are simply not in 

rete - hut you can bet they will be in the final game. 

However* as the designers DCD are quick to point 

ut, this is not the main theme of the game* The main 

:wi is exploration - Legends of Valour is a 'Wander* 

aN*ut-cm-up\ The key dements are hidden beneath a 

of detail. Try going through the doors and talking 

the shopkeepers - although places differ little in 

ietail in the demo* it's the detail and interaction which 

will make or break the finished game. 

Try visit hit! different tav erns, pubs and shops, and 

j will discover the notice boards. These give details 

s al cm p I oy men! opport unities, wi th com men su ru I e 

rewards. You can also buy and sell commodities 

anHjnd the low n* which is another source of income. 

Legends of Valour is not just about trading though. 

The gamcplan is to have a series of quests, w hich have 

re completed in order to win. From the way DCD 

are talking, completion is going to he a long task - 

-> re of this 'buy-a-game-in-the-morning-and-coni' 

rrete-it-by-lunchlime' lark* 

3- the meantime* get stuck into this excellent taster. 

* -j can explore to your heart's content, hut you will 

. -re across the occasional wooden fence which the 

- .rammers have used to stop you seeing the entire 

However, sources close to DCD have revealed 

e a few hidden ways of getting around these,., 

j try hard enough. Sounds like a challenge, eh? 

“■ -a laterally and experiment, good luck... 

Click an Kail Person, and you 
ore transported straight to 
the Dragon pub, where the 
landlord bears more than a 

passing resemblance I a a 
certain reviews editor. 

HOW TO CONTROL LEGENDS OF VALOUR 
The simplest way of moving around is to click the 
left mouse button on the movement icon panel, 
selecting the icon which points In your chosen 
direction. There are keyboard shortcuts for these 
icons mapped on to the numeric keyboard (not 
A600s though, obviously). 

For more fluid, but slightly more complex con¬ 
trol first press the right mouse button. This locks 
the view direction to the position of the mouse. 

You can happily spin round in circles and watch 
the view rotate in the main window. This is useful 
for fine positioning and when you’re doing quick 
room searches. 

In this mode, you can still walk around. Just 
line yourself up in your chosen direction and press 
the left mouse button. Your character strides for¬ 
ward in the current direction. To cancel mouse 
mode, just press the right mouse button again* 

Viewing window - dick the cross to enlarge the view Message window - mfoimorion is displayed 01 text. 

The object nearest you 
on the floor is dis¬ 
played here* Clicking 
an this panel picks the 
abject up and moves It 

into your right hand. 

Jjz 

Movement icons (from 
top left to bottom right) 
- rotate left, forward, 
rotate right, move loft, 
run, move right, dip ISO 
degrees, badewards. 
Increase rank in guilds. 

Compass - paints 
in the direction 
you're travelling. 
You con use it to 
move in a specific 
direction by clicking 
on the outer edge. 

Your right 
hand - can 
hold an abject* 

System - load, 
save, texture 
on/off, sounds, 
viewing parame¬ 
ters , about, etc. 

Status indicators (from Actions - slash. Drop the item that 
left to right) - health. thrust, slice, map. you're currently hold¬ 
energy, injuries, epped. magic spells, religious ing in your right bond 
hunger, thirst, sleep. spells, sleep, use item, on to the floor below. 
Full=good, lowsbod. hail person. 

i the graphics used in legends of Valour are 
I af the competition, the other characters you 

(to look a bit blacky when you get very close. 

To speed things up a bit, dick on the cross at the top of 
the main window* This toggles the screen sire between 
the fall view, and one that is foster, smaller and clearer. 

Entering rooms is easy* Just walk straight at a door and it 
slides open to lei you through. If It doesn't, bock up a bit, 
line yourself up squarely and try again* 
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COVERDISK rr. 

The Chaos Engine 
RENEGADE/BITMAP BROTHERS * PAL/NTSC 

The full gome will feature these choraetei choke screens, where you choose who to do hoi tie with. 

WHAT HAVE THE Bitmaps been up to. apart from 

rehashing all their old games for the console market? 

Well fear not. those coders who polish their programs 

until they shine are back on the scene and are releasing 

another highly playable Amiga arcade game. 

Chaos Engine is the latest example of the Bitmap’s 

technique of taking a simple playing style and adding 

gloss until the original is taried up to near perfection. 

This is a shortish level of what promises to be one of 

the most enjoyable blasting games with knobs on that 

these weary eyes have witnessed. 

Hyperdrive w ithoul an r? Judge for yourself. This is 

a one or two-player demo featuring two of the six char¬ 

acters from the game. Player one always controls the 

brigand, an average combatant with a savage line in all 

around megablasts. Player two (if not controlled by the 

computer) takes the role of the gentleman, a less lethal 

character with a useful hobby of drawing maps. 

The background to the game is that of a technological 

breakthrough in the Victorian era. when Charles 

Babbage actually got his difference engine to work. If 

you didn't take that in. essentially Babbage was ihe 

designer of the computer, but lived in an era which 

lacked the technology to bring his dreams into reality. 

Pul it this way: if you’ve ever read Edgar Rice 

Burroughs or played the role-playing game Space 

1889„ you'll find a lot of that material makes up the 

backdrop to the game. If you haven't, expect weird 

twists on familiar technology - steam-powered televi¬ 

sions and spaceships with speaking tubes for 

communication. Get the drift? 

The best woy to ploy Chaos Engine if two player, with each charotter watching the other1 s back. 

HOW TO WIN 
1_ In order to get further in the game, you have to 

collect the silver keys. These open various 

obstacles w hich bar your way. 2 You will find various radio mast structures, 

which should be shot at but avoided, as they 

don't half spark. 3 The golden keys unlock secret rooms and 

_ bonus stages. Always be wan of them, as 

more combat is involved loo. 4— When you avoid enemy fire, try to dodge into 

1 a Bring position. Aggression is the key to this 

son of game. 5 Keep an eye out. The caves which spawn 

monsters and similar sources of bad guys can 

be spotted if you look for them. 

In terms of gameplay. Chaos Engine appears to show 

little originality. For starters. Cham Engine is played 

entirely with a joystick. The demo will autodisplay 

until you press a fire-button - after that, you decide 

whether you want solo or dual player (the latter 

requires two joysticks of course). 

The actual gameplay is really very simple. Pressing 

fire unleashes bolts of destruction in the direction you 

are facing. Moving the joystick moves your character 

that way. 

You can' t really get more dow n to earth. The brig¬ 

and- s fire-power can be boosted by power-ups. Mind 

you. the gentleman's flamethrower tends to cut right 

through enemies, making him more lethal against 

groups of enemies. 

There are quite a few factors which make the 

Chaos Engine different. For one thing, you lend not to 

get prearranged waves of nasties sweeping up to you in 

predictable patterns. All the bad guys have their own 

methods for attack, true, but exactly when and where 

they will strike is not a sure thing. This random ele¬ 

ment is quite a refreshing change. 

Another attraction is that there isn't just one route 

to get to the same goal. There are plenty of secret 

rooms and freebies to find, and although the demo says 

4Demo Completed’ when you die, you should find 

there are quite a few different routes to try. There's 

also the obligatory Bitmap shop in there somewhere, 

though I must confess I have yet to find it O 

When surrounded by bed guys, use the brigand's speciol 
ability to lake oat lots of baddies. 

Often you wfl find your progress barred by some obstacle. 
Eventually you'll lean all the twists and tons. 



COVERDISK 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your Coverdisk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shelf or CLI: it’s actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

: V. „__ __JELXL 

: Af fc. 
rrmt (TMt t* »»* 

- . 

3, The Amigo will now ask you to Smart the 'source' disk. 
It means the disk you want to copy, so put the Coverdisk 
im the drive and press the Return key. 

1 loud your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 
that says Shell or CLI ond double-dick on ft. 

- 

m iv V 35 
71WZ39OTE- 

jiffy! p STjj'ffi I.,, i <> #>■« n 
'tae 1* 

4. Wait for a while and it will read all the information off 
the Coverdisk, telling you how far it has got. Then it will 
osk you to insert the 'Destination' disk. Put the disk you 
want to copy your Coverdisk an to in the drive and press 
the Return key. Note that the disk does not need to be 
formatted already. 

2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
out, type in; 
Diikcopy from DFOt to DFOs 

and press the Return key. 

5. Pul the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more limes when the Amiga asks for them. When it soys 
"Disk copy Finished" just type In: 
endcli 

to get out of the Shelf or CLI. You may have to put the 
Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is readyl 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
■ you have a problem with the disk - and you’re sure the disk is in 
tuH working order - then you may need a little help, if you ring us on 
any Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call tf you really have to 
and do be considerate if we can’t talk to you just then. If the problem 
m particularly complex it is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
mm then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that all of the programs on the 
Amiga Format Coverdisk are sim¬ 
ple to use and have no viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? boxj and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisks are 
not in the Public Domain and the 
copyright remains with the copy¬ 
right-holder of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdrsks are not PD. sell¬ 
ing or distributing them without 
the copyright-holders specific per¬ 
mission is against the taw. 

Disk not workin ? 
At duphcate nearly 500,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 
* | be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, there 

be a problem, Don’t panic! 
First try using the DiskDocfor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it before 

sending it off for a replacement. In-full details of DiskDottor can be found in the 
«str s manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is in fact faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING 
- STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE for a free replacement within one month 
0 dte cover date to: 

Amiga Format November Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Units 2&3 
Omega Technology Centre 
Drayton Fields 
Da vent ry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 
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HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION WHEELS Of FI HE COMPILATION TNT, COMPILATION 

9.99 7.99 9.99 

NUCLEAR W AR PLA v E ft M ANAGE « 

5.99 8.99 
WOLFCHUS DELUXE PAINT 3 PRINCE OF PERSIA SW ANO POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE 

11.99 24.99 9.99 16.99 12.99 
CAPTIVE 

6.99 11.99 
SPACE CRUSADE 

12.99 
TITUS THE FOX 

9.49 

MlCnOPRO&E GOLF 

13.99 10.99 
KARLEOUIN 

12.99 
PFTFlGHTER 

14.99 9.99 
INDY JONES ADV 

9.99 
SUPflE M AC Y SPIRIT OF EKCA LlBU H I.C.FT DESERT 

16.99 9.99 
Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS or AMIGA 600. 

PNC (5 MEG) 
—Y FHOM f 

tfl#» legend 
ESCAPE FHGM TM£ PLANET OF 
THE ROBOT MONSTERS . Mt 
ESP ANA.THE GAMES ttfl MEG) ...1149 
EXILE ..... ...,..16 49 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER («Sf> (1 VEG| ...IS » 
EVE OF THE BEHQLDEH i fl MEG I 11-99 
m strike iMki i m iHG) iim 
Fig stealth pwhtiIi mr 

XTfUMCMA 1U 
F AMT AS TIC WOflLM .HtALMfi Will 
HU LG MANU. POPULOUS. 

FANTASY PAX(COLORADO. BOSTON 
BOMB CLUB- CRYSTALS OF AR BORE AI 13 M 
final COPY 3 WORD PROCESSOR 
PMAA FXB4T (HOP) . 
metre .-. 
FINESTAR (LIGHT PHAZE.R GAME i 
FIRST SAMURAI . MEGA LO MANIA 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER *) 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR? .. 
FLOOR 113... 

FUN SCHOOL? 1241 
FUN SCHOOL 2 4*4! 
FUN SCHOOL i (*.} 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (3-11 . 

MH 
is n 
i6H 

, -*-f* 
. 13 M 
.11.99 

23*9 
. ig.» 
ISM 7» 7 m 

L3|3-S) ...16.W 
L 3(5-7)..... 14.» 
L 3 (T+> ..16-M 
L4(2-S| ... 1«.W 
LAtt-7).. i*.» 
Ll(H) ... 16 W 

»SJ. 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7) .. 
FUN SCHOOL 3 
FUN SCHOOL 4 
FUN SCHOOL 4 
FUN SCHOOL 4 fr+i 
GAUMTlFT 2 . .„***. r.w 
GOBLLiNS .. 16 99 
GOlOEN AXE 144 
GOLF (OCEANi ... 16.99 
GOLF WORLD CLASS Lf AOEABOARD 7 W 
GRAHAM GOQCH WORLD CLASS 
CRICKET ...17W 
GRAHAM TAvLOR S SOCCER MANAGER 1S.« 

21 n 
1M» 
11 IB 
UN 
A 49 

21.99 
22 99 ii » 
1*49 ttt 

GurSP^ *** 
HARPOON VI ?i 
HEAD OVER HEE LS 
head TO HEAD 
HEART OF CHINA {I MEG 
iRBIfl4 I • 1 Mfli ..._I ,,,, 
heroouest . Data d*Sa 
HITCH MIXERS GUIDE 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION fRODOCOP 
GHOSTBUSTERS 2 ttfDtANA JONES 
ACTION BATMAN the MOVIEi NOP 5 99 
HOME ACCOUNTS! JfM 
HOME ALONE i«.K 
HOOK ... . .... 1699 
HUMANS . 17 « 
IAN BOTHAM 5 CRICKET It 49 
IK*.  • 49 
INDIANA JONES 2 ADVENTURE 
(FATE OF ATLANTIS!. .. 23 99 
INDIANA JONE s ADVENTURE ... i 9S 
IMDVHEAT .    ,1**9 
INTERCEPTER ■ RENEGADE LEGION(SSniQM 
INTERNATION RUGBY CHALLENGE 17 *9 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE . 19.49 
ISM AR LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS 15 99 

LP ..._  441 
_m—m —Si 

JAMES POND ...... 7.49 
JAMES POND 2 RQBOC0P 16 99 
JET SET WILL V 9 99 
JIM POWER .. 16*9 
JIM MV WHITES SNOOKER 14 99 
JlNXTEFI fM/SCHOLLV 399 
JOHN BARNES EUROPEAN FOOTBALL 16 « 
JOHN MADDENS (US I FOOTBALL 16.99 
RGB .    19 W 
KJC* OFF - EXTRA TIME DFSK (NOP| 3 99 
KICKOFF 2(1 MEG) .-. 6-W 
XKtOMl . 66* 
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE.. .9 99 
KICK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE ,7.99 
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE .7.99 
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS 7 99 
KICKOFF 3   46.9* 
KIDSTtPE JUNlOfl WORD PROCESSOR T* » 
KIND WOfi DS 3 WORD PROCESSOR » » 
HNK34fTUAft£. 19-9* 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY 1 1 MEG) 22 9* 
LAST NINJA 2 T4* 
LEANDER ....... .„. . 1&M 

h 46(6011 COLLECTION I BUBBLE MMU, 

tTOMV)1»OPl 
RAMPART 

6*6 
16-99 

12.99 12.99 
OUICKJOV QJ1 JOYSTICK 

(MICROS WITCH ED) 

6*99 

LO GIC 3 
SIGMA RAY 

11.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA JOYSTICK 

(CLEAR BASE) WITH 
AUTOFIRE AND 
SLOW MOTION 

10,99 
cheetah bug 

13.99 

QUICK JOY 
JET FIGHTER 

11-99 

GUICKSHQT111A 
TURBO 2 

9.99 

GUICKSH0T128F 
MAVERICK 1 

12.99 
QUICK SHOT 
PYTHON 

9.99 
QUICK JOY 

MEGASTAR 

19.99 

0UICKJ0Y 
TOP STAR 

18.99 
QUICK SHOT 
INTRUDER 1 

22,99 

GUICKJGY FOOT PEDAL 
(HIGHLY RECOMMENDED) 

18*99 
STAR FIGHTER REMOTE 

WITH TWO INFRA-RED 
JOYPADS 

29.99 

JACK NIC KLAUS 

6.99 

rugby world cup thunderhawk man utd Europe flames of freedom james pond 

7.99 9.99 9.99 11.99 7.99 8.99 
FI 5 STRIKE EAQLE 2 LOTUS TU R0O 2 

14.99 11.99 
LEMMINGS OH NO! MORE LEMMINGS 

12.49 9.99 11.99 

30 CONSTRUCTION KIT 

14.99 
JIMMY WHITE XENON 2 

14.99 6.99 
POWER UP COMPILATION 

9.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 

9.99 



Over 100,000 people hove joined Special Reserve - the dub with no 

obligation to buy! Tel, 0279 600204 for a ttff COLO R catalogue 

HARDWAIE PIKES INUUDt VMAMDWUYtlY TO UK MAINLAND 

O S0A A A 

NEW AMIGA 
$sji j 

2QL0M! NEW 
AMIGA PACK 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS 
PACK 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR 
1 MEG RAM EXPANDABLE 
TO 1 MEG, 11 MONTHS IN- 
HOME SERVICE 
GUARANTEE 
FREE DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE LEMMINGS 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

AMIGA 600 WHO, WEIRD, WICKED MCK 

AMIGA 600 HD EPIC PACK 
299.99 

319.99 

INTERNAL 20 MEG HARD DRIVE. BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, t MEG RAM. 12 
MONTHS IN HOME SERVICE GUARANTEE WITH EPIC, ROME, MYTH. TRIVIAL 
PURSUIT, LANGUAGE LAB. DHCTiQhARy 
|5 LANGUAGES) I DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 449.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 
9 PIN M COLUMN, 1«CP$/4«NL0r 3NLOH 
DRAFT FONT 14 MTH WARRANTY A 9 PIN 
PRINTER WITH COLOUR FACtLITV AND FULL 
PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE COLOUR KIT |84,99 

CITIZEN 120D+ 
9 Pin, no column, tm cps-2snlo 
INLG/l DRAFT FONT 34 MTH WARRANTY 
HIGH QUAUTY MONO PRINTER 
FREE1 SPECtAL RESERVE 
MEMBERSHIP OO 
FREE PRINTER LEAD TmW'M 

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN 
80 COLUMN, IrtCP&ULQ, 3 LQn OR AFT FONT. 24 MTH WARRANTY 14 PlN 
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER WITH EXCELLENT GRAPHICS 1340X380 DPi| 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP ^ _ 
FREE PRINTER LEAD A FREE COLOUR KIT 99A.QQ 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 
24 PIN. 80 COLUMN. 216CPS/72LO, 6L&1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MTH WARRANTY 
ADVANCED VERSION OF 214 WITH HIGHER SPEED, MORE FONTS AND SPECIAL 
LCD CONTROL PANEL- 
TREf SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP ^TJ M 
FREE PRINTER LEAD A FREE COLOUR KfT * * 

STAR LC24-20 24 PIN 

229.99 

DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC). 
'«-STEA LEAD (PARALLEL! FOR AMIGA $T OR PC ..... 
-AT AND SWIVEL STAND FOR MONITOR OR TV . 

BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR. 1 MEG HAM EXPANDABLE TO 2 MEG. 12 
MONTHS IN-HOME SERVICE GUARANTEE WITH, 
JVtCROPPOSE GRAND PRIX PUSH OVER, 
PUTTY AND DELUXE PAtNT 3 
FREE SPECtAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

GVP HOS+ 52 MEGABV 
AMIGA HARD DRIVE (SERIES 

with expansion; slots to 
UPGRADE AMIGA RAM TO 8 MEG I 

314.99# 

GVP 1 *1 MEG AMIGA RAM EXPANSION 
(SIMMS FIT H GVP HARO DRIVE 

TO EXP AND AMIGA BY 
a MEG OR 4 MEG RAMI 

89.99 

A5QI (WITH BART) AMIGA S12K RAM 
EXPANSION GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK 
FREE BART SlMPSON GAME .+,.34.99 

l MEGABYTE AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
(TO 2 MEG| FOR ASM PLUS ... 34 99 

1 MEGABYTE AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
{TO 2 MEG) FOR ASM.....+..49 99 

512K AMIGA RAM WITH CLOCK...99 
.T9.99 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6 99 EEC £8.99 fl&Cj 

WORLD £10+99 
Wo only supply members but you can 

order as you join. 

The Special Reserve full colour club Bi 
magazine NRG is sent to all members * .** \ 
bi-monthly. NRG features lull reviews / 
of new games plus mini-reviews, new to v V,* 

products. Special Reserve chads. H "4^3 
Release Schedule and hundreds of H. a * 7 

special offers, 
PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save even more money off our amazing prices 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, for 
Megadrlve, Master System, Game Gear, Super NES. 

Gameboy, NES. Lynx. Amiga. Atari ST, IBM PC. CDTV and 
IBM CO ROM. 

Best Service* Best Prices, Biggest Selection 

That's why over 100,000 people 
have joined Special Reserve. 

512K AMIGA RAM NO CLOCK +^+++++++++++.„,., 

EXTERNAL 3,5" DISK DRIVE FOR AMIGA 
WITH SONT/CrtlZEN DRIVE MECHANISM 
QUIET. HIGH OUALTTY. SUM. ...__ 

B0 COLUMN, 192CFS/M LQ. 5-LQi11 DRAFT FONT. 12 MTH WARRANTY 
QUALITY AT 9 PIN PRICE _ _ _ _ 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 704 99 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 

CANON BJ-10EX 
BUBBLE JET 
S4 NOZZLE. 80 COLUMN. 83LO CPS 
1L0/1 DRAFT FONT. 12 MONTH WARRANTY 
A SMALL, PORTABLE PRINTER, VERY OUlET 
YET GIVING OUTSTANDING PRINT QUALITY 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 

ftiMON FOR STAR LC20 .6.99 Ri&BOft FOR SWIFT 9 OR 1200* B.99 
WON FOR STAR LC20O .  6-99 RIBBON FOR SWIFT 24 OR 224 .. A_W 
» BBON FOR STAR LC24-20 ...6.99 RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFTS .17.99 
MB BON (COLOUR) FOR LC10O .10,99 INK CARTRIDGE FOR BJi MX 99 

49.99 

.27.99 

+++,+,„,+,+.+.+7J9 
.-.14.99 

PHILIPS C1/18833 MK 2 
COLOUR STEREO MONITOR FOR AMIGA 
Oft ATARI $T ONE YEARS ON-SITE 
MAINTENANCE INCLUDED 
OFFICIAL UK VERSION 
FREE MOfifTOR LEAD IM A A 
FREE LOTUS 3 ITT»T9 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CMH33 MK1I 
UONrTQfl ONLY (TURNS THE 
MONITOR INTO A TV) 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA POWER SUPPLY 

TECNOPLUS AMIGA STARTER PACK 
(AMOS. PRINCE OF PERSIA. QUtCKSHQT 
131 JOYSTICK. OUST COVER. MOUSE PAD. 
FlLf-A-DtSK RECORD SYSTEM. DISK 
CLEANER. 5 BLANK OtSKSi 

CLEANING ft IT FOR 
COMPUTERS 

(INCLUDES VACUUM) 
19.99 

NAKSHA AMIGA'S? 
MOUSE WITH 
OPERATION STEALTH 
2499 

SOUIK HOUSE FOR 
AMIGA OR ST 
12-99 

SPECIAL RESERVE HOUSE MAT 
4 99 

ZYOEC TRACKBALL 
24,99 | I SCREENSEAT STEREO j 

SPEAKERS FOR 
AMIGA OR PC REQUIRE 4AA BATTERIES OR 
MAINS ADAPTOR DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR 
COMPUTERS including mountings FOR 
ATTACHMENT TO MONITOR..+„.+,1B99 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR 
SCREEN BEAT SPEAKERS  ......7,» 

AMIGA SOUND ENHANCER (BOOSTS SOUND).....+...+.34.99 

TECHNO SOUND TURBO SOUND SAMPLER FOR AMIGA INCLUDES 
LEAD FOR ATTACHMENT TO WALKUANTHSCMAN.    .... ,29 99 

TECNQPlUS MIOt CONNECTOR AND CABLES 
FOR AMIGA (INCLUDES MUSfC X JUNIOR SOFTWARE   .34 99 

POWER SCAN HAND SCANNER FOR AMIGA 
TRUE GREY SCALE INCLUDES SOFTWARE 

89.99 

PREMIER CONTROL 
CENTRE FOR 
AMIGA GOO 
(STEELS?AND WITH 
EXTRA SHELF FOR 
EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES ETC PLUS CABLING FOR 
EASIER CONNECTION OF >QYSTTC*S/MJCE) 
34 99 

Nintendo 
Super NES 
WITH 1 CONTROLLER & 
SUPER MARIO WORLD 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE 
MEMBERSHIP 
CW OFF ANY SUPER NES GAME 
FREE CSOO REPLA Y VOUCHER 

SUPER Ni$ GAMES 

ADDA MS FAMILY ..+.,,42.99 
BLAZING SKIES (WINGS 2).37.99 
DRAGON S LAIR.. ,44,99 
F-ZERQ .   37 99 
FINAL FIGHT .  .47.99 
HOME ALONE .    44 99 
JOE « MAC * CAVEMAN NINJA .47 99 
KICKOFF   42 99 
LEMMINGS .. 47.99 
PAPERBOY 2 .... 37 99 
PILOT WINGS ..  37,99 
POPULOUS .+.,.+.+,+.+.,-42,99 
RIVAL TURF .  ,,,41,99 
ROBOCQF 3 ...mm,47,99 
SIM CITY ... .37,99 
STREETFIGHTER 2 -. 62.99 
SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND.42 99 
SUPER ALESTE .   42.99 
SUPER CASTLE VANIA 4 .42 99 
SUPER GHOULS AND GHOSTS ...37.99 
SUPER MARIO WORLD....42 99 
SUPER PROBOTECTOR .  42,99 
SUPER TENNIS ..  37,99 
SUPER TURRICAN.  37 99 
TURTLES 4   .41.99 
TOP GEAR ..  42.99 
ULTRAMAN .  37 99 
ZELOA3-LINK TO THE PAST .37.99 

Inter*Mediates Ltd. Registered Office; 2 South Block* 
The Waitings Bawbridgewoith+ Herts CM21 SPG. 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED. 
PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR 

LATEST RELEASE DATES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY, 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU jOlN 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF $Qq PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS 

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) 
WAS 23 

snail L ftESllYE ItPLAT 
H09CHER WOtTN 15 AND FREE 

MiMtEISHlP WOITH £*.« WITH 
ant sum NES OAJHf 

MONITOR LEAD-AMIGA 
TO PMiUPS CM8833 9   —-TJ9 

PHILIPS 3332 15” FST 
COLOUR T£ LE viStON.'MONlTOR FOR 
AMIGA WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
AUTO PROGRAMMING AnD 
TWO TEAR WARRANTY 
(ALSO FOR MEGA DRIVE OR SUPER NES) 
FREE SCART LEAD (STATE AMIGA I 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 

214+99 
SCART LEAD - AMIGA TO TV WITH SCART 
INPUT |GIVES MONITOR 
QUALITY PICTURE) 

GOLDSTAR 14” 
TtLEYTSlOHttKMrrOR WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL AND SCART INPUT FOR AMIGA 
(ALSO FOR MEGA DR IVE OR SUPER NES| 
FREE SCART LEAD AMIGA TO GOLDSTAR 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 

159.99 
OUST COVER FOR MOWTOR 
(CLEAR PVC) -.... „A99 

39-99 PREMIER COMTROC CENTRE FOR AMIGA AMO OR A500 PLUS 

HLFI LEAD - AMIGA TO STANDARD PHONO INPUT ___ 
POPULOUS^ ALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CABLE) --™. 
RF SWITCH FOR AUjGA, ST OR CONSOLE (SWITCH BETWEEN 
TV AERIAL AND COMPUTER WITHOUT OtSCONMECTING) .. 
SCART LEAD - AMIGA TO TV WITH SCART INPUT 
(GIVES MOWTOR OUAUTY PICTURE)...+.+.*„.. 
DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR PyC) .. 

■ -3-99 
,7 99 

9 99 
A#9 

DELUXE 0t$K BOX 
i 3.S* (ML LOCKABLE. 31 

DfVIOERS 

i ,6“ , ^ 
BAr»x DISK BOX r 

N xs- m stackable 
9 99 

3 5 DSOO JVC DISK WTfH L 
PACK OF 59 JVC 3-5" 

DISK BOX 3S" (16 CAPACITY)» 
DISK BOX 3.5" (40 CAPACITY) 
LOCKABLE DIVIDERS .*. 5 99 
DISK BOX 3.5’ (80 CAPACim 
LOCKABLE DIVIDERS ..7 W 

I DISK BOX 3.5“ (100 CAPAOTTY) 
LOCKABLE DlVlOERS _.+t,„A,99 

35'OtSK HEAD CLEANER ..3.W 

-w+, .. ..8BpEAch 

Name 

Address 

postcode. 

Toiepfione _ Machine typs_ 

Enter momeeirshtp number frf applicable) Of 
Membership £6 99 UK £3 99 EEC. DO 99 World 

item 

item 

Hfi£Q 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT 

CheouftP O Access Mas:e'caffl Swncn V,£9 Switch issue No„ 

mm 

.Signature. 
Cr«3n card 
expiry -sate 

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - r>o extra charge 
World Software orders please add £1 00 per item 

Non-software jtems please add 10% E EC or 25% Worid 
Overseas orders must be paid Py Credit card. 



Growing old isn't all it's cracked up to be! 

For starters it means that you can't open an 

LTD account. Exclusively designed for 11-17 year 

olds. LTD gives you a cashcard (which means 

24 hour access to your money) and a higher 

rate of interest than you could get if you were 

18 or over. All for a minimum investment of 

£10. So make the most of your money by 

picking up a leaflet from any Britannia branch. 

But don’t leave it too late. 

ONCE YOU’RE 18, YOU’RE PAST 
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0 NEWS REPORTS 

A replacement for the hugely successful Cartoon Classics pack is announced... 

Two new Amiga bundles 
COMMODORE HAVE finally killed 

off the Cartoon Classics bundle and 

have replaced it with two brand new 

A6(KJ bundles. 

Called The Wild, the Weird and the 

Wicked for the A600. and the 

lipic/Languagc Lab for the A600HD. 

the two packs should be in the shops 

this month. 

The Cartoon Classics bundle * the 

vehicle for the A5O0 and also under 

confusing circumstances, the A5C0 Plus 

and finally the A600 - served its 

purpose for two years but was not up to 

the job of showing off all the qualities 

of the A6G0. 

Since January, she two new bundles 

have been crafted especially for the new 

machines. As Commodore (UK's) man¬ 

aging director. Kelly Sumner, explained 

at the recent launch: "The A6(K). Wild, 

the Weird and the Wicked pack will be 

available at £349,99, It’s a direct 

replacement for Cartoon Classics, It has 

in there. Pushover from Ocean, Put tv 

The two new packs are a positive move 

and show Commodore's commitment to 

the long-term future of the A 600. 

SMART MOVE 
One noticeable element of the new 

packs is ihc lack of any software for the 

PCMCIA credit-card drives, Sumner 

made his point quite strongly on the 

absence of even a taster: “They're 

damned expensive. And when Fujitsu 

and Mitsubishi and all these guys 

get their acts together and realise 

that they're over-priced, we may well 

do something. 

“We're not going to lake the lead, 

we re liaising with a lot of software 

publishers now, not on the games side, 

and third party manufacturers. But real¬ 

istically 1 don't think you'll ever see a 

game on a smarieard. you'll certainty 

see word processors and graphics 

because there’s a long lead time and the 

cost is prohibitive. We realistically 

believe that CD is the belter option," 
The two new pecksfor the A600: on top The Wild, the Weird and the Wicked; on the hot' 
tom the back and front of the Epk/Language Lab pack. 

Sieve Franklin, right, the man who refused 

to cut I he price of the A500: and Kelly 
Sumner, left, the new Commodore UK MO 

who has now cat the price of the A600. 

from System 3, Deluxe Paint tit obvi¬ 

ously fmm Electronic Arts, and 

MkrroProse's Grand Prix■ 
“There are details of how to fit 

everything on the back. Even though the 

failure rates on A600s are far less than 

\500s we've even put quick connect 

guides in there.'* 

He also explained about the A600, 

’ nele-drivc pack which is aimed ai the 

' njngcr audience: "We also have the 

A600 HD pack. You have in There Epic 

**<>m Ocean. Rome from Millennium. 

from System 3 and Deluxe Paint 

lit from Electronic Arts. 

“Slightly different, this is the dual 

' ded pack with the Amiga language 

Lib on the back. This contains Trivial 

Pursuit in three languages - German. 

English and French, a multi-lingual dic- 

tvnary to help you out, and AmitfaTexl 

•h*cb is a basic word processor This 

•ill retail at £499.99 so there is no 

duoec m price," 

When we put the 

packs together we 

| realised we had no big 

I blockbusters, so we went 

£ for products that were 

I either visually effective or 

| bloody good to play. H 

EPIC STRUGGLE 
Much attention was also called to the 

fact that Ocean’s Epic - a long-awaited 

game that was a sad disappointment in 

the game play department - is to head¬ 

line the 'more mature' bundle. Sumner 

was incredibly diplomatic on this point: 

“Epic is visually a very impressive 

game. Basically all our packs are put 

together in January. We went with Epic 

basically because at that time Ocean 

said it was going to be the best thing 

since sliced bread. 

"When we pul the packs together, 

we realised that we had no big block¬ 

busters like Batman or Bart Simpson, so 

we decided to go for products that were 

cither visually effective or were bloody 

good to play. We believe we've got the 

right mix here." 

When prompted as to how good 

Epic was as a game, Sumner com¬ 

mented: "l‘m not a games player, but 

my guys say it's OK. 1 saw it about a 

year ago and thought it was amazing. At 

the end of the day you're buying HDs 

out there for £499. you're getting seven 

pieces of software for nothing, so you 

can throw the Epic away if that's what 

you want. You're still getting Rome and 

Myth which are bloody impressive". 

GOOD NEWS 
The bottom line of all this for people 

who currently own and use Amigas is 

that Commodore have finally shown a 

considerable long-term and financial 

commitment to the A600. The machine 

certainty looks like it will be with us for 

quite a while. 

Amiga Format's special thing 
Following the good nows that 
Commodore have placed finan¬ 
cial and long-term faith In the 
A600, we are proud to announce 
that In every one of the two new 
bundles will be special editions 
of Amiga Format 

The world1 s most popular 
Amiga magazine will greet all 
the new users as they dive 
Into the delights of their 
spanking new machines. 

This will undoubtedly 
mean more readers join the 

throng that is the Am/gi 
Format members club. 
And more readers mean 
more tips In Game 
Busters, more letters In 
er,.. Letters and more of 
a chance for us to blud¬ 
geon the publishers of 
AF into giving you bet¬ 
ter and better Cover 
di»k$. more pages, big- Aaymjt wko 

ger features and even beys one a I the new Amiga 

more special, special beadles will receive a free speeM edHion ef 

otters and competitions, the world's biggest-selling Amiga magazine. 
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NEWS REPORTS 

Rengade announce a move towards CD software in 
a bid for cheaper software and to counter piracy... 

Sensible Soccer 
sensible prices 
RENEGADE SOFTWARE’S recent 

announcement that they were going to 

enter the CDTV arena with a £19.99 

version of their smash hit Sensible 

Soccer, has livened up Commodore's 

hi-tcch Amiga more than any 

announcement. 

Renegade's spokesman Tom 

Watson, said: ‘There were a number 

of reasons behind the pricing. First, wc 

have not enhanced the game for 

Compact Disc. We could have added 

some bells and whistles, some frills on 

top of the floppy version, but that is 

exactly what they would have been." 

In effect, adding on a few cosmetic 

changes to the CD version is one of the 

many reasons software publishers have 

found for selling on a cheaper storage 

media (a single CD is cheaper to pro¬ 

duce and buy than four or five floppy 

disks) at a higher price. Watson feds 

the consumer deserves a better deal, 

and that the software publishers could 

also be doing themselves a favour. 

“The message that should go out. and 

it's an important one, is that the CD is 

un pi rat cable. For a long time now the 

publishers have been saying that they 

will bring down the price of software 

as and when the pirates stop. The 

pirates have been saying that they will 

stop pirating software when the prices 

drop. Of course it's a chicken-and-egg 

situation. And we all know that neither 

was going to happen first. 

“The message that we want to get 

across is that CDs arc cheaper than 

floppies and they also can’t be pirated. 

So get into CDs and the prices will 

then come down.” 

This seems to be a constant argu¬ 

ment in the software and hardware 

industry at the moment. At a recent 

press conference. Commodore’s mam 

aging director in the UK, Kelly 

Sumner, pointed out: "The reason that 

they |softwfare houses] say that they 

have to charge £24.99 or £34.99 is 

because of the piracy problem and they 

Totn Woi son, of Ren gad e software, has decided to brave El in the CO arena with the 

excellent Semitic Soccer. And why the hell not, sorely this is the formal of the future? 

just don't get the return. But using a 

CD, there is so much code there that if 

someone wants to pirate the disk it will 

cost them more to buy the blanks than 

it will for them to buy the original. 

And that's the only way we arc going 

to stamp out piracy. 

"So, if a game was £19.99 and it 

takes 40 disks to copy, it's not worth it 

for a pirate, he might as well go and 

buy the original. OK so he might get 

a kick out of it, but it’s a pretty 

expensive kick - and he'd get a very 

sore wrist from putting the disks in and 

out. So that's the plan, to get CD soft- 

ware as inexpensive as possible, ” 

All of this bodes extremely well for 

the CD-buying. CDTV and A570 own¬ 

ing, Amiga users: CDs could well be 

the format of the future. We just wish 

that Commodore, despite their play¬ 

ing-up of the CD market, would be a 

little more forthcoming with news of 

the imminent A670 release. 

New Bridgeboard ahoy 
All this hype being kicked up about the IBM PC and compatibles being this month's 

flavour, it now seems the right time for Commodore to show that the Amiga can 

more than hold its own. To this end, the company have released a new hridgeboard. 

To sian off with this will be on the 2IXM. 3000. 15000 machines. It is going to be 

a 386sx/25 bridgeboard with 2Mb of RAM on board. It can be configured for the 

Amiga or the PC, and it will be priced around the £250 mark. 

Good news for A600 hundred users is that, according to Kelly Sumner: "It is 

envisaged that wc will be looking to do something simitar for the A600 but I suggest 

that we will do this at a different price point" 

This different price point should be lower than the more highly specified, but will 

probably lake into account that less RAM will be on board. 

The fact that Commodore feel comfortable taking on the PC in this way bodes 

very well. Unlike other home computers, the Amiga is not likely to fade away under 

the threat that is being worked up by some of the press and the PC makers. 

Commodore launch a new bridgeboard for the higher-end machines. A600 I he next stop? 

Scotland 
is braved 
In a move that is sure to pul a smile on 

the right side of David Mellor, and the 

rest of the government's face, not to 

mention the hard-pressed Caledonian 

workforce. Commodore are to make all 

of their UK issue Amiga* in Scotland. 

The news was announced by 

Commodore UK MD, Kelly Sumner ai 

a recent press conference. He said: "Wc 

are now producing the A600 in 

England (well Scotland actually). And 

when I say producing I don't mean 

just assembling, I mean actual produc¬ 

tion fmm the board layer up. So the 

chips and the plastic moulding are 

made in the UK, 

"AH the products for the UK pre- 

Christmas will be built in Irving in 

Scotland, and wc export a significant 

number of Amiga* to Europe so we will 

be a net exporter of Amiga* this fiscal 

year. It's also created, rather secured, 

200 jobs in Scotland. It is mu 

Commodore UK, it's an associate com¬ 

pany called SCI. And it's our intention 

to produce all Amiga* in Scotland 

whether they be high-end or low -end. 

The Amiga is ScotHch - ft'* official. All UK 

Amigos ore to bo manufactured solely in 
the bonnio town of Irving. 

"This is basically endorsing our belief 

in what the UK Amiga market's going 

to be and what it is at the moment. It's 

not easy, it's not cheap to set up a pro¬ 

duction plant, wc believe it's going to 

be a good market." 

The move away from the Far East 

and to the near North will not affect 

Commodore's pricing plans, however. 

Il seems that the move was considered 

before the £100 price drop of the 

Amiga 600 took place. What it does 

mean though, is that supplies, and 

hopefully support, will be speeded up 

over the busy periods. 
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Peripheral required 

for playing 

Computer Scrabble 

You know your scrabble. 

Seldom doo* • zugzwang on a 

triple word escape your eagle eye. 

Now (1$ Gold Nave pioneered 

Computer Scrabble. It t the same 

Scrabble you ve always enjoyed, 

but with tome very special added 

features. 

Thanks to Computer Scrabble 

you can challenge up to three 

colleagues in the office over 

lunch, take on the family back 

home, or even have the neighbours 

round for a war of words after 

supper - all without the hassle of 

setting up a board. 

You can also lock horns on your 

own with the computer game 

which has twice won the Computer 

Olympiad, With its dozen different 

skill levels, you can improve your 

game as you progress to the 

ultimate victory * a level 12 

blitzkrieg. 

Listed in the game * memory is 

every single page of the Chambers 

Official Scrabble Dictionary - over 

126,000 words |a programming 

triumph in itseltl - so you can 

settle disagreements with a 

quick recourse to the definitive 

referee, too. 

Computer Scrabble from 

US Gold, The thinking person t 

computer game. 

AVAILABLE ON: 

Atari ST, Amiga and PC A 

Compatibles (EGA, VGA, minimum 

memory required 640k J. 

M«»wrTiic«iiHOif j m i e iwiac 

t(*a rtS fhOiUD warn#aciimid and cn^inwvtid 

•f |S GCHD lTD Uhill t I MOtlORD WAV HtHFOHD 
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Preview The 
THE WORLD OF Commodore Show, 

which was such a huge success Last 

year, has grown and grown, and has 

become the Future Entertainment Show. 

In fact, it is estimated that the new- 

look World of Commodore/Fuiurc 

Entertainment Show will be three times 

as big as last year's extravaganza. 

The FES is the biggest computer 

exhibition in Europe this year and the 

biggest ever computer show in the UK 

(in fact, it is (he third Largest exhibition 

of any kind in the UK this year). 

It has attracted such interest from 

inside and outside of the Amiga world 

that the organisers have had to take up 

more than 17.000 feet of space in order 

to pack all the exhibitors in. 

More than 70 top-class exhibitors 

will be show ing their w ares at the Show 

this year. Many of these will have spe¬ 

cial show deals at just the nght 

pre-Christmas moment. 

The Show is not just going to be all 

about gamcs-playing. There will be a 

concentration on gamsey stuff, but 

much of the space in the two massive 

Earls Court halts will be given over to 

the more serious side of the Amiga ( and 

other machines so you can get a look at 

how (he other side lives). 

Beside alt the computer- re lated 

sights, sites and sounds will be a few 

added extras to complete a day-out. For 

example there will be a 20-metre square 

video wall which is bigger than the one 

used at the WWF Summer Slam: there 

will also be bar-Hying (sticking yourself 

to a velcro wait in a velcro suit) and a 

whole host of other activities. 

NEW LAUNCHES AT FES 
Many companies in the industry are 

using the Future Entertainment Show as 

the (aunchpad for new products (see 

side column on Commodore) Without 

giving too much away (and many of the 

companies concerned have slapped non¬ 

disclosure agreements on us), here are a 

couple of teasers: 

AMKmA presents 

is - 17 November imui 

Qk Commodore 

NEW FINAL COPY 
NEW WORDWORTH 
If you are wandering what happened to 

Final Copy in our round-up of w ord and 

document processors (Pages 151-158). 

the omission is because a brand new 

version is due to be launched at the 

Future Entertainment Show. 

Not only will Final Copy U retail at 

(just) under £100 - it will cost £99.95 - 

it has also be been launched with a full 

UK spelling checker and thesaurus. To 

compound the good news is the fact that 

h will be soy officially in the UK for 

the first time. The UK retailers are 

going to be Gordon Harwood 

Computers (0773 836781). 

To support an already healthy mar¬ 

ket, Digita are to announce the arrival of 

a new version of the popular and suc¬ 

cessful Wordwonh. The upgraded word 

processor will come with IQ 

Compugraphic fonts, four ColourFonts 

and 100 pieces of mono and colour clip 

art. It also makes use of IntelliFont tech¬ 

nology, which enables 1.3 and 

Workbench 2 users to display outline 

fonts in any size and style. It also means 

that you can mix internal printer fonts, 

Amiga outline fonts, ColourFonts, 

Postscript and bitmapped fonts in the 

same document. Be at the show to dis¬ 

cover the price and other details dial 

Digita might have up their sleeves. 

Commodore's 
new machine? 

TW Mw AMO packs, iut this isn't 

the only mm hardware that 

^ e It s sl^r^tira. 

WITH ALL THE news of the new- 

look A6Q0 packs you might be 

forgiven foe forgetting that 

Commodore actually make all-new 

machines as well. 

The first big news for this month 

is that the United States arm of 

Commodore finally came through 

with the long-awaited Amiga 4000, 

The eagerly anticipated launch of the 

high-end Amiga took place at the 

World Of Commodore Show in 

Pasadena, California in September. 

Thought by many to be the first 

in a new wave of Amiga*, the A4000 

sports the Advanced Graphics 

Architecture chip set, giving a maxi¬ 

mum of 256,000 colours on screen at 

once, from a palette of 16.7 million. 

The UK launch of the machine 

will of course be at the Future 

Entertainment Show, 

But it now appears that this 

won't be the only new hardware 

launch at the Show. 

It now appears that the company 

will be making a splash at the Future 

Entertainment Show as they show a 

brand new machine. 

Strong rumours in the software 

and developers arenas lead us to 

believe that what is expected to be a 

brand new Amiga will make its first 

appearance at the FES. At the 

moment full details are difficult to 

come by because Commodore are 

being heavily secretive about it. 

With the A2200 now officially 

out of the running - Kelly Sumner, 

managing director of Commodore 

UK confirmed it "absolutely does 

not exist/* at a recent press confer¬ 

ence - a mid-range Amiga is sure to 

be a good bet. 

Whatever the specifications of 

the A???? turn out to be, 

Commodore has assured us that it 

will be ‘impressive*. 

In fact, it looks to be the biggest 

public launch we have seen from the 

company since CDTV. 



fields! 

challenge? 

Launches You into The 
Ultimate Deepspace Dogfight! ^ 

• Starships so real you’ll duck when they pass! iff ^ 
• Intense starfighter action pushes you to the limit! 
• Earth-shattering stereo sound surrounds you with realism! 
• Dynamic shipboard scenes prepare you for the battle ahead! 
• Your skilled wingman is ready to pull your bacon out of the fire! 
• Cinematic launch and docking sequences hurl you into the action! 

commAnDi3 PC screens sfiown. Amiga screens may vary 

min 

£5ORIGIN 
Distributed by 

r^- 
r 4 + 

MINOSCAPi 

For more information please contact: 
Mindscape International, Priority House, Charles Avenue, Burgess Hill, Sussex RH15 9PQ, Tel: 0444 246333 
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Win £10,000 
playing gnmcs 
AS WE MENTIONED last month, 

the National Computer Games 

Championships Grand Final - now in 

association with Yorkshire TVs com¬ 

puter games related television show* 

Bad Influence - will be held at the 

Future Entertainment Show. 

The total value for First and Second 

prizes is a monumental £14,000, that's 

£10,000 for the Winner, and £4,000 for 

second place - so if you win* you can 

stop playing games and buy a couple of 

Amiga 3000s instead. 

The regional heats for the competi¬ 

tion mean that wherever you arc in the 

country you have a fair chance of hav¬ 

ing a crack at the big prizes. 

The format of the competition is 

straightforward: in the heats, each com¬ 

petitor gets a two-minute blast on a 

soon-to-be-announced game (the clever 

betting here is no Zool), The four win¬ 

ners from each heat will be contacted 

after the event and will go on to the 

regional final on the Friday, Regional 

finals will be fought out by the four 

over two rounds. The first 15-minulc 

round will be played on the Amiga, the 

winner of which will go on to the next 

round which must be fought out on an 

Amiga, a Sega Mega Drive and a 

Nintendo SuperNES, The player with 

the highest combined score will be the 

one who makes it to the televised 

London final. 

If you make it this far. you arc guar¬ 

anteed at least an Amiga, a Mega Drive, 

an SNES and all the software used in 

the final. The exact format of the final is 

being kept a tight secret but with the TV 

interest and a mammoth prize, it should 

be a humdinger. 

Hi* longtfl journey lturti with on* step - so stop into u Virgin Gomel Centre or Mega 
Stort to start what could b« a journey to Earls Court and £10,000. 

DETAILS, DETAILS 
The regional heals will be held at the 
following Virgin Megastores from 
Monday to Thursday between 2pm 
until 5pm. Finals will be held on the 
Friday on the following dates: 

SCOTLAND; 

from 12 October at Glasgow Union 
St, Falkirk and East Kilbride Games 
Centres, Final: Glasgow Argyte St. 

NORTH WEST: 

from 19 October at Stockport Games 
Centre, Manchester Megastore. Final: 
Manchester Megastore. 

LONDON; 

from 26 October at Bromley, 
Croydon, Guildford, Ilford, Kingston 
and 100 Oxford St Game Centre. 
Final: Marble Arch Megastore. 

MIDLANDS: 

from 28 October heats and finals at 
fhe Birmingham Megastore. 

WEST: 

from 26th October at Bristol Games 
Centre, Cardiff Megastore, Final: 
Cardiff Megastore, 

NORTH EAST: 

from 26th October at Newcastle 
Megastore, Gateshead Games 
Centre. Final Newcastle Megastore. 

Remember that Future Publishing 
will pay all of the travel and accom¬ 
modation expenses of fhe eighi 
finalists and their guardians to the 
Grand Final at the Future 
Entertainment Show, So get down to 
your local Megastore, 

Win a pair of tickets! 
That's right, we have been given five highly prized pairs of VIP tickets 
to give away for the Future Entertainment Show. So if you want to have 

a great day out courtesy of Amiga Format, all you have to do is answer 
one simple question; keep one day between November 5 to 8 free, and 
send your answer to: FESComp, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, 
Avon, BA1 2BW. Be quick though, because the closing date for entries Is 
Friday 16th October so that we can be sure of getting your tickets to you 
on time if you win. Winners will be notified by phone on thal date, so 
you'll still have time to get tickets If you don't win, 

OK, so here's the question: somewhere in this magazine you will 
find a list of all the magazines that Future Publishing tr„, publishes. 

If you can name (hem all, and you're first out of the hat, then we ll send one 
pair of tickets to you. If you can name alt the mags that Future has ever pub* 
lished. we ll make that four tickets. Good luck. 

o Commodore 

Rumours abound that Commodore 
will be previewing, If not actually 
launching, a brand new Amiga at 
the Future Entertianment Show. 
We know that they showed the 
A40QQ at the World ol Commodore 
show in Pasadena last month, so 
the new beast should be a real 
surprise and a very big deal. 

(Ninler>doj 

The fight for the prime toy spot 
will be fought out between 
Nintendo and Sega at the show; at 
least the kids will have something 
to watch. The likelihood is that 
both the Japanese companies wilt 
be concentrating on CDs and 
Christmas games. 

More console fun as Sega pit 
Sonic the Hedgehog against 
Maridu from Nintendo. We of 
course will stand back and watch 
as loot puts paid to both of them. 
Aside from this, Sega will have 
many new games to show. 

Electronic Arts have been incredi¬ 
bly busy. Not only have they 
recently bought US-based Origin 
(the company responsible for the 
Ultima series and the soon-to-be- 
released Wing Commander), they 
have also been developing away 
like crazy. Don't miss their forth¬ 
coming launches at the Show. 

mm 
Amiga Format will be out In 
lorce at the Future Entertainment 
Show so make sure to come and 
meet us all. We will be available to 
answer as many of your questions 
as we possibly can. Anyone who 
buys a member of the AF team a 
beer will get their name printed in 
the January issue. 
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As Zoof fever begins to take a firm 
hold (leaving the console users 
looking on In awe) you can expect 
an impressive looking stand, a few 
competitions and maybe even 
news of loot Z Who knows? 
That s half the excttiment of going 
along to the show. 

Wfth Formula One Grand Prfx 
lucked Inside the new A6Q0 bun* 
die, we can surety expect a firm 
commitment from MicroPros^ to 
the Amiga. Their stand Is normally 
festooned with flight-jacket wear¬ 
ing people desperate to give away 
T-shirts and other gear. Be there. 

Domark wilt be on the Winter 
offensive yet again with upgrades, 
new releases? and a tew more 
tricks ready to impress an unsus¬ 
pecting public. One thing we know 
they'll be bringing is A V8B Harrier 
Assuatt which, rumours have it, 
could be one of the better Amiga 
Might-sims. 

The Liverpool-based software 
house have been beavering away 
at Microcosm lor CDTV. This truly 
stunning game has already been 
shown in part to some members of 
ihe press, so you might expect to 
catch a glimpse at the next stage 
in Amiga gaming at the FES, 

4«k*n 

Although the company has done 
nothing lor the Amiga since Barr V 
the Space Allens, Acclaim could 
have a few tricks up their sleeves. 
However, It is more Jlkely that they 
will be previewing and launching 
console-based games. 
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Audio Visual Research 
AVR will be launching two new prod¬ 

ucts for the Amiga at the show; Clarity 

16 is a lb-bit sampler and will cost 

£ 150; VidcoMasier costs £69.95 and 

combines audio and visual digitising. It 

also conies with a sequencer and video 

editing suite. 

New sfunds from 
New Dimensions 
New Dimensions are currently working 

like crazy on the latest version of their 

sampling system, which should be fin¬ 

ished in lime for the show. Technosound 

Turbo // boasts a number of improve¬ 

ments over its predecessor, the most 

impressive of which is its ability to 

record samples direct to disk. It will 

cost £49.99, but upgrades will be avail¬ 

able to existing users for £ 10. 

HaI f|, n lln vct mere 
cheap 
MM Network SouthEast 
The organisers of the Future Enter¬ 

tainment Show have arranged with 

British Rail and Network South East a 

dual-ticketing deal for thousands of 

show goers. 

The deal relates to all of the 942 

Network South East stations, and means 

that travellers can gel unlimited under- 

ground and bus travel, and the cost of 

the lickct to the show with an Off-Peak, 

One-Day Travelcard plus reduced 

admission to the show' itself. The £1*05 

reduction is not only good for the 

pocket, it also means that you can get in 

ahead of the crowd as you avoid the 

queues. So if you travel to the show by 

train you'll save time and money. 

Virtually there 
Experience the hip thing of the moment: Virtual Reality. 
At the FES, Zona will be ottering you the opportunity to 
exist., somewhere else. Hunt out your opponent in a 
full-colour, three-dimensional, 360-degree world. 

CD-i versus CDTV 
This is your chance to see Philips CD-I 

system for yourself. At the Future 

Entertainment Show' you will have the 

chance to sec whether, at £599. the CD-I 

205 player represents stiff competition 

for Commodore's CDTV system. 

Both use CDs to enable the user to 

manipulate audio, text, graphics. Both 

have invested a great deal of time, 

money and faith in the development of 

their respective systems over the last 

few years. With Philips arriving this 

year amongst speculation that the huge 

Sony Corp will be backing it, CDTV 

faces its first real challenge. So decide 

for yourself who the winner should be. 

Meet Amiga Format 
Hie Amiga 
forma? team: 
me-et us all at 
the show and 
ask same 
extremely 
taxing ques¬ 
tions and wo 
might give 
you a T-shirt. 

If you couldn't get to last year's World of Commodore Show, now's your chance 

to get face-to-face with the Amiga Format team. The Future Entertainment 

Show, which is a massively extended version of the World of Commodore, will 

be the venue for a number of magazine forums in which you get to pul your 

views* and hear those of the people behind these very pages, 

You get to ask Damien why your letter wasn't printed. You can argue with 

Neil about game ratings. You can even chat with Pal about the more technical 

side of your machine. Every body else will be there too. So come along with ideas 

about what you would like to sec in the mag over the next year. We're more than 

pleased to meet you. Oh. and by the way, sister magazines Amiga Shopper and 

Amiga Power will also be there. Don't miss this chance to make yourself heard. 

You've hoard all the PC hype of late. Now 
see the Amiga beat the reality*. 

BHcon 
A PC emulator for the A6G0? Who said 

the machine was unexpandable? Bitcon* 

UK agents for Dutch-based KCS. will be 

showing for the first time a PC emulator 

for the Amiga 600, 

A high-density twin floppy drive 

will be ihe other big attraction on the 

stand* able to read and write not only 

with Amiga but also PC disks when used 

in conjunction with the PC emulator. 

HARD BENEFITS! 
Just because you have seen the games-laden posters and have read about the 
World Wrestling Federation beefcakes appearing at Ihe Future Entertainment 
Show, don't be fooled into thinking that it's not going to be pulling its weight 
with the serious stuff. 

The Future Entertainment Show will be about the whole world ol 
Commodore and Amiga computers. 

Companies of the magnitude of Great Valley Products (GVP}, HB 
Marketing, Nimbus and Power Computing will all be In attendance. This means 
that range after range of quality hardware and software - from scanners to 
hard drives, graphics to word processors, videos to accelerators - will be 
there for the taking. 

Many of the companies appearing at the Show will also be putting on spe¬ 
cial show deals as well 

Great prodiKts from the Valley? 
Great Valley Products have fust announced a whole barrowdoad of new hard¬ 
ware and software, making their UK distributors Silica very happy In the 
process. The news represents the largest new product announcement from 
GVP for almost two years. 

Products that GVP will inevitably be showing at the FES include: G- 
LOCK is a new high-quality genlock system which goes on sale In October 
for around £300. CineMorph is GVP's new 24-bit morphing package, created 
by the same team which made the IV24 Amiga graphics card. C/neMorpft also 
hits the streets in October, priced at around £100. 

I/O Expander is a new plug-in card for the A1500, A2000 and A3000 which 
provides two high-speed serial ports and a parallel port- It is available now 
and is priced £149 inc VAT* GVP are now supplying the HDS+ hard-drive unit 
- without a hard-drive fitted. The HD8+ system, which features an Amiga-style 
casing, high-speed GVP controller hardware and a RAM expansion slot, is 
now available in its ‘empty form for £199. GVP move up a gear with their 
fastest G-FORCE Amiga accelerator yet, a 33Mhz 68040 unit for the A1500 
and A2000, It is available now. priced £1699. 





The Amiga 570 CD Drive has arrived. A major leap forward for you. But a slight problem for our photographer Because just 

one compact disc inserted into this ingenious machine can store the equivalent of up to 700 floppy discs - far too many to fit into 

a single photograph. That’s an astonishing 550 Megabytes of memory, or 250,000 A4 pages of text. Enough to instantly transform 

your Amiga 500 Plus into an interactive multi-media player with the capabilities ofCDTV. 

In short, a real power*house. And one fully equipped to take advantage of over 100 CD titles already 

available covering everything from education to entertainment. The Amiga 570 CD Drive can also be used 

as a regular audio CD player. So its retail price of only £349.99, including our free Public Domain 

_ -— Collection disc, should come as music to your cheque book. We could go on and 
■ • O Commodor^^^— 

on about the Amiga 570. But how much more information could you possibly want? 

AMIGA 
THE ULT1 MATE 
HOME COMPUTER 
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fTz GAMES NEWS 

Games News 
The usual Christmas rush is about to start, when software 
houses desperately try to meet their all-important deadlines. 
Neil Jackson looks at the potential hits and misses we can 
expect to find weighing down our seasonal stockings. 

Troddlers: more little creature* to chose around. 

Storm (Sales Curve) 
Troddlers is the next game we're likely to see 

from Siorm. and it’s another Lemmings style 

guide-ihe-liule-creaiures-amund-the-platfonns 

affair. Due in early November. Troddlers fea¬ 

tures 175 levels, 25 arc head-to-head, 50 arc 

two-player team games, leaving 100 for soli¬ 

tary players. That should keep you occupied. 

Road Rash : an track for early December from EA, 

■m-UHHT 
Don your detective cap in Daughter of Serpents. 

Millennium 
Daughter of Serpents. Millennium's break into 

the world of graphic adventures is to he 

released next March. h’s being written by 

Eldritch the Cat and features some beautiful 

backgrounds and scenery from 1930s Egypt. 

Rather like the classic Agatha Christie stories, 

it’s a tale of intrigue, excitement and detective 

work. Depending on the role you elect to play, 

different aspects of the story unfold, making 

the plot seem slightly different even lime, 

Coktel Vision 
Originally earmarked for a May release. 

Bargon Attack is now expected to be with us in 

time for Christmas, Based on a cartoon strip 

from a French computer magazine, Bargon 

Attack takes the form of a graphical adventure, 

but from what w-e*vc seen, it's not a patch on 

Monkey Island 2. 

FIGHT THE WHOLE OF EUROPE 

Ah Warrior fans can now keep their 'phone bills la □ minimum thanks 
to o new deal worked out between On-Line Enter tain ment and BT. 

Air Warrior the multi-player flight simulator played via a tele¬ 
phone, is now expanding Its coverage to the whole of the 
European continent. Game operators, On-Line Entertainment, 
have now negotiated a deal with 8T which enables the game to 
be played over 6Ts Tymnet computer network. 

This means that potential players no longer need to build up 
huge phone bills, since they can access the On-Line computer 
from their local Tymnet node. Players from Austria. Belgium, 
Denmark, Holland, France, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Norway, 
Spain and Switzerland can take part for the cost of a local call 
and their On-Line subscription. 

UK Users of Air Warrior aren’t left oft (he European list of 
those who can benefit from reduced calf costs. As a result of the 
connection to the European network, On-Line can now be 
accessed via BTs X-25 network, Diaipius, This enables users to 
connect to London for the price of a call to their nearest Diaipius 
node, and you’ll find these in 102 British cities. 

To find out more about Air Warrior and other On-Line 
games, contact Clem Chambers on 061-556 6114, The main 
London node tor On-Line can be reached on 081*539 6763, or 
use the On-Line password on your local BT Diaipius node. 

Stop Press ~ On-line Entertainment have just announced 
that they are to add a new multi-player game, Islands of KesmaL 
to their range. This game was previously only available via 
CompuServe in the USA, 

Electronic Arts 
Whai do you get if you cross a racing game 

with a beat-’em-up? Road Rash: EA’s new 

mix of motorcycle mayhem and macho postur¬ 

ing. It's basically a Super Hatty On clone, 

except that you can punch and kick bikers off 

their machines. The aim is to win, so you can 

buy bits for vour bike, and keep on winning. 

UBI Soft 
Another game out at Christmas is BC Kid from 

UBI Soft, It's a head-butting, jumping, plat- 

fomty-rompy - type game w here you scoff chilli 

peppers and run around like a thing possessed. 

It features crazy prehistoric arcade action (you 

climb walls using your teeth) and it looks like 

a cross between Zooi and New Zealand Story . 

. Budget 
* News 

So you’re saving all your 
money up for Christmas? 
Why bother - were all 
going to be completely 
broke by then anyway. 
Forget any Ebenezer ten¬ 
dencies you might be 
trying to nurture and 
splash out a tenner on a 
budget game or two 
mstead. At least you can 
Keep on playing until they 
cut the power off! Here's 
•mat's cooking in the 
cheapy department: 

Codemasters -0926 614132 
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy 

- £19,99 (compilation) 
Bignose the Caveman 
- £7.99 
Slicks - £TBA 
Super All-Stars 
- £24 99 (compilation) 

Hit Squad - 061*832 6633 
The Duet (Test Dove 2) 
- £7.99 

Pictionary- £7.99 
Bart vs the Space Mutants 
-£7.99 
Terminator 2- £7.99 
Pit-Fighter - £7:99 
Smash TV - £7.99 
WWF Wresttemanm - £7 99 
Hudson Hawk - £7 99 

Klxx- 021-625 3366 
Super Monaco GP - £9 99 
Fltmbo s Guest - £9.99 
Carrier Command - £9-99 

Zeppelin-091-385 7755 
Blade Warrior- £7.99 
Frankenstein - £7.99 
Graeme Souness Vector 
Soccer- £7 99 
International Tennis - £7 99 
Doc Croc's Excellent 
Adventures - £7 99 
Neighbours - £7.99 
International Truck Racing 
-£7.99 
Santa s Christmas Capers 
-£7.99 
International 5-a-stde 
Football -£7 99 

OCEAN GET STEAMED UP 
Ocean have a stack of 
releases planned for 
the next few months, 
but their release dates 
are not yet definite. 
The first we re likely to 
see is A~Train* a Maxis 
game which combines 
elements of their Sim 
City with MicroPros# s 
Railroad Tycoon. 

B. t Oceans hottest 
title looks set to be 
Sleepwalker It s hot 

because Ocean have secured a tie-in with those humorous fund¬ 
raisers Comic Relief, and they will be donating a chunk of the 
profits to next year’s Red Nose Appeal. Stephen Fry and Lenny 
Henry are working on the game and preparing to host a nation* 
wide competition for March '93. 

Also planned It Inferno - the sequel to Ocean's hit flight sliiL 
ReWiator Under development by DID, It Is due In the Spring. DID 
are also working on Odyssey, the sequel to Epic, and this time 
they're putting in some gamepiay as well as pretty graphics. 
Perhaps that s why it's not expected tint!I June, 

Meanwhile. Ocean are busy securing film and TV rights for 
next year. They're currently designing games for Lethal Weapon, 
Cool World, a sequel to The Addams Family called Scavenger 
Hunt and WWF 2. a new World Wrestling Foundation game. 

A-Treirr. let your brain take the strain. Ski 
Meier's classic comes to the Amiga. 
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GAMES NEWS 

Will Dominium 

hove fVial certain 
\e m $aii quoi? 

Microids 
A tad too late for Ihe Olympics, Microids 

announce Super Sports Challenge, a fairly typ¬ 

ical joystick-waggling game which features 

sprinting, throwing, jumping and swimming 

events. It should be with us in a matter of days. 

Microids are also working on a strategy 

war-game called Dominium which promises a 

w ealth of Battle hies-style head-to-head action 

with a neat sci-fi plot and some laughable 

Frencli-to-Hnglish translations. Wait until 

November, and you mighi be in for a surprise. 

Nfdr Fo/du'f offer* personal ration for beginners. 

Grandslam 
Nick Fatdo 5 Championship Golf is due from 

Grandslam later this month. The programmers. 

Arc Developments, have looked at top-selling 

golf titles like PGA Tour and Links, to see 

where the\ can be improved. As a result Nick 

Faldo ~s has several features which make play¬ 

ing simpler, including a quick tuition round, 

where Faldo himself explains how to play, 

Christmas Grandslam launches are Myra 

The Legend, a 150-level maze game, and 

Realms of Darkness, a 3D, isometric role-play¬ 

ing game with a distinctly Populous feel, 

The Chaos Engine: <beck out the demo! 

Mindscape/Renegade 
Mind scape are due to release Renegade's The 

Chaos Engine during November, and if the 

initial demos are anything to go by, it could be 

vet another Bitmap Brothers classic. It's a 

crazy idea, based on a Victorian machine 

which goes bonkers, disrupting the space/lime 

continuum in true HG Wells fashion. 

Featuring two-player simultaneous gameplay 

and sampled speech and plenty of weird 

arcade action. The Chaos Engine is (sadly) 

destined only for one megabyte Amiga*. 

Remember the C64? Then you may 

remember the classic shoot-'em-up Uridhmu 

by Andrew Braybrook. Renegade have man¬ 

aged to talk him into doing a sequel for the 

Amiga, Uridium 2 should be winging into the 

shops just after Christmas. 

Zeppelin 
After releasing their first full-price game 

March of the Day (reviewed on Page 107). 

Zeppelin are preparing their next one. Sink or 

Swim is a madcap Lemmings-style game where 

you have to prevent lots of little Huffy erea* 

turns from drowning, Look out for this one 

during November * it's sure to be a lot of fun. 

Patriotic games abound with indy. 

Get your reflexes ready far Pinball Fantasias, 

21st Century Entertainment 
The current favourite in the Amiga Format 

office is 21st Century's storming pinball game. 

Pinball Dreams, so we're pleased there's 

going to be a sequel - Ptnbai! Fantasies* 

Developed by the same team, it features four 

even bigger tables with multiple flippers and 

hundreds of scoring options. It's due in the 

next few months and it's bound to he a belter. 

US Gold 
US Gold have secured the licence to the 

famous Scrabble board-game, which is just 

underway on the Amiga, They've also 

arranged to distribute two Indiana Jones games 

from Lucas A its: Indy and the Fare of Atlantis 

(which uses the Monkey fstand SCUMM sys¬ 

tem) and the Indy Action game (created by 

Birmingham developers ATD), 

US Gold are also preparing to distribute 

Cmsadrrs of the Dark Savant, the sequel to Sir 

Tech's Bane of the Cosmic Forge, and Free 

DC, a bizarre hum an-zoo game created by 

Keilyn Beck, the California Raisins animator. 

Also in the pipeline is Pimtes of 

Reatmspace, a Spell jammer game boasting 50 

hours of Dungeons and Dragons gameplay, 

But best of all is Legends of Valour, the first 

scrolling 3D role-playing game for the Amiga 

which makes Dungeon Master look archaic. 

See this month's Coverdisk for a demo of it. 

Top 30 Amiga 
Full Price 
Games Chart 
iff) ■ Sensible Soccer 

Reoegad€/MEnchcapeAei9t^ Softy. FG91% 

2(14) A Chrtdiitltn 
W7QPro*e FG94% 

H4f A Monkey liknd 2 
US Gofd/rijcasf.irn FGfi% 

4(6| A Formula One Greitd Prla 
McroProse FG92% 

S(2| ▼ Espana The Games 
Ocean 4J% 

*111) A Craty Cert 5 
Trtus FG95% 

*<*1 ▼ Fire end Ice 
Renegacte/Mndscape 89% 

•B New Premiere 
Reoegade/Mindscape 89% 

*|7| ▼ Lure pf the Temptress 
Vrgjn/ftevdufiOfv FG92% 

10(17) A Championship Manager 
Domark 61% 

11(4) T Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge 
•2% 

12(22) A Eye of the Beholder 2 usGomsi FG91 % 

11(11) ▼ Striker 
Rage Software FG91% 

14110) A The Manager 
US GokySoftware 2000 74% 

1S|10] Re-entry The Perfect General 
Ub-soft 82% 

16(12) ▼ Jaguar JKJ220 
Core Design 79% 

17(16) ▲ John Madden American Football 
FG94% 

16(14) ▼ Jimmy White s Whirlwind Snooker 
Virgin FG91 % 

19(10) ▼ Project X 
Team 17 75% 

20 H New Ashes of Empire 
.Wage 85% 

11(*) ▼ ipk 
Ocean 14% 

22(26) A Easy AMOS 
Eyropress Software 42% 

23H New Mega Sports 
US Gold Compilation 

24H New Pinball Dreams 
21 st Century Entertainment 64% 

25(25} ■ The Addams Family 
Ocean 78% 

26(16) V PGA Tour* 
Electronic Arts Compilation 

27<-J New BBC's Match of the Day 
Zeppe*n Premier 56% 

2*(-) New Knlghti of the Sky 
Wroprcrte 86% 

24 H New Mini Office 
Europress Software 64% 

MB Re-entry European Football Championship 
Review neat issue 



Tonight you could 

become a Railroad Tycoon, shape a Civilization or 

indulge in a little Piracy in the Caribbean 

Alternatively, you could grab an early night 

With such voyages of fantasy at 

your fingertips, there’s no reason 

to have a 'quiet night in' ever 

again. Devised by the guru of 

games design, Sid Meier, each 

adventure involves strategic role 

playing to stretch your im¬ 

agination and sharpen your wits. 

So you could be playing with the 

train set you always wanted. 

surviving and thriving in the 

company of Genghis Khan or 

navigating a galleon around the 

Spanish main. 

Are you really prepared to settle 

for anything less? 

0PROSE 
SIMULATION ■ SOFTWARE 

Seriously Fun Software 

Railroad Tycoon, Civilization, Pirates! - 

all Classic games from Europe's Number One Software Publisher 

MicroProse Ltd, Unit 1 Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Teibury, Glos* GL8SLD, UK* Tel: 0666504 326 



FIRST EXTRAS PACK 

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE (LEEDSjTel: 0532 319444 

COMPUTERS lagTan^MONITOR^) 
All our monitors are UK spec. 

All monitors come complete 
with a free Amiga lead 

WARNING: Before you purchase a monitor make 

lure it has a full UK specification. You might be 

buyi ng what you thin k is a similar monitor at a lower 

price but it is likely to be a "GREY" import. These 

monitors do not comply with British safety standards 

and are not covered by an official warranty 

All our printers are UK spec NEW LOW 
. PRICES!! j iMIGA 600 & 600HD 

ITIZEN 1 Mb RAM add £ J7.99 

No Hard Drive..only £269.99 
20 Mb HD....only £426.99 

*40 Mb HD.....only £499.99 
*60 Mb HD.only £529.99 
*80 Mb HD.only £559.99 

COMPUTIRPTONTiRS 

THE FIRST 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Star LC20.£136.99 
180 cp* draft, 45 cps NLQT quiet mode and multi 
fonts, push button operation. 

New Star LC100 Colour...£ 179.99 
8 resident fonts* ItJQcpv draftMScps NLQ. Quiet mode 

Star LC200 colour..£l95.99 
9 pin colourf 8 fonts, 715 epsdraft, 4S cpt NLQ. A4 
landscape printing. 

New Star LC24-100.£191.99 

Star LC24-20.£199.99 
74 pin quality, 21 Dtps draft, 60 cps LQ, 16K buffer 
ex pa ndible to 48 K, 10 fonts and LC D front display. 

Star LC24-200 mono...£219.99 
74 pinT 777 ep* draft, 67 tps LQ„ 10 fonts, M 
land scape. 7k buffer expandable to 39K 

Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99 
Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to62K 

Star XB24-200 colour....£379.99 
Professional quality with On-site maintenance, 

very quiet- 

Star SJ48 Bubble jet.£214.99 
Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible, 
portable in site. 

Star Laserjet 4 MK3.£739.99 
4 page laser, t years on site maintenance 

Star LC20 Autosh eet feeder*.£59.99 
Star LC200 Autos heet feeder.. ...,£62.99 
Star LC24-20 Autosh eet feed e r... £64.9 9 
Star LC 24-200 Autosheet feeder. £64.99 
Star S J 48 Autosh eet feede r.£52.99 

Citizen Swift 9 Co1our....**£l 83*99 
Excellent value 9pin colour. Highly recommended 

NEW Swift 240 Colour„..£279.99 
24 pin, 24Gcpi draft, 10 fonts,quiet mode, 240cpi. 

NEW Swift200Colour.£224.99 
Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities 

Semi auto sheet feeder...£29.99 

Automatic Sheet feeder....£79*99 

Canon BjlOex....£229.99 
Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the 
StarSj48CanonirStarbubblejct cartridges.£ 17.99 

Canon BJ20......£309.99 
Bu ilt in auto sheet feeder and extra facilities than 

flJIO 

Canon BJ300.£379-99 
Desktop bubble jet with laser quality 

Canon BJ330.£519.99 
Wide carnage version of the BJ300 

BJ! Oex Autosheetfeeder.**£52*99 

Hewlett Packard Printers 

HP500 mono„now £334.99 

HP 500 Colour.***.£509.99 
HP500 mono cartridges,...£ 14,99 
All HP printers come with a 3 yearwarranty 

PHILIPS CM8833 OPEN 7 DATS A WEEK 
OPEN MON-SAT.9.30AM-S.30PM 

SUNDAY OPENING.....I I.D0AM-3.00PM 

THURSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM AMIGA 600 bundles 

The Epic pack only £199.99 UK Spec. 

Commodore 1084/5 SDI 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, 

CITIZEN. COMMODORE, ACORN, 

ROMEO tE SUPRA 

only £39.99 (with asoo> 

The Wild, Weard & the Wicked FREE DELIVERY! 

HOWTO ORDER only £209.99 

PHILIPS BRILLIANCE 

SVGA Colour monitor 

only £29.99 (with A600) 

AMIGA 600 Deluxe 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 

card number If paying by cheque please 

make payable to FIRST COMPUTER 

CENTRE. In any correspondence please 

quote a contact phone number and post 

code- Allow 5 working days for cheque 

clearance 

All prices include VAT and 

Standard Delivery 

All hardware/computers are 

genuine UK spec. 

Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day 

Delivery 

Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery 

only £2.00 

Guaranteed Next Day Delivery 

only £4.50 

Open seven days a week for 

your convenience 

Overseas orders welcome 

A600 Deluxe only £339.99 
or £179,99 w 2 Mb ram 

A600hd Deluxe only £509.99 
or £549*99 for 2 Mb ram 

1500 VERSION 

A500 VERSION £489,99 

GOLDSTAR REMOTE 
A600 HD UPGRADE KITS 

60Mb- 

now only £179.99 

COMMODORE I960 multir 

only £436.99 

AMIGA 1500 Plus 

only £499.99 

AMIGA 1500 Plus 
Business & Entertainment pack 

TILT 6 SWIVEL STANDS,, 
1C MONITOR COVERS-. 

SUPRA MODEMS^ Technical & Sales 6 LINES 

The NewjujmJast 
Supra-Fax Modem 

V.32 bis (14400 baud!!!) 

now only £549.99 

AMIGA 1500 Deluxe 

24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE! 

0532 319444 
CUSTOMER CARE: 

0532637988 
FAX: 0532 319191 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 

CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DEPT.AF, UNIT 3 
ARMLEY PARK COURT 

OFF CECIL STREET 
STANNINGLEY ROAD 

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE 

only £559.99 

AMIGA 3000 RANGE 
only £259.99!” 

Supra Fax Plus 
(up to 9600 BPS) 

IS Hhi with $2 Mb HD, 2Mb RAM..£li99.99 
ISMhi with IQS Mb HD-CIS99.99 

With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you 

can make sure you have every thing 

\ou need when buying an Amiga . All 

||\e essentials required for the first 

-dme buyer and at a bargain price.1/ 

Comprises: 
• Top quality mkroswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
• Mouse Mat 
• Dust Cover 
• 10 high quality Blank Disks 
• Plus £70.00 of software/! 

now only £139,99 

Supra 2400zi Plus only £399.99 UK Sp/ty 

CD Rom Amiga A57(h 

only £329.99 
CD TV Trackerball 

only £74.99 
CDTV keyboard 

only £49.99 

only £99.99 

Supra 2400 
Prices are subject to change 

without notice. E&OE, 

only £79.99 
6P FAX SOFTWARE only £29.99 if bought with modem 



EMULATORS VIDI 
AMIGA I 2 

Replacing the famous Complete Colour 
Solution, thu new package from ROMBO is 
e*en better value!1?! 

The ultimate low cost colour digitiser. No 
filters or RGB splitter required. Colour images 
can he captured in test than a second, mono 
images are grabbed in real time. Fully 
compatible with any video sourte. 

Ircludes multitasking software, cut & paste 
with masking, multlfrime Store With animated 
playback, composite or i-video input. 4096 
HAM support and many more advanced 
features. 

only £77.99 
or £99.99 

with built in 

MEGA MIX MASTER// 

Thu *i latest inwnatiou package few d»e Amiga horn 
Rombo Features include load and save from D Paint 
animations and IFF files, Supports HAM paphics 

only £39.99 

MEGAMIX MASTER 
This is a low cost 9 bit, high spec, sampler that plugs into 
your printer port. Special effects include echo that can 
be added ki real time, fully multitasking and easy to use. 

«wT\ only £29.99 
recommend all ROMBO product! 

HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS 
GVP HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS 

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 
GVPSwiesH Hdfl+ SIMb....only £ 329.99 
GVP Series IIHD8+ 120Mb.   ...only £4 I 9.99 

GVP Serin IIHD8+ 240Mb^- £669.99 

A500 GVP Combo s 
AS U Combo 40MHl ! 2Mb HD... 

AS JO Combe 40MHi 120Mb HD., 

AS 30 Combo 40M H1 240Mb HO. 

U0t2 OfAwwmt Kiefer AS30„. 

...only £64 9.99 

only £759.99 

.only £989.99 

nly £209.99 

GVP memory RAM 
ImbRAMurd AMIGA 15D0;2D00witfi 2mb... Only £ I 49.99 

32bt Wm i Mb SIMM ter Attderaof ™*™«only £64■99 

12 bit Wris fMb SIMM for AKdtvtfor.H^.-HOflly £179,99 

1500/2000 Hard Drives 
Impact Scries IIHC8+ Control card. -Only £ I 24.99 

bnpatt Series IIHC8* with 5 2Mb HD.-.only £ 269.9 9 

Impact Series II Ha* with 120Mb HD.....only £40 9.99 

bnpact Series II HO* with 244Mb HD—Wlly £6 2 9.99 

bi^Series IIHO+with 42H"fc HD.... only £ 1039.99 

1500/2000 G-FORCE ACCELERATORS 
G-Farce03 G-2S MHi with I Mb Jlbit RAMOrity £549.99 

G-Fcw<p 03040MH1 with 4Hb 32 bd RAHonty £789,99 

G4ro(i30,S0MHiwith4Mb32iwlUM-^only£l 1999? 

G-FarceD4*4SMHi with 2Mb 32 bit RAM far A3W0 

only £1499*99 

Syquest 88Mb + Cartridge & HC8+ 

only £559 99 

II GVP products come with a 

full 2 year warranty 

NEW IDE 500 
TRUMP CARD 

Similar to a GVP hard drive but 

accomodating any std IDE hard drive, 8 

Mb of RAM available using standard SIMMS 

only £129.99 
without drive 

or £299.99 
with 44Mb Seagate HD fitted. 
External PSU....£37.99 

THE POWER 
SCANNER 

only £94.99 
Colour version only £229.99 

MICE & TRACKERBALLS 
NAKSHAHOUSE 

only £24.99 
ROCTEC MOUSE 

KCS Power board 
Regarded « one of the best emulator* on the market, 

only £179.99 
I wmm adaptor oNyHMt H5-005 4.0l__£IS.Mmra 

New Commodore 386-25 
Thh is a PC SW'ISSX Bridgeboard running at 2S MHa 

only £439.99 

The New GVP (6 Mhz PC-286 
for use with the GVP Series M HD# + or GVP AS30 

hard disc drives 

only £239.99 

VORTEX AT Once Plus IfiMhz 
Now with itMhi qwed.only £214.99 

only £13.99 
GENIOUS Happy mouse 

NEWIH 
L LOWMbCES, 

A500 PLUS & A600 RAM 

BY PRIMA 

only £ 19.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE Brush mouse with 
Deluxe paint 3 

only £24.99 
Golden Image optical mouse...£29.99 

Zydee Trsckerbail_.__£29.99 
Golden Image Crystal TrackbalL.U6.99 

DISK DRIVES 
Rodite 3.5" 

only £57.99 
Cumana 3.5" 

now only £52.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE Tracker drive 

only £54.99 

GENLOCKS 
Rocgen 

only 79.99 
Rocgen Plus 

only £ I 19.99 

ROCGEN ROCKEY 

only £269.99 

SUPRA RAM 

qwtity RAN irodirfft wdl tdc* p«ir AS M Plin o. dw nrw A6M 
<«t buM in ml dm (lock) up Ml Mhof (hip RAM without 

AS00P AM* 

Unpopulated...only£l6.99.£23.99 
Populated to 512K..only £26.99.02.99 
Populated to I Mb..only £3J.99.£39.99 

NEWr 
ASM ROM 
SHARE Ry^au* tom? flWw wffwiir wi4 ml run hi (he new 1,94 operating 

system First Computers launched the high qualify PftIM A Supplied 
to Phoenix | RDM sharer taogniied u bring (hr best on the mjriitt, 
tfci ROM sharer features a Ifeubfc ribbon connection so that it can 
be petitioned anywhere wrthm your ASMS Mlli « AMD. FJ J year 
replacement warranty 

now only £19.99 or £27.99 for 

keyboard swttchable version 

DRAM & CUSTOM CHIPS 

PRIMA ROM SHARERS 

8Mb pop to I Mb.£89.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb 114.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb (tm** 139.99 

8Mb pop to 4 Mb....£ 194.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb.£299.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/ 

1500 range.£149.99 

512K RAM EXPANSION 

now only £22.99 

I mb by «f9 $1 MMS„,22.9? per Mb 
4 Mb by 9 Simrew.****---—ifS,99 per 4 Mb 
I Mb by 4 DRAMS,....£POA per 4 Mb 
I Mbby 4 ZIPS—...only£38,99 per Mb 

256 by4 ORAM (EMU) ideal for ASM and other* 
4+ (5I2K)......now only 0.2? 
8+ (I Mb)....  — now only 0,0? 
16+ (2Mb).„....,„wHow only £2.89 
Kickstart I.3„,.    .........£2X?? 
Kkkitart ..f„,.■■■■■■■■■£21.99 
Patter Agn r* S3 72A,,. ,^,,.,£30.?? 
Super Denise.._.,...£2H.?? 
6571 -0126 Keyboard controller_„.„.„,wwihw£?.?? 
CIA8516A Diu controller.—..,,.J,..£7.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Pro-Midi 2 Interface featuring m*di m/out^thru, 
and 2 Fwvtchabte midi out/thru uKketi., .only £ 24.?? 
Mouie/joyitfc k port twRc h»....only £13.?? 
Computer Video Sc art Switch....only £ I ?.?? 
2 way Parallel port sharer boa me cable.only £ 17.9? 
Amiga Sound Enhance* Plus bf Omega Projects Hew the Amiga's 
sound H*youVe newrhtwd k More*._— only £34.9? 

PRiNTERF ACt (ADDITIONAL PRINTER PORT 
FOR THE 1500/2000/3000)....£35,9? 
QUALITY MOUSE MATS ..,..£ j.99 
2 5 CA PAOITY DISK BOX....£2,9? 
40 CAP LOC KA6 LE DrSK BO X„ ..£ 4,9? 
100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX .£6,9? 
*90 CA P ST ACK AB LE B A N X BOX... ,£8,9? 
*150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO BOX...£l$.?9 
’add U.0C driimy if purchasing just out Pawn or Banx bat. Fr« 
drineiy when purchased Iwkh other product or when huymg 2 (vmore. 

AMIGA A500 DUST COVER.......£3.99 
AMIGA 600 COVEIL, ..~£2,?9 
14" MONITOR DUST COVER.........£6.9? 
12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER._,.„.£5.9? 
AMIGA TO SC ART CABLES.    .„.£ 9,99 

STD 1,8 METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAO..,.£4,99 
MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES._£9,99 
1 WAY ParaJleJ port fliatrer^^_ (17,99 

Ail wr jy (Wo are GUAUHTftO F04 A UFETlNE ud art 
CPtTSfiO' J.WV ERROR PMi doMt udeAdvAk dm<Ma veiagh 

quality magwbt mMu and are utergririy used by dipkuong housn 

QTY 3.5" 
Bulk 

OR SONY 

BRANDED 

10.. .....£4.99.£6.99 

30.£14.29.£17.99 
50.£21.99.£28.99 
100.. ..£3 9.99.£54.99 

200.. ..£72.99.£99.99 
500.£169.99...£POA 

1000.. £339.99.£POA 
Sony Branded disks come complete 
with labels 
Disk Ubels....500...now only £6.99 
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99 

SOFTWARE, 
WORD PROCESSING/DTP fHEm 

PLATINUM W0AKS4 HOME ACCOUNT^* PRI3 

only £44.99.'! 

FINAL COPY latest version!! 

Rrcomnrndrd HOW Only £47,99 

New' KINDWORDS V3 

only £36,99 
PENPAL L4 

only £53,99 

PAGE ST REAM 2.3 

only £ I 26.99 Fonts pack £43.99 

HotUnk* £49.9? 
Pagetrfter 2 DTP £42 9? 
Pro Pag* prafeunruJ VJ DTP £129 99 
Protest 4,3 W/P now only £39,99 
Wordworth l.l word publisrit-r £72.99 

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
DIGI-VIEW GOLD MEDIA SYSTEM 

now only £ I 19,99 
37 CumpugnphK fonts Vol I cmly 19.9? each 
37 Cwnpufraphic fonts Vot 2 
Amiga Ynion 

only £9.99 each 
now only £19,99 

£49 99 
Toly £99.99 

now only £4.99 
now ordy £ 11.99 
now only £57,99 

only£49.99 
only £17.99 

£31,99 

Am Magk 
Art OefMitment Pro LI 
DekuePaintl 
Deluxe Paint 3 
Driwit Pawn 4 
EXPERT DRAW 
EXPERT 40 |R 
Ftealdump printer utility 
Imagine V2 
Put mate 
Pro Video Plus 
Seal# 500 
TAKE 2animation by ROMBO 
TURBO PRINT 
TVTemPro 
Vesta 
Vi$U Pro 2 (2 Mb required) 

Walt Disney Animator 

MUSIC/SOUND 
AegtsSonix 
Audio Master wruon 4 
Audio Engineer 
Broadcast Tirier 2 
Ddkute Mink Cmcror oon Set 

Husk X JUNIOR 

only £12,99 RAP £49.99 
Sequencer Om- £49.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amiga Logo programming for kid* £19.99 
Amos Creator £34 99 
Amos Compiler £21,99 
Amen 3D £21.99 
DEVPAC1 £57.99 
Easy AMOS £24,9? 
CFA BASIC 1 S kiterprefor i^ikyl 19,99 
HiSoft Basic £54.99 
HiSoftBuk Eatend £22.99 
Lattice C Vet-inn t £POA 

UTILITIES 
AMIGA RELEASE 2 UPGRADE KIT 

£189.99 
£39,99 

£(39.99 
£77,99 
£44.99 
£49.99 
£83,99 
£29.99 
£69 99 
£44.99 

£39.99 
£19.99 

£169 99 
on*y£|49,99 

£54.99 

now only £77.99 

NEW Cross Do* VS 
Opus Directory 

QUARTERBACK VS 

£25.99 

£26,99 

now only £31,99 

Quarterback Tools now only £16.99 
Xcopy Pro inc, hardware £13,99 

BUSINESS 
Home Accounts 2 £17.99 

INTERSPREAD 

only £24.99 
Superbase PeryonaJ £19.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Distant Suns new version!! £34,99 
GB Route Plus £54.99 
GPFAX Software £39.99 
A Talk comm* Software £9.99 



First out of the blocks - 
^ 32-bit power from 

under €500! 

Britain’s Linford 

Christie beat all comers in the 

100 metres final, to win the gold 

medal in under 10 seconds. 

Acorn, too, has left its competitors 

standing bv launching its new 32-bit 

computer range - starting from under £500. 

The new' computers, from a family learning 

and entertainment centre to the comprehensive 

home office, are awesome in speed, power and 

ease of use. Indeed, they are in a class of 

their own. 

The Family Solution, at just £499 including 

VAT, has at its heart the Acorn A3010 32-bit 

RISC computer, offering a wide range of 

applications and software simply accessed via 

the system’s multi-tasking window's and icons, 

in colour. With joystick support and hundreds 

of available games, family fun takes on a whole 

new dimension! 

• 1 MByte of RAM (upgradeable to 2MBytes) 

• Paint, Draw, Edit and music applications 

• 3 Button Mouse 

• TV Modulator - connect directly to your TV 

• EasiWord - word-processor 

• Quest For Gold - exciting athletics simulation 

Post the coupon by FREEPOST or call us now 

on FREEFONE 0800 67 88 88 to see howf 

you can harness the energy of Acorn’s 

new' 3 2-bit power generation. 

Acorn 32~bit computer range - 
the new power generation. 

i-1 
Send lliis coupon to Acorn Computers Ltd, FREEPOST TK%0, Brentford 
Middlesex TW8 88R 

Name FS'AMI 

Address 

Postcode 

Acorni 



0 HOW TO DPAINT 

Getting the most 
from Deluxe Paint 

Looking at the fatest games with their flash graphics and superb artwork, you may well be inspired to 

actually try to create your own digital masterpieces. Fortunately, you have the tools right at your finger¬ 

tips to achieve this, in the shape of Deluxe Paint III. However, you need to know how to use it to get 

the optimum results. Andrew Nuttall, Asam Ahmad and Brian Larkman get together with the 

best designers from Domark, Psygnosis and Bullfrog to open up the world of Deluxe Paint and give you 

some useful hints and helpful tips to enable even the most inexperienced novice pixel artist to get into 

the swing of things and start creating the Amiga equivalent of the Mona Lisa. 
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Getting into perspective 
However much you read the manual and follow our range of hlnie and lips there is nothing like a hit of good or 

practice to learn how to use Deluxe Paint HL 
To help you use the excellent features of DPaini wa ve put together a couple of step-by-step tutorials which 

you can follow to create some great plecles. You don't have to follow them to the letter, of course - if you feel like 
doing a range of shops instead of houses, or drawing a man Instead of a woman, then do ft! 

Right then, the first picture we re going to draw Is a street scene. To do this, we're going to make use of many 

important features of DPalnU including brush fills and perspective. 
Please note: This demonstration makes use of the Perspective feature of QPaint lllt which relies heavily on 

the ASOO's keypad for operation, and hence some A6Q0 users might not he able to complete the picture. However, 
Electronic Arts and Commodore have now solved this problem with a 'patch' that remaps the necessary keys, so 
if you have an A600 and an older version of Deluxe Paint then get in touch with them on 0753 549442. 

Anyway, pul your apron on, get your funny floppy hat out of the closet, load up DPaint HI and begin... 

ID mm 
The first thing we're going to do is draw one side of 
the street, as it would be viewed from the opposite 
side. Set the background to white by clicking the 
right button on palette colour white, and set the fore¬ 
ground colour to black by clicking the left button on 
black. Remember to remove the menu while you're 
drawing - press Fio to switch It on or off. 

Draw the baste outline of a house using the line 
tool, then add some windows and doors. Don t add 
the roof or anything yet, just do the main front wall. 
Pick it all up as a brush by clicking on the brush icon 
and dragging the box around the house shape, then 
draw a few of them side by side. Here's one we pre¬ 
pared earlier,,. 

Access the colour palette by pressing P, and create 
some bricks and mortar colours (making sure you 
leave black-and-white colours intact). Swap to the 
other drawing screen by pressing J, draw a brick pat¬ 
tern, and pick it up using the brush tool. Click the 
right mouse button on the fill Icon to access the Fill 
Type menu, and click on ‘From brush1. This creates a 
fill type using the selected brush pattern. 

Swap to the original screen by pressing J again, 
and click the left button on the fill icon. Now click the 
left button on a wall of a house, and the whole front 
wall will be filled with the brick pattern! if you really 
want to make a version of Coronation Street then 
click on all of the walls. However, for this article 

we've decided to use the bricks sparingly, and create a painted effect on the other houses. Switch back to ordi¬ 
nary brush mode by clicking the right button on Fill again, and selecting the Solid option. 

And now, the part where DPalnt comes Into its own. Using the Perspective option from the menu, we are 
going to manipulate the image so that it tooks '3D\ 

Pick up the whole image as a brush, then clear (he 
screen and go to *Do Perspective1 on the Effect 
menu. You should now use keys 4 and 5 on the key¬ 
pad to rotate the brush about the vertical axis. Move 
the mouse around to size and position the brush as 
you rotate it. If you're not happy with the results, just 
press 6 on the keypad to return to zero rotation. 
When its the right size, click the left button to posi¬ 
tion It. 

Now that’s done, draw two lines along each edge of 
the image In a colour that wonT be used in the final 
drawing (eg magenta). 

Pick up the whole caboodle as a brush again, 
then go to 'Flip Horiz on the Brush menu. This will 
mirror your brush along the horizontal axis. Now 
move the brush around until all the magenta guide¬ 
lines match up, then click the left mouse button. The 
point where all these guidelines cross is called the 
‘Vanishing Point', and is the pan of the screen where all perspective lines cross. Continued on Page 36 

DESPITE ALL THE 24-bit 3D rendering and 

image-processing programs that have arrived 

recently, basic bitmap painting is by far the 

most popular form of graphics production. 

And Deluxe Paint III from Electronic Arts is 

the most widely used program. 

Thirty-two-colour painting in lo-res h by 

no means ideal, but starling with these limita¬ 

tions incans that you can concentrate your 

attention on learning the basics. 

The skills you develop here are vital if you 

arc going to move on to more sophisticated 

and complex HAM (Hold And Modify) and 

24-bit ‘true colour' paint programs. However 

often you use Deluxe Paint, there are always 

more tricks to be learned. 

And. over the years, a range of tips and 

tricks have been developed by experienced 

users to get the most out of the system. We 

thought it was about time for us to share ihcm 

with you: so here are the best of the bunch... 

Because we've covered a wide range of 

tips, we've split them into three sections. 

Beginners. Half-Decent and Advanced. We 

have also created two special walk-through 

demonstrations of using the most important 

features of Deluxe Paint. 

Beginners 
BEFORE YOU START, 

SOME POINTS TO REMEMBER: 

• Read the manual: if you never read any 

other manual, try to work your way through 

this one and do all of the tutorials. The DPainf 

manuals are particularly good for beginners. 

You will be amazed at what you learn and at 

how useful this knowledge will be as and 

when you come to use other paint programs, 
Amiga or otherwise. 

m Use keyboard shortcuts: right from the 

start, familiarise yourself with the keyboard as 

well as the mouse. Use the keyboard equiva¬ 

lents (also known as ‘shortcuts') as often as 

possible, and you will not only draw more 

quickly but you will find it easier to access 

some of the features, 

6 Save your work: make sure you have sev¬ 

eral blank formatted disks handy, and save 

your work frequently. There is nothing more 

frustrating than losing two hours of hard graft 

when you accidentally kick the off switch. 

Venus, horn the QPaml orl disks, is a good 
example of o 32 colour io—res picture. 

• Use the Art disks: it's always best to stan 

off with someone else's pictures, play around 

with them and modify them using all the tools 

available, just to gel confidence. 



GENERAL DRAWING TIPS 

• Sketch the drawing first; if you're drawing 

a freehand picture, divide the screen into 

working areas, and use the Line or the Dotted 

Fill tools to sketch the main outlines of your 

picture in roughly, 

• Guidelines: use a falsely bright colour for 

guidelines, and remove it later with Stencil 

(lock all the other colours and clear) or Fill 

tsee below). 

• Mouse buttons: remember that left bullon 

draws in foreground colour, right button draws 

in background colour, 

• Use the magnify facility: never attempt to 

draw detail when in full-screen mode, as it's 

very easy to make a mistake. 

This car, token from ihe game Lotos tit, is almost 

perfectly symmetrical about the vertical axis. 

• Symmetry: if you can see horizontal or ver¬ 

tical symmetry in an object, just draw one half, 

pick it up as a brush, press x or y to flip the 

brush horizontally or vertically then paste it 

down next to the original. Also, try drawing 

the whole thing freehand and then choose the 

best half to flip. 

• Freehand sketching: drawing with a mouse 

is a bit like drawing with a child's crayon, 

pretty crude. The Freehand tool is OK for 

rough sketches but if you want to make an 

accurate, controlled line use the Unfilled 

Polygon look A series of shon straight lines 

can even make a good curve. 

• Basic images: use the Regular Polygon 

tools to form the basics of complex images, 

using the sketch colour as above. For example, 

for a face use ellipses (squashed circles) lo 

create the head, eyes, mouth, checks, cars and 

nose. Over this formal structure draw' the 

actual form, then remove the guide lines. 

• Straight lines: bitmapped images are com¬ 

posed of square dots and these always produce 

stepped1 edges (also called 'jaggies') - so 

even a straight Line at an angle can look 

tagged. Some angles can be much rougher 

than others so always look carefully at the 

lines as you draw them. A slight adjustment 

can sometimes make a great improvement. 

• Use the full screen: you can toggle the 

menu on or off using the F10 key, thus making 

the screen significantly larger, but you would 

be surprised how many people don't. 

Alternatively, you can scroll around the full 

screen with the main menu switched on by 

using the cursor keys. 

• Second drawing screen: DPaim has a sec¬ 

ond screen which is held in memory at all 

times, and h particularly useful as a 'doodle' 

-creen where you can prepare brushes for use. 

Toggle between screens by using J. 

0 HOW TO DPAINT 

• Get used to using the stencil: this Is an 

extremely useful facility that enables you to 

'lock' certain colours from the palette so that 

they can't be erased. 

For instance, to change all red pixels on the 

screen to blue pixels, select 'Make Stencil1 

from the Effect menu, click on Clear, then 

seleci the red colour either by clicking on the 

palette or on the relevant point on your picture. 

Click on Invert to seleci all colours except red. 

then click on Make. Select blue as the back¬ 

ground colour, then click on the clear icon. 

Magically, all the red will turn to blue. 

Remove the Stencil facility by pressing the 

apostrophe key. 

COLOUR PALETTE 
• Tty not to change ihe palette 100 much at 

first: as you progress with digital painting you 

will find that getting the palette set up cor¬ 

rectly for smooth gradients is the most 

complicated bit. To begin with try to always 

use the default palette. If you need more 

colours use Extra HalfBriic (EHB for short - 

lores with 64 colours) which is also good for 

draw ing shadows. 

• If you have to change the palette, try to be 

organised. Keep similar colours together. The 

first two colours in the left row arc the initial 

background and foreground - if you change 

these make sure they contrast or you wron‘t be 

able to see the menu! 

• Optimise your palette: if you are in 32- 

colour mode, and you've only used 16 colours 

or less, you can tidy up your palette by access¬ 

ing Ihe "Screen Format' option from the 

Picture menu, and changing to 16 colours. The 

program will take all the used colours and 

arrange them into the new palette, so if you go 

back lo 32-colour mode you will find that 

there are at least 16 unused colours on the right 

hand side of the palette. 

This trick is particularly useful when creat¬ 

ing a range of colours for use in (he Blend and 

Shade options. 

BRUSHES 
• Copy and Cut: picking up areas of the 

screen is easy with the Brush Selector. 

Remember that left button copies ihe area and 

right button cuts it. 

• Object Recycling: when you have a large 

number of similar objects to produce - trees in 

a wood, faces in a crowd, stones in a wall - 

draw one and recycle it. A slight change of 

size or rotation can introduce enough imper¬ 

fection to make quite diffcreni images: this 

effect can be further enhanced by flipping hor¬ 

izontally and/or by changing colours. With 

solid objects, however, remember to take lighi 

direction into consideration! 

• Gridlock: whenever you are working with a 

subject needing precise alignment remember to 

use the Gridlock. This also makes it easier to 

line up repeated patterns. 

For example, a building with many similar 

windows will retain its symmetry': drawers in 

fumiiure will Line up. so will keys on a key¬ 

board. rivets on a boat, or pictures in an 

exhibition. Hold down the SHIFT key to lock 

the cursor in one axis, making things easy 

when positioning items in a line. 

Face to face 
Even In computer painting, it is often necessary to be able to 
draw people. Most artists find the human body the most difficult 
and time consuming subject they draw. While the body is obvi¬ 
ously made up of many parts, the most difficult part to draw is 
without a doubt the head. 

For this demonstration, we are going to show how we drew 
the girl’s lace for this month's cover, but first we shall go over 
the basics of face and head drawing? 

Right, think of an ordinary face. What is it made up of? Well skin, 
obviously, but Ihe main features are two eyes, a nose and a 
mouth. Most children realise this, and so generally come up with 
something tike this... 

It's got the features all right, but it's not very convincing, is it? 
For a start, a real person $ nose Is a triangular shape, and their 
eyes are generally positioned |ust above the middle of their face. 
OK, let's have another go. First choose a dark shade to paint with 
{such as black), (hen draw an egg shape. 

Now choose a wacky and way out colour like bright pink, then 
draw a vertical line down the middle of the oval shape Divide the 
line into four equal parts, then divide the bottom section into 
three parts. Lastly, divide the middle horizontal line into five 
parts, and you should have something like this. 
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DPainting 
with the pros 

Who better to ask about getting the most 

out of DPaint than the people who use it to 

create games every day of the week... 

Paul McLaughlin 
of Bullfrog 

PAUL WAS A draftsman before he started at 

Bullfrog, and prior to this he had never even 

used DPaim. Now, though, after gaining loads 

of experience with the Frogs, he is bursting 

with advice for those who are still novices. 

Paul believes that creating pictures is all 

about ideas: "Before I start a picture 1 formu¬ 

late the concept in my head and l do some 

illustrations on paper before going near a com¬ 

puter." Paul explains the reason behind this 

thinking: "The idea is to experiment with your 

picture to sec if it works using the palette you 

are restricted to (when transferring tt to 

DPaint) which* with games graphics* is only 

15 colours, because you have to allow for 

sprites. 

"The next stage is to produce rough blocks 

of colour in proportion to your paper sketches 

on screen, filling in the areas of colour as you 

need and then tidying up the picture to see 

*1 bud even used 
DPaint before I 

came to Bullfrog." 

- Pout McLaughlin 

If you waul to check 

the perspective and 
ellipses of a picture 

(the top pic for exam¬ 

ple) then Hip ft 

horiiontally lo moke 

sure. It works for Pout 

every time. 

The bottom picture 

shows a striking scene 
I hot was planned for 

Popubvs li The whole 
picture is made from 

Iwo colours: red and 

blue, with many tones 
of each far highlights. 

how it translates on screen. The process of 

adding detail is a little premature at this stage, 

because the Layout of the picture has to look 

right before you can start on ihc final stages. A 

good tip here is to horizontally flip the picture, 

and compare it with the paper version before 

finalising (1 to make sure all your perspectives, 

shapes and sizes look right. You can often find 

inaccuracies by this simple method of viewing 

the picture almost through a mirror,” 

Paul doesn't use a lot of functions on 

DPaint, because the computer, obviously* 

doesn't know what is aesthetically pleasing, 

"For example* the perspective function* good 

as it is. is a little too accurate and doesn't relay 

as much realism as a band-drawn scene", at 

least in Paul’s mind* Stencil, however, he 

reckons is "...one of the best tools on the pack¬ 

age. Anybody who is seriously considering 

using DPaint must know bow to pick up 

brushes leaving some colours behind* and alos 

how to clean up images. It enables you to do 

what is impossible on paper.'* 

For Bullfrog games* like Populous, Paul has 

to use a relatively standard palette, with warm 

shades of greys and greens. But when doing 

intro screens, and if there is enough memory, 

Paul uses up to 32 colours and builds up his 

palette using four or five basic colours w ith up 

to four additional shades of each. 

This enables smoothing and makes it easier 

to pick out detail in your picture as Paul 

explains: "When choosing a palette, you nor¬ 

mally know what tone the picture is going to 

take, so if it has a blue lone choose a few 

shades of blue, plus a complimentary colour 

such as orange, to pick out highlights and 

backlights in the picture. It is wise to have 

black in ihe palette* and leave as much of Ihc 

palette blank when you start, and add tones as 

you need them. If you are hoping to go into the 

industry you'll find you will be restricted to 

16-colour palettes most of the lime* so try not 

painting in EHB or 32-colour screens." 

Another useful lip Paul has to help you 

save memory , as well as making your picture 

more dramatic, is to use a lot of shadow and 

high-contrast effects where images arc literally 

pulled out from the background: "By leaving a 

lot of the picture black* and using dark shades 

graduating into highlights, you can produce 

some vcryf vivid images which are very atmo¬ 

spheric. This way you can also get away with 

a low-colour palette, especially if you use an 

almost-mono approach to a screen* say black 

and blue, but wilh another complimentary 

colour to add extra highlights." 

Does Paul sometimes get carried away with 

all the functions in DPamtl "Yes, l do get 

tempted to use all the features in every picture. 

But you can create a picture using dithered 

fills, perspective, the works* but it will show. 

The freehand and the brush tools are powerful 

enough and, for most instances they will be 

adequate for creating your image. Use the spe¬ 

cial functions sparingly, for small areas where 

necessary. When creating animations also 

remember that it is the changes in the picture 

that take up the memory, so don't try and 

move everything in every frame," 

Have you any final tips that you've gleaned 

from your experience* professionally with 

DPaind "Yes* don't be afraid to make lots of 

revisions to a picture. You will find that a lot 

of the time a picture will turn out crap using 

the effects you have used, so it is just a case of 

trying again. It is useful to start work on a pic¬ 

ture by creating a background first and then 

adding objects on to the screen as needed. This 

way you can set the atmosphere of the picture 

which can help in later stages when drawing 

other parts in a similar style. 

"Don't assume either that because a picture 

looks right to you lhat it is right. Get the opin¬ 

ion of someone else about how it looks* and 

whether it could be improved. You'll find that 

because you are used to looking at your pic¬ 

ture. you might miss some detail." 

Paul also has some time-saving advice; 

"All the major tools have got keyboard short 

cuts and, though there is an icon strip, it can be 

time consuming using your all the time, espe¬ 

cially if you are doing some pixel-perfect 

editing,” Thanks Paul, 



MORE MANGA MANIA 

nightmare to rival 
Blade Runner’' 

NIUE 

An action-packed 
tale of a girl and 

her Tank fighting 
the forces of 

futuristic terrorism. 

2089, Venus erupts with war. 

The planet has split into two opposing 

states, ISHTAR and APHRODIA. 

Shells explode and machine guns 

rattle as Ishtar tanks destroy 10 the 

capital of Aphrodia. The city is 

becoming a prison camp, the streets 

are patrolled by tanks, a curfew is 

enforced and homes are stormed by 

the armed agents of Ishtar. 

Enter the Killer Commandos - Hire 

Maggie, Miranda, Cathy and Will - 

a hard core, high tech monobike 

racing png who recklessly 

decide to take on the 

Ishtar forces. Psyched 

up and armed they 

emerge from their 

hideout ready 

for battle. 

THROUGH THE 
VAST OCEANS 

OF SPACE THE 
JOURNEY TOWARDS 

THE LEGENDARY 
STAR OF ODIN BEGINS... 

A Division of 
Island World 

Communications . * I 

Dominion Tank 
Police Acts 111 & IV, 
reveals all. 

Find bravery, comradeship, 

frustration rivalry, uncertainty, 

love and death as events spiral 

towards a final breathtaking 

confrontation involving Ishtars, 

Aphrodians and our Heroic 

bike png. 

ON7 

1C WAR OF 
1C 21st 
EXTIIRY! 

Earth's newest and most 

elegant photon starship is 

about to set sail on her maiden 

voyage when a mysterious SOS 

distress call sends the fledgling crew to 

save the Jupiter transit Alford. 

Arriving at the rescue destination, the starship 

finds the Alford demolished with no survivors 

except Sara, a beautiful clairvoyant girl found 

spinning through space in a 

life-pod. 

Sara's mystic powers lead the 

crew off on a voyage through 

wormholes in space and into an 

alternative dimension in search of Odin, a 

mythological civilisation of great beauty 

r_ffi |L 
c !SC5 Tiff DIOOO 

spurts, bones 
shatter and 
buildings crumble, 
in this action 
adventure to 
compare with the 
legendary Mad Max 

B-ko battles A-ko for 
C-ko in this witty 

parody that will 
keep you in stitches. 

MANGA TITLES ARE AVAILABLE AT HMV, VIRGIN, WH SMITH, FORBIDDEN PLANET AND ALL GOOD VIDEO AND COMIC SHOPS 



FLY TO THE HOTTEST SKIES 

We've spent a year, ensuring that both "Desert Strike™" 

and "Road Rash™" come to you with all the enhanced 

graphics and sound quality that you've rightly come to expect 

from your Amiga. 

The Middle East's looniest dictator is about to nuke 

anyone who stands in the way of his mad ambitions. 

A desperate US President turns to you to undertake a 

covert mission piloting a heavily armed Apache helicopter. 

From a 3A top-down perspective, you’ll be taking off on 27 

different missions including; rescuing MIA’s, defending 

oilfields and taking out SCUD missile launchers. 



...AND ALONG THE HOTTEST TARMAC 

IN THE WILD WEST. 

All a million miles from the uncontrolled mayhem of 

'Road Rash”, a scorchingly fast biker race across America 

wth no holds barred. 

Punch, kick and club your way to the prize-money and 

.ograde your bike to an ever more frighteningly fast 

•machine, like the terrifying Diablo 1000. 

The other competitors are not the only danger as you 

speed along five of America’s most lethal highways. Hard- 

nosed cops, oncoming traffic, oil-slicks, even wandering 

cattle and deer. 

Whether you yearn for the undying gratitude of the 

entire Western World or the grudging respect of Helldog 

the club wielding gypsy biker, these two fun-packed hits 

are at last yours. 

Available on Amiga i P T D ^ \l I T 15 T C® 
and Sega™ Mega Drive™. *“ ■■ ™ ^ I* I O 

m: MtfiDfivt are Tridemirks of Sega Enterprise* Ltd Electronic Arts. 90 Heron Drive. Ungley, Berks SL3 8XP Tel: 0753 549442 Fax: 0753 546672. 
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RlghlT that's the main complicated bit out of the way, 
and the rest's pretty simple. All we've got to do now is 
add some detail, such as the road and the iky. 

Draw the guidelines tor the road first, by tracing 
two magenta lines from the vanishing point to the bot* 
torn of the screen. Remember to leave room for a 
pavement. Create a few new grey shades using the 
colour palette, then use them to create the road and 
the pavement 

Now draw lines In dark grey from the vanishing 
point along the pavements, and some staggered hori¬ 
zontal tines to form the pavement cracks. 

Using the line option, draw a magenta line from 
the vanishing point to Just above the tops of the 
houses so that you have a guideline for the rooftops, 
then fill the roots in with black. 

You will notice here that the lop part of the menu has 
left a black patch behind when If was removed. This Is 
a slight quirk of DPalnt, but it's a mistake which Is 
easily corrected. 

Simply select the appropriate background colour 
(In this case white), select the Fill Icon then fill In the 
offending area with the selected colour. 

This 'glitch' doesn't happen too often, but it can 
be a pain when it does - so be careful. 

Now we must get rid of the magenta guidelines. 
Although it isn’t difficult to remove them using the 
magnify facility, it is very time consuming and can be 
achieved much more quickly. This Is where I he stencil 
facility comes Into its own. 

Access the Make Stencil option from the Effects 
menu, or hold down Shift and press the V {tilde) key. 
Click on Clear, then select magenta from the range. 
Click on 'Invert' and then 'Make1, and this will effec¬ 
tively 'lock' all the colours in the range except for the 

magenta of the lines we want to lose. 
Using a fairly large brush, select freehand mode 

and paint over all the areas of magenta with the 
required colour. For example, around the pavement 
area select a light grey colour, and select white for the 
sky areas. When you've finished, turn the stencil off 
by pressing the apostrophe key. 

It is now sate to add in some detail for the street 
scene. Use the magnify option as much as possible, 
because you will find ft much easier for detail when 
working at pixel level. 

Don't go overboard! This is very important, 
Concentrate on tidying up what you've already drawn, 
and Just add very simple details one a! a lime. That 
way you can always use Undo if you think you've 
gone too far. Also, don't use too many colours from 
the palette, as you will need between eight and twelve 
spare ones when drawing the sky. Optimise you 
palette if necessary - see the Beginn&rs section of the 
main feature tor more details. 

From the pictures on the left you can see that we 
have added some details: windowsills beneath the 
windows using the different scales of grey which are 
available; some shadows for the frames and doors 
{this effect is also known as bas-relief shading, and 

Is used very often to give a feeling of depth or to add a 'metallic1 feel to an object); and a bit of detail near the van¬ 

ishing point - just a bridge and a field tor now, Continued on Page 42 

Half-Decent 
• Tracing: die Unfilled Polygon tool and 

some non-Amiga cheating can be easily used 

to copy images from photographs or drawings 

onto the screen in perfect proportion. 

1. Trace the original carefully using a perma¬ 

nent felt pen and some transparent material (an 

acetate +cel’ is best but cellophane packaging 

or Clingfilm is quite adequate.) 

2. Stick the cel to the screen (it may slay put 

with static), 

3. Copy behind the tracing using the Polygon 

tool for precision, or Freehand for speed. (The 

polygon tool also ensures no gaps.) 

FILLING WITH COLOUR 
• Save first: before progressing from outline 

drawing to solid image save your work. Filling 

is fraught with danger! 

• Solid edges: a Flood Fill will find the 

slightest gap in your outline. Do a check fill 

first, remembering that Undo will remove it if 

it has leaked, provided you do not do anything 

else on screen. DON’T PANIC, If you get a 

leak just press the U key. 

• Finding leaks: if you cannot find the gap, 

try filling with a gradient of colours. This is a 

slower flood and may show where the colour 

is escaping. 

The Magnify option h a useful facility when 

painting in detail. 

Using differei 
Right, $o now you've practiced painting In 
tow-resolution mode (lo-res = 256x320) 
using 32 colours, you may like to try using 
one of the other modes that the Amiga has 
to offer. Here’s a run down of the ones 
available: 

MEDIUM RESOLUTION 

A medium resolution (Med-Res) screen has 
the same number of horizontal tines as a 
low resolution screen (256), but twice the 
number of vertical lines (640). Therefore 
the pixels are of the same height, but half 
the width. Only 16 colours are available on 
the screen In this mode. 

INTERLACE 
This mode effectively doubles the number 
Of horizontal lines on the screen to 256, but 
leaves the number of vertical lines at 320. 
Therefore the pixels are of the same width, 
but half the height. Like Lo*Res, up to 32 
colours are available on the screen in this 
mode. Because Interlace uses a special 



• Use magnify: the leak is still elusive eh? 

Press M for magnify then reduce the zoom to a 

minimum with the < key. Move the cursor 

around the outline in the normal size screen on 

the left. Pressing the N key will centre the 

magnified view on the cursor. 

• Remove Isolated Pixels: made a mistake? 

Fill can also be used to remove a fill, provided 

that there arc no pixels of the til! colour that 

you want to keep, as re-filling to the back¬ 

ground colour will remove those as well. 

However, this can be used to advantage. If 

you have lots of isolated pixels that need 

removing, save your work and then fill the 

background with the colour of the odd pixel, 

and then again with the background colour. 

Use Gradient fills to achieve an a if brushed look 

far smooth surfaces,, especially metallic ones. 

• Gradient fills: the best way to get a smooth 

airhrushed' look is not with the Airbrush tool 

At all, but with a gradient fill. The reason that 

the Airbrush tool will lei you down is that with 

only 32 colours, the palette will have to be sel 

up very carefully. 

# Surface Texture: varying the amount of 

dither can change how granular or rough a sur¬ 

face looks. In this way an object with the same 

colour range can be made to look rough or 

smooth, man or shiny. More dither equals 

rougher, while less means smoother. More 

highlight means shiny, while less means matt, 

i Highlights: for more sophisticated effects, 

the gradient can he changed to dark-light-dark, 

id the final, rotated brush can have highlights 

resolutions 
•echnique to display twice the normal num¬ 
ber of horizontal linos (effectively It meshes 
•wo screen images to form a single Inter¬ 
red image), a flicker is noticeable on the 
screen - this can be cured by using an 
ftipensive multi-sync monitor and an add- 
on called a Flicker Fixer. 

HUGH RESOLUTION 
a nigh resolution (Hl-Rea) screen has twice 
T»e number of horizontal lines as a Lo-Res 
screen (512) and twice the number of verti¬ 

cal lines <640), so the pixels are the same 
srape In both modes. 

Like Med-Res, only 16 colours are avail- 
Me. As Hi-Res mode uses interfaced pixels 
n 1 similar way Ip Interlace mode a flicker 
occurs on the screen, especially when con- 
Tvsting colours are next to each other, 

EXTRA HALFBRITE 
Extra Halfbrite is a special function of (he 
a—3a which doubles the number of 
rc^ours available on the screen. It only 

fJTp HOW TO DPA1NT 

mid even backlight added with careful use of 

the airbrush. 

• Indentation: in DPaint III the Palette dialog 

window (key shortcut P) has an arrow on the 

right side. Clicking here reverses the direction 

of the currently selected gradient. With prac¬ 

tice ihis can be used to give a heavily eroded 

or indented effect. The classic example is of a 

cralercd moon. 

• Take advantage of imperfections: a 

Freehand object with gradient fill sometimes 

produces curious horizontal glitches that can 

spoil a smooth Fill. 

This annoying shortcoming can sometimes 

be pul to good use because it gives extra shad¬ 

owing to irregular surfaces. With practice and 

a suitable palette mountains, deserts, badlands, 

rough seas, rolling hills, glacial moraines and 

even leather textures can be produced. 

• Light direction wiih Deluxe Paint III: light 

direction effects can be set in DPaint IIP but 

with some effort. The technique is: 

1, Produce a horizontal or vertical gradient. 

2, Pick up a section as a brush, 

3, Rotate if by. say. 45 degrees 

4, Paste it down and pick up a square 

section from it. 

5, Sel Wrap in the Fill dialog wrindow 

and draw a filled shape, 

• Moving Palettes: in 32-cotour mode, try to 

use the left 16 colours for objects and the right 

16 for backgrounds. This keeps all your pic¬ 

tures standard, and so if objects arc drawn in 

4/6/16-colour mode and saved as brushes, they 

can be loaded into 32-colour pictures along 

with their palette. (The +Use Brush Palette* on 

the Piettirc/ChangeColour menu only changes 

the first 4/8/16 colonni). 

• Perspective Rotation: the Rotation tool in 

the Brush menu can sometimes be very slow 

with a large brush. 

A much faster and easier method is to go 

into perspective mode tby pressing the keypad 

Enter key - if you have one! | and use the key¬ 

pad keys I £1 2 to rotate the brush around the z 

axis, then paste it down. 

works In 32-colour modes (Lo-Res and 
Interlace]!, and therefore the maximum num¬ 
ber of colours available In either ol these 
two modes is 64, Enter Extra Halfbrite mode 
by first selecting Lo-Res or interlace, then 
setting the number of colours to 64. 

HOLD AND MODIFY (HAM) 
HAM mode is a function that uses a special 
technique to effectively display all 4,096 
colours on the screen at any one time, ft 
works by taking the colour value of one 
pixel, and modifying one of its red, green or 
blue components to display the colour of 
the next pixel. 

Because it uses this technique it Is not 
possible to display all colours In all areas of 
the screen. It Is not possible, for instance, 
to display a black pixel and a white pixel 
next to one another; instead at least two 
pixels must be used to separate them. This 
means that on HAM screens an effect 
known as 'fringing1 Is common, this is 

where pixels are used to separate two dif¬ 
ferent colours. 

The HAM function can only be activated 
when using Lo-Res or Interlace modes. 

How draw some features on the face in the rectangles you have 
lust made, like so. 

Immediately the face springs to life, even with the most basic fea¬ 
tures, Getting slightly more complicated, we should now add in 
some more bits - eyebrows, eyelids, ears and hair 

How we re really getting somewhere. Moving the head around so 
that it can be viewed from another direction is easy. To view from 
slightly above, draw the original ellipse again, and make It the 
same width but slightly shorter. How draw the basic guidelines in 
again, but this time Instead of lines use ellipses - these make up 

the outline of the face. Pick up the features one by one as 
brushes, rotate them downwards using Perspective, then paste 
them down on the face using the ellipses as guides. 

As an experiment try creating some expressions for the face, 
such as a smile or a frown. You'll be surprised how easy It Is, 

We are now armed with the basic knowledge of face drawing. 
Like any skill, practice makes perfect. Keep drawing the faces, 
adding In more and more detail as you go along. Try to make 
each one different - lor Instance, draw an old man with glasses, 
or a young baby - and remember, the same principles apply to all 
types of face. 

Continued on Page 43 
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Screen shots from 
various formats. 

Thadeioinds ‘House, 09/71A Ashbourne Road, Derby, W2.335. ‘telephone [0332] 297791 facsimile 0332)38151! 



0 HOW TO DPAINT 

DPainting 
with the pros 

These guys have created stunning-looking 

games like Shadowlands and Riders of 

Rohan. So, just how do they do it? 

Jolyon Myers and 
Alan Tomkins 
of Domark 
The 'or I' people of Demur It. One 

cog Id coll them normal but I hen 

again we ore talking 'artists'. 

THE DOMARK LADS arc a bunch of raving 

dudes in reality, but between them they have 

some useful tips for the budding DPoint artist, 

A tot of their tips arc basic common sense* and 

many are actually in the manual, it is just a 

case of finding them, Domark's devastating 

designers can save you time, however* with 

their short and informative tips.,. 

"When creating your picture, don't be 

tempted to use lots of tools. Using the spray 

can. for example, tends to give a computcry 

effect to your picture that lacks realism. It is 

often better to dither and shade things by hand, 

especially if there are areas of high contrast, 

because this gives a more realistic view of the 

picture, It also allows you to convey part of 

your own style in your picture. 

"When we consider what colours we want 

to use, we like to have a pale Me with lots of 

contrasting colours with a couple of extra 

-hades of each colour to draw with. In this 

way it is possible to create striking pictures 

with high contrast that Literally stand out, 

Marling your picture can be difficult. We 

basically draw the image in an outline form 

before putting any colour on the screen. Once 

this is done and we're happy with the shape, it 

is time to add broad blocks of colour in large 

reas rather like on a canvas, and then add 

detail to the picture as it's required. Ii is also a 

good idea to try and give your pictures as 

-.udi action as possible, ie as much realism, as 

f they were still-pictures of a real-life event. 

This helps to give the pictures a sense of 

depth. It is a good idea to give your pictures 

-*ne real-life perspective with some different 

<vels to the picture, 

"Another good tip that everybody doing 

computer art should use, is always use anti- 

biasing. This can be difficult if you arc 

restricted palette-wise, but one extra shade of 

each colour is sufficient to produce a smoother 

: >play than would normally be visible. 

‘The main point about anti-aliasing is to 

. xnpensale for the low resolution of the 

TL-en and hence to smooth out the pixel Iran- 

■;ons. It is often better nol to use Smooth, as 

effects are sometimes a little strange; 

producing a mottled effect so the hand-drawn 

effects are usually belter. When considering 

palettes in this case, it is wise to keep your 

shades of certain colours together, so it is easy 

to use anti-aliasing and the Range tool to pick 

out highlights using the shade tools when 

working in detail on colourful objects. 

"An obvious method, yet often forgotten, to 

help you copy pictures is to produce a grid on 

transparent paper and literally copy out areas 

in blocks on to a simulated grid on your com¬ 

puter screen block by block. As all the blocks 

are drawn, it is easy to gel the picture together 

and also gel everything in the correct propor¬ 

tions to everything else in the picture, 

"Another very important and obvious tip is 

to always make a backup of vour picture as 

you create it. You might find, however, if you 

are experimenting with different techniques for 

various effects, it can be tedious and time-con¬ 

suming to keep making backups. So a short cut 

here is to use your spare screen by pressing 

‘Shift' and the T key, but, if this is already 

being used, you can keep a backup in memory 

by simpty adding a frame to your picture. 

Effectively this creates an animation of your 

changes in frames, and if you are unhappy 

with an effect, you can delete the current 

frame and revert to your original. 

“When producing animations, if you want to 

create a smooth path for a brush to travel 

along, before you start painting press and hold 

the left 'Amiga' key as you move your mouse 

|keep the left button pressed! and DPaitu will 

transform your motions into an animated 

sequence. This is an easy way to produce ani¬ 

mations with complex brush motions. U also 

works on functions other than the freehand 

mol. so you can create an object travelling in a 

perfect circle by simply pressing the left 

Amiga key again, before painting. 

"Normally it's difficult to create objects 

travelling in strict geometric shapes, but this 

provides an easy solution. The only drawback 

is if you have ‘continuous draw' on. there will 

be one frame for every pixel moved, so your 

animations can he a little slow, To get round 

ihis, set drawing to every nth dot at five or so. 

This is what can b« 
done with few 

colours, but with lots 
of shades. The space 

ship has a sepia effect, 
and the blue/purpie 
graduation helps to 

highlight areas. 

Computer art can be 

very restrictive, espe¬ 

cially with the low 
resolution and the lack 

of colours you have to 

work with. Getting 
across detail in an 

image using pixels if 

an art form in itself. 

"There are a few simple tips to consider when 

creating your picture that can be useful, espe¬ 

cially if you work with variables in mind. It is 

a good idea to decide exactly where your light 

source is before you start drawing, and keep 

this clear in your mind to help you produce a 

consistent picture, 

A good way to visualise your picture is to 

do a small-scale picture on the screen first, in 

full proportion, which is often easier at small 

sizes, and then enlarge it to the full screen. 

This way you can quickly draw the basics of 

an object and add detail. This is not a way to 

draw however, just a way to ex peri mem with 

proportions and layout.” Cheers Domark. Turn 

to Page 41 for Psygnosis' hints and tips. 
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PHILIPS 8833 MKII Stereo Colour Monitor 

14' colour monitor 
Stereo sound, ideal lor Amiga 
High resolution 600x265 pixels 
,42mm dot pitch 
Dark glass screen 
Green screen switch to simulate a 
mono display, ideal lor W/P etc 
Both TIL‘digital A RGB analogue 
inputs 
Composite video input 
Stereo earphone socket 
Volume, brightness A contrast controls 
Horizontal screen position control 
UK model with 12 months on-site 
warranty 
Compatible with all Amiga's, tree 
ca ble supplied 

A570 CDTV-ROM DRIVE, HERE AT LAST! 

AMIGA STARTER PACK. 

ONLY £29.99* 

J Mouse mat J Dust cover 
J 10 blank disks j Disk bo* 

J Top quality joystick. 
AND 3 top Amiga games’ 

GVP SERIES IIHD8 Hard Drives for A500 
PRINTERS 

Star LC200 9 pin colour £139.95 
• SO Column dot matrix, 1 85qps draft40eps NLO 
• 240 X 240 dp« colour & mono graphics 
• 16K Buffer. 8 resident loots, front panel control 
• Push & pull tractor with rear A bottom feed 
• Paper panung with auto single sheei loading 
• Colour & mono nbbons included 
• Amiga interface lead supplied freei 

LC200 mono ribbon one £ 5,95 six £32 95 

LC200 colour ribbon one Cl 1.95 six £66,95 

L C 200 optional a ulo « heel leader £72.95 

Star Laser Printer 4 
• 4 pages per minute with fast RISC processor 
• 1 Mb RAM memory expandable to 5Mb 
• 14 resident lext/scalable fonts 
• Resol ution enhancement with 600x300 dpi fonts I 
• ParaHeUsenal ports with auto select, cable inducted 
• HP series III compatible 
• Accepts HP Ion cartridges 
• t yr on-site warranty t / ^T iJ 

Star LC24-200 24 pin cotour £269.95 
• 80 Column dot matm. 220cps ckafl/SScps N LO 
m 360 x 380 dpi colou r 6 mono graphics 
• 30K Butter. 10 resident tents. Irom panel control 
• Push A pun tractor with rear & bottom feed 
• Paper parking with auto single sheet loading 
• Colour & mono nbbons mduded 
• Amiga interlace lead supplied tree’ 

LC24-200 mono ribbon one £7.95 six £44.95 

LC24-2D0 colour ribbon one £13 95 six £72.95 

LC24-200 optional auto sheet feeder £72,95 

StarScript Laser 4 
m 4 pages per minute with last RISC processor 
• 2Mb RAM memory expandable to 5Mb 
• Postscript page generation, a DTP user's dreaml 
• Resolution enhancement with 600x300 dpi fonts! 
• Paratetaeral ports with auto select, cable included 
• HP senes incompatible 
• Accepts HP font cartridges OflOfV" 
• 1 yr on site warranty £989' 

DRIVES, MEMORY, ACCESSORIES 

Cumani 33" external disk drive 

512K RAM expansion with clock 

5i2K RAM expansion without clock 

1Mb RAM expansion lor A500 Plus 

2Mb RAM expansion lor any A 500 

8Mb RAM expansion lor any A500 

&r 

£52.95 

£23,95 | 

£18,95 

£34,95 

£94.95 

£294.95 

500 

DISKS £4.95 £10,95 £19.95 £37.95 £174.95 J 

Why not phone or 
write in and ask for 
our FREE Amiga 

catalogue? 
We have many, many rrtofe product! for 
the Amiga. mcHiOng some very special 
<k$k b*ek-up products, an detailed in our 
latest catalogue It's tree on requeal o* n j 

© 

Unit 3 Frederica, Caldecote Street, NEWPORT PAGNELL, Bucks MK16 ODD 

Telephone (0908) 211665 Fax (0908) 217984 
Pncti mcrue* VAT * tm «M ft K pe«[ A ung 14 4a (rtn C**w ca «tivm ^hh iUm Mm 0*71 tv pvw 

VISA 

Simply telephone us and be ready to 
quote your credit card details along 
with your requirements. 24hr service. 

Alternatively, write in with your order, 
sending it to the address below along 
with your credit card details, cheque, 
postal order, or draft made payable to, 
'Futureieeh Consumer Electronics Ltd". 
For credit card orders you may also fax 
the order to us. for faster processing. 

Please slate your requirements dearly, 
and give your full name and address 
with postcode. If possible give a 
telephone number and contact name. 

• f»0«* £*Ot Aufuli *M2 M ttWHWM 

AMIGA 600 FD £279“ 
includes free Deluxe Paint III art package, with animation, worth £79 99 and a free game worth £24 99! 

AMIGA 600 HD £459“ 
includes lifted 20Mb hard disk drive, as well as floppy drive, but does not include Deluxe Paint or game 

AMIGA 600 OPTIONS 
1 Mb RAM Upgrade with real time clock £47,95 

1Mb RAM Upgrade only £42,95 

40Mb Hard Drive, ms into the ide slot on the eoo £259.95 

80Mb Hard Drive, Tits Into the IDE slot on the 600 £319-95 

GCommodore CAR 
AMIGA OUU 

fH©!i^ StarJet SJ48 
A compact, bubble jel printer using the same mechanicals as the 

print quality at a fraction popular Canon BJ 10. giving you !j 
of the price! 
• 64 Nozzle mk jet 
• Massrve 29K RAM buffer 
• Emulates EpsonLQ.IBM 
• Portable with optional Mi Cad 

battery pack 

StarJet SJ-48 Bubblejet Printer £219.95 fl 

New ink cartridge .n«twmo 

Optional automatic sheet feeder £52.95 Optional Ni-Cad battery £37.95 

360 x 360 dpi graphics 
AC power supply included 
Sharp, laser quality print 
Amiga interface lead 
included free1 

£219.95 

, £14,951 

New slimline design 
Built-in 1 Mb 3,5" disk drive 
Connects to your TV with the 
built-in TV modulator 
Massive 1Mb RAM 
(expandable to 10Mb) 
Amazing 4096 colour graphics 
Superb 4 channel digital stereo 
sound 
Speech synthesis 
Multi-tasking capability 
Mounting space for industry 
standard 2.5" IDE hard disk drive 
Smartcard slot for future memory 
expansion & game cartridges 
Workbench & Kickstart 2.0 disks 
& manuals supplied 
Mouse included along with all 
connecting cables. PSU & plug 

A570 CDTV-ROM DRIVE ♦ 
FREE CD DISK WITH 600 AMIGA PROGRAMS! £329 

• Compatible with all Amiga 500 s. me. ihe ASOO PIUS 
• Plugs into expansion stol on Ihe left hand side of A500 
• Quantum drive mechanisms wrth ultra fast 11 ms access times 
• Transfer rate ol 1100K per second1 
• Loads programs and data up to 10 times (aster than floppies! 
• Can also expand your Amiga by up to 6Mb 
• Autoboot's on all Amiga 500 5 with enable’disable switch facility 
• External SCSI port for connection of up to another 6 devices 
• Odour & style co-ordinated to the Amiga 
• Dedicated power supply 
• Built-in fan 
• 2 year warranty 

with with with with 
NO RAM 2Mb RAM 4Mb RAM 8Mb RAM 

GVP series II HD8 with 52 Mb hard drive £344,99 £414.99 £469.99 £599.99 
GVP series M HD8 with 120 Mb hard drive £454,99 £524,99 £579.99 £709.99 
GVP series II HD8 with 240 Mb hard drive £724,99 £789,99 £849.99 £979.99 

m 
m 

m 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 GAME + AMIGA CABLE £199* 

• Compatible with Amiga 500 and Amiga 500 Plus 
• 1 megabyte RAM and Ktckslari 1.3 or 2 0 required 
• Plugs into the expansion port on the side od the A500 
• 500 megabyte* capacity on each compact disk! 
• Plays CDTV disks on your Amiga, currently 90+ 

available covering education, productivity, music, 
entertainment, another 50 promised before Christmas 

• Will also play regular audio CD's and CD*G graphic 
CD s that display graphics and the lyrics to ihe songs, on 
your TV or monitor, as the song $ are playing 

• includes free comped disk containing over 600 Amiga 
programs! 

• Amiga 600 version due out soon 

PHILIPS 8833 MKII MONITOR 

LOOK NO FURTHER FOR AMIGA SUPERDEALS! 
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DPainting 
with the pros 

How do Psygnosis transfer their visual 

ideas into games like Lemmings? Two of 

their leading graphic artists tell you how... 

Jeff Bramfett and 
Mike Waterworth 
of Psygnosis 
The Psygnosis guys and gals. 

Responsible foi various graphical gems 
like The Killing Game Show. 

AS FAR AS Jeff Bramfett and Mike 

Waterworth are concerned* in order to become 

a graphic artist, or at least work for Psygnosis* 

you must have some kind of qualification in 

an: ic a degree in illustration or graphic 

design. Even then, there is a steep teaming 

curve to progress along, translating your artis¬ 

tic knowledge into a working knowledge of 

D Paint. Jeff and Mike give you a few tips on 

making that curve a little less steep... 

Jeff believes there is no better way to cre¬ 

ate a good picture "than to get used to the 

medium you are using* and experiment with it 

to leam how to use all the effects, and then use 

vour knowledge and apply it" Much like 

Jolyon from Domark (see Page 39j. Jeff sug¬ 

gests it's not a good idea to use every effect 

you can in a picture, but only use the tools that 

you actually need. 

There is a variety of ways to create m- 

gamc graphics, bui Jeff explains most of the 

methods used ‘arc used to create screens from 

blocks. The obvious method for assembling 

backgrounds and maps is to use DP aim with 

the Grid function on." 

According to Mike the easiest way to use this 

is to pick up your blocks, and rotate and flip 

them as necessary to build up the screen. But 

Mike has found a small quirk here: “It's basi¬ 

cally that if you flip your brushes with Grid 

on, you tend to inherit a pixel gap on the edge 

of your brush. So, in this case you have to 

keep switching Grid on and off. Another way 

to add variety to your screens is have a dummy 

outline of your block which has the middle of 

the block vacant for a new design. This 

enables you to join up your blocks, because all 

the edges should be designed to match up but 

have a new design in the middle. If you design 

your blocks well enough, you can do this at 

any size to provide an easy way of making a 

consistent background or map." 

Of course one of the fiddliest things to 

cope with when designing games is drawing 

sprites* Jeff finds it useful when creating 

sprites or small characters on screen, to use 

the Magnify tool: “Despite the fact the image 

in the enlarged window is often just a jumble 

of pixels, it is amazing how a single pixel can 

make such a difference. Animating images is 

also made a Lot easier by using the Light-Table 

function. This basically shows you a dimmed 

version of your last frame which you can draw 

objects on top of without affecting the original. 

A good tip for animating objects with legs is 

that you only actually have to draw' half the 

number of legs that you need for the object. On 

a person for example, you need only draw the 

leg on the background, pick it up as a brush, 

move on a few frames and paste it down again. 

This makes it easier to make sure that the 

motion of each leg is correct and in time." 

Creating static pictures is easier. Jeff starts 

off with a line drawing, and often uses gradient 

fills behind objects for the background. "The 

problem 1 find with the Gradient Fill tool* 

however* is that there is only a random dither¬ 

ing option* no ordered method. So. producing 

a background this w'ay can often look strange, 

especially if you have a large- colour separa¬ 

tion between the ends of the ranges. 

"The solution is* of course, to edit the fill 

pixel by pixel to smooth out the transitions 

between colours to produce a better effect. It is 

always tricky however* trying to till in irregu¬ 

larly shaped areas with gradient fills. You can 

of course just use the fill tool to fill in a closed 

area." But what if the area isn't closed, or you 

don't want a standard gradient fill that the Fill 

tool produces? 

“The solution here is a clever one* Create 

your fill to match the size of the area you want* 

and paste it down on the spare screen exactly 

under where you want it to go* Now switch 

back to your main screen and use the Complex 

Brush option lo trace the outline of the area 

you want to fill but. just before you close the 

brush loop, while still holding down the left 

mouse button, press the T key to switch to the 

spare, and the brush tool will pick up what was 

1 under' your object, This provides an easy 

method lo pick up complex brush shapes." 

When drawing small characters or sprites* 

Mike likes io make sure he knows exactly how 

the character would look like in real life, by 

drawing a large-scale image of the character 

that he is trying to portray. “This helps me 

visualise what the character is like and what 

kind of details it has that have to be translated 

to the computer screen. It helps me to reflect 

the personality of the pixelatcd character." 

A good example of this is Lemmings. On 

screen, the characters are blobs of blue and 

green* only a few pixels high, yet they have 

their own distinct personalities. The reason for 

this is partly due to the packaging* and an 

illustration showing the Lemmings at a larger 

scale, so people know what they w'ould look 

like and they relate to that* instead of ihc com¬ 

puter image. So there you go, straight from the 

owl's mouth, so to speak. O 

This stunning picture is 
actually a copy of the 

Roger Dean illustration 

for the Barbarian 

series of games. The 

computer version uses 

some excellent tech¬ 

niques lo reproduce 

this faithful copy* 

Shades of grey In the 

main give this picture 
its futuristic 'metallic' 

(oak. The haiy back* 

ground provides an 
excellent contrast la 

the main image- 
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GK+ now for IN? sky. The best way to do this ts to draw 
a sky scene on a separate page, and then insert it Into 
the main drawing. Create two way-out colours that 
aren t used in the main drawing (youVe already got 
magenta, so just do one more - eg cyan}, then fill In 
the sfcy with one and ail the windows with the other. 

Rip to the other screen by pressing J, and use the 
palette to create a mid-blue colour Just below the way- 
out colours you created earlier. Make the bottom 
r!gbt*hand colour white, then click on Spread. Position 
the cursor over the new blue, and click the left-hand 
button. The computer wilt calculate a range of blue 
shades between the two, Click on Range, then click on 
the white again. This lets the program know that these colours are pad of a group. 

Set the background colour to dark blue, and the foreground colour to white. Using the 
filled Polygon tool, draw a shod diagonal shape, tike the picture on the left. 

Now pick it up as a brush, select the darkest blue as a background colour, and 
clear the screen. Click on the Airbrush icon, and select Shade from the Mode menu (or 
press F5). Now hold the left button down as you wibble the cursor about the screen, and 
the computer will draw patterns using the brush shape In the colours chosen as a range. 

Again, the besl way to do this Is to practice, so if it doesn't work properly at first, 
try again! (Remember you can use the right mouse button to draw darker shapes H 

required. Also try varying the brush shapes tor different clouds.) 
For effect, try drawing a distant hilltop scene using the filled polygon option with a dark blue colour, like the 

one In the picture above. Pick a good-sized portion of the screen out as a brush - including the bits you wanl to go 
on the main picture. Press J to tlip to the main screen, 

Remember the stencil option? Well, you need to use It 
again now. Go into Stencil mode, but this time lock 
the cyan colour (by clicking on the background when 
you're In stencil mode}, then click on Invert and Make, 
and press the F3 (Replace} key. You will now find that 
the sky brush will only be shown In the background. 
Use your judgement as to the position of the sky and 
the hills, then click the left mouse button. Don't forget 
to turn the stencil off again. 

To get a nice shiny effect on the windows, swap to the 
other screen again, clear It, then draw a short diago¬ 
nal line in white. Pick it up as a brush. Click on the 
next shade of blue from the range, then press O (for 
outline). Click on the next blue shade, then press 0 
again. Continue doing this about eight limes, then 
pick the whole thing up as a brush. 

Rip to the main screen again, then lock the 
magenta colour using the stencil. Paint over the windows using the brush, creating an effect similar to the one In 
the picture below. Turn the stencil off again. OK. now we re basically finished? 

Finally, you may like to add a few items of detail, such 
as a mottled effect on the walls of the painted houses, 
and a bit of texture on the roadsides * these are easy 
when using the airbrush option. Just use the stencil 
facility again, but this time lock all the colours apart 
from the colour of the road or the walls where you 
want to paint. 

We decided that the sky and background were a 
bit too dark, so we lightened them up a little. Moving 
the’range of sky blues up a bit In the palette by adding 
some red and yellow components, and changing the 
hills in the background to mid-green made the whole 
scene brighter and more cheerful. 

Also, we thought rt would be nice to include a 
football scene in the background, The name of the 
game is experimentation, and now you're experienced 
in some of the techniques used In DPaint - use them? 

Advanced 

The default palette. Notke that the stale of grey 
shades h not smooth. 

• Smooth gradient: curiously, the grey-sca le 

gradient provided as a default has a sudden 

step between palette colours 27 and 28. Curing 

this makes the light end darker or the dark end 

lighter but gives a much smoother graduation. 

Using Spread in the palette dialog window is 

obviously not always perfect, so look carefully 

at the results and experiment io achieve what 

you want. 

• Limited Memory: if you want to move or 

transform an area larger than your Amiga’s 

memory will allow, work with two halves or 

four quarters. 

To be sure of registration of the areas, use 

Cut (right button) lo pick up the sections. For 

example, to reduce the size of a large object by 

thirty percent: 

1. Cut approximately a quarter of the object 

(right button). 

2. Press key J for the spare screen and ihen the 

- (minus) key three times for 30% reduction, 

and then paste down. 

3. Press key J to return to the object and repeat 

stages l. and 2.. aligning each piece carefully. 

Make sure that each cut section is approxi¬ 

mately ihe same size so that the percentage 

reduction is similar. 

Using Gridlock If It my to build up a picture 

using modular object!. 

• Building Blocks: using Gridlock it is possi¬ 

ble to build modular objects that will join 

together to make larger constructions. For 

example, pipes, carved stone blocks, tiles, 

modular buildings and even space stations. 

Generally speaking, if a module has been 

built with Gridlock on, it will link together 

with any object constructed with a similar 

Gridlock setting. This is the basic principle of 

many graphic games, where modular objects 

are often re-used many times, perhaps just 

with a colour change. 

The simplest object to build with is a rect¬ 

angular brick, as follows: 

1. Using Gridlock On wfith the default spacing, 

and the Straighi line tool, draw an isometric 
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view of a block. Shade the three sides with 

tight, medium and dark colours to suggest the 

direction of the light as it would look on a 

three-dimensional object. 

2. Still with Gridlock on. pick up the block as 

1 Custom Brush. 

}. Use this block lo build with and start ai the 

back of the construction. 

• Light direction with Deluxe Paint IV: 

unlike DP aim HI. DPaint A provides lots of 

controls for texture and light direction. The 

dither can be random, which gives natural- 

looking effects on surfaces, or patterned for 

other effects, especially ‘textile weave4, 

• Optical Mixing: if you need more colours 

than your palette provides, try mixing them 

optically, If you produce an array of alternat¬ 

ing red and white pixels in a chequerboard 

pattern (best done on a grid of say 4x4 then 

picked as a brush and repeated to gel an array}* 

the overall effect is of a pale red because the 

red and white mix in your eye. 

This technique can be used with any of the 

colours available giving you dozens of new 

shades, 

• Spray Mixing: a similar, though rougher, 

optical mix can be produced using the 

Airbrush* by washing different colours over 

each other. This is ideal for textures such as 

desert landscapes and ploughed fields. 

THE MODES MENU 

• Smear: especially when working with digi¬ 

tized images it is often necessary to remove a 

part of a picture and stick it in elsewhere. To 

do this seamlessly means that you must recon¬ 

struct the background in this area. 

Use small pieces of the existing back¬ 

ground to patch together a reasonable 

approximation. Then use Smear to hide the 

pins by breaking them up, 

• Backgrounds: smear can also be used to 

create backgrounds and to produce jumbled' 

images. For example a reflection on ruffled 

water needs to be slightly Smeared before it 

will look right, 

• Blend: potentially* Blend is an extremely 

powerful tool* but it needs lots of intermediate 

hades. Set up your range carefully - the more 

colours that are available, the better Blend will 

work. Use a small brush, and make sure that 

it s using a colour within the range. 

• Broken Brush for texture: to produce a 

wide range of "artistic* effects. Blend can be 

.M’d with a Broken Brush (a large brush with 

Tuny background-coloured "holes* in it). 

If the pattern of holes is carefully con¬ 

tacted. effects similar to watercolour or 

pastel crayons on coarse paper can be 

thieved. This is especially effective in HAM 

-node in Deluxe Paint !\\ 

• Shade: if you need to add shadow s or high- 

ights to your work* this is the tool to use - but 

be careful, work with single clicks of the 

mouse button rather than holding it. The 

?alclte needs to be set up with a good range of 

■i>e colours you are shading, which can be 

juiie difficult, even with 32, 

Sometimes EHB mode is much better for 

his, though it only gives you one degree of 

-,#de. Deluxe Paint IV in HAM mode cannot 

-zc the Shade mode - a great pity and a bit of 

Drawing while using the Shade option can be used 

to easily create three dimensional effects* 

a mystery to us - all those extra colours should 

make shading easy, 

• Drawing with Shade: with care it is possi¬ 

ble to draw in shade mode, building up 

3D-looking objects with left and right buttons. 

The best way to work is with a monochrome 

palette (shades of grey), but this can be given 

more interest by slightly changing the colour 

of some of the shades. 

If you spread bciwccn black and white over 

30 of the 32-colours (leaving colours 0 and 1 

as a separate black and white) you will find 

that many of the shades are duplicated (there 

are only 16 shades of grey i. Change the dupli¬ 

cates into blues, greens, reds and yellows with 

the same tonal value. Now set the range to be 

these 30 colours and experiment with Shade 

mode and a range of brushes. 

• Smooth: the obvious use of Smooth is lo 

remove the jagged stepping that occurs at the 

edges of objects, but it can also pul whole 

areas out of focus. 

For example, an object can be emphasised 

strongly by putting it on a background that has 

been smoothed, 

• Depth of Field effects: taken further* the 

Smoothing effect can produce Depth of Field 

effects similar to those achieved when using a 

wide aperture in phoiography. 

To do this, apply Smooth to (he back¬ 

ground three or four limes to make it very 

blurred, apply it once or twice to middle dis* 

lance objects* and not at allto close objects. 

This will increase (he depth of the picture. 

• Motion Blur: an alternative, artistic, use of 

Smooth and depth of field is to blur the closer 

object to give the dramatic effect of a moving 

object. This can be enhanced with Blend by 

dragging the 'trailing1 edge of the object 

slightly. For the picture below we have taken a 

scene from a Team 17 game and locked all the 

foreground colours with the stencil. A large* 

rectangular block was then picked up as a 

brush and dragged across the screen using the 

straight line tool and the blend mode, which 

"blurs* the background colours, O 

Motion Slur is a great way to give on effect of 

movement in your picture* 

A 
* 

j 
/ 

\ 
T 

Now we've taken a look at 
how a face Is drawn, we am 
going to try to draw our 
cover model using the same 
basic principles. 

Asa beginning point we 
must use a guideline grid. 
We used the photograph as 
a guide for this, but what¬ 
ever you're drawing you 
must make sure that the 
guide is in the correct pro¬ 
portion before you begin. 

Click the right button on the 
Airbrush icon* then holding 
down the left button size the 
brush using the mouse. 
Select a large round brush 
Irom the top menu. 

Select a range of colours 
using the palette in order 
that you can paint the skin, 
hair and lips of the face. 
Leave some colours free. 
Paint the be sic shape of the 
face using the colours. 

Draw in the eyes, then shade 
the nose and lips and other 
features, Don41 worry! We've 
lumped ahead a couple of 
stages here for reasons of 
space, but Just take your 
time and do things in order* 

Make the airbrush range 
a little larger* then carefully 
smooth out the edges on the 
face - don't use the Smooth 
option for this. Be patient* 
and use Undo if necessary* 

Try to leave as many black 
and dark colours as possible 
until last. basically because 
IV s easy to make a mistake 
and It's more noticeable 
when you are using black. 

Continue using the 
Airbrush for shading until 
you are happy with the 
general shape of your face. 

Using the Magnify 
option, draw the detailed 
bits such as eyes and lips. 

When you're happy with the 
face Itself, concentrate on 
the dark parts of the picture 
- remember* even dark heir 
has some highlights* Don't 
be afraid of using bright 
colours here - there's 
always the Undo facility If 
you need It. 

Lastly, remember that 
with DPaint you are not 
confined to the size of your 
screen, so if you need a 
larger area* use the arrow 
keys to move around. 
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EDUCATION WAS NEVER THIS MUCH FUN 
Noddy's Playtime is a graded creativity 
and entertainment package for home 
computers based on solid educational 
principles for 3-7 year olds. 

Drive with Noddy in his car and explore 
the magic of Toytown, visiting the 8 
special learning locations. 

• Railway Station - memory game 
• N&B Works - observation game 
• Chimney House - musical fun 
• Noahs Ark - jigsaw puzzle 
• Farm Yard - animal matching 
• Market Place - letter recognition 
• Post Office - counting 
• Police Station - maze game 

Also included is a junior Art Package 
which develops your childs creative 
ability. 
• Picture Colouring, 
• Electronic “fuzzy felts’, 
• Freehand drawing with pens and 

spraycans. 
• 50 pre defined fill patterns. 
• One finger onf one finger off mouse 

control for tiny hands. 

Noddy's Playtime features user friendly 
icons so that even the youngest family 
member can learn and have fun. 

There is a choice of 3 carefully defined 
learning levels designed in consultation 
with teachers. Noddy's Playtime also 
includes FREE; Toytown map, keyboard 
overlay and wobbler, 
A comprehensive manual and parent 
teacher guide will enable you to bring 
your childs imagination to life. 

AMIGA Format 
Amiga 500 and above. 

Available from the end of 
November at major stockists. 

OogimM Tflfl and C Darr*tl Wvt«r« Ltd T#*t and Images qf 

BBC Tsl*v-i*iort S*n« C BBC EntarpftMt Ltd 1992 by BBC Enl«rpnt#a Ltd 

N00QY 5 4 tradamarh; of E>ir?*H Waters Ltd and it ulri undaf Licence 

ENiD BtVTOM i signature iogvtvp4l '* a rradaflfiar* ot Dar r*1' Ltd and ,» used under I««nc4 

THE JUMPING BEAN CO 

Leen Gate Lenton Nottingham NG7 2LX 

Tel 0602 792838 Fax 0602 780963 



U Brit ain 

(There's £10,000 
in it for you 

you are...) 

Yes, £10,000! That's the prize for the 
winner of the National Computer 
Games Championships, and entry is 
absolutely free. All you have to do is 
turn up to one of the Virgin Games 
Centres where heats are being held 
and show us what you're made of! 

To start with you have a choice of 
playing on the Mega Drive, Super NES 
or Amiga, but if you get through the 
first stage then you'll have to really 
show off your skills by playing several 
games on different machines. 

HOW TO ENTER 
just turn up, ready to give Of your 

best, at one of these heats being 
held all over the country: 

If you get top marks in the special 
gamers' challenge you could make it 
to the finals at the Future 
Entertainment Show in November 
and face a play-off on the video wall 
with the TV cameras watching! And 
the winner will walk off with £10,000 
in cash. 

If you think you're up to the chal¬ 
lenge, look up your nearest entry 
point below, and see if you are as 
good as you think you are... 

12th, 13th, 14th, ISth October 
Glasgow Union Street Megastore 

Falkirk Games Centre 
East Kilbride Games Centre 

19th, 20th. 21st, 22nd October 
Stockport Game Centre 

Manchester Megastore 

THE PRIZES! 
The winners of each heat will go 
forward to a regional final the 

same week. The winner of each 
regional final will get an Amiga, 
a Mega Drive and a Super 
NES, plus copies of the games 
which will be used in the finals so 
they can get ready in style. In the 
grand final itself, the runner up 

wi get £4,000 while the winner 
wil^go home an incredible 

OOO richer! 

26th, 27th, 
28th, 29th 
October 
Bromley Game Centre 
Croydon Game Centre 
Guildford Game Centre 
Ilford Game Centre 
Kingston Game Centre 
London Game Centre, 
100 Oxford Street 
Birmingham Megastore 
Bristol Game Centre 
Cardiff Megastore 
Newcastle Megastore 
Gateshead Game Centre 

There you'll have to try out a special 
timed challenge on Zool, *obc*°P3 
or Aquatics. Regional finals will be 
held on the Friday of each week in a 

local Megastore, and the winners o 
the regional finals will go to t e 
grand final in Earls Court on 
November 7th and 8th. 

THE NATIONAL COMPUTER GAMES CHAMPIONSHIPS 
sponsored by Amiga Format and Virgin Retail 

in association with Bad Influence! 



Unleash the Pouier! 

The Publishing Team With The Genie Edge 
Team work. Automation. Integration. Great concepts that haven't applied to desktop publishing, until now. Introducing 

Professional Page 3.0 and Professional Draw 3.0, two programs that through Genies' and our open linking architecture arc re¬ 

defining the way you work. Genies automate everything from actually faying out newsletters and ads for you, to time saving func¬ 

tions like step and repeat and copy object attributes. A full set of Genies come with each program, to help you work berter and 

faster. Plus you can make your own Genies to automate the things you do most. 

Our intelligent hot-linking system lets you insrandy take a drawing to Professional Draw 3.0 for editing, or take text to our 

Article Editor for speedy changes and spell checking. Link to Professional Calc' for instant cables or to Art Department 

Professional' for image manipulation. These links come free, and more arc on the way. But you don't have to wait, because with 

our open linking architecture you can create your own links to any of the hundreds of programs that support ARexx. With 

Genies and linking, the possibilities are endless. 

Professional Draw 3.0® - 
A New Standard In Illustration 

We've added a number of hot new' features that make 

it easier than ever to create high-res full color illustra¬ 

tion, exciting type effects, and more. You get automatic 

linear and radial gradient fills. Type directly on the 

page and use AGFA Compugraphic or Type 1 fonts. 

Variable X-Y bolding & scaling. The PANTONE®'' 

Colour Matching System is built-in. An improved 

Auto-Trace converts birmaps. Auto-Tiling of large 

pages. Un-Do. A Free Clip Art collection, and more! 

Magic Functions 
Professional Draw 3.0 also features over 25 time saving 

Function Genies* like Step and Repeat, Style l ags for 

Objects, Copy Object Attributes, Make Avery Labels, 

Hoc-link to Art Department Pro\ Rounded 

Rectangles, Polygons, and more. 

Professional Page 3.0® * 
4 New Standard In Publishing 

With Professional Page 3*0 you get all the features you 

would expect from the leading publishing system for 

the Amiga. Adobe Type 1 fonc support, Irregular Text 

Wrap, Built-in PANTONE*' Colour, a complete 

range of typefaces, Auto-Tiling, superior Colour 

Separations and more. Plus you get an Article Editor 

and spell checker that others make you pay for. 

Automatic layout 
Page Genies* revolutionize desktop publishing by actu¬ 

ally laying out pages for you. Answer a few questions 

and in just minutes you have a professional layout. 

Plus our new Function Genies perform over 60 func¬ 

tions like Mail Merge, Drop Caps, Drop Shadows, 

Step and Repeat, and more that will save you time and 

simplify your work. Plus you can write your own. 

GOLD DISK 

Join The Professional Publishing Team - For One Low Price! 
Combine the power of Professional Draw 3.0 and Professional Page 3*0 and you'll own the ulti¬ 

mate publishing system for your .Amiga. And for a limited time, you can join the team for less. Just 

£99.95' gets you Gold Disks Unleash The Power publishing bundle of both Professional Page 3.0 

and Professional Draw- 3-01 Call today, this special offer is limited! Credit cards are accepted. 

Get Them Both For £99.35! Call 0743 3S0SS1 Todau! 
Professional Page. Profess*™! Draw frqltumi tdc wd Gold »* teefenwis of Gold fck fat Professional Page and Professional Dro* require a hard disk end 2M& RAM ro use Hat tri requires 3MB RAM 
’fort* and marlted Sfis require Alen Aleu comes free *rfh Warikndt ? or cob be purchased at a reduced (met wdti coupon inside Professional Page 30 bar "PAMTDHE is Ponton# Inc's dud tiondttd 

rrodtmqfk for colour Spccid £99 95 is famrted evodtobl* slocks Gost Price t*dudes VAT of £18 44 and shpping che*ge of 15 SO mdee checks fv £123.91 pcyoble lo WeslpMl CreotiY# Ud. 
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THE AM Hi A HAS always been touted as the 

ideal computer tor video use. The main rea¬ 

sons for this are as follows: first, the machine 

was designed to provide inputs and outputs 

that already existed within the video industry; 

second, the spectacular quality of Amiga 

graphics; and third, there isn't anything to heat 

the computer for the same price. 

Just as desk top publishing (DTP) uses 

computers to help produce printed documents, 

desk top video (DTV) uses computers to help 

produce video tapes. IF you haven't got a video 

tape recorder, then you V like someone with a 

word processor but without a printer. For the 

rest of the article HI have to assume you have 

a VTR. 

The most important thing to remember is 

that video signal standards are different and 

incompatible from place to place. The differ¬ 

ences are broadly as follows. Most western 

European videos, including UK types, as well 

as Australia and New Zealand use the PAL 

standard. North America. Japan and Korea use 

NTSC, The rest of the world usually uses the 

French-developed SECAM system. However, 

some VTRs arc capable of playing tapes using 

the different systems, though this is not a stan¬ 

dard feature. 

Most Amiga* work in either NTSC or PAL 

mode, although it makes sense to stick to the 

standard that your video setup uses, PAL runs 

at 50 fields per second. Two consecutive fields 

contain 625 horizontal scan lines of picture - 

these are combined to produce a display that 

runs at 25 visual frames per second. 

NTSC runs at 60 fields per second, con* 

uining fewer horizonlal lines. This is offset by 

the fact that NTSC produces a steadier, less 

flickcry display, 

Although these standards are used as the 

basis for TV transmissions, don't think that 

video and TV arc the same thing. TV broad¬ 

casts arc made by means of radio waves. You 

can't plug a TV aerial into an Amiga and get 

any son of picture. 

Video is controlled and directed by wiring 

and connections, not broadcast transmissions. 

Anyway, back to computers. The boom in 

Amiga Video 
Everything you've always wanted to know about making your own 

video productions, presented by Pat McDonald. 

You con build op oH 

sorts of vUto bits to 
make your video 

productions better, but 
even jou the right 

software, an Amiga 

and a good home video 
recorder is enough to 

be storting off with. 

So go to HI 

camcorders (the fastest growing market for 

video equipment} has meant that lots and lots 

of people are shooting their own films. Any 

sort of TV program has at least the name of the 

production at the front in large, bold leiters, 

and usually has a list of credits at the end. 

These are known collectively as 'titles', and a 

program which can generate such displays is 

called a 'video tiller'. The biggest use of the 

Amiga in video is to produce such titles. 

Not that conventional home video gear 

can't produce titles. However, the Amiga is far 

more flexible, can create a much wider range 

of styles, for individual looking titles. Also, an 

Amiga plus titling software is much, much 

cheaper than a dedicated piece of titling hard¬ 

ware which can produce simitar results. 

That's not all the Amiga can do though, not 

by a long chalk. As you arc probably aware, 

the machine is capable of producing great 

TOP TEN HINTS; VIDEO RECORDERS/TAPE 
IThe age of a VTR is one indicator of 

how good the results will be. Modern 

machines have a better specification. 

2 Digitising from existing video tape is 

an art. If the VTR can be advanced 

one frame at a time, then sequences can be 

digitised more easily, edited, and then re-recorded. 

If you re In the market for a video, check out the spec thoroughly. 

Although many machines boast features like single Irame editing, the 

small print often reveals the machine is not as accurate as the hype suggests. 

Another feature to look lor is how easy it is to control the video via an 

editing deck. You won t warn to get one of these straight away, as they 

are as costly as ihe video themselves - but they are excellent. 

Although the VHS system widely used In homes throughout the world is 

good enough for recording pure Amiga graphics, if you want to record 24- 

blt "True Colour1" images then a more upmarket system is a must. 

6 Whenever you copy video signals from one recorder to another, ihe pic* 

ture quality goes down. Avoid extra generations of tape unless you want 

surreal looking videos. 

The best quality culs using low budget VTRs are best done as lollows; 

press record, play and pause on the machine that is recording, and play 

and pause on the player machine. Hit both pauses at the same time for your 

sequence to begin and end neatly. 

flfc Never handle video tape. The only reason you can get at it Is to visually 

check whether the tape has been damaged by a faulty video machine. 

Video tape isn't like film. You can t cut It up and splice it together. The 

only way to cut trom one shot Into the next Is electronically. The cheap 

way is to pushthe buttons; the easy way is to control the video electronically. 

As far as you can, use new tape that hasn't been recorded on to get 

the best results. You don't have to buy a whole new tape for each 

shot you do - but keep track of what parts of a tape have been used and what 

hasn't. Video tape degrades with use. 
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animat ions, using suitable software like 

Deluxe Paint HI or /V. However, the longer a 

piece of animated video footage, the more 

complex it is to direct and control. 

Semi-professional and even independent 

TV companies use the Amiga for everything 

from short, atmospheric 'descriptive' 

sequences on adverts, to cutting and chopping 

digitized images on pop videos. The taller use, 

sometimes known as ‘scratch’ or 'guerilla' 

video, was one of the reasons why famous 

artist Andy Warhol was drawn to the machine 

in the early years, A pity he died before pro¬ 

ducing much using the system. 

Having said that, some people have gone 

even further, using graphics and image* pro¬ 

duced purely on the Amiga to form short films 

of perhaps 20 minutes (which is a big produc¬ 

tion in animation terms). The most notable of 

these is Tobias Richter, whose scale ranges 

from still slideshows regularly wowed at on 

the Public Domain circuit, to full-scale videos. 

Who knows, you might go on to produce even 

longer, better work. 

It would be wrong, though, to suggest that 

the only videos you can produce are for the 

entertainment industry . There arc two more 

equally important areas which arc in many 

ways easier to break into, namely education 

and business. Video is one form of the an of 

communicating through moving pictures, but 

today il is a very widespread medium. 

Pure education is probably the easiest area 

to create for* while at the same time being the 

most difficult to do well. There arc educational 

videos on thousands of different subjects 

(there arc even a few on using Deluxe Paint) 

but because of the huge variation in subject 

matter, finding the right audience is no easy 

task for even the most gifted producer. 

If you want to go into this area, then the 

most obvious subject matter is a hobby or pri¬ 

vate study of your own. You can go for 

mainstream education, except that you can 

easily fall foul of the copyright law s by unwit¬ 

tingly using someone rise's images. 

If you stick to subject matter which a) you 

can produce good, original sequences for and 

b) noi tread on anybody's intellectual property 

rights, then you have an ideal subject for a 

video, if noi a dozen. Of course* tomorrow 

holds the promise of CDTV and CD-ROM - 

hut today holds the guarantee of millions of 

video recorders all over the world. 

Finally comes the most selective of areas, 

business communication videos. Companies 

arc very, very fussy about how you portray 

them and their products through moving pic¬ 

tures - one minor slip can easily land you in a 

legal defamation case. 

Having said that, most companies have at 

least ideas for how to gel their message across 

at 25 frames per second* even if the vast 

majority Jack the personnel and equipment to 

do so (very few businesses use Ami gas as part 

of their day to day activities). 

So business is an area to tread warily in, 

but the rewards are certainly there. These days, 

at trade fairs and conventions, it's not who has 

the best product who pulls the crowd - It's the 

stand with the best video presentation that gets 

all the attention. It will probably be the 

Amiga's ability to look and sound good, rather 

than multitasking or Workbench 2, that will 

persuade (he captains of industry to take the 

machine to their heart. 

Ok. that's a whistle stop tour of just where 

you can go to, starling with just an Amiga and 

a VTR. What about the other steps on the 

way? Do you need lots more video equipment, 

do you have to spend a fortune? 

Yes and no. Broadcasting giants spend mil¬ 

lions upon millions on TV and video 

production, Obviously, the more techniques 

you want to exploit, the more equipment you 

need to get that effect, that w ipe, that shot. But 

it needn't necessarily be incredibly expensive. 

The reason foT this is very simple. Hardware 

gets cheaper. Not just computers, but music 

systems, effects units, digitizers - and, of 

course, video systems. 

If you start today, just where you'll end up? 

Maybe uII be a quiet studio, doing the odd bit 

of animation and tilling. Maybe you’ll have 

your own video empire. The point is, unless 

you take the first step, you'll get nowhere, 2? 

HOW TO PLUG IN TO VIDEO 

If you hove cut Amigo and a good video recorder, o genlock is a good 
buy. If enables you to mix Amigo graphics in with video images. 

Take a good look at the back of your video recorder. Chances are, 

it's got two sockets - one marked "Video Out", the other "Video 

In". Usually, these connectors are of the Phono/RCA types, the 

same type of connector used for sound. Sometimes they are BNC 

types, which twist on and off in a similar manner to light bulbs. 

You can buy BNC/Phono convertors for only a few pounds. 

The above arc examples of composite video signals, which 

relay all the picture information through a single core of wire, sur¬ 

rounded by a shield return. Becoming ever more common is the 

Scan or Peri tel connector, which has twenty one pins, As well as 

providing composite video, these connectors also give separate red, 

green and blue components, the synchronisation signal, and stereo 

sound. In addition a command pin is used, which has to be wired to 

the Amiga to convince the video that a signal is present. 

In general, composite is easier to work with, although it doesn’t 

give as good a quality as scperate feeds. There are more specialist 

connectors used on video recorders which use belter systems than 

the now' standard VHS (Super VHS for instance), 

Exactly how you wire your Amiga to the video depends on 

w hat you want to do. If you have a modulator plugged in to your 

computer, you can just run a cable from the video out socket of the 

modulator to the video in of the recorder. Then you can video the 

picture from your Amiga. There is a composite video output on all 

Amiga* - but this is black and white only on all machines except 

for the original A1000 and the brand new A60Q, 

A better idea is to invest in a genlock. This can take in a video 

signal, and overlay the Amiga graphics on top. The original video 

picture shows through on blank areas of ihc Amgia graphics. 

TOP TEN HINTS: VIDEO CAMERAS 
1A video camera which can itself 

record is known as a camcorder. Not 

alt cameras have even this facility! 

2 A video camera which can not 

record is ideal for using with a video 

digitiser, and cheap too. Black and white 

video cameras typically cost less than £100, and together with coloured filters 

and even a cheap digitiser can produce better results than a more expensive 

colour camera. 

3 All video cameras boast loads of features. Some of them, like a built-in 

video titler, are pretty pointless if you hove an Amiga. Don't buy what you 

don't need! 

4 The most Important part of any video camera is the lens. A camera with a 

good, simple lens wilt produce far better pictures than will a camera with 

a naff, macro'zoom lens, so the simpler option could well be the better one if 

the prices are similar. The latter type has its uses, but tends to be overused by 

beginners. Do consult the video magazines. 

5 Camcorders suffer more abuse than VTRs. A simple, robust design is bet¬ 

ter tor use in live situations than a fragile, expensive type. 

6 Not sure what to buy? The best way to find the right design for you Is to 
hire a camera out for a couple of days, and experiment. 

7 Cameras need light to operate. The more light, the better. A lot ot cam¬ 

eras boast they work in low tight conditions - but very few work well. 

8 One common mistake of home video enthusiasts is to tall to calibrate the 

camera using the white and black balance controls. If you don't, the 

colours Just don't took right, as different lighting produces different colours. 

9 An underexploiled way of improving your videos Is to use fitters In front 

ol the lens. Costing only a few pounds, the right filter can transform a 

boring, washed out shot Into a lively, colourful shot 

WFeel free to burn off video footage - video tape is actually pretty cheap 

nowadays - but always criticise your own work. Talent with a camera 

Is built up gradually, learnt from many mistakes. 



☆ The ORIGINAL DISK ☆ 
DUPLICATION SYSTEM for the 

AMIGA is now even better! 

For Amiga A500, A500+, 
A600, A1500, A2000, A3000 

X-BACKUP PRO is the most powerful disk 

duplicator/utility package ever designed 

for the Amiga. 

For duplicating your original software, X- 

BACKUP PRO is a must, however it offers 

so much more. 

HOW TO ORDER 
X-BACKUP PRO:- 

ij v Telephone our sales hotline with 
vour credit card details for 

y' immediate despatch. 

061 724 7572 
IIRENI 
| OFT WARE I 

^IREtW 
^■yOPTWARE^H 

5^Send a chcqi Send a cheque or postal order for 
£40.99 made payable to SIREN 

SOFTWARE, Wilton House, 
Bury Road, Radcliffe, 
Manchester M26 9UR 

✓ Copies virtually all known disks, far more 
than any other copier available. 

/ Also backs up hard disks. Ideal for A600HD 
owners. 

S Full file management/copying utility 

/ Optimises data for faster loading. 

/ Formats, repairs, verifies. More than just a 
copier! 

/ Includes the new CYCLONE cartridge, 

/ Official U K. version. Includes 8 page 

manual. 

GUARANTEE:- X-BACKUP PRO is the most powerful disk copier 
available for the Amiga. If at the time of purchase, you can find a 

superior copier, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY. 
Can any other copier offer you that? 
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The iIMKSA Collection 
.. format TV*TEXT 

So video titling is a total mystery to you, then, eh? But never fear 

- it's actually disgracefully simple. Pat McDonald provides a 

complete guide to making your very own video credits... 

THE ESSENCE OF T\'*Text is very simple. 

AH it does k display text and still pictures in a 

form suitable for immediate recording on 

videotape. Its purpose is to enable you to add 

titles and credits to your own videos. You 

RENDERING PREFERENCES: THE HEART OF TV*TEXT 
don't need a genlock or a video camera - just 

some footage to title. 

The three shadow¬ 

ing options all grve 

a subtle variation 

of a shadow cast 
behind the main 

text. Although this 

is a bit of cliche, 

combined with jost 

the right font, H 
con provide a cer¬ 
tain atmosphere. 

Overuse mokes it 

look very tacky 

indeed. 

The shadow which 

a piece of text 
casts con be dis¬ 

pensed with, 
simply by selecting 

this, then the back¬ 

ground colour. The 

shadow will then 

be totally invisible. 
The value above, 

the depth of 
shadow, can be 

adjusted la give 
the height of the 

text above the 
area where the 

shadow is cast. 

face is used lav simple, plain 

titles. Edge will soften the 

outline without removing it 

completely, while extrude 
will torn the title into a solid 
three dimensional lump. For 

the most port use Outline. 

The Tight direction is used to 

set which way the extrude 

and shadows work. Messing 

with this on the same title 

page leads to some biiorre 
optical illusions, so feel free 

to experiment. 

The Strobe option form o 

layer of colours behind the 
main title text. Don't set 

the Depth or Step too high, 
os your titles then tend to 
protrude right through the 

screen. Difficult to master. 

The current Prefs 

can be saved out to 

the rVpTejrf disk, 

and reloaded at a 

later dote. Make 

sure you have 
renamed the disk 

to FVTtJtf, other¬ 

wise these options 
won't work. 

If you have two 

different lilies 
which use totally 
different palettes, 

you can use the 

alternative palette 
ta compare them 

cmd see how well 
they match 

together. You can¬ 

not use these 

options to use 

more than eight 
colours at a time. 

The key to on 

effective strobe 
sequence b to set 

up a pallet te with o 

lew shades of the 
same colour. These 

can give much more 

depth to titles than 

The Face colour is 
the basic hue af the 

front of your title. 

The Out is the out- 

UU 
Prefs ilfht lirectite 

This simplicity of purpose is earned over 

into how you use it. Each title is built up in 

layers, in a similar fashion to the way that an 

artist builds up a picture using many different 

dements. Just as a skilled artist can create a 

better picture, so a skilled title technician can 

produce professional-looking results. 

But first things first. The skill will come 

with time and with practice, so play around to 

your heart s content, And first, you'll need to 

know how to use the program. 

GETTING STARTED 

Here’s how you get it going. First, load 

Workbench. Then lake out the disk and insert 

a copy of the 7Y*7V.tt disk, You should 

rename this disk to TV*Text (it will start off 

with the name MSDOS_Ftlesystem). Just click 

once on its icon with the left mouse button, 

then hold down the right mouse button and 

select Rename from the appropriate menu 

option. This is on the Workbench menu on 1.3 

machines and earlier, and on the Icon menu on 

Workbench 2. 

Double-click on the 7V*7>a? icon, then 

again on the drawer marked 7Y*7V,w. There 

are two versions of the program on the disk - 

one that operates in high resolution (540 pixels 

horizontally, interlaced) while the other works 

in medium resolution (640 X 200 for NTSC, 

TOP TEN HINTS: AMIGA 
1 Don't think that making a video takes 

the same amount of time as ttie video 
actually plays. The ration of production 
time versus playing time varies from 
about 3: 1 for simple titling, up to hundres 
or even thousands to one for complex ani¬ 
mations. 

2 With the above point firmly in mind, make a humble beginning - a small set 
of titles for a family video with TV’Text or a simple, short, black and white 

cartoon composed of just a few shots, 

3 Start small. Get the message? Too many people aim for loo much too 
quickly, get discouraged and stop the hobby before It's even started. 

4 After one or two efforts, plan something a little more ambitious. Decide on 
WHO wifi watch it. Good TV and video succeeds not because of the actors, 

the script or the production - but on finding the right audience and knowing 

their tastes. 

5 Your potential audience decides the subject for your work. Twelve year 
olds don't want to watch business presentations. Company directors will 

not be impressed by childish cartoons. Well possibly not. 

6 Pure Amiga graphics, while excellent In their own wayt do not compare 
with video when it comes to subtle colouration. Don ! just digitize 

sequences, and re-video them. Pul some alterations in with a paint package, to 
enhance the basic moving pictures. 

Amiga graphics on their own do have their own distinct flavour. Either 
m practise on your own art skills, or find an artist with their own styles. 3D 
ray tracing Is the only " pure computer" form ol moving pictures, and iFs a very 
effective technique, 

8 Grab every opportunity to do more work. If some project Is going to cost, 
get the money up front, even If If* for something pretty trivial like titling a 

local band's live video. You deserve your keep, just like the BBC, NBC and oth* 

Study television. Yes. I know most of It's dire but by appreciating other 
m people's work, you can begin to understand most of the basic techniques 

without enrolling on a night school course (also a good Idea, come to think of 

It). 

M Be individual! if it's true that every person has at least one good story 
■ to tell, then It s also true that every person has at least one good video 

production just waiting to be discovered. 
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Those Menu Items in full ILo ad Pictupp. ..I Undo WSL 
Siv# P ic tun . * * Icut WZ- 
Lda4 Ovtr Uif, . , Kopy K 
&lVf Ovpl' ] *v ■ ■ ■ I R#S 1 7* 

Hide Title dl 
Delete rilf,,. 
Print 
About.,. 

PROJECT MENU 
load Picture: Tills has mo sab options, 

straight load or auto colour, Ik letter will 
remap the picture Into the present palette 

as best it can. 
Save Picture: Dumps the chthi! screen to 

an IFF file. 
Load Overlay: loads in a picture, but 
leaves all areas with colour zero transpar¬ 

ent, so previous work is not obscured. 

Again, has an auto colour option. 

Save Overlay: Saves a portion of the cur¬ 

rent screen, which you mark out with the 

1 Font* *.» i£TF Ft** C3U New T*xl.», cos Line Clear Sorttn | s/ Intarlao# 
I Si in . » . CJI %/Ctntvr d « Lm t I*nt Box Til# Hidt Ptr OK 1 
1S tv 1*5 L»rt dl Overlay,«* EJV Circle Ual Ipiptr |Sor##ii Six#_1 
IXat^tion 

AutoSiza 
klbpipitf^ CJL 

R 1 (fh t dl 
arid OQ 
Vortical PStV 

Palotto.., 
> I^ IR 
dH 

Clliprt 
Eras# 
|U rtt 5 t z* | 

Or 1 d 
gradation■, ■_ 

Show Title: Obviously you don't want a 
title bar recorded at the top of your lilies. 
This options hides and reveals H. 

Delete File: Used to wipe o file from a 

disk. Use with caution. 

Print: Dumps the current screen to a 

printer. 
About; Tells you who wrote the program. 

Quit; Gets you out of IV*Tejcf. 

EDIT MENU 
Undo: Revorts Hie screeo bock to where it 

was before you entered the last element. 
Warning I Some options do not Undo, 

lOrid Size 

Cut: Used Id blank on area of the screen 

market out with the mouse. 

Copy: Used to paste ait area of the screen 

(which you mark out with the mouse) to a 
different port of the screen. 

Resize: First, choose what type of Resize 
you wont. Then mark out on area - it writ 
be cut out and reified automat it oily. 

TEXT MENU 
Fonts: Select a different font and size. 

Sizes: Select a differeni size of the 

current font In use. 
Styles: Used to underline, balden or 

italicize tent. 

Rotation: Useful for flipping areas through 
90 degrees. Can be used to stretch areas 

through 45 degrees, but It's not too good. 

Auto size: Handy for customizing the pre¬ 

sent font to fit into on exact area, 
libraries: Used to load fan Is from some¬ 

where other than the TV#T*xi disk. 

JUSTIFY MENU 
Free: Text wRI be pieced wherever you 

want it to he. 
Centre; Text will be aligned with the cen¬ 

tre of each line in mid-screen. 

Left: Text will be left justified. 

Right: Texl will be right justified. 

Grhfc Text will bo aligned with a grid. 
Vertical: Text will be aligned vertically. 
Grid Size: Used to change the size of the 

justify grid. 

RENDER MENU 
New Text: You can now enter q new line 
of text for rendering, 

last Texl: Go back tn the last Kite of text 

you entered. 

Overlay: load in an IFF screen, auto colour 

if and render it to hove bevelled edges. 
Preferences: See separate box. 
Palette: Change the colours 7V*T#xf 

displays, Avoid excessively bright 
colours as these do not record property 

on video recorders, 

DRAW MENU 
Line: Renders a horizontal or vertical line. 

Box: Renders o box. 

Circle: Readers a circle. 
Ellipse: Renders an ellipse. 

Erase; Blanks an area of the screen. 
Line Size: Choose the thickness of Rites for 

future drawing operations. 

BACKGROUND MENU 
Gear Screen: Wipes your work away, 

ready to he redone, 

TBe: First you mark out an area, which is 

then automatically riled (repeated) to fiH 
the whole screen. Use with caution. 

Wallpaper: Similar to tile, except that 

vertical bunds ere put onto the screen. 

Grid: Similar to tRe, but tries lo fit the life 
into square blocks. 

Gradation: Has several sub chokes. 

Basically ft puts up a pretty copper 

(colour bar) background for you to draw 

over. Not terribly useful especially if you 
hove a genlock. 

VIDEO MENU 
Interlace: Turns Interlace mod# on or off. It 

Is brest kofyt of! when working because 

of the flicker, but should be on when you 

are recording onto tope, because it Is the 

same quality os a TV display. 

Hide Pointer: Hides the mouse pointer. 
Screen Size: Changes the resolution at 

whkh JY*7oxt works. To ovoid cut off 
areas, you should choose the biggest area 

you possibly coo unless you can't spare 
the chip RAM, 

256 for PAL). Double-click on the one you want to 

load the program. 

For your first few attempts, try selecting New Texl 

From the Render menu, and type in a line. Click on 

OK. and position the text where you want it lo go. 

Clicking the left mouse button again will paste down 

the text - the right button will abort that particular line 

of text and lei you type in another line. Don't worry, 

you can get your old text back by selecting Last Line 

from the Render Menu. 

One final point. You can make more fonts avail¬ 

able to TV* Text by copying them to the ZumaFonts 

drawer on the disk, but an easier way is to load them 

from a disk called Fonts;. ® 

COMPROMISED STANDARDS 
At firs! glance, TV*Text doesn't appear to use the capabilities of Ihe Amiga to the full. After allf the machine 
can display 4096 colours, albeit in low resolution, so why does the program limit you to Just eight colours in 
high resolution? 

The answer is twofold. First, high resolution titles look a lot less jagged edge than tow resolution, so the 
program defaults to that standard. Second, high resolution limits you to 16 colours. So the program has to 
have a limited palette. 

“But why doesn’t It use 16 colours then?" you ask. Well, Amlges with only half a megabyte of chip RAM 
have great difficulty working In 16 colours at high resolution. They Just haven't got enough workspace to 
keep their pictures in. Try setting Deluxe Paint to 16 colour high resolution mode -1 bet you It doesn’t work, 
and you'll be lucky to get eight. 

Note that It's unwise to use colours which are too bright. Video tape Is very fussy about what colours ft 
records, and bleeding reds or patterned greens blues are an eyesore when the tape Is played beck. 

TOP TEN HINTS: MIXERS/EDIT SUITES 
ITop of the pile In terms of video add 

ons are video mixers. These enable 
you to make smooth transitions from one 
sequence lo another, without sudden cuts, 

2 Edit suites are another rather pricey 
extra, Edit suites are glorified con¬ 

trollers tor video recorders and cameras, 
enabling one scene to be seamlessly Joined to another. 

3 Edit suites are a little pointless unless you actually know where the cuts 
are going to happen. You can wing it with an edit suit#, but careful plan¬ 

ning (story boards and so forth) is necessary to use them efficiently. 

4 Expensive but in valuable, video mixers are often overused by the novice, 
as each scene swirls Into the next- The current crop of TV viewers are 

mostly unused to leaping, dancing, swirling shots which mixers produce when 
used too much. 

5 More types of each extra are becoming available all the time, However, dif¬ 
ferent manufacturers use different standards to plug one video machine 

Into another, so if you are aiming for either if makes sense lo check what your 
video equipment can take. 

W The Video Toaster is an Amiga card, only available lo AISOOs and A2D00s, 
It caused a storm when the NTSG version was launched - I understand 

that a PAL version Is finally In the works. This card enables you to both mix 
and fade between different video sources, as well as having a built In 24 bit 
graphics board plus bundled ray tracing software. 

Better software is becoming available all the time to help you to use the 
m Amiga as an edit suite, although currently most of this software is very 
expensive. Show Maker, Scale MM 200, Syntronix and (at the top) Sympatica 
are ail aimed at the more professional video user. 

8 However, bigger and better software requires a bigger and better Amiga to 
use effectively. If you achieve a good success rate, chances are you'll 

want to upgrade to an accelerated, large memory machine with a hard disk 
(A3000 preferred). 

Bigger Ideas are a natural progression as you get more Into video. It's an 
m area that can take you from being an amateur to being a professional 

within a very short space of time. 

m ft So think big! Next time the credits roll and the opening scene begins, it 
I could be your work that entertains millions. At the samne time, always 

remember that lt‘s worth getting titling done for the humblest home vld. 
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FROM THE MAKERS OF THE WORLD S BEST SELLING AMIGA MAGAZINE 

The Amiga F 
Annual 1 

Past 
We look back at all the big Amiga news of 1992 

Present 
We look back at all the big Amiga news of 1992 

We look back at all the big Amiga news of 1992 

What a year it's been! We've seen an Amiga revolution, with new models out, the A570 CDTV drive 
shipping and the promise of even better Amigas to come. And it’s not just Commodore that’s been busy 
- news of amazing new hardware and software developments has come thick and fast. 

To put the year in perspective and to find out what's on the cards, we're grilling all the experts, 
hardware and software manufacturers to find their veiws on where the Amiga is headed. For a year in 
view, plus exciting news of what's coming up, make sure you get the Amiga Format Annual. 
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"Everybody has been waiting lor 

Robocop 3 and it has been well \ 

worthwhile. Graphically excellent, 

exactly what everyone wants." 
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'The 3d twist worts amazingly well, 
makes Robocop 3 the best film 
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KTh CROSS DOS 

Part two of this month's 

Amiga Format Collection is a hyper¬ 

useful file-exchange utility that will 

enable you and your Amiga to make 

the most of other computing worlds. 

Pat McDonald guides the tour... CrossDos 
SO WHAT EXACTLY is CrossDos? 

Basically, it’s a program that enables you lo 

read from and write to disks formatted by IBM 

PC compatibles and Atari STs. 

It isn't, however, an emulator. Let's face it. 

the Amiga being the machine it is, it doesn't 

really need lo pretend to be another computer, 

especially since ihe release of Workbench 2 

and new programs that conform to WB2 stan¬ 

dards, The quality of such software is so high 

thui you wouldn't want to/ise anything else. 

So why CrossDos then? Well, despite the 

fact that the Amiga is a very capable machine. 

it is not regarded as the 'standard' platform in 

that there are simply not enough of them 

around in business. The computer that rules is 

the IBM PC. 

CrossDos was created to help out, by 

enabling you to access data stored on 720K or 

36GK 3.5-inch disks, put there by IBM PCs, 

This means that people who use PCs in the 

office can come home to their Ami gas. transfer 

across data from their PC disks and continue 

using the same data on compatible packages. 

By ‘compatible'. 1 mean programs that are able 

to manipulate files saved in alien formats. 

Say you work at an office that uses the Lotus 

1-2-3 spreadsheet package on a PC. Now 

when you've finished at the office, but still 

need to continue with your work, you can save 

ii to a disk and take it home to your Amiga and 

use a package like Professional Calc which 

can utilise the Lotus /-2*i-formal files. 

The data exchange principle doesn't just 

stop at spreadsheet files, as you will see later. 

You can transfer just about anything from the 

PC to the Amiga using some kind of package 

ip read the data, from word processor docu¬ 

ments to CAD draw ings. 

Programs 
and File 
Compatibility 
So just what files can you use 

with what packages on the 

Amiga? Well, there are quite a 

few programs that offer you the 

facility to use files from PCs, STs 

and Macs, it just depends what 

you want to do. Let's look at a 

few categories... 

The Amigo turns into o Lotus enter os it lakes on files 
from the PCs well-popular I-2-3 software suite. 

Use the office PC to star! your Pulitier Priie winning 
novel finish rt at night on your Amiga with Wordworth, 

SPREADSHEETS 
Lotus 1-2-3 on the PC Is a combined spreadsheet 
and database program. On the Amiga you can 
Import 1-2-3 files Into MaxiPlant Super base 
Professional 4 and perhaps the star of the show 
here. Professional Cate from Gold Disk, ProCatc Is 
probably the best spreadsheet available for the 
Amiga and can import Lotus files just as easily as If 
you were loading a standard .PCF ProCafc file. 
Apart from this, due to the Amiga Interface, It is a 
lot easier using ProCalc than 1-2-3 ever was. 

WORD PROCESSORS 
There are loads of WPs on the PC, from 
WordPerfect to Microsoft Word, The Amiga has an 
equivalent WordPerfect, so you can load files pro¬ 
duced on the PC. and vice versa. Wordworth has a 
fair supply of import and export loaders, so you 
can import, edit and then save text on to a PC disk 
to continue work back on the PC. We use Profexf to 
write for pure speed, and then convert this for use 
on the Apple Macintosh using Apple File Exchange. 

Continued overleaf 
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CROSS DOS (Tn 

HOW CROSS DOS WORKS 
CrossDos works by Installing a disk-drive handier 
and a new file system handler on to your Amiga. 

The first of these, the tile 'mfm.device, Is 
Installed Into your DEVS: directory* This file is a 
drive handler that interprets the nine sector format 
that PC disks employ (ifs different from the 
Amiga's}* so the drive can read the disks. 

The second file* msdos-filesystem', is Installed 
Into the 'L: handlers' directory* This lakes the data 
the the ’mfm.device* has read from the disk and 
translates the file format Into something that 
AmigaDos can understand. Of course It works the 
other way too, when writing data to a PC disk. 

Once installed* the drives can be mounted from 
the mountllst mountllst.msdosfs' that also goes in 
your DEVS: directory. This sets up an assignation 
that enables you to put a PC disk in one of your 

drives and access it as you would a normal 
AmlgaDOS disk* 

For a normal disk in your internal drive you 
would simply refer fo it as DFQ:. When you put a PC 
disk in* if you do this. It will produce a NOT A DOS 
DISK' error, because it is of course not in 
AmlgaDOS format. Therefore you hove to access it 
as DIO: or whatever you have named it in the 
mountllst. eg PCO:* 

Again if you refer to an AmlgaDOS disk as DIO:, 
it will produce the same error, In this way. you can 
see that saving and loading from PC disks is trans¬ 
parent to the user* you just access the drive 
according to what type of disk is inserted. 

So If you wanted to copy the entire contents of 
a PC disk to RAM:, from the Shell you would type: 
copy from DlQ:t? to RAM: 

There is one more consideration you have to make 
when writing to PC disks, in that the filenames can 
only be eight characters long plus a three-charac* 
ter extension. The format this takes Is 
FILENAME.EXT* so If you did try to save two files 
with the names FilenumberQI and Fllenumber02* 
the handler would rename your first file to 
F1LENUMB.ER0. See the problem? By copying the 
second file* you would overwrite the first as it 
would also be renamed F1LENUMB.ER0. As you 
can see you have to be careful here. 

Finally a word about Icons. Icons on the Amiga 
have a ‘.into’ extension. On a PC disk this Is 
renamed as a INF' file. Thankfully the filesystem 
handier is intelligent enough to work out If files 
named this way are icons or not and hence will dis¬ 
play them In a Workbench window if required. 

But CrossDos doesn't stop at PC disks. You 

can also exchange data with Macintoshes and 

Atari STs. How? 

The Atari ST uses the same format for 

disks that the PC docs (720K arranged as 80 

tracks of nine sectors)* So this means that you 

can use any data from an ST as well. Say you 

have an Amiga but no printer, hut a friend 

with an ST docs. In this case you could format 

a disk using CrossDos and save a document to 

the disk* take it to your friend's house, insen it 

into his ST and print it out. 

The Macintosh comes with a utility called 

Apple File Exchange This enables (he Mac to 

read and write to PC format disks just as 

CrossDos does for the Amiga. Which also 

means that you can exchange data with the 

Macintosh computer too. We transfer copy 

from the Amiga, via a PC disk, to the Mae in 

this way. 

As you can see* Cross Dos is indeed a very 

powerful tool, and can he very useful for data 

exchange in lots of circumstances. Sec the box 

on how it works for more information on its 

actual operation, and read the relevant hits 

about various programs that have data compat¬ 

ibility for the area of your interest* 

So how do I use if? The first time you put a 

PC disk into your drive you will have to liter¬ 

ally tell your Amiga that this is no nonmil 

disk, but a PC disk. The way to do this is to 

use the icons on the eoverdisk. Attach.DIO: 

and Attach_Dll:. These icons automatically 

tell your computer to load in the device han¬ 

dlers from the eoverdisk so your Amiga can 

understand the data. 

This is all very well, but advanced users 

may want to automate this process so you 

don't have to keep using the eoverdisk all the 

time to use PC disks, [n order for this to work* 

there are a few files that you will need to copy 

on to your system disk (hard drive or whatever 

you boot from). These are mfm.device and 

raountlisLinsdosfs from DEVS: on the 

Coverdisk to your corresponding DEVS: 

directory, msdosfiksystem from L: on the 

Coverdisk to the corresponding L: directory on 

your system disk. The Iasi files you need to 

copy arc MountMF and the mo idpateh files 

from the C: directory on the Coverdisk to y our 

own C: directory. 

The hardest pan is just a case of editing the 

mountlisi.msdosfs and telling it where all the 

files can now be found, i.e* where you have 

placed them on your system. 

Then all you need to do in order for your 

Amiga to mount the PC drives automatically is 

put the Mount Ml7 command somewhere in 

your startup*sequence (or WBStartup on 

WB2) before the Joadwb command* This will 

automount all (he available floppy drives you 

have as dual Amiga/PC drives* Ergo DFO: will 

be DIO: for the PC and all others will he DU:* 

where \ is the unit number of your disk drive, 

assuming they are connected. 

There are a few more utilities on the 

coverdisk which will help you in handling PC 

disks, such as Dr CrossDos, and a technical 

reference manual for more details on how this 

program works. Read the Readme file for 

more into. O 

Build d bouse, sports complex, world domination centre 
of operation* using CAD, CroaDas, an Amigo and a PC. 

maMmgm 

Art Deportment Professional on the Amiga combined with 

CrossDOS con open up whole new worlds lo yon. 

PageStrearn page layout and CrossDos, Impart files 
from Macs and PCs for some really fit looking pages. 

COMPUTER AIDED 
DESIGN (CAD} 
In the main, the PC has the lead In this area. And 
the main PC format tor Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) drawings is AutoCAD s DXF file format* 

Not to be outdone however* the Amiga also has 
packages such as X-CAD (and now X-CAD 2000 - 
turn to page 176 for the full review In this very 
Issue) and DynaCAQD that can Import and edit 
these DXF files so you can manipulate drawings 
created on the PC. 

GRAPHICS 
There are numerous graphics formats around: PC 
GIF files, LBM DPamFPC files, PCX files, TIFFs and 
more. The Mac has TIFFs. PJCTs* MacPaint files 
and more, STs have Degas and Neochrome files* 
The Amiga is well able to cope via the superb Art 
Department Professional 2. ADPro enables you to 
convert and manipulate all these formats apart 
from PICTs. For these though there is a program 
called RasterLink, which converts pictures IFFs, 
then into DPaint for editing. 

DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING 
As far as import modules are concerned* 
PageStream 2.2 is the best. It can Import graphics 
from the PC. Mac and ST, and can also import text 
from most of the popular wordprocessors across 
platforms. You can also load in !BM*EPS and Mac- 
EPS files to import into documents, and you can 
also save your documents as PostScript files to 
port over to Macs or PCs to print from If you don t 
have a printer connected to your Amiga* 



Your Amiga has 

been a great games 

partner. You’ve experienced 

Flight simulators, arcade actions 

and role playing adventures. 

But now yoirrc looking for some¬ 

thing more 

than just 

another 

game. 

That's 

why you'll 

be interested in The Miracle. A complete keyboard/ 

software combination 

that teaches you how to 

Learning 
goes from 
basic tli rough 
to advanced. 
The full course 
takes over a year. 

Within 
weeks 

you'll be 
reading 
musk... 

and playing 
better than you ever thought possible, 

play the piano. 

Stan with simple lessons. 

Advance up to performance 

standard. You're learning quickly, 

because The Miracle listens to every 

note you play and gives you 

personalised lessons. 

The Miracle keyboard gives professional 

quality stereo sound, either through its 

own speakers or the hifi. Record vour 

own hits in The Miracle's unique 8 track 

studio. Take the keyboard round to a 

friend's house - it will work on its own or 

through your Amiga, 

Record, overlay 
and mix your own 
creations in The Miracle s 
8 track studio. 

You thought it would take a Miracle to bring out the musician in you. Well... here it is. 

Now available at selected Tandy stores, Argos Superstores, selected E & S retail stores and all Accredited Miracle Dealers 

■ 60 

^ay the ptano tn 3 weeks ? 
Thai ivoufd take a Miracle* 

Mind scape Intemahanal Lid. Priority House, Charles Avenue, llurgeii Hill, 

W«r EM 15 H: 0444 872234 Hue 0444 248 W 

Only £299 inc vat 

Profe 

49 full liic keys. 

Velocity sensitive. 

12B digital sounds 

MIDI interfere. 

Stereo ipeahtn. 

16 notes al 

Software 

ISO lessons. 

Practice room. 

Orchestra, Jatt 

nod Rock & Roll 
hacking, 

a track studio. 
Arcade style lessons. 

Advanced lessons. 
Personal tuition, 

Fnll manuals 

Accessories Included 

Cables. 
Earphones, 

Footpedal. 
Manuals. 

Complete Miracle System 

is ready to Install in 

under 5 minutes and costs 
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The Amiga 600 comes ALIVE... 
AH Harwoods new A600’s are L nited Kingdom 

specification and include the following features... 

1Mb. Disk Drive, I Mb. RAM, 4096 Colours. 

Integral TV Modulator, Mouse, Workbench 

Disks, Manuals, PLUS all Leads - AND... 

FREE I YEARS "IN HOME SERVICE' 

*e 

.0^ ue 

AMIGA® 
FLOPPY0 

Available as either.. 

Pack with Deluxe Paint II 

and a MYSTERY game 

But only whilst stocks last 

at just 

AMIGA® 
FLOPPY 
CISK DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... 

WIMUll lOFTWAREg 

PUSHOVER 

•SILLY PUTTY 

FROSE GRAND PflIX 

•DELUXE PAlNT III 

If) 

£319 o> 

HARD DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... 

■TO SOFTWARE 

EPIC -MYTH- ROME 
•DELUXE PAlNT III- 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
TIWII LANGUAGE VEtSiOM Ewal<*h: 

MULTI LANGUAGE 
•DICTIONARY* 

AMIGATEXT WORD 
PROCESSOR 

If you want a 
DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! 

LO 
cn 

AMIGA® 
20., HARDS 

— POWER-PRO 
ULTIMATE 
ENTERTAINMENT 

Y S T E IV and 

professional! 
.0 

Amiga 60QHD 
with 20Mb Hard 

Drive & 2Mb RAM 

O Philips CM8833/II* 
Stereo Colour Monitor 

*tr and a new Swift 2001 
Colour 24ptn Printer 

Including a complete set 
of 3 tailored dust covers 

•Replace the CM8833 with a 
Philips Monitor TV for only 

£39 95 extra. 

o, tprefer an alternative 
printer? Simply pick 

another one & pay 

v J\ the difference 
[see page 3] ANDeee 

NEW Final 

Copy II...The r 
Best Amiga Word ^ 
Processor/Publisher t/V 
Superbase, database ^ 

Superplan, spreadsheet _^ 

Deluxe Paint Ilf, Amiga j-j-j 
Text, Multi Language 9 

Trivial Pursuit & Dictionary ^ 
(French, German, English), 
Three Great Games .. 
Epic, Myth and Rome. 
NOW complete with 

our fantastic 
P o w e r p I a y 

Lfl 
cn 

tf you want a 
DIFFEREMT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price1 

PLAY 

SPECIAL EDITION 

.ADD our great 
^ POWERPLAY PACK to 

your order for only.. 
you get *»n A600 Dust Cover*** a- — 

• Mouse Mat * High Quality A" H Qo 

Competition Pro 5000 Joystick * F \ 

• 10 Blank Disks & a Dis ■WV 
Library Cast* Plus 15 Great Games. 

Bloodwyeh«Bubble+*Ceptain Blood*TV Sports Football 

Hostages- Jumping Jackson-Lombard RAC Rally 

Krypton Egg*Lancaster*$trike Force Harrier * Eliminator 

Purple Saturn Day “Tin Tin on the Moon-Skycfoase 

Safari Guns*Xenon 2 Megablast^Sm Crazy-Skyfox II 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb. for just £39.95 extra 

r .,^J| cs? 



Latest Workbench 2 
25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 
3.5' Floppy Drive 

Including.. 

FINAL COPY II 
and AMIGA VISION 

■^workbench 
r"V ERSION 

2 OPERATING! 
8 u t more than an 
ordinary 150 0... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 

GVP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5“ Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 

SOFTWARE... 

Tokl* *Elf* *P u z z n i c 
■ 'Home Accounts* 

‘Deluxe Paint III* 
■The Works* 

and the book 
GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
AMiGA 1992 

2B‘ dot pitch 

Muftiscar 
28' dot pitch 

MULTIMEDIA AT H0Ml 

THE NEW AMIGA 

CDTV MULTIMEDIA 

PACKAGE HAS THE LOT 

INCLUDING 
CDTV Player, Keyboard, Infra- 

Red Mouse, 3.5" Disk Drive, 
Workbench Disks, Welcome CD, 

and Remote Controller 

» DRIVE for A 5 0 0 + 
use music cd's &CDTV 

^ titles on your A500 Plus 
< Only... £329.95 

INC VAT 

UJMULTIMEDIA3 
CDTV player with Welcome 

Disk, Remote Controller, 
Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia 
and the great game Lemmings 

■ -AMIGAS - 
£ A500 1/2Mb £29.95 A500+ 1Mb £39.95 
cj A600 1Mb £44.95 

a RAW expansions me. Banery Backed Real Tims Clock 

°E SIMMS FOR GVP’S 
o_ HC8 & HD8 Dnves sod 8AM in 2Mb mcremerusts 

=> IMbSimm £22,95 4MbSimm £89.95 
' T 32-8 I SIMM for GVP |min, 2M& incr&menisl 

3 1Mb x 32Bit £52 95 4Mb x 32Bit £152 95 

it o nit or i ■ 
it iff® c 

^&coiour 

i 1 h * 

H E E = 
(gSj)* i b I e Ar 

@g)an<f dgn ® 
JC cover + » 

I it - H o m # % 

tJs e r v i c * * 

omtor TV1* 

DISCOUNT 
Pro’ 2000 definition RGB colour Monitor/TV, 
FASTEXT Teletext, Infra Red Remote, 
Satellite and Video Connections, Headphone 
Socket, 2000 Character Higher Res Tube H 

If vou want the POWER, then 
V ^ s' 7 

look no further... 

Harwoods ha\e pul together some grc;K top of 

the range Amigas that will fit the hill Tor even 

the most demanding Amiga user. 

We've taken the powerful A1500 and tuned it into something 

extra special with a massive !20Mh. Hard Drive and 3Mb. 
it II i 1. i 1 , lii .1 il - m 1 t • i i * 

of RAM, hut if that’s not powerful enough just look at the 

specification of our Amiga A3000 pack... and note the price. 

WK'VH GOT THE POWER! 



HARDO 
ah Zyrs wa^aniy 

All our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including, 
a cable, paper and labels 

FREE OF CHARGE. 
Dot matrix models come 

with a tailored dust cover 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons 

ALL Citizens have 2Vr Warranties 
52Mb. 120Mb. 

£339 95 £439.95 
£379.95 £479.95 
£419.95 £519.95 
£499.95 £599.95 

STAR LC 20 MONO £134.95 
NEW STAR LC 100 COLOUR£164.95 

STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £124.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179.95 

52Mb. 120 Mb. 
£659.95 £759.95 
£699.95 £799.95 
£799.95 £899.95 
£979.95 £1039.95 

Ml PRINTER STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.95 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO £209.95 

CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR £239.95 

CITIZEN 
SWIFT 240 MONO £249 95 

CITIZEN 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR £269.95 

crnZEtttao* IliC* OM,Y £4,75 £23 95 N/A M/A 

cmnaij* mMMcmv £4 75 £22 95 N/A Hi a 
OTHmSwrFS Iuacouw £4 75 £22 95 £16 45 £94 95 

fwr??t?ifm HJLtiC&Ogfl £4 75 £22 95 £16 45 £94 95 
STMICir’W llAOtCOlOtJ* £4 45*7 £23 95*7 £5 95* £34.95* 

STAHLC2M HJO.COLCKJ* £5 % Z*9 £32 95 2X9 £12.4Smi fSAJSan 

ST4DLC247M iLAQttObOUft £6 95 274 £39 95 27* £l2 95u<a £69.95 xra 

STmJ&GKto* £9 95 224 £49 95 224 £14 95o« £74.9Swa 

£ESUt&M ***«" nsjsw- 

52Mb. 120Mb. 
£279.95 £409.95 
£319.95 £449.95 
£359.95 £489.95 
£439.95 £569.95 

MMI£1 
ftKhlrmC 
Coa*t*i 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ20ex INKJET with 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £369.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 COLOUR £559.95 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR £679.95 
STAR LASERS FROM. £749.95 

with free disk head cleaner 
• LONG CONNECTING- 

CABLE -THROUGHPORT ■ 

\MIO/v 

extensive 

peripherals and Software 
EXPAND your system... 

and get MORE from your AMIGA 
If you've got an Amiga why not 

get THE MOST from it.... 

because it's so easy to attach our add-ons and use ft 

some great software, you can quickly get to grips 

with anything. From Graphic Design, Desk Top HpJjSh j , , k4 
Publishing, Video Mixing and Music Composition 

.... . TC , BHD8 Hard Drives! 
to many useful business programs such as Word BlITIHHIEn^KBifTri 

Processors, Accounts, Spreadsheets, Databases etc. BjJ jl * , 7 

You can add advanced technology such as EC ^KHZEImJIZXI 

fast Hard Disk Drives for quick access to data. Eft 
, |rA t Pfwln 

Genlocks & Video Digitisers to import and (A 530 Combined! 
manipulate images, Sound Samplers to help you IH a r d Drive a n d I 

w ith your musical talents and Printers to enable BTTHRfn^HVfTTlJ 
output of your 'your creations'. With a whole hrt 

lot more available, you too can... KJ Jj l v 

EXPAND VOIR AMIGA- EASILY! 

* Finance Facilities Available 

I uamm COLOUR 
| SIX PACK R9BSON ■SIX PACK 

150, 
i k)0( 

HARD 
'Ndisk 
Jdrive 

[HC8 Hard [ )rives 
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SERVICE 
^f/rirf jrV« ck/me frtm wham in purchase. pleas* phone hi. 

H> art ahttyt happy fa dhfu» your require math and answer 

my qttert/i rtf* my krtf. AmL remember Harwoods hate 

dw*y% provided THE BESTurmt m the industry... 

Video Studio V3 £119.95 competitively priced range now! 

iiotr, i 

word processors,-'1 pubIishingH animation and graphics 

Pen Pal VI.4 £79.95 
Final Copy II V2.0 £99 95 
Kind words 3 £39.95 
Wordworth VI, 1 £109.95 
T ra ns wr ite £29 95 
Page si ream V2.2 £129,95 
Professional PageV3 0 £129 95 
Pagesetter It € 4 4 95 

integrated t i t 1 e s 1 

Mini Office 144 95 
Gold Disk Office £59.95 

d a t a b a s e s 1 

H o m e b a s e £19.95 
Superbase 2 Personal £ 29 9 5 

CAD & structured drawing 1 

Intro CAD Plus £79.95 
X*CAD 3000 £269.95 
Professional 
Draw 3 £89.95 

vide ■ 
Scale 500 £79,95 
Seals Professional £ 199.95 
Broadcast Titler 2 £179.95 
Pro Video Post 

utilities & development 3 

Disk Master V2 £44.95 
Quarterback V5 £44 95 
Quarterback Tool$£54.95 
Dos- 2 - D os £29.95 
Easy Amos £24.95 
Amos The Creator £36,95 
Amos Compiler £23.95 
Amos 3D £25*95 
Lattice C £169.95 
Devpac 3 £54.95 
Directory Opus £27 95 

miscellaneous 

GG Route Plus £59.95 

games & entertainment j 

£169,95 Phone for access to our massive 

AMIGA+ 
easy lear,, aoi title* 111012: 

FOR EDUCATION %, •»9ii»i* mms 
micro maths - to GCSE standards £18 95 ^ maths £18 95 
micro english * to GCSE standards £18.95 ffench f18.95 

ADI titles 121013: micro french - to GCSE standards £18.95 y 
micro german ■ to GCSE standards £18.95 english 
primary maths - 3to 12's £19 95 V maths 
mega maths - A level £19.95 french 
reading and wilting 5^\> first shapes ■ 3toB 
course - over 3's £18 85 'puzzle story book - 31o8 
compendium six £29,95 dinosaur discovery kit * 3tc 
fun school 4 software: £- first letters and words - 3tol £12 95 
choose - under 5’t, 510?*$ # , 
or TtoIVs, only...£19.35 each GCSF ' A* Siand&f 

£18.95 
£18.95 
£18 95 
£12 SS 
£19.95 
£19.95 

Amiga for Beginners £12.95 

Getting the most from your Amiga £13.95 

Amiga Machine Language £14.95 

Amiga DOS inside and out £24.95 

Amiga Hardware reference manual £2195 

Amiga C for beginners £13.95 

Others Stocked: call us with your requirements 

AMIGA 
accessories 

£179.95 

£2995 

£98.95 

Deluxe Paint 4 £64.95 
Real 3D Professional 
Turbo £24995 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £14495 
DCTV Composite Video 
24'Bif Graphics 
System IPAD £3 79.95 
Imagine 2.0 £189.9 5 

£239.95 

Digiview Media Studio £134 95 

o Colour Pic Plus £679.95 
-e Super Pic £579 95 

§^RomboVidi12 £89.95 

m, t Amas 2 Sound Sampler fit Midi 

Interface incMicrophone £79.95 

Audio Engineer Plus 
c— Sound Sampler 

Technosound Turbo 
mo Sound Sampler 

Power Mono Hand 

■ i i Held Scanner 

Power Colour Hand 

^ Held Scanner 

Sharp JX 100 Colour 

oo Flatbed IA6 Paper size] £549.95 

m ProGen - Perfect high quality 

,E ^ entry level true video signal 

y o genlock £64,95 

© > RocgenPlus £119.95 

= Multi connection cable kit for 
cn all genlocks £14.95 

HQ Microswitched mouse £13,95 

HQ Microswitched mouse inc. 

Mouse Mat & Holder £19,95 

Naksha Micros witched mouse 
with Mat & Holder £21.95 

High Quality mtcroswitched 

Optical mouse £28.95 

HQ Microswitch ed Trackball £29.95 

Superb Automatic Mouse and 

J oystick Switcher £17.95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 

p (Please srare A500 or plus when 
j£H ordering- not 4600 compatible} 

S Now supports most hard drives! 
supplied without DOS £18195 

r \ supplied with DOS 4.01 £2 U 95 

D- 1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69 95 

GVP 286 PC emulator card for 

^ A500 HDft/530 Ino DOS). Simply 

ES plugs into your GVP drive £139.95 

Premier Control Centre & Monitor 

Plinth with shelf: 

§*"For Amiga A5Q0 £39.95 
E for Amiga A60O £34.95 

SSZipslick autofire £1195 

Competition Pro Star autofire, 

burstfire fit slow motion £13.95 

Full range of Qulckjoy and other 

makes stocked - calf for prices 

FREE 01 SERVICE: Any computer, monitor or printer - unless 

covered by In Home Warranties that requires service in Ihe first 

year is collected FREE OF CHARGE (UK Mainland onlyl. Remember 

at Harwoods we charge no more for this GOLD service. The fastest 

turnaround possible is GUARANTIED by our OWN SERVICE ENGINEERS, 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: You will be given our Exclusive Technical 

Support Phone Number to call should you require any help or advice 
on any aspect of the system you have purchased. 

MINIMUM 12 MONTH HARDWARE WARRANTY: Items proving 

faulty within 30 days of purchase are replaced with NEW UNITS 

unless otherwise stated. For the guarantee period, warranty service 
will be completely FREE OF CHARGE (some items are 2 yr warranty 1, 

YOUR SYSTEM READY TO GO: All main hardware products come 

with mains plugs and leads - just connect up and use straight away. 

How to contact us... HBY PHONE: Phone our Order Hotline with your Access, 

Visa, Mastercard Switch or Lombard Creditcharge Card 

quoting number & expiry date {Most Dixons, Currys, 

NASCR and other ’store' cards are Lombard Creditcharge 

and are happily accepted by us). 

BUNK 10 Sony 3.5" DS DD £8.95 
TT 50 Sony 3,5* DS DD £34.95 
w3 Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

10 with library case £6.95 

50 ^isks' only.. £24.95 
W 2S0 Disks - Only,,. £79.95 

15" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £2,95 

f \ Miracle keyboard music teaching 

* system for the Amiga £299 95 

Music X (full version 1.1 whilst 

CO stocks lastl 

3 Midi interface 5 port with two 

cables £24.95 

| Super JAM £84 95 

»Bars fit Pipes Professional £219.95 

BY POST: Make cheques, bankers building society drafts or 

postal orders payable to GORDON HARWOOD 

COMPUTERS. (Personal,1business cheques take Tdays to 

dear from day of receipt whereupon your order will be 

despatched}. Please send Name, Address, and most 

importantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number along 

with your order requirements. Please check you are 

ordering from our latest advertise mem before posting 

(phone if you require confirmation)* Please remember that 

for example many September publication* appear during 

August, etc,, therefore prices you see may have changed 
(either up or down!). 

EXPORT: Most items are available at TAX FREE PRICES to 

non UK residents and service personnel. Please contact us 

for confirmation of export prices before ordering. 

FREE DELIVERY: within U working days, UK Mainland 

only, OR SPEEDY COURIER SERVICE. Add iUst £&95 per 

major item for guaranteed next working day delivery |or 

£7.50 for Saturday delivery], UK Mainland most regions. 

(Despatch normally on day of order or payment clearance I. 

4U tisied prim are rnhm \OCFA\. and tenon SO HtODF.S OTJftS 
1.4 J and pcstott art included, amt prim err cmn at time afpoiuy to 

press itock detaih mat vary from time So timet. Offers ondS/nim art 
object to armlability and to beta* te latest adrerthed prvAtck path amt 

prices. Please note %oudi arr mi supplied on a trial basts. E&OE. 

Why not lake a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised range, 

and more, available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. (Please 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby toof 

L,OPENING TIMES 

' 'S CO until 5 00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays ■ 9,00 until 1.00 



A multi-level shoot 'em up 
based on aspects of all three 
LETHAL WEAPON movies. 
You can choose to be either 
one of the two high fire-power 
cops... each having his 
individual strengths - and 
weaknesses! There are many 
missions to complete 
including the rescue of a 
kidnapped girl, the persuit 
and arrest of drugs runners, 
finding and arresting a police 
murderer, plus many more. 
You choose the level to 

■ ■mb ^ suit your 
2^2 objectives 

| within the 
__ g a m e - p I a y. 

ATARI ST 
AMIGA 
IBM PC & 
COMPATIBLES 

COMMODOBE 
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SIZE IS EVERYTHING 

As you probably already know, 
you're now reading the biggest- 
seiling computer magazine in the 
UK - that's not just Amiga, that's 
every format. Neil Jackson, 
Screenplay's Editor explains why 
this is good news for you. 

trad Unbelievable, but true. We've been at 

the top of the computer magazine-charts 

before, but now things are getting Silly. An 

breath-taking 161,256 people read Amiga 
Format every month, and the figure Is rising. 

We can understand why - we've always 

been straight with our readers, and they've 
always headed straight for in - but we still can't 
begin to comprehend just how big the Amiga 

market is getting. 

For instance, did you know that Amiga 

Format is now the biggest magazine in the 

male-interest market? 
We outsell car mags, hi-fi mags and musk 

mags month after month. 

But this means we have a massive responsi¬ 

bility to you, our readers. You're the biggest 

collection of games-playing people the world 

has ever seen, and you're worthy of the best. 
So we have a few strict in house rules 

which make sure you always get what you're 

entitled to: 

(A) If it ain't finished, it don't get reviewed 

(B) If if s garbage, we say so. no matter what 

the softies think of us 
iO If we have to take sides. It's always your side 

we take- 

THE REVIEWERS 

We've been busy like you'd never 
believe this month, but still we all 
manage to find time for a few relax¬ 
ing games outside work. Here's what's 
keeping the troops happy this 
month... 

CLARE HODGSON 
'I've been playing my favourrtist of favourite 
shoot-em-ups, St Dragon♦ Its lovely. Its got lots 
of winding tails and shiny jaguar thingies and 
you kill everything a lot- 'Sgreat." 

ANDY IMUTTALL 
"Sensible Soccer, without a doubt. Quite a lot 
actually. In fact I think I've been playing it far too 
much for my own good, What day Is it?' 

ASAM AHMAD 
MZooit mate, that's what I've been playing. Why? 
Cos its realty slick, just tike my hair.' 

JAMES LEACH 
'Sorry, I know I'm a sad old git and all that and I 
haven't changed my mind for months, but I'd still 
kill for a few laps of Formula One Grand 

ED RICKETTS 
"I've been messing about with the course of his¬ 
tory, me. Give me an hour or two, a copy of 
Civilization, and that's me hooked for days.* 

NEIL WEST 
'I'd have to disagree with Asam - his harr may be 
like an oil-slide but Zool is even slicker. 
Slackening, really, innrt?' 

Screenplay 
Into games? Then look no further. This is the part of the 

magazine where you'll find out what's really happening on 

the games-scene. Everything from the hottest hits to the 

duffest disks get the Third Degree from our reviewers. 

Hook-up and party on 

There’ s a certain type of game that nobody can call anti¬ 

social - the kind where loads of people play on 

specially-linked Amiga*. Are hook-up games the future 

of entertainment? How can you join the new revolution? 

To find out, flip to... Pag# 66 

THE BEST OF THE REST - THIS MONTH'S TOP TITLES 

RoboSport Putty 

This storming new multi-player hook-up game 
from Maxis takes everything they learned from 
Sim Earth and dumps it out the window. 
RoboSport is faster, brighter and more aggres¬ 
sive than anything they've done before. And 
what's more, It's got room for real people to 
fight real battles against each other. The war 
Starts on.., Page 70 

Lotus: Th# Ultimate Challenge 
At the first of Gremlin's new racers takes to the 

streets we take K for a road test. Is it a Crazy Cars 

beater, a Jag-josiler, or just a Skoda in Esprit's cloth¬ 

ing? Put your pedal to the metal and hang on round 
the bends, « we spray a few gallons of gas cm... 

PageT3 

True blue and bouncy too. Puffy Is Commodore's 
own choice for the new A600 pack. Have they 
picked a winner with System J*% new blobby 
baby? Will it help the Amiga leap to even higher 
heights? Check out what we made of the sticky 
blue ball, as we pull ail the fluff off rt and stretch 
a point too far on... 

Page 82 

James Pond's Aquatic Games 
Millennium's fish-like secret agent spins off into 
the crazy world of damp Olympics. There's plenty 
of fun and flipper-waggling to be had but is It as 
good as ffobocod 2? We go swimmingly to... 

Page 94 
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MULTI-PLAYER GAMES 0 

the material they watch or use. How many 

hours of society's time is wasted by people 

watching trash on the box because “there’s 

nothing else on.” Probably millions, but 

nobody says anything anymore because we*re 

all used to it. 

The new generation 
And now we enter the new regime of computer 

gaming: plenty of TV airtime devoted to com¬ 

puter games, and new programmes being 

planned every month us the TV companies 

attempt to tap the market ihut’s always been 

there* but they’ve been to busy to notice or 

take seriously. The age of the computer-spotty 

is almost gone. The 13 year-old kid with his 

face full of acne and his anorak pockets full of 

cassettes is no more — we’ve moved into an era 

of pony-tailed ad-men playing hand-helds on 

lube-trains, and middle-managers playing 

Leisure Suit Larry on the office PC when ihe 

MD's not looking. But still the image of com¬ 

puter games as mind-rotting, antisocial 

diseases persists. 

When you think about ii. it’s easy to see 

why this myth continues. But still there are 

precious few really sociable games that people 

can gel together and play. Your granny (who’s 

probably not exactly a whiz£ with Wizkid) may 

harken hack to the days where "the whole fain- 

Everyone knows computer games are 

fun, but wouldn't they all be more fun 

if you had the satisfaction of playing 

and beating friends instead of a half¬ 

wit machine? Neil Jackson discovers 

that sociable games-playing is the way 

forward for the Amiga. 

Hook- 
and pla 
You’ve probably heard all the argu¬ 

ment against computer games so 

many times it makes you sick: "They 

encourage reclusiveness," say the psychothera¬ 

pists (eager to make parents wony about their 

poor kid’s grey matter and force them to book 

some appointmentsk “The addictive nature of 

some games is as bad as drugs," say the doc¬ 

tors (who seem to love applying their 

doom-lade ii medical lingo to inanimate, incon¬ 

sequential* but never intravenous* computer 

equipment). “They turn children into violent, 

homicidal maniacs who look upon death and 

destruction as the primary solution," say the 

womed parents (anxious that their young’un 

isn’t going to mm into a Michael Ryan or 

some other travelling psychopath). Why is 

everyone "on the outside” so hung up about 

computer games? Because most of us "do it" 

on our own. that’s why. 

That’s the biggest problem society really 

has with computer games. Most of us know 

just what to expect from a game and we’re 

happy to enjoy it with the same level of belief 

that we reserve for Neighbours, bui with a far 

The one thing you 

tan'r s,iy About hook¬ 

up games is that 

they're antisocial. 
Rowdy, competitive 

and highly entertain¬ 

ing for up to four 

people, yes, but anti¬ 

social? Never! 

greater level of involvement. The remainder of 

society, (generally the computer-phobics and 

the techno-ill iterates) kx>k in in disbelief 

because wre’re not 'communicating* with each 

other, and there's this worrying absence of 

'social interaction’. Cobblers! Nobody moans 

about the a mourn of time people spend 

propped up in front of the telly anymore 

(though they used to years ago)* and computer- 

users are generally far more discerning about 

HOW DO HOOK-UP GAME WORK 

The method behind hook-up games might seem com¬ 
plex, but is actually not that difficult for a 
programmer to do. When separate machines are con¬ 
nected together via a modem or a null-modem cable, 
data can be passed from one machine to another at 
high speeds. Both computers run identical copies of 
the game, and each one receives and transmits data 
along the connection. 

The data transmitted by each computer is limited 
to simple information about the player's current posi¬ 
tion, the direction he is facing or moving in game 
world, and perhaps a bit of synchronisation data 
(which keeps the computers running at the same 
game-speed}. Other information transmitted may 
consist of data about the player's action - such as the 
fact that he's crashed or is firing a weapon. 

At the other end of the connection, your oppo¬ 
nent's computer is gathering the data you're 

transmitting and doing a few quick tests on it. Has 
your transmitted position effectively moved you to a 
spot which your opponent can see? If it has, then 
your opponent's software draws you on to his screen, 
just like any other in-game baddy. If not. the oppos¬ 
ing computer ignores you. If you're firing, your 
opponent's machine works out whether he can see 
the bullets, and whether he's been hit and incorpo¬ 
rates this into his display. At the same time, the other 
machine is sending the same kind of information to 
you, and your software updates your display. In this 
way, only small chunks of data get sent over the 
cable thus minimising the amount of computing time 
needed to work out where everyone is in the game- 
world, The computers only actually bother about 
human-enemy positions when they're within visual 
range of each other - the rest of the time the game 
functions just like it does in one-player mode. 
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ily used to gather around the piano and sing 

songs together”, with tears in her eyes as she 

watches you trying to heat the fifth end-of 

level beasty on Apidya. And we can hardly 

blame her - the last words you probably said 

to her were “hmmm, yeah. Damn! Missed 

him*\ or something similar - not the epitome 

of sociability really. 

Two's company 
Three's a party 

If you look hard enough (or just glance around 

over the next few pages) you'll find there is a 

hidden wealth of human-vs-human fun that 

you can have with your Amiga. Two-player 

games have been around since die earliest 

Boot Hilt and Pong coin-ops (though the trend 

has moved away from head-to-head action 

towards the ubiquitous one-up, two-up style 

which is less exciting), and there are oodles of 

shoot-cm-ups that offer the chance to beat 

your mates. But the really good multi-player 

games are the ones they call 'hook-up' games 

- where two or more players play against each 

other in real-time using several computers 

[inked together by a cable* 

The principle is simple: instead of sharing 

the same computer, each player gets a whole 

The (Inofficial Amiga Format Top 16 Hook-up Games 

Air Warrior 
ONLINE ENTERTAIN¬ 
MENTS (081 536 6761) 
Undoubtedly the best 
telephone hook-up game 
ever. You'll need a 
modem, but up to 40 

people can fly this incredible simulation at once. 

Vroom 
UBISOFT 
The other classic formula 
one-style racing game. 
But with this one, plus a 
null-modem link, two 
players can battle it out 

head-to-head on all the major circuits of the world. 

real party game, much 

Lotus 2 
GREMLIN GRAPHICS 
Peachy street-racing 
action for one, but with 
a null-modem link, up to 
four players can tear off 
down the highway. A 

I by off-duty policemen. 

DynaBlaster 
BomberMan 
UBISOFT 
A crazy, exploding varia¬ 
tion of PacMan, this 
classic game enables up 
to five people to play 

using the supplied four-player joystick adaptor. 

RoboSport 
OCEAN/MAXIS 
Paintball skirmish meets 
the Amiga in this incred¬ 
ibly versatile hook-up 
game. With a null- 
modem link, a modem 

or an Ethernet add-on, up to four people can play* rival players can fight each 

Falcon 
DIGITAL INTEGRATION 
Superb dogfighting 
action is yours for the 
taking in this excellent 
flight simulation. With a 
null-modem link, two 

other head-to-head. 

Stunt Car Racer 
MICROPROSE 

players can race each other 

Stock car-style destruc¬ 
tion meets ski-jump 
circuits in this alarmingly 
realistic hook-up. Using a 
null-modem link, two 

on the same track. 

Flight of the 
Intruder 
MIRRORSOFT 
From the makers of 
Falcon. this Vietnam- 
based simulation offers 
two-player head-to-head 

dogfighting when connected via a null-modem link. 

players to go dogfighting 

MiG 29 Super 
Fulcrum 
DOMARK 
A complex but exhilarat 
mg flight simulation 
featuring a null-modem 
link which enables two 

head-to-head. 

Tennis Cup 2 
UBISOFT 
Relive the excitement of 
the Wimbledon Mixed 
Doubles with this sports- 
style hook-up. You have 
to supply the four-player 

joystick adaptor and the strawberries and cream. 

Populous 2 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The sequel to the game 
below: Papulous 2 con¬ 
tains many of the same 
features, better done. 
Also comes with a 

modem or null-modem link, for two player action. 

Populous 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The Bullfrog's original 
god-game comes with a 
modem or null-modem 
option which enables 
rival deities to wreak 

havoc on enemy subjects and save their own souls. 

Powermonger 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 
The Bullfrogs move from 
gods to guns in this 
multi-player war-game, ft 
uses the same modem or 
null-modem link to 

enable two players to go to battle against each other. 

Global Effect 
MILLENNIUMS 
A strange type of hook¬ 
up, where Sim Crfy meets 
global warming over a 
null-modem link. Two 
players battle for global 

supremacy whilst attempting to save the planet. 

Bug Bomber 
DMI DESIGN 
Another four-player 
hook-up modelled closely 
on UBlSoft’s Oynabtaster. 
It also uses a four-player 
joystick adaptor to 

enable mass-destruction in a party-style atmosphere. action. It is fast and furious, 

Stormball 
MILLENNIUM 
This Tron-style game of 
whirling balls and hover¬ 
ing skateboards uses a 
null-modem link for two 
player head-to-head 
but that's about it, 

67 
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MULTI-PLAYER GAME 0 

Til* things people do to get linked to th*ir Uwn-mowing simulators’ 

Fortunately, you don't have to go to these lengths to get hooked-up to 

your Amiga. Usually * short five-quid cable {and a friend) is all you need. 

screen-full of game which is his view of an 

imaginary game world. Other player* enier 

that game world using their own machines, 

and their respective alter-egos slug it out. With 

a hook-up game* your opponents could be just 

the other side of the desk or a hundred miles 

away on the other end of a phone - it doesn’t 

matter. The thing which really matters is that 

you’re ’interacting’ with real people. Then no- 

one can say you’re being antisocial. 

Anyone who’s ever played a hook-up 

game will tell you that there’s a world of dif¬ 

ference between them and the normal type of 

games we play on computer. The tension is 

greater, because the person controlling your 

enemies is less predictable than a computer- 

controlled enemy. The outcome of a battle or a 

compeliiion really matters, because we all 

want to prove that we’re belter than another 

person - computers are. well, they're jusi com¬ 

puters. The whole hook-up phenomenon is 

centred around being able to compete in events 

that generally we could 

only dream of enter¬ 

ing. How many times 

have you wished you 

could beat your best 

pal on a race track? 

How often have you 

done it for real? With a 

hook-up game, you 

can do it in your living 

room, and even have a beer or two before you 

get behind the wheel. Surely an experience 
shared by a group of people, one which they 

could never hope to share in real life, is far 

more valuable than just going down the pub? 

The games of the future? 
It's still early days for hook-up games. We've 

seen a fair few over the Iasi few years, but 

we re still a long way from being able to fend 

off the "computers-are-evil” cynics. If we're 

ever going to shift the negative image that 

computer games have, we need more team- 

related games, where huge groups of people 

can get together and play with (as well as 

against) each other. Computer games have 

already replaced pop music as the top teen-cul¬ 

ture (though the record labels try in vain to 

deny it)* and the kids arc going apc-crar.y over 

the new breed of consoles, all of which hook¬ 

up to each other and offer multi-player fun. 

And we all know your average Amiga makes a 

console look about as radical as a digital 

watch, so why aren't there more adull^ricn- 

tated hook-ups for the Amiga? There’s a whole 

world of Amiga-owners out there with the best 

technology available for the job - and yet the 

first thing software houses drop when they 

realise they're late on their deadlines is * you 

guessed it - the multi¬ 

player hook-up option, 

You only have to look 

as far as Formula One 

Grand Frit or Lotus: 

The Ultimate Challenge 

to realise we're being 

short-changed. 

The future, 

as roscy as it looks for 

computer games at the moment, is dependent 

on demand, but the softies seem not to be lis¬ 

tening too attentively to our cries for more. 

But sooner or later, they'll realise that the 

way to make computer games really become 

the mass-market products they all want them 

to be, is by turning them into social events 

with mass appeal* 

Can you imagine a whole pub full of peo¬ 

ple all playing a multi-player version of Zoo! 

at once? Or a Saturday afternoon spent partici¬ 

pating in the European Foot hall 

Championships - on a network of Amigas? It's 

not that far away, and plenty of people are 

realising dial they already own enough equip¬ 

ment to make it happen now. Why not join in 

the fun? You don’t need ions and ions of 

expensive new gear - generally a cable and a 

decent hook-up game is all you need. So call 

up a few friends, get some beer and peanuts in, 

and start the revolution. O 

**How many times 

have you wished you 

could beat your best 

pal on a race track?** 

WHAT KINDS OF HOOK-UP CAN I PLAY? 

Null-modem games 
The most common style of hook-up game, these 
require only a nullnmodem cable and enough 
copies of your chosen game to run on each 
machine. A null-modem cable is similar to the lead 
you use to connect to a normal telephone modem, 
except that a couple of wires are swapped around 
internally. These cables are usually fairly cheap, 
and you shouldn't need to spend more than a 
fiver on a reasonably lengthy one. 

Usually null-modern games are designed for 
two players, each using a separate Amiga, 
although Lotus 2 enables four players (two per 
machine) to race at once using a split-screen. 
Often you can link different makes of computer 
together to play the same game (Amiga to PC 
Amiga to Mac and Amiga to ST), so you're not nec¬ 
essarily limited to playing against just fellow 
Amiga-owners. 

Your competitors are generally in the same 
room; they actually can be as far away as the 
length of your null-modem cable. Often, the best 
set-up is to have two monitors positioned back-to- 
back so that competing players can't see their 
opponent's screen. 

Modem games 
Modem games always require a telephone (and 
consequently a telephone bill) and a modem 
(which turns the game's linking data into tones 
that can be sent over the phone lines). There are 
basically two different styles of modem game and 
one is more expensive than the other* 

Some null-modem games (like Populous, 

RoboSport and Falcon) double as modem games 
too, enabling you to phone up your mate in 
Edinburgh and play against him over the phone 
lines* He also needs a copy of the same software 
{though not necessarily on the same type of com¬ 
puter), and one of you has the responsibility of 
the phone bill. You see your opponents actions 
on-screen in exactly the same way as you would if 
he was on the other side of the table linked by a 
null-modem cable. 

The other kind of modem game is the com¬ 
mercial type, run by a professional business or a 
good bulletin board. In this case, you dial up the 
main game-controlling computer and use special 
game software to link you into to it* In many 
cases you need a subscription to the bulletin 
board or host computer, or you won't be allowed 
to play - this kind of information is generally 
found the first time you log on* The best profes¬ 
sional multi-player modem game in the UK is Air 
Warrior (part of the Online Entertainment com¬ 
puter system which now comprises four different 
kinds of multi-player game - see the Games News 
pages for more information), but there are a few 

others run by bulletin board operators around the 
UK Europe and the USA. 

With modem games, competitors can be 
located anywhere in the workl as long as they 
have access to the phone line. You never see your 
opponents in reaMife, only in the virtual world of 
the computer game, but often you are able to 
chat with them by typing on your keyboard, and 

Vow don't have to end up squabbling over who's pay¬ 

ing the phone bill. Some hook-ups are cheap to play- 

your messages are passed using special communi¬ 
cation channels built-in to the game. 

Four-player adaptor games 
These are the cheapest type of hook-up, and 
strictly speaking they're not really a hook-up at 
all, because they take place on a single computer. 
They require an Amiga and a special four-player 
adaptor to play. 

Two players plug into the game using the 
Amiga's normal joystick and mouse sockets, while 
the remaining two players plug in to the parallel 
port via the adaptor* 

The game itself has to be able to recognise 
the four-player adaptor, but it does mean you 
only need one copy of the game. 



fJTp GAME REVIEW 

#The new hook-up from Maxis 

takes competitive sport into a 

new arena - the computer 

paintball game. Is RoboSport really the 

adult version of the shoot- em-up, and 

will we all get completely hooked? 

Departing from their normal style of 

simulation games, Maxis move into 

the territory of multi-player war-gam¬ 

ing, with surprisingly effective results. 

RoboSport is n detailed and involved game for 

up to four players, based on ihe familiar paint¬ 

ball games that real people play with 

pint-filled atrguns. The difference is that 

RoboSport is an all-weather affair that you 

don't have to leave your seat to play. The con¬ 

test is one of brain-power rather than brute 

force, and the blood'n'guts has been replaced 

by bolts and bytes. 

Playing with time 
In a nutshell, RoboSport takes slices of time 

(usually around 15 seconds long) and lets each 

player decide what to do with their robots dur¬ 

ing each time-slice. The players plot the routes 

of their robots: planning sneak attacks, laying 

covering fire, searching for enemy robots, and 

so on. Each player can check and re-check the 

actions of their team so that when the ‘actual' 

15 seconds is replayed, everything goes 

according to plan, RoboSport has a terrific 

time-manager display which makes all of this 

this really simple. 

When everyone has decided what they’re 

doing during the time-slice, the Amiga com¬ 

bines all the plans and calculates their 

outcomes. This is displayed as a series of 

movies which can be replayed just like a 

video. Each movie is ‘filmed’ from a different 

player's point-of-view, so that nobody knows 

where their enemies are - until they pop into 

visual range. On a single Amiga, this involves 

a lot of turning your head away iand-no-peek- 

ingk but when you have two or more Amigas 

hooked-up together each player gets their own 

planning and movie-viewing screens, safe 

from the gaze of their rivals. 

As many a* four dif¬ 

ferent teams 

{controlled by 

humans or your 

Amiga) can wage war 

against each other in 

a variety of settings 

RoboSport 
HARO DISK 

INSTALLABLE 

‘real’ time and see what happened. Each round 

you work on what you remember from the 

movie - where was the last enemy position, 

what direction was he going in, did he plant a 

bomb perhaps? Tension builds surprisingly 

quickly, especially when you're hooked-up. 

There are plenty of different strategics to 

play, thanks to the var¬ 

ied scenarios and 

game-styles provided. 

You can play games 

like ‘capture the flag1, 

‘rescue a hostage1, 

‘last man alive' and 

even a deadly version of baseball. There arc 

three different map styles depiciing suburbs 

(for inner-city clashes), rubble (for lhai 

Sarajevo feel) and the guts of a computer. 

Maps come in eight sizes, so anything from a 

skirmish to an ail-out war can be played. 

M The contest is one 

of brain-power rather 

than brute force ” 

wish, you can always play against computer- 

controlled teams, each with their own style of 

battle-management. 

RoboSport is probably going to attract 

adults rather more than kids, because the game 

involves planning and patience, but lhafs not 

a criticism. The great thing about RoboSport is 

Us versatility: there arc 

plenty of different 

ways to play, making it 

ideal for a group of 

people. A small skir¬ 

mish may take an hour 

or so to complete, bui 

huge campaigns can be saved and continued at 

will. The key to extracting your money's 

worth is making it a party-game: playing 

against people makes everything so much 

more fun. RoboSport is the shoot-env up with 

infinite social-lives, so go out and boy some. 

Neil Jackson <5 

Stop-start action 
The movies form the foundation for your next 

round of attacks. Another 15-second time-slice 

to fiddle about with - another plan to tweak 

and hone - until you're ready to switch to 

RoboSporT* endgame 

sequence isn't worthy 

of much acclaim, but 

it's the joy of beating 

real people that mat¬ 

ters most. 

The human factor 
RoboSport is much more exciting than any¬ 

thing Maxis have done before. The graphics 

come in high-res and lowr-rcs forms (but you 

need 2Mb for high-rcs) and although ihey'rc 

not spectacular, they are betier than Maxis 

usual style. Sound, too, is improved, thanks to 

the use of samples which add to the atmo¬ 

sphere of destruction, and don't immediately 

have you reaching for the volume knob. 

There are a few niggles, but usually these 

are a result of wailing for other human players 

to finish, or ensuring they're not sneaking a 

look at your display when you share a com¬ 

puter. That's not really RoboSport'$ fault 

though. Things are much better in a hook-up 

situation [RoboSport can play over a modem, a 

null-modem link, or via Commodore's 

Workbench 2 Ethernet add-on), hut if you 

RoboSport 
Ocean/Maxis ■ £29.99 

• Perfect huok-up game for up to four players, 

• Graphically not amazing, but It’s smoother 
and quicker than ml her Vfaxts games. 

• Hint * of variation in gameptay and scenar¬ 

ios, wiih room for future expansion. 

• Good use of samples, but it could have been 
improved with more. 

• Needs two megabytes to get the best mil of it, 

hut siitl playable In the tow*res version. 

fl 90% 
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HARD DRIVES A500 AMIGA 600 

The stand alone A GOO is compact, semi 
portable, fully featured and can be 
purchased in the following configurations; 

a 600.£274.99 
a 6oo hd..... £429.99 
A 600 2Mb.£314.99 
A 600 HD 2Mb.£469.99 

A 600 RAM EXPANSION 

FEATURES INCLUDE; ~ Trapdoor installation 
Will not invalidate your warranty* Battery backed 
real time clock ■ Long life lithium cell * 
Enable/disable facility * Full installation 
instructions * Made in U K. * Complete with famous 
Phoenix 2 year warranty 

Phoenix PA 601-populated-IMb.£44,99 
Phoenix PA 601-unpopuiated-0Mb...£24.99 

Phoenix A 600 ROM Sharer........£29.99 
Keyboard swuchabte1 

PHOENIX AMIGA 
Power Pack 

When purchasing any Amiga you can also buy our 

unbelievable value PHOENIX POWER PACK, which 

includes over £100 of quality software and 

accessories Probably the best bundle around, gust 

look at what you get? 

SOFTWARE 

ACCESSORIES 

LC-100 Colour. £159.99 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, eight fonts 
and electronic DIP switches 

LC24-ioo..  £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mode, 16 K buffer and 
10 letter quality fonts.lwith Star printer driver only|. 

LC-20.£134.99 

LC-200 Colour__ .£195.99 

LC24-20. £199.99 

LC24-200 Mono.£219.99 

LC24-200 Colour.£268.99 

X 824-200 Colour.£379.99 

SJ41 Bubblojot.£229 99 

Star printers come with one year warranty, 

Swift 240 Colour.. £279.99 

Swift 240 Mono. £259.99 

Swift 200 Colour—.. //. £219.99 

Swift 9 Colour. £179 99 

224 mono..**,*.     £214.99 

224 Colour....... £223.99 

Swift 24o Colour..£26999 

Cituen printers come with 2 year warranty 

Desk jet 500. £339.99 

Desk jet-500 Colour.£559.99 

HP printers come with 3 year warranty. 

HP black ink cartridge ..£24.99 

HP colour ink cartridge..£29.99 

STAR LC20.£57.99 

STAR LC200.£59.99 

STAR LC24-200.£62.99 

STAR LC24-20.£62.99 

STAR SJ48.£49.99 

Supplied with ALL printers containing 1,8m std. 
printer cable, printer fib bons/c art ridge and 260 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE 

We have a large range of high quality printer 
accessories for all the printers we sell including: 
dust covers from E2.99 * Ink cartridges from 
£13.99 * Mono ribbons from £3.50 * Colour 
ribbons Irom £7.99 • Printer stands Imm £7,99 

CALL 0632 311032 FOR MORE DETAILS! 
CHIPS 

Kiekilf rt 2M ROM., ...... £3* J® 

Kicktiart 13 ROM £27 99 Fatter Agnus I372A £34 99 

NEW Super Otnue £34 99 CIA 8M0A £1-99 

« Mb x t i-mj S«nm £3999 i Mfa*4i-»|Zip ‘£34 99 

1 Mb * 9 MWi Stmm f27 9S 256b i 4 *£29 W 

256k i 9 i 80. Simm 112 99 1 Mb * 1 ORAM. 0 49 

256k n 4 DRAM....13 49 'Ttoj pnc* O tv 1 Mb of RAM 

These chips cover practically every popular memory 

expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 

Amiga ie GVP. SUPRA. MlCROBQTICS,COMMODORE 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

SUPRA 500RX the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion un its.rUsej 256x4 ZtpsI 

8 Mb pop to 1 Mb*.£99.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb*.£124.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb.£149.99 

8 Mb pop to 4 Mb.£209.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb.£309.99 

DISK DRIVES 

All drives feature super shm design, enable- 

disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee1 

Phoenix Deluxe Drive..£47.99 
Roctec Roclite... £57.99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 

include Anticlick and Virus Checker 

Replacement A 500 Internal Drive...£39.99 
Disk head cleaner..,*,**.,*,.**..£3.99 

The first col, digitiser for under £100 from ROMB0. 

VIDI AMIGA 12_ £89.99 
ROCGEN Plus.1129.99 
ROCKEV BY ROCTEC-Chroma key unit 
Embed live video in graphics! __ _ _ 

Phoenix Price.*...,..£269.99 

HARD DRIVES 
1500/2000 

ACCELERATORS A500 

ACCELERATORS 
1500/2000 

GVP G-Force 03«F25MKi + 1Mb......£545,99 
GVP G Force 03040MHz + 4Mb.......£784,99 

GVP G-Force Q3D-50MH* + 4Mb..£1099.99 

ACCELERATOR 
RAM Modules 

1Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds.£65-99 

4Mb Simnv32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds.£182.99 

PHOENIX 

SALES 0532311932 

PHILIPS 8833Mk II. £194.99 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including 'Loins Turbo 
Challenge', and 1 years on-srie warranty 

COMMODORE 1085 SDI.£216.99 
COMMODORE 1084 SDI.£199.99 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES- 
14M Dust covin.. .£4.99 
14“ TiltS Swivel stand.£13.99 
Anti-Glare filter screen,**,.. .I19.99 
A4 Copy Holder. £12.99 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II Herd Drives, the 
fastest Hard Drive/Contfoiler for Ihe Amiga. 
Features Game Switch, external SCISI port, 

FAAASTROM SCISI Driver, GVP s custom VLSI 

chip and internal BAM expansion up to 8 meg< 

Units use high specification fast-access 
QUANTUM Hard Drrves coming with 2 yr guarantee 

A500-HD8+ 52 Mb I Unpopulated).£329.99 

A500-HD8+ 120 Mb lUnpopulatedl £424.99 
A500-HD8+ 240 Mb I Unpopulated I.£689.99 

PRICE CRASH!!!! 
Roctec “RocharcT hard drives now at 
unbelievably low prices!! 

ROCTEC 40 MB. £259.99 
ROCTEC 60 £294.99 
ROCTEC 80 MB. £329.99 
ROCTEC 120 MB. .£364.99 
Featuring Quantum/Cannor drives very last access 

times-MSms or better! * expand up to 8 Mb using 

1 Mb Simms only * 1 year guarantee ■ slimline 

design ideally colour matched to the A500 

ROCTEC (controlletr Only}.....,,£164,99 
Very similar in style and appearance to the GVP 

HDB+ hut unpopulated and without a hard drive so 

you can fit your own. Please specify 10E orSClSl 

EXTRA MEMORY Onlv£25.99 whan bouahl with rinvpi 

Senes If Hard Disk Controller/RAM card. £114,99 

Series II 52 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card £269.99 

Series II 120 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card .X39999 

Series $129} Mb Hard Disk and BAM card- JB39.99 

GVP Combnahon Accelerators & H«® DwvES-The 
ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 

A530 Combi 40MH/ + 52Mb Hard Drive ..,£659,99 

A530 Combi 40MHz + 120Mb Hard Drive £757 99 

A530 Combi 40MHz ♦ 240Mb Hard Drive £979.99 
AS3D 68882 Co Processor,.£20499 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 
1 Mb A 800 as standard and includes the exceflent value 

Software tides Oeftixe Pant III * Formula One Grand Prtx * 

Tonly £339.99! 
A 600 2Mb .£379.99 

'EPIC-LANGUAGE PACK' 
I Mb A 800 as standard and includes die excellent value 

Software tales Deluxe Part III * Trivial Pursut* Epic* Myth* 

...only £484.99! 
A 600 2Mb IVicI #tKV»*^w*L., .1524 99 

A PHOENIX RAM 
module can expand 

your chip RAM up to 
2 Mta by using the 
trapdoor expansion 

port. Extra RAM is 

necessary to unleash 

the incredible graphics 

capabilities of your Amiga All our boards carry a 

full 2 year no quibble replacement guarantee It s 

never been cheaper la upgrade1 

1 Mb Fully populated C*1A nn 
RAM board.*,* t JH.yiJ 

1 Mb unpopulated RAM board.£16*99 

Our friendly, highly trained sales 
team will ensure that your order is 
dealt with efficiently and with the 
minimum of fuss. 

At the time of 
placing your 

^ \ order we will 
I *1 « advise you of 

\ ' anticipated 
V) Vj delivery time 

u / - and answer 

% any other 

\ A queries you 

i 1 may have 
l regarding your 
fc'r**—^** purchase. All 

major credit cards accepted. 

TECHNICAL 0632 319061 
The Phoenix product helpline 
ensures that all our customers 
benefit from the highest level of 
after sales technical support. 

We also offer 

advice to help you 

in choosing 

exactly tbe right 

product for your 

requirements 

thus eliminating 

the possibility of I 

an unwanted or I 

unnecessary I 

purchase. 

DESPATCH 0S32-310796 
Once you have made the decision 
to purchase from Phoenix your 
order will be dispatched promptly 
and without fuss. 

Using one of the 

countries leading 

- courier services 

/ “ ensures that your 

goods arrive on 

time, intact and 

sn-piin lhe same 

fcjft con^‘t*on they 

r 4*1^1! - left our stock. 

All monitors are supplied with a FREE 
cable lor connection to your Amiga 

Phoenix Power Pack., £39.99 

2.04 Workbench Include*: Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum 

Works, Home Accounts, Toki, Puzznic, x Elf, Amiga 

Format Book and Joystick CfTOO BO 

amiga 1500.... twy.yy 

AMIGA 1500 + 1084 SDI 

This £PFC74i OFFER conitafnas both the 
A1500 (is shown above! and the legendary 

Commodore 1084 SDI Monitor. flOO Qfl 
AMIGA 1500+1084 SOI.. 

Unuied Stocks Qntyf 

U 
GVP PC-286 1 6MHi.£239.99 
Vortex A Tonce Plus 286 usmhji... £214.99 
KCS Powerboard twMi DOS 4j»1|_ 1199.99 
KCS Powerboard .. .£184.99 
KCS adaptor lor 1500/2000... £59-99 

EMULATORS ~A 500 
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ACCESSORIES 

Zy-Fi Stereo speakers.*£37.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics, These two- 
way stereo speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions chi any gaming soireeF 

Control Centre.  ..€34.99 
Heavy duty consttucnon.rubber edging, perfect 
colour match, makes an ideal workstation for the 
A5WA600 

DATA SWITCHES-(75 pm 0 type! 
2 way..  £15.99 
3 way.  £17.99 
4 way.£19.98 
STORAGE: 
90 Capacity BANX..£11.99 
150 Capacity POSSO.£16.99 

Disk Box 10 Cap.....£1.99 
Oisk Box 25 Cap.£2.99 
Disk Box SO Cap..£4.99 
Disk Box 100 Cap.£6.99 
Disk Box 120 Cap.£7.99 

“Thanks once again for 

your efficient service and 

patient advice 

S. Ward"' Norfolk 

PHOENIX PRODUCTS 

Mouse/Joystick Switch...£13.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's parls'Tins deuce saves 
After and tear mikes swnehever FAST, and dO*6 NOT 
require power unkke many others 

Computir/Video Scart Switch.£19.99 
Rip between Vrtefl/computer at the push of ■ button 

AMIGA MUSIC 

Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
put together an unbeaiabta music deal lor you this 

s TR/ 
newer products i 

WHAT'S NEW IN OCTOBER 18821 
ERS" section we spotlight some of the best 

s curreo|j| available for the Amiga. 

ROCTEC ROCLITE 
This famous super slim drive has now 
been upgraded to include Anti-click and 
virus checker - THE SECOND DRIVE THAT 
IS SECOND TO NONE 

Phoenix price. 

CD ROM DRIVE-A570 
This essentia! add-on has finally 
arrived, suitable lor A500/A500+. A57Q. 

Phoenix price. 

STAR LC-100 COLOUR 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, 
eight fonts and electronic DIP switches. 

Phoenix price. 

A600 SMART CARDS 
Utilise the advanced technology of the AG00 

Smart Card Expansion slot with these NEW 
RAM Expansion Cards direct from Phoenix. 

Available m 2 Mb & 4 Mb coligurations. 

PA 6020*2 Mb. 

PA 6040-4 Mb .. 

■SH33SSI 
Phoenix supply connecting cables in any 
con-figuration, call sales for a complete list 
and prices. 

Midi-Midi 2m...£3.99 
Midi.Midi 3m. £4.99 

Midi-Midi 5m..».„.£5.99 
Amiga-Scart. f 9.99 
"Amiga-RGB.*.*,.**.£9.99 
Joystick ext**.**..*.*. . £4.99 
Joystick splitte..,.£4.99 
*Serial/Modent..    ...H,. £9.99 

Print* r 1,8m*.*.*.*.*.*..   *.*.*.*.*.*.... £5.99 
Printer 2.0m HQ.   ..£7.99 

fflU Otffi ’wmwiMf 
NWL... 

• Free Fast UK delivery 

• Next day Courier only £4.50 
• Same-day despatch on Credit 

card orders/bankers dratt/building 
society cheque/Postal orders 

• AH prices include VAT 

AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME 

SOFTWARE 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
Kindwords 3.*.*..*,*,.....£36 99 
I nterwo rd —*.***...£29,99 
Final Copy 2; *_*„*,._£66 99 
Professional Page 3. £129 99 
Saxon Publisher.****. £189.99 
Pagestream v2*2 ***.******,*,..*..,.  £126.99 
Pagestream Font pack 1.£44.99 
Page Setter 2...*..**.*£46.99 
Pen Pal 1.4.  £57.99 

Stereo Sampler. £29.99 
Combines ease af use wnh slate of thv art analogue to 
digital conversion technology.lino FREE sample editing 
software * audio lead I 

Pro-Mioi 2 Interface.£24.99 
This fully fa attired professional quality midi interlace is 
very fltHible giving senn-paich bay facilities H has live 
pons m, cut, thru and two swrtchible ouVthru fmc FREE 
midi lead] 

GVP Digital Sound Studio*,,,,,,,.,,£54*99 
High quality sound sampler for all Amiga 
Computers 
Amigo Music Mode Easy-Only Iron Phoenix! 

rrowrne vxa .„*,..**..***.***..**..***«****. 
Quick write. 

.xo/ « 

.£36 9$ 
Transwrite.. . .£29 99 
Wordworth ... .£79.99 
Hot Links.... .£52.9$ 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office. .£59.99 
Mini Office. (39.99 
CAD & ORA WING 
Design Works. 
Professional Draw3...... 
Intro CAD Plus... 

: 
s
s
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X CAD 2000 .. „ ,*£$$ 9$ 
X CAD 3600. ....£269.99 

A-Talk 3 .. 
Cross Dos v5 /me* Cta$$ PC tmulttoih 
Cross Dos...- 

.£4499 

.£29 99 

.£22.9$ 
Diskmasler 2 ..... .£43.99 
Dos 2 Dos..... .£29 99 
Opus Directory. 
Xcopy.. 
Quarter Back ,..... 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5.. 

.£29.99 
£36 9$ 
.£45.99 
.£49.99 

DATABASE 
Superbase Pro 4... ...£164.99 
Superbase Pers 2 *... £39.99 
VIDEO PRODUCTIOWTITUNG 
SCALA 500 . £79 99 
SCALA Professional.£219.88 
Big Alternative Scroller.£35 9$ 
Broadcast Tiller 2.*.£179.99 
Font Pack 1 for Broadcast Tiller 2.£88.99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Titfer 1.£88.9$ 
Pro Video Post.£168.9$ 
TV Show Pro **.,*„**____£51.99 
TV Text Pro.  £84,99 
FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX _ 
Race Trace „,„„**,,..*.  £93.99 
Deluxe Paint 4 ....*.£63,99 
Deluxe Video 3  .*.**.....£71.99 
Image Finder ***********.*__*£44.99 
Pixmate ..*..*,...****,,,£43.99 

Don't confuse these Quality disks with 
others currently available. 3.5“ 100% 
certified error free 70% clip. All disks 
include FREE high quality Phoenix labels. 

10..**.£4.99 m... *£72.99 
25.£12 99 500.£174.99 
50...£22.99 750...£259 99 
too..,*.£39.99 1000.... ,£339.99 

TDK Branded disks- High performance 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels. 

io....£5*95 100. £52*99 
so.£26.99 500...£249.99 

1000 Phoenix Disk Labels ..£9.99 

y^ciici | mniiivaiyi ... 
Vista.... 
Pro Vista .... 
A hi I hi ft T i Hi hi 

.£71.99 
AmmAIIUPl 
Take 2. 
Image Master .. 

.£42.99 
,...£129.99 

3-D Images .... .£36,99 
Amos.... nt, 
Amos Compiler.. .£21.99 
Amos 3D.... .£25 99 
Easy Amos ....„„* .£22*99 
Deluxe Paint 4 __ 
Director v2.. 
Imagine v2..*„._ —r,-T„, 

.£63.99 

.£71.99 
£189.99 

Map master for Imagine. 
Presentation Master .. 
Surface Master for Imagine. 
Showmaker. 

.£59.99 
....£169.99 
.£29 99 
.£142.99 

Video Director ..£107.99 
PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Can Do vl.6 ..   £72.99 
Art Department Pro v.1 „...,************£ 143.99 
Art Department Pro Gonv. Kit.**,,£57.99 
Can Do It V.I.G ..**...*.....£94,99 
Hyper Book ..... £44,99 

ACCOUNTING 
Personal Finance. £29 99 
Arena Accounts ... .f 83 99 
Home Accounts 2.......£39.99 
System 3 ..  ,.£43.99 
Cashbook Comho .*********.£57 99 

MICE & TRACKBALLS 

Upgrade Mouse..*..**.£24.99 
(With Operation stealth, mat & holder) 

ftoctec Meuse...,*...£13,99 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
Mega Mouse*.,...***.*„.*£12*99 
(Has just relieved 90% Amiga Format Gold Award) 

Optical Mouse.£29.99 
High precision, pointing device 

Crystal Trackball....,.£37*99 
Infrared-Cordless-Mouse.,. £47*99 
I Recharge able top selling innovation.) 

Optical Pen Mouse*,,,,,.,**.*. £39.99 
High Quality 8mm mouse Mats,,,...£3,99 

SCANNERS 

Powerful image processing tools for ihe 
office or the home enviroment 

Features include: 100-400 dpi • 64- 
Greyscales Thruport to printer • FREE Editing 
software. mm 

Power Scanner v2,Q.£94,99 
Power Scanner Colour.„„„MM..£234,99 

Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi • 256-Greyscale ‘Touch up 
and Merge it software. 
AlfaScan....  *.*£124.99 
AlfaScan Plus ..£149,99 
AlfaScan OCR fine OCRSofrwMH*..£279.99 

EPSON GT-600Q FIAT BED FULL 
COLOUR SCANNER Plug into Amiga 
parallel port 600 d.p£ resolution, up to 16 
million colours nr\r%r% nn 
Phoenix Price.*„„**,*i9o9.U0 

Scanning software 
comes in two forms* integrated into art 
development as a new module or used as a 
stand-alone programme. CldO nn 
Phoenix Price..,,....L 1119.!!“ 

PHOENIX Kickstart 
ROM Sharer 

Because some older games and 
business software will not run on the 
new Kickstart 2.04 ROM. phoenix have 
designed a sharer fora 

both ROM chip sets. I 

Swifchable between! 
1.3 and Z.Q4 you can I 

get all the benefits of I 

the latest A5D0 Plus I 
without the drawback 

of losing all your Bk 

old software Fits any 
Amiga 500/1500/2000 

‘Kickstart ROM Sharer    .£24*99 
‘Kickstart Rev 3/5 ROM Sharer. £27.99 
^Keyboard Switchahle ROM Sharer ,£34.99 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM._ * £29 *99 
Kickstart 2,04 ROM..*  .,,£34.99 
*fH0M Chips not included) 

Now Only.. 

£79.99 
Ibe popular upgrade kit br 12 /1*3 owners from 
Commodore is in stock and selling fast! 

E3 

PHOENIX-MAIL ORDER AT IT'S BEST! 

Tel: 8532 311832 
PHOENIX, UNIT 19, ARMLEY PARK COURT, STANNINGLEV ROAD, LEEDS LS12 2AE 

Please make cheques payable to PHOENIX Allow 5 working days for cheque clearance Call our despatch line lor details on our full 
range of delivery options both m the UK and overseas BFPO welcome OPENING TIMES Mon Sat 9 00am 6 OOpm ir&oa 
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GAME REVIEW 0 

The Ultimate Challenge'? Or is it 'Just 

another driving game'? Crash-test 

dummy Andy Nuttall takes a spin in 

Gremlin's new supercar... 

Z4Z-KMH- ■' r- 

Lotus TUr 
Challenge 

i ofTTamo 

The Windy course of torus Turbo iff. one of the new additions to the track list from Lotus //, In 
one-player mode it's superb, but in two player mode (as shown here) it is disappointingly slow. 

72 

Unless you're new u? the Amiga, or 

you've been asleep for the Iasi couple 

of years, you w ill surely have heard 

of the Louts Turbo Challenge games from 

Gremlin. The original Lotus was a fast-mov¬ 

ing. adrenaline-pumping race game with a 

two-pi aver option that made it second to none. 

When Lotus if appeared everyone adored it 

because it was even faster and offered a range 

of track styles. 

Now Gremlin have come up w ith the third 

and final game of the series, appropriately 

titled Lotus iff: The Ultima re Challenge. Lotus 

tl was a huge improvement over the original, 

so w hat has Lotus Hi to offer the Amiga racer? 

Overdrive 
To start with, there's the addition of a new car. 

In Loins I you drove an Esprit, while in // you 

could choose between an Esprit and an Elan, 

depending on the track. In Lotus fit. though, 

you can not only pick one of those but also a 

new Lotus - the M200. Although the cars have 

similar specifications, they each have different 

characteristics which make driving them just 

that bit different 

Then there** the addition of five new 

scenarios to choose from, to make a total of 

13. Each of these offers mu only different 

scenery, but a totally different ‘feel'. On the 

Snow level for instance, the car will slip and 

skid, making li difficult to control: while on 

the Fog level you will only be able to see the 

area just in front of y our car (except for the tail 

lights of the cars in 

from, of course!. 

The main addition, 

though, is 

E n v i r c 

Construction 

(RECS), It's very true 

to its name in that it can only alter the road 

environment, and not create specific tracks, so 

people who were hoping for a Scale * trie-ty pc 

course designer may be a little disappointed. 

Top gear 
RECS enables you to alter all aspects of the 

race ahead - bends, hills, obstacles, weather - 

you name it. RECS can do it. You can also set 

the difficulty level for a course, between I and 

99. This not only makes the course itself more 

difficult, hut also increases the intelligence and 

aggressiveness of the other drivers in the race. 

Set it to 99 only if y ou were a Kamikaze pilot 

in a previous life. 

When you design a course, it is assigned a 

string of letters* each of which corresponds to 

a particular parameter in the track design. The 

idea behind this is that you can design a track, 

then go around to your mate's house and use 

the given code to play the same track there. It 

works, too* if you've got a relatively short 

name, or a favourite 

football team, you can 

type this in and have 

your own personal 

track, which sometimes 

works really well, and 

adds a bit of fun to the 

proceedings. 

RECS also enables you to define and 

store up to nine separate tracks in a list, so that 

you can play them all in a son of champi¬ 

onship challenge. This is an essential addition 

to the list of features, because playing each 

track you've created separately would soon 

become tiresome. 

Due to space limitations, though, the 

inclusion of this feature has meant that the 

Lotus ti option of linking two Ami gas together 

has been left out. The general consensus of 

opinion around the Amiga Format office 

seems to be that the linker was a vital pan of 

Lotus if's popularity, and the Tact that it's not 

in the new- version means that unfortunately it 

loses a lot of brownie points. 

“ If you own Lotus II 

the Road I'd think twice about 
n e n t 

System buying this version ” 

lotus Esprit Turbo SE 

The original and some would say the best, it's cer¬ 
tainly the fastest anyway, but it doesn't 
accelerate quite as quickly as the Elan* It performs 
best on tracks which have hardly any hills and 
obstacles on them, and in slippery conditions such 
as mud and snow. 

WHAT CAR? 

Lotus Elan SE 
This car has loads of acceleration, SO you can 
almost feel the G-Force as you zoom down those 

steep hills. In the game, it's definitely at its best 
on tracks which have lots of bends, loads of obsta¬ 
cles. and lots of grip on the road. Sadly, in real 
life, the Elan is no more - ft's ceased production. 

Lotus M200 
The newie - a big, bright green beast of a car, 
which is the latest in the range of Lotus cars. 
Probably superb to drive in real life but in this 
game it's not as exciting as the other two. More of 
an all-rounder, really - one which is good in icy or 
muddy conditions, and equally good on roads. 



GAME REVIEW 

ROAD ENVIRONMENT CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM 
The new addition to the range of options in Lotus is RECS, which 

enables you to alter tracks as you wish. Here's what it's all about... 

So aside from the course designcr,how does it 

actually play? Well, in one-player mode, die 

game has a fairly similar feel to Lotus II - the 

same ‘wind in your hair" feeling as you whiz 

around each circuit. There is a choice of music 

or sound effects as you play, but the available 

tunes aren’t that great so you're better off 

sticking to the sound effects. 

Ask any Lotus I or II player what made 

the games the classics they are today, and most 

will, like the Amiga Format team, say the 

‘two-player mode'. This may not be the case 

with Lotus tit though. 

Food and drink 
The graphics ate quite jerky, which can be off- 

putting if you're used to the earlier games. The 

speed still seems to be there, but the frame rate 

(the rate at which the screen updates) is vastly 

reduced, giving the impression that you're 

going much slower than you actually arc. 

This may be due to the addition of new 

objects, the intelligence of the drivers or the 

calculations necessary for RECS, but either 

way (lie thrill and the feeling of speed is lost. 

It's still very playable, but it could (and 

should) have been so much better. 

The new-found intelligence of your oppo¬ 

nents makes a difference to the gameplay, but 

they still manage to drive through all the 

obstacles unaffected while you screech to a 

halt if you so much as clip a rock or a bollard 

in the road. This always struck me as unfair 

in the first two games, but you learn to live 

with it I suppose 

Chris Kelly 
In many ways, Lotus HI is a game which bor¬ 

rows the parts from its two predecessors and 

compacts them into one game. For example, in 

Lotus / it was necessary to refuel quite often 

on your way around the course, while in the 

sequel there was no fuel, and the concentration 

was all on the game itself. Lotus IL of course. 

had several tracks to race upon, a fact which 

made the game a lot better in many people's 

eyes, so it was included in Lotus HI. This idea 

of using the best features breaks down a little, 

however, when you consider that the link-up 

feature has been left out, and the two- 

player option is slow in comparison with the 

previous two games, 

OK. the bottom line. If you own Lctius IL I 

would definitely think twice before parting 

with your dosh, 25 quid's a lot of money, espe¬ 

cially when all you're really getting is a course 

designer and some extra tracks. They are just 

too similar to warrant buying both. 

In its own right, though, Lotus III is a 

pretty good game with loads of options. For a 

single player who hasn't got a racing game, 

then I'd recommend it without question, if 

only because of RECS, For someone who is 

looking to race with their mates, though. 1 

would have to rate Lotus II more highly, sim¬ 

ply because it's faster and as the feature on 

multiplayer games (Page 66} says, you can t 

beat being hooked-up. 

Andy Nuttall £> 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 3 
Gremlin ■ £25.99 

• A great game, with plenty of option* and 

great playability, but loses a lot in two- 

player mode, 

• Excellent presentation, with a dramatic 

intro sequence. 

• Very similar to Iaius II with the addition of 

RECS, a new car and five extra tracks, but 

(be lack of four-player mode isn’t good. 

• Think carefully before you buy it. 

BBSffuiW _ 

iferdic) 76% 
IggMJJr 

THOSE TRACK TYRES IN ALL THEIR 
MARSH 
Great to play, but very difficult* Oil 
and water on the track make the 
going tough, so most of the time you 
end up skidding off the road, 

w “ ~rg 
■ Quite exhilarating, but doesn’t took as 

good as the others* Lasers are your 
main obstacle, and a 'turbo zone' is 

| supplied with every track . 

NIGHT 
Headlights on main beam as you zoom 
around a pitch-black track, with a 
Manhattan Skyline (cue a song} in the 
background. The best track. 

LAKES 

Jump across rivers and dodge oil slicks 
on this course, which is especially 
good when it s twisty and hilly - feels 
just like you're in the Lake District! 

MOUNTAINS 
A rock wail to the right and a vast 
open space to the left as you race 
around a narrow mountain course. 
Very precarious, and very difficult. 

SNOW 

Lots of obstacles on this one, including 
snow drifts and ice patches. Steering 
is very light, so the car slips and slides 
to good effect. Great snow effect* 

ROADWORKS 
The M25 simulator* Great feeling of 
speed as your car whizzes past the boL 
lards and roadsigns. Great fun, 
especially if you have loads of hills. 

STORM 

Excellent rain effect with flashing 
lightning and good thunder samples. 
Huge puddles in the road are common, 
they’ll stow you to a standstill. 

DESERT 

Again not an easy surface to race on, 
with a similar feel to the Snow course. 
Stick to the middle of the road, as 
sand tends to collect it the edges. 

FOG 

Similar feel to the Night track, in that 
you can only see a few feet in front of 
the car. Can get frantic from time to 
time, especially with lots of bends. 

OTT 

Set on a wide motorway, you can cross 
over to the other lane to get around 
the sharper bends, but you must 
watch out for on-coming traffic! 

WINDY 
Racing around the plain of America, 
your main adversary is tumbleweed 
which blows in abundance from left to 
right across the track, 

COUNTRY 

Windy roads, logs, rocks and fords In 
the road - this is exactly like a real 
country lane, except you never get 
stuck behind a tractor. 
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All you have to do is be there. 

Then we'll blow your mind. 

It'll blow your mind 
OK, here's the deal. 

The Future Entertainment Show is the biggest com¬ 
puter games event ever seen in the UK. We've got all 

•v the leading names showing off big time - 
Commodore, Sega, Nintendo, Philips, Ocean, Acclaim, 

EA, Psygnosis, Domark, Gremlin, Microprose and scores of 
others. Oh, and there's a video wall the size of a house and 
competitions and huge arcades and serious bargains and TV 
film crews and - but, hey, let's not worry about detail. 

Helluva deal... Earls Cotart November 5-8 1992 

Phone 051*356 5085 to guarantee your ticket {£5.95 for adults & £3.95 for under 14s in advance, or £7 & £5 on the day) 

It’s easier to travel by train. If you live in the Network Southeast area, travel by train and avoid traffic jams and parking problems, jump huge queues 
and save on admission {Adults £5,95, Under M's £3.95), when you buy the all in One k I » „ ~ r — 

Day Traveitard/Admission ticket. From any staffed Network Southeast station. WOTK OOUtll ET.3St 



LOTUS TURBO 
The Amigo Press agrees the Philips 8833/11 

monitor is the best - and it's just got even better 

Gremlin's Lotus Turbo Challenge II game is 

CHALLENGE 2 

FREE WITH THE 

UNBEATABLE 

8833/11. 

CAN YOU 

HANDLE IT? 

now FREE with the 8833/IL 

Log-strewn tracks, treacherous tunnels, 

slippery sand - never before have your skills 

been so savagely tested. 

And that's not the only way an 8833/11 puts 

you in the driving seat. 

Superb reproduction, stereo sound, 

unbeatable hi-definition picture: suddenly the 

best games look even better. 

PLUS! WIN A DAY AT THE 1993 BRITISH 

GRAND PRIX! 

Ask your Philips monitor dealer about your 

chance to spend a day at Silverstone, or to win 

one of 40 radio controlled Ferrari Testerossas. 

If you already own Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 

exchange to the Final Challenge for only £5.00. 

And if you're an Atari ST user we will 

exchange your Amiga software free of charge. 

Get down to your Philips dealer today - and 

drive the biggest bargain in monitors. 

TURBO 
CHRuuenee2 

PHILIPS 
8833/11 
COLOUR 
MONITOR 

PHILIPS 



0 A600 COMPETITION 

Win the latest 
Amiga bundle! 7 
Three chances to win! 

With Commodore's new philosophy of opening up to press and public alike now in full 

swing, we now have the chance to offer three Amiga Format readers the chance to win 

a brand new Amiga 600, Wild, Weird and Wicked pack. 

These things are so hot that many members of Commodore's staff haven't even seen them 

yet. So this is your chance to get ahead of the pack... 

And what do you have to do in order to be even considered as a possible 

winner? Simple* first off you have to answer five questions* 
Then you have to write the answers down on the back of a postcard or 

on the outside of a sealed envelope* 

Address them to: 

Oi Jim! it’s the Amiga Format Weird Comp* 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW+ 

Make sure that you send your entry in lime to reach us by November 12, 

And now for the questions: 
1) Who is the managing director of Commodore UK? 

2) Whai does CDTV stand for? 

3) Whose LP was called The Wild, The Willing and the E St Shuffle! 
4) Who sang "weird dreams inside the goldmine*"? 

5) Who played the Wicked Witch of the East and in what film? 

Game 3: 
Formula 1 
Drive like a Mansell 
in this superb. . . er 
driving game. 

And of course you also get an A600 thrown in as well. 
Plus a special edition of Amiga Format written especially for 
the new pack. 

The Rules 
1) No employees of Future Publishing or Commodore (UK) are 
allowed to enter this competition. 
2) The editor's decision is final and no correspondence will be 
entered into regarding this competition. 
3} H you are smug when you win the prize, we will award it to 
someone called Barry or Delvin or SkybeamMoonChild. 
4) Jim works in the postroom* 

SO WHAT DO YOU GET IN THIS 
STRANGELY NAMED PACK? 

Game 1: 
Push Over 
Gl Ant and his 
incredible perform¬ 
ing dominoes. More 
mind mangling, 
pacey, logic action 
than an average 
Amiga owner can 
take in one go. 

Game 2: 
Rutty 
No longer called 
Silly Putty appar¬ 
ently, but still a hell 
of m fine game. See 
the full review on 
page 82* 
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Get ready to join the Bureau of Astral 

Troubleshooters, don your silly hat and 

trench-coat, and act just like a real 

detective. Strange worlds beckon in 

UBI Soft's latest adventure 

----—n 

Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? 

is the novel by Phillip K Dick* that 

was the inspiration for the ultimate 

Cyberpunk movie* Blade Runner, Now the 

indie programming team Computer's Dream 

have produced - they hope - the ultimate 

Cyberpunk adventure* BAT!L You're taken to 

the late list century where the people are a 

mish mash of Romans. Shedtsh (a highly 

evolved race from the planet Simian) and the 

lliean (not so bright race of aliens}. The archi¬ 

tects of this world take ideas from the Roman 

era and mix them with technology to produce 

something they call a 'High Tech Paradox'. 

You play the pari of a BAT agent (it’s an 

acronym* like UNCLE, and stands for Bureau 

No doubt there'll toon be someone trying to do the same to me as they did to Izae. The best thing 

to do in this situation is probably to get out quick and avoid dark alleyways. 

of Astral Troubleshooters) on the search for 

evidence to prove how conpl the Koshans are. 

It is rumoured they are forcibly taking control 

of all the known Echiatone mines in the 

galaxy. Echitone is a valuable spice* essential 

to the smooth running of the modem world* 

smacks a bit of Dane methinks, You roam the 

six sectors of Roma 2* the capital of the planet 

Shedishan. moving from screen to screen. It's 

like reading a comic: many of the screens are 

visible at once* their size relative to the impor¬ 

tance of that location. As you look around ihe 

location the mouse pointer changes from an 

arrow to a credit card or a speech icon, 

depending on what you Ye pointing at. 

Batmen 
Although a cross between a graphic and text 

adveniure BAT H encompasses other elements. 

There are four flight and one driving simula¬ 

tors, which can be set on manual or automatic. 

You can't damage yourself in the simulations 

THE BIODIRECTtONAL ORGANIC BIOPUTER 

Every BAT agent has a BOB, and BOB It is even better than the the original. In real time BOB will analyse your agent, 
monitor all his bodily functions and control his heartbeat. 

Clicking on the first 
icon brings up this 
screen. It displays 

your characteristics as 
I mark out of 100 and 

shows you how far 
you've progressed in 
terms of experience - 
and how much of the 

game you've 
completed. 

Accessing this screen 
lets you measure the 

agent's heartbeat 
gives you a body map 

with damaged areas 
coloured and enables 
you access to a diag¬ 

nostic sub to program. 

Each BAT agent when 
recruited has a series 

of cybernetic implants 
surgically placed in his 

body. These are 
switched on by click¬ 

ing on the function 
that you wish to oper¬ 

ate. These are active 
for a short while so 
use your time well. 

FORCE : C3E 
INTELLIGENCE l DHH 
VITRLITV : 032 
PERCEPTION : iDO 
REFLEX : 03 
CHRRISMft : ii 
EXPERIENCE I 027 
PROGRESSION ; Oi 

EXIT 

The Programming Module is basically a simple 
flow chart designing program. The language 
you program in is called 'Parallel Token’, you 

only use pictures to design procedures and 
you can have up to five programs running at 

once. Exiting the program editor automati¬ 
cally sets off the compiler to convert your 

program to binary code. 

This is the BOB interface set into the bat agent's wrist. You can get by without using the 
bioputer but you've got a much better chance rf you master the programming techniques. 

HVFERCEF (S3 

EXIT 

EXIT 

ftTS 3H (Si 

FIERINE 

MOEFHO L7 CSN 

FSV 

RUN • • , , ItJTELL. 
•• HIGHER 

- W END • • 
17 • P^B>(_delJ 
END ■ • RUN • 

r“ifTlA! HEW 1 1 1 1 Nr +!VI EXITj 



STp GAME REVIEW 

Most of the dty looks like this. High-tech paradox, a mix ot Roman architecture and technology 

influenced by the mix of races that inhabit the planet. 

Design your own agent every characteristic can 

be decided on, even down to hts looks 

and travelling manually is cheaper, but take* 

longer. A lot of work has been put into getting 

longer fields of vision in the 3D simulations, 

which gives the movement a more realistic 

feel to it* The simulations aren't just there for 

fun; they're the only way to travel further 

down the street you're on. 

Your inventory is set up like a sci of 

Russian dolls: a bag inside a bag inside a bag. 

So you have to make sure you put things sensi¬ 

bly in your rucksack otherwise valuable time 

is speni try ing to sort out the contents of your 

handbag when you should be collecting clues. 

It's not all fun, fun, fun 
There's an arcade section that not only gives 

your brain cells a nest but it's a good way to 

keep the cashflow flowing. There are three 

arcade games in total comprising a Breakout 

clone where you control not one bat but four, a 

Chinese chequers game and a weird thing in 

which you control mercury flowing through 

various pipes and taps. 

At the beginning of the game you are 

given the option of which BAT agent you wish 

control. Jchan Menasis is the agent you 'get 

free*, but you can design your own with spe¬ 

cific qualifies, like 85 per cent charisma. A 

smarmy, handsome young man can creep his 

wav around even the hardest-soulcd women. 

Gimme five 
BAT il comes on five disks and is not hard 

disk installable. though it does make use of 

extra disk driven Whileloading doesn't take 

long it still rums the atmosphere somewhat, 

and in a game like this the atmosphere is a big 

part of the enjoyment. 

Taking manual control of the Via is cheaper than hiring a driver. Bui you 

run the risk of being caught speeding, and getting fined. 

Along the way you recruit allies. Before send¬ 

ing them on a mission make sure you give 

them a videopager so they are always in con¬ 

tact with you, You also meet a host of 

enemies. When in combat you choose between 

a text-control led strategy fight or an arcade 

bash up where you gel to unleash your pent-up 

angers on some raiher dodgy-looking aliens. 

BAT II is not copy protected* the coders 

have used the much maligned dongle protec¬ 

tion system, Hcrve Lange of Computer’s 

Dream explains: "We find that dongles are 

adequate protection against piracy, and it is the 

programmers fault if it is easily foiled," We 

will have to wait and see if his theory is right. 

* This is the sort of game you 

get lost in... immerse yourself 

in tomorrow's world 99 

Th* flowers around 

the speech bubble 

mean this girt is hot 

to trot, ft she wasn't 

friendly then there 

would be lightning. 

There are over 400 animated sequences* the 

colours of the city change as night falls to a 

dingy blue grey: overall BAT II looks very, 

very nice. There's enough detail to hold your 

attention even if you're not getting very far. if 

say you're a novice to adventuring. This is the 

sort of game you gel lost in. it’s so huge ifs 

difficult to know where you've been and 

where to go to next. But if you enjoy immers¬ 

ing yourself in tomorrow’s world, playing a 

modern-day Sherlock Holmes then BAT If will 

keep you from the horrors of the real world 

long enough to maybe forget for a while. 

Clare Hodgson O 

BAT II 

UBISoft ■ £14.99 

• Bigger than huge, 

• Some really smart graphics animation and 

sound. WOW* 

• X bit too involved for the novice, you have to 

live and breathe BATIT 

9 A cyberpunk's dream. But the gameplay is 
slow at limes. 

On* of th* first pi act* 

you come across is th* 

Astroport. You can 

tak* th* Via to any- 

where within th* city 

from here or just hang 

around and chat to a 

few tourists* 

• Not hard disk installable. With five disks to 
swap between Ibis can he infuriating 
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'RICE CRASH 
W AMIGA 600 

THE NEW AMIGA FEATURING 
★ ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
★ SMART CARD FACILITY 
★ BUILT IN T.V. MODULATOR 
★ IDE HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER 
★ DELUXE PAINT III 
★ MYSTERY GAME 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER £269.95 
A600 HD INC 20Mb HARD 
DRIVE £459 q= 

(THE HD VERSION DOES NOT INCLUDE DPAlNT Ill 
OH A GAME) 

lh i - 

That’s right! We've managed to source some 
A500 PULSES, 

the most expandable AMIGA you can get. 

The Pack comprises:- 

* LATEST A500 PLUS V2 COMPU TER 
* MASSIVE 2 MEG RAM 

★ DELUXE PAINT 111 * LEMMINGS 

★ BART SIMPSON ★ CAPTAIN PLAN . 

ALL FOR JUST £299.W 

* UNBEATABLE MONITOR DEALS, SAVE £££'S 

COMMODORE 1084S.f 1 fiQ*Q= 

PHILIPS 8833 MK1I. VfrqTT 

+ TIwk wi* to purchase Ihtm MparaUly._ 

NEW SUPER LOW PRICES! 
GVP SERIES II HD 8+ 52MB 

CONFIGURATIONS UP TO 8 
MEGABYTES AVAILABLE: (A500) 
52MB 0MB RAM 
52MB 2MB RAM 
52MB 4MB RAM 
52MB SMB RAM 
120MB 0MB RAM 
120MB 2MB RAM 
120MB 4MB RAM 
120MB 8MB RAM 

£334.95 
£369.95 
£429.95 
£539.95 
£439.95 
£479.95 
£539.95 
£649.95 

AI500/2000: 
Series II HC 8+ 52MB £264.95 
(Up to 420MB/8MB RAM available!) 
A530 Combo: 
40MHz + 52Mb HD + 1MB RAM £659,95 
PC 286 EMULATOR 
16MHz Module for Series Ii £219.95 

uiLbui/t wrAiniT III — 
IAMB) -——^ 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 
COMMODORE PHILIPS, k 

1084S 8833 

£214.95 MKl1 rrni 
FREE F19 Stealth Fighter + 12 month on-site 

maintenance 

* CABLE TO YOUR COMPUTER ONLY f 3.99 WHEN PURCHASED WITH MONITOR 

' AMIGA CPTV SUPER DEAL 

^ ni riz 

* DISK DRIVES ★ 
AU OUR DRIVES INCLUDE, 

T£N * 3-5" DISKS . 3.5“ CLEANER KIT 
preeofcharcei' 

REPLACEMENT. 

eaturing Anti-click device. £4Q oe 

+ f’o'Atr PC880B . 3,85 

.*69.95 
**l*.ff.r,ri|,„nfora|talted 

P«nod onty + 

AMIGA 1500 PACK 
JSSgftwL. WCOBPORAT1NC W.tkb.~K. 

.ssa««5rs!:sitt- 
*SKM^S39.95 

IDIKE DEALS 

""5 tss 
these special 

bargains. 

★ AMAZING SOFTWARE CLEi 
THIS MONTHS SPECIALS: AGONY £12.99, LAZER SQUAD + CHAOS X8.9J 

Shadow Of The Beast 1), 

.£3.99 Ninja Rabbits.,..,,,. .£5,99 Barbarian II £12 ' 

.£3.99 Battleships.*.. .£5,99 * Jimmv While £12 ' 
£3.99 Pacmania ..... ..£5.99 WWF £12 ' 
.£3.99 Immortal.... .£7.99 Terminator 2 ... .£12,' 
£4.99 Bart Simpson... .£7*99 Cisco Heat..... “..,**£12,' 
£4.99 Horror Zombies. .£7.99 Outrun Europa. .,£12,! 
£4.99 * TV Sports Foot ball.... .£7*99 4D Boxing.. £12 < 
£4.99 Megalomania. .£9.99 * Wolfpack.. ,* £12 j 
£4,99 Populous + Lands.... .£9*99 Chessmaster 2100_ ...£14* 
.£5.99 * Pro Tennis .,*. ....£12.99 Astra Ten Games ,. .£17. 

HURRY HURRY - LIMITED STOCKS AVAILABLE 



NEW LOW PRICES 

★ SOUND STUD) 

Music X Junior .. 

NEW LOW PRICES 
★ VIDEO STUDIO ★ 
;idi Amiga + Vidi Chrome.. £49.99 

Midi-Master Interface 
+ 2 Midi Cables 
+ Music X Junior. 

Musk X LI 

HOW TO ORDER HCall us NOW on I 
0234 214212 , 

Send Cheque or postal order to 
^ DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 

Dynamite House 
44a Stanley Street 
Bedford MK41 7RW 

NB Please write cheque guarantee card number 
on the reverse of cheque to ensure same day 

clearance (cheques without card number subject 
to 10 day clearance) 

Call into our showroom for a fast and 
friendly service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 

Rombo Mega-Mix. 

VISA 
GVP Sound Studio....£49.95 rocgen plus genlock 

Normal RRP £199.99 Bars and pipes Pro £179 
WHILST STOCK LASTS! |— 

* POWER HAND SCANNER* 
FEATURING: 

* LATEST VERSION 2 SOFTWARE 

* 64 GRAYSCALES 

* 100 - 400 DPI 

PLUS FREE PHOTON PAINT 

★ STAR/CITIZEN* 
PRINTERS 

CTOBNIMK.--—.fU9! 
STAR 1>C20... ftq t 

CITIZEN SWtFT  . ^ 
STAR LC24-20 tNEWl. 

STAR 1X24-200 (MONO). 

CITIZEN  . ' 

STAR SJ48 BUBBLEJET. 

STAR 1X24-200 (COLOUR). 

* CITIZEN SWIFT 24e... 

* Complex with free colour kit 
whilst stocks last 

2.0 (RRP £89.95) 
A DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE AT £99.95 

it MEMORY ★ 
[ EXPANSION . ... 

I EXPANSION PLUS CLOCK... 

\ EXPANSION (A500 PLl®).— 

SIMM boards (GVP). 

\M BOARDS 

toconfi(Sf<u"thru,por0 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
f~TB £2,95 for orders less than £100 

£4.95 for orders over £100 
Next day express service £7,50 
Saturday delivery only £15.00 

Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19.99! 

Features: • Next day courier delivery 
• 30 day exchange for new 

• 1 year guarantee giving free collection 
and delivery should a fault occur. 

All prices subject to availability and may 
change without notice. E & OE 

ACCESSORIES/EXTRAS 
ZIPSTJCK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK.. 

QUICKJOY TOP -STAR JOYSTICK. 

AMIGA SOFT DUSTCOVER. 

.AMIGA PERSPEX DUSTCOVER. 

REPLACEMENT MOUSE.. 

REPLACEMENT TV MODULATOR 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLY. 

10 BLANK DISKS (3.5 DS/DD)..— 

50 BLANK DISKS (3.5 DS/DDI. 

QUALITY MOUSEPA1).. 

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX. 

80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX. 

ROLL OF L000 3.5" DISK LABELS 

MOUSE/JOYSTICK Switcher box 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 

STOP PRESS * 
Only £19.99 

Only £19.99 

Only £19-99 

STOP PRESS * STOP ¥ 
PRO WRITE (Wordproeess 

MAXIPLAN (Spreadsheet) 

1NFOF1LE (Database) 

OR ALL THREE FOR A FAN 

* N.B. These titles arena 
0234 214212 

DYNAMITE HOUSE, 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 
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GAME REVIEW 

System 3 have had plenty of stick 

about their recent games, but their 

new release redresses the balance. 

Batten down the hatches and seal up 

your window panes 'cos it's time for... 

As be slept in his homely hole on Putty 

Moon, Putty began to dream about 

his old Grandpa... 

“Ee, you must remember as well as 1 do, 

young Putty. The Moon used to be a quiet 

place, and our people lived in peace and har¬ 

mony. Until, that is, the evil Wizard 

Daz-z.ledaze and his cohort Dweezil the cat 

decided to pick on us. Sold us off for chewin' 

gum. they did. Daylight robbery. And what did 

you do? You just sat there, didn't you, whing- 

mg about how you had a cold. 

4+Wcll now it's lime for action, young 

Putty, ACTION! There is only one way to rid 

the Moon of its evil presence, and that's to 

help the Bots to build a tower from the planet 

Zid to the Moon. When it's completed, the 

Bots will be able to climb up it to vanquish 

Daz/ledazc and Dweezil once and for alL 

Only trouble is. the Wiz has captured the Bols 

as well and frozen them in ice. Only you can 

rescue them. 

"The future of the Moon is in your hands, 

young Putty, or whatever you have for hands, 

at least. Don't let us down,” 

The nasty evil Dweezil (an orange cat which is the equally evil Denied*** the Wizard's sidekick) 

sticks his head through the backdrop to poke fun at you tor not saving on* of those crying babies. 

With the vision of Grandpa gradually lad¬ 

ing away, Putty awoke, After he got up and 

stretched a bit. he decided that today was the 

day when he should change from being a lazy, 

cowardly blob and do something about the 

wicked Wizard..* 

“From psychotic carrots which yell 

"llzi 9-centimetre!" to 

Shockapillars... they are deadly” 

You take control of Putty as he (Is it a He? 

How can you tell with an amorphous blob of 

blue matter?) attempts to free the Bots from 

their captivity, and return them to their space¬ 

ship. Not only arc the levels of Putty Moon 

difficult to negotiate for an amorphous blob 

such as yourself, but also Dazzledazc and 

Dweezil have sent a whole army of nasties to 

ihwan your efforts. 

It must be really difficult nowadays to 

think up a new scenario for a platform game, 

but System 3 have not only come up with a 

good story, but a superb game as well* Not 

since RohtKod have we seen graphics of this 

quality. It's got incredibly colourful and 

detailed backgrounds, superb scrolling and 

great characters. * 

The main character. Putty himself, is a 

small but perfectly formed sprite which is very 

nicely animated. As he moves along, little feet 

are formed in his flexible form, and his eyes 

point in the direction he walks* The eyes aren't 

fixed to his body, they sort of 'float' on the top 

so when he falls they follow his body a split 

second later. 

He can be made to stretch into all manner 

of shapes, look around comers, absorb the ene¬ 

mies and take on their shape - he's basically 

the most versatile hero since Amic 

Schwarzenegger (and you don't often sec 

Amie inflaie himself to huge proportions then 

explode, do you? 1 rest my case). 

Large exploding Putty: thti is idMvtd by 

waggling the joystick up and down, and 

has a 'smart bomb' effect 

PUTTY, IN YOUR HANDS 

I 

* 

Being amorphous Putty 

can easily flatten out so t 

can absorb things,. 

Bouncing Putty. 

Notice how his eyes 

display direction- 

n-e 

f 9 % 
Slithering Putty: Normal Putty: just Punching putty: 

little feet are waiting for some¬ letting go a Putty 
formed a he walks. thing to happen- knuckle sandwich. 

Aw* * cut* little teddy bear. At least until he 

stands up and starts attacking you* shouting 

"Acktunq" In a menacing manner. Still* that's 

part of the appeal of the game. 

c cV t (1 cNE! 

Look down I Look down! There's some false 

teeth down there fust ripe for the absorbing. 

And once you have them you can absorb all the 

big nasties you find on later levels. 

Morphing Putty: Absorb: squelch 

absorb an enemy down to absorb 

to take Its shape. organic Items. 

Stretchy Putty: elongate the blobby hero to reach high platforms, zoom 

along the floor, or nip past the enemies when they’re not looking* This is 

Putty at his most flexible. Just took at him go! 



/x-, GAME REVIEW 

Yes, here's Dweezil again, but this time he's 

brought a flying saucer to squash you with. 

The nasties usually attack in large forma' 

lions, and may take on one of a huge range of 

different forms. From psychotic carrots whkh 

yell “Uzi, 9-centimetre!" as they offload a few 

rounds at you, to Shockapiliars (electric cater 

pillars), they are generally very deadly but at 

the same time strangely cute,.. 

Have I mentioned sound? Well, this game 

has the must bizarre sound effects since .tfega- 

Lo'Maniv: a huge collection of sampled bells, 

whistles, pops and screams all of which actu¬ 

ally add an enormous amount to the game. In 

fact the sound effects are one of the first things 

people notice about Putty, and they draw you 

in immediately. 

Lots of cut* little Bon ell hanging around at the local mitk bar, gossiping and generally having a 

good time. Should you rescue them? Where do they go? You'll have to buy the game and find out.,. 

You are rubber 
The First level is basically a trainer, which 

enables you to bounce around to your bean’s 

content, getting used to the control system. 

This screen even has little arrows pointing 

around the level which are labelled with 

actions (eg Bounce), which is good because 

control is difficult at First, Anyway, after five 

minutes of play it all becomes second nature. 

The first screen only has one Rot on it, 

along with a few nasties, so saving him is easy. 

It quickly becomes apparent that the Bots are 

not only harmless aliens, but also inordinately 

stupid. How they can build a huge tower from 

Zid to the Moon when they can't Find their 

way back to the spaceship I don't know. 

All seems serene and gentle until... 

Aaarghh* The second level really drops you in 

at the deep end, with loads of horrible aliens 

and three Bots to save. The Psycho Carrol 

makes his first appearance here, and he is 

instantly likable even though he's trying to 

pump you full of lead. Punch him to reveal a 

crying baby (oh. I nearly forgot - Dazzleda/e 

kidnapped a load of babies and turned them 

into the nasties), and then absorb the baby for 

extra points. The Bots actually move around 

on this level, and if attacked by an alien they 

will leap to their death, lemming style, so you 

have to gel to them quickly. 

Credits arc picked up along the way. 

arcade style, and a continue option is provided 

so that you can start from the same place with 

a new set of lives - and you need ihem. too. If 

and when you Lose all your lives, Dweezil ihc 

cal pops up. Looney Tunes style, and yells 

‘Too Bad!" at you, with a bit of cartoony 

music playing over the top. 

I am glue 
I really can't say enough about this game, I 

could sit and write for a few weeks and fill the 

pages of this magazine about all the beautiful 

graphics, marvellous sound effects and neat 

little touches which make it so special, and 

then go hack and play it again and still find 

something different. It is Lhat expansive. At the 

same time, though, it's incredibly playable, the 

sort of game lhat will keep young and old 

coming back again and again for months. 

With elements of Dropzone and Robocod, 

Ihe cuteness of. well, something indescribably 

cute, and the most hi//are sound effects ever, 

it’s easily the best platform game I've ever 

played, and certainly in Ihe running for the 

best game ever on any computer. With the 

recent release of Zt>oi and now this game, the 

Amiga is yet again confirmed as the games 

machine to have. 

Andy fUuttall O 

83 

THESE ARE A FEW OF MY FAVOURITE (AND LEAST FAVOURITE) THINGS 

Uixh Ttd diverts 

foes for 30 secs 

with hit songs. 

Pocket watch 
for 30 sees of 

flirt tim*. 

& © o © 
Fats* tooth: lump straight Jump straight 

absorb four to the bottom to the top of 

baddies of a level. a level. 

4* 

Dweeril power; 
IjUH - I amp I Ijpu in viJin^T dpi i txj 

bonus 30 secs. 

r* 

*TI 
Three not so helpful souk. The Magician's Rabbit, the And a pair of good guy Rots, Great 

Clockwork Orange, and a Sausage with with a big mouth. trainers! Shame about the ice-trap. 

Putty 

System 3 ■ £25.99 

• Indrscribabh good graphics, sound, charac- 

itrv music and presentation. 

* VeaL original touches which make the game 

more fun. and keep you coming back fur 

mure and mure. 

• Control is difficult lit first, hut you soon get 

the hang of ii. 

• Loads of levels which will keep you going for 

months to come, and the children quiet over 

Christmas. 
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SUPERDEAL ONE 
The NEW MOO Computer 

complete with DELUX PAINT III 

plus FREE of charge 

JOYSTICK,^OUSE MAT, 
WORD PROCESSING, 

DATABASE, SPREAD SHEET, 

5 BLANK DISKS, 
and a Mystery Game. 

SUPERDEAL PRICE 

All printers come with leads 
Star LC20 mono 
Star LC24-20Q mono 
Star LC24-200 colour 
Star LC200 9 pin colour 
Star XB24-200 colour 
HP Oeskjet mono 
HP Deskjet colour 
HP Laserjet IMP 
HP Laserjet III 
HP Paintjet 

Cl 49.00 
£235.00 
£275.00 
£195.00 
£355.95 
£353.00 
£583.00 
£937.00 
£1192.00 
£540.50 

All monitors include leads 
Commodore 1084S P2 
Phillips 883311 
Commodore 1950 M*sync 

£199*00 
£199*00 
£586-00 

j'U, Major 

CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 

ONLY £5.00 
Membership Fee 
to Our Software 
Discount Club 

with Purchases 
Over £25.00 

Amiga 600 Dust cover 
Monitor Dust cover 
Star LC24-200 Dust cover 
Star LC200 Dust cover 
Monitor stand 
Printer stand 
Joystick cable 
Mouse mat 
Nak&ha mouse 
Squick mouse PC 
Squick mouse A500 
Roboswitch 
Parallel printer lead 
Commodore A501 RAM 
Virgo RAM 
Control centre 
10 Disk box 
40 Disk box 
80 Disk box 
120 Disk box 
Rendel genlock 

Printer paper 1000 sheets 
Disks, 50 unbranded 
LC200 ribbon mono 
LC200 ribbon colour 
LC24-200 ribbon mono 
LC24-200 ribbon colour 

£3-99 
£4*99 
£4-99 
£4*99 
£12-99 
£7-99 
£5*99 
£2*99 
£24*99 
£17*99 
£14-99 
£11-99 
£5-99 
£39-99 
£29*99 
£44-95 
£3*99 
£4-99 
£7-99 
£10*99 
PhO.A 

SONIC II PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW 
Sega game gear with Sonic 
Sega game gear TV tuner 
Sega master system II 
Sega mega drive with Sonic 

£119.99 
£72.99 
£54.99 
£119.99 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM; OPEN MON TO SAT 9-5.30 OR RINl 



VISIT OUR 

3 Garrard* St 

SUPERDEAlWItCE 

READING 

0*3 bla© 
AO 

Kjrfrif* sr~ 
gV''®BOftOSl^Sj? r%l 

A329 

«ING STREET 

~7\ 

■RDEAL 7W0 
: W A600 Computer 

with DELUX PAINT III, 
PRIX, SILLY PUTTY, 

i PUSHOVER. 

REE of charge: 

1CK, MOUSE MAT, 
0 BLANK DISKS. 

h#*K5W 
sptciM- 

f«\ W* "{J® 
£5.99 t«c- v* 

£26-99 **«• 

G.V*P hard drive 52 meg 
Cumana diskdrive 
Rotec disk drive 
Roclite disk drive 

C349,00 
C5&95 
£57*95 
£64.95 

r 
ftit , if 

/ 

r 
Apache 1 
Python 1 ,m 
Jet fighter 
Superboards 
Top star 
Cheetah Bug 
Zip Stick 

£6,99 
£8.99 
Cl 1 *99 
£14.99 
£20-99 
£12,50 
C13.99 

P,0,A 
P.O.A 
P.O.A 
P*0,A 

and many others 

L 1 ££2-99 'nc‘ 

How to order 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 

3,00pm subject to ivaiti ability Alternatively send cheque 

postal order to Micromail Ltd, 8 Queen Victoria Street, 
Reading, Berkshire. 

Please allow 5 worktng days for cheque clearance 

Subject to availability despatch is normally withm 

24 hours of receipt ol cleared payment 
DELIVERY CHARGES; UK Mainland (rot Highland 
Small consumables & Despatched by post please cheefc 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items except lasers Next day courier service ElQ 00 per bo* 
Laser printers Next day ccx/ier service El 7 50 
Offshore & rtgmands Normal rale plus DO 00 - VAT per bo* 
m addition we have the tallowing express service: 

Saturday deliveries Normal rate plus DO 00 + VAT sl*charge 
7am - 9am next day Normal rae plus DO 00 - VAT &jcr&Qe 
am next day Normal rate plus DO 00 - VAT surcharge 

(the above surcharges are per box) 

Press me sublet i« change w-mom notice E 40 E 

ZOOL 
HUMANS 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST Ml 
WIZKID 
Sensible Soccer 
Monkey Island II 
Premiere 
Vikings 
The Games 
Crazy Cars I 
Fire & Ice 
Dyna Blaster 
Mega Traveller II 
Civilization 
Badlands 
Hagarthe Horrible 
Stun Runner 
Bubble Bobble 
Font Grabber 

£18-50 
£28-50 
£24-50 
£20-99 
£23-99 
£20-99 
£20-50 
£24-99 
£24*50 
£26-50 
£9-99 
£18-50 
£4-99 
£4-99 
£49-99 

8 Queen Victoria Street 
Reading 

Berkshire 
RG11TG 

Tel. (0734) 505514 
Fax. (0734) 581247 

OUR SALES HOT LINE 0734 505514 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 



wr Officially the j 
world’s best-selling > 

Amiga games magazine 

S'9,184 
copies now sold 
.every month! ^ 

We won’t review unfinished games fust to claim an exclusivCi 

We don’t pander to games publishers - we say what we 
really think. 

We only use experienced, professional reviewers. 

We won’t bore you with mountains of technical-jargon- 
hardware tedium. 

We take games seriously, because you do too. 



AMIGA 

UNTIL 

ATTITUDE 

IT'S... 

“SiSSl 
THIS ISSUES 

Everythin 
you need 
f° know 
about 

111 5 TOMATO g 
Manic cartoon 
Puzzling fun 

from Psygnosis. fl 

SECOND 
Thfttinr* vector motorbike 

NOVEMBER Featuring.., Over 30 pages of reviews, a 
ISSUE OUT fantastic kotos III competition, your guide to 

MAlAfl November’s Future Entertainment Show, and 
N W W • (of course) much, much, more. 



ONLY ONE MAN ? 
CAN HANDLE THIS MUCH 1 

ACTION AND ADVENTURE 

■■ SPELUAMMER • PROPHECY Qf THE SHADOW • THE SUMMONING * D>Hlt SUN • EVE OF THE BEHOLDER • LEGEND OF 

L DARKMOQN {EYE OF THE BEHOLDER If) * DRAGONS Of FUME • HEROES OF IKE LANCE TIL' 0839 654 130 

I OPERATION STEALTH . ANOTHER WORLD * FLASHBACK • CRUISE FOR A CORPSE TEL: 0839 654 384 LUCASFILH 

*■ HELPLINE • LECHUCK'S REVENGE | HON KEY ISLAND E) • INDIANA JONES (LAST CRUSADES FATE OF ATLANTIS) LOOM * 

JM 
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‘ulT, OpfHr, pick UP 
\ril do** Tito Tfl 

Vfrtfi iJbiu, arr OnU irtlrtidrd (u k 

iJ^irpilvp (if ihr fa-Tiipp^ ami uni itir 
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mpyiCf* ipftiftraiioit. 
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: explosive buried in Ibt 
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Only -ope man stands in their way. The man with the hat;. 
- 

^ v-".: 

r? 

>3 

ttrAr. <&Wt£ 

fit Luc^fUinSi biggest computer blockbuster Vet, 

iiis rare to reach the mystical Lost-City, / 

Point V Hick your way through L^_ 

- .• 

bruising gal Fighta.soar over desert* , 

* **: t2J‘itf ^'SCI#*,,^S^r^SgW'--Zl 
plunge under oceans ^ and explore ^€+4avish local 

Shoot the action From 4 different angles «. amaze, your keiwe*i ", Tj 
•*■ J i ; >tr , J ?-Jfi ^ /**'; ’ ""V1- > -T v-r _ A —T: K>Ws. 

with ihe cinematic sound system..* and,-play:and replay * with 

3 challenging paths to saving the world from Hitler's fury' Z 

Cold and LucasfilorGames present two thrilling versions of 
' ■-* * 4f, (/ -. *■■'-’ 

pr- 4 1 ' «*fi ^ ^ *'* ■J“|4 f * ‘"Tj^ i* J\m_ i* V* -J* - 
this feature game to test your nerve aritLbraiilpower - 

- ' ■ .“JiT’ ■ * >% ’ >' - 

INDY rV GRAPHIC ADVEXTirREarid JNDT INACTION . 

Hie ACTION game dishes om all the excitement you can handle Fit 

a breath leas race against evil. The GRAPHIC ADATNTURE Game 

: * * '' ' If 
tests your grey matter with some of the toughest puzzles yet, 

Individually, ihey're the holiest property this side of Atlantis* 

Together, they're the ultimate Indy experience, 

: ’ n&te IVlJYACliON AVAltAI 
^ OmpatibV*, Aun ST, A1 

( hi (uvsrtlr X Lksl an 

\&m ADV HvTlItE 

PC $;C 

LBHpmirTB^nM^b' 
* r :tm t*/4ii 4v*. },<sl T 

:n MCKRACKEN « MANIAC MAHSHIH • SECRET Of MQffm ISLAND • BATTLE Of BRITAIN TEL 0839 654 133 f, 

INFORMATION LINE; 9839 654 134 * .fGENUS OF VALOUR TEl 0639 993 366 .. AT^ESS-HEiPlINE JLUCaSArlSJ 

AMAZON T£L< 0839 654 394 • SIR TECH HELPLINE CR(|S*OERS Of THE OAR* SAVANT TEL: 0839 994 477 
i rnrirfli Wf U .|. liflu LT0 IPOH M+iOlfflBB *JW PIDLEpBlJ URMINUHANI uc ■ n if*T’t pt«H t*A Bk| »rir|>»jB {|«1 <w! f* ri* «fem< f^nrf t. Up ir a4 $emt dMvt 



Mega meg(d-), very big, 100% Sega 

Mega Drive, cornin' at ya on Thursday 

17 September (that's soon). Magazine 

designed for all serious Sega 

gamesplayers. aka: the mag with the 

most, The guide to Mega Drive and 
beyond... Slogan: Got a SNES? That’s 

you stuffed then. Philosophy: to be the 

best. From the makers of Amiga Format 
comes the ultimate guide to 16-bit Sega 

gamesplaying: essential news, in-depth 

reviews, gamesplaying guides and dirty 

cheats. Be part of it. 
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GAME REVIEW fT-> 

92 

Map _j 
FOLLOW _J 

RVN n 

Meet cm- hangs out near 

the baths, strictly for 

practical purposes. It 

might look a Irttle iffy 

but all those togas 

lying about might 

come in useful. 

Rome AD92 

It's that gag again - one of the consuls of Rome. 

Seganus Megadrivus, whose job is dictated by 

his rank. Brings a tear to the eye every timet 

Herculaneum back when it was all buildings. 

McDonald's is at the top left and at the bottom 

right* Agrippina is about to invent Coca Cola. 

Ifs the history of Rome were concerned 

with here. Well, two or three days of its 

history* sometime in May *92. You are 

but a poor stave called Heel or , but you desire 

wealth, fame and fortune, and particularly that 

natty toga V sandals combination. Through a 

scries of six conveniently bite-sized adven¬ 

ture ttes, the idea of the game is to battle your 

way from the bottom to the very apex of 

Roman society using any means possible, 

Rome AD92 uses the same graphical style 

and control method as Millennium's earlier 

adventure, Robin Hood. The game world is 

presented in 3D with the inhabitants wander¬ 

ing about talking, killing, having baths and 

pretty much doing their own thing. You can 

wander freely almost anywhere, talk to other 

people* find objects, have a bit of a rest, or do 

whatever you like, w ithin the main goal of fin¬ 

ishing the guest. 

Hector is controlled with the multi-pur¬ 

pose toolbox by the side of the screen. As well 

as displaying the map, ibis has options for 

using objects and talking to other characters. 

Once you’ve found out who the character is 

using the info box. you can chat to them, ask 

what they're doing or just get straight to the 

point and steal their money. A Do' option 

covers any other things which may be possible 

at that point, like apologising profusely for 

demanding money from a man with a knife. 

That's when you find out that although you've 

got enough money to pay the boatman, he 

won't let you aboard because you're just a 

slave. Cue floods of lava, a nice piccy of you 

being cooked and the ‘Game Over' message. 

At least then you know your job is to convince 

the boatman that you're more than a slave. 

The gaul of it 
The first scenario is actually quite simple, 

though even that can be completed incom¬ 

pletely, if you see what I mean. When you 

leave, you should be carrying enough money 

to help when you reach Rome: if not. things 

get harder. The plot thickens even more later 

on, until eventually it stiffens up altogether 

and you have to throw it out. 

The thing that separates Rome AD92 from 

Robin Hood the most (apart from 12 months) 

is that Rome AD92 is funny. Although the plot 

is fairly serious there's a thread of sarcasm and 

irony running through the game, not to men- 

tlon a sprinkling of slapstick and a long thin 

cone of self-mockery. The names are straight 

out of Up Romper. the two consuls of Rome 

are called Seganus Megadrivus and Nintendos 

Gtmeboiis What a great gag. The lawyer is 

called Habeas Corpus, and there's a weapon 

seller called Mafioso. As they wander about, 

the other characters come up with some pre¬ 

cious comments, and at one point you wander 

I beg your pardon? Oh 

I see, the dice, Roman 

taverns were appar¬ 

ently dismal places 

where disenchanted 

groups of young men 

would hold al l-day 

dice-throwing ses¬ 

sions before having a 

nice long nap. 

Romani ite domum 
As mentioned, six sub-plots make up the 

game, lust to add that special touch of 'What 

am I doing here?*, you aren't given specific 

instructions as to what you're meant to be 

doing in any of them. So in the first section, 

set in the quaint fishing village of 

Herculaneum, you're given the job of deliver¬ 

ing a message to the consul in the far west of 

the town. That's easily enough done with the 

aid of the map, but then you find yourself 

wandering about doing nothing in particular. 

Until Mount Vesuvius erupts and the whole 

town heads for the boats. 

into a meeting of the Senate who are dis¬ 

cussing putting a flyover on the Appian Way. 

Alright, it's not rib-iickling but the humour 

gives ihc game much more humanity. The sec¬ 

tion in the manual on the history of Rome is 

genuinely funny. 

Thanks to Unde Remus 
The graphics are detailed, much more so than, 

say. Populous 2 (which Rome AD92 resembles 

now and again). The music and samples aren't 

outstanding, although they work fine. 

Unfortunately, the font in the speech bubbles 

is hard to read and the characters are tiny. 

Occasionally, positioning Hector is fiddly; he 

heads for the destination and suddenly veers 

off on his own. ending up walking round in 

circles, which is good for a laugh. 

Rome AD92 has a Jot to offer. It's not too 

difficult, but then again (almost spoolrily) it's 

not too easy either. The graphics are impres¬ 

sive. the gameplay's laced with a deadly 

humour, hut it's definitely a one-play-only 

game - when it’s done, it’s done. A lot like the 

Roman Empire, itself really. 

Ed Ricketts 

Rome AD92 
Millennium ■ £24.99 

• Detailed scenery graphics are let down by 

ihc small and hadh animated characters. 

• The six sections make the name easier to 

play than if it was in one big lump. 

• Scrolling and musing around tan sometimes 

be awkward* 

• f»reat sense of humour. Just like i p Pompei, 

only it's funny. 

• ‘Discover it fur yooracIT garm-plav makes it 

more interesting. 
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1.3/2.04 ROM SHARER - ONLY £4 7 QQ 
KJCKSTART ROM 1.3 £34 94 2.04 CALL ** ' ' ,WW 

WITH CLOCK £19.95 NO CLOCK £17.95 
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GAME REVIEW KTd 

The secret agent with the golden 

crispy coating, the stiff upper flip' and 

no end of other sad puns returns in an 

eight-event, multi-player, 

joystick-pummeling sports game. 

Surely everyone knows who James Pond 

is? Well, Juki in case there are a few of 

you oul there yet to he introduced to the 

FX5.H agent, here are the facts: James Pond is 

(there's no getting away from the fact) a cod: 

his arch enemy is the infamous Dr Maybe 

(think about that one) and this is James's third 

adventure. James is to Millennium what Sonic 

is to Sega, Mario is to Nintendo or Cliff 

Richard is to the record-buying public - you 

just know that you'ne going to get another 

dose of the nauseating little superstar at least 

once a year (normally around Christmas). 

Bui just like Mario, Sonic and Cliff, the 

product is always of an exceptional high qual¬ 

ity. if somewhat lacking in cutting-edge 

butchness. Although The Aquatic Games 

marks James’s third appearance, it would be 

Meet the Aquahats. 

Hardly ’the dream 

team' by any stretch 

of the imagination, 

but perfectly suited to 

the events that lie 

ahead of them. The 

question is. are you? 

The Aquatic 
Games 

94 AND NOW OVER TO OUR MAN ON THE POOLSIDE... CUE DAVID! 
. . err. Quite remarkable, etc. There are eight events to have a bash at, all have a decidedly ’fishy' feel and here they come: 

1. The 100m Splash 

This is a standard right-left joystick 
destroyer that sees James race 
against F-Fortesque frog across land 
and water. It will probably be made 
illegal in the year 2020 once it is 
realised how many gamesplayer's 
wrists were knackered in the 1990s. 

2, Kipper Watching 

This is a lovely game. You play the 
part of Ceceelia the seal. She must 
protect her sleeping seal friends 
from the balls that are carelessly 
flung around the beach. The longer 
she can bounce the balls away from 
her chums* the more she scores. 

5, Feeding Time 

Freddie 5tarfish must scuttle up and 
down the pier feeding his fishy 
friends with all sorts of tasty good¬ 
ies in a bid to prevent them being 
tempted by the bait at the end of the 
fisherman's lines. Starts slowly, gets 
fast and furious very quickly. 

If there are only supposed to be 
seven original novels ever written, it 
doesn’t bode well for the possible 
number of original, fish-related sports 
games. In this game James has to 
flick limpets, catch them then throw 
them at the balloons above his head. 

3. Hop, Skip and Jump 

Another joystick pommeling extrava¬ 
ganza complete with the tried and 
trusted Jhold-fireHintil-you-reach-the- 
optimum-angle-of-45 ' sting in its 
tail. Work that power-meter up to 
max and then pump on the fire but¬ 
ton to make F-fortesque jump. 

4. The Bouncy Castle 

~ * 

■» / 

ttm nmn.iV3111 WiMlB 
In multi-event sports games there's 
always one that is hard to get the 
hang of, and this is it, James has to 
bounce from sponge to sponge 
(easy), to earn points, spin (easy), 
somersault (hard), double backward 
somersault (IT) for two minutes. 

7, Tour de Grass 

J 

_ & 

IfefckJ MW _ . 
tuai strait* i< ..flrt u:u:u 

Yes, it's Mark the shark on a unicycle 
(told you things were getting ridicu¬ 
lous) in another joystick pummeling 
(this time you must move your joy¬ 
stick round and round, up, up-right 
right down-right etc) race to a finish 
line, Mark the shark - excellent stuff. 

8. Leap Frog 

F-Fortesque frog again in an event 
that resembles the high-hurdles more 
than any leap-frog I've ever played. 
Keep the speed up and hit jump to 
clear the obstacles. If your hands 
aren’t about to fall off after that you 
must be Robocop or something. 



SPORT FOR PC 

Thm Aquattc Games may wall ba a different sort of game to James's previous appearances, but the 

characters and co-stars are just as animated and as goofy as in the original James Pond or Robocod. 

Here we see poor F-Fortesque Frog being told he's a failure. Just look at the poor chap! 

wrong lo think of his latest outing as James 

Pond J:The Aquatic Games is a departure 

from his usual style of game - both the origi¬ 

nal James Pond game and the truly excellent 

James Pond 2\ Code name Rohocod were 

ihmugh-and-through plat formers. No, James 

Pond 3 has yet lo 

be unveiled. 

But let’s not 

get too far ahead 

of ourselves. Let's 

see what The 

Aquatic Games is 

all about. Disk in, 

power-on and let’s start swimming... 

Ready for wrist action? 
Here's the framework: the Games comprise 

eight (plus two bonus) separate events. Some 

require timing and forethought* some require 

lightning-fast reflexes and some merely 

require an embarrassingly quick wrist action. 

Either one, two. three or four players can 

play at any one time, although ihere's no 

actual head-to-head option (each player lakes 

it in turn to have a bash at each event, ihc 

scores and/or times arc compared and then it’s 

on to the next). 

In a multi-player game, each player gets to 

control one of four teams, they are The Swamp 

Bay Splashers (coached by Steve Clam), The 

Hilly Island Hoppers, Flappy's Flyers and The 

Deep Sea Dippers, Each team comprises a 

selection of wacky characters suited to each 

particular event. 

So is this game as good as Rohocod, 

James* Iasi game? Well it wouldn't be right to 

compare them - they're both excellent exam¬ 

ples of two completely different genres. The 

only connection bemeen the two games is 

Pond himself and the a palling puns that litter 

the instruction manual and game presentation. 

Rohocod was a classic, 

expansive plat form-'em- 

require up: The Aquatic Games 

is a completely different 

some kettle of fish (sorry}. Bui 

each event is welt 

designed* the graphics 

are truly excellent, the 

multi-player element is always a welcome 

insertion (although ii*s a shame there’s no real 

head-to-head dual-player mode) and there 

are records to be broken and high-score tables 

to be nurthered. 

So yes. 77ic Aquatic Games comes almost 

as highly recommended as Rohocod did in 

Amiga Format's December Issue Iasi year, but 

for completely different reasons. If you are a 

sociable type of person who likes to play 

games with your friends, then you really 

shouldn’t missout on the chance to try test 

your sk-gitls with James and friends, 

Neil West O 

The Aquatic Games 
Millennium ■ £25.99 

• Fight (plus two bonus) cicnls lt> get 

to grips h n h, 

• One. two, three or four players can take 

part at once. 

"Some events 

forethought, 

need fast reflexes** 

A delighted Pond gets the better of F-Fortesque 

Frog in the 100m Splash. F-Forteique it gutted. 

• Luvely graphics, ureal animation and slick 

presen tai ion* 

• Groovy 4albeit in a fishy style) sound effects* 

• .Solid gam* design. 

Play a round 
All year 
round 

It s raining cats and dogs outside, but it's a beautiful 
crisp Spring day on the Torrey Pines Golf Course. 

You approach the tee, driver in hand. Gazing down 
the fairway, you notice every feature of this classic Pacific 
Ocean Links course* 

The Cha llenge of Golf takes 
you to a new level of realism* You 
can almost smell the grass, feel 
the silky putting surfaces and 
take in the fresh sea air* At 
times, you'll w ant to replace the 
divots, until you remember it's 
only a game. 

But WOW, what a game! 

And now, as well as the 256 
colour 3D PC graphics, you can 
experience Links on Amiga* 
featuring exclusive HAM MODE 
graphics and digitised sound 

So, put on your sun 
visor and practice your 
swing* You're next on 
the tee* 

Available on: PC 
(VGA or MCGA, 640k 

and Hard disk required. 
Supports: AdLib™, 

SoundBlaster™, MSound™sound 
cards), AMIl LVHard Drive and 1 Meg of RAM required. 

Access Software, Inc* 1991 All rights reserved. 

A serious 
U.S. Gold Ltd,, Uni Li IX Halford Way. Hoi ford, 

Birmingham Bti TAX, Tel 021 625 3Wit 

PC experience 
aciEEHurarc m 0«L.r intexdcdtose uLimutnxor iw juu> mot mi scum cnnra whh-h wait vmy 

cceu*M*AWt ww.es nrrEttxr rcrouTs n qtJunr iUttMtuawi amd mu snutcr la the ctwirm srciWATwra 



BECAUSE HOW YOU PLRV 

IS AS IMPORTANT RS 

MHHT VOU PLRV, 

FUTURE PUBLISHING 

ANNOUNCESR 

MAGAZINE THRTBRINGS 

VOU THE BEST OF BOTH. 
The Super Nintendo: The world's best 
games machine, worked on by the world’s 
best programmers. This year it’s been the 
hot item to talk about, next year it'll be the 
one machine you simply have to own. 

Super Play magazine: Brought to you by 
Europe’s leading publisher of games maga¬ 
zines, Super Play will be the best because 
Future magazines have always been the 
best. 

NINTENDO MAGAZINE 

Super Play. Catch the excitement for yourself. First issue October 1st. 



AT ECU,WE TAKE YOUR 
GAME P1AYING SERIOUSLY 

EUROPEAN COMPUTER USER Units A2/A3 Edison Road St Ive*. Huntingdon, Cambridge, P£17 4U. 
t-phone 0460 498889, Fax 0460 496379. Office hours Monday to Friday 9.00am to 6.00pm. Answer machine operates outside 

hours. Personal callers welcome, Credit card orders charged only on despatch of games (no surcharge). Allow 5 working 
iays from receipt of order for cheque clearance. Please make cheques, postal orders and international money orders (sterling 
*r»y) payable to EUROPEAN COMPUTER USER 
A* terns featured are SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. All prices are subject to change without notice. E&O E AH orders are dealt 
* -ri immediately provided the goods are in stock at the time of your order being processed- However, we may lake up lo a 
emumum of 28 days lo deliver from receipt ol order, with the exception of overseas orders which make take longer 
►: ST and PACKACINCi UK, 75p per item 2nd Class, £1,50 per item 1st Class, £1 80 per Item 1st class recorded- EEC £2.75 per 
bffl, non EEC 0,75 per item, Express Air mail £4 75 per Item, tf you do not wish your details to be added to our database for 

other direct mall, including regular issues of ECU magazine, please tick the box on the form - 
| provided, or tell us when you calf. 
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AQUATIC GAMES MILLENNIUM 16,99 
ASHES Of EMPffiE MIRAGE 22.99 
0ATTIECHESS STAR PERFORMERS 9,99 
BEAST 3 PSYGNOSIS 19.99 
CIVILIZATION MICROPROSE 23,99 
CFtAZY CARS 3 TITUS 16-99 
CURSE QFENCHANTlA CORE 22,99 
EPIC OCEAN 10-99 
EYE Of THE BEHOLDER 2 US GOLD 21. SO 
F16 COMBAT PILOT ACTION IE 
FALCON ACTION 16 11.89 
FORMULA ONE GP MICROPROSE 
GOBLIIINS DREAM FACTORY 16-99 
GOLDEN AXE TRONIX 8.99' 
GRAHAM TAYLORS FOOTBAa KRtSAUS 16.99 
HAlRffi DOMARK 7? gq 

WDY JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS US GOLD 25.56 
ISHAR SILMARILS 17,99 
JAGUAR XJ220 CORE 16.90 

—i £ 
— £ JAMES POND GBH 8.99 
D O 
U* IJ y^. JOHN MADDENS FOOTBALL ELECTRONIC ARTS 16.99 

3 V >* uJ ar KGB VIRGIN 19,99 

ZS< LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5 SIERRA 24.99 

a < a LINKS DATA DISKS US GOLD 12,99 
< U- UJ 
U o u LINKS US GOLD 24.50 
<z? LIVERPOOL GRANDSLAM 16.99 

LOTUS3 FINAL CHALLENGE GREMLIN 1699 

2 Z2 LURE Of THE TEMPTRESS VIRGIN 
vi 5 
3 vi i MANUTQ GBH si 99 
Z, h- kJ K qC MONKEY ISLAND 2 US GOLD 25.50 
m, ir 

MYTH SYSTEM 3 16,99 
C CL CL NORTH AND SOUTH HIT SQUAD 6,99 
CV LU O PAC ISLANDS TEAM YANKEE 2 EMPIRE 19.99 a? >- 
o # ^ PGAf ELECTRONIC ARTS 19.99 

u S < 
PINBALL DREAMS 21 ST CENTURY 16,99 

S<9 PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE GREMLIN 22,99 
sfg POPULOUS STAR PERFORMERS 9.99 
ft £ «■> PREMIERE CORE 29.99 
£ s => PROJECT X TEAM 17 16,® 
2 *| d SENSIBLE SOCCER MINDSCAPE 16.99 

h S 5 shuttle VIRGIN 19,99 
v ^ w 

Lj? o STRIKER RAGE 16,99 L— L/l P- 
5 a THE GAMES 92 OCEAN 19.99 
3 3 0 
... S M THE PERFECT GENERAL UBISOFT 21,99 
kil yj V 
X -J i TITUS THE FOX TITUS 16,99 

TROOOLERS STORM 16.99 
VROGM LSI SOFT 16.99 

a: a i. WC LEADER80AR0 KIXX 8.99 
UJ O V 
> z <£ W12KID OCEAN 16.99 
O < 3 VIKINGS KRISALIS 16.99 

« < % ZOOL GREMLIN 16.90 
t U £ 
Z s= O COMPILATIONS 

O i u AIR SEA SUPREMACY suns0MCE.aiw.wKS KawMiwmT 19.99 
CC < CC 
U* - ' —j AWARD WINNERS POPULOUS. KJCK OFF 2. PIPEUAMA ANDSPACE ACE 16.99 1— —J 
" V o DIZZYS EXCELLENT ADVS sfELUOue dizzy . < on® kzyg«s 16.99 
lu ? 
F“ SOCCER STARS WCXOFFJ. GAZZA2 E«**S-UPROSES0CC8 16.99 
ri O ce 
^ V O 

THE ADVENTURERS 1CORPCMTOL SUPIOBCIW HUNia 16.99 

V -J u- RAINBOW COLLECTION f* IV W STOP’ &«S ■ 5.EBU rOERi 13.99 

X < DOUBLE CONFRONTATION FRSTSWrWMUtfSHMWM 19.99 
l- t FOUR WHEEL DRIVE LOTUS TWO, TAB SUZIXL CEUCA, COMBO RACER 10.99 

Q QUEST FOR ADVENTURE tOYJBfSLft'OPPO STEALTH SVELNSTEfflS 22,99 
HEAD TO HEAD MGS Sira Ri3»MFl9 STEALTH 

NAME 
ADDRESS 



LC 100 Colour ITTIl 
1C200 Colour 
ZA200 Colour 
ZA250 Colour 

\24-20 Mono 
24-100 Mono 
[24-200 Mono 
[24-2(10 Cc lour 
24-200* C olour 

LCtl 0/2* Monk £4. *9 

LCIOCclour £5,99 
LC100 Aflono £6.f> 
LC 100 C olour £12.^9 
LC 200 A lono £6.^9 
LC200 Colour i‘!2.49 

LC24/100Mcno [c6.^9 
LC 24/100 Co our £12,99 
LC 24/200 Me no £6.^9 
LC 24/200 Co our !112.^9 
XB Rang i Mor o £6-^9 
XB Rang» Cole ur i!12.99 

1 i 0D+ Monc 
Sv rift 9 Monc 
Swift 9 CoIol r 
ProDot 0* Mono 
Pr>Dof O* Colour 

Swift 2('0 Mono 
Sv^ift 2(0 Cc lour 
$wiFt 2^ 0 M< no 

Swift 2^0 Colour I 
and wh 1st sleeks le st 
Svrift 2d 4 Colour 
Svdft 2aE Co our 
Pnxdot ':4* Mono 
Prodof i!4* Colour 

120D+ Mono 
Sw ift 9 A Lono 
Sw iff 9 (dour 
12 4D M :>no 

2C 0/24) Mono 
2C 0/24) Coloui 
224/24: Mono 
224/241! Cole ur 

Coll us now for a GREAT DEAL 
on a GREAT NEW AMIGA ihot s 

just ifie thing to start you oFfl 

[alt tKcept tB) 
£99 

des 24/20Dor XE 
24/; oo ot m 

SUPER HIGH 
SPEC AMIGA 

V>Afvj 

from 
To open the door to a World of Fantasy there IS only one affordable Direction... 

tons 

Merlin Express can supply just about every Amigo within the ronge along with a variety 
of additional specifications [eg. extra hard drive, more memory etc.]. Commodores new 
A600 range of Amigos now replaces the old A5G0 and 500 Plus models with the 

Following advantages,,, 
Smart Card Slot [for future expansions & 

programs on Smart Card which load quicker 
r , 4R „ than disk based equivalents] Built in 
\(*\ Television Modulator Small "Desktop 
^r Footprint11 to save space Built to the latest 

/ i A ' "Surface Mounted Technology11 standards 
W. ^ ■ - Easy access joystick ports Built in Hard Disk 

Drive Controller for later addition of internal Hard 
** * Disk Drives and. For total peace of mind,,, 

r > FREE 12 MONTHS ON SITE IN-HOME 
/ % ^ MAINTENANCE WARRANTY SERVICE IS 

# ^ SIMPLY A PHONE CALL AWAY 

MH 

siitsitp 
Star SJ48* Inkjet 
Star laser4* 
Star Laser4* Starscript 
Citizen PN48* Inkjet 

Introduction to the World of Amiga... 

Keyboard, with 3,5* Floppy Disk Drive, 
Mouse, Leads, Manuals, Workbench 
Disks & Whilst Slacks Last... 

DELUXE PAINT il plus: 
A Great MYSTERY GAME too 111 

All this for over £100 LESS lhan the cost 

Games Pack with Keyboard, 
Floppy Drive, Mouse, Leads, 
Workbench Disks and THREE 
IERD AND WICKED'gam**,.. 
fCROPROSE GRANDTOL.^ CITIZEN 24PIH 

CITIZEN 

lOOCote. Address Labek 
1 Amiga Driver Disk [quote 

with a printer 

for £17.99 
separately) iiuen when ordering] 

EPIC from Ocean MYTH from System 3 ROME from Millenium 

TRIPLE LANGUAGE TRIVIAL PURSUIT from Domark DELUXE PAINT IN 
AMIGA TEXT Word Processor] F7VE LANGUAGE DICTIONARY 

—Prinler Freebies— 
With Dot Matrix Printers* from Merlin 
you get a Quality Dust Cover, Cable 
to your Amiga and a Two Part Printer 

Stood ALL FREE Of CHARGEt 
[Dust covers are not available for 

any printer marked thus (*(] 

H0IT1 OVER CSS sepaialelij! 

citizen 

ASK US ABOUT STAND ALONE AMIGA 
A600HD's WITHOUT A SOFTWARE BUNDLE 

[SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY! 

If you need an even more serious Amiga, * 

take a look at the A1500 range or ask us 

about A3000's supplied to your own * 

specifications at amazingly competitive prices. 

Upgrade to 2Mb for only 
Philips CM8B33/II only 
Tok* CtOoff the price of TV/Momtors 
AND THERE ARE OTHER 'SPECIALS 111 

Hardware and larger items are 
despatched fay courier at a cos of 
either i‘,9) for a nest working 

day senict or Ah,00 for two 

working days Saturday delivery 

is available at just a 12.00, 

Smaller items are normally 

posted and all goods are 
generally despatched on day of 
payment clearance. 

Merlin are happy to supply BFPQ it 

Expert markets|YAT usually deducted] 
Delivery charges vary from UK and, all 
warranties are for T K unh. 

Hardware warranties aifow fix 3U days refund or repbirmcni Mfeti to 
numifjiturer*iuokx** ctci After Vj dais & vmhm il mmths *4 pure hue faults 
are nvUikd hy rck-vant makers repair xhemr> software & Miull iknis urn 
vanuu> warranties. pfew ask for details Gtajds whurti tam an un-Mkr ipujanUY 
are attended to hy the makers turn nemuruted senior agents 

AH mformaUMi h correct at Lime of gumg In press. E&OE Even dl i n n made to 
ensure the mionruijufi m this advert n> ixerevt. hut yuu sihiukt always curiisro 
any offers, prices, a\ jiLiduy eu . PRIOR to pin in^ ymir irder le reserve the 
nsh« to alter pnxfoct prices i« specdkaim wuIkku pner ntimt Ipkaw: nre 
prices real fluctuate up OR duwi^L Gcnids are r>r supplied on a toal hist* 

Payment may be made by Swiicfo 

Access, Visa. Cheque fplea.se alkw T 

working days ftx cicaranceL Hank cr a 
Buikiing Society' Draft [which require 

nodcararvttl Postal OnierMX cash. 
Express 

Tel: 0602 441442 
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MIS C ELI \ N E O 
Mduse M its, hig h quoli ty 8fnn 
Du I Cove rs( iHli IK viry i gooc qudit 
we I finish ad ccwsrs for nost major he 
item [Don't confuse the w with inforic 
Disk Store ge Bo?es, 80 copoc ty 
Disk Libra y Casr k 10 :apacil y 
JOYSTICKS AN!) M 
Ful range of joy licks Fr >m LO jIC3 
& (1UKX OV ph s otha *phon s- us! 
Zidshck A Lftofire 
Kofis Spadking ik 4 A500Grimes 
and more,,. 
Joystick Ej tension Leads 
Rd JoSKift [oysticl /Mou:e swifc her 
Nc tsho Woose v ith hoi ter, n> itr 
arwI Operation S eahb s jftwari 
Sqi pik Mkroswiic led M me 
MONITOR AC C Ei SO 
a ,8833 MICI Ti f/SwivM StonrJ 
CA.8833 MKIIT ii/Swh el Stand 
An i Glare Screens, 14* 
Rot ge of Work sic Hons m e feature ihw 
MODE A S & COMMUNICAT 
Rqrge of F *CE m is a*oi able to order \ 
P I I N ’ E R A C I £ S 5 O R 
2 PartPra er Stord 
10 X) She fc Con inuous Paper 
20p0 Sbefts Con imms Paper 
B I A N 11 D S / D [ DHKE 
10 off unf *ande i certffi ed disl s 
wit i o lib ory ca e and labels 
Pfo mg us or lorg er qua tfity pf ces 

Sirppfy ettoehr i 
of your Amiga 

Simply attaches into the side pal 
of your t\m\ga A500/A50Q Plus. 
All units ore 4')MHi and -;ome 
wi h 1 Ms. of H2&rt lAMinstolhd 
52Mb.- Mb. (AM £b: 
123Mb 1Mb. RAM £71 
243Mb. 1Mb. RAM £?j 
68 382M< ths Cc Prooes or £jC 
fFo use wfhConbds] 

PHONE FOR RANGE OF 
EDUCATIONAL S/W 

D/40(jdpi £109.99 
oftwore 

jtlOO/ £136.99 
Greys with software 

32 Grey Shadej with £ 
D4 ATAscpn Profession 

203/300/400 dpi 64 

t ■ 

Improve your Amigos output and 
o clear display,,* no more eyes 
either a specific monitor eg. CM 
a Philips TV Monitor [far higher 
than domestic TV's giving almo 
quality but, with the odded adv 
television pictures loo]. 

HERE TODAY - m om machine that con 
access a wealth of Amiga software as 
well as CDTV titles and CD Music 
Contains Amiga CDTV Unit, Keyboard, 
Moose. Commodore 3.5* Disk Drive, 
Remote Controller Workbench Disks and 

o Welcome CD f fT / fi fi fi 
Only i.ti t ri #rJ ti 

Ask about pack with CDTV Unit, 
Welcome Disk, Remote Hufchmsons 

WordwoTh Word Processor 
Pen Pol [UK] Word Proc, [or just 
£34.99 with a Printer or Amiga!] 
New Final Copy-1 UK VERSION WP 
not o cheap US import! [or just £59.99 with 
an Amiga or Printer!) 
Pogesefler II DTP 
Opus Di rectory 
Various Fonb/CKp Ajt/Tsmpbtes He. 
Protext Version 4.3 
Gold Disk Offiee-DB, DTP, S/Sh 
NEW! 11 Mini GfficfrWP, S/Sheef, 
DBase, Disk Manager, Graphics 
Superbase Personal 2 
Scald Professional Fully Featured 
Deluxe Point 4 - Paim Package 
Dig i view Modulation inc. Olgi 
View Gold 4, DigiPoint 3, Ebn Performer 2 
LOTS MORE TITLES AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE 

llrrlir rrirmrors Pnr.hE 
Add a Sorcefors pock to yoo, Amiga for 
EXIHA VALUE, choose from... 

Sorcerors Pack 1: £19.83 
Mouse Mat, Dust Cover, TO Blank Disks, 
Disk library Case, Quality Joystick 

Simms Pick 2; €29/99 
Amiga Games Pack. A!! good professional 
software NOT cheap PD software... 
Datastorm/Dungeon Quest/E-Motion/KidGloves/ 
Grand Monster Slam/Powerploy/RVF Honda/ 
Shuffte Puck Cole/Micf oprose Soccer /Tower of 
Bobel/Cosino Routette/Skidoo, Saint & Greovsie/ 
20000 leggues/Tabfe Tennis/ GFA Basic Prog. 
Prices ore when purchased with on Amiga 

tons 
Order'-Line 

WHY MERLIN? 
fteinemlaer when you purchase Ivueii Merlin youll receive -i 
cumpkie unii with wcnihinft yuull need t o get uki going 

str.iijjlii away lie with a printer* you uuiomatkully get j 
dust cover, lead uih! vund freek 

W luifi compiling prices please leittember to coaskkt 
what you get INCLUDED in iIhj price iVom <xir 

compclitOFS...at Merlin ytxi get the h** 

Express 

Express Limited 
t nit C~ The Ropewalk Industrial Centre. 

Station Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshiie, DE7 ^>HX 

Telephone: 0602 4 +1442 FAX; (X7)2 440141 

ions 
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GAME REVIEW 

After the marriage of the Amiga and 

snooker worked so well with Jimmy 

White's, can the same be done with 

the supposedly 'more accessible' pool? 

Archer b 
MacLeair: 
Pool Ordinary Eight Ball rales, which are probably the same as the ones you play down the pub. Here 

Nutts is lining up a shot and selecting the strength of the shot by adjusting the length of the cue. 

T here haven’t been many good pool 

and snooker games written for the 

Amiga, and ifs not difficult to see 

why. Translating what is essentially a game 

thai should be played while you're down the 

pub, under the influence of alcohol, on to the 

relatively clinical environment of ihe Amiga is 

well! nigh impossible. 

Last year, though, a breakthrough in com¬ 

puter potting came with ihe arrival of Jimmy 

White's Whirlwind Snooker from Virgin 

Games, Written by Archer MaeLean. who was 

previously responsible for such excellent 

games as Oropzone and international Karate. 

the game was widely acclaimed by Amiga 

gamers every where. To such an extent, in fact, 

that it is still in the top 20 full-games as 1 

write this! 

Now, Virgin and Archer have teamed up 

again (to the delight of Amiga-owning pool 

playersl to produce Archer MacLcan\\ Pool, 

(f you don't know already. Whirlwind Snooker 

was a first-person 3D game which made use of 

polygons to draw the table and the balls. The 

table could be rolled around using the mouse, 

and so viewed from any angle, and you could 

also zoom in and out at will. The table could 

even be tilted so that you could take a look at 

the ball positions from above. Basically, it w as 

“ Again Archer has really gone to 

town on the features: Pool is very 

addictive and easy to play " 

a superb game which played well and had 

loads of options. 

For Pool, Archer has taken the same code 

as be used in Snooker, taken the snookery bits 

out and put the pool bits in, and some more. 

Gone are the 15 reds and seven colours* and in 

are ihe pool-hall setups of seven reds, seven 

yellows and a black (8 ball). 

We're going to pot 
As w ith Snooker, the game is controlled using 

the mouse in conjunction with a number of 

icons in a menu bar at the edge of the screen 

(see panel below). The menu may be moved to 

above or to the left of the main play area, 

depending on your preference. 

When you*re lining up a shot, adding top- 

spin or screw to the cueball is easy by clicking 

on the appropriate arrow next to the cueball 

icon. If you*re not sure about the line of a shot, 

then help is at hand from a projected Line 

opiion, which is useful for doubles or plants. 

Afler these options are set. the strength of shot 

must be chosen by lengthening or shortening 

the cue icon. To shoot, just click on the cue 

ball icon, and let your Amiga do the rest. 

THE RULES OF POOL 
Archer Maclean’s Pool offers you not one but three different types of pool rules. Here's what they are ail about. 

NINE BALL USA TOURNAMENT 

Nina Sail: mainly featured to make the OS players feel 

at home. But where * the blue bainT 

EIGHT BALL UK COIN-OP 

This is the one you normally play In your local pub 
with the pocketfuls of 20 pees. 

EIGHT BALL USA BAR TABLE 

Another set of American rules* but this time It's only 

Eight Ball. Plenty of research has gone into this game. 

Played with nine numbered balls. All the balls 
must be potted in numerical order, unless they are 
hit in a 'plant' (ie the cue ball hits the lower ball 
first which goes on to hit and pot another ball). 

The idea is to pot the nine ball first so if you 
can manage to pot this using a plant then you 
have won the game. If a foul is committed you 
don't get two shots, but the cue ball is allowed to 
be moved anywhere on the table. 

Played with seven-red balls, seven yellow balls 
and a black (eight) ball, the aim of this version of 
the game is for each player to pot all of one set of 
colours followed by the Eight Ball. 

If you commit a foul( your opponent will get 
two shots, and you may position the cue ball any¬ 
where in the 'DMf the black ball is potted before 
all the balls of the player's colour have been sunk, 
then irs 'Game Over' and time to leave the hall. 

This has basically the same rules as the British 
coin-op version except that at the end of the game 
you must name the packet that the eight ball is to 
be potted into. 

Like Nine Ball, you don't get two shots when a 
foul is committed, but the cue ball may be placed 
anywhere in the top quarter of the table, ready 
for you to line up a shot - which is going to be a 
definite advantage. 



/Tli GAME REVIEW 

This ti Nine Ball mode, which is my favourite of the three types. Here you most attempt to pot the Because lh* pockets are much larger than in 

Nine Bail, but you can't hit it directly without potting the others first. Life's not all roses, y'know. Snooker, the white often disappears. 

Depending on the position of the cue ball on 

Ihe table* some shots are more difficult to play 

than others. For instance, if the cue ball is 

placed up against a cushion and then it must be 

played away, then the cue may only be aimed 

at the top of the hall - just like real pool. It's 

touches like this which add a huge amount of 

realism to the game. 

enables you to tweak the rules so that you can 

play the way you usually play. This is an 

important feature, because depending on where 

you are in the country, you will play slightly 

different rules* such as only one shot when a 

foul is committed on the black hall, or naming 

a pocket and sticking to it. It s little features 

like this which make the game so play able. 

Pot plant 
Again, Archer has gone to town on the fea¬ 

tures. As well as measuring the dimensions of 

real life pool tables, and including them in the 

game, he has also researched the actual current 

American pool-hall rules. Not only are the UK 

Eight-Ball rules included* but also the USA 

Eight-Bull and tournament Nine Ball rules (see 

panel on previous page). Each type plays dif¬ 

ferently, and follows the rules perfectly. 

Hardened pool addicts may not like the 

fact that the numbers on the balls don't rotate 

while the balls are rolling, which is especially 

noticeable when playing nine ball, I personally 

don't find this a problem* and 1 would imagine 

that including the feature would slow the game 

down considerably. 

Another feature that Pool has over 

Snooker is in the number of opponents avail¬ 

able, Whereas Smmker had four, Pool has 30* 

and each one has a different playing ability. 

Their skills at pool are instantly recognisable 

by their names (such as 'Jimmy Brill', who is 

an excellent player, and 'Daft Debbie' who is 

not), so choosing an opponent to match your 

skills as you progress through the game 

shouldn't be difficult. It's still much better to 

play against human opponents* of course* but 

then that's the same with all multi-player 

games (sec Page 66). 

A tournament facility is provided which 

enables up to eight players to play together, 

with one or more may be set up as computer 

opponents from the 30 available* Because this 

obviously takes a long lime to complete* it is 

possible to save and load the relevant data so 

that you can continue at a later date. The save 

option can also be used for ordinary games 

and trick shots. 

There's even an option included which 

Pot luck 
After a while, aiming a shot becomes very 

easy, and you find yourself becoming really 

engrossed in the game. If you're playing 

against the computer* you must try and plan 

vour shots especially carefully, because most 

of the 30 opponents are very clinical, robotic 

players who will make you pay for miscalcu¬ 

lated shots. 

The pockets are a lot bigger on Pool than 

on Snooker, and the table is a lot smaller - so 

this makes it a game which is much easier to 

play than its predecessor. People who arc 

bored quickly with Snooker because if s too 

slow and difficult will have a whale of a time 

THE CONTROLS AT A GLANCE 

Box of many tricks, 

inducting player 
nam#, required ball 

colour, and exactly 

what is required for 

play to continue 
after a foul - eg 
Place the cue ball 

1 Go to cue ball 

2 View tine 

3 Disk options 

4 Chalk cue 
5 Add follow 

through 

6 Score 

info/Advise the 

best shot 

Change cue power 

Zoom in 

Zoom out 

NUTTS 

■| H 
* V? 
J9 9* 

TO" •*>» 

f .-H 
i ■ l i f-m 

FLAC€ TH€ 
CU€ BALL 

HflFF 

7 Left-hand side 

9 Take shot 

9 Bight-hand side 

10 Overhead icons 
11 Add screw-back 

12 Select plan view 

Tilt table up 

or down 

Change cueing angle 
left or right 

Opponent's name 

and other details 

with Pool, but fans of the original game may 

find it a little too easy. This applies to pool in 

real life loo* though* so if s not a reflection on 

the quality of the game. 

5o w hat more can I say? Ptml is a very' 

addictive game with loads of nice touches 

which make it very' easy to play and* unlike 

some games, it doesn't leave you frustrated 

because thc-computcr has ‘cheated'. It follows 

each set of rales exactly* and the large number 

of opponents with different levels of skill 

mean that even the novice pool player will feel 

instantly at home. 

People who have played Whirlwind 

Snooker before will not find anything new 

graphically because, ultimately, it is a very 

similar game* but some would argue that it 

uses the same tried-and-trusted formula which 

made the original game a classic. Some expe¬ 

rienced pool players may w hinge that the 

numbers on the balls don't move when the 

balls do* but thafs really the only thing that 

they could complain about. 

So instead of going down the pub one 

evening when ifs pouring with rain, get some 

beer and and a fewr mates and spend the 

evening playing this. You're guaranteed a 

great game, and you won't have arguments 

about who's providing the 20-pence pieces... 

Andy ftuttall I? 

Archer Mac Lean's Pool 

Virgin Games ■ £25.99 

• Good control system* and very easy to play 

even Tor Ihe novice. 

• More accessible than H htrUittd Snooker so 

even the novice will Teel at home immedl- 

aleiy with Pool. 

• Superb graphics coupled with excellent spot 

cITrct-v and sampled crowd noises. 

• Loads of options which enable the player to 

use one of three different poo] variations 
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WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Lutc 

Amiga 1500/2000 Pack 
* 1 MB System RAM * Workbench 2 04 ■ Mouse 
* Twin Floppy * Works (Platinum addition) * 
Deluxe Paint III » Home Accounts * Alf game * 
Toki game * Puzznic game • Two Python joy¬ 
sticks ■ 100 capacity lockable disk box 
* Amiga 1500/2000 Pack £489 
* A1SQO/2000 wilh 52MB HD £759 
* With 2MB Chip Memory add £ 129 

a 3000 
* 1 MB Fast Memory • I MB Chip Memory • 
25MHz Processor » S2MB HD * 100 capacity 
disk box 

£1399 

Philips 8833 MKII Monitor Star Printers Hard Drives E mulators/Accelerators 

* 14 inch high resolution colour 

display 

* High clarity stereo sound output 

* Full RGB and composite inputs 

* Free 1.5 metre long RGB cable 

* Full UK warranty 

* 3 Free games 

* Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £199 

* When purchased with 

an Amiga £189 

Star LC2D Mono 
• 180 characters per second, NLQ mode, 

multi Font, 9 pm head £144 
Star LC2D0 Colour 
• 225 characters per second, NLQ mode, 

multi font, 9 pin head £204 
Star LC24-20Q Mono 
• 222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £229 
Star LC24-200 Colour 
•222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £294 
Star AJ48 Bubble Jet 
• Quality comparable with a laser printer, 

very quiet and portable. Mams and bat 

tery powered, adaptor supplied £249 

• GVP A500/A2000 

• High quality, high reliability 

• Easily expandable memory capability 
using low power simms 

• Complete with installation software and 

power supply 

•A5O0 52MBHD £344 
• A50Q 52MB & 2MB Fast Memory £384 
• A500 52MB & 4MB Fast Memory £424 

New 
• A500 52 MB with Combo Accelerator 

40MHz £694 

• A1500/2000 52MB HD £278 
• A1500/2000 52MB & 2MB RAM £319 
• A1500/2000 52MB & 4MB RAM £359 

• The professionals and hobbyist tools 

• KCS Powerboard Emulator £179 

• GVP 286 Emulator £189 

• AT Once Emulator £176 

• 6 Force 68030 2SMHz & 1 MB £579 

• G Force 68030 40MHz & 2MB £844 

• G Force 68030 50MHz & 4MB £1179 

• G Force 68030 28MHz A3O0Q £1669 

• G force 68030 33MHz A2D00 £1669 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Music 

100 Capacity lockable disk box £4,99 
Squick mouse £13,99 
Mouse mat £2,50 
TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9,99 
10O0 colour disk labels £12 
LC2Q printer ribbon £3.49 

Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
Apache joystick £6.99 
Python joystick £9.99 
Zipstick joystick £14.99 
A50G/A50Q+ 

Internal replacement disk £39 
Vast range of leads for many 

applications - Please call 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 

unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation 

manual and the latest version of 

processing software 

• One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 

• High specification coupled with cost 

effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 

•Thru'port to printer 

• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 

• Power Hand Scanner £96.99 

• A500 Workstation £36 

*A600 Workstation £36 

* Swivel and tilt monitor stand 

for the above £5 

Ergonomically sound 

Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 

Made in the UK 

Strong and robust 

Aesthetically pleasing 

Keep your desk neat and tidy 

Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

* Highest quality stereo sound 
sampling 

• Compatible with A5QQ, 

A1 500/2000, A3O00 

• GVP Digital Sound Studio £49 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £25 
(Adds ampJifted stereo sound to the Amiga) 

• Megamix Master £37 

• Stereo Master £34 
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ilMBGM. BggEHJLl^Mltglg 
J, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) X 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
* Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England * Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus * Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips * Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling » Provides the same max. chipmem 
as the A3Q00/A600 8500+ * Increases 
addressable memory space from 9M8 to 
10MB * Complete with full instructions * 
British made 

• Pro Agnus 2M8 £139 
•Fitted £159 

Memory Expansions 
A5O0 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 

• Chip memory compatible • British made 

• Without clock £16 * With clock £19 

A50G Pro-RAM 1.5MB Memory Upgrade 
• Gives a full 2MB of internal memory £79 

A500+ 1MB Memory upgrade £39 

Supra RX500 (2MB-8MB) 
•2MB £138 • 4MB £194 * 8MB £299 

A6O0 1M B Memory upgrade £49 
10MB Memory upgrade A500 £408 

High Current Power Supply Cumana 3.5" External Drive Supra Modems Chips and Spares 

• Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

• Switch mode design 
• Full crow bar projection 
• A500, A500+ and A600 compatible 
• British Made 

High Quality 
Renowned and proven reliability 
Top notch specification 
Ant«lick 
Long moulded cable 
Slimline design 
High impact plastic 

Cumana external drive £54 

Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
Communicate with fellow computer 
users 
Cuts down on telephone bills by using 
fast efficient baud rates 
100% Hayes compatible 
Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
Standard R5232 interface 
Programmable number storage 
Free Corns sof tware 

• A500 Power supply unit 

• A590 Power supply unit 

• Cumana external drive 
+ 100 capacity disk box 

£44.95 
• Cumana external drive 

£44.95 + 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 

• Supra 2400 

• Supra 2400+ 

• Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) 

£63 • Supra v.32 BIS (Fax Modem) 

£84 
£129 
£148 
£258 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2.04 £32 
• Kickstart 1.3 £24 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap between kickstart by keyboard control) 

• Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 
• Obese Agnus 8375 £48 
• High Res Denise £29 
• 1MB x 9 Simms £22 
• 1 MB x 4 Zips £16 

•8520 CIA £12 

sales hotline 0582 49 1 949 (6 Lines) or 0480 471 1 17 
Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 

SB the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT. 
wtv Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add f 5 This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

Where To Find Us! 

Head Office 

WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 

Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mai! Bedford 

No. 16 Downstairs 

The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 

0234 218228 

Computer Mall St. Neots 

No.6 
Priory Mall Shopping Centre 

St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St. 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
Opening Soon 

84 High Street North 

Dunstable 

All prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are cut of stock due 
to demand or low stock at its suppliers. WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself. 
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GAME REVIEW 

104 

ON blast! 1 seem to 
have made a little 

boo boo. It look! a* 

though 1 have not let 

go of my stick, and 
have made a foul 

mess. 

The Carl Lewis 
Challenge 
Remember (he good of days of 8-bil 

computers and (hose wondrous games 

like Daley Thompson's Decathlon, or 

HyperSports where you waggled your joystick 

so much ihal you had to buy a new one every 

weekend? Well those days are back, with a 

new kid on the block - Carl Lewis - and his 

very own endorsed Amiga challenge. 

The game has two modes of operation: 

there is your standard waggle-and-play arcade 

mode, where all you have to do is to take lots 

of energy tablets to make sure your hand 

doesn't drop off from err,., waggling loo 

much. Then there’s the fuller game where you 

have to train your athletes to the best of their 

ability, and then waggle your joystick to reach 

that ultimate goal of w inning Gold, 

Sound's like a lot of waggling whichever 

option you choose, and indeed there is. But 

thankfully, the programmers have included a 

couple of other control methods - rhythm and 

gearing. These are designed to relieve the 

si rain on your joystick and provide you with 

the option to save your hands from repetitive 

strain injuries (RSI fact fans). 

This is a nice little ihoughi: very considerate, 

except that these control modes are actually 

quite crap and, in the end you'll simply find 

yourself reverting to good oV waggling like a 

drug on eesiasy. 

The game consists of five events - 100 

metres. MO metre hurdles* javelin* high jump 

and long jump. Now, I never knew that Carl 

Lewis competed in all these events* hut I guess 

Psygnosis are allowed a little creative licence. 

Mow is not the time 

to take a nap. At least 
the high jump bag it 

nice end soft and 

comfortable and... 

DISCIPLINE YOURSELF 
Different events require different combinations of attributes... 

This log book is used to determine who 

needs training in what discipline. Those with 

red blobs need some special attention. 

ISOTONICS 

ISOMETRICS 
ACCELERATION 
HOLLOW RUNNING 

CIRCUIT TRAINING 

FARTLEK RUNNING 

STATIC STRETCHING 
INTERVAL TRAINING 
REPETITION RUNNING 
BALLISTIC STRETCHES 

Very tough weight training for power, 
speed and agility 
Resistance weight training for power 
Stop-start for power, speed and agility 
Sprinting, pausing and repeating, for 
stamina, 
Continuous muscle exercises for stamina, 
power and agility. 
Informal fast and slow running for 
stamina and speed. 
Tough stretching exercises for agility. 
Formal fast recovery, fast run. 
Fast run, long pause and repeat for, 
Rhythm and momentum stretches* 

20.66 seconds. Rubbish. That's third place. 

Maybe I should've jumped over the hurdles,* 

The 100 metres is just a ease of a quick dash 

from one end of the athletics field In ihe other,. 

World records? Who needs 'em? 1 managed to 

do the dash of dashes in only 6.5 seconds! 

Linford would have been green. 

The hurdles arc almost exactly the same as 

I IK) metres* except that every so often, as you 

are waggling you have lo press the fire button 

to initiate a jump over a hurdle. Not difficult* 

jusi spot-on liming is all that's needed. And. at 

8*64 seconds, another world record jusi falls 

into my hands! 

Success does not come so easy in the 

javelin event. To determine the angle of pro¬ 

jection. and throw your javelin, you just 

waggle and press your button* Easy. Bui the 

officials were not on my side: all I managed 

was to get myself disqualified* Whoops! 

Aha! Now the high jump* Lovely. And it's 

quite easy: just waggle to run up to the bar 

while pressing fire lo determine the angle of 

your jump* Once m the air. just press fire to lift 

your legs over the har. I leapt a good 2,5m 

here. Excellent* Finally il\s the tong Jump - 

more waggling to determine your take-off 

angle and thai's it, I managed a super human 

15,8m here. That's 52 feet! 

But. if you’re more of a decision-maker 

than an athlete, the tactical side of the game 

might appeaJ to you more. Here you have to 

decide which event each of your athletes will 

train in* how frequently* intensely and for how 

long. (See the box on the left entitled 

'Discipline Yourself,) 

To sum up* ibis game is rather on the 

tedious side. It's far too easy to achieve World 

Record-breaking results* even with a mediocre 

team of athletes* so the incentive to get this 

game up and running again is zilch* Fd be 

more inclined to pay around £6. not £26, even 

if it is a Psygnosis game* 

Asam Ahmad 

The Carl Lewis Challenge 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 

• OK music that accompanies ihe game* Not 

quite Monscrrat and Freddie though, 

• Some good graphic touches. but it wouldn't 

win any gold medals. 

• Choice is limited: you only net five events iu 

compete in. 

• I milled gamepht)* no surialion* and there 

isn't much of a challenge here either* 

• No skill intuited in it at all. 

(ferdic! 56% 



EXPLORE THE 

WORLD OF WIZARDRY® 

BUT REMEMBER TO COME BACK! 

Ask any seasoned role-playing 

gamers about the Wizardry series, and 

they'll tell you just how deep it is. 

Wizardry 6 - Bane of the Cosmic 

Forge now goes even deeper, with over 

200 hours of gameplay, 11 character 

races, 14 professions to choose from 

and a mystical plot that weaves its 

way through a journey of wondrous 

magic and adventure. 

Not everything about Bane of the 

Cosmic Forge is fantasy ihough: its 

reviews are most certainly for real. 

HANK OF Tit rO£Ki 

V I Z A K » fi v * 

PC Review and Zero awarded 90% 

and Strategy Plus magazine s readers 

voted it "Best Role-Playing Game 

and Best Game of 1991*. Not bad 

when you consider it has never 

officially been available in the U.K. 

U.S* Gold, who brought you Eye 

of the Beholder 1 and II, know a great 

RPG title when they see one. Now 

they've signed up Sir-tech, the 

brains behind the Wizardry series, 

so that you can experience deep 

role-playing for yourself. 

! (Hu;i: cofVkiuin < it*# bt su tim sort watt is 

is A 1CG15TEX1.I) TlAPEKAlK Of SJB T |C B Sul 

But before you begin, a little 

advice from someone who knows. 

Have something to eat and drink as 

it may be sometime before you get 

another opportunity! 

A SERIOUS EXPERIENCE 
U S. Gold Ltd., Unit* 2/3 Holford Way. Holford, 

Birmingham Btt 7AX. Tel: U21 t>2f> 3366 

? AKP I> 9 B N A EJLE Y 

TAIE 1ST 

HINTS TIM 'IT CALL THI GOLO PHQNl: SPELUAMNER * PROPHECY OF THE SHADOW ■ THE SUMMONING ■ DARK SUB - EYE OF THE !EHOLDER * LEGEND OF DRRXN00N 
{EVE OF THE BEHOLDER II) • DH4C0HS OF FLAKE * HEROES OF THE LINtl TEL 0139 454 13* OPERATION STEALTH * ANOTHER WORLD * FLASHBACK • CRUISE FOR A 
CORPSE TEL 0139 614 314 UICASFILH HELPLINE - IECHUCK'5 REVENGE [HORAEV ISLAND l\ - INDIANA JDNE5 (LAST CRUSADE l FATE QF ATLANTIS; * UK MCKRACKEtt - 
MANIAC MANSION * LOOM * SECRET OF MONKEY 3SLAN0 * BATTLE QF BRITAIN TEL 0*39 4*4 133 INFORMATION LIN It 0939 434 134 * LEGENDS OF VALOUR TEL 
0139 493 344 - ACCESS HELPLINE AMAZON T(Li 0939 434 344 - SIR TECH HELPLINE CRUSADERS DF THE DARI SAVANT TIL 0934 *94 4TT 
liiiiii lliiilli li I i LCit LIB II IBIHI tn •t(f|>t HRHiaCfllM II 111 II m HNl « H«M III ■■fl’ItlH ll l« (tl KIlfHM E.«ll Ilf |tp BkI*IH EhJ|» i#l| 1|| i«f *ti»E| ill tl|«i liftfi 
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More Reasons 
to be Cheerful 

Congratulations on buying this month's issue of Amiga Format, complete 

with Devpac Amiga 2 on the cover disk. Now you can buy the full package, 

with the Commodore include files, all the software and the original manual 

for only £14.95 - or you can upgrade directly to the new, all-powerful 

Devpac 3.02 for £49.95, a saving of £20! Is that enough to put a smile on 

your face? If not, look at our other bargain offers including HiSoft BASIC 

1.05 and Extend for only £24.95 - all offers are exclusive to Amiga Formal 

readers and valid only until 31 October 1992 ... 

"Th« ultimate assembler 
language system" 

Amiga Format 
Gold 4/92 

The newest assembly-language development system for the 
Amiga. Devpac 3 is the most powerful and complete package ever 
released - just look at a selection of its features; 

• Full Workbench™ 1.3 and 2.x compatibility 

• Multi-window editor with macros, bookmarks and total 
integration making the packages joy to use for both the 
beginner and the professional programmer 

• Super-fast 68000-68040 assembler and debugger with support 
for the maths co-processor 

• Pre-assembly option makes using the Amiga includes simple 
and very, very quick 

• Assemble to memory, many assembler-control options and 
optimisations, repeat loops, output of code to executable, 
linkable or S-Record format, full listing control and much 
more makes Devpac 3 unbeatable 

HiSoft BASIC 
version 2 

SelF 

Coming soon to on Amiga near you! 

Due out in the Autumn is our latest version of BASIC for the 
Amiga, HiSoft BASIC 2f which boasts full Workbench™ 2 
compatibility, a complete range of new Libraries, A multi-window 
editor and much, much more. 

ProFlight 
from HiSoft 

ProFlight - still widely regarded as the most accurate flight 
simulator on the Amiga and now at a bargain price (see the order 
form). ProFlight features the Panavta Tornado aircraft, the fastest 
aircraft in the world at ground level, and allows you to fly 
peaceful, reconnaissance missions or to engage in fully-armed 
combat at speeds of up to Mach 1*2 at ground level. 

The package comes with a professional 190-page flight manual 
detailing all aspects of flying this exciting aircraft, including 
chapters on flight theory, ILS landing and air-to-air combat. 

HiSoft 
High Quality Software 

for more information on any of 
our products, please call HiSoft 
on 0525 718 IS 1. or fax us on 
0525 713716 or write to us at: 
The Old School, Greenfield, 
Bedford MK45 5DE UK, 

In the meantime we now offer its predecessor, HiSoft BASIC l, 
together with the Extend set of library functions at an amazing 
price (see the order form). This package has long been regarded as 
the most professional BASIC on the Amiga - and, at this price, it's 
the best value as well! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

Are you following the 
assembler programming 
article and using the K.T. and 
PP Hammer characters in 

PP Hammer your own game? Take 
advantage of this offer to see 
how they are used in the 
original games 

‘Packed with 
puzzles 4 
pf&btems. 
IttM l»CkS 
and canny 
surprises 
(Aimga 
Power 09%} 

£15.99 

Don't forget 
- submit your game 
and you might win a 

prize as well as fame!!! 

Top Banana 

% EAUA 
Addctaa and 

thoroughly 
superb 
polish and 
sure-fire detail 
makes I! a 
sure-fire 

(Micro User 
95%) 

‘The most 
bizarre, weird 
A I reeky game 
to hit the 
streets for a 
longtime 
remarkably 
addictive' 
(G&rmsX) 

See the assembler 

article! DMI Ltd 
0753 686000 

£15.99 

Special 
Order 
Farm 

at in at at s i* 
LLLLLL 



^Tb GAME ffEVIEW 

One of the accepted rules of foot¬ 

ball is: 'Jimmy Hill - you love 

him or you hate him". There are 

no in-betweens. Obviously the BBC have 

realised that the majority's view of 

Jimmy was shifting to one of these 

extremes and so replaced him with Gary 

Lineker and Alan Hansen (on Match of 

the Day at least). Obviously, Zcpplin 

haven't cottoned on to this and have 

retained Jimmy alongside Des 'Twinky* 

Smoov’ Lynham, 

What's all ihis got to do with the 

game? Simply that it plays like a game 

that the chinned-one would enjoy (and 

that Des could understand). 

The game is played solely by mouse con¬ 

trol. You click on icons to chose various 

appointments to see people. On the left of your 

screen is your personal organiser; on the right 

is a bank of icons. Take an icon from the bag, 

and drag it on to a vacant time slot - that's a 

major part of the game. Each page represents a 

day in a week at a club of your choice. There 

are five time slots per page. 

You don't have to HU up all of them* but it 

is wise to keep a busy schedule, meeting with 

people, and with the chairman, talking to the 

fans, and checking on how the team s doing. 

Your 'Lads' have a match every week, so 

you have to plan your time in advance depend¬ 

ing on how well your team is performing. This 

is a bit difficult when you first start the game, 

as your team haven't played any games yet. 

The fact that your team starts off in Division 4 

does mean that your players aren't going to be 

tremendously good, so in the first week it is 

wise to send out your scout. 

One good point about the game is that if 

your scout, or any staff member, isn't pulling 

his weight, you can sack him and hire anew. 

Everybody has a job to do and everybody is 

"So Jimmy, what do 
you make of the now 

back-pass rule?* 

-Thanks Des. Well all I 

CM say is that it will 

be good tor the fans, 

that It wasn't the 
chairman s fault, and 

that it won't worry 
th# th# Germans' 

-Er... Jimmy" 

"Yes Des" 
'Belt up mate" 

Match Of 
The Day 

*$o Jimmy, hive w* 

anything exiting to 

loot TOnwarc iO Tnfl 

afternoon?" 

"No, Sainty," 

"Wrong channel Jim/ 

expendable in this game, even you. If you 

doni employ a method of keeping yourself 

busy, and ki the club run down hill, you can 

be sure (hat the chairman will call a 'meeting'. 

For the most part, meeting people is part 

of a manager's job. You must lias with the 

trainer and the physio to make sure that all 

your players are performing to their best, and 

that if they have been injured, that I hey recover 

as quickly as possible. If of coun^c you do 

have some unruly players in your squad, it is 

time to have a stem talk with them* and if nec¬ 

essary exclude him from your current playing 

team with a view to selling him. 

The long bore game 
Having gone through the week meeting loads 

of people (even fans), and doing lots of deals, 

you also have some meetings that arc made for 

you* such as by anoLher club when they want 

to buy a player from your squad. 

The final icon that crop up al the end of 

the week* of course, is the Match Of The Day 

icon. This is where you see the highlights of 

your team's performance every week with 

(just to make it all so real) commentary from 

Jimmy and Desmond! 

Ahhough ihere are plenty of options, the 

gameplay is quite shallow. The highlights of 

every Saturday game make even a home match 

at Wimbledon or Cambridge seem exciting, 

stylish football. The interaction between the 

actual foothall side of things and the manage¬ 

rial side is very, very limited. The result? 

Match of the Day fails to hook you to any real 

extent. Ultimately, this shows that having a big 

name Licence doesn't always make a good 

game. The Amiga's the loser in the end Jim. 

Asam Ahmad & The Team, 

ONE WEEK IN THE LIFE OF A FOOTY MANAGER 

1. Meet with the supporter! club to get opinions. 

2. You can select whether or not highlights of the 

match are shown, 

1, Have a meeting with th# team physio, 
4. Do some dodgy dealings with other dubs. 
5. Select your super squad of players. 

6 Meet with the club trainer to beef-up your team. 

7. what do the pres* think of you? 
a. Have a 'chat1 with some unruly team members If 

there are any opposition players worth poaching. 

10. Have a meeting with the stern-looking chairman. 

If, Time for Jimmy and Desmond, . 
12. Save your progress to disk, and load past games. 

13. Check your fixtures for future games. 

14. Check your team's score card. 

15. Calculate your team's finances. 

r' ■ -1— 

OShOO m 
S 1 oo 

3 nm 
A 

Match of the Day 
Zepplin Games ■ £25.99 

• East to plat if sotTrc good a moving icons, 

• East to get bored of if you don't like icons. 

• Jimim and Dm are as in real life. Dull. 

• The actual football elements arc marred 

palhrtic graphics on the 'highlights*. 

• A manual that could be the teclkal guide for 

norolraguc managers - it's very I bin. 

WSttf/K. _ 

MU 56% 
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Hitting a bend at 

UOrnph while head¬ 

ing straight for the 
tracks ide is probably 

not a good idea. My 

advice is to buy a car. 

Red Zone 
Red Zone? Isn't that an area where you 

can't park your car? Well no, it's the 

latest motorbike simulator from 

Psygnosis. You have the chance to become 

champion motorcyclist of the world, but first 

you must win all of your races. To do this, you 

must make your way around ID tracks from 

around the world (Sit verst one etc) against six 

of the most fiendish competitors you will ever 

find on a motor track. 

Before you race you must choose a bike, 

and qualify. You have the choice of manual or 

automatic gear*. Now most people would 

think ‘Great I'll choose auto 'cos it's nice n1 

easy.' and indeed it is. But you don’t quite 

have the control that a manual gearbox gives 

you, and ibis is vital. Next you can set up 

details about (he course you want to ride on. 

such as scenery, number of laps and things like 

that, to tune the game so it runs as fast and as 

smoothly as possible. Once you have chosen 

your options, you are provided with a son of 

code. This enables you to define the system 

more quickly the next time you play it. by sim¬ 

ply entering the code on the options screen. 

Danger zone? 
So what's so special about this game? Well 

instead of ihe standard view you gel from most 

bike sims - looking at the action from behind 

Oh dear. I seemed to 

have knocked one of 

my competitors to the 

ground. Of course It 

was his fault he got 
in my way. 

The guy on the green 

bike is In front of me 

at the moment, but 
not for long. I shall 

tom my super-power 

turbo boost and 
negotiate my over¬ 
taking manoeuvre. 

your bike such as in Super HangOtt - you have 

a first-person view of your bike instrument 

panel. Excellent! Indy 500 on a bike. The thing 

is you're on a bike not in a car. and when you 

turn a comer it's more a case of leaning than 

steering. This means that, due to the view the 

game gives you. your world seems very unsta¬ 

ble as you take bends a! 100 mph. You often 

find yourself hoping you don't graze your 

knee. Full brownie points for realism. 

Duff zone? 
Where it doesn't match up to Indy, however, 

is that there is nothing to compel you to keep 

going in your task to win the championship. 

The simulation is realistic, though, especially 

when you arc turning a comer, and even when 

you crash you have to use ihe cursor keys to 

manoeuvre your bike back on to the track. 

The control system is a bit touchy, espe¬ 

cially if you are using the mouse: the bike 

tends to fly across the screen at an alarming 

rate. You can be travelling along the track, 

minding your own business, when suddenly 

this nasty bend comes along. You lum the 

bend in what you think to he a decent manoeu¬ 

vre, bur unfortunately you seem to he 

travelling horizontally towards the yellow bar¬ 

rier at the side of the road. You hit one side, 

and Immediately fly to the other, and back and 

back until you come to a stop and have to 

reposition your bike. 

This control system, accurate as it may be. 

is just tm> complicated for a game of this kind. 

OK, it's realistic, but it takes a Lot of getting 

used to. If you can stand the way it works fine, 

but 1 Like a game I can get into immediately, 

no messing around, just boot and play. Close 

but no cigar, I'm afraid. 

Asam 'Easy Rider' Ahmad ^ 

Red Zone 
Psygnosis ■ £25.99 

• Very realistic. Bui the automatic fearing 

heighten (his over and above Ihe manual. 

• Some food. fast vector graphics, reminis¬ 

cent of Indianopofh 500. 

• Configurable to run as fast os possible on 

the system you use. 

the mouse and it's crap with the joystick 

• Limited variation in gameplay 

Mk) 64% 



PRETTY CLEVER AND PRETTY COLOURFUL, 
BUT WE'RE KEEPING IT VERY QUIET. 

Even the loudest colours are far from deafening when they come from the new Swift 2 

AMIGA COMPATIBLE 

you can keep talking while 

QUIET: 43dB(A) FAST: 240CPS 

they keep working. Yet they can produce stunning colour graphics and fast, accurate. 

scalable type in sizes from 8 to 40pt. 

All of this from a series of printers at 

prices that are really worth shouting about. 

CITIZEN 
COMPUTER PRINTERS 

ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA 

COLOUR OUTPUT/SCALABLE FONTS 

To find out which Swift 2 Series printer is right for you, contact 

your nearest Citizen dealer. For details call 0800 52 51 05. 

Cirlfeir Europe limited, Citiren House, 1 7 Waterside Drive, tengiey Business Perkt lengtey, Berkshire SL3 &EZ. 
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BUDGET GAMES 

Travellers we, on a restless sea. 

And currently plotting a course 

towards the treacherous, jagged 

reef that is budget software. Asleep at the 

helm, your captain, James Leach... 

Cheap 'it' 
Cheerful 

Hankf I must get to a bank! Never let it be said Tornado pilots are less than sensible 

with money. Also never let it be said the enemy aircraft in FI look like real planes. 

FI Tornado 
Zeppelin Platinum ■ £7.99 
Are you the sort of person who gets a thrill out of flying through a valley in 
Wales at 600 mph. If so, get yourself trained and hop into a real Tornado. On the 
other hand, if you'd prefer to drive gently down a Welsh valley on your way to 
an eisteddfod, you might want to buy FT to play instead. You whiz along, wait¬ 
ing for dots to appear on a radar. When they do, you've got a third of a second 
to steer towards them. They turn into triangular planes, whereupon a targeting 
box appears on your HUD and you open fire. 

It's fast it's quick and it isn't slow. But there 
is very little detail and the graphics plummet to 
the depths of angular minimalism. 

Get out of the way or I'll throw a tantrum, ask for an infeasible amount of money and; 
resign when you agree! And my moustache is withdrawing Its support as well. 

Super Monaco Grand Prix 
Kixx ■ £7.99 
Years ago. before the Earth cooled and a collection of molecules called Mr 
Crammond wrote Fdrmu/a One Grand Prix, this was the racing-car game. It was a 
lot of fun as a coin-op and now it's a lot of fun as an Amiga game. 

You race around a 3D circuit trying to qualify. Then you race around the 
same circuit with a load of other cars getting in the way. It's fast the graphics 
are impressive [for their time) although they haven't aged as well as Jane 
Fonda, So the graphics are fine, the sound is good, 
it’s exciting, it's got a nice arcade feel to it and it's 
tough but not too tough. What more do you 
want? Go out and buy it. 

Nonplussed by American culture, CJ Is felled by a pass from a dog dressed as a Flipping heck! (This joke has |ust won the saddest pinball joke in Amiga Format 

Quarterback- And rightly so, He could have learned about gridiron from Channel Four. award) If you wish to help it celebrate, it'll be down the pub from eight onwards. 

O in the USA 
CodeMasters ■ £7.99 
CJ is an elephant with a cute face and a very small body. Realising that these 
attributes make him perfect for intercontinental travelling, he decides to visit 
the United States. But no sooner has he arrived than people try to kill him. 

So CJ is thrown into a world of platforms, bun-thro wing and food-collecting 
through three large and taxing levels. Ultimately, he's trying to rescue his fam¬ 
ily from an evil hunter, but don't waste your intelligence on this nonsense. Just 
view CJ in the USA as a colourful, fun platform 
game with added bits. 

The game is cute, nicely drawn and fun for 
those who like cute, nicely drawn things. 

Soccer Pinball 
CodeMasters ■ £7,99 
This is a game of two halves, One half wants to be soccer and the other is deter¬ 
mined to be pinball. In fact the pinball half is much larger than the soccer half, 
making it distinctly lop-sided and mathematically improbable. 

The concession to soccer is the table is green, with a few choice phrases 
from our national sport written on it. The problem is the release of Pinhalt 
Dreams rains on Soccer Pinball's parade, but it could be so much better. You 
have four sets of flippers, but the ball spends so 
much time diving between the bouncy points-scor¬ 
ing things in the middle. Then it dives between the 
flippers, causing you to swear profusely. 
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Amie does his impression of the running man. He's running at another running man. Being chronologic* 11 challenged, Dynamo plays with the National Grid (unaware of 

Two more running men are running after Arnie. All in a!!r it's a screen full of runners, the dangers) as he wends His forgetful way to, where was it again? The war, probably. 

Total Recall 
Hit Squad ■ £7.99 
Arnie has got confused, lost his memory and been in several fights. After a visit 
to the Rekatl company (motto: ‘We can remember it for you wholesale™'), he 
finds himself in a multi-level platform game, with car-racing bits attached- 

You control the big guy as he rushes around the platformy bits, collecting 
useful things and punching or shooting anybody who gets in the way. On later 
levels you also control the big guy's car, as it races up a vertically scrolling road. 
The idea is to avoid, punch, or shoot any other cars that get in the way. Amie 
doesn't appear to be a great believer in variety. 

The game plays a little sluggishly for my tastes. The graphics aren't any¬ 
thing to phone the National Gallery about and the gameplay is frustrating 
without being particularly rewarding if you manage to beat It. Still, the plat¬ 
forms are filled with puzzles to solve, there's a lot of killing and the whole thing 
is large to the point of being pretty huge. The overall impression is one of a 
competent game which doesn’t push the Amiga to within a tenth of rts abilities. 

If you're a fan of the big guy, you might be mollified to find pictures of him 
dotted around and between the levels during the Intro. It won’t make up for the 
lade of real substance in the game, but it adds a bit of quality and wilt please 
Amie's fans, especially those who flocked, screaming, 
to see Total ffecall at the cinema (and who have 
probably bought it on video in both wide-screen 
and norm a !-o-vision). 

Captain Dynamo 
CodeMasters ■ £7,99 
Be warned; Captain Dynamo is an old person. As such, his creaky bones don't 
work quite as well as they used to. So from the start you're aware that this is 
no normal platform game. Plot? Well OK, if you want plot here it is* another 
oldster, calied Flyswatter, has nicked a load of diamonds and sprinkled them 
around the launch site of a moon-rocket. He intends blasting off in this thing to 
seek a new lunar life. He seems to have overlooked one small fact: he's bound 
to die when he arrives (because there's no air in space). But you, as Captain 
Dynamo, must do your best to collect the diamonds and stop him, 

The game is played as a vertical platform affair, with all the ‘falling-off-and- 
dropping-for-mites' hassles that you would expect from such an affair. The 
Captain has the ability to bounce high in the air, as well as move cautiously 
along the booby-trapped platforms. And basically you've got to plug away until 
you've reached the top. 

It's not very inspired* and using an old person is a gimmick that doesn't 
amuse for very long. But it's nicely done in the traditional Codies cartoon style, 
so if your eyes aren't what they were you should be OK with it 

What more can I say? It's got everything you'd expect to see in a 
(CodeMasters) platform game. It’s playable, it's nicely thought out and ulti¬ 
mately you'll have seen something like it before, 
unless you're an old person and have dementia, 
(Isn't this all a bit ageist? - Ed.) 

Tri Star Simulations 
Soundware Internationa! ■ £9.99 

Three games on two disks and not a simulation in sight, to be frank. But let us not be disheartened. Let us review them on their own 
merits. And then let's go down the pub. 

The split screen effect m*k« it * t*d tough to get any 
idea of wh*r* ahead of you. 

TUrbo Trax 
It's a cross between Supersprint and Railroad 

Tycoon. You have to stay on the circuit and 'steer1 
round the comers by pointing the joystick into 
them. Obstacles like chicanes, oil, cross-overs, thin 
bits and so on, make things marginally more 
interesting, but if this is the sort of thing you're 
fascinated by* why don't you save a bit more and 
buy Scalextric? You get something tangible then, 
even though you have to scrabble under the sofa 
for the crappy Sierra rally car that always conies 
off on that top comer 

Airmail makes a remarkably fine door for a rabbit 

hutch or the enclosure of any similar small mammal. 

Airball 
This is similar to the old Knight Lore game on the 
Spectrum. You bounce through a load of 3D iso¬ 
metric rooms, escaping baddies and collecting 
goodies. The maze of rooms is pretty large and 
the incentive to explore them is in inverse pro¬ 
portion to this. 

It's another boring game. The rooms are tiny 
and occupy the centre of the screen, marooned in 
a sea of black background. And don't think this 
makes the whole thing atmospheric; it doesn't. It 
just makes the game easier to turn off. 

Aren't you glad when you cleaned the ear, you 
remembered to put fresh ammo in the drums? 

Major Motion 
Not a Catch-22 character, but a car racing game. 
You drive a car out the back of a lorry and belt 
along some roads, overtaking other can. You 
have a pair of machine-guns, with the option on 
plenty more weaponry once you get far enough 
into the game. It's a bit like The Spy Who loved 
Me except that the sprites are bigger. The thing is 
though Major Motion 

should be called 
Sergeant Motiont it's 
that dull. 
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Today's gamesplayers are spoilt with games like 

Monkey Island, but where did graphical adven¬ 

tures come from? Andy Nuttall digs into his 

dim and distant past to explain where it all began... 

The Lost 
Treasures 
of Infocom 

If you were to mention the words Secret of Monkey 

bland. Hook and Lure of the Temptress to the 

average gamcs-player of today, they would know 

exactly what you were talking about: poim-and-click 

graphical adventures. Such games have become 

immensely popular over the last couple of years, 

mainly due to the advent of machines such as the 

Amiga with its superb graphics and large memory. 

How many, 1 wonder, know about the history of 

these fabulous games? Mention the words PlmetfalL 

Enchanter and Zork today arid you're likely to get a 

blank look in return. Well. here's a potted history.,, 

Advent-ure 
In the mid-70*, when computers were still relatively 

new and they took up the space of several rooms, the 

world's first computer adventure was bom. Called, 

strangely enough. Advent, it was similar in style to a 

novel because it was conveyed only by text. Players 

would enter commands using only two words, for 

example. ‘Go North’, "Take Sword\ kHit goblin1, so 

the game was severely limited. 

In 1977. though, two computer scientists at 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) got 

together and created their own masterpiece. Again 

using text only, the game was much larger and 

employed an excellent interpreter, or ’parser1, which 

enabled whole sentences to be entered and recognised. 

They called their system ‘Interactive Fiction1. 

With the advent of home computers, the program¬ 

mers, Marc Blank and Dave Lcbling. began writing 

Interactive Fiction full-time, and founded Infocom* 

Because their games were so large, they required lots 

of memory which just wasn't available on home com¬ 

puters, Thus the games were written for disk-only 

systems, which gave them the capacity they needed. 

Computers with memories as large as the Amiga's, 

though, could run entire Infoconi games, and as such 

ihe new machines gave the company a chance to 

expand their games and employ a new upgraded parser, 

called Interactive Fiction Plus. The first two games 

which were released using this system were A Mind 

Forever Voyaging and Trinity - both were acclaimed. 

However, wiih the new machines came superb 

graphics capabilities, and companies such as Rain bird 

began producing adventure games with stunning 

images. As such, the public's attention was moved 

from text-only type games over to the new breed. 

Infocom, however, continued to produce text-only 

adventures, and although their many fans continued to 

buy them the general public turned away. In 1988. the 

company was bought out by Activision, and soon after¬ 

wards closed down. 

Anyway, all is not lost because Activision have 

resurrected all the games, and released 20 of them in 

this one neat package. We have taken a look at all the 

adventures, given them each an individual rating, and 

then rated the package as a whole at the end, 

The Zorfc Trilogy 
Originally written on a mainframe, lork was 
split into three different games to run on home 
computers. It could be described as a role-play¬ 
ing game crossed with a novel, and it takes place 
mostly underground. You play a treasure seeker 
who must visit the ruins of the Great 
Underground Empire in search of vast wealth. 
Various fantasy characters try to block your way, 
but the most impressive is the Grue, an inde¬ 
scribable beast who only attacks when your 
lantern gives out.,, 

Zork f 1$ pretty easy to complete, whereas 2 
and 3 take a bit more practice. The Underground 
Empire is a large place, and there are many char* 
acters to meet and objects to pick up and use. I 
haven't played these games for years, but it's 
surprising how many good memories they bring 
bade. A tittle dated perhaps, but you can't really 
call yourself an 
adventure gamer 
until you've 
played Zorfc. 

Planetfall 

A light-hearted game describing the adventures of a 

lower-class space cadet shipwrecked on what seems to 

be a deserted planet. Teaming up with a lonely but 

annoying robot called Floyd, you have to explore the 

planet and discover its dark secret. A great game, not 

too difficult for hardened 

adventurers, although it 

does help to think later¬ 

ally sometimes. 

Siationfall 
Continuing on from Planetfall, this game sets you as a 

pen-pushing administrator aboard the largest ship in 

the siarllect. You're given an assignment to take a 

space truck and pick up some forms from a nearby 

space station. Normal request? Nah. this is Infoconi! A 

large game, and very difficult. Prepare to spend liter¬ 

ally weeks stuck on the 

spaces tati on tearing 

your hair out! 

Moonmist 
A ghost story set in an old castle deep in Cornwall 

You play an American detective who has been asked 

by an old friend to investigate mysterious goings-on in 

the area. Lots of interesting characters, with many puz¬ 

zles and riddles, and an 

eerie sense of forebod¬ 

ing which builds up * 

further into the game. 

Enchanter 
A fantasy adventure which casts you as a young wizard 

who is chosen to rid his people’s land of an evil pres¬ 

ence. You have great power, but limited experience; 

this is the ultimate test, A great game which doesn't 

show its age. The easier 

of the Enchanter 

games, but still fairly 

difficult! 

Sorcerer 
In this the second installment of the Enchanter saga. 

Be I bo/, your teacher and leader of the Guild of 

Enchanters, is troubled by evil spirits. He then van¬ 

ishes. and it is up to you to discover why. Another 

game which 1 found diffi¬ 

cult, but then it is 

advanced level so 1 sup¬ 

pose it's lo be expected. 
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The Hitchhiker's Guide 
To The Galaxy 
DON'T PANIC! For those of you who've never 
read the Hitchhiker's trilogy, get out of your 
closet and do so! It's widely acclaimed as a clas¬ 
sic tale, where an ordinary bloke is rescued from 
Earth seconds before if is destroyed to make 
way for an interstellar by-pass. 

If you have read the book, and you're still 
relatively sane, then rest assured that the game 
does not follow the books in great detail - but it 
was co-written by 
Douglas Adams, so 
the humour level 

remains the same. 

Spellbreaker 
Now that you have taken over from Bdboz as the 

sparkly new leader of the Guild of Enchanters, a crisis 

situation occurs in your land which causes magic to 

fail. A conflict between good and evil ensues**. 

You really should iry to tackle the other iwo 

games in this excellent trilogy find, because this is by 

far and away the mosi difficult of game that Infocom 

have ever produce* 

Hardened adventurers 

and fantasy heads will 

love it. 

Stare ross 
In your job as the pilot of a mining ship, scouring the 

asteroid belt for black holes to harness, you an? more 

than used to living a fairly tedious, mundane and hum¬ 

drum existence - until, that is, you meet up with a large 

alien spacecraft from another galaxy... 

Starcross is a game with a similar feel to 

PlanetfalL except for one thing: it is much, much more 

difficult, U's easy to start 

with, but gets more and 

more involved as the 

plot unfolds. 

Ballyhoo 
Hanging around after the circus has finished Its 
show, you hope to catch a glimpse of some 
behind-the-scenes performances. Instead, you 
are drawn into a dangerous situation when the 
circus owner's daughter is kidnapped, and you 
try to find her. 

One of my favourites. Ballyhoo has a quite 
excellent plot which 
is highly realistic 
and charged with 
atmosphere* 

E 90% 

Infidel 
The Egyptian desert beckons you to come in search of 

one of its lost pyramids. You must pit your wits against 

the Ancient Egyptians to find the pyramid and enter it, 

and discover treasures beyond your wildest dreams. An 

excellent story which is 

both exciting and com¬ 

pelling, with a good W MTA * ] 

atmosphere to boot. 

Suspended 
A definite Krypton Factor feel pervades as you play 

this game, in which you are all alone on a semi-auio- 

mated planet. Your computer has woken you from 

cryogenic suspension because only you can save the 

planet from destruction* You cannot move, but you can 

communicate with a series of six robots, each with a 

specific ability such as sight and hearing. 

This is an adventure for people who enjoy solving 

puzzles and relish a challenge. For normal adventurers, 

however, the method of controlling six robots simulta¬ 

neously may become too much to handle. When you 

play* have several note¬ 

books* a few pens and 

some cans of Coke to i 

hand at all times. 

Zork Zero 
A recent game which is a prequel to the original Zork 

trilogy, Zork Zero is set in the days when the Great 

Underground Empire was still thriving* and the 

Ratheads ruled the land, A curse threatens to bring 

down the Empire, and the chief Flathead offers a large 

reward to anyone who gets rid of it. Naturally* you 

attempt to oblige,,* 

This game was Infocom's First attempt to keep up 

with technology and include some graphics * no pic¬ 

tures, a compass instead. Fortunately the text is up to 

the usual standard, and 

there are hints and maps 

thrown in on-line to 

spice it up. 

Beyond Zork 
An update on the original Zork story* this casts you as 

a peasant w ho must seek out ihc fabled treasure known 

as the Coconut of Quendor, The usual Zork rules apply 

generally, hut here you can actually alter the attributes 

of your player before you begin, in a sort of RPG style. 

Unlike other Infocom 

games* Beyond displays 

a map which shows 

your immediate area. 

Lurking Horror 
A student at Great Underground Empire Tech, you 

have gone into college to finish an assignment A 

snowstorm prevents you from leaving the building, and 

you are trapped in the school overnight. But are you 

alone? Well* the title would suggest not* and opening 

that trapdoor in the basement just might prove it,,, 

This is an excellent, atmospheric game that will 

have you looking over 

your shoulder. There's 

an weird storyline and 1 

a comic-book feet 

Deadline 
The first of three thriller adventures* in which you play 

a detective given 12 hours to investigate the death of a 

wealthy man. The authorities say that he committed 

suicide* but you think differently. You should keep a 

record of all the events in this game, as if s pretty deep. 

A nice touch is that many different endings are avail¬ 

able depending on which decisions you make in the 

game, so each Its 

play the ending 

be different, Gre 

Whodunit? fans. 

Witness 
Another Whodunit type of story; this time a man is 

killed, and it falls to you to gather evidence to present 

at the defendant's trial- Once again, several endings arc 

available depending on what you do in your investiga¬ 

tion. It's not that a hard 

game to get into* but 

cracking the case could 

be tricky. 

Suspect 
Slight twist to the story here, as you can probably 

imagine from the title. You are framed for a murder 

you did not commit* and you only have a short time to 

prove your innocence. 

Noi only that* but you must also discover proof of 

who did do it. An interest¬ 

ing angle on the usual 

detective story, and it 

works well 
JfenScr 76% 

The package as a whole 
Before you rush out and buy the package, take a 
while to consider just what these games are 
about. There are no graphics, and so comparing 
them with recent graphical adventures is diffi¬ 
cult. Some of these games stand up well even 
when compared to the fabulous Monkey Island 

2: in the sense of comparing a good book to a 
good video. 

If you're the type of person who prefers 
reading a novel to watching a film, and you have 
the next couple of years free* then buy this* It's 
not just a pack of games, it's a piece of history . 

The Lost Treasures of Infocom 

Infocom ■ £39.99 

• ( umpiring Id Monkey Island 2 is like comparing a 

good hook with a video, 

• Nome games arc dated* but must still grab you by Ihe 

throat and pull you in. 

• Large games which are generally packed with almo- 

sphere and humour. 

• Each game will take a long lime to complete* and 

there are 20 of them! 

• Youngsters could well get bored because of the lack 

of graphics* 

m 90% 
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Award winning innovative products from 

Scanners 

"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan" 

Amiga Format July 1992 

Power Scanner v2.0 

■ 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 

■64 greyscales 
•Thru port for printer 

■Award winning editing, image manipu¬ 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner vZO ,..........,.£99 

Power Scanner Colour......,.£239 

Epson GT 6000 

• 600 DPI Colour flatbed scanner 

• 24-bit colour 

■ A4 reading area 

•Software included 

Epson GT-6Q0Q ..,...£999 

Epson GT-SOOO 

■ S00 DPI colour flatbed scanner 

■24-bit colour 
■ A4 reading area 

■Software included 
■Amazing scan quality 

Epson GT-SOOO..£1199 

Upgrade Offer 

If you consider your scanner system to 

be inferior to the Power Scanner we will 

happily upgrade your software and inter¬ 

face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 
most scanning heads! 

Upgrade......,,,£49,95 

The Amiga can only display Ifi grayscales 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad¬ 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PC880B Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 

Power Computing 

■ Super slim design 

• Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 

•Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 

■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC88QB with Blitz Amiga......£65 

PC880B with Blitz & XCopy  .£90 

PC880B (Cyclone compatible)*.£70 

PC880B in black case.,..£65 
‘This drive is Only available lo roistered owners ot XCopy 

Professional You must provide proof of purchflit of XCopy 

Professional 

Power Drives 

PC880E Economy drive......£49 95 

PC881 A500 Internal drive...£40.00 

PC882 A2000 Internal drive.£45.00 

Dual Drive 

■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 

■Same features as PC88QB 

Dual drive.._____..£125 

Drive Accessories 

A5Q0 Interna! anti-chck board .£9.95 

Maxell multi-colour disks (10).£9.95 

Floppy disks bulk supplied ..CPOA 

Blitz Amiga 

• Backup disks at lightning speeds 

■ Stops all externa! drives from clicking 

• Contains anti-virus from being written 
into the booth!ocker 

Blitz Amiga ....£20 

RAM Expansion 

Blizzard Turbo 

■ A500/A5Q0+ 

■ Expand up to SMB (OK installed) 

• Memory and 68000 CPU run at 14.28MHz 

■ Fast 68000 processor installed on-board 

• Fully auto-configuring 
■ Optical 512K shadow RAM on extra 

memory bank for shadowing the operat¬ 

ing system out of ROM or from disk 

Blizzard Turbo „......,.,.£ 169 

RAMs continued 

A600 Memory Cards 

1MB RAM with clock.....£49,95 

1MB RAM without clock.145,00 

PC501+ RAM Card 

Our RAM board is designed especially 

for the A500+ computer and comes with 

1MB of RAM on board to expand your 

memory to 2MB of chip RAM. Plug-in and 

go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+ RAM card ..  ,.,..£39,95 

SMB for any A500 

• Plugs into side slot, fully auto config, full 

thru'port. Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB £109 4MB £169 8MB £289 

1 x 421P chips ____£14.95 

2MB for any A500 

■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 
- 16-chip (1 x 1 DIP) 

•No thru'port 

2MB RAM ..,,,.....,,,.,...,£79 

1.5MB RAM Board 

■ Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 

■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
IKickHSfT 1 3 end above, not compatible wlti ASOOt ) 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your warranty) 

1.5MB RAM board.,..,,£76 

1MB witti Thru'port 

• Expand your A500's memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

■Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
I512K RAM mu si be 4 chip type or not exceeding 3cm in length 

(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your Warranty) 

1MB with thru port ....,,,,,£45 

A500 RAM Card 

■512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A500+ compatible) 

512K RAM (4 chip)....,£29 

512KRAM without clock £24 

512K RAM (16 chip) with clock ..£24 

512KRAM (16 chip) without clock.£19 

Distributor fur Power Computing in Italy^ D.R.R. SRL 00142. Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (061 6193431MSZ Fax 5040666 
Power Computing, Franca. IS Bid Voltiare 75011. Parle, France. Tel {1) 43366206 (6 linns) Fax (1) 43380028 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 

Power 
■ One of the most advanced kickstart 

ROM sharers available 

* A clever design on a small reliable 

board 

•Fits A5GQ r A500+, A1500 
• Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
■ No messing about with switches 

■ No TIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 

■ Jumper to select which ROM boots on 

switches 

• Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
■ Simple internal fitting* 
* Kick-aft regimes ihe W to b* rfrrnaved from tN Amiga 

Thi$ may invalidate your warranty 

ROM Share...*...£17.95 

ROM Share inc, kickstart v2.04 ..£55 

ROM Share inc, kickstart vl.3 ..£39 

ROM Share for A600 ............£29 

Kickstart v2.04 

2,04 Kickstart (chip only)..£39.95 

2,04 Kickstart ROM, workbench software, 

install disk 2.04, font disk & extras £99.95 

2.04 kit with ROM sharer.£115.00 

A500 Hard Drive® 

GVP A530 Turbo HD 

•40MHz 68030EC accelerator 
• Optional 68882 maths co-processor 

• Up to 8MB 32-bit FASTRAM on-board 

■Award winning 

52MB HO 0MB RAM ..£714 

105MB HD 0MB RAM .............£854 

240MB HD 0MB RAM. ......... £1054 

68882 Upgrade kit ... £224 

GVP Series 2 HD 

■ Up to 8MB FASTRAM on board 

52QMB0MB „£339 105QMB0MB £469 
52QMB 2MB „„ £389 1Q5QMB2MB £519 
52QMB4MB.£440 105QM8 4MB £569 
52QMB8MB.£519 1D5QMB BMB £709 

ICD IMovia Internal HD 

• Fits inside your Amiga 500 

■ Comes complete, just plug-in and go 

Commodore A600 

■ The new compact Amiga 600 

■ Built-in TV modulator 
■ Workbench & kickstart 2 

■ Enhanced chip set 

■1MB of RAM 
• IDE Hard disk controller built-in 

• Credit card size ROM & RAM slot 

A60Q with 2MB ......,.£339 

A600with 20MB inc. 2MB..£499 

A600 with 40MB ire. 2MB ...,£539 

A600 with 80MB inc. 2MB....£639 
S ee memory section for latest A6G0 RAM cards 

A600 Internal HD 

IBM 40MB Internal HD .... £299 

IBM 80MB Internal HD ....£399 

Commodore CDTV 

■CDTV player 

■Welcome disk + caddy 

■ Keyboard 
* Floppy disk drive (black) 

■Wired mouse 

■Workbench 1.3 and manuals 

■ Infrared remote control 

CDTV multi-media pack.£599 

Joysticks 

■ Made by Quickshot 

• High quality construction 

■Ergonomic Bio-grips 

■Turbo-fire capability 

Aviator 1 

■Aircraft control yoke 

■ 4 fire buttons 
■Turbo fire 

■Altitude/level indicator 
■The ultimate joystick 

■Player 1/2 selector 

Aviatori...  £35.00 

Intruder 1 

• Dual speed turbo fire 
• Omnidirectional grip 

• Eject button for fire button cover 

Intruder 1 ....£29.99 

Maverick 1 ..  £15.99 

Python 1 ..........£9,99 

Apache 1 .    £7.99 

Novi a 601 60MB HD ...£359 

NoviaSS! 85MB HD ...£459 

ICD Flicker Fixer 

Flicker Free Video 2 

• Stop that annoying flicker 

■ Fits internally in the A50O 

* Multi-sync monitor required 

Flicker Free Video 2. £199 

NEC 4FG Multi-sync monitor.£549 

Chips 

4MB x 8SIMM ...... ......£90 

1MB x 8SIMM ......£25 

256K x4DRAM..    £4.00 

1MB x ID RAM....£3.95 

1 x4 ZIP _________£14.95 

1 x 4 DIP........£19.95 

A3000 Static column RAM ,.,,,.,...£19.95 

SIMM 32 x 1MB-60 ..£65 

SIM 32 x 4MB-60.  ,....,...£243 
{Time Chips Cover most memory & hard drives i.e. 
GVF, Supra, Commodore) 

CDTV Software 

A Bun for Barney,,.....,^,..^.£29,99 

Barney Bear goes camping ..£29,99 

Battlechess ..... . £39.99 

Case of the Cautious Condor.£34.99 

CD Remix v2 ..   £34.99 

Fred Fish CDPD Collection.£19,95 

Fun School 3 (under 5 s) £24.99 

Fun School (5-7yrs]. £24.99 

Fun School (Over 7yrs) £24.99 

Guineas CDTV Disc of Records £34,99 

Illustrated Holy Bible £29,99 

Music MakeF . £34.99 

NASA Heroic Age of Space £19,99 

Power Pinball . £29.99 

Sim City...£29 99 

Trivial Pursuit £49.99 

World Vista Atlas £54,99 

Xenon 2 Megablast . £29.99 

More titles available 

Award Winning Manufacturers 

Power products come with 
Inti technical support 

'The Power Mouse is my pick of 
the month14 CU Amiga 

PCSaOB "Well worth spending 
your hard earned pennies on, an 
excellent buy' Amiga Computing 

Dual Drive 'Now this is a bit 
special* Amiga Computing 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Shopper Best Buy 

Power Scanner 
Amiga Format Gold 

Power Scan is quite simply the 
best Amiga hand scanner avail¬ 
able' Amiga Format 

Credit Card Hotline 

0234 843388 
1 O LIMES 

Fax 0234 840234 

Technical 0234 841882 

VAT included 
Delivery included 

Next day delivery £4.50 
(UK mainland only) 

Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 

Woburn Road Ind Estate 
Kempston Bedford 

MK42 7PN 

Spacriicatioiu b prices 
subject to ch«jige wth out naoca 

AH ?r ado marks tduittriedged 

Power Shop 36 W a 11 o Road, East Molesey, Surrey KTB ODL. 081 941 9073 



licrodeal 

IAETE.T 

£39.95 
£24.95 

ST! RE 0 MASTER 
PRO MIDI INTERFACE 

I 1 1 I 1 1 I II I 1 I 1 I I I 
Microdeal products are available from your local computer shop 
or direct from Mtcrotieal Already own a Microdeat Sampler 
and want to upgrade? Phone 0726 66020 tor details. 

MIDI 
INTERFACE 

$ r.frur.f. MASTER ^ 

WORLD OF MUSIC ORDER FORM 

QUARTET 

|POST & PACKING [ | £1.00 

IE 
GRAND TOTAL 

ENCLOSED 

c 

PLEASE SEND ME QTY PRICE EACH TOTAL 

AMAS 2 £99.95 

TO ORDER: Simply phone 0726 68020 with your credit card number or fill out this 

coupon and send together with your cheque /postal order or credit card number to: 

MICRODEAL LTD. PO BOX 68. ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL. PL25 4YB 
NAME:. 

POSTCODE 

CREDIT CARD NO: 
EXPIRY DATE: 
.L.J199. 

Our new stylish wedge style midi interface incorpo¬ 
rates 1 X Midi In, 1 X Midi Thru and 2 X Midi Oul 
ports This Interface is a true MIDI inter- 
laco. not a cul down version, which plugs 
directly into Ihe serial port on ihe Amiga ^N|j9 
Included with our interface comes a com* ^ 
prehensive manual and a dish lull of pub- ™!— 
lie domain Midi programs. 

WM. 

Our new stereo sampler is low in price but high in 
features. The new style mini cartridge plugs into the 
printer port on the rear of your Amiga and even 
includes a lead with a mini jack for immediate 
connection to your Walkman or headphone socket 

on your amplifier. Once connected you 
_ can load stereo sounds, edit them, 

analyse Ihem, and even change real time 
sounds by adding special effects to the 
output such as echo, pitch up, pitch down 
and more We even include a mini¬ 
sequencer so you can lake up 10 18 sam¬ 
ples and sequence them into a piece of 
music! 

The sopfusticaied sequent** avows you lo take samples and 
sequence them mum kitagne your samples as a band 
wth QUARTET as the conductor, your bend is composed of 
16 instajments of which 4 can pfery el any one lane 
QUARTET comes with 100 instruments and sounds tor ndu- 
stfxi m your own GomposAnra and lurthor sounds 
can be added ism,, AMAS :> STFRFO MAS 
TER f* most other -yit.ibly vtmpk r • Mhm*c can J!7 

be mpd tram the Arngas keyboard by mouse or 
>f you have a synthesiser keyboard with a midi L . „ 
oul socket by ploying no ibe keyboard Control of I, 
samples include Tempo. Votumo Pilch together 
wdh a burn to editor lor chftngng samples without J 
exiting QUARTET Who knows you could easily ^ 
be (omorraws 'Adam5*1' or 'Mozart" with this 
hKjNy acclaimed package 

ORDER DIRECT FROM MtCRODEAL 
AND GET 2 X 3 METRE MIDI CABLES 
FREEMIDI INTERFACE, MANUAL. 
SOFTWARE AND 2 MIDI CABLES £24.95 

tfUARJE-T 
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fTp ZOOL! COMPETITION 

That means a CD-player, a Mega-Super 

water pistol and of course much more. Not 

content with having released a small alien 

ninja on to the screens of Amigas everywhere, 

Gremlin wanted to give more, much, much more. 

We started off with one competition prize but due to the Zool - 
tike momentum built up in the process, we ended up with SIX, 

What to do? Make si* people reasonably happy? Or make one 
person incredibly, over-the-top amusedly ecstatic? The answer was 
clear... over-turn this "caring Nineties" schmaltz for a moment and 
satisfy the greediest Amiga-user of the month. But like a govern¬ 
ment with finances, we changed our minds at the last moment and 
persuaded Gremlin to give 10 lucky readers a chance to win a copy 

of Zool itself, So that's 11 chances to win! 
So, all we want you to do is to send in six correct answers, on 

the back of a sealed envelope or a postcard, to the six correct ques¬ 
tions we will be asking lower down. 

And what do you get to win? 
Well, Gremlin have quite happily matched six of the Zool levels to 
six wunnerfu) prizes. 

Fruit World 
A massive, bumper, basket of 
fruit, (“Useful protection 
against scurvy and for throwing 
at MPs,“ beams Ed Asst dare.) 

TaaI UUawIjI I OOf WfflteW! 

A pract-tasfic multi-tool kit, 
including a socket and spanner 
set. ("Mmrtimm, just right for 
all my useful household tasks 
and stuff," Tim * Featureless - 
Smith rants.} 

Carnival World 
Two (that's 2 or II) free, gratis 
tickets to go to Alton Towers 
fun-palace and puke-induce- 
ment)centre any day you 
choose- (And Frank wouldn't 
wanna be anywhere else than 
having a thunder on a white- 
knuckle ride.) 

Sweet World 
This gives you a year's supply of 
Chuppa Chup cult-lollies. (“I 
always buy them when I can 
find them! But I can never find 
them," comments Art-Ed 
Marcus deliciously.) 

Music World 
A Sony DiscMan. ("I always use 
one to listen to New Fast 
Automatic Dustbins or some¬ 
thing like that,* says Staffy 
Andy- Nutts - Nutall. 

Toy World 
The Mega-Super water pistol 
("Hold on! This is a stick up! 
Move and the strange water- 
hating infant gets it in the 
head!" is often the scream 
heard to come from Neil* 
Reviews Jackson.) 

And now for the hard bit... 
no matter how greedy you are, 

you still have to get all six right 

The rules 
1) Employees and relatives of employees and relative employees of Future Publishing, 
Gremlin and Bristol City FC (because they're higher in the league than Rovers) are not 
allowed to enter, 
2) The editor's decision is final (K think) and no phone calls or letters, faxes, telexes, 
telegrams, personal calls, or other forms of communication will be entered into regard¬ 
ing this comp, 
2) Get on with it.. 

1) What were Snickers 
previously known as? 

2) What is the size of a 
standard Compact Disc 
(diameter that is)? 

3) Where is legoland? 

4) Where do the words 
'Korova' and JDroogf 
come from? 

Once you're happy that by rights, you should be the winner, you should send your 
answers to: 
A bucket of fruit and a ninja, 
Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth St 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW 
Entries to be in by 13 November 

5) What tool do you need 
to turn off the waterfall 
in Monkey Island? 

6) What sport is Alton 
Bird associated with? 

"Err, toolkit, cuddly toy, lollies, Discman, waterpistol, cuddly 

toy, fruit hamper, cuddly tool ” Won't you do well! 

Win loads and loads 
and loads and loads 
and loads... 

Drooled 
at Zool? 
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12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 

• Zapsoc Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

Th« INDI tales team have been trained 
to take your order with Hie utmost care 
and efficiency. All stock offered for sole 
Is held in stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and Is available 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If of any time wo ore 
out of stock your money will not be 
banked until the product Is available 
(a point worth chocking should you feal 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sales 
team, however technical support Is 
always on hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted ore Inclusive of VAT. 

e Zapsoc Carry Case 
e Zappo T-Shirt 

AMIGA A600 THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED PAI 

MAIL! 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 
INDI Direct Mall is original and very 
exciting, before you buy mall order 
you must first be confident that you will 
receive the preductyeu'veordered and 
that the supplier will still be there in th 
future, should you need them. 

12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 
Ore© again Commodore have put together 
a winning theme pack to complement the 
already popular Amigo A60Q. 
The Wild, tne Weird and the Wicked Pock is 
an ideal starter pack containing a considered 
mix of software making the most of the 
Amiga's amazing capabilities. 
To make this pack a perfect gift INDI have 
added a further four a wardwinning gomes 
and a staggering list of valuable extras totally 
FREE of charge. Also included at no extra cost 
to you are the latest 'Zapsoc' carry cose and 
Zappo T-shirt. Crucial Amiga accessories. 

“n't be Impressed. Who wouldn't be 

A mall ordur purchase from INDI Is a 
sal* and sacurvdacldon, and hare's 
why. 

• Amiga A600 single drive 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
• PushOver Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix Deluxe Paint I 
• Mouse and Manuals 

INDI Isa wholly owned subsidiary af a 
public company now in Its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in tho supply 
of computer products. 

With o tumover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have tho 
rasourtos ond tho purchasing power to 
offer vou the best deals, deliver them 

INDI PRICE 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
e Micro Switch Joystick 
e Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kick off 2 Pipemania 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsoc Carry Case 
• Zappo T-shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9 99 

£1299 
£5,99 

£122,59 
£12 99 
£8 99 

around when you need us. 
£103 46 

SALES AND SUPPORT AMIGA A600 HD (HARD DISK) EPIC PACK 

INDI TELESALES 
Tel 0606 43860 Fax 0606 43825 

. y< 
Commodore's talent for pack creation has 
never been better The software included in 
this pack: EPIC, Rome, and Myth totally 
exploit the stunning features of the Amigo 
AqQQ Add to this Trivial Pursuits language 
lab edition (playable in 3 languages}, Amiga 
Text (Wordpro) and the now standard 
graphics package: Deluxe Paint III far 
serious/educational applications and you'll 
start to realise just how dynamic this pack is, 
As with all products supplied by INDt, we 
have added ou r extra dimension to on 
already incredible offer (see below for IN D! 
Value Added Pack totally Free of charge) 

• Amiga A600HD (Hard Disk) 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• Mouse and Manuals 1Mb Memory 
• EPIC, Rome, Myth, Trivial Pursuits 

uage lob edition), Amiga Text, Deluxe 
'aim III. 

DESPATCH 
All orders received by 6pm Monday to 
Friday aro despatched that day for 
next day delivery using our notional 
carrier—Securlcor, (UK Mainland only). 
Saturday deliveries are available at a 
small surcharge. If vou are out when 
we deliver a card will be left at your 
home giving you a contact telephone 
number to arrange a convenient re* 
delivery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved 
immediately using our on-fine 
computer. 
All orders ore despatched on a next 

INDI PRICE £479” 
INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Micro switched Joystick 
e Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
e 10 Blank Disks 
• Kickoff 2 PipemanEo 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsoc Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9.99 

£12.99 
£5.99 

£122.59 
£12.99 
£0.99 

£183.46 

AMIGA 600 

orders ere despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually ID working 
days from receipt. A delivery charge 
of £5*00 Is made per item unless 
otherwise stated. 

ftflm 
PACK INCLUDES 
• D. Point III * Mystery Game 
Plus • Kickoff 2 ® Pipemanio 
i Space Ace Populus 
* Zapsoc Carry Case 
« Zappo T-Shirt 

INDI PRICE 

WHILE STOCKS LAST. 

1084’S COLOUR/STEREO MONITC 

Commodore's own Amiga Monitor, Designed 
solely for use with the Amiga range of 
computers, With its ergonomic design, 
Hi-res graphics display and stereo sound 
capabilities, the 1084 'Swill really bring 
your Amiga to life. 

INDI PRICE 

Apart from offering this product at a very 
competitive price INDI are including two 
great software products totally free of charge 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Days of Thunder 
(Driving Simulation) 
• Night Breed [or alternative 
exciting gome) 

£19 9$ 

£19.99 



COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV 

IT'S A CD PLAYER —Yes, it will play all your Primal Scream, 
Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to mention in superb 
high Quality stereo, with remote infra red control. 
IFS AN AMIGA —Plug in the keyboard, switch on the external disk 
drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga software can be 
used on your CDTV 
IT'S A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM —Just imagine, stereo sound, 
images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it 
responds — truly interactive! Each CD disc holds Hundreds of 
megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc. This interactive system i$ a 
unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure. The future is herel 

< Manuals 
• Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED 
• lemmings CDTV (£34. 
• Blues Brothers (£12.99) 
• Pipemania, Populous, 
Kickoff 2, Space Ace (£122,52) 

[ cDfv Connects directly to your tv set 

PACK CONTENTS AS 
STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player 
® CDTV keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5W Disc Drive 
• CDTV Infra red remote 
controller 
• CDTV wired mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disc 

THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

TOTAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

£4892? 

AMIGA CDTV 

The problem with any new product is that it always takes time for 
everyone to realise its full potential. CDTV is no exception and in 
our opinion everything we hove read does a pretty poor job of 
explaining just what CDTV can do and why it is so exciting. 

4 

THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

FREE! 

MULTI MEDIA 
LwmingsCDTV 

04.99 

BMieSpoafci 
cntJt 

AUCHO 
ButiBfrttws 

OUufe) £1Z.H 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 

INDI PRICE 

GOLDSTAR U* REMOTE TVWONITOR 
FEATURED AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT £179.99 

MONITOR NOT 
INCLUDED 

Books, magazines and television have long been a source of 
information. CDTV technology combines their qualities and 
makes seeking out that information easy. The CDTV comes 
complete with a Welcome Disk and Fred Fish PD Disc. 

INDI are also adding the addictive Lemmings Game and 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia totally free of charge. 
PACK AS STANDARD 

Amiga CDTV Player • Infra Red Remote Controller 
Welcome Disk • Fred Fish PD Disk 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Lemmings £34.99 Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £49.99 

INDI PRICE £379-8 
CDTV SOFTWARE 

AMIGA CDTV STARTER PACK 

If you already own a CDTV or are just about to purchase one you'll be 
pleased to know that INDI stock probably the largest and most 
comprehensive list of CDTV software in the country. Below is a list of top 
selling titles we are offering at very competitive prices. For more details 
please phone our sales team. (Prices include postage). 

ENTERTAINMENT EDUCATION 
Battle Chess 34 99 A Bun for Barney 24.99 
Classic Board Games 29 99 Asterix Block Gold French 1 31.99 
Defender of the Crown 2499 Asterix Block Gold French II 31.99 
Defender of the Crown II 29 99 Asterix Block Gold Spanish 1 31,99 
European Space Simulator 29.99 Asterix Black Gold Spanish tl 31.99 
Falcon 44,99 ARTS A LEISURE 
Power Pinball 2499 Advanced Military Systems 24.99 
Psycho Killer 24.99 Fruits, Vegetables & Herbs 31.99 
Sim City 24.99 Garden Plants 19,99 
The Curse of Ra 24.99 Women iin Motion 14.99 
Tie Breaker Tennis 24.99 REFERENCE 
Trivial Pursuit 45.99 Complete works of Shakespeare 24.99 
Ultimate Basketball 24.99 Guinness World of Records 31.99 
Wrath of the Demon 24.99 Electronic Cook Book 34.99 
Xenon 2 Megablast 24.99 MUSIC 

Karaoke Hits 1 14.99 
Karaoke Hits II 14,99 



AMIGA 1500 DEALS 

INDI PRICE £1I59}2 

The A1500 is the ultimate home computer for the 
whole family and is designed to cover every 
computing requirement. 
INDI are able to offer you exclusive deals on this 
outstanding product in various configurations and 
bundles (see options on opposite page). 
All configurations come complete with the following 
software and accessories:- 

FEATURES: 
• Fully functional keyboard with numeric pad 
separate from CPU 
• Includes 2 x3'/2" disk drives as standard with 5 Vi" 
Disk Bay. 
• Integral memory and card expansion capabilities 
(most cost effective expansion route) 
• Work bench 2.00and Kickstart2.04. 

CONTENTS: 
• Keyboard, mouse, reference manual, Puzznic, 
Toki, Elf (Games), D Paint III (Graphics Package), 
Home Accounts, The Works (Platinum edition: 
Wordpro, Spreadsheet, Database) Joystick 

AMIGA 1500 FEATURED 
(see photograph above) 
• 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk 
• 1084'S Monitor & Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin 
colour printer. 
INCLUDED FREE 
Amiga Vision, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, 
Wordworth Worth £268.99 

Panasonic Quiet Printing 

We researched the colour printer market in great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful 
graphic output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the Panasonic KX-P218Q + KX-P2123 quiet printers 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer, you would probably need a quality word processing 
package to use with it. We found that too, in 'wordworth', yet at a retail price of £129,99 we thought that might be a little too 
expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'wordworth' free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. 
Produces crisp dear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology. The new KX-P2180 is typically 15dBA quieter in operation, 
than the competition 
* Foit Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft arid 38 
CPS NLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
• QuietPrinting Super quiet 45-48dBo sound 
level (most matrix printers are typically in excess 
of 60 d BA) 
* 6 Retident Fonts Over 6,100 type styles 
using Courier, Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script 
and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom,, 
top ond rear for total flexibility 
* 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. 
Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price. 
* Fait Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 
CPS LG and 32 CP SIQ. 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
• QuietPrinting Super quiet 43 5-46k8A 
sound level (most matrix printers are typically in 
excess ofAOdBA) 
• 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles 
using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PS, 
Romon, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High 
performance and high quality output 
• 1 Year Warronty for total peace of mind 



A1500 CONFIGURATIONS AND BUNDLES 
AMIGA 1500 
(Amiga Vision, Worth £99 FREE) 

£499.99 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 MB SCSI Hard Disc (inc, Amiga Vision worth £99 FREE) £749.99 
AMIGA 1500 + 1084'S MONITOR 
(inc+ Amiga Vision, Days of Thunder, Nightbreed worth £138.99 FREE) 

£699.99 

AMIGA 1500 + 1084'$ + PANASONIC KX P2123 PRINTER 
(inc. Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder, Word worth worth £268.99 FREE)* 

£929.99 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk + 1084'S MONITOR 
(Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder worth £138.99 FREE) 

£929.99 AFTER SALES AND 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 
Alt product! are guaranteed for 12 
month*. Somt product* carry a 12 
month at homo servlcefoepalr Ruarantee (when indicated). 

i the unlikely event that any product 
purchased from 1NDI arrive* at your 
home faulty, we will collect from your 
home and replace the product 
completely free of charge. 
H you own an AMIGA 1300 or 3000 and 
would like to expand It* hard disk or 
memory capability or odd any other 
perlpherol INDI can offer you a 
complete door to door configuration 
service together with on additional 12 
months Bock to INDI warranty. Why 
not ask for a quote? 

Product* advertised represent a small 
sample of our Instock range, A 
complete price list Is available on 
request. 

All products purchased come with a 
complete list of all products available 
from INDI with special customer 
loyalty offers. 

* WORDWORTH - COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS 
The writers choice. The ultimate word processor for AMIGA computers. 
Word worth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/document processor for the full range of AMIGA computers 

The graphical nature of WORDWORTH mokes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced printing fonts 

(including full Panasonic KX P21S0 ond KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker and Thesaurus, no other 

word processor comes dose. 

' 'Without doubt this is one of the best document processors For the AMIGA, Today/' (Amiga Format). 

NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. vat 

INDI Prize Draw* Each month all 
customers purchasing during that 
month will be entered Into a free prize 
draw. The winner will receive a full 

THE ZAPPO RANGE 

ZAPPO 601 RAM EXPANSION ZAPPO EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 
refund for product to the value of 
original purchase. 

This is an all new, high performance upgradable 
RAM expansion for the Amiga A60Q. Adding this 
superb product to your A60Q will allow for serious 
applications use and high performance games 
play. 
FEATURES: » Enable/disablefacility 
c Socketed design (user upgradable) 
• 12 months warranty 
Optional with battery backed dock 
OPTIONS: 512K no dock £29,99 
512K with clock £39,99 
1Mb no clock £39,99 
1Mb with dock £44,99 

At last o truly powerful, fast and capacious hard 
drive for A500/A5Q0+ at an exceptional price. 
Upgradable to 8Mb of fast RAM, SCSI and IDE 
hard drive compatible, 
FEATURES: e Auto booting — upto 8Mb fast 
RAM § SCSI throughport for additional 
expansion e Mouse button game switch 
• 12 months warranty 
OPTIONS: 
e 40Mb Hard Drive 
$ 65Mb Hard Drive 

only £299.99 
only £349.99 

ZAPSAC 
Designed spedfically for 
the Amiga A600 the 
Zapsac gives your 
Amiga portability and 

+ £2,50 postage 

HOW TO ORDER 
BY POST — simply fill In the coupon 
below. 
BT PHONE — ring 0606 43860 whom 
your coll will bo answered by one of 
our INDi soles team. After 6.00pm 
each day your call will be answered by 
antwerphone. If you would like to Cate an order have all details at hand 

d udlng C red It Card. The message wl 11 
guide you through your order. 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL 3.5" DRIVE 
A high quality external 3.5ff drive for use with 
A500/A500+ and A60Q, 
FEATURES: e Low profile, 880K formatting drive 

Enable/disable switch e Daisy chain capability 
# 12 months warranty 

only £49.95 
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. UleServe of Hampshire Established 7 years 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for dnves etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour. 

Special price I vL / .DU 

/Vew Citizen 
Swift 240 
24pin Colour * 

Advanced 24pn punter. lots of new 
features Please phone for a data sheet 
* optional colour Puce with cable & paper 

240 Mono 

240C Colour 

£259 
£279 

Citizen 224 
24pin Colour * 

Enhanced 24pin printer, ‘optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty- Price with cable & paper 

Mono 
Colour 

£199 
£209 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin, Colour printer 
with cable & paper 

Mono 

Colour 
£229 
£239 

New Price New Prices Floppy Drives 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Mitf Interface for Amiga 

£19 
Of , Ts Midi Music Software 

(not for A500 + or A6O0) £4■ 95 

HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpr colour inkjet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost. 

3 year warranty Price with cable & paper 

_£499 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 yet warrants With cable & paper 

_£335 
Printer Drivers 

Citizen Colour 24pin 5.00 
Canon BJ-1 Oe .*.4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour ...... 9.95 

GVP Series 2 
for A500 Ha*!**. 
62Mb Hard Disc £329 , 
120Mb Hard Disc £419 ■ 
240Mb Hard Disc £689 

' 52Mb A530 Combo £649 
120Mb A530 Combo £749 
240Mb A530 Combo £989 

for A1500 
52Mb Hard Disk £265 
120Mb Hard Disk £405 . 
240Mb Hard Disk £629 

GVP ram £25 per 1 Mb 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

Bridgeboards 
CBM A2286 286 for At500 £269 

CBM A2083 XT tor A1500 £99 

Cumana CAX354 
The most reliable drive you can buy 

1M external 

£49 While stocks last 

New Price 

Commodore 
A101 1 1M external 

£48 While stocks last 

Roctec Roc Lite RF382C 
1M external drive £ 5 9 

Printer Packs 
All printers are supplied with a printer 
pack consisting of printer paper and a 
connection cable. If required a pnnter 
stand is £5.00 extra (with a printed 

Free of charge 

Commodore 
1084SD 

Refurbished 14" Colour Monitor 
1 full year warranty with cable 

£159 While stocks last 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 1 Mram + clock £21.90 
A50Q 1 Mram no clock £17.90 
A500+ IMram + clock £39.90 
A600 IMram + clock £49.90 

Amiga 1 500 + 
W8 2.04 with full software 

£519 

Amiga 600HD 
20Mb internal Hard disk & software 

£419 

Citizen 1 20D + 
£109 with cable 

& paper 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable Mono £169 
6p8per Colour £179 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available With cable & paper 

£179 
Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin. 134 

KXP11241 24pir. 227 
KXP2180 Spin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 269 
Epson LX400 9pin. 135 
Epson LQ570 24pin. 265 
Pries include VAT cable S paper 

Naksha Scanner 
200 io 400dpi. 105mm rQQ 
width with expresslT 

software 

Naksha Mouse 
£21.50 for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

Squik Mouse 
tor Atari ST & Amipj £13.90 

Canon BJ-IOex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£205_ 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£205_ 

Star LC200 
with cable & paper 

£179 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin.125 
LC200 Colour 9pin ...... 179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin — 189 
LC24200 Mono 24ptn ,...209 
LC24200 Colour 24pin „ 259 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2 04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .. . 41.SO 
Kickstart ROM only vl .3 ..... 29 00 
Phoenix rom sharer    24,95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelarator . 239,00 
Fatter Angus custom chip 37.50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga £ ^ 5-90 

Happy Mouse 
fOT Atari ST & Amiga £ 1 4.90 

Commodore 
1084SD 

14" Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£ 1 7 9 While stocks last 

Amiga 600 
Standard A600 with full software 

£269 

£10.00 discount on 1084 
or 8833 with an Amiga 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
Colour monitor 

with cable 

£189 
UK. 240V 

Colour monitor 
with no cable 

£179 
mams - game 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead ... 3.75 
A50Q Printer cable .......—.. 7.95 
Modulator .'Disk Extension. 10.95 
2 3 way Plug Of socket ......... 2,95 
A500 Dust Cover .. 4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft typel .. 4.95 
Mouse House.2,95 
1M internal 3.5* drive ......... 49.00 
A500 replacement PSU ........ 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU. 49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + ., 129.00 
Oise Wallet for 32 d.sks. 7,95 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free! 

10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 7,50 
50x 3,5" DS/DD 135tpi.. 32 30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi_ 59 93 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi. 141.00 
Ikx 3.5" DS/OD 135tpi. 540 50 

DISKETTES 
SONY /DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
lOx 3.5" DS/DD I 35tpi. S.9B 
5Ox 3.5* DS/DD 135tpi ...... 21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ........ 39,60 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  . 94,8B 
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 353,6B 
40 x 3,5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7,50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification, 
Established 7 years 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 

Postage 94p or £3,53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

Amiga/Format Dept 
40-42 West Street 
Podchester Hents 
PD16 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UleServe 
3 Larger items delivered H 

by Secuncor Jj 
J 

UleServe Best for service UleServe Best for service 
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ftTh GAME TIPS 

Need a tip for one of the latest 

games? Well, look no further. 

There’s a slightly athletic feel to 

the panel, at least for all you 

armchair sporting types! 

Espana '92 
Can't get your athlete fit for the 

games? Try the following tipi put 
your mart to train for three hours, 
then move the date to the IBth. Put 
the training back down to one hour, 
and your athlete should be trained 

to 35 per cent fitness! 

Carl Lewis Challenge 
You can use either the mouse or the 
joystick for getting your athlete to 
run, but using them both at the 
same time will make him run like 
the wind! Get your mate to waggle 
the joystick at the same time as you 

are waggling the mouse, and then 
you're laughing! 

Here are some more hints and tips... 

Don’t bother training all your athletes - 
pick the most promising with starting 
statistics of >50%. By improving SPEED 
and POWER, leaving AGILITY and 
STAMINA at average levels, an athlete 
should perform well in all events. Either 
create one all-purpose athlete, or special¬ 
ists for each event. 

Best speed training is achieved by 
ACCELERATION, HOLLOW RUNNING and 
REPETITION RUNNING. Get these to 
F=70%, 1=35% and T=35%, Leave all other 
stats at default levels. 

Best power training is by ISOTONICS 
and ISOMETRICS. F=60%, 1-30%, T=30%. 
Leave all other stats at default levels. 

To train one athlete for alt of the 
events, do three weeks SPEED and then 
two weeks POWER. 

A general purpose gold medal con¬ 
tender should have the following final 
week stats: AGILITY=60%. 5PEED=85%, 
POWER=75% and STAMINA=55%. (The 
default athletes in the arcade only game 
are set to 70, 70,70,70.) 

But there's more... 
OK, sports fans? Feeling fitter now? That 
should save you having to go to footie 
practice or circuit training this week 
(or month). 

The tips don't stop there though. For 
all you Chartbusting types just turn to 
Page 124 for the full solution to the 
graphic adventure for those who just 
don't want to grow up: Hook, But before 
you get there have a look at Part 1 of the 
hints and maps to the massive, 25-level 
Eye of the Beholder 2, on Pages 122-3: ifs 
the big one! 

Game 
Busters 
Are you stuck in a trap with no hope of survival? Up 

a certain creek without a certain implement? So 

who can you turn to luvvies? No, not Claire Rayner, 

but Andy Nuttall with this month's hints 'n' tips... 

SO, YOU DON'T BELIEVE IN THE LITTLE PEOPLE? 
Now here's a freaky puzzle game Gobfmm i$ obviously very popular because loads of you have sent in 
pleas for help, so just type in the following codes to warp between levels 

Doesn't this scarecrow 
look like that bloke off On 

the Buses. What was his 

name... Blakey! And that 

famous catchphrase of his: 
“I'll get you Butler". 
So, for all those who’ve 

ever wondered what hap¬ 

pened to old II a k*y, here 

he is in his new vocation. 

Hasn't changed much has 

he? Miserable old beggar. 

2 VOVOFDE 9 1CVGCGT 16 TCVORPM 
3 ICIGCAA 10 LQPCUJV 17 IQDHKQO 
4 ECPOFCC 11 HNWVGKB 18 __ KKXPURE 

5 FTWKFEfl 12 rajKVLE 19 NGOGKSP 
$ HOWFTFW 13 DCPLOMH 20 NNGWTTO 

EWNDGBW 14 EWDGPNL 21 LGWFGUS 
g JCJCJHM 15 _tTCNGT0V 22 TGNGFVC 

The Cookie Monsterf?) 

Newcastle under Cyme 

SLITHERY FUN WITH STEG THE SLUG 
Here are the codes for the 10 levels in this fun budget game 

"Honestly, these Comic 

Relief red noses don't last 

very long do they?. I've 
only had mine for seven 

years and the colour's run 
out already.* 

2 RDfJUHCCMGU 

3 EDOUT10CK0 

4 HDPFUVLCCM 

5 _ODQHFUVLIC 

6 _.JfEBHETPIAG 

7 _LECGLDTRHK 

8 _NEDGFLDVRL 

9 _0EFVHAGH LV 

10 _FEGTTHIGLD Chris Hughes 
Harrogate 
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GAME TIPS 

Eye of the Beholder 2 
We've had lots of maps and hints for this game in the last couple of months, but 

these are without a doubt the best. It's a huge game with 25 levels, so you'll find 

Part 1 here, with Part 2 next month. Hints, maps and map graphics by Arvid Nilsson, Sweden 

124 

4 The old woman in the forest is the bid who can 

lead you to the temple. 

KEY 
0 STAIRS UP 

0 STAIRS DOWN 

0 TREES 

J WALL « GRAVE 

0 GROUND ° OBJECT 

■ FLOOR B START 

WALK-THROUGH 

ILLUSIONARY OR 

MOVEABLE WALL 

CATACOMB LEVEL 3 
• There are two Non-Player Characters (RPCs) who 
may join your party at this level. You will find a com¬ 

plete act of elf bones m the prison block which is to 

the south of this level. 

• To the north is a big room with a whole legion of 

skeletal lords. Save before you enter, because the 
skeletons may kill your party. 
• To exit this level you will need two Dark Moon 

keys. The wall In front of the stain to catacomb level 

four can be hacked away. You can't rest on level four 

and five, so you should memorise your spell* and rest 
before you enter. You may find some healing 

potions, spells and scrolls rather useful when you're 

on level four. 

CATACOMB LEVEL 1 

CATACOMB LEVEL 4 
4 When you enter this level, a door is closed behind 

you. To get back to the temple, you must find 
another way out. 

• In the room with nine pressure plates, an object 

must be placed on the middle one and in the comer 
plates, like an x (or a five on a die). 
• If you desperately need to rest you should find the 
stone gem and use it on the teleporter. It will take 

you to Temple level two, where you can rest. Once 

you have though, you should teleport back to the cat* 

acomb. Stairs to the north west lead down to 
catacomb level five, 

4 You need many keys to get back up. But, make sure 

you've got all four horns before you do. 

If you let Insal'the-QLNck join your party, he will 
steal from you while you rest. 

4 If you fall 

down a pit In 

catacomb level 1 
and you end up 
imprisoned, 
throw some¬ 
thing through 

the bars so that 

it hits the button 

to the east. The 
door will then 

open, A keyhole 

nearby can only 
be opened with 

a lock pick. 

4 You come back 

to the north of 
this level when 
you complete 

catacomb levels 
four and five. 
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4 This is the 

giant-ant lair - 
they will come 

out of the holes 

to the west. 

There Is a lot of 

treasure to be 
found on this 

level. Make sure 

you get the horn 

from the south 
before you go 

back up the 

stain. 

KEY 
WALL 

0 FLOOR 

0 STAIRS UP 

0 STAIRS DOWN 

TELEPORTER 

’DOORS 

J PLAQUE 

I NICHE 

SHELF 

PRESSURE PLATE 

LEVER 

BUTTON 

OBJECT 

H BED 

m EMPTY WATER 

BASIN 

• PIT 

fe BARREL 

MOVEABLE WALL 



rrD GAME TIPS 

TEMPLE LEVEL -I 

m 

> 

JJJJJUJJJJJJ JJJJ 
jjjjjjjjJBJ swuj 
jjjjjjjjjjwijijjj 

JJJJJJJJ-Jf Kill 
JJJJJJJJJJ J JJ 
JJJ J J J J J _flj -J > J J 
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

■JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 
e i i i i i i i S J J 

j.fc S#£jjj 
JJ»t iJ 
JJJJJJJJ 

JJJJJJJJJJ 

JJP- & J. J J 
J JQ&>£ «J J JOK* ^UJ 
JJJJJJJ JJJJJJJJJ 

♦ To destroy the carving of the four winds you need 

the four horns. They urn be found in the catacomb 

levels one, three, four and five. Stand in front of the 
carving and use all of the four horns in any order 

(click on them with right mouse button). 

• The teleporters lead to the resurrection rooms, this 

is where you can bring dead party members or NPCi 

back to life- 

KEY (ALSO SILVER TOWER) 
J WALL 

ijy FLOOR 

II ILLUSIONARY 
OR MOVEABLE 
WALL 

St STAIR5 UP 

STAIRS DOWN 

TELEPORTER 

;; DOORS 

j PLAQUE 

J NICHE 

♦ Search everything! 

♦ A key can be found in a bed. 

♦ Many locks can only be opened by a thief, 

♦ To get to the Axure Tower up the eastern stairs you 

need the mark of Darkmoon and the crystal hammer, 

both of which you'll get at Silver tower level four. 

♦ To get to the Crimson tower up the western stairs, 

you must get the Crimson key (found at Axure tower 
level 2} and three pieces of Talon (found at the Axure 

tower levels). 
♦ When in the Gem room, smashing one of the stat¬ 

uettes will reveal a button - if you push, It should 
take you in to the western teleporter. In the room 

that lies beyond that you can find three gemsr a key 

and a pressure plate 
Take the key and put the three gems Into any 

alcove, and the corresponding wall will disappear. 
You can now enter and get the treasure, and a 
Trope let {tele port) seed- This may be placed on the 

pressure plate, creating a teleporter which will take 
you back to the Gem room. 

♦ WARNING: If you enter the eastern section, the wall 
will close behind you, and you will be trapped. 

SHELF 

4 PRESSURE PLATE 

* LEVER 

OBJECT 
f BED 

HOLY WATER BASIN 
# PIT 

RESURRECTION 

( BARREL 

M MANTIS EGG 

J LIGHT PAD 

JJJJJJJJJJJJ__ 
JJJfw^ JJJJJJJ JJJ J JJJJJJJJ. 

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj .....,, ,j,_ 

jjjjjjjjjjj 
^-JN*JJJ JJJJJJJJ 

Sjjjjj-jjSjj 

i * 
j j 

SfttfJJ 
vsv J J 

SILVER TOWER LEVEL *1 
♦ In front of the stairs are light pads, which the party must 

walk over. On the map. are some pads blinking on and off. 

When a lighlpad is off, you can enter it without taking dam¬ 
age. Try not to step on the lit ones. 

♦ You are supposed to get to the other side by following 
the blinking pads (before you enter the blinking Nghtpads, 

save the game). When you get there, the walls disappear, 
and Mantis warriors attack you. Keep on the pads and 

quickly kill all the creatures, then step off the pads. 
♦ The lever will turn the blinking lightpads off, along with a 
few of the lit ones. 

♦ In the niche by the plaque that reads 'What can be 

trusted?' any item inserted will turn into the last item inserted. Be sure to get the cursed sword called 'Hunger' in this 
room, as it will be needed later. In the hall with the lever, the lock for the north door can be picked open, 
♦ All mantis eggs can be cut open, revealing young warriors. Feed the magic mouth with three femurs to get a bone 

key. In the room with eight mantis eggs, take the left eye, replace it and the wall disappears. Take the mantis idol. 

4 J J 
J&l 

SILVER TOWER LEVEL 2 
♦ When you get here you will find there are loads of giant 
wasps flying around - they both paralyse and poison you. 

so beware or you'd get stung. 
♦ Faith IS the key 

♦ In the room with four pits the pressure plate resets the 
levers and the pits. 

You must pull down the levers in this order; 

Northwest, Southwest, Southeast, Now go down the corri¬ 
dor to the south and press the button, then go back up 

again and pull the Northeastern lever. 

♦ When you meet the spirit again, you should NOT take the 

left teleporter, you should enter the right (the one that 
"leads to certain death") - it will teleport you to the stairs 
to the southeast. 

SILVER TOWER LEVEL 3 

444J44444J44 jjjjjjjj jjjj J J J J J J J J 

♦ When you meet another spirit you should take 
the right door. 

♦ The niche at the plaque which says 'Greed may 

be your downfall. Give what you need not.' any 
item inserted turns into a rock (It's not a great 
idea to turn something you need into a rock). 

♦ Its not wise to enter the room with the trap. If 

you want to go in there save the game first. Feed 

the following items to the magic mouths, so that 
they'd sing and open the door to level four: 

1 Rotten food 

2 Five rocks 

3 Mantis idol (this mouth also opens the door 
to the red gem) 

4 Red gem 

5 Cursed ‘Hunger" or Cursed “Leech" 
£ A potion 

7 Scroll or parchment 

♦ One of the mouths will not have a function right 

now, but later, if you enter this level again, it will 
open the door that Oran closed. 

SILVER TOWER LEVEL 

♦ Step into the teleporter. This will take you to a 
random place- the beginning, the room with four 

keyholes in or a room with a shelf and a key. 

Teleport until you have all four keys, then teleport 
to the room with the keyholes and insert the keys 

into the keyholes. The door will then open. 

♦ Watch out for Beholders. There are also will o' 

wisps which can be very hard to hit. The Prayer 

'Haste and protection from evil 10' helps hit them. 
♦ You should enter the illusionary wall Labyrinth* 

and gel to the southern room with the button. 

♦ A Beholder is ltuck in a hole on the ceiling. 

Don't kill him immediately (otherwise he will 

cause trouble later). He will then attack, so kill 
him. push the button and you'll get sucked up the 

hole. Get the crystal hammer while up there! 

♦ The exit Is at the end of the 'Test of Vision', in 

the southeast corner. When you enter the secret 

passage the spirit appears and summons two 

beholders. When you've killed them put your hand 
on the pedestal to receive the mark of Darkmoon 

and be teleported back to the temple. 
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GAME TIPS 

Hook 
Following on from last month's solution to the 

brilliant Monkey Island 2, we now move on to yet 

another pirate adventure, the film licence Hook. 

Herein lies the full solution... 

126 
'W T our first task in the game is to gel 

yourself u pirate outfit, otherwise you 

X won't be able to blend in with the 

locals and get on to Hook's ship to talk to him. 

Seeing as you have no money, you must steal 

the items of clothing that you need.,, tut, tut 

(don't do this in real life kids). 

At the beginning of the game you are in 

Pirate Square. Go left from here, pick up the 

anchor and the washing pole, then go right to 

Deadman's Pier. Pick up the rope and use it 

with the anchor, then go into the Crossed 

Swords pub and get ibe two mugs from ihc 

tables. Go imo the Bait and Tackle bar and 

pick up the third mug. then go out of the door 

at the top of the stairs. 

Wait until the pirate is walking across the 

square* then use the anchor on the top of the 

clock. If you time this conectly you should 

swing across to Mrs Smeedle's from door* 

grabbing the pirate's hat at the same lime (you 

may need to do this several times until you get 

it right). Knock on Mrs Smeedle's door, and 

when she replies use the anchor again to swung 

back. Nowr go back down to the square, go left 

and use the pole on the pirate jacket. Examine 

the jacket, and you will find a coin. 

Af Chop pulls your teeth out, you realise - with 

despair - this Is the funny bit of the game,.. 

Go right lo Mugger's Alley, and see Dr. Chop 

io gel a couple of teeth pulled out - he will 

give you two coins in reium. Take the roller 

blind and go to the Jolliest Roger pub, where 

you should give the three mugs and coins to 

the barman. He will give you three mugs of 

cocoa, which you should then give to the man 

in the blue hat who will fall asleep, enabling 

you to remove his trousers (quite why the bar¬ 

man doesn't kick you out right there and then 1 

don't know). 

Right, now' you have all three pieces of 

uniform, go back to (he washing line and use 

the roller-blind, enabling you to pul the outfit 

on in private. 

Go to Good Form pier and on to Hook's 

ship, then walk right and take some money out 

of the three pots. Go back to the town, buy the 

magnet from the tailor's shop, then go to the 

beach and use the magnet on the which 

will uncover a clock. Go back to Hook's ship, 

and w alk towards the pirates. After a conversa¬ 

tion with Hook, you will be made to walk the 

gangplank, and will subsequently find yourself 

on the seabed. 

Use the pole on the pulley to gel it work¬ 

ing, then look at the shiny clam to find a conch 

shell. Use the clam to gel out of the water, then 

walk right along the tree branch. To get 

At you climb the tree 

end look down, 
Behold! Th* fabled 

Neverland In front of 

your very eyes. 

“Whet's this, a fancy 

dress party or whet? I 
look ridiculous! But 

then I suppose tills Is 

Hook, so maybe It's 
quite apt/1 

Right. Here 1 am, standing on the seabed. Wait a 

mo, how am I breathing? Aaargh! Blub! etc. 

through the forest* follow these directions: 

North. East, North. West. North, East and 

then East again. 

You should now walk into a rope trap, 

which reveals the lost boys' hideout. Walk left 

into the workshop and get the elastic, then go 

left to the jogging area where you can use the 

weights to get imo shape. Go left to the 

Avenger, get the net and examine it to find a 

piece of string. Go right twice to get to the 

Four Seasons, then get the dead branch and the 

flower. Scare the chicken by blowing the 

conch shell at it, then pick up the eggs. Give 

the eggs to the boy in the workshop, and take 

the suction arrow. 

Go right twice to the pond, talk to 

Tinkerbell. and give her the flower. In reium 

she will give you a thimble. Gel the branch 

from the tree to the right, then use it with the 

string to make a bow, Go back to the work¬ 

shop and use the bow on the panpipes, then 

pick them up and go to the slingshot. 

"You found this bit of clastic ind somebody 
had strapped two rings to th* trees? Y*ah„,“ 

Use the elastic to fix the slingshot, then go up 

and right to the clifftop and use yourself with 

the end of the fence (to practice how- to fly). 

Do this several times, then ask Thud bun about 

his happy thoughts, and he will give you some 

marbles. Go back and insult Rufio by saying 

"Oh, Rufio!" (strong words indeed), which 

will enable you to use your imagination and 

throw some imaginary food at him. The table 

will now be covered with food, 

Go down to the round pond, and walk 

towrards the tree. This will take you to the 

island. Examine the log-bed, fireplace and 

chair, then talk to Tinkerbell. You will be 

shown a movie-like story, Rufio will give you 

a sword, and then you will fly off towards 

Hook himself. 

Now you are very' close to the end of the 

adventure, and all you need to do to kill Hook 

is talk him to death - we're leaving this one to 

you. because it's reasonably easy! 

Sent in by Daren Mitchell 
Bognor Regis 

Bus 
Broughton Astley 



At last a range of Joysticks with looks and performance 

that comes straight from the Arcade With prices 

starting from as little as £13.99. they are seductively 

transparent to show their internal workings rippling like 

the muscles of an Iron-pumper 

SV135 MEGASTAR JUNIOR £> 

Steel Shaft * 

7 Heavy-duty Microswrtches * 

Auto-Fire * 

Left/Right Hand Switches * 

£18.99 Inc. VAT 

SV131 SUPERSTAR 

Steel Shaft * 

Six Heavy-duty Microswitches ■ 

Auto-Fire • 

£13,99 inc. VAT 

SV127 T0PSTAR 

• Six Heavy-duty Switches 

• Auto-Fire 

• Pistol-Grip 

LOGIC 3 products oiler three things — 

style, quality and performance There's 

that certain look, that certain feel that 

make LOGIC 3 products special 

LOGIC 3 — Potting style into 

computing LG737 SIGMA-RAY > 

Sigma-Ray table top Joystick • 

Six microswitches (closed type) * 

Additional base fire buttons * 

Rapid-fire function • 

£12.99 inc. VAT 

< LG 203 MANTA-RAY 

+ Hand held Joystick 

• Six microswitches (closed type) 

• Rapid-lire function 

LG2RG SPEEDMOUSE 
for Amiga/Atari Computers * 

ultra-sensitive buttons * 

Smooth and accurate movement * 

Comfortable to use * 

E 18.99 inc. VAT 

£> 

£11,99 Inc, VAT 

Advanced ■ mis 
THE— L FOOT- 

«PEDAL 
* \ * 

Simply the best ”—” 

GRAVIS products are made in Canada to the highest 

standards of Joystick Design and Engineering They are 

comfortable to use and are built to last. In fact, you wilt 

probably need a new AMIGA 

before the GRAVIS gives up* 

ENHANCE YOUR f> 

VIDEO GAMES 

Sometimes just using a 

Joystick is not enough to beat 

today's generation of computer 

games. The Foot Pedal 

Controiler works in conjunction 

with a Joystick. Gy aligning any 

three of the Joystick functions 

to synchronise with the Foot 

Pedals it enhances any multi¬ 

functional game that includes 

flying, driving or playing sports 

games-playing will never 

be the same 

SV129 
Foot Pedal Controller 

£24.99 inc. VAT 

* Space Saving Flat Pack 
* Comes in 3 parts for quick Snap Assembly 

* van 3 holds up to 80 3,5" 
Diskettes 

* van.5 holds up to BO 5.25" 
Diskettes sv 500 $y4" version 

_ _ 

Clear 

* Robust High Impact Base 

■ Removable Lid 
* Incorporated Integral Lock 
* Organiser Dividers 
* Transparent Top 
* Rubber Feet 
* High Capacity 

SV 510 W version 

1 SET UP 1 

Black 

GRAVIS SWITCH JOYSTICK [> 

Eight position Tension Control • 

Microswitch Fire-Buttons * 

Independent Function Fire-Buttons * 

Foam Padded Grip * 

Bladk or clear versions available * 

O GAMES PAD lor AMIGA 
* 4 quick response buttons 

* Removable Joystick Handle 

* Left/Right Handed Button 

* Controller Layout 

Select Single-Shot and/or Turbo-Fire 

'6 loot cable Qa(n,s pgd |or Amiga 

* Simply plug any siandard 9-Prn 

Joystick into the cable supplied. 

* Conneci the Foot Pedal into your 
Computer. 

* The Foot Pedal is now ready to 
use 

Data lux 
DESIGNER MEDIA STORAGE [> 

Expertly designed, these boxes are not 

only practical and user-fnendly, but are 

tough enough to provide years of trouble 

free service 

Just look at the features 

computer 

£19.99 inc. VAT 

£32.99 Inc. VAT 

£8,99 inc. VAT 

£29.99 Inc, VAT 

£8.99 inc. VAT 

SPECTRA VIDEO, UNIT 27 NORTHFIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BERESFQRD AVENUE. WEMBLEY. MIDDLESEX HAD 1NU, ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE: 081 900 0024 ■ FACSIMILE: 081 903 SS25 * HOTLINE 181 902 2211 
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ST, GAME TIPS 

Helping Hand 
Now come on. What are you reading this bit for? You should know what 

Helping Hand is by now. It's that page dedicated to helping people with their problems... (on 

computer games, of course.) Here goes... 

WINE, WOMEN AND WIZARDS 
The short-sighted 

hunchback is just 

about to buy it 
because the cow- 

aaardty Gobliims have 

gone for a wash.-. 

I have a problem with the Qobiiiins. On level 13, I can't get to 
the bottle next to the wizard because the horn is in the way. 

Neil Willan 
Derby 

This is one of the trickiest levels, but thanks to 
Stephen Murray of Flint it's not impossible. 
After you've cracked the egg, magic it to make 

the wings grow. The egg will pick Ignatius up and drop him on 
the right of the screen. Magic the horn on the floor to remove 
it then pick up the elixir and use it. 

When Oups is invisible, walk past the horn to the right of 
the screen. Pick up the carrot and use it by the rabbit hole. 
Bring Qups to the edge of the wall by the horn, then magic the 
rabbit who will jump on the wall and transform into a naked 
woman. When the Wiz is looking at her, move Asgard to near 
the rabbit hole as well, and you will be able to pass GO. 

Stop monkeying around! 
Good grief! It seems that there has heen a 

resurgence of interest in the anginal Monkey 

Island in the past couple of months, probably 

due to the popularity of the sequel. Well. I ll 

answer some questions, after all. we did pub¬ 

lish a full solution way back in Amiga Format 

24 and 25, 

Anyway* here are the queries... 

[ need help! I can t get past the deadly piranha 

poodles on Melee Island. Fve tried giving 

them the hunk of meat but nothing happens 

Timothy Robinson 
Newcastle upon Tyne 

"Now look her*. 

You had better come 
over here and cook 

these sausages right 

this minute, young 

man, or there'll be 

hell to pay," 

Ah. but it's nor the meat that matters„ it’s what 

you do with it that counts. Remember those 

yellow plants you white walking through 

the forest? Try using a yellow petal on the 

meat and then give it to the poodles. 

Condiments, who needs 'em? 

Help! i’m desperate? I've got to Monkey 

Island, but the natives won’t give me a naviga¬ 

tional tool. What can I do? 

Paul Johnson 
Preston 

Easy. Give the natives the wimpy little idol, 

then go into the hut on the leftGet the banana 

picker, then go back outside and head out of 

the village. Give the banana picker to Herman, 

and he wilt give you the monkey-head key. 

Paddle around the beach just next to the 

headland, and waik to the gigantic monkey- 

head in the clearing. Use the key on the 

gigantic monkey ear. then get into the boat 

again and paddle lrack up to the village. You 

should now find that the natives are friendly* 

so tell them you're looking for somebody 

who *s dead. 

They will tell you about their magic 

potion, and you should then tell them that 

you're going to kick LeChuck out. Get them to 

tell you about the head of the navigator, then 

give them the leaflet - ytm will then get the 

object of your desire**. 

Remember, alt these tips - and loads more 

(including The Simpsons) are available in 

the Screenplay 2 hook hv Maff Evans, See 

Page 128 for details. 

Double damage 
On level two under Treihadwyl in the game 

Legend, there is a room containing six damage 

symbols on the floor. Try as i might, I can't 

get past the expanse of water in from of the 

door Help! 

D Honey 
Witney 

Midi you must do is cast the spell ‘missile 

damage damage* on the tile to the south west* 

You will then be able to cross. 

In Legend* I*m stuck at Fagranc level one in a 

room with two pressure pads, one green and 

one blue. Trouble is, J can'l open the chest 

without getting teleported away? Can you give 

me a hint? 

Nick Jepson 
Rotherham 

We certainly can! Go right to the door in the 

North, then turn around so thot you 're north of 

the chest and facing it, Now click on 'take'* 

then click on your own feet* Your character 

should then examine his square, and w hen he 

finds it empty he will open the chesL Voilit* 

Thanks to Tag for the tips. 

Fish! Wibble. 
I'm stuck! The arcade adventure Exile has had 

me stumped for agev I can get quite far in the 

game, but when it comes to the pan with the 

^Happy fish’ and some acid drops 1 ean'i gel 

past the clams! Can you or a reader help me? 

Alex Churchill 
Throop 

I'm afraid we can't. Can anyone out there? 

Oh no. Jetmart's b**n on the Happy Fish again... 

And finally... 
I always buy your brilliant magazine! I feel it 

is the best on the market, Thai s why 1 have 

sent you my own personal A-Z of cheats. 

Since there are 218 of them, does that mean 

that I get £50 per cheat t which equals 

£10.900)? 

James Jagger 
Lincoln 

Nope, 

WANTED! 
More hints, tips and cheats than you 
can shake a stick at! Send them in to 
GameBusters, and you could win up to 
50 quid! Stuck on a game? Send your 
question in to Helping Hand and well 
do our best to see you right! 

Remember though, we don't print 
Action Replay cheats, and we don't 
give personal replies. See ya later! 
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If you're stuck on a particular game, or have a solution to a letter printed in the magazine, then write it down 
and send it in to us at HELPING HAND Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 
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* Price Busters!! * 
♦ Graphics & General Quarterback Tools.44.99 * 

Turbo Print Pro 2.0.39.99 

* Advantage.  59.99 
AnitA .19.99 
Art Department Pro 2.... 139.99 

* Baby ..9.99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...34.99 

j. Broadcast Titler 2.154.99 
* Deluxe Paint IV Rev 4.1 .54.99 

Expert Draw... 44.99 
* Expert 4D Jr.34.99 

Font Grabber.29.99 
Hotlinks.....49.99 

^ Imagine 2.0. 189.99 
Personal Finance 
Manager.19.99 
Personal Font Maker.34.99 
Professional Calc.99.99 

* Pro Draw 3.0 - NEW! .89.99 
Real 3D Beginners.99.99 
Scala..179.99 

* Scala 500.64.99 
Take 2. 34,99 
Video Director.99.99 

* Vidi Amiga 12.84,99 
Video Fonts.39 99 

$ Vista Pro 2.49.99 
XCAD 2000 - NEW!..99.99 

. XCAD 3000 - NEW!.299.99 
* 

Educational 
# 

Better Maths.14.99 
Better Spelling.14.99 

* Compendium 6.  24.99 
Distant Suns 4.1.......39.99 

, Fun School 4 Series.15,99 
* GB Route Plus.54.99 

Junior Typist.11.99 
ale Maths Mania.....14.99 

Micro Series.16.99 
Tekno Amiga. 64.99 

* Three Bears...14.99 
Voyager 1.1.69.99 

* Development & Utilities 

AMOS.29.99 
* AMOS 3D ..22.99 

AMOS Compiler.19.99 

* Anim Fonts 1,2 & 3.29.99 
Blitz Basic..39.99 

* Can Do VI .6.64.99 
Cross Dos 5.0.26.99 
Dev Pac 3.0.49.99 

* Directory Opus.25.99 
Diskmaster.32.99 
HiSpeed Pascal ..............64,99 

* Flome Accounts 2...36.99 
Maxiplan 4.0.34.99 

$ Quarterback 5.0.39.99 

Hardware * 

Boot Selector Switch.14.99# 
512K RAM with clock.29.99 
Colourburst...349.99 
1,5Mb RAM with clock ....82.99* 
In vision Plus/Live...499.99 
Flicker Free Video ^ 
A500 ..269.99* 
Kickstarl Switch with 1.3 
ROM.39.99# 
Naksha Mouse......22.99 
Optical Mouse.29.99 
RocGen Genlock .......84.99* 
RocGen Plus..129.99 
RocLite Drive.54.99^ 
Roc Key.269.99* 
Podscat Graphics 
Tablet......189.99# 
Sharp JX100 Scanner 
with Amiga interlace.459.99 
Touch Screen * 
for Amiga.229.99 
3 Button Track Ball....34.99 ^ 
Zydec Trackball.29.99* 
Zydec Amiga Drive....49.99 
Zydec A500 # 
1Mb RAM Card....44.99 
Zydec Ffand Scanner ....119.99 

Music & Sound 

AD1012/Studio 16 
Card.399.99 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 ..149.99* 
Audition 4. 34.99 
Deluxe Music Const. ^ 
Set..49.99 * 
Megamix Master .29.99 
Perfect Sound....39.99 # 
Pro Midi Interface.19.99 
Stereo Master.29.99 
Techno Sound Turbo.29.99* 

DTP & Wordprocessina 

Excellence 3.0.59.99 
Gold Disk Type.29.99 
Kindwords 3.0......34.99* 
Mini Office - NEW !!! .....39.95 
Page Setter 2....34.99 # 
Page Stream 2.2..129.99 
Pen Pal....49.99 
Protext V5.5. ...99.99* 
Professional Page 3.0 .129.99 
Quickwrite......29.99 ^ 

Scribble.22.99* 
Transwrite.29.99 
Wordworth 1.1....79.99# 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Post & Packing add £1.25 # 
Securicor add £5.00 

48 hour despatch (cheques 7 days) # 
Cheques should be made payable to Softstore 

Access and VISA cards accepted # 

Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough SL1 6JA 

0628 ■ 668320 * 

* CALLERS WELCOME * 

WIN 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT WORTH 

lUPlTD 

£2000! 
JUST ANSWER FIVE 

QUESTIONS AND ONE 
OF THESE PRIZES 

COULD BE YOURS! 

1st PRIZE: AN AMIGA 1500 PACK¬ 
AGE INCLUDING A CBM1084 
COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

OR 
A SUPER-NINTENDO 16-BIT CON¬ 
SOLE PLUS 15 CARTRIDGES OF 

YOUR CHOICE. 

2nd PRIZE: TEN GAMES TITLES OF 
YOUR CHOICE FOR YOUR AMIGA. 

3rd PRIZE; A NINTENDO GAME- 
BOY PLUS THREE GAMES OF 

YOUR CHOICE. 

PHONE NOW ON 

08(91-545521 
CALLS CHARGED AT 36 PENCE PER MINUTE 

CHEAP RATE, 48 PENCE PER .MINUTE 
AT .ALL OTHER TIMES. 

HILL-REGIS LIMITED, TRINITY HOUSE, SEC¬ 
OND FLOOR, 6 PEMBRIDGE ROAD, KENSING¬ 

TON, LONDON W11 3HL 
FOR A COPY OF THE RULES, PLEASE SEND SAE 

TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS. 



AMIGA SUPER VALUE PACKS 
A600fd COMPUTER AS PER STAHDARD SPECIFICATION 
PLUS ASTRA TEN GAME PACK PLUS BAD INFLUENCE GAMES PLUS ACCESSORY PACK 

Datastorm...,19.95 WWF WRESTLING ..£29.99 2 MICROSWITCH JOYSTICKS £25.98 

Dungeon Quest.19.95 A must for wresllemania fans Not one but two quality joysticks 

E-Motion...19,95 FINAL FIGHT.£29.99 TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER £12.99 

Grand Monster Sam... 19.95 Arcade martial arts at its best! Essentiol protection 

RVF Hondo.....24.95 PITFIGHTER....£29.99 HIGH QUALITY MOUSEPAD..£7.99 

Driving Force.24,99 Ringside fighting action Keeps your mouse squeaky dean 

Pipemania .„1+124,99 , , . 

Rock'n'Rol!...19,99 Th,s , 5“Per vo,ue Pack 
Skweek.19,99 refails for over £650, but P A Q A 
Tower Of Babel.19.99 is available to you for only db Jr .99 

★ ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
★ 1MB RAM 
★ 1MB DISK DRIVE 
★ BUILT IN TV MODULATOR 
★ 4096 COLOURS 
★ SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
★ MULTI-TASKING 
★ 4 CHANNEL DIGITAL STEREO SOUND 
★ MOUSE 
★ WORKBENCH DISKS 
★ COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS 
★ ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

Incorporating Commodores 'THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED' 
AAOOfd COMPUTER PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCE * PACK 
PLUS WILD, WEIRD & WICKED PLUS SPORTSTARS PACK PLUS BASIC PACK 

DELUXE PAINT III.£49.99 KICKOFF.£29.99 GFA BASIC ..£49 

Essential pointing package Ike original and greatest football game Essential for Bosic programm 

GRAND PRIX...........£34.99 PRO TENNIS TOUR ..£29.99 PRECISION DISKS.. £12 
The best racing simulation ever! Stunning gameploy & effects Ten branded disks to qet you qo 

PUSHOVER ..£29.99 GFLGOLF.£29.99 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX... £9 

Infuriatingly addictive puzzle P|ay „ round jn the comfort of home Essential for storage 
game > t 
PUTTY.....£29,99 super value pack g* jm 
Brand new release from retails for over £950, but ZJ EL %M 
System3 is available to you for only 

WANT 2MEG OF RAM? 
UPGRADE YOUR A600 TO A MASSIVE 

2MB OF RAM FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR A600 

(Normal RRP £59.95) 

AOOOhd epic/language lab pack 
A600hd as standard with 20Mb Hard Disk bail! In 
PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN 'BAD INFLUENCE' PACK 
PLUS EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK PLUS BASIC PACK PUIS PAINT PACK 

TRIVIAL PURSUIT...£39.99 GFA BASIC.£49.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 ...£99.95 

S.pe, 3 lavage ^ °"e ,h» 

Cnt—...WV VV Ten branded blank disks comprehensive paint 
Space shoot-em-up 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX ..£9.99 packages on the market. 
ROME..,£29.99 Essential for storage 

Millenium classic This super value pack retails 

MYTH —..£29:99 for over £ 1140, but is avail- 
Arcade adventure able to you for only 

WANT AN A500 PLUS V. 
LOOK AT PAGE 3 

UNDER SPECIAL PURCHASE 

£499 

^ m ™ 



STAR 

Simply col! our Heed Often quoting your Access/Vi w 
- - Iln*ij 

B 
jiisL 83 
quoting your > 

number on 0234 210000 (5 
Open 9.00am • S.OOpm 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Simply cal! in lo your nearest FutureWorld store 

where our fully trained personnel wilt be more than 

happy to deal wilh your requirements. 

BY POST 
Mob cheques, Building Society drafts or Postal 
Orders payable to 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD, 
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY 

ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD 

_ MK41OEH 

Please write cheque guarantee card number an the reverse of 

cheque to ensure same day clearance Cheques without a 

cord number subject to 10 days clearance 

id. 
— remember all prices ARE INCLUSIVE Of VAT 

A COURIER DELIVERY (UK Mainland only] 

SATURDAY DELTViRY £ 10.00 

FINANCE 
Finance available to Suit your specific needs Written detoils on 

request. Instant credit is available in all FutureWoHd stores 

PREMIER GOLD CARD 

• 7 day money bock guarantee an goods purchased if not 

completely satisfied (subject to goods being returned in mint 

condition! 

• 30 day exchange for new policy should a butt occur 

9 i year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service 

should a fault occur 

• Exclusive Premier Gold Cord wilh Personal Membership 

Number entitling you lo special offers 

i All this br only £19,95 per item purchased 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
I For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 

completely free of charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, 

I COMMODORE A STAR, we are equipped to deal with the 

majority of queries Lines open 3 00pm to 5 30pm 

FULLY COMPUTERISED 
ORDERING SYSTEM 

I This enables our telesales staff to provide up-to-lheminute stock 
I information coupled with efficient dispatch 

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
I All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintain mg 

I our motto 

All our Star Printers now come with the following 

value pack worth £34.96 COMPLETELY FREE 

QUALITY COMPUTER CABLE.RRP £9 99 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND RRP £9 99 

300 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER RRP £4 99 

TAILOR MADE DUST COVER RRP £9 99 

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
| • PLUS • PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Wordprocessor # Spreadsheet • Database • 

Virus Kilters # Backup Utility 

STAR LC20 MONO PRINTER 
9 Pin Dot Matrix !80/45 Cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £268 01 

But yours tor on unbelievable £ 1 39. 95 

NEW STAR LCIOO COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour, 180/45 Cps 

TOTAL RRP with volue pack £299.95 

But yours tor on unbelievable £ 1 79* 95 

STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with volue pack £339.95 

fivt yeuri tor an unbelievable £ 1 99. 95 

STAR LC24-2O0 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono printer 220/55 CpS 

TOTAL RRP with volue pock £386.29 

Bat yours tor on unbelievable £239. 95 

NEW STAR LC24-1Q0 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono, 192/64 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £349.95 

Bat years for an unbelievable £189. 95 

STAR 1X24-200 COLOUR PRINTER 
24 Pin colour printer, 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £445.04 

But yaurt (or an unbelievable £289. 93 

STAR SJ48 INKJET PRINTER 
High speed/quality mono printer. lOOcps (LO} 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £379,96 

But years tor an unbelievable £234. 95 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR 

Exclusive to FutureWerld 

PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
LOTUS/F19 PACK 

Features: 
* Award winning stereo monitor 

* Onsite maintenance 

* LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 
PLUS 
* FJ9 STEALTH FIGHTER 

ONLY 
£199.99 

MEMORY DRIVES 
& SCANNERS 

MEMORY 
S11K RAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £19.95 

WITH CLOCK £24.95 
I S MEG EXPANSION {Not Pfut compatible! £79.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION jGivej your ASOO plui a mot jive 
2MB) £39.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION WITH THRU PORT £49.95 
NEW 8 MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER 
Complete with Thru-Port PopukMd booid with 0 Meg RAM £99 • 
2 Meg RAM £129*1 Meg RAM £189 95 *3 Meg RAW £299 -o 

DIRECT ASOO REPLACEMENT DRIVE with inductions 
POWER PCBBOB Robujt ilim drive with anti-click 

CUMANA CAX 354 SLIMLINE DRIVE 

POWER PC B80B with Bliti/Virus hardware 

POWER PCBBOB + X-COPY PROFESSIONAL 

£44.95 

£49.95 

£54.95 

£49.95 

£99.95 
DUAL POWER PCBBOB complete with Power supply £124.95 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP 52 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE 

TO 8MB. 0 Meg RAM £379,95 • 2 Mag RAM £42$ 95 
I * 4 Meg SAM £499 95*8 Meg RAM £679 95 

GVP IDS MiG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 
I • 0 Meg RAM £579.95 • 2 Meg RAM £629,95 * 4 Meg RAM 

£729 95 *8 Meg RAM £899,95 
POWER SCANNER WITH VERSION 2.0 SOFTWARE £99.95 

1 UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 

I Complete with hordwor* interface and new verwon 
120 software £49,95 I 

BEST 

AMIGA 1500 CARTOON CLASSICS SUPERPACK 
NIW AMIGA 1 500 featuring Workbench/Kiokstort 2. The Worh. D Point Ilf, Home Accts etc,, RRP £699 95 

ASTRA TEN GAME PACK i 0 mdrvidualy packed games |see A50O Gomesroostor pack br details) RRP £229 

OF A BASIC Essential br basic programming RRP £49.99 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE 
Bart Simpson Vs Space Mutants *Lemmings* 

Captain Planet 

2 FIGHTER JOYSTICKS 

QUALITY MOUSEPAD 

Ail goads subject to availability 

All prices correct at time of going 

to press. 

computers 



WORDWORTH 
vl.l SCOOP 

at £29.95* 
* With any 
purchase 

SAVE 
£100 

over £50 

.BASILDON 
MEGASTORE 
12/13 South Walk, Basildon 
Telephone (0268) 270013 

|<^>BEDFORD 
' MEGASTORE 

Simply call in ore of our stores 
or ring our telesales department, 

Make any purchase to the value of £50 
or more and we'll supply you with the BEST Amiga wordprocessing package 

on the market for just £29.95 • saving you £100! 
But hurry stocks are limited at this crazy price! 

Alternatively you can buy Wordworth vl.l on its own for £69.95 

1 The Howard Centre, Bedford. 
Telephone (0234) 212460 

★★ SPECIAL PURCHASE ★★ 
A500 PLUS VERS 2.0 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACKS 

FEATURING: 
DELUXE PAINT III 
BART SIMPSON 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
LEMMINGS 

RRP £3*r 

SUPER LOW PRICE 

£299.99 
★★ SPECIAL PURCHASE ★★ 

TOP TIN CHRISTMAS 
GIFT IDEAS AT GIVE¬ 
AWAY PRICES WHEN 

I YOU SPEND OVER £25 IN 
ANY OF OUR STORES OR PUR¬ 
CHASE MAIL ORDER ★ 

NORMAL GIFT 
PRICE PRICE 

£9.99 £2.99 

£14.99 £4.99 

ITEM 

40 Capacity 3 5" Lockable Disk Box 

BQ Capacity 3.5" Lockable Disk Box 

.jfr, Pock af Ten Branded Precision 

3.5'Disks 

3.5" Disk Drive Cleaner Kit 

JR High Quality Semi-soft mouse pad 

9 200 Sheets of Continous Printer Pa pet 

Standard Microswitch Joystick 

Jfc Zipstick Superpro Autohre joystick 

9 Quickpy Topitor Joystick- The Ultimate £23.95 £ 14.99 

10 Repbcemeni Amifo Mouse £24.95 £9.99 

* LIMITED TO ONE GIFT 
PER TRANSACTION 

£12.99 £3.99 

£9 99 £1.99 

£7,99 £1.49 

£7,99 £1.99 

£9.99 £3,99 

£16:99 £8,99 

A) LUTON 
^SUPERSTORE 

3 Arndale Centre, Luton 
Telephone (0582) 482680 

NORTHAMPTON 
SUPERSTORE 
1-7 College St, Northampton 
Telephone (0604) 33996 

ST. ALBANS 
SUPERSTORE 
34 Market Place, St. Albans 
Telephone - Cal! Head Office 

WELWYN 
GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road, W.G.C. 
Telephone (0707) 390029 

OPENING SOON 
MEGASTORES 

<^> ALDERSHOT 

| WEMBLEY 

SUPERSTORES 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
"Simply the Best" Commodore authorised repair centre 

FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY 8Y COURIER Make one simple phone call and leave the rest te us! 
GUARANTEED 7 DAY TURN AROUND We guarantee to return your computer WITHIN 7 days of collection 

FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Your Amiga will look as good as new 
3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineer* work loSe highest standard 

ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE We won't con you with hidden extras 
FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 

far a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pock completely free! 

ALL FOR THE INCREDIBLE 
PRICE OF £59.95 

NS Personal callers in to one of our stores may deduct £10 from the above price. 
We reserve the right to refuse computers that have been tampered with or are beyond 

economical repair. In this instance a nominal £10 charge will be mode to cover carriage costs. 

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL Ol 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20.00 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT A COURIER DELIVERY 



Take our sound advice 
The perfect magazine about music technology would have... 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

♦ 

Authoritative reviews of the latest hardware and software, 
written by musicians who have used the equipment under the 
same real-world conditions you’d be facing. 

Expert technical advice and help on any problem to do with 
creating, recording and performing. 

Informative interviews with performers and sound crew, and 
profiles of prominent music personalities, giving you the 
professionals’ tips on improving your music. 

Adverts packed with bargains, useful services, new releases 
and second-hand buys. 

News pages packed with previews, launches, opinions, 
updates, events and personalities. 

Easy-to-folkow tutorials that show you how to get the most 
from your equipment and don’t just rehash the manual. 

Comprehensive buyers’ guides to all the existing hardware 
and software, regularly updated. 

Covermounts that are genuinely useful and superb value for 
money. 

The resources and commitment to quality of Future Publishing 
behind it. 

An experienced team of journalists and designers, determined 
to produce a top-quality magazine with no jargon, no technical 
waffle and no uninteresting pages. 

On Thursday 15 October Future Music will make all these 
things a reality, and much more besides. Don’t miss it! 



‘**21 HO** 

i«» 

Future Publishing - Your 
guarantee of value AS WELL AS THE FINE MAGAZINE YOU'RE 

reading right now, Future Publishing pro¬ 
duces more than 20 market-leading 

magazines, every single one of them with the 
same commitment to quality. As well as com¬ 
puter magazines like Amiga Format. ST Format 
and PC Format, Future publish game console 
magazines like Sega Power and Total! and 
special interest magazines like Classic CD. 
Mountain Biking UK, Needlecraft and Photo 
Pius. Every one of our magazines is a market 
leader because we put you first and always 
strive to satisfy your needs. Future Publishing 
is your guarantee of value. 

r----- 
Reserve your copy of Future Music 

Give this form to your newsagent 
Please reserve me a copy of Future Music every month, 

beginning with the November issue, out on 
Thursday 15 October. 

Name .... 

Address. 

.Postcode. 

Phone. 

To the newsagent; Future Music is published by Future Publishing 
and is available from your local wholesaler {fully SOR}. 
i-1 

.cr^o 
i Special Introductory Subscription Offer 
I As a special offer to founder subscribers, you can get 12 issues of Future Music 
I for just £19.95 - saving nearly £4 off the news-stand price. This also means you 
I won t pay any extra for higher-priced issues with covermounts. To take advantage 
| of this exclusive offer, just return this form before Saturday 31 October. 

I 

I 
| Address. 

I 
I . 

I . 
I 

12 ISSUES UK £19.95 

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box 

J Access Q Visa Cheque 

Credit card No 

Lt 

*4 

.-.-. □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 

..Postcode. 

i 
Telephone. 

| Signature, 

i- 

Expiry date □□□□ Please tick here if you do not wish to receive 
direct mail from other companies Q’J 

Please make all cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited. 
Send this form to: 
Future Music. Future Publishing, FREEPOST. Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR. 
This coupon is valid until 31 October 1992. Your subscription will start from the 
next available issue, fm/ad/ios? 

j 
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NEW PROMOTION 
8833 Mk II Monitor Genuine UK 

Model Now with Turbo Challenge II 
Promotion, Only SI 99 inc VAT 

I A 

CLEARANCE SALE 
EX DEMO A590 S £199 
EX DEMO A50Q*S £199 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

1Mb W' 1Mb 
RAM RAM 

THE FANTASTIC ASTRA PACK 
AMIGA 600 

With 10 Top Games 
ft Of A Basic. 

E-Motion. Data Storm, Dungeon Guest, 
Power Play, Grand Monster Slam, Kid gloves, 

RVF Honda, Shufflepuck cafe. Soccer 
& Tower of Babel 

only £299 Inc vat 
Of with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

♦Turbo Challenge II Promotion -Head 
only £499 Inc vat 

WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
Free Deluxe Paint III + game 

while stocks Last 
Add £49.95 foi 1Mb extra RAM 

we cannot be beaten 
on price 

A 

1Mb NM/ I Mb 
RAM p^K RAM 

Captain Diamond $ upgraded MOO 
packs using the superb 2.5’ Conner 

Drives as used in most notebooks 
20Mb only £399 inc vat 
60Mb only £499 inc vat 
80Mb only £539 inc vat 
120Mb only £599 inc vat 

Packs Include FREE D Paint 3 & Game 
Or with 8833 Mk li Monitor 

♦Turbo Challenge It Promotion 
Includes connecting lead 

ADD £200 Inc vat 
12 month warranty 

Add £49.95 for 1 Mb extra RAM 
If you already have a 600 A want to 

increase your Hard Disk see next page 
Hard Disk repairs ore 12 months 

return to base 
A 

1Mb 1Mb 
ram Pack ram 
£100 GA WSvOUfc HER PACK 

NEW AMIGA 600 

Fed up with people making up packs 
for you, so as you get 8 great games 

and 2 you hate? 
Well now you can choose your own 

titles up to the RRP value of £100. 
Whether you wont budget or the very 

latest release, the choice is yours. 
WITH FREE MAINTENANCE 

only £349 inc vat 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

♦Turbo Challenge II Promotion 
only £549 inc vat 

we cannot be beaten 
on price 

1Mb W 1Mb 

ram pack ram 

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PACK 
NEW AMIGA 600 

Everything you need to be up fit running 
with Wofdprocessing 

And 9 Ptn Quality Printer 
+ Text Engine, Flexibase Ledger 

Amiga Cash, Amiga Fox (DTP) & 
Chequebook Accountant + Ait Amiga 

standard features. Mouse etc, 

WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
only £399.95 Inc vat 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+Turbo Challenge II Promotion 

only £599,95 inc vat 
ADD £75 FOR COLOUR PRINTER 

ADD £ft0 FOR QUALITY 24 PIN PRINTER 
we cannot be beaten 

on price 

NTER . 

A 
The HEW Adventures Of CAPTAIN DIAMOND 

ComK 1 
CU*a 
P*l«rqu#H 
RcrN*8o 
SajflfcMlHf 
TTw&Jowi 

Com*i 2 
At Ac* 
CtWKl 
UqriKlrctfY 

GamtiJ 

BocMock 
Donjnb+f 
Seta* 

Gornti.4 
Corn** 
twto*#CfTrt 
Pocrnon oT 
If**: Trtvfcj 

Gem*i ft 
Arr*oM*^a 
HOW 

E ALL NEW EVERYTHING BUT THE KITCHEN SINK PACK tlNchjr * 2ft 
R Wton 

AN A600 & ALL THIS FOR ONLY £349.95 «*H 
L*ix»d 

& W£ WILL EVEN CHUCK IN A JOYSTICK, 
Wrrpn 63 
Nymph *4 

DIAMOND GIVES YOU MORE BECAUSE Wi LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS f*c Bom 
&drr>»: c ArftftitY ran 11 tOMTX1 21 
CStaf to**t Arnyv*wafc«r M*rnCh*Cfc h*mPb.iya 
Ch*M Tli dr Coyot* NoVbi* Odcrnod t*rm ft Mod.3* 

VKnCh*clr*f Tam 
Jon vtaMCwiioi Mft*r 23 

Art™ WuilHii Com Term ft Mod.27 
Gann 7 Pogo \A#C [>*Pr it NCormn 
Ralyh Z*toVK* 
9dTtl*FbfC* ArrimHoikan.13 Ft LNflt.lt 

Atrotoon* latM.lt Dcfcfxa* 23 PFArfln 
Gomftvt Tugrtt* AMtdoch Adrt*a*r PfU* 
Tit* Ccnman AmfCfta PPMOf* 

Aramarvjn U Pc* D Ph . o* t 
Ganti c Afm*vi*e DotuEow *>typ* 
AjTTOff*vf rinrj Wad Pro It Too* 0*mon 
LfTKtaw SHWSpK ndijoat 
Untotrv* TiliPU* Varttfl* 1 FF AacNv*t 29 
LVD PtB? TypftvgTUff tafcfft 2 FF IH Wi*p 

Rut* »rVTT«* 3 FF P Corrp*#* 
word Pucb* Arij* O*od P-Rw)*r 

10 word Capivt.20 WitfOnFf P-Wt* 
Cut* ShJT ftsTi Copy IWnrf** 1 
CydM DOfLHPLM.1t Ff**C4pY Nymphi 2 Am«1*4>0 
Grcwiy wqm OoiMcro?* Pit Copy T*aPot 
Rot SK PC Two ftchiJM 

SijwDd* T1-*i Ptxfrog* 

0u* to conifer* POM ttnaftorv to* toftwa* is mtoftet to che*^j* 



WANT A 1500 
With Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500 
SWAP IT FOR ONLY £399.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

WAKfMIN^ 

Not reading this carefully could seriously 
damage your wealth 

Big price increases are immenant, buy now & 
save pounds before Christmas 

large manufacturers reduced their prices over 
the quiet Summer, some even lost money, but 

PRICES ARE GOING UP SOON 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S 1500 & 3000 CENTRE GENERAL ACCESSORIES 

A1500 NEW VERSION 
Alt Dionriond's 1500's come with Workbench 2.04 end are 
a bo supplied with:- Deluxe Paint til. Home Accounts, The 
Works (Word Processor, Spreadsheet and Database), 3 
Games (Fannie, Toki St Elf), and a book (Get The Best Out 

Of Your Amiga). 

A1500 on its own 
withGVP 8Mb bore board+52Mb Quantum £819 
with 8Mb 0k RAM board+105Mb Quantum 
A1500+8833 

GRAPHICS « VIDEO 
GVP Impact Vision 24 Bit Card 

from 

£976 
£729 

A1500 Deluxe Includes 
1.3 ROM / 2 04 ROM & Switcher 

(! 500/2000/3000) 
DCTV (Pal Version) 
Rocgen 
Roc gen + 
Rendoie 8802 
Rendale 8806 RG8 
Commodore 2300 Int 
G2 
G2+ 
Video Pilot V330 
Philips Editing System 

£1550 
£440.00 
£89.95 
£124,95 
£119,95 
£499.00 
£499.00 

£575,00 
£999.00 
£999.00 
£399.00 

£589 

THE NEW COMMODORE AMIGA 3000 
25MHz processor, 100 Mb hard disk, 

4Mb Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM. 

£1995,00 INC VAT 
Phone for PX pricing 

Jmng 
Out Of Memory? 

8Mb RAM Board for A1500 or 2000 
Aries Board 0Mb 
For each 2Mb RAM add 

DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA rit 
3mlme 

dtra*m 
CDIV driv* 
NEW Roc lit # Stimlin* with no click 
& V nji prQt^ction on trock 0 

GVP HARD DRIVES / ACCELERATORS 

AMIGA 1500 / 200 HARD DRIVE 
Impact Series ll HC8+ Control Corrd only 
Impact Series II HC8+ & 52Mb Hard drive 
Impact Series IIHC8+ & 120 Mb Hard drive £419.99 
Impact Series IIHC8+ & 240Mb Hard drive £*39.99 
Impact Series IIHC8+ & 420Mb Hard drive £1169.99 

AMIGA 1500 / 2000 ACCELERATOR CARDS 
G-Force 030-25MHz with 1Mb 32-Bit RAM 
G-Force 030-40MHZ with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM 
G-Force 030-50MHz with 4Mb 32-Bit RAM £ 1269.99 
G-Force 040-28MHz with 2Mb 32-Btt RAM £ 1699.99 

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 

GVP Series IIHD+ 52MB 
GVP Series IIHD+ 105MB 
GVP Series II HD* 240MB 
GVP COMBO ACCELERATOR SERIES 
FOR THE AMIGA A500 
AS30 Combo 40Mhz + 52Mb H/D £699.«9 
A530 Combo dOMhi * 120Mb H/D 
ASM Combo 40Mh2* 200Mb H/D £1039 99 
46882 Coprocessor for A530 
GVP MEMORY RAM MOOULfS 

Series II RAM 8 RAM Card for Amiga 
1500/200 with 2Mb 
32 bit 60ns 1 Mb SIMM for Accelerator 
Cards £64.99 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SMM as above 11 9.99 

COMPONENT SHOP 
QUANTUM H/D1SKS IDE SCSI 
52Mb £1*9-95 £179 95 
120Mb 
2 y#d wOfTcnty 

SYQUEST DRIVE 
RwnovfttMa cal <WMr> 28ms £2 ? 
COM!ROLLER far c±»v* odd 

ROM Swttchw Now A vtxkriie 
U 2 04 ROM Swrttchor 
1.3 ROM avoikX’to 
2.04 ROM rwilabJ* « 

* Pt Off*t on pog* 1. Mtus b# In yowl 
workr^g concinonwfm 1Mb QAM. 
JudgwTwit of condthon *Lfc*#ct to 

mnnayan dtcwlton 

CAOTAINl CM# SMOfr 
4X256K DRAMS 
for A690 Setc 
1XI MB DRAMS Fa# Sup/Sttvci 3 SO 
l*9MhSIVVIS 
for NEXU5/GVP/Rochtnd £W 
dxVMn SIMMS For GVP #1C £1 £9.9$ 

AV090 34 
24*hit ytt^jhicifOF the ASOO 76AxSfiO 
qLJcdty fwokition l66m4»on cotau 
Item* buffer SmtX «cny to (It dreut 
board My yorilockcrto. Run* on 
ttmdard A50 (iMh chp RAM) 
With 24-bit pa*m pockuy*(TV ft**) 
Allows pictur* in picli re £■ 1 

RlMllANDT 
24-bit colour, ltimWon cokxn fits 
both A1500/2000 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND $ 
ULTIMATE A600 HARD 

DISK OFFER 
A600 Upgrade Hard Disks 
20Mb (Lmultd ttock) £149.9$ 
60Mb £1999$ 
60Mb £249 9$ 
120Mb £299 9$ 
Turn your A600 with a single 
floppy drive into the ultimate 
machine with a Hard Disk 
12 months return to base 
Only £29 95 for fitting by one 
of out qualified engineers 

ROC HARD 52Mb 
EMULATORS 
New Commodore 386-20 £439.99 
The new GVP 16MHz PC-286 £239.99 
Vortex AT Once Plus 16MHz 
uirr 

£214 99 
MSrl 
Naksha Upgrade Mouse £22.95 1 
New Roboshift. Auto sensing Joystick/ Mouse 
switch box £13.95 1 
MEMORY UPGRADES 
A5Q0 Plus 1Mb Expansion £39 95 1 
New A6QQ 1 Mb Expansion £54.95 1 
Supra 500RX 2 Mb Expan (500/500+) £139,95 I 
512K RAM Expansion + Clock (500) £24,95 1 
Above without clock £19.95 1 
1 5Mb Mb Expansion (Not Plus) £79,95 1 

I 1 Mb Expansion (600) £39 95 1 
1 Mb Expai^on with Thru-Port (500) £49,95 1 
INTERNAL DRIVE KIT 
Replacement A500 internal 3 S' drive kit, fiily 1 
compatabie with 1Mb unformatted eapae-1 
rty. Comes with easy to folow guide £49 95 1 
A500 ROM SWITCHER 
Switching between versions of Kickstart on 
your ASOO is coutd not be easier than with our 
new ROM switcher, £9.95 I 
Kickstart 1,3 ROMtSi^piwdwpwit^iy) £29.95 1 
Kickstoft 2,4 ROM <Si43pii*dwp*fat*iy) £39.95 1 
TRACKBALL 
One hand control unit, after using this yog 
will never want a mouse again £29.95 I 
POWER SUPPLY 
Commodore ASOO A600 PSU with the switch 
mode £39,95 1 
SOUND EXTRAS 
Amiga Sound Enhancer £35.99 1 
Stereo Speakers £39.95 I 
CONTROL CENTRE 

1 Turn your Amiga into the ultimate hi-tech 
S intergrated workstation environment L34.99 

MONITORS * TV'S 
B833Mkll +Turt>o Challenge II promotion 

| C0M 1960 Monitor £4405 1 
CBM Flicker Fixer £299 95 1 
Panasonic 1381 mUtisync £275 1 
Philips TV/Monitor £249 1 
Philips 3350 5T remote controJ £5499.99 1 
Philips 86cm matcNine 
100Hi widescreen £2499,99 1 
New Philips Designer cube TV/Monrtor £279 1 
PNfips 14‘SVGA monitor, suitable for use with A3Q0Q 
or 1600 with flicker fixer £229,95 1 
Ptoai* add £14,95 lot connecting lead 
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£399.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
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£199.95 

u £199.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S PERIPHERALS PAGE 
Printer Driver Disk for your Amiga, £5.00 (Please specify model) 

APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Graphics ft Digitising 
Deluxe Paint IV 
Dgi view Medio Station 
Intro CAD Plus 
X CAD 2000 
X CAD 3000 
image Master 
Image Finder £39.95 
Vista £64 99 
Pro Vista 
VDI Amiga Colour Solution £99.00 
Pro Draw 3 £39.95 

Music, Midi ft Sound 
Audio Engineer +2 
Audiomaster 4 
Bars ft Pipes Pro 
Df T Copies! Apprentice £69:99 
Dr T KC5 Level II V3.5 
Music X 1.1 
Stereo Master 
Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Techno Sound Turbo £34.99 

Video Titling 
Amigo Vision 
Big Alternative Scroller 
Broadcast Tiller 2 
Font Pack 1 for above 
Font Pock 2 for above 
Pro Video Post 
TV Show 
TV Show Pro 
TV Text Pro 
Video Director 
Can Do VI.6 
Show Maker 
Scala 600 
Sc ala Pro 

Animation ft Rendering 
Art Dept 
Art Dept Pro 2 
imagine 2 
Map Master for Imagine 
Presentation Master 
Surface Master for Imagine 
Real 3D Beginners 
Real 3D Pro 
Sculpt Animate 40 

£49.99 
£39.95 

£174.99 
£74,99 
£74.99 

£174.99 
£49,99 
£5999 
£69-95 
£99.00 
£74.99 

£149,00 
£69.99 

£175.00 

£44,99 
£119.95 
£174.99 

£44.99 
£169.95 

£24.99 
£34.99 

£229,95 
£199.95 

Wordproceuing 
Trans write 
Kindwords 3 
Pen Pal 
Wordsworth VI.1 
Excellence 3 
Home Office Kit 
Pogesetter 2 
Page Streom 2.2 
Saxon Publisher 
Propage 3 

ft DTP 
£29.99 
£34.99 
£44.99 
£79.95 
£79,95 
£49.95 
£39.99 

£129.95 
£159.95 
£139.95 

Development ft Utilities 
AMOS Starter Pack £39.95 
Easy AMOS 
AMOS 3D 
AMOS Compiler 
Cross DOS £34.99 
Dos 2 Dos £24.99 
Disk Master £34.99 
Dev Pack 3 
Directory Opus 
Lattice C 5,1 Dev Syst £159.95 
Quarter Bock V5 £34,99 
Superbase Pro 4 
X Copy Pro 5 2 
Hi Speed Pascal 
Hyper Book 

Accounting 
Home Accounts 2 
System 3 
Area Accounts 
Pro Calc 
Advantage 
Day By Day 

Educational 
ADlMaths 11-12 
A D I Maths 1203 
A D I English 11-12 
ADIEnpftsh 12-13 
Distant Suns 4 
Fun School s (Each) 
GB Route 

£34.99 
£39.99 
£39.99 
£99,99 
£34.99 
£24.99 

£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£49.95 
£19.95 
£49.95 

CLUB MEMBERS PRICE ONLY 
(Prices are already discounted) 

APPLICATION STAR BUYS 
Pen Pal £44.99 
Word worth 1,1 
Home Office Kit - Includes 
Spreadsheet. Database ft 
Word Processor £49,95 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 £133.77 CITIZEN SWIFT 224 $204.95 
STAR LC 200 £194.94 CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COL £222JO 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £237.77 CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COL £254.95 
STAR XB 24 200 COL £388,92 CITIZEN SWIFT 24X £379.95 
STAR XB 24 250 COL £466.47 SEIKOSHA SP 1900+ £109.95 
CITIZEN 124/D £115.95 SEIKOSHA 24 PIN SL90 £175.07 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 £174.95 PANASONIC KXP 1123 £175.07 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COl £184.95 NEW PANASONIC 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9X £249,95 2180 COLOUR PRINTER 

INK JET PRINTERS LASER PRINTERS 
HP PAINTJET £694.95 Oki 400 £527,57 1 
HP DESKJET £339.58 NEWOki OL410 1Mb 
HP DESKJET COL £504.08 inc, HP HIP Emulation £703,83 
STAR SJ48 £232,65 OKI LASER 810 £1098,62 
CANON BJ10EX £198.58 OKI LASER 830 
CANON BJ 20 £316 08 Postscript 2 Mb £1284.27 
CANON BJ300 £351*33 OKI LASER 840 
CANON BJ330 £499,95 Postscript 2 Mb £1491.07 

AMIGA BOOKS ■ 
I Advanced S Prog Guide £24 AS Disk Drives Inside ft Out £20,95 

3D Graphics Prog Base £13.95 Amiga For Beginners £12.95 
1 Amiga Base Inside ft Out £17.45 Graphics Inside ft Out £24,45 
| Amiga C Advanced Prog iMM Machine Language £13.95 

Amigo C for Beginners £13.95 Printers Inside ft Out £2445 
Amiga DOS Inside ft Out £13.95 Systems Prog Guide £24.45 
Amiga Dos Quick Ref. £6.95 Best Tricks ft Tips £13.95 
Desk Top Video Guide Makina Music On Amiga 

TOP 10 TITLES 
CLUB MEMBER PRICE ONLY 

Why donl you join 
Captain Diamond's 

Discount Club and save o 
fortune on all your gomes 

Personal callers only 
Normal saving off RRP 

25% 
AMIGA BUDGET TITLES 

E-Motion, Dungeon Quest, Shufflepuck Cafe, Tower of Babel. 
Data Storm. Grand Monster Slam, PowerpSoy, Soccer, Kid Gloves, 

Predator 2, Carv-Up, Corporation, Cadaver. One of Fire, 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turlies, Back to the future 111, Gunship, 
Mike Reads Pop Quiz, Gazza II, Monty Pythons Flying Circus. 

any five BUDGET tires FOB ONLY £20 OB tS EACH 

Sensible Soccer £19 49 
Secret Monkey Island ft £2649 
Myth £1949 
Civilisation £26 24 
Striker £19 49 
Hook <1 Mb) £19 49 
Fire ft Ice £1949 
Championship Tennis £18 74 
Lure Of The Temptress £23 24 
PushOver £1949 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE UK 
232 Tottenham Ct Rd 
London W1 

FAX 071580 4399 

1045 High Road 
Chadwell Heath 
Romford 
Tel 061 597 8851 
FAX 061 590 8959 

144 Ferry Road 
Edinburgh 
Tel 031 S54 3557 
FAX 031 554 2115 

LONDON CORPORATE SALES 
Saran Duffy 071 5804355 Fax 071 580 4399 

443 Gloucester Rd 
Bristol 
Tel 0272 522044 
FAX 0272 521738 

1022 Stockport Rd 
Manchester 
Tel 061 257 39V9 
FAX 061 257 3997 

406 Ashley Road 
Pool# Dorset 
Tei 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

HEAD OFFICE 
84 Lodge Rood 
Southampton 
Tel 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232 679 

UK CORPORATE 
SALES OFFICE 
TEL 0703 333164 
or 0703 336277 

FAX 0703 232679 
CONTACT SHARON, 
DAWN/BARBARA 
EDUCATION/ 
GOVERNMENT 

?4 DAYS ADD 2%. 
30 DAYS ADD S% 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through vour order, giving your Access or Visa cord 

riLmbet, or send a cheque or postal order to your locd shop 
MAIL ORDER fr>on*.D71 S60 4355. Prices include VAT unless otherwise stated 

Mlrtmtin Courier Service £11.75, {Corporate Sales, any order inder £250 
subject to £10 00 Admin chordge) Allow 10 working days for cheque 

clearance Bankers drafts clear same day, All prices are correct at time of 
going to press but are only vahd until the 10th day of month of pubScatior 

due to magazines coming out four weeks earlier than issue cover dote 

THE DIAMOND PRICE PLEDGE 
If. whilst buying goods from i#, you can show us a better price for the same 

goods in stock with one of our UK competitors then we win match it. 

Even if our prices have increased we wii honour the price in this 
advertisement on items in stock as long as you bring this advert with you 

Thts pledge applies only to customers relying on this advertisement before 
the 10th day of the month of publication. It does not apply to competitors 

prices offered In closing down or stock clearance scies 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE: PHONE 071 580 4259 
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Your Tkirn! Part 2 
Bullfrog's coding methods revolve around making 
life as easy as possible, so giving more time to 
pose in rather ridiculous positions for press pho¬ 
tographers. Or not, as the case ntay be. 

How to program your own games 
Part 2 of a continuing series which aims to 

teach you how to program like the pros. 

Bullfrog coder Scott Johnston delves 

into the mysterious world of player control, 

and how to tweak a sprite. 0's movement 

to give an impression of inertia and 

momentum. So if you want to avoid stilted, 

lifeless characters, read on... 

Welcome back* If you followed Iasi 

momh*s article* well done. If nor 

go back and do so. This month 

we're going io lie the movement of our sprite 

lo the joystick. If you run Demo you will find 

the man now Tuns left and right with momen¬ 

tum. The exit key has changed to Q because 

w hen Escape was pressed you go* the repeat of 

your Iasi input. Does the program work? Great. 

Now let's make him run up and down the 

screen as well. If you look inside Move+s you 

will notice two new things, Ai the top of the 

file is a small list of equates. These control the 

graphics for our man and the speed he acceler¬ 

ates and moves. Try changing the two equates 

for the speeds. The man should move differ¬ 

ently depending on the numbers you put in. If 

in assembler 
you change the animation equates the man 

could start doing strange things. Another 

example of equates is in Draw.3 on the two 

asrw lines, with the word FOUR. This is eas¬ 

ier lo understand than placing a 2 on the line. 

Continued overleaf 

APOLOGIES 
Our sincere apologies tor the lack of an 
IFF to binary convertor program on this 
month s Coverdlsk, This was entirely 
due to lack of space on the disk, and we 
apologise lo all the coders straining at 
the leash to put their own graphics Into 
the demo. Never mind, you've got 
another month to make them look even 
better than they are now! 
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Anyway back to Move,s. After this we have 

the subroutine _move_all. Last month we 

placed all our code here, but now we will 

place our code into new subroutines which 

_move_allca]ls, Our man now has 5 variables. 

These are as follows: 

man_x (whereabouts he is horizontally on the 
screen j 

tf\an__y (whereabouts he is vertically on the 

screen.) 

maruvx (the speed and direction in which he 

is travelling horizontally.) 

man_vy (the speed and direction in which he 

is travelling vertically.) 

mn_fraine (The current frame of animation 

that is displayed,,) 

Inside the first of our new routines _man_x 

is the code to read the joystick, and move ihe 

man left and right. Study this. Now if you 

copy this and place it into _man_y, change the 

variable names to their Y counterparts and 

then change the following lines: 

anp.-w #300*4,dl to cxnp.w #176*4,dl 

move.w #300*4,dl to move,w #176*4,dl 

and place an asr/w #FOUR*dl into draw.s at 

line 14, Now you should have momentum on 

the Y axis. Try it. Did it work? If not go back 

and study the code again. You probably made 

a small mistake somewhere along the line. 

Right now change the names of the dot labels 

(those that sun with V)ta what they are actu¬ 

ally doing. Good, now did you under-stand 

that code? If so see if you can change it so that 

instead of the man stopping when he reaches 

the edge of the screen, make him bounce off. 

Basically you change four commands from a 

Move,w to a Neg.w, If you did not understand 

it. don't worry because 1 will explain now pre¬ 

cisely w hat it is doing. 

To start with we pick up the velocity of the 

man, and the direction in which the joystick is 

being moved. The joystick will be a 1 if the 

joystick is going right, 0 if it not moving, and 

-I if it is going left. We then multiply ihe joy¬ 

stick direction by the acceleration and add it to 

our current velocity, 

Now the velocity needs to be checked to 

make sure that we arc not going faster than we 

Making gome sprites 

move is more than just 

working out whore they 
ore and finding the right 
frame, To behave natu¬ 

rally, a sprite has to 

obey natural laws like 

gravity, inertie end 
movement. In addition, 
Ihe design o-f a sprite's 
environment (the 

Speedbatf pilch is one 

example) also helps la 
shape haw a character 
moves. You can break 

these guidelines - many 

programmers don't even 
consider them. But 

games which da use 
them tend ta he more 

playable, mare fun and 
mare challenging. 

want in cither direction, First start off by 

checking in the right-hand direction, and if it is 

going too fast then scale it down to the mini¬ 

mum speed. Then check the other side and 

scale it down if need be. OK that’s the velocity 

just about done, Wc now' get our current x 

position and add the velocity to it. Check the 

new x position with the left-hand side of the 

screen, and if we have gone off then move us 

back on to the screen and stop the velocity. 

Test the other side of the screen, and again 

stop the velocity and move it back on if it has 

gone off screen. The Final piece of code we 

have in this routine is the slow down. This 

checks to see if we arc moving the joystick, if 

we are then we don’t want to slow the man 

down. After this try and Find out in which 

direction you aTe moving. If you're going left 

we want to increase our velocity to slow it 

down, Sounds strange but the maximum left 

speed is in fact -16. or whatever you change 

MAX_SPBED to. If you are going right you 

want to decrease out speed. The reason for 

subtracting 2 and then adding a l to the veloc¬ 

ity is so that you don't have to branch past the 

going-left section. Follow that OK? 

Now wade through the code in _man_amm 

and sec if you can work out what is going on. 

Continued on Page 141 

Tliatk the way you do It! 

Thb is the Work mprooch, where all code is In ana mas¬ 

sive black. Difficult ta debug and a pain when It comes ta 
going ta one end or other of Ihe Ilia; avoid this approach 

if you want to stay sane! 

Modular programming, where cade Is split into smaller 

blocks with one con trailer file at the beginning is easier 
to debug, easier ta look through and is generally quicker 

ta work with. 

Some people last issue were confused as to how you 

go about using the Bullfrog development system. 

Well the idea is that the code is controlled by one 

file, which loads in all the others. This control file is 

called Dcmo.s. So as you make changes to other 

Files, you must save them. Then load and assemble 

Demo.s to sec ihe results, 

This system has a lot of advantages. Programmers 

build up a collection of small programs and odd utili¬ 

ties which they use time and again. There's no point 

keeping them all in the same file though. You might 

only use one of these routines, and all the others are 

stuck to itt wasting memory and disk space. 

Hence the need to split programs up into many 

small files. Once assembled, all the code will be in 

one block anyway. This approach to splitting up pro¬ 

grams into small chunks is known as modular 

programming. Although assembler h not well suited 

to this approach in some ways, it still makes sense to 

keep routines in separate Files. 



FOOTBALL^ 
TACTICIAN 2 

Widely accepted as the most accurate football simulation available. 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 now offers even more powerful facilities which 
set it in a class of its own. New features include: 
* Multi-user capability now increased to 46, with new rating system 
reflecting ability and results 
* FA Premier League and Division One permanently in memory with full 
interaction, promotions, transfers, play-offs, local and European Cups. 
* 900 players accurately and meticulously namedwith real ages. 
aptitudes, skills and market valuations. In addition, all European players 
are also accurately defined. 
* All 88 league referees included with true-to-tife behavtour 
* Built-in intuitive team editor capable of entering new players and fine- 
tuning up to 32 parameters. 
* Unique player data fink giving access to additional, accurate, historical 
information on selected players. This feature may be further enhanced 
by the user himself. 
* More recording facilities: up to 36 matches always recorded IN FULL 
for instant full-scale replay plus another 21290 match results and 
league positions going back 20 yearsf 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN is the first ever management game that includes 
strategy as an integral part of a successful campaign. Team selection, 
needless to say. remains a critical element. Each player in your 20-strong 
squad is now analysed in up to 20 different aspects, enabling you to select 
the side best suited for the match in hand. And then to the BIG innovation 
of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: full on-line, real-time involvement during the 
match! For the first time ever, you will, as a manager, be able to alter your 
strategy : choose a defensive or offensive system, mark certain opponents, 
drop back some of your players if the pressure is tough, decide exactly 
when substitutions should be made, play the off-side trap, go for quick 
counters, etc... With full on-screen commentary and minute-by-minute feed¬ 
back. you're as involved in the match as any of your players! You will soon 
realise that this is no ordinary soccer manager. THIS is the REAL THING 
You're in charge. You manage your side before and during the match 
Nothing is left to chance. Can you rise to the challenge? Try FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN and prepare yourself for the ultimate football experience 

Amongst the many features: intelligent computer behaviour, lively 
transfer market ability to replay ANY match of the week with full 
commentary three levels of commentary from highlights only to every 
single ball challenge with all players named[ top scorers chart, 
friendlies, speed control, selectable positions, automatic and intelligent 
substitutions by computer opponents based on player fitness, fatigue 
and tactics used: computer opponents will auto maticafly change 
tactics to respond to situation on the field. many morel 

EVEN BETTER VALUE! Wiin its built-in 
team editor which itself is a program in its own right, and two divisions 
now in memory at all times. Football Tactician 2 is outstanding value. 
Furthermore, registered users may order the very latest version of FT2, 
for just £3,50 (program AND data disks) as often as they likef 
NO GAME IS MORE UP-TO-DATE: FT2 is updated weekly. Transfers, 
bids, injuries are updated as they happen. If your football game stilt lists 
Des Walker at Nottingham Forest or Paul Stewart at Spurs, then it isn't 
Football Tacticianf 

Please rush 1 copy of 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 2 tone meg required) £22,95 □ 
Also available 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 1 (half-meg machines) £16.95 □ 
Upgrade from FTi to FT2 (my reg number is ) £6,95 Q 

t own on AMIGA A5OO/A5OG+/A0OG □ ATARI ST/STE □ 
Name 
Address 

i enclose cheque for My Visa number is 
Vtsa or Access orders same-day dispatch Overseas please add £1 p&p 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 523607 
5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SS6 8SF 

At last! Street Fighter II, currently the most 

popular arcade game, is about to become available 

for your home computer. Ask your dealer when! 

CAPCOM 
USA 

Available on: Spectrum cassette, 
C$4, Amstrad CPC cassette & disk, 

Atari ST, Amiga and PC Compatibles. 

Street Fighter"!! ©1992 tape** USA [nc, AU rights reserved, Street Filter"!! is a 

registered trademark of fapecru ISA be. Manufactured and distributed under license 

bom Caprom USA Inc by VS. Goid LuL Units 2ft Holford Wa$ Holford. Birmingham, BG 7AL 
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NEW COMMANDS 
Neg. w dO, 
This reverses all the bits in <JQ. This Is a great help when you 
want to change the signs of numbers. For example 5 becomes 

-5, and -9 will become t. 

Zo&t H one of tfw best examples of movement control tweaked to perfection. 
Tbe morn character's behaviour Iras been developed extremely well. 

Myth is one of many games where the control leaves a lot to be desired. The 

main character moves, bat too much time h spent moving. More speed! 

You will have noticed that there are loads of 

other files which we never really touch. The 

only ones we have used so far are Move.s 

Demo.s and Draw.s. If you have looked at 

Demons then you will see that loads of things 

are included from here. Most of these files are 

for various set ups. ie read the joystick. Others 

are called from various places inside our code, 

for example the sprite draw section. One of the 

more important of these files is Display.s. If 

you have a look inside Display then you will 

see the main loop of our program. It starts off 

by waiting for ihe vfoi. The vbi. or vertical 

blank interrupt happens every 50th of a second, 

and is the time in which the videobeam is trav¬ 

elling from the bottom of the screen* hack up 

to i he top. 

We then dear the screen, this is so that we 

don't have the previous screen display at the 

same lime. Clearing the screen is not always 

ihe quickest way of doing things, for example 

you could remove the sprites, and then redraw 

them. Draw All calls the routines inside of 

Draw s, and this is where we draw every thing, 

the man. ihe blocks* the objects, everything. 

We then swap the screens. The system you are 

using is called double buffering. This is where 

you see one Ihing on the screen, while you are 

drawing the next scene on another screen. The 

screens then swap places, and we draw the 

next scene (scene 3) on the first screen. Swap 

places again and so on. 

This prevents the graphics from flickering 

W'hen Ihey are drawn. We then go on to the 

movement routines, and here we move every¬ 

thing. advance the animation counters, detect 

for collision, kill off the hero if you can. 

Check for a key press, if it hasn't been 

pressed, then loop around and do it all over 

again. Otherwise exit from here, turn every¬ 

thing back lo normal, and terminate ihe 

program. That*s just about it for this month. 

Next month we will start to make our small 

program into a p!a!form game. This includes 

the need for gravity. See if you can change the 

routine for man_y so that gravity plays a 

part. Good luck. 

For the animation of the man you want him 

to look like he is actually going the way he is 

facing. There are several ways in to do this. 

The best way is pick up the current frame of 

our man. Then have a look at the man's veloc¬ 

ity, if this is a zero it means he is not moving, 

therefore you'll want to display the man facing 

towards the screen. If the number is negative 

then the man is running to ihe left. You have 

four frames of animation for our man in both 

directions, so check that the current frame 

docs not exceed the allowed frames, or thai iF 

it does you set it back to an allowed frame. 

And that's it for now... see you next issue. O 

RECOMMENDED 
READING 

Amiga 
Machine Language 

A pracdcail gude to learning 
68000 assembler language 

on the Amiga 

Mastering Amiga Machine Language by 
Stolen Dittrich is one of the easier tutori¬ 
als to get to grips with. Other good 
reads: System Programmers Guide {also 
Abacusi.Programming the Z80 by Rodney 
Zaks and The Hardware Reference 
Manual published by Addison Wesley. 

Using this months code 
This month, due to an especially tightly packed Coverdisk, ihe code has to be 

dearchived on to a copy (a copy, mark you! of the Devpac disk from last month's 

issue. In order to get at it, you will need two blank disks for the legend of Valour 

and Chaos Engine demos. Don't give me hogwash that you don’t wanl to see 

them - ihey ure of the quality every programmer should aspire to. 

Anyway, just boot up the Coverdisk but be sure lo have two blank disks plus a 

copy of De\pac handy. After the two demos have been decrunched (which lakes 

only a few minutes I you will then be prompted to enter the Devpac disk. 

Another minute and all the new versions of code will be dumped on to it, ready 

for you to use. 

These ora the equates in Move.* that can be altared to 

give different movement characteristics to the main 

sprite, feel free to experiment. 

Here are the dot lavels. Study the nates on the right 

very closely before you alter anything of the code. 

Assembling the changes should help uaderilanding. 

This is the main loop of the program, held in the file dis¬ 
play.s. He cautious about changing this area of code, as 

the results can be very far reaching. 



FOR YOUR LOCAL 
CALCULUS STORE TEL: 0543 251275 

Phone lines open 9.30am to 5.00pm (Mon. to Fri.) 
and 9.30am to 4.30pm (Saturdays) 

AMIGA CDTV MULTI MEDIA PACK 

REMOTE nsmoNitoR GOLDSTAR 

f EATURED AVAILABLE separately at El 79 99 

£490 99 

The all new Amiga Multi Media value pack is only available from 
Calculus. Another first for the UK's largest computer group: 
• Amiga CDTV • CDTV Keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5" Disk Drive • Infra Red Remote Control 
for Amiga Software • CDTV Wired Mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disk • Fred Fish Disk 
FREE Hutchinsons Encyclopedia CDTV title worth £49.99 
FREE Award Winners 4 top games pack worth £122.52 
Pipemania, Space Ace, Kickoff 2 and Populous. 

REVOLUTIONARY 65Mb CDTV 

MULTI MEDIA PACK 

The revolutionary Commodore Amiga 
CDTV is now exclusively available with 
an internal 65Mb SCSI hard drive and an SCSI 
controller card. The new Encore controller card has 
an additional external SCSI port, to connect upto 7 
SCSI devices. 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 

D-PRINT £99.00 
AMIGA 
logo £49.95 
AMIGA 
VISION £49.95 

Worth: £198.90 

YOURS FREE 

SPECIFICATION 
• CDTV Multi Media Pack with the addition 

of the following: 
• High speed SCSI controller with internal and 

external connectors 
• 65Mb High Speed SCSI 3.5" Hard Drive 
• Workbench 1.3 disks and manual 

A high quality 9 pin Dot Matrix Printer with paper & tractor 
feed and is fully compatible with Epson FX80 and IBM 
Industry Standards. High speed 120 CPS draft mode and an 
NLQ mode of 25 CPS. 

D-PRINT Add artistic flourish to designing greetings cards, 
letterheads and posters using high quality graphics. 

AMIGA LOGO Educational and programming language 

AMIGA VISION A Multi-Media Authoring System that 
brings together Video, Animation, Sound, Speech, Graphics 
and Text Applications. ana iext Applications. 

- £368 89 fiOfl Q Q 
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AMIGA 

Flagship of the exciting 
new Zappo range, the 
Zappo A 500/500 
+ hard drive provides 
speed, power and 
capacity at an 
exceptional price 
Up to 8Mb of fast RAM expansion, SCSI and IDE Hard Drive 
compatible, the Zappo Hard Drive comes with a superfast 
40Mb Hard Drive for onfy £299.99 or a massive 65Mb Hard 
Drive for only £349-99 
• Auto Booting - upto 8Mb fast RAM expansion 
• SCSI throughport for additional expansion 
• Mouse button game switch + 12 months Warranty. 

AMIGA 1084s STEREO 

MONITOR 

MASSIVE PRICE REDUCTION 

Commodore's original and best' 
selling stereo monitor is fully 
compatible with all Amiga 
products and gives your system 
the total Commodore look. 

With our new Calculus price the 1084s has never been better 
value • Stereo Sound • High Resolution Display 
• Ergonomic Design • Full Amiga Connectivity pack 
• Compatible with all Amiga products 

ZAPPO 
The new Zappo High performance RAM upgrade for 

the Amiga 600 allows the full power of serious 
applications and high performance games to be 

unleashed. The Zappo 601 is supplied with 
512K RAM and is folly upgradable to 1Mb, 
with the option of a battery backed dock. 
• Optional Battery Backed Clock • Enable/ 

Disable Facility • Socketed Design for easy 
user upgradebility • 12 months Warranty 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£2922 

& T-SHIRT 

ZAPSAC Zany, zippy 'Zepsac’ cany case 
designed for complete protection of your 
Amiga and your credibility!!! 

£1222 
ZAPPO T-SHIRT 
Lead the pack with a Zappo' T-Shirt, like 
your Amiga, it's got crucial cred. 

The A 570 will 
not work with 
all Amigas. 
Consult your 
local Calculus 
Dealer before 
buying. 
IMPORTANT 

The new A570 is a high capacity read-only storage device for 
the A500 series*, Just like The Amiga CDTV your new A5QQ 
and A 570 system will allow you to play CDTV titles plus normal 
audio CD's, CD+G and CD + midi disks. The A570 is easy to 
connect, no software installation is required, you can continue to 
use your Amiga Keyboard, mouse and monitor for inputs and 
displays. The A570 also reads industry standard (ISO 9660) format 
CD-ROM disks, 

•for CDTV emulation you need a configuration standard of 2.04 Amiga 
operating system plus a minimum of one megabyte of chip RAM, 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £349-99 

A superb quality external drive for the Amiga 
500/500 + and Amiga 600. Featuring a low 
profile 880K formatted capacity drive with 
enable/disable switch and full daisy chain 
capability. Another product in the exciting new 
Zappo range of computer peripherals. 

PHONE 0543 881878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 881878 



AMIGAA600 
THE FIRST 
DEDICATED 

The latest in Commodores legendary 
Amiga packs, the Wild, Weird and Wicked 
starter pack contains lots of wacky 
goodies. Built around the latest Amiga 
A600, with 8 amazing software titles 
we've included (totally free of charge!) the 
'Zapsac' Amiga carry case and for total 
street cred. — a 'Zappo' T-Shirt — mega 
crucial gear. 
PACK CONTAINS 
• Amiga A&OQsirrgte 
drive 
• Built In TV 
Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
• Push Over 
• Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix 
• Deluxe Paint III 
• Mouse and Manuels 

FREE SOFTWARE 
• Space Ace worth £45.83 

• Kickoff 2 worth £25.53 
• Pipemania worth £25.53 
• Populous worth £25.53 

£122.52 FREE 

RRP £494,49 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£34022 

Includes Award Winners 
ZAPSAC & T-SHIRT 

Epic pack. Epic software, legendary computer, 
another stunning Amiga pack from Commodore, 
Epic, Rome and Myth software titles set the flavour 
of this pack, with Trivial Pursuits Language Lab 
edition (in three languages). Deluxe Paint III (for 
amazing computer graphics) and the Amiga Text 
wordpro' providing the creative/educational element. 
Add to that an Amiga with a built in Hard Disk and 
you've got a fabulous Amiga package deal. For even 
greater value we've included the Award Winners 

software pack* crucial 'Zapsac' Amiga carry case 
and zippy "Zappo' T-Shirt, 
PACK CONTAINS; 
• Amiga A600HD 
(Hard Disk! 4 ©util in 
TV Modulator 
• Mouse and Manuals 
• 1Mb Memory 
• EPIC. Rome, Myth. 
Trivial Pursuits 
'language lab edition), 
Amiga Text. Deluxe 

FREE SOFTWARE 
Space Ace worth £45.93 

Kickoff 2 worth £25.53 
Pipemania worth £25.53 
Ftopulous worth £25,53 

£122 52 FREE 

includes Award Winners 
ZAPSAC &TSHIRT 

RRP £644.49 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £499-22 

AWARD WINNERS PACK 
Award Winners presents 4 of the greatest games of all time in one fantastic 
value pack. 
• SPACE ACE Space Ace: Winner of the best animation in the European 
Computer Leisure Awards 1990. 
• KICK OFF 2 — Hailed worldwide as the greatest soccer game of all time. 
• PIPE MANIA is "a classic puzzle arcade game that is so addictive it should 
come with a Government Health Warning", C&VG Feb 1990, 
• POPULOUS Ever wanted to play God? One of the most original games ever 
written. Golden Joystick Award — Most original game of the year. 
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NEW LOW PRICE 
COMMODORE A601 

Our bulk buying power has 
allowed Calculus to secure a 
new low, low price 

14 Meg f O 0.95 
upgrade LfahM 

MULTISTART II - ROM SHARER WITH 1.3 ROM 

CALCULUS 
STORES 

NOW OPEN 

PHONE 
0543 

251275 
TO FIND 

THE 
NEAREST 

ONE TO YOU 

NEW CONCEPT STORES 
3 new Calculus stores open in 
October designed to be the 

ultimate Commodore Centres, 
From A3GOO systems running 
24-bit graphics to the best of 
Calculus deals a visit could 

change your life 
Calculus Northwich, Cheshire 

& Burton-on Trent, Staffs. 
CALL OUR DATABASE FOR 

OPENING DETAILS. 

ALL CALCULUS OFFERS 
ARE FOR THE MONTH OF 

PUBLICATION ONLY 

COMPUTER ST ORES 

El YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 851275... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... P 



AMIGA 

PANASONIC KX-P2180 AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 

• AMIGA 1500 CALCULUS' STARTER PACK Amiga 
1500 Dual Drive; 1Mb RAM Mouse Manuals and Amiga DOS. 
• THE WORKS - PLATINUM EDITION A full integrated 
software package with Word Processor lino English Dictionary} 
Spreadsheet and Database Package 
• DELUXE PAINT III Probably the best paint package available 
allowing you to display your hidden talents. This award winning 
software allows you to paint, design or animate 
• HOME ACCOUNTS Home accounts with budgeting, 
forecasting and graphics. 
• ELF — you wifi encounter Cornelius the Elf on your travels in the 
mystical lands of Gooks and Goblins. Weird villainous creatures and 
devious puzzles test your gamepley techniques and gnostic powers. 
• TOKI — The arcade sensation that swept the world. Toki has 
been transformed into a monkey by the evil wizard. He must now try 
to regain his manhood and rescue his beloved princess Miho. Join 
Toki on his mythical adventure, full of demons and deadly witchcraft. 
• PUZZNIC — A puzzle game to top them all. It's fast, furious 
and devilishly addictive With 144 levels, the action never stops. 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. Produces 
crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology The new KX-P2180 is typically 15dBA quieter in 
operation, than the competition. 
• Feat Printing Speeds 192CPS Draft and 38 CPS NLG 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue; red, green, yellow, violet, 
magenta and black) 
• QuletPrintlng Super quiet 45-48dBa sound level (most matrix 
printers are typically in excess of 60dRA) 
• 0 Resident Fonts Over 6,100 type styles using Courier, Prestige. 
Bo id PS, Roman. Scr ipt and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 3 Paper Peth* Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total 
flexibility 
• 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £19919 

RRP - £699.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE »£529-22 

AMIGA 1500 BUNDLES 

AMIGA 1500 HARD DISK PACK 
Take an Amiga 1500 Starter Pack, add a Quantum 52Mb 
Hard Disk and be able to run all the best Amiga games 
and business software 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £79922 

AMIGA 1500 HARD DISK/PRINTER PACK 
Add a Panasonic KX-P218G Quiet Colour Printer to our 1500 
Hard Disk Pack and enter the world of Amiga Desktop 
F*ub!ishing and colour graphic printing, word processing and 
much, much mora 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£96922 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin. Quiet 
colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price 
• Fiat Printing Speed* 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 CP SLQ. 
• Colour Priming 7 colour pafette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, 
magenta and black) 
• QuietPrinting Supe quiet 43.5-46kBA sound level (most matrix 
printers are typically in excess of 60dBA) 
• 7 Resident Font* Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, 
Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Primhaed High performance and high quality 
output 
• 1 Yea# Warranty for total peace of mind. 

PHONE 0843 881878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 881878 



AMIGA 3000B MULTI MEDIA SYSTEM 

The new State of the Art Amiga 3000B is the ultimate Amiga. Opal Vision is 
the ultimate 24-bit graphics and video solution with instant freeze frame and 
multiple grabs as full 24-bit images. Complete with its Roaster Chip adding 
Toaster style features including real-time processing and morphing of live 
video. 

- 3000B 1 — - r- 

68030 processor running at 25Mhz 
3Mb RAM (2Mb video and 1Mb fast RAM) 
expandible to 18Mb 
52Mb Hard Drive 
512 Kb of 32 bit ROM 
3.5" 880K floppy drive with 3.5" spare drive 
bay 
4 Zorro 111 slots with 2 aligned PC AT slots 
8 bit D/A converter. 
Full range of monitor options available 

EXCLUSIVE 
PRICE 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£12291 TOWER SYSTEM 

AVAILABLE 
FROM 

OPAL VISION 24-BIT GRAPHICS BOARD 

Experience the awesome power and quality of 24-bit graphics with the Opal Vision 
Video Expansion System — at a fraction of the cost of competitive boards. A 
superb range of software to fully exploit the amazing graphic capabilities of Opal 
Vision is included in our incredibly low prica 
A complete range of enhancement modules will shortly be available to give Opal 
Vision similar graphic capabilities to the legendary Video Toaster. These include a 
Frame Grabber/Genlock modula Opal Vision Roaster Chip, Scan Rate Converter 
(de-interlacer) and a Quad-input Production Switcher modula All modules provide 
broadcast quality effects and facilities at a previously unheard of prica 

SOFTWARE INCLUDES: 

OPAL PAINT a powerful 24-bit graphic creation tool utilising the full 
16.8 million Opal Colour Palette with a vast array of brushes and 
effects to produce superb and stunning results. 

OPAL PRESENTS a powerful presentation package giving 
complete control over Amiga graphics and live video images (with 
optional Frame Grabber/Genlock). 

OPAL VISION HOTKEY a control program to manage the display of 
Opal Vision and Amiga graphics together with a range of other 
Opal Vision features utilising simple keystrokes etc. 

KING OF KARATE the worlds 
first 24-bit graphics computer 
game, complete with 
unbelievable graphics, music 
and sound effects. 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£5991 

VISil 
YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS 
STORE FOB 

II FREE 

OVER ONE HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY STORES 

THROUGHOUT 

THE UK. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION AND 

THE LOCATION 

OF YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS STORE 

PHONE 

0543 
251275 

COMPUTER DATABASE 
OF CALCULUS STORES 

ITEMS HELO IN STOCK MAY 
VARY FROM STORE TO STORE 

COMPUTtft STORE* 

l YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 281878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... 
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Software Supreme 

139 High Road Loughton 

Essex IG10 4LT 
A Train.....S3 49 
A320 Airbus...24.49 
A10 Tank Killer Enhanced . S1 * 9 
Abandoned Places,.17 49 
Adams Family .16 49 
Adv Tennis .16 49 
Agony ..——.. 16 49 
Ak St^Dpart,.....16 49 
Air Warner...♦.. 94 49 
Alien Breed...16 49 
Alcatraz... 16 49 
Alpha Waves. ...... 16 99 
Altered Destiny .. 91 *9 
Amazing Spidemnan 16 *9 
Another world 17 49 
AmocCtatf). 93 99 
Amos (ID) 93 99 
Amos Compiler 19.99 
Amos The Creator.16.49 
Aquaventurer ......16 49 
Arachnaphodia.15.99 
A/mourgeddon---, 14.99 
Apidya ......... 16 49 
Arsenal f<..16 99 
Ashes linpire.......17.49 
Astertu.....,.16 49 
Archer MAdeara Pod) 16 99 
AT-A-C...93 49 
Atomino  S 49 
Awesome,..  ,...8 99 
817 Flying Fortress.., 91 99 
Baby Jo..16.49 
Back to the Future 3..11 49 
Bane of the Cosmic Forge 94 99 
Barbarian 9,.   .... 14.49 
Bards Tale 3 ,™.... 8 49 
BA T. II..... 99 49 
Battle Chess II.  16 99 
Battle Command......13.99 
Battle Isle ..   18.99 
Battle Isle Data Disk —.13.49 
Battle Master.......11,49 
Beavers .  ..............17 49 
Betrayal...  8 *9 
'“rtheKkJ . 15.99 
8fl 5tun.   16 49 
Birds of Prey.83 49 
Black Crypt .  ..16.49 
Blue Mas..18 49 
Blues Bros . 15.99 
Boston Bomb Club..16.49 
Bountiful HD Scenery 13 99 
Buck Rogers .  19 99 
Buck Rogers It... 90 99 
Bug Bomber ..17 49 
Bonanza Bros ..  16 49 
Bubble Bobbie...13 99 
Cadaver 16 99 
Cadaver The PayOff.10 99 
California Games H 16 49 
Captive.  15 99 
Cart Lewis Challenge 15 99 
Carmen ■ Europe. .. 99 *9 
Carmen ■ Time --.... 99 49 
Carmen - USA...,. 99 49 
Carmen world .  29 49 
Castles ...-.. 17 49 
Castle of Doctor Bfatn 22 49 
Championship Manager.17,49 
Chaos Engine ..  16.99- 
Chart Attack.,■*.17 49 
Champion of Rai - 9 49 
Centurion-16 49 
Cisco Heat..  11 49 
Celtic Legends....-90 99 
C V S Air Combat .™.90 99 
Code Name Assassin.16 99 
Cover Girl Poker.16 99 
Conquest for the Longbow..92 99 
Covert Action...93 49 
Craty Cars III.16.49 
Cruse for a Corpse.*«.«m.,.17-49 
Cool Croc Twins ..16 99 
Conflict Korea.:..  93 99 
Curse of the Enchanter 93 49 
ChtiJzation .. „,,2349 
Cyberlon III.„.16.49 
Daily Double Horse Racing ...13,99 
Dork Queen of Krynn ..99 49 
Dorkman .     .15.99 

Daylight Robbery 16 49 
Days of Thunder .7.99 
Das Boot    19.99 
Deliverance .-.-..15.99 
Deathbringer.-.15.99 
Demoruak .  ....19,99 
Deutorus ..— 15 49 
Devious Designs. *5 99 
D Generation -...16 99 
Declples of Steel.  17-49 
Demonsgate. 
Deluxe Paint 4 ...........58 49 
Do Jo Dan   16 99 
Double Dragon 3 ....16 49 
Dithells wonderland.16 49 
Dizzy Collection .17.49 
Dread Noughts ... 93 99 
Dune.  19 99 
DynaBioster.....90 99 
£ If ..  16.99 
Elvira Mistress Of Dark......21.99 
Elvira II - Cerberus......23.49 
EMro The Arcade ....,16.99 
Epic..  18.49 
Ecoquest..—.22.99 
European Football Champ 16 99 
Eye o# the Beholder 19 99 
Eye of the Beholder II-.92-49 
Espania Games 99 ,.,.......,...16-49 
FI4 Tom Cat,..,.  .16.99 
FI5 Strike Eagle II ,,.,.29-49 
FI7 Stealth Fighter.....21 49 
FI9Stealth Fighter,.,,-,.19 49 
F29 Retaiiator .15 99 
Face Of! ice Hockey.15 49 
Falcon 3    93 99 
Fantastic Voyage .......„. 16-99 
Fed of Free Traders..6 99 
Final Blow ..16 .99 
Final Fight..  ...16.49 
Fire & Ice.. ...15 99 
Fire Force .-.....17,99 
First Sanvarta. 16,49 
Flight of the intruder.15 49 
Floor 13.   19 99 
football Crazy .. 16 99 
FuzzbaN .13.99 
Formula 1 Grand Prtx 22 99 
Fists Of Fury. 15.99 
G. Loc R360 .16 49 
Gauntlet 111    16.49 
Global Effect .   16 99 
Germ Cra ry 15 99 
God Father . 1699 
Gods. 15a9 
Golden Shot .-.16 99 
Graham Gooch Cricket. 20 99 
Graham Taylor. .  16.49 
Guhship 2000. .. 21.99 
Goblins. . 16.99 
Guy Spy .  .20 99 
Hagar the Homble .15 99 
Hard DrMn II.....-.—,12.99 
Harlequin ..  1649 
Harpoon I meg .  IS 99 
Heart of China...24 99 
Heimdaic ...19 49 
Head to Head .23 99 
Heros Quest . ..16 99 
Home Alone .17.99 
HOOk. . .  15.99 
Hostile Breed .17 99 
Humans .  16 99 
ban Bothams Cricket U 99 
indyHeat 1699 
hhaf Legend Fortress 17 99 
l Jones Fate 0# Atlantis . .. 18.99 
intemstJonaiSporbChalenge ,16 99 
Jaguar XJ220.17 49 
Jimmy White Snooker.15 99 
John Same* .. ..15.99 
J Madden Football ..16.49 
Jim Power . .16 99 
Kaiser.,...  t6 49 
Kick Off II,...13 49 
Kick Off Winning Tactics.7.99 
Kid Gloves II. ..15 49 
Kings Quest IV.22.99 
Kings Quest V.23,49 
Kmightmare...16,99 

Knight of the Sky ..23 49 
Last Ninja ill . .16.49 
Lazer squad 2...16-99 
Leander. 15 99 
Legend. IB-49 
Larry 1.23-99 
Larry 2...14.99 
Larry 3.   24 99 
UfryS ....,23 49 
Lemmings.,.....,..,15,99 
Lemmings 2.15.99 
Lemmings Data Disk .,..,13-49 
Lemmings Stand AJone.15.99 
Life 8 Death II .1649 
Lord of the Ring* 2049 
Lord of the Rrtmg Sun.15.99 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 11 16 49 
Lotus Turbo Challenge III 16 99 
Lure of the Temptress...- .19 99 
UnksH.D..,.  -.23.99 
Liverpool..,...,....,...,.1649 
M,1 Tank Platoon .19 99 
Maddog Wlliiams 90 99 
Magic Pockets.15.99 
Man Utd Europe .15.99 
U. Ditka mi F&n —.18,49 
Mcgatraveller 2 20 99 
Megasports ,16.99 
Mega twins 16 49 
Mercenary 3. ..2099 
Merchant Colony.20.99 
Microprose Goif 2349 
Midwinter 2 . .2349 
Mlg 29 Fulcrum.1699 
Mlg 29 Super Fulcrum 19 99 
Might 6 Magic 3 1999 
Moonfatl. 15 99 
Moonstone ...+—.,1999 
Monkey Island ..15-99 
Monkey Island 2.2449 
Mystical .... ..15.49 
Myth. ,-,.15.99 
Meg Lo Mania.  20.49 
Narc-,—...—.—7 99 
Navy Seals......-15 99 
Nebulas 2 1599 
Nigel MansefcWortd Champ 21 49 
Nirjja Collection 13-99 
No Greater Glory.23 99 
Nova 9.22.99 
Omar Shartffs Bridge . .2349 
Operation Stealth . . 16.49 
Outrun Europe 16 49 
Orbitus...1299 
Ok.  15.99 
Pacific islands .18 99 
Paperboys. ..16 49 
Paraseistors..  15.99 
Pegasus...1649 
PGA Golf Tour + .17 99 
PGA Course Disks 1099 
Pinball Dreams .„+1, lS 99 
Pitflghter  .* .—16 49 
Plotting ....,---,— 15 49 
Populous 2. ,,—19 49 
Predator 2..—.9 99 
Prince of Persia . 15.99 
Project X -.    1649 
Push Over..15.99 
Perfect General......19,99 
Premier. .20 99 
Plan 9 Outer Space 20 99 
Player Manager .-....13 99 
ProFhght. 29.99 
POOH of Darkness ..1849 
Powermonger .17 99 
PopuiusGim City.2049 
Quest for Glory.,,—20.99 
Race DrMn.1149 
Railroad Tycoon . 2249 
RBI 2 Baseball  15.99 
Realms-.....-..2049 
Red Baron-. ,2349 
Red Zone. 15 99 
Rise of ihe Dragon 24,49 
Risky woods .16,99 
Robin Hood.-16-49 
Robocod , ,   15.99 
R oboe op 2. .14.99 
Robocop 3.-,.15-99 

OPEN 
6 DAYS ^ 

lAkir 
Robosports..2349 
Rodland ......1649 
Rookies .—....17 49 
R Type 2—...14 99 
Rubicon.——.  16 99 
Rugby WbrW Cup 15 99 
Rtib of Engagement 16 99 
Savage Empire.22 99 
Secret of the Silver Blades 21 99 
Sensible Soccer.. 16 49 
Shadowlands .. 20 49 
Shuttle the Sim.,,...... 28 49 
Silent Service.-.21 49 
Sim Ant. 22 99 
Sim Earth... —20 99 
Simpsons. 15 99 
Sleepwalker—...15 99 
Smash TV....   .....15 99 
Space 1BB9--- 19.49 
Space Ace 2.   2549 
Space Gun......  15.99 
Space Crusade. .16.99 
Space Quest i, 2, 3, 4 23 99 
Special Forces,.. 22.49 
Spirit of Ekcakbur. 14 99 
Starfighter 2 ... 16 99 
Steel Empire.......17 49 
Stereo Master ..26 49 
Storm Master.-.16 99 
Strike Fleet. .  —16.99 
Striker...   ..1699 
Super Tetris .  2149 
Super Ski 2.-..16 99 
Super Cars...15 99 
Super Space Invaders 16 99 
Supremacy.—.18 99 
Suspicious Cargo.16 49 
Switchblade 2.-.. 15 99 
Sword o# Honour......16 49 
Silly Putty.-. 1649 
Terminator .....15 99 
lest Drive 3 .....15 99 
Their Finest Hour .19 49 
Their Finest Mission ,1049 
me Manager.20 99 
ThLkxier Hawk —.  9i 49 
Thunder Jaws ....*.16.49 
Tippoff . 1699 
Titus The Fo«....16 99 
Tearaway Thomas ..15 99 
Team Yankee .19 49 
Team Yankee 2--22 99 
Tennis Cup 2.16 99 
Terminator 2 - ..1649 
The Games Esparua 1849 
The Godfather -. ..17 49 
The Perfect General .,2149 
Torn ..1499 
Top Wrestling . ,16 99 
Top Banana —.  16 99 
Troddlers   —.16 49 
TwiHght 2000.23 99 
T V fcorts Baseball 16 99 
Wttma Under World 20 99 
Uttima V....19 99 
Ultima VI ...20 49 
Ultima VII..,.. 20.99 
UMSII...,.23 49 
UMS Planet Editor 20 99 
Under Pressure,..17.49 
Utopia 20 49 
Utopia The New World .14 49 
Vengeance of Encalibur .12 99 
Video Ksd.„.15 99 
VoWed..20 99 
Vroom — —— —, -. .16 49 
Vikings.17.99 
White Death. 19 99 
Winter Sports , .17-49 
Wlz Kid. 15 99 
Wolf Child „. 16 49 
wolf Pack,—..1149 
WWF .1599 
Wing Commander a 19 99 
Willy Beamish 21 49 
Zool. 16.99 

24 Hour 
Ordering Service 

Tel 081-365-0344 

(2 lines) 

Fax 081-365 1650 
BUDGET TITLES 

30 POOi.....,6 99 
Advanced Fruit Machine , 6.99 
After Burner —.„„.«*-,—.„6,99 
Altered Beast..  6.99 
Artianoid..  4.50 
Arkanoid 2 -..6 99 
Awesome.....,....8.99 
Baal.,,....5,99 
Batman The Movie.6.99 
Beach volley...  6.99 
Blood Money ......6.99 
Boulderdash.  6.99 
Cabal...6 99 
California Games..6,99 
Carrier Command..6 99 
Carthage .7.99 
CeFtica GT4 Rally. 6 99 
Centrefold Squares ..6 99 
Chase HQ....7 99 
Cloud Kingdom...6.99 
Colossus Chess..6 99 
Conflict in Europe ..7 99 
Crackdown...6.99 
Crazy Cars ..6.99 
Uln the USA,.-.,,.,*. .6.99 
Defender of the Crown.7 99 
Deluxe Strip Poker...6 99 
Double Dragon 1 or 2 -.*** 6.99 
Dragon Ninja.* 6 99 
Emlyn Hughes Soccer .... ...6.99 
FI6 Combat Pilot....6,99 
Fantasy World Dizzy...5 99 
Gauntlets—-  6.99 
Ghouls & Ghosts.. 6 99 
Ghost Busters 2 ..6 99 
Golden Axe ... .6,99 
Hard DrMn .  6,99 
Head over Heels ..6,99 
James Pond...6 99 
Jet Set Willy..7 99 
John Lowe Ultirnate Darts ,6.99 
Kid Gloves .... 5 99 
KOS Final Whistle ..B49 

MWallltJII 
Award Winners...16-99 
Air Combat Aces.18.99 
Action Pack .*.15 99 
Air Land and Sea__23.99 
Bitmap Bros Vol 1.*..,,16 99 
Bitmap Bros Vol 2.....,16 99 
Big Bo* -.  15.99 
Board Genius ..16.99 
Champions.......13.99 
Cartoon Collection . . ,,.16.99 
Double Double Bill.14 99 
Falcon Classic Collection $1 99 
Flight Command... 14 99 
Grandstand.17 99 
Hollywood Collection.18 99 
2 Hot 2 Handle.18.99 

KQ2 Giants of Europe.8 49 
K09 Return to Europe .*.,. 8 49 
Last Ninja 2.....6.99 
Licence to Kill...,-.5 99 
Lombard RAC Rally.—6 99 
Lotus Esprtt..6 99 
Manchester United.6 99 
Manic Minor....*.7.99 
Michael Jadoon Moonwalker t> 99 
Midnight Resistance....6.99 
Moonshine Races..6 99 
New Zealand Story 6 99 
Operation Thundertx>lt.6 99 
Operation Wolf...6.99 
Outrun...  .6.99 
Pang........6.99 
Panza Kick Boxing.,**...6 99 
Pipe Mania ....6 99 
Platoon . .5.99 
Predator...6 99 
pro Tennis Tour ..6,99 
Puzznic.. 6 99 
Rainbow Islands ..,6.99 
Rambo 3 ...6.99 
Resolution 101...,699 
Rocket Ranger...8 49 
Robocop..*.,6.99 
Rolling Ronny . ..,9.99 
R-Type*,.,...6.99 
Run the Gauntlet. ... 6.99 
Shadow of the Beast.,6 99 
Shadow Warrior.6 99 
Sky or Die. ..8 99 
Speedbaii...7.99 
Stargjider?...6.99 
Superple* ..........6-99 
Super Off Road.. 9 99 
Sherman ...6.99 
Shinobl...6.99 
Shuttle Puck Cafe ..6 99 
Strike Force Homer,..6.99 
Stum Car Racer.6 99 

COMPILATIONS 
Max Extra. ,..17.99 
Magnum 4..—..... -1699 
Mind Games. ...1499 
Ninja Coltettion.... ,1399 
Power Up . ,1699 
Power Pack. .1499 
Rainbow Collection. .13.99 
Soccer Mania. 11 99 
Super Sim Pock ... 21 99 
Super Sega. ................ 
Super Heroes.. ,17 99 
Sports Best. .2099 
TNT 2. 20.99 
Test Drive 2 Collection.. ,2099 
4 Wheel Drive... .... -.17 99 
Quest for Adventure.... ...23.99 

Please make cheques & P.O’s payable to SOFTWARE SUPREME 
P & P £1 per item U.K. Elsewhere £3 per item. 

New titles sent as released and subject to price reviews. 
rTiIie“ Price. Name. 

Address 
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SERIOUS' REVIEWS 

Welcome lo the section of the magazine committed to bringing 
you the very best in serious product reviews Here we cover 
the hardware and software that makes the most out of your 
Amiga, if It isn't a game, we'll examine it thoroughly, and paint 
you the lull picture on the following pages. No games, no gim¬ 
micks, just honest opinions and intelligent crlllctsms. 

From hardware, like memory expansions and hard drives, 
through to software, like word processors and art packages: 
It s all in here. We'll tear it apart, pul ft through Its paces and 
tell you the facts. What good is a spelling-checker that can't 
spell? Who needs a printer that can't print from Workbench? It 
It doesn't do the job you want it to, H's no use. We try it before 
you buy it, and if it s no good, we say so. 

For more than two years on the trot, Amiga Format has been 
voted by computer retailers as the magazine to trust. They 
know that they can rely on us to save them from slocking a 
warehouse-full of garbage And if we can save them money, 
we can save you money too. Well even explain how you can 
get the best out of what you've bought. All our reviewers are 
Amiga experts. So stfl back, read our reviews and hang on to 
your cash until you know H's safe to spend. 

Contents 
We've got a wide range ot software and hardware under the 
Amiga Format microscope this month, and this is where 
you M find it all. 

WORD PROCESSOR ROUND-UP 151 
What fund of word-engine do you need for the job? A quick 

word cuncher or do you need graphics capabilmes? We teil you 

ALFA DATA OCR SCANNER t64 

Turn text on paper into text on screen with no Typing 

FUN SCHOOL SPELLING FAIR _1 6*8 

Europress s new spelling test gets a thorough examination with 

this Fun School extension 

OP FAX_ 1 73 

Got a modem? Then how about turning it into a fax machine 

with this software? 

XCAD 3000 _1 76 

Find out what s on offer in this sophisticated design package 

that rivals many professional CAD programs 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL _1 80 

The next line in the AMOS senes Could this be the greatest 

piece of software we ve ever seen? 

CMGmSERS ROUND-UP _1 85 

We name the best hardware you can buy for fuming your 

videos imageries for your Amiga 

How the Rating System works 

SPEED (marked oat of 5) »t«t« 

Tremendously important for bolti hardwire and software there's 

nothing more annoying than waning A purely intuitive judgement. 

DOCUMENTATION (out of 5) • • 4 • 4 
Although there are some packages thal are so simple that no manual i 
is needed, complex Hems benefit hugely from a good explanation. 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5) •••! t 
The target lor all good software should be powerful but simple; this 

rating assesses how easy it is to gel lo grips wtth the Hem 

FEATURES (out of S) ••••• 
Does it do what you wanl it lo do? How well does tt do it? And does 

It also do lots of other things thal you'd never have thought of? 

VALUE (out of Sj «• • • t 
A pretty important rating, this one: il * package does everything you 
could wish for. U s no use to you unless you can afford to buy it 

(ferdid 

The start of 
something 
'serious' 

Greetings! You are now entering the serious’ section, 

where you'll find hard-hitting reviews of hardware and 

software. Find out what's under scrutiny this month... 

Word processor 
round-up 
Nowadays, all the world’s greatest authius use word 

processors, including Stephen King, ihe famous hor¬ 

ror novelist. The days of the typewriter are long 

gone, and iCs lime for your Amiga lo lake over. In 

this packed round-up, we look ai the best and the 

worst in the WP market. From Wordworth I I to 

Qukkwrite 3.1, they're all here, hauling it out lor 

supremacy on— Page 151 

Digitiser 
round-up 

In ihe second of our big round-ups ihis month 

we look al cighl of ihe best digitisers you can 

buy for your Amiga. Whether you just want to 

get ihe best from your TV-grabbing exploits, or 

you’re thinking of messing around with stills 

from your home movies, you need to read ibis. 

Which one really does give you ihe true picture: 

DigiView Gold or ihe VID1 Complete Colour 

Solution-’ Find out on... Page 185 

1 

149 

XCAD 2000 
For a professional CAD image, you need a profes¬ 

sional-quality CAD package. Is XCAl* 2000 just 

that? it s cheap enough not lo blow a hole in your 

budget and it’s packed with things that make engi¬ 

neering drawings as simple as scribbling. Find out 

how we have rated this newcomer Page 176 

Alfa Data 
OCR Scanner 

We’ve all heard about paperless offices, 

but stilj ihe place is full of the stuff. 

Perhaps Alfa Data’s new' hand-held scan¬ 

ner can turn some of those paper piles 

into neat and tidy bits and bytes. They 

call it Optical Character Recognition, and 

it can turn words on paper into words on 

screen In seconds flat. Find out how we 

rated it on... Page 164 
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4D SPORTS DRIVING,..  .,,.16.49 
A320 AIRBUS..,... ...54.49 
A10 TANK KILLER ENH  ..., .2149 
ADD AMS FAMILY. 16.49 
A TRAIN .„. 
AfR SUPPORT..... ..16 99 
AIR WARRIOR . 
APIDYA...... 
AQUAVENTURER... 
ASHES OF EMPIRE’.18 99 
ARSENAL FC’... 16 99 
AfR BUCK’. 
AMBERSTAR.19.99 
B17 FLYING FORTRESS’ TBA 
BARDS TALE III .. 
BEAVERS.... 
BEASTMASTER. 
BEAST 3. 
BIRDS Of PREY 
BLUES BROTHERS 
BANE OF THE COSMIC FORGE 
BUG BOMBER’ ..... 
BLACK CRYPT ..... 
BATTLE ISLE ..... 
CARL LEWIS CHALLENGE. 
CURSE OF ENCHANTIQ'.23.49 
CAMPAIGN* .   TBA 
CATCH-EM* ....... .1699 
CENTURION .... ....... 16.49 
CELTIC LEGENDS..  ..18 99 
CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER ....16 99 
CIVILISATION. 23.49 
CONQUEST OF THE LONGBOW’ .23.49 
COOL CROC TWINS....16 99 
COVERT ACTION .,.23.49 
CALIFORNIA GAMES II. . 16.99 
CRAZY CARS 3.   16 99 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE  16 ! 
CREATURES 2.    16.99 
DUNGEON MASltFK>WOSSTRKESBACK 1699 
DELIVERANCE.16.99 
DARK QUEEN OF CRYNN.  2299 
□ GENERATION ..  1749 
DUNE...  .2099 
DYNABLASTER.1999 
DOJODAN ..    1699 
ELVIRA 2    2299 
EPIC..... 
EUROPEAN CHAMPION FOOTE 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER .19.49 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER ll .22.49 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE II  23.49 
F19 STEALTH FIGHTE R. 19 49 
F117A STEALTHF1GHTER IP..2149 
FORT APACHE.  1599 
FIRE FORCE'...    1699 
FIRE + ICE .     16.99 
FINAL FIGHT.    1649 
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER .1299 
FLOOR 13.       2099 
FORMULA ONE GRAND PRIX 23,49 
FASCINATION'   1699 

Amiga ST 
.16 49... .tN/A 

.16.49 ..N/A 

.24.49. 2499 

...21.49. .21.49 

.16.49. .,..16.49 

.TBA .TBA 

.16.99 . NA 

..24.49 .24.49 

.16.49 —16.49 

.16.99... ...16.99 
1899 .18.99 

..,.16.99... .NA 

.16.99... ...1699 

.19.99.... .TBA 
TBA TBA 

.16 49 . N/A 

.16.99 ..,1699 
1699 NA 

.,.19.99.,., .NA 

..,..23 49 23 49 

..,16,49 — .,.,1649 

.24 99 .NA 

..,,....16 99 .NA 

...,,.,.16-99^ .NA 

..18.99... .N/A 

... .,.,16.99 ... .,..1699 

..23 49.. .N/A 

.TBA... .TBA 

.16,99 .......N/A 

.16.49 ...1649 

..18.99... ....1899 

.16.99 . ....16,99 

.......23.49. . ...23.49 

.23.49... .NA 

.16,99... ....16.99 

.23.49... ....23.49 

.16.99 ..,.16,99 

.16.99 .. ....16,99 

.1699... ....16,99 

.16.99 .NA 
X_._J6.99..- .....16.99 
.16 99 .16.99 
..22 99 .N/A 
..1749 ,, ,..,17.49 
.2099 .. .N'A 

. 19,99 . 19 99 
. 16 99 . .N/A 
.22 99 ...22 99 
.18.99. . ....18.99 
.16.99... -.16.99 
.19.49. .N/A 
.22.49... .NA 
.,23,49 . ..,.23.49 
.1949 19.49 
..21,49... ....21.49 
.. 15.99,. .NA 
....... 16.99 , . 16 99 
.16.99 ... 16.99 
..16.49 , ... 16 49 
.. 12.99. -12.99 
....20 99. -.29.99 
.23,49 . ...23 49 
. 16.99 . - 16.99 
. 16.49 .1849 

GUY SPY..... 
GLOBAL EFFECT..... 
G-LOCR36Q.™„..,.,,.19.99 
GOBLHINS-......... 
GRAHAM TAYLOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
GAMES ESPAGNA92......19 99- 
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE .. 16.99 
HARLEQUIN...  1649 
HEART OF CHINA .. 
HEIMDALL..... 
HOOK,,.,..,...... 

”;LE BREED .  ..16.99 
IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET..........16.49 
I. JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS , ..18.99 
ISHAR i9 99 
1NTERNA1TQNA1 
JAGUAR XJ220.    .....16.99 
JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER.... . .16.99 
JfM POWER...  .16.99 
JOHN MADDEN S FOOTBALL. 
J BARNES EURO FOOTBALL. 
KICK OFF 2     .,+.. 12-99 
K 0 2 FINAL WHISTLE..849.. 
K O 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE ..  8 49 
K.Q.2 RETURN TO EUROPE ..... ...... . 849 
K Q 2 WINNING TACTICS.849 
KNIGHTMARE.   .19,99 
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY... 2349 
KILLING GAME SHOW.15 99 
LAST NINJA 3.   16,99 
LEANDER...    .1649 
LEGEND.  .19.99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5.  ,23.49 
LEMMINGS.    1649 
LEMMING DATA DISK .13 49 
LEMMINGS - STAND ALONE......1649 
LIFE + DEATH .    1649 
LIVERPOOL. .16 99 
LINKS.24 49. 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLLENGE 2.1649 
LOTUS 3 ULTIMATE CHALLENGE’ .16.99 
LORD OF THE RINGS...20,99 
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS .20.99 
MAGIC POCKETS.16.49 
MAN UTD EUROPE.  1649 
MEGA FORTRESS.,...17.99 
MEGA TRAVELLER II.  20.99 
MEGA LO MANIA,FIRST SAMURAI.19.99 
MEGA SPORTS.     .16.99 
MEGA TWINS...  1649 
MICROPROSE GOLF .  23.49 
MIDWINTER 2.      .22.99 
MIGHT + MAGIC III.,.22 99 
MONKEY ISLAND.16.99 
MONKEY ISLAND II.24.49 
MOONSTONE.  20.49 
myth,,,.  mmd 
NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD CHAM: 
NOBBY THE AARDVARK.'.16.99 
NOVA 9.,....23.49 
ORK’.   M ■ 
PAPERBOY 2..    ...14.99 
PARASOL STARS.  16.49 
PGA GOLF - PLUS..    ,20.99 

Amiga 
...19.99,. 

ST 
, 19.99 

...19 99, , NA 
,19.99. 1999 
...16 99. . 1699 

16 35 .,..16.99 
...19 99 19.99 
.,.16.99- .NA 
...16,49 . 16.49 
...22 99,. .. NA 
,..19.49... '945 
...16.99 .1699 
,1699 , 1699 

,,.16.49 . 16.49 
...18,99... .,.,18 99 
...19,99... N A 
...19.99, 1999 
...16.99 ,, -.1699 
...16.99 , 16,99 
...16.99., ,16.99 
.,.16.49... NA 
. 16,49 .. 16.49 
.12.99 „,J2-99 

.8.49- .N/A 

.8.49.. .8.49 

..,. 8,49 .. .8.49 

.. . 8.49 ,, ... , 8.49 

...19.99., 19 99 
, 23.49 .. ...23.49 
.15,99-, .15.99 
-.16.99... -16,99 
...16.49.,, . 16,49 
-19.99... ,19.99 

...23.49... -NA 

...16.49,., .. 16.49 

...13 49.,, .. 13.49 

..,16.49... . .16.49 

...16.49 .. .. .16 49 
-16.99... 16.99 
...24.49... .NA 
-16.49,,. 16.49 

16.99... 16.99 
...20.99,.. ,20-99 
...20.99... .20 99 
...16.49 , ,.. 16.49 
,..16.49 . 16.49 
-17.99- .17.99 
—20,99 .. ,20.99 
.19 99 . 19.99 
.16.99 16 99 

-16,49... . .16.49 
...23.49- 23 49 
,..22.99 - 22 99 
...22.99... ..-N/A 
...16,99.,. ,16.99 
-24.49... .NA 
-20,49- .NA 

. 16.49.,. . . 16.49 
RING.. ...RING 

-16.99- .NA 
.23,49. . .NA 

. 16.99 . .16 99 
-14.99- -14.99 
-16.49- ... 16.49 
,..20.99- .N'A 

Amiga ST 
PGA GOLF - DATA DISK.....l£55._ M A 
RiTFfGHTER.......U.99 . 14.99 
PINBALL DREAMS. 16 49., ....16 49 
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SOPACE.22 99 , 22.99 
POOLS OF DARKNESS...„,„.ri9.99.19 99 
POPULOUS II...19.99.19,99 
POPULOUS SIM CITY......19 99. ,„.1999 
POWERMONGER...18.99 ...,18 99 
PROJECT X ..„..16 99.N'A 
PLAYER MANAGER .13.4S.13 49 
PERFECT GENERAL’ .... .23 99,. ..N/A 
PREMIERE......20 99 
PRINCE OF PERSIA . .....16 99.16 99 
PUSHOVER.16 99 16 99 
RBI 2 BASEBALL ...12.99.12 99 
RISKY WOODS........17.99 ...N A 
REALMS...........19 99 ...... 19,99 
RED BARON......22 99 . .. N/A 
RED ZONE......17.99..17.99 
RAILROAD TYCOON... 23.49 .23.49 
ROBOCOD.,,,,....16 49 .....16 49 
ROBOCQP 3.....16 49.16 49 
ROBOSPORTS *..........16 99 N/A 
RUGBY - THE WORLDCUP....,.16.49 16 49 
SENSIBLE SOCCER.16 99 . 16 99 
SHADOWLANOS....19.99 .. .,..19 99 
SILENT SERVICE II.....21 49.21 49 
SIM EARTH’........TBA....TBA 
SHUTTLE ......21.99.21.99 
SIM ANT.....22,99 ,22.99 
SPACE CRUSADE...16,99.16.99 
SPACE QUEST IV.....23.99..N/A 
SPECIAL FORCES.....2249..22.49 
STORM MASTER....19.99.19 99 
STRIKER.... 16 99.1699 
SUPER TETRIS . 20.99 .. 20 99 
SUPER SPACE INVADERS 17,99.17 99 
SUSPICIOUS CARGO . .... 1499 14 99 
SWORD OF HONOUR1. 25 99 N/A 
TREASURE OF SAVAGE FRONTIER .. ..22.99...N/A 
TEAM YANKEE II - PACIFIC ISLAND....19.99.19.99 
TENNIS CUP 2.   16.99. 16.99 
TERMINATOR 2. .16,49 .. 16 49 
THE GODFATHER ..   .17.00.17 99 
THE MANAGER..20.99.20 99 
THE OATH’...;....16 99......TBA 
THEIR FINEST HOUR ..    .,.,1949 ,. . 1949 
THEtR FINEST MISSION.1199 .1199 
TITUS THE FOX..,,, ....     16.99. 16 99 
UGH’ ...........16.99.TBA 
ULTIMA VI.  20.49 . 20 49 
UTOPIA........19.99. 19 99 
VIDEOKID.    .,1649.16.49 
VROQM  ..,. 15 99  15,99 
VIKINGS.....16 99....N/A 
WINTER SPORTS 92’.  ,,.16,99.16.99 
WOLF CHILD.  ,,,,16.49. 1649 
WILLY BEAMISH.....21 49 , ... .NA 
WIZ KID’.,.    16.49.16,49 
W.WF WRESTLING..16.49 . 1649 
ZOOl'.  16.49.N/A 

ITEMS MARKED WITH A STAR ‘ MAY NOT 
YET HAVE BEEN RELEASED. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR RELEASE OATES. 
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COMPILATIONS 
BOARD GENIUS.17.99 

SCRABBLE. RISK. CLUEDO. MONOPOLY 
BIG BOX 2. 17.99 

R TYPE. GHOSTBUSTERS. SHANGHAI. 
DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH. ARMALYTE, 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3. BAMBUZAL. 
SINBAD, TV SPORTS FOOTBALL. IK+ 

AWARD WINNERS.16.99 
POPULOUS. PIPEMAN1A. KICK OFF 2. 

CPAPF Arc 
DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL.12.99 

LORDS OF THE RISING SUN, WINGS. TV 
SPORTS FOOTBALL. TB SPORTS 

BASKETBALL 
THE ADVENTURES.16.99 

SUPREMACY, CORPORATION, HUNTER 
QUEST FOR ADVENTURE.24.99 

OPERATION STEALTH. MEAN STREETS. 
INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE 

ACCESSORIES 
AMIGA 1/2 MEG UPGRADE + CLOCK.21.99 
4 PLAYER ADAPTOR....,..5.99 
JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEAD..,,,.,,.,„„,..5.99 
DUST COVER.   ..3.99 
MOUSE MAT...3 99 
FURRY MOUSE COVER.3.99 
10 SONY BRANDED DISKS.......... 8-99 

10 BULK DISKS. 5,99 
3.5" DISK CLEANING KIT.......5.99 
150 POSSO BOX. .16.99 
40 LOCKABLE DISK BOX....5.99 
80 LOCKABLE DISK BOX..7.99 
Q SHOT PYTHON.9.99 
KONIX NAVIGATOR....12.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 CLEAR.12.99 
QUICKJOY JETFIGHTER.12 99 
QUICKJOY SUPER BOARD.14.99 
QUICKJOY TOPSTAR.18 99 
ZIPSTICK..12.99 

BUDGET 
Amiga ST 

AFTERBURNER.....6.99 6.99 
ALTERED BEAST...6.99.6.99 
ARKANOID 2......6 99.6 99 
BLOOD MONEY.6.99 6.99 
BUBBLE BOBBLE...6.99.6.99 
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3.9.99.9.99 
BADLANDS...   6.99. ...6.99 
CARRIER COMMAND...6 99.6 99 
CONFLICT IN EUROPE.7.99 ....7.99 
CISCO HEAT.6.99 6 99 
DISC.6.99 6.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON ..  6.99 ....6.99 
EMLYN HUGHES INT SOCCER..6.99.....6.99 
ESCAPE FROMFLANETCFROBOTM3NSIERS6.99 .6.99 

FI 6 COMBAT PILOT... 399.8.99 
GAUNTLET 2......6.99.6.99 
GOLDEN AXE*.7.99.7.99 
HORROR ZOMBIES FROM THE CRYPT6.99 ....6.99 
HEROES OF THE LANCE.7 99 7 99 
JAMES POND.6.99.6.99 
JET SET WILLY.7.99.7.99 
KICK OFF + EXTRA TIME.7.99.7.99 
MOONSHINE RACERS ....6 99 6.99 
MOONWALKER... 6 99 6 99 
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE.6 99 6,99 
NEW ZEALAND STORY.6.99.6.99 
NARC...  6.99.6.99 
NORTH + SOUTH......6.99.6.99 
OUTRUN.  .6.99. ,6,99 
PANG.6.99.6.99 
PANZA KICK BOXING... 6.99.6.99 
PRO TENNIS TOUR...6 99.6.99 
RAM BO 3.  6.99.6,99 
RAINBOW ISLANDS.6 99... 6 99 
STUN RUNNER. 7.99.7.99 
SPEEDBALL2. ..7 99 7 99 
SLEEPING GODS LIE.6.99.6 99 
SUPAPLEX.6.99.6 99 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL.6.99.6 99 
TURTLES.7.99.,...7.99 
WINGS.9.99.9,99 
WIZBALL.6.99.6.99 
WOLFPACK.....11.99..11.99 
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(5 WORD PROCESSORS 

Novels, film ideas, games ideas, idea ideas, 

angry letters, invitations, resignations, 

refusals, proposals, what can't you contain 

in a well-crafted letter? Tim Smith looks 

at the tools of the writer's trade as he 

examines Amiga word processors... 

WHAT WAS THK one piece of software that 

really popularised the home computer? Well, it 

wasn't a game, it definitely wasn't a spread- 

shed, and by no stretch of the imagination 

could it be said to be a database. It was the 

humble word processor. And the reason for 

this? Everyone needs one. 

Us ancestor* the typewriter, required you 

10 have a supply of correction fluid dose 

beside a mountain of paper (plus a slippery 

mass of carbon paper if you wanted to keep 

any record of your work) and, in some cases, a 

pair of heavy-duty car-plugs. 

Your Amiga armed with a half-decent 

word processor and a dot-matrix primer* is like 

a leap into the 21st century. 

With the typewriter, mistakes are often 

punished with the chore of having to re-type 

an entire piece of work: a mistake w ith a word 

processor simply means pressing the 

backspace key a few limes and re-typing a sin¬ 

gle word or maybe a phrase. 

This man has made 

millions and millions of 

dollari simply by writ¬ 

ing words* Does he 
use a typewriter? A 

Bit pen? No, as the 

end of Misery proves, 

Stephen King uses a 

word processor* 

The word 
Also, have you ever tried to get a typewriter to 

tell you how to justify a paragraph: have you 

ever goi a typewriter to tell you how to tab a 

paragraph for that matter? You can sit there 

for hours on end yelling at il in despair and 

nothing will happen. On the other hand* with 

your Amiga a quick stab at the relevant key 

combination will produce some on-line help 

for you in an instant. 

Not only will this tell you all that you 

need to know, it will also tdl you a great deal 

that you never even realised you would ever 

want to know: label and envelope priming, 

column printing, mail merging, macros, calcu¬ 

lations, printing foreign characters* automatic 

page numbering, spell-checking... 

The on-line spelling checker fund the¬ 

saurus) is the single most important asset a 

word processor has to offer. Just imagine typ¬ 

ing out five pages of your rude {but incisive 

and ever-so-cutting) letter to the bank, 

demanding they retract the £15 charge for the 

letter they sent you about a deficit you were 

already aware of* only to arrive at the branch 

with the following line: *And, if nothing is 

done abut this, 1 will witdraw my acountT. 

Even if you had managed lo catch the mis¬ 

takes in time, you would have been forced to 

re-type the letter. With a word processor, it 

would simply have been a ease of running the 

spelling checker over the document. In some 

cases you can even use an on-line thesaurus to 

create new. and particularly gross, names for 

your bank manager. Apart from correcting bad 

spelling, your Amiga and a good word proees- 

at war 
sor can also work in conjunction to save you a 

great deal of time. For example* saving stan¬ 

dard k tiers and/or tempi at ed forms. 

Not only can you create letterheads that 

can be used and reused without loss of quality, 

you can also save entire documents to disk. 

These can then be opened up and important 

text can be taken from them and pasted into 

other documents. 

Making text look good is another skill at 

which the Amiga and a good word processor 

excel. Adding tabs using a typewriter can he a 

nightmare of fiddling w'ith connecting rods 

and/or switches. With a word processor you 

can set and reset tabs, margins and columns to 

your heart's content. 

In fact many word processors will have 

rulers that can be to set to enable you to use 

different layouts in the same document. 

Standard settings can then be retained for 

future use or can be maimed and altered dra¬ 

matically for effect* 

AI Ihe star! of your word processing career* 

you are likely to be a two finger* si am-and - 

crash merchant* so typing speed probably 

won’t mean a great deal to you. 

However, the more often you use a key¬ 

board. the faster you will get. Using a 

typewriter, you will eventually gel to that 

crushing moment when all the keys seem to 

weld together in from of you forcing you to 

slop your irain of thought, roll up your sleeves 

and discover just how much grease and fluff 

can accumulate inside a clunky* 19th Century' 

piece of office equipment. Not with a word 

processor though. 

The only time you really need to worry 

about speed with a word processor* is when 

you decide which kind you are going to opt for 

(once you’ve bought your favourite* you will 

usually be hard-pushed to beat it tor pace)* 

There are two types of word processors: those 

that can handle graphics* and those that can t* 

These are then subdivided into those that use 

the WYSIWYG (What You See h What You 

Gel) system whereby adding an italic to a 

word will show up on screen in italics: and the 

non-WYSIWYG, which requires you to use 

control codes that don't affect the text until it 

is printed out. 

WYSIWYG systems (they gained a name 

of their own many years ago when the idea of 

a computer actually doing what we all take for 

granted now was a pipedream) are useful for 

predetermining what a document could look 

like* hut they do tend to be slow. Non- 

WYSIWYG systems are faster* but leave you 

guessing a little, 

So, wfith all this for you to choose from* 

which is the best word processor for you? 

Turn the page and read on. 
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WORD PROCESSORS: JARGON BUSTED 
A great deal Of the terminology used m word pro¬ 
cessing comes from the bad old days of 
typewriting and so is lost on more up-to-date com¬ 
puter users. Although word processors are easy to 
use and incredibly useful, they also come with their 
own particular lingo. For the most part this is sim¬ 
ple to understand, however, the more jargonised 
pieces of burble are explained below: 

ASCII: American Standard Code of Information 
Interchange: a text file format that enables you to 
transfer text between computers and applications. 
The ability to save in ASCII form is an essential ele¬ 
ment of a good word processor Some programs 
will also call this Text File saving. 

Auto-save: some word processors will save docu¬ 
ments to disk at set time intervals. Ideally you 
should be able to set the time. This utility only 
shows its true usefulness after you've lost two 
hours work! 

Block: an area of text that has been marked Out for 
special use. Blocks can normally be word-counted, 
spell-checked, copied, pasted and even saved as 
separate documents. 

Block marker: two embedded codes that show 
the beginning and end of a block. 

Control code: non-text characters that are placed 
in the text - they are sometimes also called 
Formatting Characters. An example of this would 
be to place "Italic" before a word. 

Copy; way of storing text in memory without 

actually removing it from the document as you 
would with Cutting. 

Custom dictionary: dictionary built-up by you of 
words nol already contained in fhe system dictio¬ 
nary. These words are added to the custom 
dictionary during spell-checks. Also known as the 
User dictionary. 

Cut; to remove a block of text and save it in mem¬ 
ory for pasting. This will remain inmemory until you 
cut or copy something else. 

Find and Exchange: a system that enables you 
to automatically go through a document changing 
words Or phrases (useful when altering case. Or 
removing useless control codes)* 

Footer: a small area at the bottom of a page of text 
(you can describe it as the bottom margin). Unless 
specifically opened, you cannot write into a footer 
(useful for holding page numbers and footnotes) 

Form feed: a command that tells the printer to 
feed the paper to the start of the next page. 

Header: an area at the top of a page that works in 
the same way as a footer (you can describe it as 
the top margin) useful for page numbers. 

Insert mode: enables you to place cursor within a 
word and add letters without losing any of the 
existing letters. 

Line feed: a command that tells the printer to 
advance the paper by one line. 

Mail-merge: a system that enables you to write 
form letters and automatically add names and 
addresses from a separate file. 

Merge: adding one document to another. 

Overwrite mode: a system that enables you to 
place the cursor within a word and replace existing 
letters with new ones. 

Page break: adding a page break enables you to 
end a page prematurely. 

Paste: adding text that has been saved in the com¬ 
puter’s memory into a document that has been 
previously Copied or Cut 

Rule: also known as Ruler - this is a line at the top 
of the on-screen text thal shows you where the 
tabs and margins are set. 

Tabs; indentations that can be used to mark the 
beginnings of paragraphs, addresses at the top 
letterheads or to space out information in a graph. 

User dictionary; see Custom dictionary. 

Wrap; also known as Word Wrap. With word wrap 
on, words that would normally be broken at the end 
ot lines are moved to the start of the next line. This 
is useful for smart-looking business documents. 

WYSIWYG: an acronym standing tor What You 
See Is What You Get': this system enables you to 
see italics, bolds, justifications and other formats 
on screen. 
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Protext can't be bealen if what you're after is a no- 

nonsense ward processor. 

Whot you see is not what you get with Protect italicis¬ 

ing etc, will only show up on the final printout. 

PROTEXT 5 £80 
ARMOR 0733 68W 

Pretext started life as one ot those incredibly sim¬ 
ple programs but it has been built-up over the 
years without losing any of Its simplicity. At heart it 
is a straightforward text-basher with few frills. In 
fact it even retains a Command Mode, a CLMike 
system that runs in landem with the pull-down 
menus. This mode is used to enter macros (a 
series of grouped commands) as well as being the 
entry point for all the other, menu accessible, com¬ 
mands thal come with the system. 

But don't let its Clunky simplicity put you Off 
from the tad that it is probably one of the best 
word processors around. All the basics are there, 
from a built-in thesaurus and spelling checker (it 
uses the Collins dictionary, plus you can create 
your own customisable dictionaries) to text format¬ 

ting. It is nol a WYSIWYG system though, so any of 
the italics, bolds or underlines you decide to add 
will only appear on the printout and not on screen. 
This adds to the speed of the system, and you 
won t find another word processor that can match 
il tor pace. 

Because it is such a dowrHhe-line word pro¬ 
cessor, graphics handling is a no-no. Protext deals 
in words and not very much else. The downsides ot 
the program are its mountain ol commands. It 
sometimes seems like it has too much to offer, and 
It has a limited visual impact unless you plough 
through the manual and customise the formats (or 
the number of third-party books that have sprung 
up to service the market}. These niggles aside. If 
you are looking lor a sub-El00 word processor 
(that behaves as if it were worth several times thal) 
with which lo quickly and easily produce words, 
then Protext is the obvious choice. 

Pretext 5 

SPEED t •••• 
Screen updates are fast. Text entry is rarely held up so 
you can keep flowing. Disk access is quick from drop- 

down menus or from the command line. Profejtf can 
butter documents bigger than RAM on disk. 

EASE OF USE • * • * 
if you aren’t bolhered with (complex functions such as 
malt merging and macro creation, then you can dive 

straighl into Protext. 

WRITING FEATURES • t •• 
A full spelling checker wilh ihe ability lo create your 

Own uter-dicUonarylfes) This is complimented by a 
thesaurus Word counting is also included- There is 
also the ability lo spill the screen so that you can work 

on two separate hies simultaneously. 

LAYOUT FEATURES t * 
Pretext is a text-cruncher wilh few pretensions lo true- 

page layout skills. You can play around with fonts, print 

in columns and rejig rulers, but these are not its tones. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES 
Not applicable. 

DOCUMENTATION •#« 
A Utile heavy handed. The manual does go into every¬ 

thing you need to know * it was produced using 

Protext (so it gives you an idea of Ms layout limitations). 

VALUE MM 
If you have no need lor tricksey graphics or flash out- 

putting, Ihen ils for you. Initially difficult to get to grips 
with the complex levels, time reaps rewards 

KHVB&l _ 
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A new version should be on the way, but if you need o 

decent WP then gel It now and you can always upgrade. 

WORDWORTH 1*1 
£ 1 39*99 

CHGfTA ItsfTERIStATlOlSIAL 

0395 270273 

Wordworth Is known as a document processor or 
word publisher - you can use these programs to 

import graphics and a whole host of fonts. 
Wordworth Is currently running at version 1,1t but 
there are strong rumours that an all-new. updated 
version 2 is looming. But for now. we ll concentrate 
on the version at hand. 

To get the most from this word processor you 
need a hard disk with about 3Mb free. Once up and 
running, the choices open to you are wide. Not only 
can you place and resize pictures, but you can also 
How text around them. Text can be manipulated in 
true WYSIWYG style: italicising shows up on 
screen. Screen updating and text entry range from 

Thu number and complexities of the functions moke 

Wordworth one of the better document processors. 

the slow to the quite adequate depending on the 
version of Klckstart you are running (3.1 users look 
out) and the amount of RAM you have. It's not 
swift, and the more graphics you have, and the 
more documents you have open, the longer you 
will have to wait for the screen to refresh. 

As you would expect from a program of this 
cost and complexity, full spelt-checking facilities 
(116,000 words) and a (470.000 word) thesaurus are 
Included. As you might not expect, it also comes 
with Speech - this can be set to repeat what you 
are writing: sections of text, or entire documents. 
Art incredible boon for the sight-impaired, 

When outputting text, Wordworth is well 
equipped with printer drivers (over 100 printers are 
supported, ranging from basic 9-pin machines up 
to inkjets). For a domestically produced document 
processor, with a healthy future ahead of ll, you 
could do worse than buy Wordworth, 

Wordworth 1.1 

SPEED 
Klckstart 3,1 users with little RAM beware Users Of 

A600a end 500 Pluses with plenty ol RAM need not 

worry. A herd disk will make the world of difference. 

IASI OF USE _ •§# 
The number of functions make this a program that 

deserves a little of your time to gel the most out of tt. 

Sure, you can gel straight On with lexl crunching, but 
Wortfworfh has more to offer than this, 

WRITING FEATURES •••• 
The WYSIWYG features also make for a clearer idea of 

what you are dealing with. Mall merging facilities are 
included. Has support for over 100 printers. 

LAYOUT FEATURES __ ••• • 
A flexible system for creating, customising and updat¬ 

ing page layout formats. Rules and margins are clearly 
displayed, as Iwhal a relief) are tabs. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES • • • • 
Placing pictures and text flow are well defined. Images 
can be added using standard IFF format in any resolu¬ 

tion or siie In 2 to 64 colours. HAM and hatf-brite 
images can also be used, 

DOCUMENTATION • • • • 
Plenty of It and no mistake. The 286-page manual even 

comes with some adhesive keyboard overlays. 

VALUE ft ft ft • 
The possibility of updates obviously looming on the 

horizon affects this rating. As it stands at the moment, 

Wordworth has plenty to offer for someone wanting to 
pul together complex documents. 

W AMGk t 
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The spelling checker has a measly 90,000 words in Its 

dictionary. Theft's also a thesaurus. 
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If you want to moke use of the extras that come with 
Excellence you really do need a hard drive. 

EXCELLENCE 3 
£79*99 
MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE/ 

HB MARKETING 0753 636000 

Not a bad attempt at a fully blown document pro¬ 
cessor (you can integrate graphics with the text), it 
comes with a 90,000 word spelling checker (it’s US. 
but then so are the majority of the processors here, 
save for Wordworthj that makes use of specialist 
‘supplements'. There is also a 1.4 million word the¬ 
saurus. H also comes with two ol the most irritating 
word-processing gadgets ever Invented: the 
speii-as-you-type which slows text entry down hor¬ 
rifically. and the grammar-style checkers which are 
particularly pedantic. 

Aside from these Excellence 3 Is not far off 
being the best document processor (or the Amiga. 
For a start it comes with 100 per cent Colour 

Postscript-compatibility. This means It you want 
professional documents from a printing bureau you 
will have tew. II any. problems, It certainly makes 
this a program that won't let you down. 

All the basics are there: a reasonable manual, 
but Its housed, sadly, in a ringbound manual) 
including good graphics-handling capabilities and 
the ability to place graphics In the header and 
footer areas. Thankfully It is also fully WYSIWYG - 
In fact this also extends to different font usages 
(the makers claim that up to 250 fonts can be 

included In a single document - a recommend¬ 
ation that shouldn't be used as the document 
would look vile), 

Amiga integration is also good with ARexx and 
AmlgaDOS 1.3 and 2 04 support Included. You 
should also bear In mind, however, that 1Mb of 
RAM is required and, if you want to make use of the 
extras, you really do need to have a hard disk, 

Excellence 3 

SPEED _ tftft 
Depends on the complexity of the document you are 

working on. Also, to gel the most Of the system, you 
ahoiikJn‘1 hove more than two documents open. 

BAM OF USE «»*•• 
Because It works with true WYSIWYG, you would not 
want to use Excellence as a straight text cruncher. 

WRITING FEATURES •••• 
Spelling checker, a thesaurus (they don't bother telling 

you how many words), mail merging, grammar and 

style checkers, index and table of comenis generators 
-which is a Godsend. 

LAYOUT FEATURES iftftft 
Colour Is supported as la a user-defined page setup 
facility. There is AGFA-Compugraphic outline font sup¬ 
port and multiple fonts can be used on screen. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES ••• 
Although you can load up to 32-colour IFF5, ft can only 

display them in up 10 eight colours. Once in, they can 
be cropped and resized. Flowing text around graphics 
in other than box form Is a pain. There is also no eulo- 

text flow for resized images. 

DOCUMENTATION ift« 
Adequate, it s another ringbound affair which means Its 
f»lMa-bits-soon rating it high. Its index is poor and 
sparse to say the least. 

VALUE •••• 
A reasonable document processor It still has lo catch 

up with Wordworth and Final Copy In terms of graphics 
handling, and true font manipulation. 

W AMKfr < 
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GASTEINER 
1CD POWER 

Unit 3 

Millmcad Business Centre 

Millmead Road 

London NI7 9QU 

Tel: 081 365 1151 

Fax: 081 885 1953 

256 Greyscale Scanners 
Total solution for scanning A4 images 

Features :• True greyscales , 100-400 dpi, 105mm head , OCR option 

Amiga 
Shopper best 

buy 

^ Top quality hardware with the Irfcst version of software from Mign^jh. Allows real time scanning, provides powerful editing/ 

' > painting features, Compatible (imports*xpotts) FF,1MG.PCX,TFF and MACRMMT formats.Cbmpalibfc with all Amiga’s 

A500,A500+,A600,A1500A2000,A2500and A3000 

Touch IIP and Merge It Software 
Full OCR Version 
Software Available 

£165.00 £119.95 

Touch UP , Merge It and Special 
OCR software. 

Mjnmum system requirement 2Mb RAM, and a Hard 

_WT*I»T|T|] 

Mega Mouse Trackballs 

%B 
Stylish three button trackballs, 
with third button supporting 
auto fire and drag and hold 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN ST 

FORMAT 
92% 

ST 
RFVIFW 

91% 

With two colour 
shining Crystal Ball 

Auto Mouse/ 
Jostick Switch 

St Format 78% 
Automatic Switcher 

between two input devices 
with a click of a button. 

K.g. mouse/mouse, 

mouse/joy stick, joystick/ 
joystick. 

£29.95 £34.95 ! £12.95 . £ £14.95 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

A 290 dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse. 
Top quality construction ensures rapid and smooth 

movement, with micro switch buttons. 

Mouse only Mouse with hard mat 

and mouse holder 

Golden Image Mouse 
with Mat 

■Mi c n 
The Brush Mouse with 

D Paint. s, |orlM| 

£ 19.95 88% 

GOI.D 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

ICD Products 
Ad RAM-2080(2 Mb RAM) £139.00 

AdRAM-54(K4 Mb RAM) £209.00 

AdSCSI 2000 w/LPSIOSS £405.00 

AdSpeed £129.00 

AdSpeed/l DE-40 £229.00 

Flicker Free Preference £ 19.00 

Flicker Free Video 2 £195.00 

Kick Back ROM Switcher £ 19.00 

Novia 60i £359.00 

Novia 85i £449.00 

Nov ia AdSpeed 60* £499.00 

NoviaAdSpeed 85i £599.00 

Prima 105i £429.00 

Prima 1201 £445.00 

Prima AdSpeed 1051 £579.00 

Prima.AdSpeed I20i £599.00 

Optical Mouse 

Sl Format 81% 
Cu Amiga 79% 

Superb 300dpi Optical 
Mouse with effortless micro 
switch buttons. Fast smooth 
and reliable. 

Includes Optical Mouse Pad 
and Holder 

Optical Pen 
Mouse 

A stylish Pen Mouse with 
quality const ruction and 
smooth fast movement. 
Micro switch but tons. Ideal 
for DTRartworLetc 

Includes Optical Pad 

£26.00 £45.00 
1Mb RAM wifh Clock A«00 

lMb RAM without dock A 600 

SUV RAM with dock AMO 

1Mb RAM ftr ASOO+ 

K k± start Switfi 

Boctsdectcr Hwitril 

Rawer Supply for A 500 

k5" Evlcmtl Dm 

IMbStmmi 

Mb RAM for AJQOQA IffiO 

ftwer Scanner 

£ .00 

£45.00 

£ 2100 

£ 1P.Q0 

£ 14.95 

I 9 .95 

£ 54 95 

£49.00 

£2100 

£09.00 

£9100 

Cordless 
Infrared Mouse 

Cu Amiga 81% 
Remote control mouse, 
long working distance. 
Long life rechargeable 
battery. 260 dpi. 

Includes Hard Mouse Mil 

Hard Drives 
A500/A500+ 

52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £329.00 

105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £399.00 

2)0 Mb RAM Upgradeable £519 00 

A1500/A2000 
52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £299.00 

105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £379.00 

210 Mb RAM Upgradeable £499.00 

Pk*R add 1,130 poatage and packing to all «dn undo £100.00 and Ordra over £100.00 add £S,00 portage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10.00. All price* inebde VAC 

Oogjikua pnijrait. Vita, Aooqm, Chsgut vk p**inl aadot, 

E.S.O.E. FNom. tubjoct I* change without mUkx, (Mr aul^nct to tulgeoL to ohunge Wthaul 
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rt you or* looking for a straightforward word processor 

then this isn't it. It's much more than that. 

The great thing about Pen Pat is that you con import 
HAM pictures and print them out in all their glory. 

REN PAL £49.99 
SOFTWOOD/GORDON 

HARWOOD COMPUTERS 

0773 836781 

PenPal tries to be a document processor, It can 
Import IFF*format graphics files, II even has a 
{more than adequate) bash at flowing text around 
them. Tha graphics are not limited to straight IFF 
format* you can also import HAM pictures, however 
these can only be shown in eight colours. 
Fortunately when you come to print the Images out* 
Pen Pat Is quite capable of using the picture s origi¬ 
nal palette to produce the full 4,096 colours (or 
greyscales) on the print out 

At under £50 (Just) Pen Pat offers ail the basics 
of a full-blown document processor on a budget. If 
even comes with the ability lo flow text around 
resized pictures. This Is very different from simply 

being able to lay a picture on the page and flow text 
around it. The ability to automatically reflow text 
once you have resized a graphic vastly cuts down 
on the amount of time it takes to work on a docu¬ 
ment. Surprisingly only Word worth and Pen Pot 
can really claim to properly make use of this facil¬ 
ity; so if you're thinking of producing something 
like a fanzine quickly, professionally and cheaply 
Pen Palis for you. 

And this Is only one side of the story; when 
resizing pictures you will see less image degrada¬ 
tion than most other programs mentioned here, 
This is because Pen Pol uses some clever tricks in 
memory to retain the integrity of the original image 
even when you have mucked around with It. 

In terms of straight word processing, Pen Pat 
is rather less to shout about. It Is limited to the 
Amiga s own bitmapped fonts. It also lacks a the¬ 
saurus, and the dictionary is limited. 

Pen Pel 

SPEED |»j 
Taxi entry 1$ fin* «s long as you don't have too much 

on screen. Screen tel re shea on graphics are a little 

slow, mainly because the cropping and resizing are car¬ 
ried out In a more complex way than other programs 

EASE OF USB •••• 

Great to use and it doesn t take to long to get the hang 

of the graphics functions, 

WRITING FEATURES i • 

No thesaurus and a weak (110,000 ward) dictionary do 

not lend I hem selves to the writer i craft. The program 
comes with the highly useful built-in database Ml 
AntigaFNa. 

LAYOUT FEATURES • • 
No multiple column, printing. No widow or orphan con¬ 

trol and no auto-hyphenation can make the going a 

little tough tor those people who warn to make text look 

pretly around pictures. There is only a single rule which 

means that changing formats within a document Is next 
to impossible. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES •••* 
For its price, Pen Pet otters some excellent graphics 

functions. IFF and HAM images can be Incorporated- 
Cropping and resting are dead with very well Indeed. It 

also comes with tts own set of drawing tools. 

DOCUMENTATION •*•• 

Good gear this, softbound manual (not one of the 

hideous rtngbound things), ft comes with tutorials 
which are illustrated with screenshots from ihe pro¬ 
gram itself. K’s good to see a manual of this quality. 

/erdict 85% 

Simple, but not particularly pretty. Write quickly is [ust 

about all you'll be able to do with It, though. 

QUICK WRITE 3.1 
£49.99 
NEW HORIZONS/HB MARKETING 

0753 &&&QOO 
Pared right down lo the bone, Quick Write is 
roughly what ria name Implies - not QuickGraphic 
or QuickPretty - this software is concerned purely 
and simply with quickly churning out words. 
Essentially It Is a cut-down version of ihe older 
Pro Write, and whan we say outdown we really 
mean slaughtered. 

It doesn't come with a thesaurus, and it only 
has s liny {In modem word-processing terms) 
50*000*word dictionary. It has absolutely no graph¬ 
ics capabilities, and precious few text-layout ones 

for that matter. 
You would normally have thought that this 

would have speeded the whole thing up, in fact the 

QukkWrite has a jingle rule, you can use the header* 
and footer! and you can even page number, but that'* it. 

name suggests this; but It doesn't. Programs such 
as Protext (which is tar more complex) or even 
Scribble seem to move along at a far faster clip 
than Quick Write. In fact there is very little to say In 
Its favour. 

Sure, It is simple, easy-to-use and won't bur* 
den you with a lot a commands and key 
combinations before you start bashing out words. 
But when you consider that you can only really 
have 10 documents open at any one time* that the 
printer support Is barely noticeable, and that there 
la no ability to use column printing or even multiple 
fonts* finding something positive to say about It is 
rather hard going. 

Aside from It being a very simple affair (so It 
won't eat up large chunks of memory on your 
Amiga) it bears a passing resemblance lo 
Microsoft's Word. You are probably better off pass¬ 
ing quite quickly over Quick Write. 

QuIckWrite 3.1 

SPEED • # • 

It should be faster with such limited facilities, no graph¬ 
ics - you can't use widow or orphan control - you 

would expect It to move like script off a shovel but this 
jg»t does not happen 

EASE OF USE ••• 

Fairly simple to u«* for whet K is, plus it has a fairly 
friendly menu system, 

WRITING FEATURES • • 

You can number pages and yes there Is a 50,000-word 
dichonary but that's It. No thesaurus, a basic mail 

merge, no macros ( without ARexx) and a lack of hard¬ 
copy options. 

LAYOUT FEATURES • • 
II you needed a really simple notepad then this would 

do the business. If, on ihe other hand* you want a par¬ 

tially featured word processor, look elsewhere, 

GRAPHICS FEATURES 

Not applicable. 

DOCUMENTATION 

The slim manual comes with screenshots to Ilf ust rate 
the various elements of the program. Bearing In mind 

that there is so little to the program, the less than full 
some manual covert n all with reasonable precision, 

VALUE * t 
ft you went a cut-down, very basic but quite good-look¬ 

ing word cruncher, with no aspirations to prettitication, 

style or features - and you have £50 to spare - then it's 
a toss* up between Quick Write end TransWrfte Make 

sure though, that the coin you are tossing La weighted. 

W AMGk _ 

Verdic: 50% 
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II* fitar. *r 
I Wtf^iwi rff u*t*4 m 
i, Mjf • NtiHJ *1 Hi i«*|. 
:t m‘*f htird tli«. N««it«r 
t," Tlw If-iII firl shirt Hf ti 

You ran link Scribblel to o database such os Organize! to 

extend its funrtiofloftty. 

For a program thal has such limited features, and no 

graphk displays, it really should be faster. 

SCRIBBLE! PLATINUM 
EDITION £34.95 
MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE/ 

HD MARKETING 0753 686000 

This is cheering. For under £40 you gel a word pro* 
cessor that not only comes with a 104,000 
dictionary and a 470,000 word thesaurus, but you 
can also print IFF graphics. 

This is achieved by ‘dot commands1. This calls 
lor some hard logic work on your part as well as 
some place and hope. You have to place the Dot in 
the document where you want the picture to go. 
Then you have to estimate roughly how much 
space you have on the page - resizing the graphic 
is basically a case of fiddling with the width and 
height, and hope you get it in the right place. 

Text flow is a case of running text above and 
below the graphic. In effect this feature Is only 

really any good for inserting graphs and charts. 
When It comes to its writing features, however, you 
are looking at a rapid processor that comes with 
limited commands and structures. 

It makes a stab at WYSIWYG, with boldsP ital¬ 
ics, underlines, super and sub-scripts all 
supported. Printer support, however, is rather lim¬ 
ited. But at this price it really does not matter that 
much because you will be looking for a word pro¬ 
cessor that enables cutting, pasting, finding and 
exchanging and generally putting words to work. 

The downers are that It should be faster than It 
is, and that the system of dot commands looks 
extraordinarily intimidating at first glance. It really 
does take some time to get used to. 

However, tor under £40 and as a first foray into 
the world of word processing, Scribble! (and its 
incarnation in The Works Platinum Edition) is well 
worth a look. 

Scribble! Platinum Edition 

SPEED ••• 
With only four documents able to be open at any one 

time, this suggests that memory management could 

have been slightly better achieved. 

EASE OF USE •l«lt 
The dot commands that are used for placing pictures 
ere somewhat tricky, end can be a bit hit and miss, 

WRITING FEATURES • • 
Scribble comes with a 103,000-word spelling checker 

(and user-dictionary support) and a 470,000-word the¬ 

saurus, The find-and-change function is useful but the 
mall merge leaves a great deal to be desired. 

LAYOUT FBATURIE • • 
No text flow because graphic use is limited to dot com¬ 
mands . H also does not come with a ruler for ub end 
margin settings. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES * 
Well, you can print out graphics (IF Fa) but you cannot 

see them on screen, nor can you change the way they 

look except by fiddling with the print-dot density. 

DOCUMENTATION « • « 
Average. There ere a tew screenshots to give you some 
idea about what you are doing, and the writers have 
done their best to give you an Idea about the dot com¬ 

mands^ A simple program with an adequate manual. 

value mm mm 
Setter value than It looks from these ratings. Although 

It Is under-featured In comparison to many of the other 

programs in this round-up, lor its price It does the job 
Of word processing very well Indeed. 

Y 4M1&U _ 

M) 79% 
KYSMI7! 

One point definitely in Its favour is speed. Bet H It's 
fine-looking documents you're after look else where. 

TRANSWRITE £39.95 
GOLD CHSK/HB MARKETING 

0753 686000 

Rapid word crunching - that's what you gel from 
TransWrlte. The program was built lor speed and 
has a 90,000 word spelling checker which doesn’t 
have you sitting round waiting for hours before It 
suggests color' Instead of 'colour'. 

Before we go on, there are no graphics han¬ 
dling capabilities in TransWrlte, so if you're looking 
for a pseudo-DTP package you should look else¬ 
where. TransWrlte, like Protext is built lor writers 
and writers alone. 

To this end, you only need 512k of RAM to run 
the thing which means that it can be run from 
Workbench as a kind of desk accessory or from its 
own environment, The manual claims that you can 
open any number of documents' using TransWrite, 

A nice little feature that you gal with Tram Write is the 
style-analysis module. 

in practice this actually seems to work. Because 
you are not bothering with details such as headers 
and foolers, and columns not only can you open up 
document after document (and copy and paste text 
between all of them), you can do this on the fly. 

It lacks rulers so altering in-document layouts 
Is Impossible. It Is also without the ability to use 
multiple fonts - which means that your documents 
will look clean, it even lacks a thesaurus. 

TransWrite cannot hope to compete with the 
Final Copys, Word worths or Excellences of this 
world In terms ol creating fine-looking documents, 
It Is also left behind by Protext when it comes to 
added extras such as complex mall and document 
merges, macros or math calculations. But despite 
all of this (and taking into consideration its price) if 
you are looking for a no-frllls word processor to 
use as and when you need It, then TransWrite is 
more than up to the job. 

TransWrite 

speed m m mm 
Because most of the other elements you would expect 

to see la a document or more complex word processor 
are missing, you can really stream along. 

EASE OF USE «Ml 
Because there are no graphics capabilities If* a fairly 
simple program to gat the hang of. 

WRITING FEATURES t I 
Terrific for producing words - it's just a little tame at 

processing them in complex ways. No thesaurus, the 

dictionary Is limited to 90,000 words. But In Its favour 
there is a quick word count, 

LAYOUT FEATURES • 9 
There is an automatic hyphenation option included 
(some ol the more complex programs don't have it). 
Vqu can also make use ol a preview to get an idee of 
how the document looks before you print it 

GRAPHICS FEATURES _ 
Not applicable, 

DOCUMENTATION_ • 9 
Gold Disk could do well to learn from Softwood here. 

The manual is fllmty as hell wtth an appallingly weak 
Index. On the upside though, the program Is so easy to 

use that you don't actually need a major-league manual 
In the first place. 

VALUE 9 9 99 
I personalty prefer Protect, but for sheer speed and 

ease of use TransWrite will lake some beallng. Ai under 

£40. even if you were just to buy If as an occasional 
word cruncher, this will serve you very well indeed. 

Y AHC* _ 

M 85% 



T 
rum the makers of Pen Pal comes a 

brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 

Processing package, that’s simply the 

only choice for those who demand the 

most from their Amiga. 

...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 

rmal Copy II is not only the Amiga's most powerful 

Vord Processor with every feature you'd expect 

plus many more found normally in DTP packages - 

Hit also the only Word Pnxe^sor that gives superb 

ealeable outline fonts from any Amiga - even ! 3\ 
magine outputting to your printers highest resolution, 

nth almost Postscript™ laser perfection - no matter 

vtiich printer you may have. Even with a simple ^ 

line pin dot matrix you’ll get perfect 

minting* from Final Copy’s 

SO smooth outline typefaces 

hat are included! 

W'ftft to ppH'rrfd nr* jhaftffrs. rifrer no brtkr Word Pnrrniw/hfrfahrr 

far xmrA/wvti Ytmt! {jun-kh realise dr benefits which mrre once tfc exrhtsne 

presmrof the MacvsoJf* end other iu$h mi pttiidang sysaerm. 

" printer with normal Word Processor 

multiple newspaper 

style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 

squares, lines at any angle, ovals, circles, 

arrows etc., plus colour text, along with many 

other formatting tools - your documents will look 

and read just as you want them to. 

Final Copy II includes a 110,000 word British- 

English Collins Proximity Spelling Detector & 

Collector, to help typing error* become a thing of 

the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 

Thesaurus, for that extra inspiration* 

Final Copy II is so easy to learn and use, that 

you'll become an aixximpUshed author in no 

time at all - but if you need extra help you're 

not on your own as our support hotline is there 

for all UK version users. Look out for the UK 

logo on the box! 

Jsa 

Word Processor ^ * 

...rinal Copy II 
X Only £99.95 

ipatible with... FROM ALL am SOFTWARE DEALERS 

Amiga-A 500/600/600HD/1500/2000/3000. 
Syaon rci|4n(Tncriis... nm of I Mb. RAM aid two hippies 

or a Had Disk Drive [A6Q0HD requires a tat l5Mbj 

'Any Worithendi a^jpmtod gniphtc jwnlcf, cokuf it memo, 
including.,, Ctuzcn 120D, I24D, 224, Swift W24, 20tV240; 

Star LC10, 20. 200, 24-200, and XB Sene*: Connti BJlOex; 

HP lnk/Paint}ct; Postscript™ devices and many more, 

inal Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here's just a selection: 

rade Distribution by... 

♦ Cenirewfi/IBD • HB Maiicimg * Lcivurewfi ♦ 
♦ Mrndian Distribution ♦ SDt/Prodis # 

Dealers,.. Please call Harwtiods for your supply of billets 
and inclusion in the tea of dotirias we pruvkk m customo*. 

United Kingdom version imported *£ supported by... 

CORDON 

Gordon Harwood Conipuicis - New Sired * Alfretun 

Derbyshire ■ I }£S5 7|iiJ ■ I ok-phnw (1773 836781 

♦ Uses the latest Workbench 2 Style interface on all Ami gas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls i format your 

document with the simple touch of a button) ♦ 25% to 400% editable page reduction and magnification command ^ 

♦ Title page, master pages & style sheets ♦ Right/lett pages with binding offset ♦ Open multiple ^ 

documents ♦ Fast mouse document panning and zoocriai-zoom ♦ External and internal mail 

merging4Cu[,copyandpaste4Searchandreplace#0nscreenmaths#Auk>hyphenaiion 
♦ Import reswe and crop IFF, HAM and 24Bit 1LBM graphics and auloffow text 

around them ♦ Text ov er graphics ♦ Outline fonts on all Amiga screens, and any 

non*Postscript™orPostscript™compaiibleprimer44poimupto300poim ^ ¥■ ^ 
[over 4” high] smooth text printing ♦ Text leading and spacing ^ 

controls ♦ Condensed and expanded characters ♦ Rxftve 

and negative obliquing ♦ Background printing, ,'Xy 
allowing simultaneous editing & printing of two ^ lV ^ 

^ 
additional attractive font s'' ^ 
volume, available. 

E.40.E. “ *' 

cr mwe documents ♦ Fast pmt>t pnntmp 

facility ♦ Comprehensive range of 
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You can create some quite complex-looking documents 

with □ little time, effort and practice. 

As a word processor h doesn't stand out from tire 
crowd, hut in a bundle it's a pretty good buy. 

MINI OFFICE £09.95 
EUROPRESS 0025 859333 

This is realty In here under the table as It were: mini 
Office is an ancient suite of programs that were 
originally heaped together on the PC before trans¬ 
ferring to machines such as the PCW bet ore finally 
turning up on the Amiga. The programs Include a 
graphics module, a database, a spreadsheet a 
disk utility and, of course, a word processor. 

Because the programs are linked you could 
say that the word processor comes with all the 
facilities of the other modules - for example the 
graphics from the spreadsheet could be Included 
as a separate page in your word-processed docu¬ 
ments. In itself, the mini Office word processor 
would be a sad little thing with bare WYSIWYG, no 
graphics handling at all, a slow, Irrttallng dictio¬ 
nary, no thesaurus and limited text edlting-layouf 

facilities. However, if you have bought the suit of 
programs for the spreadsheet or disk utilities, then 
you would not be disappointed by the text crunch¬ 
ing abilities of the word processor. 

Although you can incorporate standard IFF 
hies into your documents, this is about alt you can 
do with them. Any idea about resizing, cropping or 
In anyway affecting them should be left at the 
Workbench screen. This importing facility was only 
really set up to deal with data from the spreadsheet 
for example, or for charts or graphs from the 
graphics section. 

When printing to screen, and to the printer for 
that matter, you are limited to the standard sans- 
serif 8-point typeface. This can be italicised, bolded 
and even underlined but that's about the size of It. 

All in all, you wouldn't want to buy this as a 
stand-alone word processor - but Its Inclusion In 
the mini Office bundle will come in very useful. 

mini Office 

SPIED 
The spelling checker stops at every other word over 
five letters. Text entry Is quick mainly because you are 
kept to a single 6-point typeface, 

KAS1 OF USE ••• 
Because the graphics handling is so weak, the chances 

ere that you won’t use that many Images so screen 
refreshes ere reasonably rapid but not blistering, 

WRITING FEATURES • i 
Spelling checker but no thesaurus. Because you can 

look to the other modules in the mint Office suite, you 
can pull In data for mail merging from the spreadsheet. 

It Is WYSIWYG but you are limited to a single font. 

LAYOUT FEATURES • * 
There Is sllll no auto-hyphenation, but you tan use mul¬ 

tiple rulers (which can be cut and pasted ah over a 
document! in order to pretty the whole thing up. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES t • 
Because of its modular nature you can import graphics 

from the spreadsheet and graphics areas of the suite. 
Once In there Is very little you can do with them, 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 
Well documented as part ot a wider suite of programs. 
It it covered as a stand-alone program and as part of 
the wider picture with the inclusion of screenshots and 
some dearly written text, 

VALUE • • 
On Its own it would be very limited and limiting - hence 

this rating. However, as part of an Integrated sei-up It is 

useful and functional wilhoul standing out. 

PRUBw jj 

Iferdic) 50% 
■rai)Hgl 

Tke Search and Replace in Mkffvcb aver fhe years, 
WordPerfect has been upgraded and improved. 

WORDPERFECT 
£21 7*38 
WORDPERFECT CORF 

0932 850500 

(hate software that comas with crappy ringblnders, 
with sealed pages, the holes of which do not lit the 
binder s clasps (one of which Immediately opens 
up slightly (earing all the pages), 1 hate this 
because it comes from the old PC tradition that 
says that ring binders are useful to keep all the 
separate pages of upgrade information that seep 
through after the first bundle is released. 

Guess what you get with WordPerfect? This 
ancient and revered program comes from (he 
depths of PC-land, and is now showing its age. 
According to the lady at WordPerfect Corp it is also 
being discontinued (she also said have a nice day, 
which l did not having spent it with WordPerfect). 

of a way to da it? Try Hie thesaurus. 

The program works with combination after 

combination of key presses (or with the tar 
friendlier pull-down menu system that will be famil¬ 
iar to most Amiga users. 

WordPerfect Is WYSIWYG to the extent that it 
will show you bolds. With italics however, It has 
problems. You have to Show Codes il you want to 
see where the italics come in (shown by an T at the 
start of a line), 

All this said, you can’t knock a word processor 
with the track record and calibre of WordPerfects 
To give the company their due, (hey have included 
a kind of pseudo-outlining module, and a mail 
merge that both do their respective jobs with a min¬ 
imum of fuss and bother. The port from PC to 
Amiga has been carried out with greater attention 
than a lot of other programs. Still, I will be a rare 
sight in the shops by the end of this year, and there 
are better Amiga-specific WPs about the place. 

WordPerfect 

SPEED • • # ♦ 
Once you ve go! used La Ihe key command combina¬ 
tions that are used to save you using the pull-down 

menus, you can steam along with your word process' 

Ing (it was designed for speed Initially). Hard disk Is 
recommended, two floppies are mandatory. 

EASE OF USE •••• 
One* you’ve gat passed trie initial amazement that a 
program this old can still be this complex, you will find 

it simple to understand and explore. 

WRITING FEATURES • • 
The Speller utility comes with 115,000 words, and hap¬ 

pily II checks for double occurrences of words as well 
SS providing the word count. The number ot words In 

the these urns i t not stated 

LAYOUT FEATURES • t 
Well yes, you can add tabs and rulers, but WordPerfect 
really we»n t developed to do more than crunch words 
- for example there Is no column printing. If you are 
looking for a great lexl layout engine, look elsewhere. 

GRAPHICS FEATURES 
Hot applicable. 

DOCUMENTATION fit 
A ring bound manual that falls apart. But it s well laid 

out. with a glossary and plenty of tulorlals. 

VALUE »B«t 
Even If WordPerfect are being truthful about dropping 
their program In the next year, they will still otter sup¬ 

port, which Is a positive point, For a word cruncher, 
Protext bests it hands down though. 

74A4GL 

w 60% 
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BEST 
7 PRICES! 
M s, a Aa 

GIVING YOU THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 

1 Year on-site maintenance. Includes 
BuilMn TV*nfiodulator, Optional built-in 20Mb hard drive 

Pack II Amiga 600 
with 20Mb H/D 
+ joystick 
+ mouse nun 

Pack I Amiga 600 

RRP £399.99 
me. mouse 
power supply 
Deluxe Paint 111 
+on-site maintenance 

*#f>K>WtK PRICE £269.99 
i giunes from Iist below 

)me- M»l« MICE £399.99 

AXZ* GAME PACKS 
pro Tennis 2. Gods* Days of Thunder, silent Service, Test Drive 2. Toyota Celica. Manchester 
United Europe* Gremlins 2, Hick Dangerous, (kinship. Into I he Desert, lemming*. Capt Planet* 
Simpsons, Dutastorm* Dungeon Quest. K-Motion, Kid Gkftvs. Grand Monster Slam, RYE Hnoda. 
Shuffle Puck Cafe. Soccer* Tower of IkihdL Games w ill Ix* suIiMituicd il n*n av ailjtde 

OR Choose any 10 games for only £39.99 irs Youu choice*! 

POWER PACK 2 
Pack I Plus Philips 8833 Mark II 
colour stereo monitor 

AJff>0Wf* PRICE ttlitf 

Pack H 
Plus Philips colour stereo monitor 

AMf*Pom§ price isn.fi 

A1500 iHH* ROWER PACK 3 From £539.99!! 
with 8833 mkll. 

KCS IBM iichiptor-. 

,*Jk733.9H 52Mb Quantum Drive  ..£269.99 

...£279-00 120Mb Quantum Drive..,.,.. £129,99 

100V. IBM COMPATIBLE 
ONLY £519.99 

286SX-16 PC 

I i11 SVGA colour monitor, 1Mb HAM. 40Mb HD, 3 button mouse. 3 5* 

floppy' drive* 102 key keyboard, 2 serial. 1 parallel, 1 games port, MS 

DOS 5.0. 

386SX-25 PC ONLY £759.99 
includes as above PLUS Windows 3-0, 2 games, Paint package and 3 years 

Hhr call out on-site maintenance!!! 

GOLD CLUB 
AVAILABLE E0A AIL HARDWARE CUSTOMERS ONLY £19.99 

* Next day courier delivery * 30 day exchange for new 
* 1 year guarantee + fax.* collection AND delivery should a fault occur * Free Game 

1 or peace of mind mail order shopping J‘»n iIh TiJPf* tiOLD CLIU, you'll notice flit* diffcwntL 

VISIT OUR SHOPS! 
Power Station Computers, 14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
US righl by Finchley Central Tribe Station x> now you can try our products before 
Ixiyinjd - our tunned am! friendly mi If wilt lx- pleased to demonstrate any pmdml 

Mf£* COMPUTERS, 299-301 High Street, Sutton, SURREY 
Tit: 081 643 7078 

IMPORTANT ALL machine! are letted prior to shipping 

PHILIPS MONITOR POWER 
Philips 8833 Mkll (UK version) colour monitor 

1-r colour stereo monitor ini 1 year on-siie mainicnance plus either Turbo 

( liillengi- nf f.t1) Stealth lighter or choose one of the Axe Pack Games 

PRICE ONLY £189.991 

* While stock* last 

Atkl .13.99 for Amiga lead 

Add i5.<W tor tailored dust cover 

♦ Add \ \ * W for (ill & swivel stand 

GVP A500 HARD DRIVE PROMOTION POWER 
GVP Series II 120Mb hard drive flakes up to 8Mb). 

il# POWER PRICE only £429.99 ini* VAT (sRiuj 

GVP SER II 52MB (TAKES 8MB RAM) £339-99 

woouc« PRINTER POWER 
Citizen Swift 240G (colour) NEW!!.....Promotion Price 
Citizen 1200 9 pin. 120 cps. NiQ. m col. 
Ricoh Lazerjet - LP1200........ 
Citizen SW9 Colour..... 
Citizen SW24E Colour . .............. 
bl.Q Winks, Itff) 0|M DR 
Star LC24/200 Colour...... 
1 lew lett Packard tx^kjei 5fNt.......... 
Hewlett Packard Dt-sk|ei SOI) colour.^..„... 
i it been 224 
i itixen 22) Cfthnir... . 
Brother bubble jet ll| 100 inc \ year on ski" 

xWf* Starter Pack if bought with printer, includes printer stand - 
500 sheets of continuous paper - one printer driver Only £9 99 

£299-99 
, A 129.99 
£759.00 
£199,00 
.£275,(Xf 

.£289.99 
£359-99 
£559,99 
£214,99 
£239.99 
1219 99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
Imh upgradeable U00 only 4 19,99 I 
JioMt >hi-ei> f.riil* »|.l 111i.i1111 H ^ 1 *1 I 

t. 1 A ItifEK ..,..£9.99 
Workstation - aluminium spat e ft* drive ....£3999 I 
T.V Tuner for Philips 8B33 Mkll... ..,£49,99 I 
ZY-KI stereo speakers .£3895 I 
Tnbrantleil disks *0 plus 40 cap lockable storage box.£24 *» I 
Mega Mix VLister a$).99 I 
Track lull - the uhlmaie feel......,..£29.95 I 
Printer Stand.. . £7.991 
Replat cimin ptwn supply ........ £39.991 
busi enter lm I'ioo Covers monitor, CHI f keyhoaitl... £11 ‘XII 
l xternal HMb KAM unit | 
In i\\ fi I land Scanners.. .P.O.A. 
3,5" external drive tv well free disk «leaning kit .. . _n9 99 | 

AMIGA REPAIR POWER 
Ciall the sales power hotlines for details cm how yfiur Amiga can lx- diagnosed, 

repaired ami returned to vmi with guarantee. 

081-343 0419 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

VISA 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
_ 24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES . 

M 081 343 0419 (6 lines) 

HOW TO ORDER 

By pin me- 
On L 343 0419 

By fax It's best 
PHI 645 5414 

1 drjto, prr4al 

i^k-n nr Niilding xndet>' 
i hctjucji payable hi 

iHft* rxrrti lid 

I Mhm ^ working for 
I jvrHitu! cheque- ckar- 
| ,mee. 

Send orders lo: 
14 Station Rood, Finchley, London 

M3 2RY 
Next day delivery only £10/10 nv VAT 
5-5 day only £7 50 
mp under XltXMM) only £2,50 
m\> over £100,00 only £4.00 

MAIL ORDER 
PUCES ONLY 

SHOP PKK KS MAY 
VARY 

Please have your trctlii card ready wlten 
ordering vjisx reftnvfkv Hunk you 

OPENING HOURS; 
Mcm-Fri: 9.00mn - 6.30pm 
Saturday: 9.00am b.Offpfii 
Sunday; Finchley tO.QQam- MK)pm 

PRICE...POWM...PERF0RMANCE 

Pit OH I^thi^ aw corned ai 

I line of to pft», ami 
int lude VAT Ixil xul^ett la 
dmrijte, as we are wimetimcs 
let down hy sopi^iefs. Q*I3 
iHhP lifvt 

Name (Mr, Mrs, Ms). 

Address- 

t rcvlit Card |^| | 

Postcode 

^ Hc.ice virclc i .ird \< * ___ 
—/--V 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE QUAHTTIY POWER PRICK 

All products arc sourced from the t K ■ no grvy Carriage 
intports - SO ft*st easy with vour nffitial I K 
wjirjnLics ' T«al Power Pm-c 
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...is serious about your Amiga. Are you 
Amiga Shopper's news pages are always the first to bring you the complete story - we're the 
ones who first told the world about the death of the A5Q0. This month we have a full report 
on the launch of Commodore's new A4Q0O in Pasadena, California. Find out what makes this 
one so special, and what it could mean for the evolution of your machine. PLUS: the $250 
60030 accelerator card for your Amiga which will turn it into an A3000 

This month's regular look at the range of low-cost and no-cost software 
tokes in a program to illustrate the inner workings of a four-stroke 
petrol engine, o program to help you write up your will, something to 
teach you morse code, and a replacement for the operating system 

Microsoft Windows on yaur Amiga? It's possible with a PC 
emulator, and more and more people are finding reasons to buy 
one. We review and rate the emulators available and offer our 
verdict on haw best to tap into the wealth of PC software 

We got hold of the most authoritative experts in the business, sat them down around a table with 
a few drinks and pumped them with questions,., What emerges is the most in-depth discussion of 
the Amigo's past, present and future you'll ever read. What kind of new machine should 
Commodore be thinking about? How will the Amiga cope with the PC and console threats? 
Read oil about H in this no-holds barred six page expose 

Wf'Ll PUT AN m TO Tom AMIGA ANGST... 
It's the only solution to every Amiga problem you're ever likely to encounter. And whatever your 
hassle may be, Amiga Answers has the best brains in the business to help you out. Just send in 
that query and watch it disappear. This month, there's 17 pages of questions - all answered in the 
most clear, informative and friendly style you could hope for 

PUIS: CPROGmmG, AHCXX, CHAOS, AH, VIDIO AND DTP 
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Make your Amiga more intelligent 
and see your bright ideas blossom 

See all your plans come to 
perfection with Maxiplan4. 
This upgrade of Amiga's 
best-selling spreadsheet is 
more than an improvement, 
it’s a real revelation. It’s 
compatible with the new 

Workbench 2.0 as well as 1.3. To ensure extra speed, 
flexibility and a truly professional finish. 

FwtBsfic leatires 
Whether for financial analyses, database lists or mar¬ 
keting research, Maxiplan4 has it all. More charts, 
graphs and presentations. More eye-catching 
colours. More macro commands. You can create up 
to 50 charts per spreadsheet. In a faster, friendlier 
environment. With everything from user-definable 
page breaks to file linking and various data viewing 
modes. Maxiplan4 is even compatible with 
Lotus 1-2-3™. 

Kind words 3 gives Amiga's most 
popular word processor a big 
boost, For a start, this new 
version is faster, far more 
powerful and fantastically 
friendly. Incorporating the 
incredible Human Interface 
Protocol™, it works harder for 
you. So you don’t have to work so 
hard! 

Over 2B major impravements 

Get to grips with words and graphics instantly. 
Advantages include automatic text wraparound for 
pictures. From all graphic file formats of any colour 
or resolution. Up to 255 fonts per document are 
available, including high density printing fonts. 
There’s also an expanded British Collins dictionary 
and thesaurus, on-line help, a WYSIWYG display... 
and much more. While a digital clock keeps track 
of time. 

More lor less 
A list of each and every benefit would simply take up 
too much space. But one fact is immediately obvious. 
At just £49.99*, Maxiplan4 makes your money - and 

vour ideas - go far further. It all adds up to yet 
another hit from The Disc Company... 

the brains behind the brainiest soft- 
ware! 

Perfect priced 
So what’s the price of this superior software? That’s 
the best news of all: only £49.99*. Which proves 
that the best really can cost less! What’s more, 
Kindwords3 also works with Workbench 2.0 (and, of 
course, 1.3). What else? Check it out right now at 
your nearest computer store. 

* suggested retail price 

the case 
Outstanding 

COMPANY 

upgrade offer 

Yes, I want to make my Amiga more intelligent, at the tna islanding upgrade 
price of £19 99 

To qualify for this offer, I am returning my original Kindwords and/or Maxiplan disks. 
Name___ . __ 
Address ________ 
Town/City__ Post Code._ 
Country___. 
Daytime Phone_____ 
Credit Card Number,_. 
Kipiry date_ / __ 
Signal urc_ 

Send me_MasjPlan4 at £ 19.99 ine.VAT each - £3 shipping charge _ 

bend me_KindWordsS at £ 19.99 me-VAT each + £$ shipping charged_. 

Total Enclosed:_ 

Mcl hod of pay mem by cheque, VISA, Master Card, EtiruCard, Switch and Money 

Orders. 

DO NOT SEND CASH, Make cheque payable to : THE DISC COMPANY (UK) Lid. 

Send to : THE DISC COMPANY (UK) lad. C/OIMEDIAT, HI* Edison Road, St Ives, 
Huntingdon, PE 17 41 J\ United Kingdom. Allow 2 week* lor delivery. 

For information call tH&O 49ft ft88; Eai : 0480 494 512 

Both- uMvki ev^uitr Amiga UO. hOQ*. feOC, MO Nil, 1000. 2000a 3000. Wtrthfnth 1 J or 2 0. I MB RAM I additional mcrourv rrcmuncndnl: Twu LRU Umour Hard bid rcinmnwiiilcii 
Can be upgraded to KjndwiwJi 3.0; Kjnd»iwd;«, I 0, I 2, 2 0. l‘uWi*hrr\ Once, Hturtc tJifine KjT, Matter Kit, ftmrWorfu anj other bondk fwtka *c«rtwmm*, any veruem of Kmd*i«iJ» 

Can be in Mauplan -I 0 Matsplan 5W, Miifian flut, Home Office Kir and JNiwirWtirfc% 



High-powered desktop publishing 
at a price you'll be powerless to resist! 

Unleash the full text and graphic capabilities of your Amiga. 

The Publisher, at only £49.99, is as powerful as packages which cost four or five times the price. 

While The Publisher ColorPro, at £149.99, offers stunning APEX™ colour separations - unparalleled 

in the entire DTP industry. Whether you are a first-time user or a seasoned professional, you will be 

amazed by the ease and extensive range of features offered by The Publisher. 

SUrERB STECIAL EFFECTS 
Create eye-catching, non-rectangular text boxes and implement 

text wraparound, drop caps and drop shadows with ease. 

Rotate text and graph ics a hill 560° in 10° increments. 

Expand, compress, magnify, and mirror any text or 

graphic dement in seconds. 

CHANGE TO COLOUR 
If you want all of the above features plus full 

colour, then the only choice is The Publisher 

ColorPro. At £149.99, this sophisticated package 

features stunning APEX colour separations, fractal 

PostScript backgrounds, true PostScript screen pre¬ 

view- and more! It puts your Amiga right at the top 

producing the ultimate in colour desktop publishing. 

FREE PostScript1"1 Interpreter turns your dot-matrix, 

ink'jet or laser printer into a powerful PostScript printer! 

UNRIVALED OUTPUT 
Produce high-quality Linotronic masters on film and 

paper in up to 256 shades of grey and at resolu¬ 

tions as high as 2540 dots per inch - on pages 

sizes right up to 2Cf by 20". 

ULTRA FAST OPERATION 
There's no waiting around with The 

Publisher. The screen refresh rare and pro¬ 

cessing speeds are arguably the fastest on 

any computer platform. 

FANTASTIC FONT SUPPORT 
Apart from full support for Adobe'* Type 1 fonts, 

direct support for thousands of Macintosh"* and 

IBM-PC™ Type I fonts are also available - with cype sizes 

from 3 to 2,000 points. 

UNMATCHED VERSATILITY 
The Publisher supports a wide range of 

word processors and will import almost all 

graphic formats. 

Superior software from 
\> 

E DISC COMPANY 

Outstanding Upgrade Offer! 
Kind words, Pageseuer, Maxi-Plan, Professional Page, Pagestrcam, Publisher's Choice 

and Home Office Kit users: 

Yes, I wane to transform my Amiga into a powerful desktop publishing system for the 

outstanding upgrade price of just £2995 for The Publisher, or £8995 for The 

Publisher ColorPro. To qualify for this offer, 1 am returning my original disks or 
manual cover. 

Name_ 

Address __ 

Town/Qty____ 

Postal Code___Country _ 

Daytime Phone_ 

Credit Card Number_Expiry Date_ 

Signature_____ 

Send me_The Publisher at £29.95 each inc, 

VAT + £3 shipping charge £__ 

Send me_ The Publisher ColorPro at £89.95 each inc. 

VAT + £3 shipping charge £__ 

TOTAL £___ 

Cheque, V isa. Master Card, EuroCard, Switch and Money orders are accepted. 

DO NOT SEND CASH, Make cheque payable to: The Disc Company (UK) Ltd, 

Send to: THE DISC COMPANY (UK) Ltd., DO 1MED1AT, B3, Edison Road. 

St. Ives. Huntingdon. PE 17 4LF, United Kingdom. Allow three weeks for delivery. 

Far additional information. demonsrranon disks, or brochures, visit your Amiga dealer or phone 

0HL33M9109995, Fax 010-531-476U 746. 

Minimum rcnuiremem*: 1.5 MB of memory and two disk drives; Amiga KidtSxan and Amiga 

Workbench 1,3 or higher. All trademarks acknowledged PE 17 4LF. United Kingdom. 
Allow three weeks for delivery. 
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HAND-HELD SCANNER fT- 

164 

With graphics as the flavour of the month, 

we decided to send Asam Ahmad 

to give us a full run-down (or across) on 

the latest hand-scanner. Here is his report. 

Mono hand scanner ■ £335 ■ Golden Image 

SC) WHAT’S SC) special about this scanner? 

Well, at lbs hefiv price-tag you'd expect some¬ 

thing special: and yes with this package you 

get a hand-scanner capable of resolutions up to 

400dpi (dots per inchh a copy of MiGraph 

TouthUp scanning and editing software; a 

copy of Mtrge4t to join‘Up scanned images, 

tuid the star of the show, a special version of 

MiGraph OCR, optical character recognition 

software, made for the Alfa Data scanner 

The scanner runs from an adaptor that con¬ 

nects to your parallel port. Unfortunately, 

there is no through-port, so you have to keep 

unplugging the scanner module and plugging 

in your printer (if you have a parallel primer). 

This can be a little annoying when you have a 

nightmare situation like mine - where there 

are cables galore behind your Amiga, 

Anyway, as well as the parallel port device, 

there is a power adaptor that has to be plugged 

into the mains to power to the scanner. 

On the scanner there are a few twiddly bits 

to control how your scan will appear. There is 

a slider that enables you io select the resolu¬ 

tion that you want to scan your image in at. 

This can be either 100, 200, 300 or 400dpi 

(dots per inch). When scanning, it is vital io 

bear in mind what the final picture is going to 

be used for. If you arc scanning in an image to 

use on screen, there is no point in scanning at 

400dpi, especially when you consider that a 

monitor is only capable of displaying around 

65dpi. However if you plan to use a scan in a 

document or something that is to he printed 

out. it is best to choose a scan as close as pos¬ 

sible to the resolution of your printer. 

There is also a brightness wheel to control 

the saturation of the image, and a switch that 

controls the halftone resolution. This deter¬ 

mines how big the halftone dot is, which 

fundamentally determines how coarse the 

image will appear. There are three halftone 

settings, and also a letter setting. The latter 

tells the scanner to ignore all shades, and send 

an image as a pure black-and-white scan. This 

is ideal for scanning text, or hand-drawn line- 

art because it produces a sharp image with no 

dithering. The last button on the scanner is the 

Stan button which, as its name suggests, indi¬ 

cates when you are actually scanning. 

The Alfa Data Scanner: 

full OCR combined 

with a reasonably 
smooth icon -response 

has Io be weighed up 

against a quite so fa¬ 

st ant ini price. 

The ALFA DATA 

SCANNER is 

available from 

Ga steiner 

Technologies 

M1-36S11S1 

scan. So, il is advisable to have quite a bit of 

memory free. The minimum requirement is 

3Mb* but if you arc careful, and don't have loo 

many windows open on Workbench and any 

background tasks, 2Mh might suffice. 

To scan an image, you have to select the 

scan-resolution from the software and from the 

scanner. This means that you can select differ¬ 

ent resolutions on each, effectively using this 

ability to alter the image size on the Amiga, If 

for example, you set the software to 4tXkJpi. 

and the scanner to 100dpi, the scanned image 

w ould be a quaneT of the original. Setting soft¬ 

ware to 100dpi, and ihe scanner to 4IM)dpL the 

image would be four-times larger. You also 

have to select the scan length in order to deter¬ 

mine the size of the image you want to scan. 

This done, it’s just a case of moving the 

scanner over your image at a steady rate. The 

Alfa Data isn't as bad as some others because 

you don't have to move the head at a snail's 

pace for the Amiga to keep up. There is also a 

little, red LED on the unit that starts to flash if 

you start going too fast. If the light goes out 

however, it’s time to start the scan again 

because you will have Inst some data. 

The other functions Touch Up provides are 

mainly to do with cdiLing the picture and 

Alfa Data 

T he TauckVp software included in the pack¬ 

age is preity comprehensive. It has an 

abundance of tools for scanning and manipu¬ 

lating your image. Scanned images, despite the 

fact they are only mono* can take up quite a hit 

of memory, especially for a futl-widih 400dpi 

WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THIS 
so whats so special about this scanner? W ell from Ihe price, 
you'd probably expect something special, and indeed with this 
package youget a hand scanner capable of resolutions up (o 
400dpi* a copy ofMiGraph TouchUp scanning and editing soft¬ 
ware, Merge-lt* to loin up scanned Images, and the star of the 
show , a special version of MIGraphOCR, optical character 
recognition software, made for the Alfa Datascanner.The s can- 
ner its elf runs from an adaptor that conne^s to yourparallel 
port. Unfortunately , there is no through po@, so you have 
tofceep unplugging the scanner module and plugging in your 
prinler{as sunning you have a parallel printer) whenever you went 
to use It.TNs can be a little annoying when you have a night¬ 
mare situation ilkemine, where Ihere are cables galore behind 
your Amiga and a right oldspaghettl |un@ton. Anyway , as well 
as the parallel po@ device, there isa power adaptor that has to 
be plugged into the mains and feeds into it,supplying pow er to the s canner .On the scanner you have a few twief- 
dly bits to control how yourscan will appear. There is a slider that allows you to select theresolution that you want 
to scan you image in at. This can be eitherl 00,200 , 300 or 400dpi* When scanning it Is vit@ to bear *n mind 
whatthe final pi@ure is going to be used tor* if you are scanning in an imageto use on scTggn , . t@@7@ 1% nn 
nnlnf In %r%nninn fVo im%n@ in %1 <§>nn #nl 

TEXT? 

The OCR software in action* After scanning in the 

raw wards, it is time to translate it into ASCII text. 



0 HAND-HELD SCANNER 

touching it up. There are bru^h facilities and 

various other tools to enhance the image. 

When saving the image you have the option to 

save it as a pure black-and-while image or. by 

some clever image processing, as a I6*colour 

image or as a 31 ‘apparent' colour image using 

a 2x2 picture cell This is ideal for creating 

screen images. DTP fans can also save out as 

24-hii IFF or as K-bil TIFF, as well as a couple 

of other alien formats. 

The problem with hand-scanners of course 

is that you are restricted to a scan width of 

around four inches. In order lo overcome this 

limitation, ihe scanner is provided with 

Hit Amiga 3500. half scanned and printed directly at 400dpi, and half con¬ 

verted lo a 31-grey stole image. As you can see, Ihe quality is pretty goad. 

The TotfchUp software enables you to... er touch up ihe pictures you scon in, 
and manipulate them so they look as good as possible. 

Merge-it software which does exactly that. It 

wit] take two scanned images, and will try' and 

join them up. 

The program is very good ai this and 

provides you w ith some fine positioning con¬ 

trol to overlay the edges of the two scans 

together. Finally, it will save the newly formed 

image as one file. 

The cherry on ihe cake is the OCR software. 

This has been specially written for Alfa Data 

so you can't take any old image and process it; 

ah the data has to come directly from this 

scanner. In order for ii to operate at its best, 

you have to set the scanner to 400dpi (the 

highest resolution) and into text mode so the 

image has no grey scales. 

The software is very impressive in opera¬ 

tion. It has some intelligent algorithms lo 

relate scanned characters into actual text, and 

in the interactive mode it will ask you to 

define the characters it doesn’t understand. It 

uses these definitions to help work out the rest 

of ihe words in the scan. 

It can even learn from every scan, to build 

up its own Little dictionary . After a few uses, 

ihis option really does come into its own and, 

in order to make the most of your investment, 

1 would advise that you make good use of it. 

I was quite pleased with the results that the 

scanner produced and, despite the high price 

(compared with most scanners at around £1(10) 

the programs that you get with it are of a very 

high quality and arc very functional. 

It is possible to scan in good images with 

very JiUle hassle. The only real down-point 

(once you have got the money together that is) 

is that for the best results, you need to have at 

least 3Mb of memory, and preferably a fast 

processor, so that you don't have to move the 

scan-head terribly slowly to make sure the 

computer gets all the data. 

All in all - and even considering the price 

- a very good package, and especially useful 

for DTP users that need to scan in pictures for 

flyers, for Amiga users that want to scan in 

pictures for graphics or whatever. If you can 

afford this scanner, ihen you should seriously 

consider going for it. 

The ‘text' on the left hand side is nq 
normal text, it‘s actually whal the 
MiGraph OCR software interpreted from 
the text in the first column. The original 
was printed out at 300dpi, using a 12pt 
font, rather than scanning the text 
straight from the magazine, using the 
dpt Times font. All the text was worked 
out automatically by the software and » 
where it didn’t know a character, it 
inserted an (§>’ symbol. 

The smaller the text, the higher the 
resolution you have to scan at. The text 
on this page Is output at 1,270dpi, so at 
400dpi, the image would be fine. If how¬ 
ever the same 8pt text was output at 
300dpi, then a scan at 400dpi, would not 
provide sufficient accuracy for a good 
interpretation of the text 

IT S NOT ALL HERE IN 
BLACK AND WHITE 
In (he main, a black-and-white image is made up of halftones to 
convey the illusion of different shades of grey. This works by 
using halftone cells (or dots). For example, if you have a halftone 
cell of 2x2 pixels, you have a maximum of up to four shades of 
grey, by filling in the dots In the cell, ranged from none to full 
Therefore if you have a cell of 4x4 pixels, you have a 16-grey¬ 
scale image. 

The trade-off here is that the larger the halftone ceil, the 
coarser the image will appear and, despite the fact that you 
might have many apparent shades, you will have an image with a 
very detail level. It Is best to think about this, and whether you 
need more detail or more shades, when considering the subject 
matter you are scanning. 

The picture of the Amiga 3500 above was scanned at 400dpi, 
and processed by the ToucftUp software. It was saved as a nor¬ 
mal image, and also as an apparent 31 -greyscale image. You can 
see the difference that the conversion from halftone cells to 
shades makes; the 31-grey version looks a lot smoother. 

Alfa Data Scanner 

SPEED • 
Not tremendously fast, but then again, you are 
playing with big Images. 

DOCUMENTATION ••§• 
Good manuals lor aLllhe bite 01 software, All 
you need lo know Ii here, 

ACCESSIBILITY •§••• 

Lois of feature*, especially with the OCR soft¬ 
ware and MiGraph Touch Up. 

FEATURES ••« • 
The basic* are reasonably easy to get the hang 
of, and it works well enough. 

VALUE •!! 
The price I* double most other scanner* end, 
even taking the OCR Into account, it s loo high. 

WAMffck _ 
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Art Alive is an incredible art 
package specialty designed 
for children - they con draw 
freehand or choose from a 
bank of predrawn pictures, 

Card Creator encourages 
children to design and 
produce their own 
eye-catching greetings 
cards for every occasion 

Let the music ptoy/ Using 
Music Maestro children can 
create their own band from 
a choice of players and 
make sweet music. 

In response to consumer demand, 
a range of Fun School Specials has 
been developed to help children with 
specific areas of learning. Following the 
release of Fun School 4, parents and 
teachers have consistently requested 
products which focus on 

subjects in more depth - in particular 
spelling, maths and creativity skills. 
The aim of the Fun School Specials is to 
complement children's school work. AH the 
products comply fully with the National 
Curriculum syllabus. 

For five year olds and over 

9 - paint and Create is designed to help children exercise and develop theii 
creative talents. 

It consists of six entertaining activities, some with a practical bias, 
some which are pure fun. 

♦ Programs within Paint and Create include Art Alive, Jigsaw, Music 
Maestro, Card Creator, Monster Maker and the Activity 
Menu (which allows access to all the other programs). 

Available for Amiga, PC and C64 cassette, 

ART ALIVE CARD CREATOR MUSIC MAESTRO 



Children use the hammer to 
bong the gong in Test Your 
Strength - and discover for 
themselves lots of unusual 
plurals 

Haunted House helps extend 
a child's vocabulary; 
teaching all about 
homophones (their/there, 
caughticourfetc). 

Circuswords: Children wtf love 
seetng the human cannonball 
come to tife os they complete 
crosswords using both new 
and familiar words 

w Merlin the Wizard guides the child through exercises in counting, 
decimals, fractions, adding, subtracting and volumes. 

Merlin’s Maths combines the essentials of eye-catching graphics and 
rewarding sequences to keep children amused while they learn. 

Each program within Merlin's Maths has at least three levels of difficulty. 

Available tor Amiga and PC. MERLIN'S MATHS 
BROKEN BATTLEMENTS CRYSTAL CONFERENCE 

Merlin the wizard guides the 
chlid through the programs 
In Merlin s Maths. -e/p Merlin build the castle 

*ali by completing 
iQuntlng, adding and 
multiplication calculations in 
broken Battlements, 

Crystal Conference Get the 
sums right and watch the 
knights of the round table 
enjoy their banquet 

Eurapress Software Limited, 
Europe House, Adlinglon Park, 
Macclesfield SKH) 4NP. 
Tel: 0625 mm 
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EDUCATION rr3 

Europress' acclaimed range of educational 

programs has recently been extended to 

include a fairground full of lexicographers. 

Neil Jackson puts his spelling checker to 

the test. Now was that T before e? 

Spelling 
Fair 

Spelling Fait ■ £29.99 ■ Europress Another kind of word ending which rouses problems for children is I he Greek or Lor in suffix. Here, a 
mechanical grabber demonstrates the way some words are built from a stem and a suffix. 

168 

ACCORDING TO THE Daily Mail, one in 

five pupih can’t spell the word weather1 and 

illiteracy is rife* even at university. If s a sorry 

state of affairs* and it’s one that we can't 

expect the over-stressed education system to 

pul right overnight. But if you’re a parent, 

there is a way to boost your child’s spelling 

ability without having to spend hours and 

hours acting as a personal tutor. Now- we’re 

not suggesting you opt out or cut comers with 

your offspring's education, but you can pass 

some of the donkey-work over to your Amiga. 

Spelling Fair is made by the same team 

that created the Fun School range, and it’s an 

easy way to help your children learn to spell. U 

consists of six main learning sections plus a 

dictionary and a spelling hot-word' list. Each 

section uses graphic displays and mouse-clicks 

to represent and alter the word being tested. 

The first is Coconut Shy. where a row of 

coconuts is marked with letters* The pupils 

knock out the letters which aren't pan of the 

word the due is referring to* If they do it four 

times in a row they get an animated 'prize1. 

The coconut shy tests up to 12-letter words 

and each word usually has a couple of extra 

letters lacked on to the start or end. 

Next up is Test Your Strength which tests for 

correct plurals. Here the pupil must direct a 

man with a hammer lo hit the pad marked with 

the connect word from four possible choices. 

Each time one is answered correctly, people 

pop their heads round the fence to watch. Get 

four right to win a round of applause* 

Plurals often give kids 

a real bard lime, *0 

I be Test Your Strength 

section gives four pas- 
Sible plural variations 

for each word Its led. 
Only the correct 

answer rings the bell* 

SPELLING FAIR 

Is ova liable from 

Europress 

0625 859333 

Simple word recogni¬ 

tion is tested here in 
the toconal shy. All 
yoa have to do it 

knock off the letters 

which aren't port oi 

the word. 

Then it’s the Mechanical Grab* a version of 

those annoying money-wasters which never 

quite manage to pick anything up. But in 

Spelling Fair it's where your child will pick 

up the correct use of word-endings. The stem 

of a word is displayed at the top of the screen 

and the pupil’s job is to select the correct end¬ 

ing Hike ion. lion, skm etc I that fits the stem. 

This is done by directing the grabber’s hand lo 

the correct ending and selecting ‘GRAB’ The 

arm moves across the screen and drops down 

to pick up the word. A prize drops into the slot 

below if the pupil gets the word right. Get four 

right and a PacMan gobbles up all the prizes* 

Haunted House is a lest for commonly 

mis-cboson words like wear/where* tTs/its, 

too/to/two and so on* A sentence is displayed* 

with the vital word missing Clicking cm the 

gap brings up the choices - the child has to 

type in the answer. Each time one is answered 

correctly, you can advance a place in ihc 

queue for the haunted-house ride. Get four 

right and a few ghosties and ghoulies appear, 

In Circus Word a small, partially com¬ 

pleted crossword appears. Moving the mouse 

over the squares displays a clue for the miss¬ 

ing word. The child must click on the square, 

then type in a guess. Complete all the words in 

ihc crossword and you sec the human cannon¬ 

ball fired from the cannon. 

Finally, in Word Juggle* two clowns stand in 

the circus ring holding balls marked with let¬ 

ters* A clue appears below and the child has to 

swap the letters round to make up the word. 

Get the words right four limes and a unicy- 

cling down rides along carrying a banner 

marked well done'. 

The remaining parts to Spelling Fair are 

intended for use by the parent or teacher. 

though the average kid won't take long to 

realise how to use these bits too. The dictio¬ 

nary section enables the parent to edit the 

word clues or add new words and clues to the 

3*000 words already stored. More useful is the 

Spelling List section where parents can add 

lists of words they know their child is having 

difficulty with. These 'hoi-words’ then appear 

in the games in random order, forcing the child 

to learn by repeated encounters. 

If your son or daughter is having trouble 

with words* is aged between seven and 13, and 

can be trusted lo use your Amiga (without 

loading a shoot-envup the minute your back is 

turned), then they could really benefit from 

Spelling Fair, Its approach* though a bit juve¬ 

nile for a 13-year-old. does make sense right 

from the word go* 

Europress have included a host of awkward 

and often-confused words which even had a 

few of ihe journalists here pausing for a 

moment’s thought, Spelling Fair can help with 

dyslexia* it can leach children to think about 

suffixes and break words down into easy seg¬ 

ments. and it can give you peace of mind, all 

at the same time* For 30 quid* it’s a steal: if 

only schoolbooks and dinner-money came that 

cheaply too* 

Spelling Fair 

SPEED ••• 
Some of ihe sub-sections take around half a 

mtnuie to load from disk. 

DOCUMENTATION 6 6 6 
You don't really need any at all - the idea is to 

play as you learn. 

ACCESSIBILITY 6 6 6 6 
Simple polnl-and-click mouse ini erf ace makes It 

really easy, 

FEATURES 6 6 6 6 
Plenty of variation In tost styles, and room for 

customisation. 

VALUE ••!§ 
indispensable It your young child has any diffi¬ 
culties with spelling. 

_ _ 

He) 87% 



■ » \ m GAMELIGHT F0R PARK 
Off DIM LIGHT 
MAGNIFIER 

, , UK MAGNIFICATION} . 
^ AMPLIFIER FQR GAMEBOY 

f w (STEREO SOUND) . 

** . M AON I LIGHT " 
FOR GAME BOV 

{COMBINED 
MAGNIFIER AND m m 

UOHT) ^ 
"* *•■ um 

^5^1 LOGIC 3 PROTECTOR ^ 
■ M J CARRY CASE  a- 

.1 HARE -:.RR¥ CASE «■ 
r * IP - -v? pc- •■- 11111111 

Jf ,.VACI JiM-- 
rC* F A R^nO'if11 

screen cleaning 
HIT AND j GAMES HP! 

9 >9 /* --R 
■ NU&Y GAME PAK I » M 
I CARTRIDGE CASE 

___ m (Holds n 
VI GAMEBOYGAMES) 

IT* 
— ” KQNIX G B HOLSTER FOR I 1 

GAME@0¥ (FITS TO BELT) 
ft » F 

NAKI ACTION PACK RECH4RGABLE 
BATTERY FOH GAME BOY (GIVES FIVE * 
■hours of power slots into 
BATTERY COMPARTMENT) k 
*99» ^ 

Gameboy _ _ _ 
wtfft Fefr/s. 2 F/ayer Lead 
Batteries. Stereo Headphones, m m m m 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 
AND FREE Gameboy Roisters> Beit and Cartridge Pouch 
OR FREE Konix G B Holster fPlease state your choice) 

OTHELLO 
PACMAh 
PAPERBOV 

FORMULA 1 RACE (WITH 4 
plaveb adaptor; 
GAUNTLET 2. ... 
GNOSTBUSTEfcSJ 
Golf ... 
GREMLINS 3 . 
HOME ALONE .. 

O'BfRt .1ft & 
n TYPE ?aM 
REVENGE of THE GATOR "9 99 
RO&OCOP . 2a« 
SIDE POCKET (ft H 
SKATE on DIE . 18 99 
SNf AKY SNAKES _ 20 99 

HUNT FQfl REP OCTOBER w w 

LOGIC 3 MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY. 
CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY 
NAKI REPLACEMENT SCREEN FOR GAMEBOY 
CLEANING KIT FOR ALL CONSOLES . 
HOLSTERS AND BELT WITH CARTRIDGE 
POUCH (SHOWN IN TOP LEFT PICTURE). 
4-PLAYER ADAPTOR FOR GAMEBOY 
STEREO EARPHONES 
(SEE PICTURE IN LYNX SECTION) ... 

SUPER AC PHD AM 
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO 
TURTLES . 
TENNIS _ 

TRACK MEET 1ft,n 
tftAX ’!« 
Ujrhican 22» 
TuRTLCi i RW 
WASPS AND WARB-5-PS ! H 

MISSILE COMMAND. 1C 99 
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS 13 99 
NAVY SEALS ....... II H 
NEMESIS .. 18 H 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP (IN GAMEBOY BATTERY PACK (RE CHANGEABLE) ,-,33.49 

GEAR MASTER CONVERTER; {ENABLES 
USE OF MASTER SYSTEM GAMES ON 

GAME GEAR) 
17,M 

SEESHU MAQh f I - PQR GAME GEAR 
1VM 

BATTfP ■ PACK FOR GAME GEAR 
(RECHARGEABLE FROM MAINS ADAPTOR) 

29.1H 

SEGA TV ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR 
(TURNS GAME GEAR INTO HANDHELD TV) 

DRAGON CHYS’A*. _—_ 
FANTASY ZONE GEAR 
G-LOC __ 
HALLEY WARS .. . . 
JO€ WONTAMA AIA.J FOOTWLl 
LEADER BOARD . 
MARBLE MADNESS 

AV CABLE FOR GAME GEAR (LINKS GAME 
GEAR TV TUNER TO VIDEO RECORDER) 

Game Gear with columns 
FREE Mains Adaptor 
FREE Membership 

CARRYBAG FOH GAME GEAR 
1099 

STORAGE RACK FOR 
CARTRIDGES (STAC KABLf) 
*.» 

LOGIC 3 PROTECTOR CARRY CASE FOR GAME GEAR 

CAR ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR .... 
GEAR TO GEAR CABLE {LINKS TWO GAME GEARS) ... 
SEGA MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR ,GENUINE HEM) 
LOGIC 3 MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR ... 
STEREO EAR PHONES (SEE PICTURE IN LYNX SECTION) 
SEGA WIDE GEAR MAGNIFIER FOR GAME GEAR . 

Game Gear with ■ a 

Sonic The Hedgehog | Jr •Jr 
Sega Mains Adaptor 
FREE Super Monaco Grand Prix WORTH 19.99 
FREE Special Reserve Membership WORTH 6.99 

"’•••• 

THERE iS A SURCHARGE OF 50e P£R GAU£ ON TELEPHONED QWP6R8 
■ PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS 

Address 

Post COOB 

Atari Lynx 2 Batman Pack with 

IQ OABatman Returns game 
f Jr • ^r FREE Mains Adaptor 

FREE Special Reserve Membership 
BATTERY stereo earphones WT 
PACK FOR FOH USE WfTH GAME , AWEMMAE QOjF 

LYNX GEAR OR LYNX V KKRLrEE01 
(REQUIRES (COLOURS MAY _ MrwNStrLl 
StXHPl VARY) '“V. SILL and ted s EKCeittN 
BATTERIES) 3 Jft ADVENTURE 
6,99 ~ BLUE UGHTNMB... 

.Machine type 

Enter merroe-sfUD number (if applicable) w 

iterwv ; ?9 w«.E8 99 EEC. £10 93 Wend 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT £ ATARI KIT CASE FOR LYNX 
ACCESSORIES AND GAMES 1* W 
ATARI mains adaptor FOR LYNX 

crystal mines i 
CHRTY LARKY RENEGADE COP 
MACULA . 

STORAGE RACK FOR CARTRIDGES 
(STACKABLE) 9 9ft 
COMLYNX MULTI-PLAYER CABLE FOR 
LYNX . ..ft 9ft SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

Shanghai . 
SLIME WORLD 
SPACE war 
STEEL TALONS 

-ii» 
174* 
iJift 

HYDRA ... 
hyferdrome 
fSwiDO payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 

P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 
Overseas Order's.' EEC software orders no extra charge 

World software orders please add £ 1 00 per rtem 
V rvaoftware ilems please add 10°* EEC or 25% Wodd. 

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 

KLAK .... 
KUN0 FOOD .. 
LYNX CASINO 
MALIBU BIKINI VOLLEYBALL 
MSPACman 
NFL FOOTBALL . 

WE DO NOT SELL 
GREY IMPORTS 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP _ 

UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 
WORLD £10*99 lIMK 

We only supply members but you r ™r 
can order as you join. 

The Special Reserve Ml colour 11 'rt:  
club magazine WflG is sent to ail » ^ «• LiS?* 

members tw-monthly NRG 
(Daturos full reviews of new 

games plus mini-reviews, new 
products, Special Reserve charts. I 
Release Schedule and hundreds H' * * 

of special offers. 
PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save oven more money off our amazing prices. 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing prices, 
lor Megadrwe, Master System. Game Gear, Super NES, 
Gameboy, NES. Lynx. Amiga. Atari ST. IBM PC, CDTV 

and IBM CD ROM 

B«at Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection 

That's why over 100,000 people 
have joined Special Reserve. 

SUPER NES now in stock! 

Ring 0279 600204 for details 

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block. 
The Mattings Sawbndgeworth Herts CN21 tPG 

Phone 0279 600204 for a free COLOUR catalogue 

NtHJA GMOEN .. 
RAC LAN© 

.•, • Ift.Sft 
■.1MB 

MPMMV ... 
PIN ft ALL JAM 

. 
.. ...Z3.W 

PlTFlSHTER. 
Oi t ... 
RAMPAGE . 

.... 

RAMPART , 
no AD BLASTERS 
HOBO SOU ASH 

.. ... -13.9ft 

... 17 »» 

.. 
ROBOT HiChN 2QQ4 
nvaiLA 

ipfv.uarxM.TiwM.inil’IMl 
.. 1KJB 

adventure island 
alleyway... 
A^renoins 

3ft» 
ia» 
16H 

BALLOON KID . 1 ft,9ft 
QART SIMPSON & ESCAPE 
* ROM CAMP DEADLY 1ft 9ft 
utium ..u.JU 
■ILL AND TED'S 
EXCELLENT ADYWTUftt 
BLADES OF S”EEL 

.JUS 
»«« 

BOULDER DASH 
bdxxle 

20.91 

ft-JB&Lt ftOftBLE 20.99 
&J0B^E GHOST , 1199 
ftjGSBUNNY . 19 99 
auRAi FfOHTEH oetux? 

: .RGERTIME deluxe 
lasteuam .. . ..... 

13 ftf 
18 99 

C AST LEVAN 1 A. 
EAftAJYS P ALACE 



RUBYSOFT (Dept AF) 
96 Lillie Road, London, 

SW6 7SR, England 

Tel: 071-381 8998 

or: 071-610 1 703 

Fax: 071-610 1703 

"Shop prices will differ from those advertised 

A-Tratn ... .... „^ , ...HA £25® 
A320 Airbus .... ... £2S 50 £26 50 
Abandoned'Pmoh . 
Advantage Tennta.. 

.£10 M 
.,£17®. 
...£17.® 

NA 
£17® 
.£17.® 

AkSuck*. . . .. £20® , 130® 
Aw Subparl <P$ygnc5,iS. ' £17® .,£17.® 
Aw Wnrrw ___ 04.® ES4 n 
AAOttier VVoHd.. ..£17 ® £t7,M 
Apidya . . N'A -£17® 

,..£17® Apocalypee £17 » 
AquBvenlurgr .. 
Are^sii'. 

• ,.£17 ® £17.® 
....£17 ® . £17® 

Aahes of Ernpir* . N'A £25® 
Assassin .. T0A . TBA 
ftards Tale Toiogy. ,..NA . £24® 
Qaaet 3 ■... ....N’A £tg® 
Bane & lh» Cosmic Forge 
e*E 2 _______ 

...NA 
£24® 

C?7® 
£24® 

6attl* Isl*.-. 
Battle isie Dale Disk 

£20® 
NA 

s S 
£14® 

SitUS qf Prey TPwfb _ £22®. £22® 
BacA Cr-^pts. 

Rilrre 
NA . . £17® 
£17.®.. .. £17® 

BusMiuok *_ 1 HA .... £1B 
Ce.lttoffi*e Games 2.. 
C^mpeipr J 

£17® 
£13® 

...XI7® 
..£10® 

Cad Lews Crraitoog# __ 
Cenoon CcAecbon .Como. 
C-iWfle t> Brian *. . . 

....£17 ® 
tie® 
HA 

.117® 
£T«® 
£24® 

Cetitan__ .....WA_ £16® 
Celtic Leger-ds--- 
Chemperehto Unger 114 
Ci iimiinn--- 

. £19® 
^17® 
£25 ® 

£f9« 
£17® 
£25® 

Dojo D*r 

Dragons La* 2 Ten* Wvp 
Dm-- , ■■ , 
Cyflg^MHSr<Qin' 
Dynii amr'BomCw*fnin 
Dynomft* OvfrJW* ‘ 

Ehnra The Arced* ..__ 
€*vtra Mras* d m Dark 2 
£pc ...—- 
European Footetf Ownps 
£y#of«*@*hoto* 
i^#oiih*e^oKs*f 2 .. 
Eye of Sram V....... 
Ei-le . 
El 5 Strike Eegl* 2 UW& F192T _-=FT. 

£17® 
£1099 
£26 99 
£1999 
£1799 
£19 99 
£1/99 
lii m 
£i?m 
£22 99 
£1999 
£17 99 
£1999 
£2399 
£19-99 
£17 99 

fHOOn 3* 

Fit# and if# 
fmtette 
Floor 13. 

Cod Croc Twns 
Covert AcBon . ,^..l ■ ■■ 
CraJ-y Cart ill—__ 
C«t* Qty -__ 
Cnm lor me Corpse 

Da'-'YWI Core* Strip Poker 

Che* Tracy Adventure_ 
Doubt* Double BA (compi 

£T7J 
£24 99 
£17 99 
£19 99 
£19 99 
£t3.» 

..Nr'A 
J0A. 
..NrA. 
..NA . 

£17 99 
£24 99 

.£17 99 
£1999 
£19 99 
£1399 
£17 99 
£14 99 
£2099 
£14 99 

QUX* 
QeurtM3 
GkrtilEftoer 
Gobine.- 
Grarwn Teyion. 

pQOtteff Cwtnot 
Svy Soy 
Hag*' TW Homo* 
NanddSt jmev 

Hafpoanljl 

Heart of Cfwra 

*St(3 
9 Sat 4 

(Comp) 

HroQuwt 
ttid'iw 

rnaftjmof me 
La*- — 

»T 
HA 
£1699- 
N A 
HA 
£1799 
£1999 
£17 99 
£16 99 
£17 99 
£22 99... 
£19 99 

.£17J9. 
N A ... 
HA . 
£19 99 
£17 99 
£22 99 
£1999 
£23 90 
£10® 
£17 99, 
£1799 
£20 99 
£1799 
£17 99 
£20 99 

. rto m 
£2*96 
£17 66 

£17 » 
mm 
NA 
£19 99 
£179* 
HA 
HA_. 
HA 
HA . 
£29 99 
HA_ 
£23 90 

£19.99 £19.99 

Hoc*._____£19.99 £iG 99 
Hoines Book qi Gernes ...HA- tT99 
lan Bomarm Cnektf_£10.®_£1*99 
hpnJniFdid^' £17 99 £1799 
mum Mini Sports ChHenge£J0 99 £20 99 

tfmeFonrera £19 99 £1999 
_£17 09 £17 0* 

£1799 £17W 
Arm* Wntm b Snaoker ._E1999 £16 90 
JOhnbemet Footra* . £17.99 £17 99 
JohnIhUliliAmp-earRney HA . ,...£17 99 
*>nw in me F#s1 case •   NA.. £24 99 

fas’ 

Legana at 
w)U220 

KjotQff 2 lMb_ 
Kck Off 2 Fma! Wvsne 
KJefc Off 3 *- . ---- 
King* Qyeil V_ 

...HA.. 
HA 
HA 
HA 

. £13.99 
£990 

TBA 
£26 90 

Monkey island ’Mt 
lAar^ey iMnd2 IMP n... 
Myto HuHwy m the Metong 
NjH MifWH WtfU 
ChamptwHp__ 

NovaS- 
Patadri 2 .. 
Paperboy £ 
(Speeei Atm Price) .. 

Parasol Stara faambov. hi . 
POA Tour ft** Data Dtefc, 
PGA Tour Data D*fc 

•T 
.HfA. . 
£2260 
£22 99 
£20 90. 

.,.£16.90. 
, N'A , 
,±17®. 

TBA....,, 
NA. 
Ef9 &0 

£25 » 
2) .£17.99 
.HA. ... 

NA .... 

AMIO* 
£22 99 
£22 99 
£22 90 
£20.99 
£1699 
£24 99 
£1799 

TEA 
£34 99 

.. £19.99 

£1099 
£17.99 

. £19 09 
£1200 

S*yP^Tty .... 
*T 

.N'A. 
AMIGA 

Earth ‘ . N'A. {94 b| 
Sen AM.. ..N'A.. £22 50 
Srrn(»ons ..... 
Surtimer Chaltonge. .. 
Space Cni*«te .. . 
Space Quest rv. 
Specif Forces .. 
Sptrii of Ej(CfllSbur,„_.._ 
Scorts deal icompl1.. 
Striker..... 

£17® 
• TfjA.,. , 
£17® 
N'A 
£22 ® ... 
£10®. 
£17® 

. £17®...* 

£17® 
TBA 

...£17.® 
£22® 
£22® 
£19® 
£17® 

. £17,® 
Super Tains.... £20® £20® 
Supremacy.£20.99 .. . .£20.99 

Team YaAitwi {Pacific 1iiand*l£ 19.09. £1990 
Terminator 2....£17 99 .£17.00 
The Games (Espans) 92 .£20 09 £20 99 

£10® Kpj^iti of the Sfc> tMt 
HOtgremire .. ___ 

£23® £23® Perfect General . .NA ...... £20.® Tne Mena®r ■... ci®®. £19 ® 
£23® £te® £t0« Plan 9 From Out** Spec* £22 » £22® The*r Frrteei Hour. .£20 50 £20 50 

19 90 Lse^der. £17® £17® Poofe ol DertodM* £21® ©1 ® Tiiua The Fox.. 
TrtJ... 

£17® 
ri4 & 

£17® 
£14 ® £17® Legend _____ £20 ® £20® Pwj»oui 2 1Mb £19® £10® 

£17® LMure Su* Leny V_ ...N'A £24® Ptoeermonger £19® £10® Trivial Pursuit*.. ...... £1$.® £15 ® 
£20® l—nratapa £17® £17® PredaacN' 2... £16® £10 ® Ugh). NA ...517® 
£17® Leropwigs Seta Dre* 

Lvnrwige Oh NOl 
Mere StvdAive . _ 

_£13® £13® Premere iUt> __ NA . ..... £20® UtodA Twin Peck £10® £19 9S 
£17® 
£20® £17® .,.£17® 

Pretax iMb_.. NA 
N'A ........ 

£17® 
£10® 

Uttoma 5... 
VAng* Field o* Conqeit 
Vengeance o( Excakbur . 

£20 ® 
NA 

£20 ® 
£10 ® 

£16® iHftrd dnve only t. ..HA....... £25® P*yctK4 Soccer S*« Comp 
Prahcwer --- 

£20® £20® NA £19 ® 
£24® LHtTiHloni Datessk NA . S II £17 ® £17® Wre Corivtiaftder N'A. £24 ® 
£17 99 UAj Soun&M Qm&s* H A 

L- ,« 'poof' .£17 90 
£1799 U*» Tyrtsi Orateng* 2 £17 99 
£20 90 LOLA The Utameae D^aenge £1 7 90. 
£1599 Lura Of e* Tetrarew £20® 
£10® UlTviPabor £20® 
£17® u*g< Packets._£10® 
£22® Ua^Aletand £16® 
£10 SO MegiFortraci HA 
£tom ueg* Sports___£I7JB 
£12® MegeT iefe2 £20® 
£29® Ura«i', 3 ___£19 ® 

£13® 
£17® 
£17® 

_£17® 

Pprowi Tycoon 
Red Bvgn 
Red Zone 

Grand Pro cne Bear < 
Mcroproe* Go* 

29 Svcet Mem* 

£2* ® 
£24® 
E23® 

£16® 
£12 50 
£20® 
£17® 
mn 
£19® 

£24® 
E2AM 
£23® 

=Lse ofm# Dragcr 
UyVtooda 
Peed and Track' 

syemeePo 

Secret t* m* Sever G 

9in^ 
Seen'2 ifcfcr 

£23 ® 
HA 
£17® 
£19® 
HA . . 
£17.® . 
-£19 ® - 
£17® 
£17 .SO.. 
D7® 
£20® 
£17 ® 
£21® 
£19® 
£20® 
£23® 

£23® 
£22® 
£17® 
£19® 
m m 
£17® 
£19® 
£17® 
£17® 
£17® 
E80 AS 
£17® 
£21 ® 
£19® 
£20® 
£23® 

¥0z Kid .. 
World Class Ocfcet iMt> 
WWF_*___ 
Zool (H frvaii Scjmc) *. 

£17® .£17® 
HA £19® 
£1750 £17,M 
£17® £17® 

' Please note trues asi&nsked may not be 
released at press elate but writ be 
despatched Mhm 2* hours ot release Sub- 
pet to avaiiatofctv PLEASE TELEPHONE 
POP AHY TITLES NOT SHOWN AS WE 
CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES AVAILABLE 
ALL TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK 
OPDEft PEMEMBER WE NEVER DEBIT 
CREDIT CAROS FOR GOODS NOT 
despatched. 

HARDWARE 
QuiCkiftdt Pytnon 1 _«_w £0 00 
Caueer (Week) .... CT 99 
NavFgetnr _______ £12 ® 
Speawod Auiarira. . . fe SO 
Pro 5000 Extra.      £13.50 
Zip Stock Supetpre...£12.® 
Delta 3A Analogufl £16® 
Ouickpy Jei Reiter .. £11.® 
Q j-: k|0v Megastar  .... , £20® 
Qutckjdy Tocetar .. ... .£20® 
IMP Upgrade Amga 500 . £49® 
imp upgrade Amiga S00-.£39® 
512K Upgrade Am»ga with dock £29.® 
*512K Upgrade tor mcei 520 STa £*9 95 

* (Plug tfisoiaeriew not sunaW* tor STE n8 
due to vtnauon desgn a vnali mmoniy o< 

Boards may need a inti* eotieri 

RUBY CLASSICS 

19*3 *.... ........ 
Advanced Deetroyer Seri 
Afterburner... 
Ahiifiord Revenge of Doe 
Ba-rbanan t 
Batman Caoed Ctuiad*' 
Batman me Move.. 
Betti* Chew 1 ...- 
Bionic Commando# 

IT 
£6® 
raw 

AMIGA 
£6® 
£6® 
E6® 

£6® CGtS 
re® £6® 
re® m® 
KM £6® 
£9® . MM 
re® re® 

F*mwi Fa* Fjgrrt- 
Fwtt Dmccxi Manager 

ST 

£6.® 
£6® 
£6® 

H*»d Ovet Meets £6® 
Heroes of the Lance .. .£6 99 
Horesf Zomft-« tram me Park® ® 
IK*,.-..     £6® 
Indiana Jonet LailCruude 

£8.® 
£6® 
£6® 

£6® 
£6® 
£6® 
£6® 

Demon Blue. __ ...... £0® £5® James Pond „ _£6® £5® 
Dragon Nnta .. . £6® £5® Ktok On 2 Europe . £6® £5® 
Fie Comdift Pitot . £0® £8® K<* Off Extra Time. £G» £5® 
Fefexn-.____ £13® £13® LftrtHniaZ £6® £5® 

£6® £6® LED Storm ... £$® £6® 

LorrGvd RAC RaNy 
«T 

£6 ® 
AMIGA 

£6 ® 
N^ntweeii....,.. ...£6 ® £6 99 
^ec-Manu £0® ce® 
P*ng £0® £6® 
Repute®..., - , CP® E0M 
Pro Tarvut Tour__ £0® £6 ® 
R-Type xe® £6® 
Rertba* titonot £0® £6® 
Ram® 3 ,te w, E0® 
Srfwrorro .. £0® £8® 
Saparcara 2 ... C5® £0® 
Teem Suiuk £0®. 36.® 
Turfte OiArtto.—........ 
LHmate QoA__ 

£0® 
£4® 

£6® 
£6.® 

Wtzban £0® £0® 
Worfd One Leederooe*d £0® .£6 09 

FIVE INTELLIGENT GAMES 
Chess. Backgammon. Bridge, Draughts 

and Go 
All five games only El 7.99 

FIRST SAMURAI MEGA-LO'MANIA 
PACK 

TWO VERY HEW GAMES OHLY Cl 9.99 

AIRSEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service. Fi 5 Strike Eagie Gamer 

Command. P47 and Gunsrup * Amiga VerMoni 
* Wings instead ot Fi 5 Stnke Eagle 
Fantastic comp only £20.99 

THE DIZZY COLLECTION 
Fast Food. Kwix Soar. Fantasy World Dizzy. 

Treasure Island Dizzy, Magic land Dizzy 
Five good games omlv £16.99 

DIZZY S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES 
Dtzzy Prince of the Yofeofolfc, Spellbound Dizzy. 

Bubble Dizzy, Pank Oszzy, Quick Sna* 
Ohlv £16.99 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Double Dragon, Shadow Wemor and 

Dragon Ninja 
Onlv £18-99 

TOP LEAGUE 
Speed Ball 2 Rick Dangerous 2, Tv Spods 

Football Mtdw nter and Fakxwi 
Ow« V*HT M*T SELLER FDR OHLt 

£20.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Bubble Bobbie, R*nbow (stand and 

New Zea and Story. 
Great comp for me younger ones 

Three fantastic games only £13.99 

SOCCER MANIA 
F tx>maii Manager 2, Gazza s Soccer, M<*opros* 

Soccer and Football Manager 2 Wodd Cup Edition 
Four games only £13.99 

AIR COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, (kinship and Falcon 

Three great sms only £20.99 

SUPER SEGA 
Super Monaco GP. Golden Axe. 

Crackdown and Eswat 
All four games only £19.99 

STRATEGY MASTERS 
Deuterous. Populous, Hunter. Spirit of ExcaJibur 

andChfess Player 215C 
All five games for only £20.99 

FANTASTIC WORLDS 
Realms, Pirates, Wonderland. Populous i and 

Megalomania 
Great comp for only £20.99 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly DeluxeV Scrabble Deluxe, 

Ciuedo and Risk 
Four games only £19,99 

*ST Version has no Monopoly, only £18 99 

GUEST AND GLORY 
Cadaver, Midwinter 'Bal and Bloodwych 

* ST version iron Lord instead oi BAT 
All four games only C2D,99, st/amiga 

£15.50 ONLY, VERY SPECIAL PRICE 

RUBY 
SERIOUS/EDUCATIONAL 

3D Cow K4 
(Lid qty st thr* poc*> 

aOCbntlKdZ* 
ADI Englnh ivijyrn 
AOl English 12 13 yr* 
ADt Malhs 11-12yfs 
ADlMsins 12*13 yf* 
Easy AMOS 
AMOS CfSStrw 
AMOS CaHnpiiflf 
AMOS 30 
Bara end Pipes Pro 
Deluxe Peru 4 1Mb recommended 
Deluxe Pnnt a 
Deluxe Video 3 
DgicMc 
□ieney Anmation Studio- 
GS Route Plue 
Horn* Accounts 2 
M«m Office 
STOSdOOSpreee 
STOS Comtuler 
Thoffi» Fyn with WOnte 
Ftm School 3 A 4 (under 5) 
Fim School 3 A * 15*7) 
Fun School 3 A 4(7-1 Ij 
rn* French i*stre*4 
The German Mister 
The StMnori Tui^ 
The been Tutor 
AiW)N*f Sack Quiz (6-11> 
Ansreef BicK Sen Qwi {12redU») 
Math* Adventure 

M 
v3 

Ai Fectliet tor Afn*& Back avAriafiie 

ST 

£17® 
m.m 
£17® 
£17® 
£17® 
£17.® 
N'A 
HfA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
£44 ® 
HA 
£13® 
£17® 
£?S« 
£17® 
£17® 
£17® 
£15® 
£15® 
CIS® 
£15® 
£14® 
£14® 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
« ® ® 

£17® 
£39® 
£17® 
£17,® 
£17® 
£17® 
£24.® 
£34® 
E2D.® 
£24.® 

£240.® 
£59® 
£37® 
£54® 
£29,® 
£79® 
f SI BB 
£44® 
£49® 

HA 
HA 

£15® 
£17® 
£17® 
£17® 
£15® 
£15® 
£15® 
£1S® 
£14® 
£14® 
£19® 
£53® 
«e W 
O0» 

GUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation Stealth. Indiana Jones The Adventure 

and Mean Streets 
Three games ghly £24.99 

AD+D COLLECTORS EDITION 
Hiiisfar. Heroes of the Lance and Dragons of 

Flame 
All three games only £20.99 Ameiomr 

VOLUME 1 {THE BITMAP BROS) 
Xenon, Cadaver and Bpeedbali 2 

All three games only £17.99 

FOOTBALL CRAZY CHALLENGE 
Kick Off 2. Player Manager and Final WhiS'Je 

You d nave to be crazy not to buy ttus!' 
only £17.99 

MONSTERPACK VOL 2 
Shadow of the Beast 2. Killing Game Show and 

Awesome' 
only £17.99 Amiga only 

Credit cards debited only on day of despatch. Tel: 071-381 8998/071*6101703 Fax: 071-6101703 

Ptease charge my Access/Visa No:..... 

Please supply me with the following for computer... Date. 

Valid from:. Expiry date: 

Titles Price Name. 

Address, 

Postcode. 

Tel. 

Business hours 
1 Oam-Spm 
Monday to 

Saturday After 
hours * Sundays 
Ansapnone order 

hotline 
071-610 1703 
"This number is a 
faiutBl switch sys¬ 
tem, Listen to the 
announcement 

and wait. 

. h 
ra ie e s i 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME | 

I 

I 

Taw 4 p0 t Mytt* to 
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0ooos fror? rece«n 0* «n Peeu £tow r* 
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COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 19&* 

Educational Local Authority and government orders 
welcome European orders please call or write tor a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice. E&OE 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 

TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 
placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/PO's made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 
MJC SUPPLIES (ASH) 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
1280 DPI quality replacement mouse - pack includes Mousel 

House. Mat and Operation Stealth game. 
MJC PRICE E21.95 

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER 

The latest Amiga computer featuring surface mount 
technology for greater reliability and the latest 

Workbench 2 comes complete with Deluxe Paint 3 
& Lemmings 

PLEASE NOTE: for total peace of mind these com 
puters now come with 12 months on site warranty. 

MJC PRICE £275.00 
(Price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA A600-HD 

Juries a very neat internal 20Mb hard dnve for those 
needing extra storage space and faster loading 

MJC PRICE £409.95 

(Price includes free courier delivery) 
PLEASE NOTE: A600 prices correct at time of go 

to press - Please call - they may be even lower 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 

NEW - VIDI AMIGA 12 

VkJi Amiga 12 is the latest low cost colour digi¬ 
tiser from Rombo. There are no fitters and no 
separate RGB Splitter, Colour images can be 
captured in less than a second. Mono images 
are grabbed m real time. Some of the features 

included are multi-tasking software, capture 
into a user definable window, composite or S- 
Video input 4096 colour HAM mode. 64 colour | 

EHB mode and many more 

MJC PRICE £75.95 

GVP PRODUCTS 

ASOO 52Mb HD ..£349.95 

SQUIK REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

Great value replacement. 
MJC PRICE £12.95 

A500 PLUS 1Mb Expansion 
I Mb expansion for the ASOO Plus - fits m the trapdoor 

taking your memory to 2Mb - no ntemal fitting 
MJC PRICE £39.95 

NEW • ACTION REPLAY III 

MJC PRICE £57.95 

Includes: 10 disks, mouse mat. joystick 
dust cover & disk box 

MJC PRICE £19.95 

OR 
JUST £15.95 if purchased with an A600 

AMIGA A600 CONTROL CENTRE 

The Contro* Centres are manufactured by Premier 
Micros and are made from sheet steel with welded | 

seams and Epoxy coated to match the A600, 
They are precision made to fit over the back of the I 
A6GG to make a perfect platform for a monitor and | 

improve the look of the A600. 
They afcso come complete with a shelf for extra 

drives and peripherals. 

MJC PRICE £34.95 
OR 

JUST £29.95 if purchased with an ASOO 

At 500/2000 52Mb...™...£279.95 
A15002000 120Mb..,..... ..£419 95 

NOTE! Hard drive prices include VAT and courier 
delivery, 

SIMMs Modules 1 Mb (70ns)...._ 
2x 1Mb.... 

£25.95 
£49.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Pro Midi Interface .£19,95 
Stereo Master ......f .... £29 95 

Techno Sound Turbo... .... ..£29,95 

Romeo Megamix Master.. .,,.,,,£28.95 
Rombo Take 2.. ... £39 95 

Home Accounts 2,. . . .£36 95 

Hisoft Devpac 3. ..£49,95 

Hisoft Hi-Speed Pascal .- .£69,96 
Maxiplan 4—. . .£34.95 

ROBOSHIFT 

The excellent mouse/joystick switch box 
for the Amiga. 

MJC PRICE £13,95 

NEW * ASOO 1Mb EXPANSION 

Increases the memory of the A600 to 2Mb 
MJC PRICE £44.9$ 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 

Quality brand name 3,5* second dnve includes thru 
port, disable switch and FREE Virus X Utility 

MJC PRICE £52.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF382C DISK DRIVE 

New super slimline, super quiet second dnve, 
MJC PRICE £57.95 (cream only) 

FUN SCHOOL 
Probably the best selling Educational Software for the 
Amiga ■ great sound and graphics and now conforms 
to the National Curriculum tFS3 & FS4) 

Fun School 2 - 3 programs per pack 

Fun School 2 under 6..... .£7,95 
Fun School 2 6 to 8. .£7.95 
Fun School 2 over 8.... .£7.95 

Fun School 3 - fi programs per pack 

Fun School 3 under 5___ ,,.£15.95 
Fun School 3 5 to 7... ...£15.95 
Fun School 3 over 7*,.,.,*.*.. ...£15.95 

NEW * Fun School 4 * 6 programs per pack 

Fun School 4 under 5. . .£15.95 
Fun School 4 5 to 7. ...£15.95 
Fun School 4 7 to 11.... ,,..£15.95 

AMOS * The Creator 

NEW - EASY AMOS - Powerful but e»y .£22.95 

AMOS VI.2 ■ Th* original Umgu*g*....C31.95 

AMOS COMPILER  -£19.95 

AMOS 30____£21.95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
KOSMOS Answerback Junior Quiz - 
includes 750 general knowledge questions 
and a game reward....£14.95 

Answerback Senior Quiz - 
as above but for age 12+ ...,.,£14.95 

Factflles - add-on question packs for the Answerback 
Qfltr 
Factfile Spelling (6-111......,..........£7.95 
Factfife Arithmetic (6-11)..    £7.95 

KOSMOS Language Tutors: with a vocabulary of Over 
2500 words + the ability to add your own up to GCSE 
level" 
French Mistress.,...---   ,,.£14.95 
German Master..   ,,114.95 
Spanisli Tutor ........«..£14.95 
Italian Tutor ........414,95 

ferine f 
i m am s Kosmos covers the National Curriculum maths using a 

series of four games. There are four difficulty levels 
and your performance can be kept and printed 
out, (6-14).........£17.9$ All Fun School programs will work with a standard 

512k Amiga and the new A500 Plus, 

Further information on our Educational range is available an our Educat onal Supplement - on request 

NEW • MINI OFFICE AMIGA 

Great new integrated package featunng 

Wordprocessor, Database, Spreadsheet, Graphics 

and Oise Utilities 

MJC PRICE £39,95 

NEW * KINDWORDS 3 

Features include Ability to open two documents at 
once, imporf Kirxtwords 2 files. Proximity spell checker 

and thesaurus, text flow around graphics. 
Requires 1Mb RAM 

MJC PRIDE £32.95 

Pretext V4.3........£39 95 
Pen Pal VI.4 _______£54.95 
Wordworih VI .1 - UK Version----£74 95 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12)  .£18,95 
Micro Maths {GCSE level).... . .. ..£18 95 
Micro French (GCSE level).....£18,95 
Micro English (GCSE level).£18,95 
Reading and Writing Course (3+)...£18.95 

NEW MEET ADI! 
ADI is a friendly aben being that appears on this latest 
range of educational software from Europress (the mam* 
facturers of the Fun School range). Each package is 
specifically designed to follow the National Curriculum for 
a particular school year. 

ENGLISH 11 12: Features pronouns, verbs* 
adverbs, spelling* synonyms and 
prefwes/suffixes .... MJC Price £17.95 

ENGLISH 1213 Using dictionaries and 
reference books, construct adverbs* 
punctuate sentences. MJC Price £17.95 

MATHS 11fl£ Covers geometry, algebra, 
statistics, symmetry, quadrilaterals and 
number operations. MJC Price £17.95 

Remember • prices include VAT & delivery! 
Access 



novatech 
BLUEPRINT 1400 DUNDAS SPUR PORTSMOUTH P03 5RW 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS ■ LASER PRINTERS 

CITIZEN 
120D Plus 
SWIFT 9 
SWIFT 9X 
SWIFT 200 Colour NEW 
SWIFT 24e Colour 
SWIFT 240 Colour NEW 
SWIFT 24X 

EPSON 
LX40Q 
LX850+ 
FX1050 
LQ100 
LQ570 
LQ870 
LQ1010 
LG1070 
LQ1170 
LQ255Q 

PANASONIC 
KX-P1170 
KX-P2180 Colour 
KX-P1695 
KX-P1123 
KX-P2123 NEW 
KX-P2123 Colour 
KX-P1124i 
KXP2624 
KX-P1654 

SEIKOSHA 
SP 1900+ 
SL90 24 pin NEW 
SL92 

STAR 
LC20 
LC100 COLOUR NEW 
LC24T0O NEW 
LC20O COLOUR 
LC24-20 
LC15 
LC24-15 
LC24-200 
LC24-200 COLOUR 
2A2Q0 COLOUR 
ZA250 COLOUR 
XB24 200 COLOUR 
XB24-250 COLOUR 

£112 60 
£170.38 
£239,70 

£POA 
£240 88 
£262,03 
£304.33 

£111.63 
£166.85 
£397.15 
£172.73 
£236.18 
£419.48 
£321.95 
£372.48 
£507.60 
£783.73 

£209.15 
£278,48 
£378,35 
£465.30 
£701.48 

£118,68 
£173.90 
£324,30 
£151.58 
£143.62 
£230.30 
£205.63 
£321,95 
£395.98 

£108.10 
£170.38 
£198,58 

£123.38 
£142,18 
£166.85 
£173.90 
£185.65 
£209.15 
£287.88 
£199.75 
£238,53 
£286,70 
£374.63 
£374,83 
£445.33 

Ail Printer Prices 
include VAT & Free 

Printer CabJe 
Just add Carriage 

& it could be with you 
TOMMORROW1 

t * SEE ORDER INFORMATION 

CANON 
LSP-4 Lite 
LBP-4 Plus + 1 Mb 
LBP-8III Plus 

EPSON 
EPL4000 
EPL4300 

£560.45 
£750.83 

£1128,00 

£539.33 
£648.60 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
LASERJET IIP Plus * £616.88 
LASERJET IIIP * £741.43 
LASERJET III * £1199.68 

PACIFIC for HPIII/IIID IIIP 
1 MB RAM UPGRADE £69.33 
2MB RAM UPGRADE £92.83 
4MB RAM UPGRADE £163,25 
PACIFIC PAGE P/SCR1PT £210.33 
PACIFIC PAGE XL (inc 2Mb) £492,33 

NEC 
S62P POSTSCRIPT * £1232,58 
290 POSTSCRIPT * £1373.58 

PANASONIC 
KX-P4410 * £569.88 
KXP4430 4 £680.32 
KX-P4455 4 £1590.95 

QMS Fast Adobe Postscript 
PS41Q * £1279,58 
PS&60 A3A4 600dpi * £2089,33 
PS1700 600dpi 17ppm * £4729,38 

STAR 
USER 4 III 4 £762.58 
USER 4 S/SCRIPT ‘ £914.15 
USER 8 III " £1068.08 
LASER 8 III S/SCRIPT 4 £1339.50 

4 « FREE ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
Please Phone lor further Details 

TONER CARTRIDGES 

CANON 1 + 6+ 
LPB4 49.35 45,83 
LBPB MKII MKItl 57.58 54.05 

EPSON 
G03500.GQ5000 15.28 12,93 
EPL4100 71.68 69.33 
EPL71007500 8100 139 82 13513 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
LASERJET IIP,IIIP 49.35 45.83 
LASERJET II.III.II1D 57,56 54.05 
LASERJET IllSi 98.70 92.83 

PANASONIC 
4420 24.68 22.33 
4430 27.03 29,38 
4450,44501 2468 22.33 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

INKJET PRINTERS 

CANON 
BJ20 E289.05 
BJ300 £327,83 
BJ330 £444,15 
BJC800 £1523,90 

CANON BJIOex £192+70 
SHEET FEEDER £51.70 
BATTERY PACK £41.13 

CITIZEN PROJET £339.58 

EPSON 
SQ870 £489.98 
SO1170 £66740 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
PAINTJET £633,33 
PAINTJET XL300 £2090.33 
PAINTJET XL300 Pscript* £2936.85 

HP DESKJET 500 £316+08 
HP DESKJET 500 C £465.30 
FXB0 CART (500 Mono Only) £61.10 
256K RAM CART £124+55 
3YRON SITE MAtNT £57.58 

STAR SJ48 £196.23 
SHEET FEEDER £5170 
BATTERY PACK £41.13 

* = FREE ONSITE MAINTENANCE 

INK CARTRIDGES 

CANON 1+ 6+ 
BJ10E BJ20 17.33 16.39 
BJ130E 14.10 11,75 
BJ30Q BJ330 14,10 11,75 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
THINK/QUIETJET INK 9.34 8.23 
DESKJET 500 INK CART 16.16 1522 
DESKJET LONG LIFE 22 03 21 09 
DESKJET 500 COLOUR 25.85 22,33 
PAINTJET BLACK 24.68 22.33 
PAINTJET COLOUR 27,03 24.68 

OLIVETTI JP350 17.33 16.39 

STAR SJ46 17.33 16.39 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

AMSTRAD 2+ 12+ 
DMP2000 3000-3160 RN 2.93 2 53 
DMP40Q0 RN 3.70 3.41 
8256/8512.LQ3500 FN 3.64 3 35 

CITIZEN 
120D.124D.SWIFT9/24 DN3.17 2.88 
SWIFT 9/34 COLOUR C414.90 14.04 
SWIFT 24X BLACK ON 6.99 6.46 
SWIFT 24X COLOUR G419-3917.04 

EPSON 
LQ100 
LQ400/550/850 
LXe0.LX86.LX90 
MXFXSOFX'LXBOO 

DN 5.82 
DN 3.56 
FN 2.29 
FN 3.35 

5.29 
3.23 
2.00 
3.00 

MANNESMAN TALLY 
MT60 81 MS 3.56 3.23 

NEC 
P2200.P2 PLUS 
P6+.P7+ 
P20 

RD 4.40 3.88 
ON 4.05 3.76 
RD 4.43 4.11 

PANASONIC 
KXP1081/1180/169S RN4.05 3.70 
KXP2180 BACK 
KXP1123/1124 RO 4.05 3-70 
KXP2123 BLACK 
KXP2123 COLOUR 
KXP1624/1654 RD 6,17 7.34 

STAR 
LC10 
LC10 COLOUR 
LC200 BLACK 
LC200 COLOUR 
LC/XB24-10.LC24-2QO 
LC24-200COL 

FN 2 76 2.47 
C4 6.99 6.40 
FN 2 87 2.53 
C411.45 10.28 
DN 3.40 3.17 
C413.22 11.69 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS 
CM8833/II £179 

Including Free Lead 
Lotus Turbo Challenger II 

12mths Onsite Maintnenance 
Pleease add £8.23 for Carriage 

ORDER INFORMATION 
Please note Printer Carriage Charges 

CARRIAGE CHARGES 
UK MAINLAND NEXT WORKING DA Y 
Dot Matrix & Inkjet £8.23 
Laser Printers £10.58 
Price is per Delivery NOT per Box 
Call for non Mainland & Saturday 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

RAYWHENT IWST AGGOWPAPrfY OWOfSPi iCWD QNLTj 
TELEPHONE OREOT CARD OHDfftS AW NOffUAU * 
DESPATCHED SAL* DAY PLEASE AUO* S WO 
days Fon cutouts to clear tcroflE despatch 
6000$ aAE not SlffluLD Oi a TBoal BaSC it SyP TO 
VQO TD ChCvK. SP€C*<,AliU«!> WffMMAWJfJlCTuAEftS 
STfOfll BUVMQ Wf DO 1*01 OuARAMItE COmRaTaB.1L TY 
PRiQES & SPECS MAY C.hW.( WTMOUT NOTICE E *D£ 

TEL 0705 664144 



fXn FAX SOFTWARE 

It's not just big business types who need to 

get information quickly and accurately. 

Wouldn't it be great if you could send and 

receive faxes straight from your Amiga. 

Asam Ahmad does just that with some great 

new software... 

FIRST OFF, VOU can only use GPFax if 

you have a modem capable of understanding 

class-2 fax commands, I must admit though, 1 

LiiAlL, 

Ho Scheduled Faxes 

K>- 

Mo Answer: ENABLED 
d 

cmv t'Mji:-: i'j :iJ. 11 

P’S _^ _ll 

V.l-AU/tiM r'si l| 

had my doubts about GPFax. having previ¬ 

ously used some pretty unfriendly shareware 

fax software. How wrong 1 was. 

GPFax has been written 10 fully conform 

to Workbench 2 standards (although fortu¬ 

nately it still works on ] ,3 machines) and so it 

is extremely easy to set up and gel going with. 

It comes with the new Commodore installer 

This is the main con¬ 

trol panel. Here yaw 
can call up the 

Viewer/Printer 

screen. Toil can also 
it on if y OPfox to run in 

I he bade ground. 

_t^i;, _ll 
-1 

_ik&iiiiZ._ll 

_--^i ffjy-_ll w _AitUL_ll 
}):j | | m l| 

program, which automatically installs all the 

program Tiles into all the right places, so the 

way the program's operations are transparent 

to the user. GPFax 
The program has iwg main ways of wording: 

the first method enables you to produce faxes 

of a decent quality very quickly. If you have a 

text file that you want to send to somebody, 

you just tell GPFax to translate it into a fax 

image using any standard Amiga font. It will 

create all your text on the page and even 

enable you to add a header and a footer to your 

fax by specifying two standard IFF tiles, 

This means you can create a logo in 

DP (tint, and also a signature to act as a footer, 

and send your own personalised faxes. You 

can even import IFFs as part of the fax, to 

highlight a point in your text. If you select the 

Scale option from the Options panel, you can 

even resize your image up to the maximum 

size of ihe page, so pictures come out nice and 

clear. Once you have prepared your document 

you can preview it using a versatile View 

screen, to make sure everything is in order. 

The second method is trickier, but it 

enables you to produce high quality faxes, in 

fact better than any normal fax machine can 

produce because ihe computer doesn't have 

’noise*. By this I mean that the image is not a 

scanned image, but a computer-built image, 

which is perfect at fax resolution. You can of 

course transmit to any fax machine, 

How it works is by a very clever prefer¬ 

ences prime r-driver module: ’gp fax .driver*. 

This is no normal Amiga driver though, this 

one automatical] y switches in whenever 

needed while GPFax is running. 

It captures the PRT (output to form a fax 

image) so if you use a package, say 

PageStream, you can create a page using 

scaleable fonts and import graphics, layout a 

good-looking page to your heart's content* and 

simply prim it via the preferences module, 

GPFax will capture (he output and produce a 

lax file tor later transmission. This method 

opens up endless possibililies because you can 

create a document in any package you choose, 

from a word processor to a CAD program, and 

then quickly fax it over the phone line. 

Fax software V GP Ware I £39.99 |£29.99 if you buy a modem) 

Before transmitting 
and of In mowing a 

fax you (Ofl rkn if 
using this View 

scrota. There ii aha 

an option la print oof 

a hard copy from here. 

Tbit sample is an 
actual printout from a 

fax that I sent from 
GPFax. Tb# quality h, 

excellent... ( bolter 

than the office jobbie). 

rcMtcd in PageStneam and prink'd 

s printer automatically when GPFi 
abcdefghij khnn 
ABCDEFCJHIJK 
abcdefghijkJmnoi 
ABCDEFGH1JK 

abcdefghijklmru 
ABCDE FCHIIKL 
abcdefghijklmn 
ARCDEFGH1JK 

OTTP-LJC PftlXf 

s created in PageStream and printed to the j 
res printer automatically when GPFax is rur 

abcdefghij k lmrtopq rst u 
ABCDEFGHIJKl.MNOl 
abcdefghij kl mnopqrsluvvn, 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv 
ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPC 
abcdefghijklmnopqrsUi 
ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNO 
ofcdejfjjfri 

GPFAX is available 

from First Choice 

Computers 

0532 319444 

Having created your fax, it is time to transmit 

it. GPFax comes with a very good phone book 

that enables you to enter names, numbers, and 

it even enables you to set the program up to 

fax literally hundreds of people (your phone 

bill, not mine) unattended, Unattended? 

Thankfully you are also provided with a log¬ 

book that shows you how everything went, 

and it w ill even retry numbers if it fails. 

What about receiving faxes? Yes you can, 

unattended if you desire, and the quality of 

received faxes wall usually be higher when 

printed out using your ow n printer. The resolu¬ 

tion of a fax is 218x198 dpi, A 9-pin can go up 

to 240x216, so if you select 'Smoothing' when 

printing from GPFax, you can print your fax 

out on paper and the results will be quite 

impressive. Even better is that if you have 

Optical Character Recognition Software, such 

as MiGraph OCR, you can turn the text on the 

fax into copy for your word processor. Great. 

Initially. I thought. OK who needs this, but 

this program really is useful. So much so that 

anybody that is thinking of buying a fax 

machine should consider that you can pick up 

a Supra FAXmodem V32bis for around £260 

from First Choice plus this software for £30, 

and you have a fax capability superior to a 

standard fax machine, A great piece of soft¬ 

ware. the best at what it does. O 

GPFax 

speed mmmm 
Good, tt operates well. and with us icon tty fea¬ 

ture it can even our in the background, 

DOCUMENTATION >l»» 
A good manual, which makes ■ change, 

describing «ll functions wi depth. Well written. 

ACCESSIBILITY !•••• 
Very, wy. wry- very... easy to use. tf* ait just 
a cose at point and diefc, 

FEATURES #§•• 
Standard and Fine modes, plus very good func¬ 

tionality. All you need is here. 

VALUE 
A well polished, easy to use, user-friendly little 
workhorse- Lovely, 

90% 
yj»Mr 
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RAZy CHRISTMA 
LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES??? 

LOOK NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 

I 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD.£22.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD. £37.99 

150 3.5" DS/DD. £52.99 

200 3.5" DS/DD.£69.99 

300 3.5" DS/DD. £103.99 

400 3.5" DS/DD.£138.99 

500 3.5" 0S/DD.£165.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD.CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

AH prices include VAT/free labels 
& free delivery 

_ 
i • 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

D 3.5” DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.£31.99 
3 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box.£46.99 
0 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£70.99 
3 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£87.99 

DS/DD -i- 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£139.49 
DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£182.99 
DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.£216.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

3.5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity..........................£1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockable)..,....£4.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable).....£4.50 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
1(H»% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box..£25.99 
100 3.5“ DS/DD + 100 cap box....£40.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box.£56.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 100 cap boxes.£74.99 

300 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes......,.£111,99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 100 cap boxes.£147.99 

500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 cap boxes.£178.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 100 cap boxes.£ call 

All prices include VAT/ free labels 
, & free delivery 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£35.99 
DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£51.99 
DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.£66.99 
DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£97.99 

3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.......£131.99 
3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£180.00 
3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes.£219.99 

. All prices Include VA V free labels & free delivery 

5.25 STORAGE BOXES 

50 
100 
150 
200 
300 
400 
500 

3.5“ 
3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3.5" 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box.£9.95 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box..£15.50 
5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box.£16.50 

10 Capacity......£1.00 
50 Capacity (Lockable).... £5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable).   £5.90 

"N 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5.25" DS/DD Disks...21 p each 
5.25" DS/HD Disks.39p each 

3.5“ HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60P EACH £61 For 100 ind delivery/labels/VAT 

RANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5” DS/DD.£6.50 
10 3.5" DS/HD.£10.50 

BCS ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506269 PHONE NOW 

4HI1 A / 11111 
_._ 

VY/C CD CCU DRIVE 
Ml SI 1 U1ISI HUMS HI TC It U & 114V cm 

£22.>5C u MftHiire on your Amiga 
LHV/IM 11111:! z BCS Brice < illy £319.99 

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS 
New Citizen 240 Mono.£245 
New Citizen 240 Colour..£269 
New Citizen 200 Mono.£209 

All printers come with lead, dust cover + 
2 year warranty included. 

PAPER! PAPER! PAPER! 
11 x 9.5 60gm 2000 sheets micro perf....£11.75 
A4 70 gms 2000 sheets micro perf ....£12.95 

L J \ 



FFERS FROM BCS LTI 
AM I GAS! AM I GAS! AM I GAS! 

PACK 1 
NEW AMIGA 600 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD, THE 
WICKED PACK 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANT 

ONLY £319.99 
S._✓ 

PACK 4 
AS PACK 9 (A600 HD ETC) 

PUIS 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 

DISK BOX 

MOUSE MAT 

TAILORED DUST COVER _ 

MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
ONLY £489.99 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS FOR A500 

GVP 52MB HD8 II.—.£319 
GVP 120MB HD8 II..£409 
GVP 240MB HD8 II.$£££.£649 
GVP A530 COMBO 40 MHz +50MB.£629 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 120MB ...£719 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB ...£949 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIN MONO. £129 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9PIN COLOUR.£189 
CITIZEN 24PIN 224 COLOUR.£224 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR.£249 
NEW CITIZEN 240 MONO..£249 
STAR LC-20 9PIN MONO.£POA 
STAR LC-200 9PIN COLOUR.XI99 
STAR LC-24-200 24PIN COLOUR....£258 
NEW CITIZEN 240 COLOUR.£270 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST 
COVER + 2 YEAR WARRANTY. 

* 1 i 

PACK 9 
NEW AMIGA 600 90M HD 

EPIC PACK 
A600 HD 1 MB 

TRIVIAL PURSUITS 

EPIC, ROME, 

MYTH 

AMIGA TEXT WP 

DICTIONARY, MOUSE ETC + 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 
ONLY £459 
|- 

PACK 5 
PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC 

PACK 3 
AS PACK 1 (A600 ETC) 

PLUS XXXXXX 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 

DISK BOX 

MOUSE MAT 

TAILORED DUST COVER 

MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
ONLY £349.99 

I 

i i 
■jj"' 

I 
CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 
ONLY £195 ” 

* LOOK • WHEN PURCHASED 
WITH PACKS 1, 2, 3, 4, OR 6 

ONLY £189 
v_. 

r-1 
GVP SERIES II HCS HARD DRIVES 

FOR A1500/3000 
GVP 52MB HC8 II..£265.99 

GVP 120MB HC8 II ....,*3^5$.£395 

GVP 240MB HC8 II  £615 

CALL HOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 

UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS...£8 
lOOO TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE).£10 
MOUSE MAT.,,,,.. * *.£2.75 
MOUSE HOLDER.. ..£2,50 
14" MONITOR STAND V„£10 
PRINTER STAND._£6 
3.5" CLEANING KIT...£9.75 
PRINTER RIBBONS.^^^^\XCALL 
PARALLEL LEAD .... 
ZIPSTICK...-.,,,£11*50 
QS PYTHON HIM,.  ,,,£9*50 
CHEETAH 125+.  *£8 

PACK 6 
NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 
A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MYSTERY GAME 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
MOUSE ETC. 
ON-SITE WARRANTY , 1 1 1 , 
10 3* DS/DD DISKS f > 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £289.99 

i. 

AMIGA BIT'S 'N' BOBS 
A500 JMB UPGRADE...£29 

A600 1MB UPGRADE..^Qjp£42.99 
A600 2MB UPGRADE...../J(0^,.£115 

A600 4MB UPGRADE...X^S^..£135 

A520 TV MODULATOR...£29.99 

AT ONCE CLASSIC PC286 EMULATOR £119.99 

3.5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE.£52.99 
_J 

DUST COVERS 
A500. 
A600. 

STAR LC200. 
STAR LC-24 200. .. 
CITIZEN 9. 

•PT- 
.£3 
.£3 
£3.50 
£3.50 
£3.50 

CITIZEN 24.£3.50 
PHILIPS MKI/II.£3.50 

ATARI.  £3.00 

4* M WHY ORDER FROM BCS? 
V5.*>fr Established for over 3 years BCS is well known for the quality of its products and services' 
ITT* WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. 

Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry 1 year minimum guarantee. All products 
UK Spec only. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY. CALI IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 611 
ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

gn ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506209/0831 279084 
Ok J All offers subject to availability. E&OE. Prices may change without notice. F 
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CAD 

Despite the availability of high-quality CAD 

systems, the Amiga has never been 

accepted as a serious contender in this 

market. Could all this change with this 

latest release? Jason Holborn writes. 

X-CAD 2000 
£ 129.95 ■ CAD Package ■ Digital Multimedia 

176 

IN THESE DAYS of 486 PCs you’ll still find 

Amiga* being used for a range of professional 

applications, from desktop video to DTP and 

professional 24-bit graphics. But the Amiga 

has also been causing some serious waves in 

the CAD I Computer Aided Design) market, 

mamly thanks to one package - X-CA/>. 

This has been available in a number of 

incarnations for years, and has established 

itself among professional Amiga CAD con* 

vert*. This will come as no surprise to those 

who appreciate the Amiga's impressive hard¬ 

ware specification - CAD applications require 

a machine that generates images made up of 

complex points and lines at high speed, 

X-CAD enables engineers and designers to 

easily design and visualise anything from a 

cola can to primed circuit boards, and just 

about anything remotely mechanical, XCAD 

designs in a structured form. The image is 

manipulated internally as a series of points 

which are interpreted to form the image that 

you see on your Amiga's screen, 

CAD systems usually require vast amounts of 

RAM and some form of processor accelerator, 

but not X-CAD 2000* It delivers serious CAD 

power to the average user. Considering most 

‘professional* CAD packages cost several 

thousand pounds, X-CAD 2000 (and its big 

brother X-CAD 3000) is phenomenally good 

value for money. What’s more it w ill run on a 

standard 1Mb Amiga with no extra hardware 

required - try that on a PC! 

X-CAD 2(MX) arrives in a solid plastic 

Here's something that 
oven AutoCAD can't 

do! If you need to 
visualise your 3D CAD 

image os It would 
appear in real life, 

X-CAD wifi enable you 
to output your draw¬ 

ings in a number of 
common ray*t racing 

package formats. This 
image was produced 

using nothing more 
than X-CAD3000 and 
a copy of the Imagine 
ray-tracing program. 
imagine is available 

separately from DML 

X-CAD 2000 is 

available from 

Digital Multimedia 

OS 1 -977 1105 

casing with a comprehensive 300-page man¬ 

ual. four disks and a copy-protection dongle. 

Now, I hale dongles. OK, at least the program 

disks can be backed up as many times as you 

w ant, but none of these wilt work unless the 

dongle is connected to the joystick port. Due 

to its tiny size though, it's too easy to mislay 

this all-important pan of the X-CAD package. 

DML should reconsider their copy protection 

policy - I could understand if it was a simple 

package, but it's so complex that few users 

could use X-CAD without a manual anyway. 

Its complexity ivcopy-protection enough. 

Once the dongle is connected, a double 

click on the program icon brings X-CAD to 

life. After a bit of automated setting up, you're 

AND FOR PROS... X-CAD 3000 
II your CAD needs are a little more demanding, 
then X-CAD 3000 could well be for you. Requiring 
2MbS to run, X-CAD 3000 is DMIL'S answer to the 
AutoCADs of this world, and It is designed as a 
professional CAD system which can handle virtu* 
ally any CAD-related task. It boasts the same 366 
butt-kickln speed of operation as its little brother, 
but adds an impressive array of extra features that 
undoubtedly puts X-CAD Into the major league. 

For starters, X-CAD 3000 includes a far more 
professional and very polished user interface that 
is an absolute |oy to use. The enhancements aren’t 
just cosmetic though - it not only runs faster than 
Its little brother, it includes an impressive array of 
extra draughting commands and functions, Many of 
the existing X-CAD commands have been 
enhanced too - white X-CAD 2000 can handle only 
256 layers* X-CAD 3000 supports a staggering 100 

million layers (I challenge anyone to use them all!). 
The 3D module is far more powerful and includes 
well over 1,000 command combinations. 

X-CAD 3000 Is a seriously Impressive piece of 
software that leaves so-called industry heavy¬ 
weights like AutoCAD standing. Although X-CAD 
has already established itself among a smell band 
of CAD converts. DML have an uphill struggle on 
their hands if X-CAD is to steal the throne from 
AutoCAD. The essential ingredients to make this 
happen are already there - both X-CAD and the 
Amiga itself can run rings around even the most 
capable PCs, but what is needed right now Is a very 
strong marketing offensive from both DML and 

Commodore to get the CAD market to accept a 
machine that is still seen as nothing more than a 
toy for the kids. If DML get this right, X-CAD could 
be the Amiga’s CAD ace card. 

X-CAD 3000 incorporates a far better user interface and 
a specification that leaves even AutoCAD standing. 



STEP «T STEP CAD ing of semi-professional CAD applications. 

presented with a blank worksheet and a small 

command window. Those unfamiliar with 

CAD packages may feel a little daunted at this 

point - although many of the operations can be 

accessed via the pull-dowrn menus, it is pre¬ 

dominantly command-based, Thai is, to get 

X-CAD to do anything, you must enter a 

BASIC-like command complete with all the 

necessary parameters, for example: #DRAW 

CIRCLE DIAMETER 16 :Loc XLOCK MID 

xl MID x2\ This takes some getting used to, 

but soon becomes second nature. 

X-CAD 2000 offers a comprehensive 

range of drawing tools including the usual 

line, circle, are, ellipse, spline, point, cross- 

hatch and polygon, it also offers a number of 

powerful text facilities which enable fonts lo 

be scaled, rotated and messed about with to 

your heart's content. 

One important aspect of any CAD system 

is its ability to split a drawing into a number of 

discrete layers. This is handy when working 

with complex drawings because it enables you 

to isolate sections of the drawing you wish to 

view, even if those areas are hidden behind 

other layers. X-CAD 2000 gives you 256 of 

these layers to play with, which should prove 

more than enough for even the most demand- 

To draw a CAD Imago 
(boro wo'vo doddod to 
draw an Amiga 3000) 
yeti must start all by 
drawing the outline 
and then add bask 
details. Even If the 
lines are net perfectly 
matched up, this can be 
corrected later. 

For finer details such as 
the disk drives and CD* 
ROM, we can xoovn In 
an aur drawing without 
losing any detail* 
Paints and lines that 
we drew in the first 
stage can new bo 
touched-up, and com¬ 
plex details added. The 
twin disk drives were 

drawn by first drawing one drive and then using the 
X-CAD 'Copy Entity' tool to copy the section of draw¬ 
ing to produce a second exact copy. 

Once all of the finer 
details of our A20OO 
have been completed, 
we can then make the 
drawing a little bit 
more understandable 
by adding In some 
painters and text; for 
that professional-look¬ 
ing touch. 

Here's aur drawing in 
all of its structured 
glory. OK, it's nothing 
to write home about, 
but If you can get this 
far then you'll already 
have gleaned a good 
idea of how CAD pro¬ 
grams such as 
X-CAD2000 work* 

The 3D modeller enables you to convert your flat, 
2D CAD drawings to full 3D* Once the object is com¬ 
plete, you can move around it easily, viewing It from 
whatever angle you may so desire* 

One addition is direci support for AutoDesk's 

AutoCAD DXF files - the industry-standard 

file format for CAD drawings. This enables 

you to transfer files from any CAD package 

that supports the DXF standard, It also comes 

with a number of extra utilities which enable 

X-CAD drawings to be converted to Imagine, 
Aegis Draw 2000 and Sculpt format. 

X-CAD also enables you to take your 

CAD images into the third dimension. Using a 

separate 3D module, your drawings can be 

pieced together to form 3D drawings which 

can be viewed at any angle. 

This helps you to visualise 3D objects 

with the resolution of a CAD system, but with 

the power of a solid modelling program. Each 

face must be constructed as a separate CAD 

drawing. Once all faces are complete, they are 

loaded into the 3D module and positioned to 

form a solid object. 

Once you start to use X-CAD you realise it 

offers so much more than just a comprehen¬ 

sive set of drawing tools - ifs also a very 

rapid piece of software. Even on a 68000- 

based Amiga running at 7.14 MHz, it blows 

away PC-based competitors such as AutoCAD 
running on 386-based PCs tthe 386 being the 

equivalent of a 68030!}. Run X-CAD on a 

25MHz A3000 and it really starts to cook. The 

son of performance that can be gained from 

this sort of setup is enough to reduce even a 

486-based PC owner to tears! The difference 

in redraw speeds may not be immediately 

noticeable, but you’ll soon start to appreciate it 

w hen working on larger draw ings. 

The only gripe I have is its user interface. 

Because it was written to run on a 1.3-based 

Amiga, the various windows and requesters 

can look odd when running under Workbench 

2.04. This is a problem with X-CAD 2000 only 

though - X-CAD 3000 boasts a professional 

interface that looks good under both recent 

releases of the Amiga’s operating system. One 

thing that can’t be criticised is its power - it is 

without doubt the most powerful CAD pack¬ 

age available for the Amiga bar none No other 

package comes close, £* 

X-CAD 2000 

SPEED • • ♦ • • 

Even on a standard Amigo, X-CAD runt fatter 

than AutoCAD running on » 386-bated PC! 

DOCUMENTATION 

Every command and function It simply 

explained which makes it a }oy to u*s, 

ACCESSIBILITY Ml 
If you ve never used a CAD system. X-CAD can 

tw daunting, but the manual it vary good 

FEATURES #••• 
Now that It directly supporli DXF flloa, there's 

very litiie that it can t do. 

VALUE_MM 
Considering PC-based CAD tyatema can coat 

Cl .000 or more, X-CAD Is very good value. 

-JdVIJGk 

(ferdic) 88% 
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AMOS REVIEW 0 

Two years on from the original release 

of AMOS, have Europress launched the 

definitive version? Jason Holborn 

finds out why this is the best piece of 

software we've ever dapped eyes on. 

AMOS 
Professional 

Programming Language^ £69.95 ■ Europress Software 

WHEN EUROPRESS LAUNCHED AMOS 
in 1990, little did we know the effect it would 

have on Amiga programming. For the first 

time* even the greenest of beginners could tap 

into the Amiga's custom circuitry to produce 

anything from simple demos to arcade games. 

Since then* Eurupress have enhanced and 

extended AMOS products with AMOS 3D. the 

AMOS Compiler and Easy AMOS* a cut-down 

version of AMOS for beginners. 

Now. getting back to the source of this 

success, they've launched a vastly enhanced 

version that promises to deliver even more 

programming power, enabling just about any- 

one to push the Amiga to its limits without 

taking a degree course in Assembler language 

programming. Many of the AMOS accessories 

have been rewritten in an attempt to bring a 

more uniform, flexible and professional fed to 

the AMOS programming environment 

AMOS Profesfioad 

£69*95 from 

Europress 

Software, Europe 

House, Adlington 

Pork, Mottles field 

SK10 4NP. 0625 

859113 

Apart from the flashy 

packaging, I ha first 

thing you will notice 

about AMOS 

FrMtsfbnalH tlw 
increase in tha number 

of disks bundled with 

the system. 

The original release camc on three disks, hut 

AMOS Pro now uses six, although it will still 

run on a standard 1Mb floppy-based Amiga, 

Nut all ihree disks are needed to use it to its 

fullest, though. There are two Applications 

disks which contain demonstration programs; 

a Tutorials disk, another Examples disk plus 

the AMOS System and Accessories disks. 

Once you've installed AMOS Pro* a dou¬ 

ble click on its icon brings it to life* Time for 

another shock - gone is the bland user inter¬ 

face and in its place comes a swish-looking 

frontend ibat makes AMOS Pro a more flexi¬ 

ble system. Many of the operations which 

were previously only accessible through 

AMOS' obscure gadgets system can now be 

accessed via an extensive range of pull-down 

menus. You can now also edit several source 

files simultaneously, enabling you to cut, copy 

and paste between them wiihoui having to 

revert lo the ratheT quirky ‘Load Other’ option. 

The enhancements don't just stop at cos¬ 

metic changes though, AMOS Pro also offers 

impressive new commands and functions cov¬ 

ering a number of existing and brand new 

areas of AMOS programming. Many limita¬ 

tions of the original have been addressed - you 

can now take direct control of your printer, 

send escape codes to it to change font styles 

AMOS Prate atonal 
isn't full a damned 

goad games program 

miitg language - tt can 

oho be used la writ# 
applications such as an 

address book program 

like this, 

___ 
$ fmxmirn mm 
mri mm 

, [ 
Pf] 11 IteR Itrt 

f,fih*WWI Afil 
ami* OlCd*** 

«t 11$!! f 
v/m 

tr, n« 
B'jgfrrattt# 

i)y turn W 

vm *- 
*■ 

twxr. htm ti * r*y 

H £ tmvzm 

lw*i mk M fefB 

! M ** iM-tU k ufc n.i* rttiftit ivr* 

H!®—f —f -f—f -? T -Tfn' 
jO 0 0 C 0 G © 0O©, 

and other priming functions. AMOS' program 

control constructs have been improved too. 

with the addition of an EL5E-IF clause. 

Surprisingly though, there’s still no support for 

a CASE construct, although the new ELSE-IF 

clause can be used as a quirky alternative. 

Those of you wanting to incorporate IFF 

AN1M format animations will be pleased to 

know AMOS now provides direct support for 

this too. Simply by loading the animation file 

into RAM using the FRAME LOAD com¬ 

mand. it can then be played at a full 25 frames 

per second (that's faster than DPaintX) using 

ACCESSORIES UNLIMITED 
One criticism levelled at the original release ot AMOS was the rather poor quality ot its accessories, the utilities 
used to draw sprites and bobs, build up banks of sampled sounds and draw game maps, etc. Although the lan¬ 
guage itsell was polished to the point that It positively sparkled, the AMOS accessories were generally of poor 
quality. Building upon the accessories bundled with Easy AMOS, Europress have addressed this criticism by 
rewriting virtually sit ot the AMOS accessories so that they took and perform as well as the language itself 

The Sprite Editor In particular Is a vast Improvement over the previous release. It allows you to design sprites 
and bobs with up to 64 colours, flip them, rotate them and generally mess about with them. If you don't want to 
draw them using the Editor's limited range ol drawing options, you can use a dedicated painl package such as 
DPalnt and then load the image Into the Sprite Editor and cut (hem out as sprites. You can also test your ani¬ 
mated bobs and sprites using the animation option. This presents you with a view not dissimilar to a roll of film. 
Simply by clicking on the bobs in sequence and setting the playback speed, the Sprite Editor will preview the ani¬ 
mation tor you. Another couple of new utilities lor AMOS users (although Easy AMOS users have had them for 
months now) are the Sample Bank Maker and Disk utilities which enable you (o build up a bank of sampled 
sounds and perform house keeping chores on disks. Although the latter is no Directory Opus, it's very handy to 
have this tool on tap II you're programming on a lloppy-based system. 



fITh AMOS REVIEW 

TH1 AMOS SYSTEM 

the FRAME PLAY command* Alternatively, 

these two steps can be performed in one go 

using the IFF ANJM command. Unfortunately, 

using this command creates problems if you 

intend to use Blitter Objects on the same 

screen - to avoid this use Sprites instead. 

AMOS Pro also offers a number of enhance- 

ments 10 the sound system. For starters, you're 

no longer restricted to just AMOS-Music for* 

mat soundtracks - AMOS Pro now pros ides 

direct support for not only SoundTrocker mod¬ 

ules. but MED tunes w ith full MIDI data send. 

If you*vc got MIDI synthesisers and drum 

machines linked to your machine, you can 

now write music for your games and demos 

that will take advantage of these. 

The major addition lo the AMOS com¬ 

mand set is its at I-new Interface command set 

which enables you to easily build up complex 

and attractive screen displays consisting of 

slide bars, gadgets and requesters. What's 

more, using the included Resource Editor 

accessory, you can design these gadgets in a 

program like DPami. cut them out and use 

them within your AMOS programs with case. 

AMOS Pro's interface system now' runs under 

interrupt and uses its own command set which 

handles monitoring and reacting to gadget 

selections. All you need do is read these gad¬ 

There's more to Hie new<look AMOS Frefoisjenaf than 
seme pretty, cosmetic changes. The system has been 
re-examined and braught up fa date with same major 
enhancements to the way the whale kit-n-kaboodle 
works. Vast improvements have been made to nearly 
every aspect. So let's have a more detailed look,.. 

The heart at AMOS is 
the AMOS Interpreter 
which Is used to type 
in, edit and run your 
programs. AMOS 
PrsfesifortdJ'f editor is 
a very attractive leak¬ 
ing affair that can edit 
multiple source files 
simultaneously. It's 
certainly a vast 

improvement over Hie original AMOS Editor, 

Gone is Aaron 
fethergiirs Sprite 
Editor, and in its place 
is a very posh affair 
written by the father of 
AMOS, Francois lionet. 
It bears more than a 
striking resemblance to 
the Easy AMOS Sprite 
Editor, the AMOS Fro 
Sprite Editor is a very 

powerful beast that will even enable you to build up 
animations. Once again, it's a vast improvement over 
the original. 

Another utility bar- 
rowed from Easy AMOS 
b the AMOS Fro 
Sample Bank Maker 
utility which, as the 
name suggests, enables 
you to pull together a 
number of separate 
sampled sounds into an 

AMOS sample bank to use at your merest whim later. 

New to the AMOS sys¬ 
tem is a Resource 
Editor which enables 
you to build up a hank 
af icons and gadgets 
for use with AMOS 
Pro's interface com- 

- 

mands. All you need to 
do is to draw all your 
icons in a package such 

““1ai &paint and then cut 
them out using this tool ready for use within your 
AMOS programs. 

If your disks start to 
get a little full, then 
the AMOS Pro Disk util¬ 
ity can be used from 
within AMOS to per¬ 
form all those Directory 
Opus-like house keep¬ 
ing chores. All with 
not a single Amiga-DOS 
command in sight. 

gets at regular intervals and the AMOS 

Interface language docs the rest. The interface 

language is the most complex aspect of AMOS 

Pro - with over !(X) commands and functions; 

it's not the son of thing you’re going to learn 

to use overnight. But once you've got it 

sussed, it’s some thing you'll never forget. 

Another welcome addhion is direct sup¬ 

port for William Hawe's ARexx language, now 

an integral part of the Amiga's operating sys¬ 

tem under Workbench 2,04. ARe.xx support 

enables your AMOS programs to control land 

be controlled by) other external ARexx * hosts' 

using a series of simple AMOS commands. 

The possibilities for ARexx support in 

AMOS programs are astounding. Providing the 

software and hardware both support ARex.r. 

there’s no reason why AMOS Pro couldn't be 

used to code anything from simple Tronicnds 

for multi-program environments, to complete 

multimedia systems consisting of CD-quality 

sound and music, realtime laser disk video, 

and just about anything else lhai can be lacked 

on to the back of a multimedia system. 

The original AMOS was breathtaking, but 

this is even better Now that Europress have 

recoded the AMOS accessories to give them a 

more uniformed look and feel. AMOS feels 

more like the professional development system 

it truly is. The new enhanced user-interface is 

a gem, and the extra facilities offered take the 

standards of AMOS coding to new- levels of 

excellence. It's now so polished and powerful 

that it's virtually perfect. The only omission 

from AMOS Pro is support for the enhanced 

chipset, although I’m sure Europress will cor¬ 

rect this when the rumoured ‘AA' chipset 

finally becomes available later this year. 

AMOS always used to he treated as an 

oddity among professional programmers, but 

even the pros would be stupid to ignore this 

release. Although it still cun l handle fntuiiion- 

based coding without reverting lo complex 

library calls. AMOS* support for ARexx and its 

new. Interface, language make it ideal, not 

only for wriiing high-speed games and demos, 

but for any application, AMOS has come of 

age and (he result is the most powerful and 

accessible programming language available to 

the average Amiga user. AMOS Pro is one 

product every Amiga user should own. O 

AMOS Professional 

SPEED •!••• 
Faster than a speeding Pullet deal lor coding 

anything, from games to serious applications, 

DOCUMENTATION MM« 
Written by Mel Croucher, the AMOS Pro manual 
i$ a vast improvement on |he original. 

ACCESSIBILITY t««« 
You w*n> wrtte a mega game straightaway, but 
41105 is still beautifully straightforward. 

FEATURES •*•*# 
No other Amiga programming language even 
comes close! 

VALUE •#••• 
£70 may sound like a lot of money, but AMOS is 
still cheap when compared to the competition. 

^fi) 97% 
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JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

wnn up i 

tss>- 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 

Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 

one dish. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos * reloads 

Independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drive! Works 

with up to 2 Megs of Ram * even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus)* 

, SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE - 

now with 0E1P trainer. Even better than before - allows 

'you to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo. 

^Perfect as a Trainer Mode to get you past that "impossible” level. 

Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 

The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 

including any "attached* sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 

Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

BURST NIBBLEfi. 

Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk 

^^copier program at the press of a key - no more watting. 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 

Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 

directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 

music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE • 

Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC 

software. (Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

SLOW MOTION MODI 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 

adjustable from full speed to 20% speed, Ideal to help you through 

the tricky parts! 

MANY MORE INSTANT CL1 COMMANDS ■ 

like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc* 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM 

Simply press any key and the program will continue where you 

left off. 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 

including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

such dynami 

^dLJOYS 

rS* * 
MUSH 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory- Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 

screen status 'overlay" shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 

such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

JOYSTICK HANDLER - 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 

try useful for many keyboard programs. 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc* and save them to disk. Saves In format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 

autofire from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

.gdL IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with 

all Action Replay III commands. 

DOS COMMANDS 

Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times - 

DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

FILE REQUESTOR - 

if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. No need 

to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 

Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working 

with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your 

•xte?ftalf(rfve* 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 

including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

DISKCODER 

With the new “Diskcoder" option you can now 'tag' your disks 

with a unique code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by 

anyone else. Tagged' disks will only reload when you enter the 

code. Very useful for security. 

<33*; 
^With th 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4& Hrs, ALL CHEQUES.POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.,. 

■ DATBL BL BCTRONIC8 S 
GOVAN HOAD. FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS. ENGLANO. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHC 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT FT 
LONDON. W1. TEh|071 580fr 



tow LEV l£LV BETTER!! 
ve 256k operating system 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF 
I FEATURES 

FOR 1500/2000 VERSION £69.99 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE 
EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE 

\ POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 
SET MAP • 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Keymap. 

PREFERENCES 

^^Action Replay 111 now has screen colour preferences with menu setup* Customise your screens 

to suit your taste* Very simple to use, 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT * 

including compressed/small character command* 

# DISK MONITOR 

^^Invaluable disk monitor * displays disk information in easy to understand format. Full modify/save 

options* 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE 
POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 
• Full M66000 Assembler Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block 
• Write String to memory • Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text 
• Show frozen picture • Play resident sample • Show and edit all CPU registers and flag 
• Calculator • Help command • Full search feature • Unique Custom Chip Editor allows 
you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track. Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII. Assembler. Decimal • Copper Assemble/Disassemble - now 
with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT'S 
"FROZEN* STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 
. INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Daw Ewctronics Ltd... morm condor or w n* jm tf r i r* ncroduw 

of copyright material Th* backup fadttw 0! Wi product an to wtoa adbtmm ixr as Put*c Ocra - 
tna IAGK own programs Of *r*rf parr- SV3r to -*** V MT pnr 

R « (Hagai to #nak* lor yew* a** jm c* a&rv~ * 
permission of ftw eopynP* V to* ***cm 



OPTIONAL MOVIE 
MAKER SOFTWARE 

13‘ 

NOW DATEL BRING YOU THE FIRST 
REALTIME COLOUR VIDEO DIGITIZER FOR UNDER £200!! 

OPTIONAL MOVIE MAKER SOFTWARE 

• Movie Maker uses the monitor mode of the Real-Time Digitizer to record and playback* 
• 128 x 128 pixel 32 colour images at rates between 1 to 15 frames per second, 
A Full editing facilities to record, play, single, step, cut, paste, clear, etc* 

• Play, loop, forward or backwards controls plus time interval feature for up to I hour between frames* 

• Uses chip or just memory up to 6 meg to give 500 frames. This gives you a 1 minute movie at 8 frames per second. 

• NOW, BY USING CUSTOM CHIP TECHNOLOGY, YOU CAN GRAB A PICTURE FROM ANY VIDEO OR CAMERA 

SOURCE - NO NEED TO PAUSE THE PICTURE - NO NEED TO USE FILTERS* 
• Grabs 15 Bit colour image in 1,50 second, double buffered display updates at 5 frames per second full screen or 
15 frames per second In monitor mode. 
• Display 8, 8+, 16,16+, 32, 32+, Red, Green, Blue, B W and HAM* 

• 24 Bit IFF file save from 15 Bit data plus visual iFF colour save modes* 
• Screen display is 256 x 256 pixels in normal mode, 126 x 128 pixel monitor mode or optional 320 x 256 save mode* 

m Editing features include Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo, pallette controls include R.G.B. level and Gamma 
correction. 
• Special effects mirror, reverse pos neg compress etc* 

• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2*0 volt composite sync level from video camera etc, 

• Hardware consists of main digitizer unit with brightness and contrast controls and R.G.B. splitter unit featuring 

Red, Greent Blue and Saturation controls. 
• Unit plugs into expansion connector of Amiga 500, with through port for hard disk drives. 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FAST! 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4* Hrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO,*** 

DATEL ELECTRONICS S 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 07B2 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON, W1 TEL:07t 5006460 



• Completely re-designed interface that plugs into the expansion connector of the 
Amiga 500 or internal connector ol the Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video Input 0.5 to 2,0 volts to take signals from TV, video or 
camera. 
• Controls tor brightness and contrast and through port on A500 version. 

• Frame grab In 1 SO second, record update up to 3 frames per second. 

• Single or continuous mono update in 4, 6 or 16 grey levels. 

+ Ploy frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second, 

• Save Raw. IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according to memory 
available. 
• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. Screen editing features 
Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. 

• Second display editor controls sequence production; Record, Play, Insert, Clear, 
Delete Frames. • Effects menu to reverse pos neg, compress, etc, 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number frames, step 
backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature adjustable in 1 second 
increments to 1 hour between each frame, (deal for capturing flowers opening, sky 
movements, special effects, etc, 
• Separate player programs included to insert Into your own program disks. Hard 
disk transfer program. 
• Please state whether you require the A50G or 2000 version when ordering. 

All For Only 

£89.99 

100%... VALUE 
100%... features AMIGA FORMAT 

"At the price, the picture quality and wide range of 
COMPLETE features is almost unrivalled I" 

| 8833 Mk 2 MONITOR T ROM SHARER MEMORY UPGRADES 
O Fully tom put Ible Stereo Monitor. 
• 14" tcreen - RGB Composite inputs, 

• Free Amiga Lead, • Ready to goM 

Only £199.99 * £10 QO eanti|c. 

PROTAR VISTO C14MI 
Improved version of 9633 Mk U. 

Only £209.99. mo .00 carriage. 

A500 DUAL PORT 

EXPANDER 

9 Some older programs will not run 
with the new Kicks tart 2.04. Dale l 
now brings you this unique Rom 
Sharer to allow you to switch 
between Kick*tart 1.3 and 2.04. 

• Easily fitted - no more to buy 

S12K 
UPGRADE 
• Fully compatible 
- brings A500 up to 
I Meg 
• Simply plug Into 
trapdoor - doe* not 
affect warranty. 

• Fitted with disable switch. 
Without Clock 

Willi Clock 
Cl 9.99 
£24.99 

Only £24.99 

• Allow* two device* to be connected 
simultaneously to your A500/+ 
Expansion Port (compatibility allowing}. 

• Ideal for A590 owners, 
effectively giving - 
Thru Port. oniy 

Top quality ^-£19.99 

DIGITAL DISPLAY DRIVE 

connector* 

• Top quality l Mb unformatted 
drive, 
• Built In digital diaplay actually 
shows which track Is accessed. 
• Attractively styled to suit all 

2 MEG UPGRADE FOR YOUR 
A500 PLUS 
• Simply plug In to upgrade your A500 
PJua to a full 2 Mega of Chip Ram. 
* Take advantage of the Advanced 
Graphic Power of your Plus. 

RAM MASTER^— ’ 
• Upgrade ynttr ASO0 to a full 2 Mega 
• Easily fitted to trapdoor and Gary chip. 
■ Onboard dock - *UtO nch*r, 

m ran? 

• A top quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software. 
9 Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 

• Inputs for microphone or line 
3.3mm Jack and din connections. 
• Utilises latest surface mount 
technology and Incorporates all the 
features found on bigger, more 
expo naive samplers, 

• Easy to use - just plug In and 

iteh l 

= S*fiSF= 
Only £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A50O/1000/2000/1500 

AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

MIDI MASTER 

• >’f«' design hardware now plugs Into expansion socket of A5O0 completely freeing 
the parallel port, • Surface mount technology, twin A/D converter* for realtime 
stereo sampling, # Extensive Altera for extremely clean and noise free sampling. 
• Through bus allows existing add cms. e.g, hard drive, • The NEW Sampler II 

software ha* been completely re-written In 100% Machine Code and 
Incorporate a faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing 
features such as Cut, Copy. Insert, Replace, Mix, Erase, etc, 
• Separate zoom windows and controls for Left and right ohanneLa. 

• Multi bank fedtitlM for X Meg user*. * Stereo lock control, 
• .Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 
• Separate buffer far editing waveforms and improved wave'editor 
with instant update. I Save Ales In Raw or single, multi-octave 
IFF format. • Envelope control panel for ramping up and down 
re scale amplitude, noise filter and scan waveform. 
• Ob screen display of filename* sample rate, length, * 
• Inputs for microphone or line 1/4” jack and DIN 

at rear of unit. 

• Midi In- 3 x Midi Out A Midi Thru. 
• Full Midi Interface for 
A500/1000/2000 (please state which 
model req,), 9 Fully Opto Isolated. 
• Compatible with all leading Midi 
package* (If) B/Music] 

Now Only £19.99 
INC, 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

INTERNAL MIDI INTERFACE 
• Now an Internal interface for the 
Amiga 2000 and 1500. 
• Easily fitted In minutes, 
I Leaves serial port free for other uses. 
• Midi In. 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 
• Fully compatible - Opto Isolated, 

Onfy £49.99 ( COMPLETE (A500) 
INTERNAL 2000,1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

Only £29.99 
INC, 2 FREE MIDI CABLE' CABLES 

MICROMIDI 
• MIDI In Himr 
Out MIDI Thru, 

• Fully Opto 
Isolated. 

Now Only 

£14.99 

TELEPHONE [24HrsJ DMifeMiEiCTi CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORM ALL V DISPATCHED WITHIN 4 9 Hex, ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO, 

L2-±1'L£L, L£i 

LIMITED 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DAm LONDON SHOP 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RDt 
LONDON, W1. TEL:Q71 5806460 



• The NEW Datel Colour Scanner use* the Mustek 
8 colour grey scale head to produce 4096 colour 
Images. 
• Several modes of operation are available to give 
9, 10 or 32 different colour and Ham images as well 
as 16 grey scales. 
• Scan update direct to the screen with direct 

acrolUng and positioning of the scanned Image. 
• Full colour paUette control with Gamma 

correction. 
• Save IFF or Raw flies of screen or buffer. 

• Runs in 640 z 256 or 320 x 256 

screen display, 

• Unit plugs into expansion port of 
Amiga and does not require external 
power unit.. 

jgffk IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 
pixels, dual buffer, scan 

matching & view Buffer. 
# Unmatched edit /capture facilities, 

ft keyboard control not offered by 
other sc arm era at this special price. 
jjjfk Full keyboard control of moat 

function*, 
• An easy to handle Handy 

Scanner featuring 105 ram scanning 
width ft 400 dpi resolution enables you 
to scan graphics/tent Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to 
run under Workbench. 
• Adjustable switches for 

brightness/conirest levels, 
jggh Full ailing menu of scan area. 

Geniacan gives you the 
^^abllltj to scan images, text or 
graphics ft even offers 200 Dpi Dual 
Scan Mode. 

Screen grid overlay ft configure 
Ojj- menu to save parameters Icon 

menu to select functions. 

jMAl X. V position readout ft metric 
ypA sizes, 

ft Save images In suitable format 
for moat leading packages Including 

PHOTON PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
View window and position 

control panel. 
ft Powerful partner lor DTP that 

allows for cut and paste editing of 
Images etc. 

COMES WITH FREE PHOTON PAINT 
ft Package Includes Handy Scanner. Interface, 

Power Pack and Scan Edit IV software. 

ADD A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DRAWING/CAD WORK 
• With the Amiga Genitizer Graphic* Tablet you can streamline 

the operation of most graphic or CAD program*. 

ft The Genltizer Graphics Tablet utilises latest technology to 

offer up to IOC- dpi resolution at th* tip of a stylus, 

ft Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus super accurate stylus 

combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control, 

ft Works by 'mouse emulation' so the Genitlxer will work with 

most peckeges where mouse Input is the usual method * Deluxe 

Paint, Photon Paint, GAD Packages, etc. 

ft Supplied with a template for Deluxe Paint, 

ft Full easy to follow Instructions. 

ft This Is the input method used on professional system* * now 

you can add a new dimension to graphica/CAD. 

ft Fast input of drawing by 'tracing" is made easy - plus 

^absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many tlmaa faster than by a mouse. 

ft The Genltfxet fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and ‘co-exists* with mousa. 

• Untika a mouse, the Teblet gives absolute co-ordinates so that 

tracking and menu selections are possible from the teblet fece. 

ft A pressure sensitive switch built Into the 

stylus Up ectivetes the Tablet overriding the 

normel mouse input. When you are not 

using the Tablet, you have normal mouse 

control. 

ft Complete system ■ Graphics Digitizer 

Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template. Pewei 

Adaptor, Test Software* interface Unit* plus 

Driver Program - no more to buy? 

ft High quality 

direct replacement 
for mouse on ell 
Amiga*. 

ft Teflon glides for 
smoother movement, 
ft Rubber costed ball 

for minimum slip, 
ft Optics! system 

counting 500/n^^fl 

.. NOW A TRUE OPTICAL MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 

ft YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

ft Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no 
ill so no problems with clogging, slipping, etc, 
fe^ujount output for very fine movement, 

c b 

sotfo ihtaynnulded to fit the hand. 

more to buy!! 

kV/gy' CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
lLl cheques postal orders made payable to... 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

2 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON, W1. TEL:071 5806460 

AT AN ^ 
UNBEATABLE 
PRICE!! 

► ► GENIUS MOUSE ^ l GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

0782 744707 

NOW ONLY 

£129.99 



0 DIGITISER ROUND Ul> 

ONCE YOU'VE GOT used to working 

DFuim (turn to page 29 if noO but once in a 

while you need to get something from the real 

world into your Amiga. The best way 10 \iphon 

off a bit of reality into the memory of your 

Amiga is a video digitiser. Digitisers have 

been around for a long time and once you gel 

an Amiga it's not long before you're dying lo 

get digitising. What with video cameras being 

so (relatively) cheap , it's easy to get access to 

image grabbing and treatment hardware which 

only six or seven years ago would have cost 

you a packet to put together. 

Once a picture has been grabbed into the 

Amiga it can be used in a DTP program or the 

same as any other graphic m your own C or 

AMOS programs. Or you can load it into an 

image-treatment program tike Black Belt's 

Image Master for the application of special 

effects like morphing. Once you have a video 

source and a digitiser you're not a photogra¬ 

pher. you're a 'computographer*. 

So you may have a rough idea of what you 

want from a digitiser, but here's a rough idea 

of what you need to be a one-man digitising 

solution: a video source: a black-and-white or 

colour video camera, or a video recorder 

computer and digitiser for grabbing the pics, 

and w ith that of course you get the software. 

There are. though, many options within this 

small list of tools. Like do you need a colour or 

black and while video camera, black and w hite 

digitiser or frame grabber, or a colour video 

splitter, or do you need a professional frame- 

store? Obviously everyone would like (he best, 

but what do you need? Let's reduce it to 

basics. 

If you want it, 
grab it! 

Grabbing images from video is easy, but what is the right tool for the job, 

or budget. Phil South looks over some old friends and new trends. 

Husicalh there are three ways that you can 

get an image from the real world into an IFF 

Tile on the Amiga screen: mono, three-pass 

colour or real time. Mono digitisers art what 

you call framegrabbers. because they scan the 

in-coming image from the video source very 

rapidly, and can grab a frame on Ihc fly. Three 

pass systems arc colour based, although the 

source video has to be a still frame. Lastly, 

frame stores are real-time systems, which have 

a chunk of video memory in them. The TV 

image is frozen by the framestore circuitry, 

and then the image is grabbed by the normal 

three-pass method. 

In order to grab in colour, either the video 

image has to be still, or your digitiser has to 

have a framestore. The reason for this is that 

each of the ihree components of light (red, 

green and blue I need to be grabbed separately 

and then combined. If you don't want to shell 

out for one of ihc more expensive framestore 

type digitisers, you have to have a video with a 

reliable Pause mode. Colour splitters make this 

easy from colour cameras, or else you have to 

use a black and white camera with colour fil* 

tors for each pass. (See the Tech Talk box-out). 

Grubbing everything that comes on telly and 

storing it up on a pile of floppies might appeal 

to you, hut what use can you put all these 

images to? Well the pictures you’ve grabbed 

are in IFF formal in some form or another, so 

they can be pasted into any Amiga program 

JARGON 
BUSTERS 

CHROMINANCE: tha 
colour in a video pc- 
hire. Also called 

Chroma. 

COMPUTOCRAPHY: 
video and computer- 
based photography, 

LUMINANCE: the 
light portion of the 
video image, the light 
levels which ghre you 
different shades on 
screen. Also called 
Luma. 

RGB: shorthand for 
Red. Green, Blue: the 
components of light. 

SPLITTER: a device 
for splitting a video 
image, or images, into 
red. green and blue 
image components 
electronically rather 
than with the use of a 
oiacK-ana-wnne cam¬ 

era and filters 

YUV: a mixture of 
Chroma and Luma 
used in a composite 
video picture. 

wrhich accepts IFF. which is most of them. 

DTP is the favourite here, because you can 

combine your IFF grabs with text, for pages 

ihat look rather special. OK. so you might not 

want to make a book about your holiday video, 

hut how about a local football fanzine* or a 

radio control led-mode I magazine? A video of 

an event can be grabbed and used as illustra¬ 

tion fora piece on it in the magazine. 

Once you've got a grab you can alter ihe 

file format to make it compatible with another 

computer. The Amiga uses IFF II.HM format, 

hut other computers prefer GIF, TIFT or Degas 

formats, Using an image-manipulation pro¬ 

gram like ASDG's Art Department 
Professional 2♦ you can process the files to any 

format you like, evert port it to a Taiga 24-bit 

card on a PC. The one exception in this digi¬ 

tiser round-up which doesn't produce native 

IFF files is the VLab kil. This uses a very dif¬ 

ferent format called YUV. although conversion 

to IFF formats, even 24-hit, is a very simple 

process using the softw are. 

But rather than z"Hcr the file tn a technical 

sense, how about altering it in an aesthetic 

way, but using treatments. Black Belt's Image 
Master is one of the perfect tools for that, but 

if you want to get into that territory you'll have 

to have a fat wallet for extra memory, espe¬ 

cially for 24-bii files! So, let's look at what's 

available for the the majority of users ,.. 

COPYRIGHT 
Grabbing from a video you've made your¬ 
self (such as a holiday film) is fine, 
because you own the copyright on It. Rut 
grabbing from commercial video or TV is 
copyright material, and you have to have 
permission for It. For example, we have 
permission to use images from Akira for 
illustrating this article, but we don’t have 
permission to copy the whole movie. 
Copyright law is a complex area: but. as 
a rule of thumb - If you didn’t create It 
yourself, you should look for permission 
to use it. No permission = no use. 

TECH TALK 
Most of Ihe digitisers reviewed here use 
Ihe paratlei port for zipping the Images 
from the vldeodn port lo the Amiga. The 
parallel port is quicker because bits of 
information travel side-by-side rather 
than one at a time as with the serial port. 

Some, though, like the VIDI machines 
plug Into the external drive port or the 
joystick port to draw power or sync from 
the Amiga. Some plug Into the expansion 
port on an A500, so are useless to A600 
users. They will need to use the parallel 
port route. Others, like the DCTV and 
ColourPic Plus, use the RGB port too, 
usually with a pass-through for the moni¬ 
tor signal. 
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You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb package* with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word processing requirements and... it includes a Database! 
It's all so easy to use, you probably won't need to refer to 
the extensive 250 page manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut 
copy and paste: check vour spelling with a 100,000+- word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPainl II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design,., even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 

S*n Pd! 

As you can sec, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

# per database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 
than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of 1 megabyte 

of (nailable memory. 

\>A 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

and... Much, Much, More! 

\ 

V £79.95 
w 

J am extremely pleased with your produci especially 
the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 

(he Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 
program I have..." D£Ji.t Plwnstead, LONDON 

“...Please let me tell you how amazed 1 am at how EASY 
IT IS TO USE PEN PAL, The manuals supplied arc 

very informative and very clear .." 

PSS*f Clifton. NOTTINGHA M 

"...A most excellent piece of software. 

Strathclyde, SCOTLAND 

."...its handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested that will 

automatically wrap texl around graphics..." 
Amiga World*. JuL r90 

/..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is very 

special./ - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well/ Amiga Format...Dee. *90 

fin Ftii 

Mirni^ind Womin’i) IWl Frimfl 

Pen Pal Order Line 

Pi 

0773 836781 
Pen Pal is also available from good 

computer stores everywhere! 

Pen Pal Is supplied into the UK through... 

Gordon Harwood Computers New Street Alfreton IXTbvshirc DBS 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 S31040 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 

Trade Distributors... 

Precision 
jftware ceuthcsott 
□ □□hb MARKETING 



DIGITISER ROUND UP 

A iltm Zorfo card 
with I wo inputs, 
iwitchable through 

ioftwore. The card 

is slightly shorter 
than other cards, 
so it needs core 

when fitting. 

The quality of the 

grabs you get with 

VLab is excellent. 

Once the picture 
has been grabbed, 

it can be converted 
to any Amiga reso- 

luiMHi, even 24-bit 

like this example. 

VLab 
Amiga Centre Scotland ■ £299 
Nol something you hear a lot about, which is a real 
shame as it's one of the most useful devices for 
digitising on the Amiga. It's a Slim Zorro card for 
Amiga 1500 2000 3000 and once installed in any 
slot, II has two selectable composite inputs poking 
out of the back of the Amiga. 

VLab lakes the video line-in, and the images are 
digitised in YUV format (combined Chrominance 
and Luminance) and, although these fifes are nol 
24-bit, they can be converted by the software into 
24-bit with minimal loss of resolution. The unit is 
really a small, cheap frame buffer and, although it 
does its job very well, it doesn't (like most of the 
other units which use 24*bit) take up a pile of mem¬ 
ory to do it Totally mind-numbingly efficient are the 
words for It. 

The quality can be seen tor what It really is if 
you also have a Harlequin installed, because the 
image can be sent In full 24-bit colour directly to the 
board. The 24-bit image can he saved to disk with 
very little degradation of quality, and It's Is all very 
simple and la si. The Amiga resolutions are also 
available with very sharp HAM down lo two-colour 

being available, dithered or un-dithered, There are 
also modes for 84 and 258 colours; this means that 
you can easily convert these pictures to other for* 
mats for different computers. 

The software is uncluttered and easy to use. it's 
based on a number of windows on the screen. A 
new screen can be opened to display the Amiga 
versions of the YUV pictures, or they can be seen in 
a low grade, dithered two-colour version in win¬ 
dows of their own. 

Obviously, a fast processor speeds up the times 
it takes to save, load, and convert pictures, but the 
times for these operations are not too prohibitive 

without the extra muscle. Candidly, of the digitisers 
I tested, this was the one which gave me the most 
pleasure, best results and least hassle to test and 
use. Although it s cheaper and has fewer features 
than the externally mounted CofourPlc, it does the 
job Ifs designed for very well. You do have to lace 
up another TV monitor lo the video to see what it is 
you're actually grabbing. Future versions ol this 
hardware should have an external feed to monitor 
the input going through the unit, rather than two 
inputs, which I found frankly redundant. 

Despite its simplicity it is an excellent unit, and 
well worth every penny. 

tyxmir 
96% 

Although the hard¬ 
ware looks a little 

Idudgy, it is iti fad 
very sophisticated 
and, far (he price. 

It turns out some 
vary superior 

results. 

The picture quality 

is very highF espe¬ 
cially when the 

RGB pictures are 

combined using the 

'Slaw' algorithm. 

VIDI Complete 
Colour Solution 
Rombo ■ £1 79 
The Complete Colour Solulion comprises the basic 
Mono VIDI Amiga, plus the RGB Colour splitter and 
the VlDfChrome software which makes it all work. 

The hardware is a bit like those awful little pro¬ 
ject boxes you get in electronics shops, with flying 
leads everywhere and not one simple, elegant way 
of Unking everything together and sitting it on the 
desk. No matter what I do it still looks like a mess 
of Medusan worms with hairwash problems. 

The splitter takes (he video signal and, on a cue 
from the VtDtChrome software (via a lead plugged 

In the joystick port) takes three very rapid red, 
green and blue (RGB) snapshots of the frame 
you've fed it. The video frame has to be on Pause, 
of course. These shots are then combined as a sin¬ 
gle, sharp HAM image that can be saved to disk. It 
looks bad but it works very well. The only quibble I 
have with the design is putting the control knobs 
for brightness and soon on, on the back of the unit 
where you M's difficult to reach them. 

The VIDI on its own is a very creditable 16 grey¬ 
scale mono video grabber which even grabs a 
series of frames for you to choose from, or ani¬ 
mates them for you. The VlDf software is fast, so no 
still-frame is needed although, to choose the exact 
frame you want, requires judicious use of ihe Pause 
control simply because VIDI doesn't grab every sin¬ 
gle frame, I like the quality of the mono and the 

colour versions included in this package and. If the 
price puts you off for some reason, remember that 
alt the items In the bundle are available separately 
for you to buy one at a time. So, you can end up 
with the Complete Colour Solution, even if It's a lit¬ 
tle incomplete to begin with. I like this one a lot. 

The new unit due out from Rombo hasn't, unfor¬ 
tunately, made it in time for this roundup, but the 
VIDI Amiga 12 is the next generation VIDI, and looks 
likely to give all the other quality dlgllisers a run tor 
their money. 

92% 
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DIGITISER ROUND UP 
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The Co lour Pic Plus 
hardware is very 

professional look¬ 

ing and has wires 
bristling out of 

every port avail¬ 
able, This is a very 

pro' item. 

Similarly to the 

VLab, the ColourPic 
can save pictures in 

any Amigo resolu¬ 
tion, up to 24-bit, 

Because the image 
quality is sa high 

to begin with, the 

final results are 

hard to top. 

ColourPic Plus 
JCLB £699 
The ColourPic Plus comes hot on the heels of the 
ColourPic and SuperPic machines from JCL which 
set a precedent for high-quality digitising. The 
drawbacks with the original machines were mani¬ 
fold, in spite of their obvious quality. You had to 
have external monitors to see the images that you 
were grabbing, and they only did normal Amiga res¬ 
olution pictures, and nol the near 24-bit that they 

were grabbing. 
Well, the 24-bit market has moved on a bit since 

then, and so has the ColourPic, Pressing the space¬ 
bar switches the view on your monitor between the 
live framestore image and the Amiga screen. Freeze 
the video, and the frame freezes on your screen, 

you can see it. Then you can import it into the new 
software, Cabaret Plus, and save it as any format of 
Amiga picture up to 24-bit, or in either an AIM or 
RAW file format 

The software is intelligent and knows when 
Irames have been stored and imported to the 
Amiga. Obviously, an accelerator would be a bonus 
because uploading and downloading frames from 
the framestore takes time and, if you’re anything 
like me, that's the one resource that always runs 
out before video tape and money. 

It's very impressive to see a live TV picture 
freeze when you hit FI but, for the price, it needs to 
be impressive. Obviously this Is aimed at high-end 
Amiga enthusiasts and low-end professional out¬ 
fits, Any piece of equipment this expensive Is not 
for your average Joe on the street and why should 
it be? Do Ferraris cost the same as Nissan Micras? 

Both witi get you down to the shops, but only one 
of them does the job with any amount of style. 

[ have had a few problems using the review unit, 
although I'm assured by JCL's technical staff that 
this is a whim of my Amiga system so I haven’t 
been able to save IFF and IFF24 pictures from the 
unit, A dodgy library, a loose cable? I never did 
track down the problem. The machine performed 
perfectly well in everything else apart from this, so f 
couldn’t really justify a quibble about a silty little 
inconsistency such as this. 

I just wish I was rich enough to own one! 

91% 
Considering the 

age of the hard¬ 
ware, Dig iView is 

still a very high 

quality item, 
although it has no 

bells and whistles 

like more expen¬ 

sive units. 

If you use on RGB 

splitter you can get 

good results from 
video-film. It is not 

realty designed for 

this however, and 
you get better 
results using a 

video camera. 

DigiView Gold 
NewTek ■ £149.95 
An oldie to be sure, but a goodie nonetheless. The 
idea Is that you use the unit with a black and white 
video camera mounted on a tripod or a copying 
stand, and then use colour filters over the lens to 
scan manually for the RGB components of the pic¬ 
ture from a photo or other flat image. The filters 
alter the tones going into the digitiser and, if the 
black and white images are coloured red, green 
and blue respectively, and combined, you get a 
colour picture! A little trick NewTek learned from 
NASA, I suspect. 

More recently this method was automated: the 
fillers were rotated automatically by a robot filter 
turning device. This method was simple but effec¬ 
tive, although somewhat hilarious. Quality wise 

DigiView is still hard to beat. The drawback is that, 
in order to get up and running, you also have to buy 
a black and white video camera and copy stand, as 
well as the basic unit and software, it will run using 
a splitter from a video source, but DigiView is a little 
bit picky about its video sources. So. unless you 
have some good quality video gear, and a splitter 
it's usually best to stick with the b w camera route. 

Having said all that. It does deliver, by virtue of 
all it's internal workings being 24-bit, As a by-prod¬ 
uct of being 24 bit (at least internally) the software 
produces high-quality images and can also load 
and convert 24-bit pictures. All you do is load your 
24-bit picture into the program and it s displayed at 
the current resolution selected in the screen setup 
menu. This is an undocumented feature, but It 
works very well, and although it fakes a few min¬ 
utes to sort it all out, this is one of the easiest ways 
to preview a 24-bit picture for systems without any 

kind ol expensive framestore attached. The soft¬ 
ware is slow, but it takes its time for a reason, and 
the reason is image quality. 

In spite of its age, DigiView is still one of my 
favourite digitisers although not, as I said for work¬ 
ing direct from video tape, it can do it, but the 
Image quality generally suffers because this is not 
what it was designed lor. 

All the same, slow', and quality’ are the watch¬ 
words, If you want a fast, flashy and generally 
go-faster stripe digitiser, look somewhere else, 

because you won’t find it here. 

90% 
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ower PC Board 

About*.. 
The KCS Power PC is a commie 11MHi 1Mb 

PC subsystem that tan be fitted to any Amiga m 

minutes. 
Based around NEC’s highly successful V30 CPU, 

the Power PC Board offers a very high degree of 

compatibility at machine language level yet runs 

faster than an equivalent Intel 8086 

The JMb of Autoconfig™ nwnory can be 

accessed by afl current Amiga models including 

the A5Q0 Plus Even the original A5QG can 

access 512K as a standard expansion wto 

dock; plus a 512K RAM disk. 

Adored by critics and users alike, the KCS 

Power PC Board is a real alternative to buying a 

complete PC done. 

Installation 
The KCS Power PC Board fits to any Amiga in 

minutes: 
• On A50Q and A500 Plus machines it simply 

slides into the trapdoor expansion and doesn't 

invalidate your warranty! 

• On bigger Amiga*. such as the 

1 $00/2000/2500/3000, ii drops into a vacant 

Amiga slot using the custom designed adaptor 

board. 
■ Once fitted, your Amiga can be switched into 

PC mode simply by clicking an con. Just reset 

and it's an Amiga again. 

No fuss, no hassle. Just two machines m the 

space of one. 

Video 
* Supports the majority of EGA 
and VGA modes in 16 glorious 

colours and morwxhrome 

graphics up to 640 x 480 and 

text too interlace is required 

for some modes but a software 
flicker fixer is built in. 

• Other video modes include 
MDA and CGA text and graph¬ 

ics. Also supports Tandy colour 

graphics adaptor and Hercules 

monochrome. 

PC Emulation 
on your Amiga 

Memory 

• Even with a base Amiga 704K es free for DOS 
programs (640K in EGA and VGA modes). 

• EMS (expanded memory) is supported allowing 

you to run Microsoft Windows without problems 

and store massive files in Lotus l’2-3. So f If you 

have 8Mb on board, the PC can use It- 

• XMS (extended memory) is supported even 

though this is not usually possible on NEC V30 
machines. 

8 peed 
Its Landmark speed puts it way ahead of many 

true PC systems it even compares favourably 
with many AT ckmes. 

However, the crux of the matter kes with toe 

video speed: and this, as many critics have 

noted is where the KCS Power PC Board scores 

over all others. It'S no use having a wizzhang 

processor if the screen takes several seconds 

to redraw itself. 

• Tests m text modes have shown it is several 

times faster than even AT clones with dedicated 

video hardware. Even m graphics modes, it's no 

slouch although toe emulation is limited by 

Amiga hardware. 
• Add a processor accelerator card, and the 32- 

bit clean KCS cache software will use rtto its hi 

advantage. 

Mouse 

• Automatic senal mouse emulation is supplied 

as standard - using your existing Amiga rodent, 

• Mouse can be configured as COM! or COM2, 

COMING VERY SOON 

The KCS Power 
PC Board for the 

A600 

Also KCS 
high density 

Amiga Twin floppy 
drive 

• EGA and VGA graphics can be displayed on a 

domestic TV or monitor. Unlike real PCs, no 

extra hardware is required. 

Disk 
* Up to tetr Amiga drives can be connected to 

your system and accessd n PC modes as 3.5* 

720K or 5,25' 36GK Type* *$k access ss at 

least twice as fast as most reai PC clones! 

» DOS can be started from any mounted drive 

5.25p or 3,5‘ and most Amiga hard dnves. 

* Supports most popular hard <3 v 

GVP Impact, Supra and A59Q (Orry and SCSC 

• A massive 200K ramdrrve Cup ts 8Mo wr~ 

expansion) is available in PC mode and ts PC 

reset proof too, 

Joystick 
a Up to two sticks can be 

employed at any time. You 

decide how they are arranged 

Printer 
* Your Amiga $ parallel port is 

accessed as LPT1 in PC mode 

Serial 
* DOS usually supports two serial ports, but one 

is taken by toe Amiga mouse. The Amiga's serial 
can be set as COM! or COM2 as desired, ie for 

MODEM etc. up to 19200 baud fulkduplex 

Sound 
* PC sound is supported, but there s an addition 

ai volume control available m software. 

Works on.,, 
« All Amigas (except toe A1000) fitted with 

Kick start 1.2 and Workbench 1.2 or higher. 
* Extra memory is not required, but full use will 

be made of extra hardware, like accelerators, 
fWdk«r fuers, modems etc. 

PC emulation is a contentious issue - but the KCS Power PC 

Board is the only one to carry my personal recommendation. It is 

an excellent product that does all it claims and does it well.” - 

comments Mark S middy, co-author of Mastering AmigaDOS 2. 

"PRICE- 

Including on board memory. £195.00 mcl, VAT/Catr 

Adaptor for 1500/2000/3000 ■ £74.95 incl. VAT/Carr 

[DOS Extra ■ enquire for current price) 
fcitabto tafti yew toes computer Vtoo tit tfity ttMnt got 4 - Aik them ncrift Or tact Npr 5*var &n«* 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR. 

NE81RS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE {091) 490 0202 

FAX: (091) 490 1918 

CornpAtMMy is exceifcffl but no-cme c#i guarantee every program avatiOte, therefore A your puttutti depend on i per 
bciisr program, please »k us first or tend * a copy of the program rwnti faMabfe SAL, it to be wuhxhsi Pice fubpect to 
cNurttfe wrthoirt notice. 

Wholly devvtapwJ end produced In the Nethoiiendi 

Soma of our Importers worldwide; 
Austraha HPO (Tel) 08 349 8466 Kaohc m 03 879 7093, SittlQ; Discover W. fTd) 957 *7 89 38, 
Ssefek DettatessGata (TeO 31 300580, Docado (Tef) 40497480. Cawy: Customs Dipt (Tef) 928 
271064. &QM!s- Betafon (Tef) 31 31 02 73. Portugal: SoftclubOefJ 01 3528452. Ireland: Computer 
City/Dubim 745250 New Zealand: Paiac (Tell 05482940 All trade enquiries welcome UK and Overseas 
(PAL only). 

YEARNING FOR SOME HEW SOFTWARE? 

FED UP WITH YOUR OLD AMIGA STUFF? 

GOOD! 

BECAUSE THE 

ii 

WILL PAY CASH FOR YOUR UNWANTED 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 
PART EXCHANGE also available 

LOTS OF BARGAINS IN STOCK !!! 

CALL US NOW ON 

071 388 2613 
★ 

or call in: 143 WHITFIELD ST, LONDON 
(NEAR WARREN ST. TUBE) 

G101 Crazy Sue 
G102 Soper Skoda Challenge + 
G109 Sky Flyer (Good game) + 
G110 Survivor (RPC) 
GUI Mori a Adventure (Good! 
G123 Peter's Quesl + 
CU4 Return 10 Earth + 
Cl 25 Wiiay's Quest + 
G126 Flashbier {Boulderdash game) 
Cl 27 Lamer Game + 
CU8 Battle Force 
CI3I Master of the Town 
CI37 Dragon's Cave + 
GJ3fl Serene It +■ 
G139 Castie of Doom + 
GUO Holy Grail (Text) + 
CHI Pom. Pom Gunner ■+ 
G142 Puggles 
CHS Serene III +■ 
C146 China Challenge 11 
C147 Wacko Junior in Wonderland + 
G14S Electric Train Set + 
G149/50 Dungeon Delve? (Good) 2 disks 
G16CJ Assassins 5 Raid, Refahator, Go Look # 
GH>4 Assassins 9 Blizzard, Baltlepong + 
G171 Assassins 16 Wastelands, Pacman 

Mission X + 
G173 Assassins 18 Omega Race. Skyflyer, 

Henry in a Panic ♦ 

Hillcrest Road ■ Rumsam 
Barnstaple ■ N. Devon 
EX32 9EP 

U03O Disk Master V.32 
U031 Sid V.2 OO (new) + 
U035 200 Utilities 
U036 Zenon Utilities (75i 
U037 Disk Copy V 2 .0 + 
U0J8 Text Engine V-3.0 (with Spellcheck) 
U039 Super Killers 
U040 RSI Demo Maker 
UD4I RSI Vector Ball Editor 
U042 RSI Vector Object Editor 
U043 RSI Fonts Editor 
U044 RSI Modules 1 
U045 RSI Modules 2 
U046 RSI Modules 3 
U047 RSI Utilities l 
U048 RSI Utilities 2 
U049 Forms Really Unlimited + 
U050 Fix Disk + 
U051 Qpti Utilities 1 + 
UGS2 Opti Utilities 2 + 
U053 | 
U054 * North C (Programming) 2 disks 

U055 Menu Maker 
UQ56 Nuke Saddam Killer + 
UOS7 Text Plus + 
uose M Cad + 
UOS9 M«J V3.2 + 
L’ObO Icon Mania + 
U062 Icon Maker + 
U063 Amiga Fox D T P. 
U064 Falcon Bootblock Creator + 
U065 Total Utilities (20) 

A3 30/1 X Wing Animation (good] 2 disks 
A332 Iraq Derno 
A333 Puggs in Space 
A3?4 Fish Tank 
A3 J S/6 Scream Megademo 2 disks 
A337/8 Death Star Megademo 2 disks 
A3 39 Space Sphere 
A34CVI RSI Megademo 2 disks 
A342/3 RAF Megademo 2 disks 
A344/5 NASA Slideshow 2 disks 
A 346 Magician 
A 347 luggette 2 
A 348 F’Yobe Animation 
A 349 Agatron 2 5 Red Lotus 

4* ■ A5O0 Plus 

PRICE 
1-19 £1.25 

20+ SSp 

Pfeasp male cheques paiah/e to 

Faimimh PD 



POST HASTE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

m wmm SojaS 99 or less arid 
—- -- 

SOFTWARE 
Some of the following 

games titles ere limited 
offers at the time of going 

to press. Order early to 
avoid disappointment. 

We stock a ft the latest and 
currently available tides 

which we offer at 
30% OFF 

Recommended Retoi Pneet 

MvW-Unor 
Mrfljfn n r m i 

GAMES 
Ut Dutton 
ID Spwlf DThrinf 
Anerbvrw 
Alfred tetri 
Mff» Slfftm 
AmnilVTl 

far 0's Tilt hi 
£arm*t the Merit 
B#1H Seu#*pn 

P^tlTFif 
torttWj Kilt C«P 
BButiteg fi Mb} 
Qt- ft. J m OTO™ Mwrwf 
mm 
Budekai 
Captain flit (Ptypotit) 
CaptNt 
Cairltr Command 
Centurion fief enter pi Rum* 
Owe HO 
Ghueftta Fdu 
OiuGhto F g g II 
Goto* iui Chou X 
Conqgaioi 
Coital kin * Hitikjni 
Oiluw Strip Peter t 
Double D'tgon 
Doubt* Pngon If 
Diapon Wnfe 
Diagoni ri flame 
f te Comp* PiKri 
FA-il Irftetteploi 

f entity WoHd Duty 
foe t ftOnflont 
fOflhr pi it* Itfiuder 
fwt* 0 t OufST 
Foriba* Our Cemp48*w 
C aun«*1 111 
Gtwuh «T GhMlt 
Golden Am 
GrtmOnt II 
HeaPOMtf m*H 

impel umo lo 

■ndr JOftfrMtft Giufadt Action 
inter nailoml Kjrne * 
II Cam* fioro Tfo Owwi 
Jam i Pond 
Jet (SuMoglt) 
Jet Set w«T ii 

Kwt Ihe Thkt 
KkI » (Mam Program) 
KlCkOfl ? Europe it Ha 
Kbrbnfl T Glams ol Fui ope data 
KkJrOfl 7 Winning Tactic* data 
Kil ling C »mo Sh cm (Pfygnoii*) 
Kin 
l act ttmia 3 
L int Of flit 
iMHbiidRAC RaPr 
Lot in Efprtt Turbo Chabenga 

ft, 
Magor Gat den 
Magori#id Don 

Sff 
199 
#« 
Off 
199 
IBB 
7 TO 
7 DO 
am 
7 w 
7 90 
70S 
a« 
B 99 
7TO 

7 00 
am 
em 
7 H 
700 
7 TO 
an 
79# 
7 n 
an 
an 
on 
on 
7 W 

700 
an- 
7 
7 
r 
on 
an 
7 
on 
i 

It 
/n 
an 
7 
7 
an 
on 
an 
an 
an 
an 
too 
an 
7 00 
i n 
7 00 

on 
an 
an 
an 
7 
am 
r, 
7 
an 
7 
on 
rn 
an 

Karr &*ati 
Hr* 7** and Stay 
Nir*»a Retort 
Ptm|a Warier* 
Ml* 
Harm & Soul* 
Obilui {Pr# jnoirt) 
Opetaihan Fruiter toft 
Paciimf 
F«ma*i 

700 
7» 
om 
r« 
an 
700 
an 
an 
7 99 
IN 
an 
700 
an 
700 
IN 

EDUCATIONAL 
AO Eng*«*HllJl3 »f $7fl3) 
AO V**i (11/1?er IVI3) 

aotimtock Strtoi 
Aratefute (Anfwbict d*i) 
Alt FpeWalt (AnsmbacA »i) 
Spring (Aneprback data) 
tenet Mai hi (17-19) 
tenet Speitng (ei*r 6) 
Cm M«e 
Genet and Add 
Dali We< id 

NEW 
AMIGA 600 

A600.£275 1 

A600HD...E429 i 

P*»fl 
Paptftef 
Pateib^y n 790 

PKk ft P*f 109 
Pftitffftr 7« 
Purotoui am 
PofMteui Prwi»t#<i t met r m. 

Dr« flTO 
Fiadaf^r N flTO 
Pie Tanftk Teu «« 
PUFtj i&afli 8 TO 
Punic 7 90 
R-TTm 8 W 
RBI Etatteaff 7 /TO 
Rjinbu* i viand i 8 TO 
Ruck DangtfiHH 8 TO 
Rubeem 8 TO 
Rubucm n /TO 
RnMIHy} Roftnrt1 1 TO 
tejgte Woild Cup / TO 
Shadow Dane* T TO 
Shadow elite pent 1 TO 
Sftadew Warrieri o« 
Iimii 9 TO 
5te>*i*nvp CanriiuctWn tel 1 TO 
SHfcwprra 0 TO 
Sri or OH A TO 
SSflUtlT Mage a to 
StSpt 0 TO 
Siftrrl ai f *c jbsv 
STtfU Cm R*« «« 
Super league Soccer 0 TO | 
Sup* S*r*w i o HePywurt 0 TO 1 
Sww jm i 
Trim 10rigin* Vartit#) 8« 1 
fw B-eat (t«mr>) 
Igf* R*eiR a to 
T^ria CrieaGT Rate 890 
Teaur* iflmd Dif jy 4 TO 
Iiete Outnm am 
funk aft 8 TO 
Twft»ll / TO 
TVBavferibti I TO 
Umwi* Miaiwf Slmutilat 1 J TO 
nmaurnabiM 0 TO 
Yenyi tte Mflrap 0 TO 
YU 
Water H am 
met Dam (i Mb;, 9 W 
Wirwlftfl 5 Comp a ati pti 7 » 
World Cbamptombir Soccw 7 TO 
www clh* Laa4*m*d 099 
World Cnckri i to 
Wona Series Crwkri fi w 
Www Sneer itmu 00 7 BO 
Xerai tl 7 99 
Y«M« 7 TO 
24M fl » 

na | pm 01 
Evt Ttacftei Trote* 

M>: In i '-in*?- ■; 

i«n 
ion 
H 40 

i3 n 
7 40 
100 
7 40 

la 40 
ia4t 

ion 
ion 
1300 

700 
iew 
18 OB- 

13 m 
i3m 

ton 
tom 

ia 4o 
tom 

ton 
ia to 
is n 

SERIOUS 
TOMS I VIA T MIDI A 
PlUAon VMh (CM Antmftur) 
Del urn Video 111 

froateefl filter 7 
frotfcttl Tfllet for* Piet 
Rrcjdcid ret*i fora Maker 
AffwqjViinm 

Hfpertooi 
Scab 
Sc a>a 500 
C**ct«N 
nr Tesri Preieiitto* 

TVSNm? 
Vitearcfcr i 5 3D 
WORDPItOCfISiHG 
Scr*bH FlHinum 

MGOPT 
Peresai 

Fiona t ? 
PiMnfleS 
PlfrMrtt 3 | 
Word Period 4 1 
W*rd Period l *r*T 

7 00 
»N 
MW 

174 n 
00 W 
W DO 
»n 
mn 
tom 

174 n 
74 w 
ron 
mm 
tom 

»w 
»w 
nm 
HW 
nm 

54« 
l«N 

to n 

Per aeon Rant Manager - 
MtfWCt 
Del MM P*ri IT 
DUmm P#ti 0 
CWuM Pbririab 
Spectiacrrioi 
Pit net AmmJhon Studs 
Htol flungt Beds 
R»H Thingr Hum mi 
Real llongi Hortn 
Real 1 Hi ftp SOI Lift 
Ren PtiAgiStfiri 
Prof lit 
Turteptirtl pFdfutoFiJl 
PlxmHf 
Butcher 
the Ari PegnlmefA 

nm 

son 
on 

34 n 
S7m 
74 m 
H 4D 
7D40 
».A0 
N 40 
KJ 40 
74 00 
34 00 
37 00 
77 00 
4090 

MUSIC X Jnr 

Excellent MIDI Value 
at an incredible Mini 

price. 

Only £19.99 

■ i 

AMONG THE FIRST IQ PLAY III 
PRE BOOKED SOFTWARE 

Wo accept advinced orders tor all forthcoming 
software titles and ^om order will be despatched on the 
day ol reiews- ¥our credit card win be debited also on the 

same day as despatch m 

TOP TITLES SPECIALS 

Project X, John Madden's Football. Sensible Soccer. 
Fire & Ice. Jaguar XJ220. Striker; Vroom. Hook. 
Pushover. Hager The Horrible, Championship Manager 
Pinball Dreams, Apidya__..._tlLii EACH 

Populous II. Epic. Dynablasters, The Carnes 92. Ishar. 
Lure of the Temptress, PGA Golf with Courses, 
Cifties. Guy Spy. Premier...,.....Ui^MMQH 

Civil is ition ^Knights of the Sky. Silent Service ll, 
Microprost Grand Pnx. Aid Tank Killer Enhanced. 
A320 Airbus, leisure Suit Larry 5, Eye of Beholder If, 
Lmlr* Golf.......f2Z.il EACH 

Monkey Island 2, Perfect General.....,£ILH EACH 

■fen le#fh IT TO 
Micto Ftefttn 17 TO 
Nkcto Orman IT TO 
Otero Matte IT TO 
Ate 1 Match i« TO 
Ptel W a Sltrf 14 40 

Cnmnendim 
Kids Typ 

mm 
Type 

Weather Watcher 
What is it Where is it? 

Calendar Quiz 
Words £ Numbers 

Only 129.99 

Pepe t CardM 10 TO 
Ftelurtteok 13 « 
fleafontng Wth TioCri Id TO 
Sect? l Jirti With Nsenpvft 13 TO 
Spftl* <mk 7 BO 
T*g* MjTTrf 13 BO 
Thrigu Te de wm Numben 13 TO 
TMftgt TetearlPiWoiM 13 BO 
ThematTI* Tank (rvga* 13 TO 
Three te*4 10 4B 
KgiN A Hat 44 TO 
f stage* (ArireMnnf) 50 99 

tp*Ej«mo 
PieCfec 04 TO 
A Carriage 79 TO 
DC C*c nn 
DATAlAtFI 
Marti 34 TO 
Super b«f Per i an* 7 79 TO 
Super bnc Pi are men ar 4 199 TO 
raKSIUTFD [Vftil/Dt]. 
T ine urn it 59 TO 
6040 Owk OfltM 100 09 
DTP 
PageStream 140 90 
Pagetritei TO 57 00 
Pie Page i 3 mm 
PioPagei | 199 00 
Pi* Draw ? WMW 
Omkftt twiif mm 
Grid Dm Frnli 14 34 m 
Structured Cip *1 mm 
ftkpt 70 00 
Prwlipi IT TO 
Pf o V*ct« 159 00 
Orfignawli 70 90 
t aper! Oite TOM 
CM 
X-CA.D3D 700 00 
V GAD FhritM.w* 1(0 00 
ACCOUilf 
Arm Accavfff 70TO 
Hwn* Anetfilf 7 39 90 
CkfteeoUFpi* Accoiili 44 99 
Person* To Planner 79 90 

rn* Ad Oeiflrfwrt pt« 7 00 134 » 
Ul Amtn fcM* i 7 v 3 ?5 W 
K*l forti i Df f 4Q eg 

tkldkiwi 44DO 
SOttOOEUlHG A REHDfffcHS 
30 Cwntiycfqn Xt 37 M 
iO-Prflf«T*«KMf 10S&9 
iTPtri Dtm 4D Jnf 47 W 
ScMpI 30XL RiM 
SeMDl Anurrn* I D 109 m 
vwi Piof*«kwMi as m 
Scwtf C*wil*i 3? m 
swmhi A)wne«4 5gm 
lm*a*t 7 fig gg 
30 Pf*1***TBnjl 349D9 
RrM 3D Itgtnnff ( 1 4 119 09 
Rek 30 Pnftrittontflilfbo M 7W99 
PROCIUMHIHG 
tin AMOS 77 m 
AiAOS 37« 
AMOS Comptef 70 49 
AMDS 30 73 49 
l>»P* 3 49 99 
ftefl* Bate S7 99 
HliflR fl»*c f rimifl 14 49 
HHfiO R4*eM 74 09 
mem 
Siff*9 Uiflr 79 90 
Mm Uutic Cofl*J Sri 40 9e 
IteUnriliAVF 10 90 
Mutt X Jw 19 90 
Quilil 35 m 
AifWofnglwri SwfttfSmvtef? 109 99 
B*t * PQtt !74 
e#t t Pv*t Ini SbUTttf Kit 40 90 
tel A FVm Mutic A 49 00 
am * A 0*4* Munc tew B 49 99 

rim 
■JACaiMlHKJI 
Aft! XX 37 m 
BAD Dm Opflmtcuf 34 m 
Crati Dm 4 70 90 
Om 7 Om 39 00 
Otifcttuiri 39 00 
0*ii Mtilei II 44 00 
f loppytTiik AC4«l8f#UT f ICC II 0 00 
GR RwliIc PhJi (Hm V?r non) 54 TO 
It bft Pit rtf 
Ouirt«lbKt $ H/I)Mbe«toip 47 TO 
Quirtrih*k foal* 59.TO 

HARDWARE 
Amtgi 500 Bite (1 3) TOO 

A4DO am Dim « Rich 340 
A0OO 775 
AMO Wfl h TO Mb 1 Mi 4 Dl tfc 450 
AlHIO IrrJifdlng Mnmto* 770 
41500 No Monitor 539 
A TWO 40Mb iVOltk mg 
CDTf 370 
TOW OFF all CD TV inftwV« 
A5TO TflMb Hud Dl lift 770 
A590 70Mb HfDHTO* ?Ml> RAM 330 
GVP A5ffil5TMt)>flMbRAM(OA) 350 
CVP A50C 105Mb.RMbRAM(0k) 540 
GVP SCSI Conll ftlfti *8Mb(0 4) B9 
GYP SCSI 5TMb*0MbRAM<Dt) 
GYP SCSI ! 05Mb * BMbRAM(H) 459 
GYP SCSI 700Mb+BMbRAM(0h) 9T9 
45Mb loSTOM* Bar* PDA 
AaMbSTquertflfriTraTibR WTXfi 370 
Gumma 3.5" EMortal Drift 51 
?Ttec 3 5'EtfrifiN DU** 49' 
RF 5 75' Erin mi Dnw 

A500 3 5'lit mm* Drift 45 
CSM3 5’literrMI Flopgt Dili* 110 
A800 ihRi Upgrade 37 09 
A500 5i7h RmUpgrailBtno clock) T5 
A509 517k Ram Erpmtion+cl«k 79 

! 5 Mh Rjm f3tpartfioft 70 
Supra SHtfM 0Mb RAM (7Mb Pop) l» 
Supra 5OTRX ftMb RAM (1Mb Ptp)710 
Supra 500RX 0Mb RAM (DM6 Pftp)33Q 
A?09nvi5009Mb Rafncart 
i Merit SHwnt 77 
?5flte4 RAMcMpt p#r Mb 35 
iWbir DRAM chipi pei Mb 35 
AT-Oris* PC Tflfl rmuUfloi ??0 
75Mtir 30A5X RildgtRttfd 470 
Rombo Ykdi Pack TO 

OpalVkion 74PH C1 ipMc i 7m 
Shiip JXUW AflCul Scarmti 4m 
ZTdec Hand Scafimi to 
Pgwri Scarmei TO 
Gtflftiitr Dftphka TtbM 170 
Jy tec Mtoi 0 nritchttf Mou w 1J 

Hahfha Mcnitt.npriiDtn SteiNh TO 
R1 a Mdum (Mlcr atwacteU) 17 
Moute Mot 
50 Blank Diik* 75 
■ONTTCmi 

PWte*W33 II [UXM^teD in 
Cvmnwdort iM4.'IC5H5i TOC 
Cwnmodew* 1050 IMitpic iw 
PRlDTERt 
(Inc H44t-An*ga Ptteti Dfhrtri) 
Sl»iCJOOCdftit 
SI* FR-IOCfliom 770 
Si* l C74 70 Mnnfli in 
Si* L C74-700 Colour TOO 
Hancripn forticripl lai*r iO90 
CRtren SwNtg Colour 170 
OiLwi tern 7*e Calmr T40 
Ollitn 774 Colour T5fi 
Carton Bubttelri Ppriablt 710 

HP Dfrtjri 40OC Colour 540 
Panaiontc 4470 Laaor 840 
Panaionic 4470 1 Mfc Upgiate iTO 

Opal Vision *hew* 
Stunning low cost 24 bit graphics card with 
future additions to give many of the Toaster 
functions such as the quad input switcher, 

genlock/framegrabber. Roaster Chip for digital 
video effects and scan rate converter. A must 

for Desktop Video or high quality graphics. 

Superb value at only £799 

You name it... We do it... Just phone and we II quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to fidOSITB, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

(Answerphone outside normal hours) 
VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 

Visa. Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 
Please allow up to 4 working days tor cheques to clear. Overseas orders add C2.00 postage 

MAIL A TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 



DIGITISER ROUND UP 

Fhe DCTV is a 

small black box: 

that plugs into the 

RGB socket, with a 

pass through for 
your Amiga moni¬ 

tor and a 

composite display. 

Although the 

images can seem 
quite fuzzy on the 

screen, this is actu¬ 
ally a bonus as it 

covers any slight 

degradation of the 

captured images. 

DCTV 
Silica Shop ■ £399 

A bit of an oddity this and, although it does grab 
and edit frames of composite video, digitising Is 
not it's main function in life. It Is In fact a display 
enhancing device enabling a very good simulation 
of True Colour on a composite video monitor. The 
unit plugs into the RGB socket on the Amiga and 
has a pass through directly to your Amiga monitor. 
The output from the video*oul on the device is sent 
out to either a composite TV monitor or the video in 
port ol a video recorder. 

The software is an entirely integrated suite, so 
all operations can be performed from within the one 
program. The package includes paint software for 

you to treat and colour your digitised images. The 
files you create with either the paint or digitise sec¬ 
tions can be saved off in a variety of useful formats. 

The digitising is very straightforward, and the 
unit has another lead to plug into the parallel port 
tor sending the Images to the Amiga. A full over¬ 
scan screen can be digitised and then later 
manipulated in any way that you like. The resulting 
image can be saved as a normal Amiga file, a DCTV 
file or even a 24-blt file using a separate program. 

OK, so digitising is a very smalt part of what the 
DCTV is, but ft does do ft, and the quality is surpris¬ 
ingly good. Obviously being a composite signal, the 
boundaries between colours are a tittle fuzzy. But 
this actually works in its favour for the likes of TV 
pictures. Any lack of resolution is covered by the 
blending together of the pixels on the screen. 

Naturally, this doesn't lend itself to very fine 

pixel sharp work. DCTV is happiest with a more 
painterly, splodgy effects. So fuzziness is good, but 
only in the right sort of pictures. One thing to look 
out for is the fact that any text in your digitised 
screen seem a little too soft, affecting the legibility. 

DCTV takes us into the 90s where True-Colour 
24-bit images are the order of the day. But fortu¬ 
nately lor the majority ol us, it all of this without the 
meaty price-tag, which ia something that a few 
other makers of True Colour devices could take a 
lesson in customensatisfaction from. 

Me) 85% 

The two unit? plug 
into the expansion 

socket on a SOO or 

A500 PWs, but 
they have a pass¬ 
through in case you 

need any external 
drivel or memory. 

fhe image quality 

In KAM mode is a 

hit on the chunky 

side, more so than 
mast other units. It 

is fast though, so 

this ii a hit of a 

trade off. 

Datel Video Digi 2 
Datel ■ £89.99 
This Is the original Digi on which the Heal Time unit 
was based. And this is a near cousin of the V1DI< in 
that Its an almost real-time mono frame grabber. 
It's a virtually Identical unit to the digitiser unit 
which comes with the Real Time colour system, but 
with the absence of the all-important RGB sync- 
socket at the back. 

The software has a row ol buttons on which you 
click to start monitoring the input, and another on 
which you click to grab the actual image you want. 
These buttons have clear icons on them so that you 
can tell at a glance what is going on. 

Like the VIDI, It also grabs a number of frames 
preceding the one you want and it can animate 

them if you wish. I still can't figure this out. Why 
you would want an animated black and white grab 
from a video anyway? You can't really do anything 
with ft. other than make a demo out of il. There is a 
small player to play the SEQ files you can save out 
for all you budding demo makers out there. 

Again the control knobs for input brightness 
and contrast are at the back of the box, well out of 
the way - why any serious company else does this 1 
still I don’t know. This is so unbelievably silly, 
because it would be just as simple to bring the dials 
around the front and put a big plastic knurled knob 
on the silly spindly little controls. I hope somebody 
pays attention to this quibble, so that in the next 
versions of this (and the VIDI) the controls are made 
easier to twiddle without rising from your chair to 
fiddle around down the back. 

The 16-shade grey-scale images are very nice 

quality, as good if not slightly better than fhe VIDI 
just looking at them, but again the images are at a 
256x256 resolution for some reason unknown to 
me. This can be altered with a menu selection when 
you save but this course of action does tend to 
make the images look a little elongated. 

The quality is good, as I say, which makes me 
wonder why the quality ol the colour version is so 
coarse. Grey-scale images are perfect for black 
and whit© DTP. and this is a cost effective alterna¬ 
tive to a hand-scanner, especially if what you intend 
to grab and DTP is mostly from video tape. 
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DIGITISER ROUND UP (T- 

192 

Datel Real Time 
Datel ■ £199.99 
This box Mts in the expansion slot ot an A5QQ Or 
ASQOP. This means that, il you have any extra mem¬ 
ory in your hard drive, you have to use the 
pass-through on the digitiser to put it between your 
Amiga and your hard drive. There are two boxes 

Hit Video Dottier 2 plugs into the expansion slot at 

the side of a 500, and the control* are at the buck! 

which fit together, one is the new version of the 
VD2, the other is the Real Time colour unit. 

On top of the RGB unii are knobs that adjust 
the levels of red. green and blue, and on the back of 
the digitiser are the usual brightness and contrast 
knobs. {I wish they wouldn't put them at the back. 
Gn.) The two units are chained together by their 
edge connectors which slot into each other and 
then into the expansion slot. There is also a Hying 

The quality of tlw mono 16 greyscale image* i* surpris¬ 
ingly high, oil hough an odd a 4 peel rati*. 

lead connecting a pair of identical 5-pin DIN sockets 
which provide RGB sync between the two units. 

The software has a row of easy to understand 
buttons down the right-hand side of the screen, and 
clicking on these activates the unit in a variety of 
ways: in colour or black and white, in HAM or in a 
8. 16 or 32 colours. Each number of colours has 
another button next to it with a plus added, and this 
is dithered mode where a simple checkerboard 
dither is added to the colours to blend the edges a 
little. The effect is akin to 64 colours in 16-colour 
mode and 256 colours in 32 colour mode. In fact the 
whole output Is a little bit on the coarse side; and 
the most annoying thing of all is the aspect ratio 
change. To compress a full screen picture into the 
256x256 space left by the menu, the image is 
squashed horizontally. Fair quality In HAM, but not 
up to VIDI standards. Better results are gained by 
using the 32 and 16-colour modes, although the 
choices of colours are sometimes way off. 

(ferditi 66% 

Snapshot RGB 
and Pro 
HB Marketing ■ £499 
This comprises two slim silver boxes, which resem¬ 
ble paraphernalia from NASA, After lacing the RGB 
splitter and the digitiser together with a four-way 
phone lead, you insert a video feed into line one. 

and boot the software. The product is German, and 
it shows. Very efficient design. If a little bit project 
boxy and hackish looking. 

Technically the machine sounds very good, 
and on paper il seems like a very professional 
machine. The manual waxes very lyrical indeed 
about the speed of the chips and the tech spec of 
the various processes etc, etc, but when it comes 
right down to itf the images il produces are noi so 
hot. From a video tape source, at any rate. As with 

A very professional looking pier* of kit, and you'll be 

needing that degree in electro nits fa work if out. 

Nice quality in the HAM pictures from I be Snapshot, bat 
the control knobs are bit sensitive and trkky to alter. 

almost all the digitisers reviewed, the unit favours 
working with a video camera and a copy stand In 
order to digitise photos and other flat media such 
as magazines. 

Basically this is just an up-market version of 
the VIDI and Datel machines, with a fast black and 
white framegrabber bolted on to a three-pass RGB 
splitter, Ihe only difference is that the Snapshot 
takes Its Inputs from a range of other sources than 
simple composite out from a video machine. The 
soltware can drive a video recorder remotely from 
the screen, and there are facilities for black and 
white animation of frames. 24-blt is catered for, In 
fact any Amiga IFF screen type is catered for. This 
Is a bit of a strange one; using my home system I 
can't get the kind of quality that is so easy to 
achieve using the VLab or the ColourPic. Although 
It’s pitched at the same market as those two it s not 
as good in my opinion. I’d place it at the high end of 
the middle market, the three-pass colour jobs. It 
does the job, but at this price ifs pros only. 

y'erdic: 78% 
Digitiser VlDImon© VideoDigiZ Dig i View VIDIcolour Datelcolour Snapshot Colou r Pic VLab DCTV 

Mono “ • • 

Three-pass • • • • 

Real time • • 

HAM • • • • • • • 

24-bit • (21 Bit! • • • • 

Anirns • 6 • 

Parallel port • • • • • • 

Internal • 

Expansion slot • • 

Supplier Rombo 
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THE Nol MONITOR FOR THE AMIGA 
PHILIPS 8833 

COLOUR 

AND ATARI ST 

Mk II 

THE GAME 
Loins Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin 
Graphics takes r&ctng games to new 
dimensions Pass tfirough hazardous 
tunnels twist along log-strewn i racks 
speed over sand drifts It’s an action 
packed test ol your skill and speed ■ 
CAN YDU HANDLE ITT 

FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE 
if you already own a copy ol Lotus 
Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You 
can return the Free copy from your 
new monitor and. for jusl £5, Philips 
wii exchange it tor "Lotus - The Fma! 
Challenge* can use m new 
software to design and create your 
very own racmg circuits 

THE COMPETITION 
WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE 
1993 BRITISH GRAND PHIX 

Imagine grandstand seals at the most acclaimed 
event in the Formula One year - The Bniish 
Grand Prix Philips will fly you and a friend into 
Silverstone and there'$ the chance to meei a 
famous Formula One personally at a oelebnly 
reception, IT$ then time to lake your grandstand 
seats for the morning's practice. A delicious 4 
course lunch follows; then rfs back to your seals 
for the Grand Prtx itself 

it s ail pad of an exerting first prize package in the 
Turbo ChaBeoge Compettioo And if you donT 
get the chequered flag, mere are AO runner-up 
pmes of Ferran Testarossa remote control cars 

THE MONITOR 
• 14“ CGA COLOUR MONITOR 

• OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT 

• 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

• FREE! LOTUS TURBO 
CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE 

• RESOLUTION: 600x285 

• HORIZONTAL FREO: IS.SKHz 

• ,42mm DOT PITCH 

• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS 

• EARPHONE SOCKET 

• TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG 
COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL 

• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL 

• DARK GLASS SCREEN 

• GREEN SWITCH TO 
SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY 

• AMIGA. ST, PC COMPATIBLE 

• CABLE REQUIRED 
See Accessories below 

USING A TV? 
Switch to a monitor and 

SEE WHAT YOU’RE MISSING! 
if you are currently using your Amiga or $T 

with a domestic television set, 
then you are missing out on picture quality. 

Unfortunately, because your TV i$ used to receiving inferior UHf 
transmissions from the airwaves. It only has a UHF socket So. 
your computer has to downgrade its high quality digital RGB (Red, 
Green, Blue) signal lo UHF to enable your TV to receive it 
However, because your TV can onty display u$mg RGB i! has to 
convert the UHF signal back to RGB before it can pui a picture on 
the screen Of course, every time you convert from one Signal to 
another, there is a loss of quality which means fhat the fmal picture 
on ihe TV is not as good as the original signal from your computer. 

You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket, 
not UHF Your computer will recognise this, and send its original 
RGB signal lo the monitor which will display the image directly lo 
the screen with no loss of quality 

The Philips 0633 is the best selling colour monitor for Ihe 
Commodore Amiga and Alan ST ideal for game playing, it offers 
excellent colour graphics and has stereo audio speakers for 
enhanced stereo output from the Amiga and 5T*E The 
performance and reliability of Ihe 8833 is exceptional, which is why 
we are confident to offer 12 months ON-SlTE warranty with every 
Philips 8833 monitor Plus, every 6833 from Silca comes with 
FREE Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 software, all for only £199 inc VAT, 

RECOMMENDED! 
For maximum enjoyment of Lotus 
Turbo Challonge 2. wo afft plOdiod 
to recommend ihe best selling Zip 
Slik Super Pro Joystick The Zip 
Stik is probably me best joystick 
currently available and the worlds 
fastest rapid fixe1 At only £12 95. rt 
represents superb value for money 
• Durable aim! shafted handle 

• Hendheta/table top 
• 2 lire buttons 
• Triple eclion euto-fire 

Singta shot 
Shorn rapid hurai 

Mepfttii-iiit corninuova hre 
• Rubber suction cups 
• Extra long 
• i yr glee 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders slapped m the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team of technical experts at your service 
• PRICE MATCH; We normally match competrtws on a "Same product - Same price’ bun 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS Proven track record in professional Computer sales 
• CM MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 Solid, reliable and profitable 
m BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081 308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sufcup branches 
• the ruLL STOCK RANGi All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters 4 software and peripheral details 
• PAYMENT; M9£r credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms 

Belorft you decide when 10 buy your new monitor, we suggest you trunk very carefully about WHERE 
you buy it Consider what it wit be like a lew months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require addifcgnat peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase And wiU the 
company you buy from contact you with details ot new products'* At Siica Systems, we ensure mat you 
wii nave nodung to worry about We have been established tor almost U years and. with cur unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can new dam to meet our customers requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none Bui don’t just taka cur word for n Complete and return the coupon now tor our 
laifHi FREE in era lure and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service" 

ACCESSORIES 
An of the accessories below 
are suitable for use with the 
Philips 8833 Colour Monitor 

CABLE - £9.95 
Vcrn wl! rtittd o tsfet* 10 pdnndCt linn Philips 
B833 to your COfflpuIOf Tlletiia cab*fl» nro 
norm*tfy C14 95 uadi but. |T you buy oixp htmi 
S*ca II ir* MOW time yCur n«w monitor 
we wi ON* you A [5 dvscouni so you pay 
only C9 95 ** liltoke sure you order DW 

ST E STEREO SOUND 
ST-FM MONO SOUND 

AMIGA STEREO SOUND 

MAIL ORDER: 
Oedtr Lnn Open 

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey fid, Sidcup. Kern, 0A14 40X Tel: 081-309 IIIlN 
MorvSU 9 OMn-e 00pm No Lett N«ar Optnnfl Fu No 0$t-306 0609 

LONDON SHOP; 
Opening «euri 

5! Tdtterhan Court Hoad. London. W1P DBA Tel: 071-MO 4000 
UovSti « UM Ur No UOO HflT Oorr.-o Fu No 071 333 07317 

LONDON SHOP: 
Qp*n«0 Han 

SoNndJdS u Oxtorfl SWfl. Lootfon. W1A 1AG Til: QT1-BM 1234 
Wor-So, Lon Nqrf TNndo, ton* or EoNmion. 3014 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
Otprwig Houtm 

U The Mews Hatheriey Rd Sidcup. Kent DA14 4DX Tel: OST30Z 8811 
Fai Mo. 061-3Q9 9017 j 

Ho: Silica Systems. AMFOR1192-91. 1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX*>\ 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PHILIPS MONITORS 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS m 

Mr/Mre/Miss/Ms Initials Surname: 

Company Name (if appbcab*e; 

Address ...,TTT1T.„„ 

-... .*...♦...Postcode'... 

Tel (Home} .......... Tel (Work); 1W_„„„„„____ 

| whH^t computers) if any. do you own?._______-_,91A J 
ESOE " *Oi imu pnw and iptcAcjtKnt may ■ iVwu rabm ** oxcori kr Xw Iumi wWtumwj'i 



Amiga 
A600 

Amiga A1500 
The Amiga 
A15DQ Pack 

The NEW Commodore 
Amiga 1500 Pack 
features a 7,14MHz 
68000 processor with 
1Mb RAM as standard 
{expandable to 41 Mb 
via expansion cards). 
11 includes two G60K 
3,5" floppy disk drives 
and can support PC 
emulation by an 
XT/AT bndgoboard or 
ATonce Plus. The 
Amiga 1500 contains 
3 coprocessors 
(Denise. Agnus. 
Paula) to enhance 
sound, graphics and 
animal ion, It also 
includes 9 internal 
expansion slots 
Interfaces include: 
Parallel ■ Centronics. 
Serial - RS232. Video 
■ RGB Analogue. RGB 
Digital and mono Composite. Right and Left Audio. 2 x 
Mouse/Joy slick controller ports and an external drive port. It also 
includes a multi-tasking WIMP operating system, a colour paloite of 
4096 colours, high quality stereo sound with 4 channels and 9 
octaves and texl to voice synthesis This package does not include 
a hard drive and is available with or wit hout a monitor 

THlCOHfiitf 
p E R S O n A t 

HOME 
r Ortf uTEft 

The new super compact Amiga BOO featuring: 

• Smart new compact design with built - in TV 
modulator 

• 1Mb chip RAM memory expandable to 2Mb 
chip RAM with 601, total memory capacity 
10Mb RAM 

■ Industry standard smart card interface 
PCMCIA interface for memory and 
peripheral upgrades 

• Inlegrated industry standard IDE (AT) 
interface, with optional 2 5" 20Mb hard drwe 

• Mew Workbench 2 with Kickstart 2.OS ROM 
• 12 months on-site warranty for total peace 

oi mind 
• The Amiga 600 is available in Iwo versions, 

single drive and 20Mb hard drive 
• FREE al home service 

Amiga 1500 
Starter Pack 

• Amiga 600 Computer with 20Mb Hard disk 
• Trivial Pursuit - 3 language version (Domark) 
• Epic (Ocean) 
• Rome (Miftertium) 
• Myth (System 3} 

Please telephone (or price Includes free 12 
month warranty Free next day delivery 

Amiga 600 - The Wild, the Weird and Ihe Wicked 

• Amiga 600 Computer 
• Deluxe Paint Ml '{Electronic Arts} 
• Grand Pnx (Microprose) 
• Putty (System 3) 
• Pushover (Ocean} 
Please telephone for price. Includes free 12 month wamanly. Free 
next day delivery 

New Amiga A600 

New Amiga A600 HD 

Philips 8833 MKJ114" Cotour Monitor 

• 0.42mm Dot Pitch 
• Analogue end RGB Inputs 
• Controls for: Volume. Brightness, Contrasl. Green Swilch, 

Horizontal Shifl, OrvOff 
• FREE Amiga cable included 
• FREE FI 9 Stealth Fighter Software 

Commodore 1084S 14 Stereo Colour Monitor 

• 0.42mm Dot Pilch 
• Analogue, RGB, Digital RGB & Composite 

Video inputs 
• Controls for Centring. Height. Contrast. 

Brightness. Colour, Volume, On/Qfl 
•Amiga Cables Supplied 

Commodore 
Monitor 

Description 

Description 

Latest A6G0hd epic/languace lab 
Latest Amiga 600 pack 

Description Description 

Star Printers 

IX 20 Mono. £139.1* 
LC2O0 Colour .... £190.® 
LC24-200 Mono. £218.® 
LC24-200 Colour £275.1* 
5G 4fl Ink Jftl £226.1» 

| Telephone for any other Star printer price j 

SALES HOTLINE Telephone 0253 291919 (6 Lines) 



UP TO 80% BUY BACK. GUARANTEE 

PLEASE NOTE FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON 
ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN (UK MAINLAND) 

SATURDAY DELIVERY ADD £10 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
We are not just another mail order company here for the busy period - we are 

here aii year, and you are welcome to call and see us when you are in Blackpool 

Come and see Blackpool Illuminations, "The Greatest FREE Show on Earth" 

Sega Megadrive 
FREE £14.99 
converter to play all 
import games and 
includes FREE 
Sonic Ute Hedgehog 

FREE next day delivery 

ALL OUR 
ADVERTISED 
PRODUCTS 

ARE UR SPEC„ 
NO GREY 
IMPORTS 

Prices and spec subject to 

change without notice, check 

when ordering, E&OE 

Within the first 12 months of your purchase from us. 
All you have lo do to qualify for buy back is purchase new goods at the same or 
higher price as original purchase*. 

Example 

Original purchase of Amiga A600 Computer £279.00 

Buy hack price 1223.20 

New purchase of Amiga A60G Hart! Drive Computer 1429.00 

Buy Efctck Allowance £223-20 

You Pay £205.80 

Buy hack flixxjs mast he in prdirte cnndiix m, lumplrte with i\\ cxtrjs is supplied on uriptul pifdttit. 

Official UK 
Super I £129.991 
Nintendo *“— 

i. FREE 
Soper Manowodd 
• FREE next day delivery 

Sega 
Gamegear 
includes 
Sonic the 
Hedgehog game 
• FREE next 
day delivery 

£129. 99 

|| £129.39 j 

MOW TO ORDER 

rOMFllTAffORm 
Tel 0253 391919 

Q By Phone 

FREE next working day delivery on all items 
shown and for credit card orders over £200 

placed before 3pm (UK mainland only). 
Saturday delivery add £10.00 

© By Post 

Send a cheque/postal order with your 
order made payable to 
"Computaworld Ltd" and post to: 

Computawnrld Ltd 
174 Church Street 
Blackpool 
Lancs FY1 3PS 

© Visit Our Shop 
Our computer and games centre is 
situated in Blackpool town centre, 
where we would lx* pleased to see 
you. We are open six days a week, 
Monday to Saturday from 9am to 6pm. j 

In addition to computer 

hardware we stock a full 
range of computer and 

games console software 

including Amiga, Atari, 

Sega and Nintendo. 

Remember, when you buy from 

Computaworld you receive: 

9 Lowest Prices 9 

9 Full after sales service and advice 9 

• Free next day delivery • 

9 Fully inclusive, no hidden extra prices 9 

i Product I'rui- 1 
i 

i 
. 
% 

* t 
Total i i 

• Name.*_..„„.,.. 

•Address............. 

« 
. .... i 

• 
i 
i 
i 

i ■ 

i Postcode...... AMCH ! 

rOMFPTAWORLn 
Tel 0253 291919 FVi*- 025.1 25005 



STANHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT 
WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY XMAS 

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

COMPUTERS 
INCL: 1Mb, Internal A Aft ft 
drive, DPaint III 
A game and one year’s 

| on- site warranty £279.99 

AS ABOVE, also 
includes 20Mb Hard 
Disk, no software 

A600 HD 
£464*99 

I A570 CD ROM DRIVE £385. ool 

CONSOLES AND HAND HELDS 
LYNX (no game)..£73.40 

IGAMEGEAR (no game).£90.00 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 11+.£90.00 
SEGA MEGADWVE...£116.00 

DOT MATRIX 
PRINTERS/USERS 

PANASONIC 
KX -pi 124i - 24 pin, 80CLM.£220.00 
KX-P2123 - 24 pin, 80CLM.£239.99 
KX-P2624 - 24 pin, 136CLM.£349.99 
KX-P4430 - Laser, PPM.£749.99 

1 SEIKOSHA 
SP2400 - 9 pin, 80CLM. ....£148.99 
SP2415-24 pin, 80CLM. .£230.00 
LT20 - 24 pin, 8GCLM *..***.****. .£234.99 
SL230-24 pin, 136CLM*..-***, ....£447.00 
QP1Q4 - Laser, 4PPM, 0.5Mb.. -*.£730.00 

|0P108- Laser, 8PPM, 1Mb. ..£1060.00 

MEMORY SHOP 
A500 2Mb... 
A500 4Mb... 
Power 1,5Mb (A500). 
A500+ 1Mb.. 
A600 1Mb and Clock. 
A600 1Mb without clock 

£107.99 
.£178,99 
...£82.99 

£44.99 
£45.00 
£38.00 

GAMES 
Covert Action.. €24.99 
Epic...**..***.****.******£18-50 
Guy Spy ...*..*.£21.00 
Hudson Hawk..*.£18.50 
John Madden Football..£18.50 
Megatravetler 2.**.*...£21.00 
Pacific islands ..„*..£21.00 
Robocop 3.*...*.£18,50 
Sim Ant.*********.*****.****.£24.99 
The Manager....„,„*. £18*50 
Ultima VI ..£21 *99 
Utopia - New Worlds..*,.£10*50 
WWF****.   .*£18.50 
Willy Beamish.**.**.***..***..***£24,99 

WE HAVE TOO MANY GAMES TO LIST 
PLEASE RING IF YOUR GAME IS NOT LISTED 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
PROGRAMMING IAREXX.£25.99 I 
Hisoft Devpac 3.£43.99 I 
Lattice CVS.x. £143.99 I 
Hisoft Basic.£37.99 I 

MUSIC AND SOUND 
Audiomaster 4 ....  £45.00 
Bars & Pipes***...,**.*...**..**.**.£110.00 
Bars & Pipes Pro ..*.,*.£188.00 
Copyist Apprentice ..*.,£67.50 
Deluxe Music Con. Kit.. £44.99 
KCS Level II 3*5.  £189.99 
Midi Interface.£18,99 
Megamix Master.*.£29.50 
Super Jam...  .,*£67.50 

GRAPHICS/VIDEO 
Art Dept Pro V2+**********.  £123.00 
Caligari 2 *****.    £219.99 
DPaint 4*.**..,*.    ***£56.50 
Director V2.*,***.,*****..***..**£62.99 
Imagine V2..,..*....,..£172.50 
Take 2 ..    ..,£31.50 
Vista Pro V2+ ********.*...**£62.99 
Introcad Plus.*«..***..*.*.£64,00 
Broadcast Tiller 2**.*..**....**..£160.50 

BUSINESS 
Arena Accounts.*..£73.00 
Excellence V3 ..  *.,£50*50 
Home Accounts 2.*,,***.,**...*,,£34*99 
Home base..  £18.99 
Gold Disk Office.  *..£104.00 
Day-By Day ..  £18.99 
Pagestream V2,x.**********..**.£135.50 
Pagesetter 2.******.**.£37.99 
System 3......*.£37.99 
Superbase Personal 2...-**-£43.99 
Scribble Platinum .****************.£31.50 
Wordworth VI. 14**.*****.£83.00 

THIS IS JUST A SELECTION OF OUR 
SERIOUS SOFTWARE, PLEASE RING 

IF YOU CANNOT SEE WHAT YOU WANT 

VARIOUS HARDWARE/ 
ACCESSORIES 

External Supra Modem 2400+ *,£111.00 
Aminet......£46.50 
DigMew Media Station..£118.00 
Itsa Mouse...£9*99 
Complete Colour Solution**..£129.00 
Speakers..  £30.50 
Trackball.**.£24.60 
DC TV (PAL)**..**,*.£430.00 
Unbranded Disks* .***.***.„**.**,each £0.40 
Power Scanner ....*******..***..*,„*„.,£82.99 
A50G Power Supply.....**..£39.00 
Perspex Dust Cover,_*.£7.99 
Action Cartridge Super IV.£49.99 
Anti Click Board. ....£8.99 
PC286 Emulator_*.**,,...£250.00 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

A600 IBM 40MB Int HD..,£250,00 
A500 Supra Drive, S2Mb HD 
+ 1Mb RAM.£360.00 
GVP Impact Series II, 
52Mb HD... .£299.00 
Cumana, COM40HC, Ext 
42Mb HD..£400.00 

■ GVP Series II 120Mb A500HD. ..£510.00 

PLEASE RIHG FOR DETAILS 
ON MORE DRIVES 

Cumana CAX 354, ext 3.5*.£53.00 
Cumana CAX 1000s, ext 5.25' ....£96.00 
Power PC880B...£62.99 
Power Dual Drive.£110.00 

HARD DRIVES 

THE MIRACLE PIANO 
IHE HARDWARE: 
Midi keyboard, full size touch sens keys 
sustain pedal for true sound. 

SOFTWARE FEATURES: 
Classroom, 8 track recording studio 
performance hall and practice room 

MIRACLE piano acts as a music teacher 
for playing and reading music. Miracle 
analyses every note you play, teaching 
at your pace, explaining any problems 
you might have, giving extra special 
exercises to overcome these problems. 

MIRAClf IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND 

As featured on Jim'll Fix It, Tomorrow's 
World and Radio One's 
Steve Wright Show. 

POSTAGE AND PACKING RATES 
ALL ORDERS UNDER £100 ADD £1.50 
ALL ORDERS OVER £100 ADD £2.50 

PLEASE ALLOW 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 
PLEASE PHONE IF YOU NEED IT SOONER 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. PLEASE ADD 
POSTAGE CHARGE TO YOUR ORDER. 

MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE 
TO ■STANHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT1 AT 
2 UPTON DRIVE, UPTON, CHESTER CH2 1BU 

Ail prices correct at time of printing. Prices 
subject to change without notice. 

if you cant see what you are looking for, 
then please ring (0244) 382435 



(5 PD GAMES & UTILITIES 

Some a/ th# artwork included ai an extra an tfii* (win disk 

pock is quite atmospheric* if not terribly well done. 

What! Surely by now everyone knows the cheat for 

Elite1? Well, maybe, but it's not exactly easy to use. 

The idea is to enter the correct name for your comman¬ 

der (the name varies from version to version) and then 

you can access a cheat screen. But, the only trouble is 

ihal entails entering the right byte value into the right 

place. This two disk licencewarc release helps oui a 

lot. For one thing, one disk contains 20 preset super 

commanders for you to toad and play with. No more 

endless blasting to get all the extra equipment or plav 

the special missions. 

In addition, the other disk contains a full low down 

on how 10 make your ow n cheat commanders, for those 

who want to get their hands dirty. It's very comprehen¬ 

sive, although it doesn't seem to mention how you edit 

your position in the game. For those who need to cheat, 

this is a must. Personally, I reckon the game’s not 

much eop w ithout all the hard work needed to build up 

a weak commander - but if you must, gel this. 

ALPHAGRAPH 
MBS (CLR) 

Although Alphagrapk if rather confuting, at lea it most 

options can be selected by pointing and clicking. 

Paul McKnight has put together quite a nifty liulc 

graph drawing program. Just select the type you w ant 

(3D or 2D bar, pie or exploded pie chart) and inpul the 

data. Next thing you know a graph is plotted, and can 

he printed out. There are a lot more options for tidying 

up the graph, like labelling the x and y axes, 

Although the documentation for this program is 

rather sparse, it is quite easy to use when you have 

tried it out a few times. 

The more exotic options include keeping one or 

two graphs in memory with which you can compare a 

third. Although more confusing than say Multi Plot for 

experienced Amiga users, Alphagraph is quite a good 

choice for the occasional plotter. 

Ever more releases continue to push the Public Domain in different 

directions. Pat McDonald names a few of the more noteworthy 

programs to hit the scene. 

Although of Untiled use, 545 MenvMaker does take some 
of the sting out of making your awn PD compilation dbks. 

First off, this has nothing (directly) to do with pro¬ 

gramming in Lattice C El was written by a learn of 

two, namely Grim Reaper and Druid of the $AS cod¬ 

ing crew. It's a program for designing your own disk 

‘front ends’ to click on with a mouse, in the same vein 

as Get Set Gal, MermMaster and similar programs. So 

you boot a disk, click on an option and vaila. 

It's easy to use, and quite capable. You can set up 

to 30 bullions on screen - when these are clicked on a 

relevant CLI command nans. You can have a graphic 

logo at the lop of Ihe screen as well. Although slightly 

fussy (version 2 is now being written) you can do 

things other programs do not permit, such as rearrange 

the position of the buttons on screen. The resulting 

menus arc also fairly compact on a disk, so if you're 

doing a self-homing disk stuffed with programs, this 

could help set it up. Although it is licencewarc. ihe sys¬ 

tem used to nun menus is freely distributable, I expect 

to see a lot of people using this for their PD disks. 

Sadly, ihe boil parr of Cy borne fix wo can't show - th« 
ultra-fast movement and the cranked up chip sounds. 

Very playable, this game. Cybernetic is similar in style 

to Defender and Stargate. but uses larger graphics. The 

result is a solid destruction game which looks pretty as 

well. It is shareware (the fee is £5) and was written by 

Paul Andrews, Rodney Smith and Blair Zuppirich of 

Vision Software in Australia. The same crowd who did 

the highly acclaimed Microbes game. 

In this game you flit around in a sexy star fighter, 

blasting aliens into space dust. Large asteroids must be 

blown up. which once hit change into smaller aster¬ 

oids, which in turn must be blown up. Sometimes they 

release blue sparks, which you can irade with your 

opponents for weaponry power-ups. 

It's fast {well, so long as there's not too much on 

the screen) and scrolls smoothly. Miss it at your peril, 

because like Lbmarnm if s got short-term appeal for 

the poorly coordinated, but long-term appeal for true 

alien annihilators. Great fun! 

Continued On Page 200 
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ROULETTE 
IT BIT 3139 

Ever wanted to play on a roulette wheel, but never 
bad the cash or nerve? I must admit I've never had 
a spin myself, but this certainly seems to have 
most of the features of the real thing. 

A roulette wheel has 3? different partitions, 
from zero to 36. You can either bet on a specific 
number coming up (a very risky proposition) or on 
general things, such as black or red, odd or even, 
high or low. 

The great leveller la that every time the ball 
ends a spin on zero, all bets are collected by the 
house. Thanks to Calibra, the coders, everyone 
can now find out what a sucker’s game roulette is. 
The best part Is that you won't lose any real 
money. Think you can break this bank? I doubt it. 

Plots your wagers. Itw only certainly is that with 

Roulette yaw will lose, sooner or lalar. 
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ADVENTURE and III 
in this month's Mountain Biking UK 

O Bungle Jumping - on a bike! 

O testing Waterproof gear - with a fire engine! 

O News - about the Nationals 

O Plus - Adventure in South America 

O FREE POSTER with every issue 

mmm this and loads more action for only £1.95 
mountain 0nta(n;$ best-selling 
Bikinguk bike magazine 9 

Educational 
Software 
The Connoisseur's Choice 

If you are looking for software to help with the National Curriculum, 

then look no further. Our new free catalogue Is packed with 

programs suitable for all ages from six to adult on a wide range of 

educational and leisure subjects. 

Subjects now available include... 

Maths 
French 
German 
Spanish 
Italian 
Science 

Geography 
History 
English Words 
Spelling 
Arithmetic 
Football 

Sport 
First Aid 
General Knowledge 
England 
Scotland 
Natural History 

Av&ita&e tor most home & business computers 

easf-satfrtfl pogroms wftft superb reviews 

Ask yout dealer or use our 24 hourmek order service 

^ Men/ programs ekom you to edd your own lessons 

- ’ Enjoy fo&mlng from your computer 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

teissnios? 

AMAZING FROM H 
17-HIT SOFTWARE £ 

BIM—CMM. IM 
111:111 ..Dincxta*M4.WJi 
i mu 
ri hu ...A Chord (Guiior Tutor) 
( ( Lux 
l.’LtHl? .Timkin C^i 2 (S.lKli 
CLOOI miii^raitifiUV.Mn 
I K rtH 
U GEO F«rture Shock (£3.5(1) 
l 1. (HU X SvsIennO S(n 

J 

SOFTWARE 

Fiprimr, Wifi. Wtfmi.. Turn, IIM 
FkVSB.Oihdki. AwmmV, BeUKit.^T 

Aw. Cpt Kurncr * Many nut 
W PACT OVER 100 GAMES FOR 

ONI Y £ 12. ffl INCLUDING POST + 
pack [Nr. a po games 

fflMPII ATJ0N THAT DF.FTCS 
REALITY IN fTS TOTAL VALUE FOR 

MONEY FACTOR 
OVER mi GAMES 

1 

Back C riiatofluo corvwckHl games 
avalilAfeki at BARGAIN PRICES 

AU. MAJOR CREDIT CARDS \HI 
TAKEN, OPENING TIMES. \RI 

M0N.7HLB£»,w>pb 
I RI - SAT > aJa • SJv 

hSas£ .14aK£ CHEQUES 
POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO 

17 Bit SOFTWARE 
OlK ADImCBS IS 

J kl f Itt* Offiofe, 2/S Mwfc»t Si 
V/jJafrfLS WFI iDH ibepa AFj 
TBUiPMONB dW24( WtoC 

Ni m 2 S ISES 
rurtiga wrclm 1 uyd 2'M NUalflUiiii Lit 

pLmiil thjUjJI i> fuLu^k 
) . v Dub N ip 

Hi - lUllbL^. TAp 
2th 

piCM doc'! farjjit to tic 5fiw fifSa fcPat«rAi1 
GAMES GALORE I TO 12 
The uufkitGci Hnbm < utr 

7 iMtSKlANSMAGi 
backed wuh features 

No musically minded person 
should be without it 
ONLY £230 per issue 

M W HU ASH 26(31 JINKS £6.9? i 
IT IRGFESLEADING Disk MAG 

FEATURES > LOGO MAKIR. 
POWER PLAYER, GREAT GAM HS 

AND UTILS, MBCLV 

SupcrkiDm 2 
the essemial 
vims killer 

disk 

ODDS & ENDS 
+I89IAB...Grapevine 9 
+2043ABC..Grapevine 10 
+2I.MAB..„--„.~^..Grapevinp6 II 
5133.....-Farts+ Bckhcs 
21JI..Sickness Sim 
+2119...Raw bw ) 
+2H8.Deadlock lme 3 
+2045 .Pbo Folk Jokes 
+2011 ..    Sits + BaK 2 
+ 1901  ...Jutrity Test 
+I759ABCD  .The Bible 
+t633».....„..Graphics Tutorial 

+2042 ..Praoacker 2.2 
+2050.   ...Order Vi 7 
♦ 2059..Dirmaster 
+2O60.Escape V2 2iG*roe) 
♦ 2061.RFC Creator 
+2063 ...Classical Mum 
+208: ..  Mortgage Cak 
+2ft*5 . ..... Card Games 

+ 1654.    ..Amituac Pm 2 
+1765.. .....Game Tamer 
+1775....„+...Ed Word 
+ I796AB. „.OW Emulator 
+ 1    Slideshow tien 
+ 1811.  Edit Keys 
+ 1813.Over 200 Utik 
+1822 ._..._.Electro Cad 
+1828.. -Form Creator 
+1812 «..-.Fortran Compi kr 
+1835......Ptwli Prodichx 
+1848,.Rad bench 
+ 1857. Icons Ga lore 
+ 1867....Sid 2 
+19W..    Free Paint 
+19IQAB.Windows Bench 
+1918..H„,„.+Mt....Tufbo Mandlchroi 
2023  Wiwd Power 
2115.NIB V2(€«pwTi 

PD IN STOCK 
+2190.Scoptous Mapper V2.0 
2189 „...__  .A50Q+ Emulaiof 
2188..E-Type 2 (Game) 
*2187.S(areal 2 (Cal Maker) 
+218AAB.Stolen Dali Disk Mag 
+2185 -Silverbiadc (Shoot cm up) 
+2184-...Matrix (Game) 
+2183._.. .Cytlic (Nice Pics) 
+2I82ABCD.,,,,.Final Froeiliter 3 
218| ABC„.Final Fronlwr 2 
218(1.....Palace Music Disk 
+2179AB.,.,....Psyche musk {Bnlli 
+2178,. ,...*......Med Insimmcnts 
+2177 .Felix Remix 
+2176.„....Crossma/c 
+2175...,.   . .Pluskiue 14 
+2174.........Klafctru (Great Game) 
+2173 .......Assassin Game Preview 
+2172.Dolphin Dreams i Animi 
+2171.Assassin s Games Wd 30 
2170.Absolute Vfccwr Demo 
+2169,........-Gods Mega Demo 
+2168.........Genocide Demo 
+2167 Satanic Rights 2 (Disk Magi 
+3166,.^...Crack Inc BUS mrro 
+2165.Suspect Immoral Vision 
+2164.LSDTolid Kao> (Techno) 
+2163...Games Galore 12 
2162.Cybemetix (Great Game) 
+2161 ...Silenis Maximum Velocity 
2l60„.Quart/ Dynamic Flulitons 
*:iV)AR RedSadni (Irk Amic 
+2l58AB.„ZaJycon (2 Disk Ganvj 
2I57AB........Heat Beal Music 
+2156.—,-Top Set-let (Game) 
+2155 ««««— CyclUi Am m 
+2154...Address PniR V2 
2153 .Anarchy Deja-Vu {Demo} 
+2151 ..Back From The Beech (18) 

ITWAT >: 2TO IT NOW VI v mu 
PAf KEb lvmi 

t-ko a 
im L SI LS I 

\ VIH|LM>N 
tN 1*11 

11,54 

AU. \m WITH A+ ARE PLUS OR' 

VOUUOAZ f.D. 
26 Hen Lane, Holbrook's, Coventry CV6 4LB 

Telephone: (0203) 680016 
MO disks £1.20 per disk 11*20 disks £L 10 per disk 21-50 disks 95p per disk. 

Catalogue disk 75p* Please add 50p p&p per order- 

Disk magazines Bargain Pack 
Grapevine, 6,7,8,9. 10 and IL 10 disks £9,00 

Education Bargain Pack 
Colour It# Leant & Play, Educational Graphics, Kids Paint, Treasure Search, 

Simon & Space Maths, 7 disk* for £6,50 
Business Bargain Pack 

Amicash, Business Card Maker, Ami fox DTP* Print Studio, Text Engine WP, Forms 

Unlimited, 600 Business Letters, Print Master Plus, AH these disks are Plus 

compatible, 

100’s of Utilities* Demos, Music, Games and Slide Shows. 

_Full hacking from TN.P.t). Swansea-__ 

DIGITALLY MASTERED SAMPLES 
IFF SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARIES 

Each disk is compiled bom a studio quality master and is sampled on the Amiga 
al twice the sample rale of P.D, sample disKs, They are compatible with all Pf>. 

and commercial tracker and sequencer programs N B no of samples in brackets 
Txhino drums. Marimba,, etwn* me (S3| ^ 
Srtan. Bmsun. Chants *6c(i9i 
Tam. Biyas RNylfin, U)0p( «R (»1 
US. Sir. S+ndir. Rhy0vn Uopt Me (57) 
Timm torn Vinpan.K^iieai) 
3444*1. CtWl, Sodvfcn Me IJJ-I 
B^tndu. cm. SR Ovn «fc (23) 
Mm B+nmOiu P* Me rTO) 
Pdmv Terrs Siwm 8 Bttt Soxich l Rap [88) 
Ektss 4 Snai+s, Hi-Hab. Cyn«M t Tom* (67) 
TR m CR ?S. Loopi Me [»| 
Tmaatos. Congas CM»ws Co+ft+lls MC(Iff?) 
Asouibc. Ebetne 8 Dinoriwl Me (41) 

Sup petal. +M«S£. FX Me i U> 
Oh+rtan Rplvx) KorgefciKl 
VMM DX Retmdt toy e!t f»| 
ScOon S»k Trumpets ale Qd] 
AnMPfl. &g*af*LA«t0») 
Oct»y* Sc+fe +rtfi ssmgs FX (ffi 
C#te. Och He Seetons Me (21} 
Amtog 4 &0M (19) 
Wiiad Choirs.. wlhSftisiSyiflfHlti 
Ghi#* 4 EbcMc (17} 
Btai & Sjrntn w#i Char i Stm^ (ZUi 

Acimn Sounds. Explosions GunsMis alt (30) 

Fitch divk is priced al £2.50, any 10 for i. 19.95, (he C»mpleic rnllcdinn fur £49.95. In addition. Samplei 
owners can u« our DigikilL.v Must+rcd C hrcmw. Metal, or DAT wmpk 4 mattes which contain most 
of the above samples: COO! WORLD MUSIC COLLECTION 1175> 

C002 PERf'USSION COLLECTION < 228} P&P £t {any order) Cheques & PXLs lo: 

CO03 GUITARS AND BASSETS I I&l) WALKABOUT MUSIC I Dept AFi 
Each Chrome £9.95. Metal £11.95, DAT £16.95 TRENOVISSICK FARM. THE MOUNT PAR 
The Three Colkclion Package is prked at: COR NAVA LL PL24 2DA 
£21,95 (Chrome) £15.95 (Met»D, £38,95 (DAT) fel (0726) 811807 
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CITIZEN 
ALWAYS A 

/* \ 
Silica presents some great 
offers on the award winning 
range of high quaJrty main* 
primers from Citizen. Each 
Cibzen pnnter is belli in the 
UK to exacting standards, 
ensuring superb reliability and 
output. Our confidence in 
Citizens quality is such that 
we are pleased to include a 2 
year guarantee with every 
pnnter. Plus, if you buy a 
Citizen dot matrix printer Iroffi 
us, we wilt give you the Sobca 
Primer Starter Krl [worth 
£29 38), FREE OF CHARGE! 

\  

GOOD IDEA 

FREE DELIVERY 
MM Day ******** 

FREE STARTER KIT 
Worth £2938 With frf-v Ottwi M mWm 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 
S*u (At* i ? year warurity |«Kl*ingtteitol 
mam pnfei toad) with rray Carat pretta 

WINDOWS 3.0 
Free Wmdows 3.0 rimer 

Inducted wflh I he Silica Sutler Kit 

FREE COLOUR KIT 
WWi ewry Ptadot 3, Swft t and 221 

FREE HELPLINE 
Tadncal support iwiplinc open dunrifl office hours 

MADE IN THE UK 

DOT MATRIX DDINTEDC 
INK JET AND NOTEBOOK M 1*11 V I till# 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders Shipped m the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team cl technical experts a! your servicri 
• PRICE MATCH We normaly match competitors on a “Same product ■ Same price* basis 
• ESTABLISHED TA YEARS; Proven track record in proiesaonai computer sates 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 6Q SOW. reliable and profrtabte 
• BUSINESS + EDUCA TIQN * GOVERNMENT Volume dtecovite avgtfable Oil -306 06B8. 
• SHOWROOMS Dternonsttabon and naming laoWics at our London 6 Std&to branches 
• the FULL STOCK RANGE AM gt your mquremenis hum one suppfwr 
• FREE CATALOGUES; WiS be muted to you with otters + software and peopherat details 
• PAYMENT MafOf credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms 

Before yog decide when lo buy your new ponier. wo suggesi yog tank very carefuCy about WHE RE you 
buy A Consider what it wil be i*e a low months after you have made yogi purchase. when you may 
require addmonaJ penpherate and accessories. or help and advice with yoa new purchase And, wi* me 
company you buy irom contact you with delate of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing lo worry about We have boon established lor almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim lo meet our customers requirements with an understanding 
which is second lo none. Bui don't |usl take our word tor it. Complete and ml urn the coupon now lor our 
tales! FREE literature and begin to experience the ^Silica Systems Service’ 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

rfo: Silica Systems. AMFOR 1192-55, U Tfie Mews. Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent. DAI I 4DJp\ 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Mrs&Ms _ Inmate .Surname 

Company Name (it appfacabtei ...„... 

Address .„ .. 

Tei [Home): 

Postcode 

Tet (Work): ... 

br Which computers), if any. do you own?.* 

FAC* 
_55H J 
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PD GAMES & UTILITIES fTp 

AMOS CRICKET 
17 BIT 2022 

II had to happen, I suppose. A hall-decent cricket 
game has finally shown up on the Amiga PD scene. 
It doesn't look amazing, but It plays very well. Paul 
Robson obviously spent time thinking about how 
this should play before putting finger to keyboard. 

This is a shareware release - you can do every¬ 
thing with it as in the lull version. It s preset lo be a 
five-day match between England and Australia, but 
you can alter the teams, the game length and even 
the pitch. You can’t save them to disk, though, 
without the registered version. 

Playing AMOS Cricket is fairly simple, assum¬ 
ing you know how the real game works. Batting is 
controlled with a Joystick, while bowling is 
achieved by pointing and clicking with the mouse. 

You can set the bowler to automatic tf you want (It 
is rather dull to point and click at the same spot all 
the time) but by varying the aim-poJnl you soon dis* 
cover your bowler's strengths and weaknesses. 

OK, so it looks dull. Another downpoint is the 
registration message - to get rid of it and keep 
playing the game, you have to click on a sequence 
ot on-screen boxes. That's easier said than done If 
your mouse buttons have too much bounce and 
not enough click. 

But I still like playing it I'm nol a great cricket 
fanp but this is fun and not loo simple. Good cricket 
games are few and far between - and lor a £4 regis¬ 
tration fee, you get one of the best, without the silly 
messages and with a save-game option. Batting if awdl non difficult than bowing in AM05 

Cricket, Scoring run* if a tine art. 

200 

One al the few pages which we can actually $lww you 
without fear of upsetting anyone, Nat for the squeamish. 

This is a rather good disk magazine, in a similar vein to 

ISO Grapevine hut suhily different The way in which 

it works is much prettier than Grapevine, but it lakes a 

while to work nut what the colourful icons do. Also, 

the language (while still sailed and peppered wiih 

obscenities) is at least spell correctly for the most pan. 

Deadlock only comes on one disk, so I he re’s not as 

much as you'll find on Grapevine, Bui the variety of 

subjects is pretty good - from Nobby's Plimsoles to 

Spoonbending with Mr Nude. More serious articles are 

available on preventing rippers from working, HST 

modems and a tutorial on how the CIA chips work, to 

name but a few. 

This is a good tif highly immature) read. It's obvi¬ 

ous that a lol of care and attention has gone Into 

making it simple to use. Well douc Dimension X, R9 

and Punisher (the people responsible). 

MBS (CLR) 

** 

CVn 

Aur 

Lyn 
O til 

Or t 

L*a 
Cnn 

Cm i 

S*x 

Cnt 
Hva 

One confusing pari of MghrSly it that the couttdlotions 

are abbreviated la three letters. It1* hard on novkes. 

This one's for astronomers - people who study the 

slats for themselves, rather than trying to predict the 

future from them. You input the dale, year and time, 

and also the position of Earth from which you're 

observing and the computer generates a view of the 

night sky from that position. 

Also included are a number of refinements - you 

can turn ihc constellations on and off. track ihc move¬ 

ments of any planets in view (planets don't move like 

stars) and also zoom into the night sky. to get a simitar 

view as seen ihrough a telescope or binoculars. 

NightSky is very similar in concepi to Distant Suns, 

and although the latter program undoubtedly has more 

heavenly bodies in the views. NightSky is dead handy 

for finding your way around the stars, It works with 

southern skies as well! 

Congratulations to John Brian - (his is one of the 

more useful (if limited) AMOS programs I've seen for 

a while. Now when you notice a meteorite about to hii 

planet Earth and end civilisation as we know it, you'll 

be able lo say roughly where it was, 

Weapon* and armour are vital in order ta stay alive hi 

fOL Serious monster hacking is involved.. 

This is a graphic adventure game. Although crude by 

today's standards, it's slightly similar to the very fired 

Ultima games. The play area is a smalt square seel ion 

of the screen, where you can sec your main character 

moving around a Bat landscape. 

You start the game as a simple shepherd, but you 

soon leave your flock to sort out the troubles of the 

land of Ixrthian. This is the playing area and it has 

towns, castles and ruins dotted along the way. Combat 

is frequent, with nasties leaping at you every few steps. 

There is a plot to this game. The old king has had a 

spell cast on him, which prevents him waking from a 

dreamless sleep. Without the king, the land is gradually 

failing apart. So the main task is to catch up with the 

wizard who did the evil deed and do away with him. 

Although designed to be keyboard controlled, the 

author (David Meny) has made the mouse capable of 

doing nearly everything, This makes the game slightly 

easier to play and so more enjoyable. The plot of com¬ 

pleting various tasks to get further into the game has 

been well thought out. with one exception. Don't give 

the mirror lo Uird Forlorn until you have the unicorn! 

The other things that let the game down are the naff 

graphics ami the appalling amount of slaughter and 

game saving necessary. But it is fun and quite chal¬ 

lenging, though not terribly big. However it is one of 

the best graphic adventures 1 have seen. 

Every month we print a chart of the top 10 
demos from a popular PD library. This month 
It's the turn of... 

1. Sid 2 Multi DOS PU 207 

2. Text Engine 3.4 U 723 

3. Bench master U 701/2 

4. Typing Tutor CLU03 

5. D Copy II U 721 

6. Caplionator PU 215 

7. PC Ta sk PU 205 

a. MS DOS Utils PU 206 

9. Soundtrack er 2.6 PT 021 

10. Superktllers PU 117 

17 Bit Software: 1st Floor Offices, 
2/8 Market Street, Wakefield, West Yorkshire 
WF1 1DH. 0924 366982 

Amlganuts United; 169 Dale Valley Road, 
Holly brook, Southampton SOI 6QX 

Anglia PD: Anglia House. 115 Ranelagh Road, 
Felixstowe. SuflOlk IP11 7Hlh 0394 283494 

Choice Software: 144 London Road, Bighflelds, 
Sheffield S2 4LT. 0742 555894 

MBS: 1 Chain Lane, Newport, Isle of Wight 
PO30 50A. 0983 529594 

Rapier International: 111 Sherborne Road, 
Bush bury, Wolverhampton, West Midlands 
WV10 9EU 

Startronics: 061-370 9115 

Virus Free PD: 31 Faiingdon Road, 
Swindon. Wiltshire, SN1 5AR, 0793 512321 



WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS S25 £T“ 
HARDWARE 

A600.£379.00 
A500 Plus & Software... £349.00 
A1500 & Software.£565.00 
1084S Monitor.£237.00 
GVPsenesS, Hard dive 52 Meg.£350.00 
1 Megsims.  .,..£2000 

Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices. 

i 
Amiga Int drive..*****.**,**,.£49.00 
Cumana Ext drive*.********.**,*****.*,.£54.00 
Zydec Ext drive..  £49.00 
512K upgrade with clock.**.*,£27.90 
512K upgrade no clock...£24.90 
1 *5 Meg upgrade with dock.£79.00 
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade...,£48.99 
8 Meg fast ram, 4 Meg populated .£169.00 

ACCESSORIES 

PRINTERS 
Star LC-20. £149.00 

Star LC 24-10.   ..£214.00 

Star LC200 Colour...£204.00 

Star LC-24-200 Colour.£294.00 

JOYSTICKS 
gN 

Quickshot II.. 
Python Micro Switched .. 

Speeding Autohre. 

.£8 00 

£10 50 
Cn<npiHitinfi ftfrt SflflO RlAr~kr .£11,90 

Maverick AUtofire.. .**..*....*.******.*.....*.*...... 

Zipstmk Autofire. .. 
.£1295 

.XI 2.95 

Intruder. 

Aviator Flight Sim.... 

^ Jet Fighter. 

.X21.50 

.£23 50 

. £12.99 J 

DISKS with labels 
Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 

3.5“ DSOO....37p each 
3,5* Rainbow.„.™*,**„„„*..**.,*.,*.,.44p each 
3 5* DSHD..........SGpearfi 
5.2S* DSDD......SSpcadi 

Branded Wsks 
3.5* DSDD....,„*.*.**..*.**.45peach 

3.5* Labels per roll of 1r000,.---£6.50 
3 5" Tractor feed per 1,000...£B.SQ 

Please phone for bulk purchase discounts 

STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity..... 
NEW 900 Cap bos stackabte4od<abte .... 
SO capacity lockable .. 

.£095 

.£16.50 

..£3.95 
100 capacity lockable. £4 50 
80 cap Barw stackable/lockable . 
150 Rdsso stackdbte/lock^^. 
950 cap stackabteto:tabte 

.£7.99 
£15.00 
£18 99 

Most of the above available ki 3.5‘ and 5,25' 

Orders by phone or post to: 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 - 642497 9am - 5.30pm week 
0630 * 653193 Evening/Weekend 

0782-311471 Anytime 

54 Spring Road, 
Longton, 

Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffs ST3 2PX 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 

500 plain white labels & software to print 
your own professional labels 

Only £9.95 
SPECIAL OFFER 

1000 labels with software £13.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse.**.......£1.60 
Mouse Mat.    .........£2.50 
Disk Drive Cleaner ______£1.80 
Amiga Dust Cover ...,.«.„**,.,.***.£3.50 
Monitor Dust Cover...  £3.50 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift .«,*.**„.** ..,£14 95 
Amiga Light Pen & Software.**.**...£32.00 
Optical Mouse...... ...£32.00 
Squik Mouse _____£14 90 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories..***,****.*..£22.00 
2y-Fi Amplifier & Speakers..*.£37 95 
Thumb & Finger Trackerball.........£1999 
Crystal Trackball ..    £32.00 
Action Replay Mark ill .***™..£57.00 
Techno Socrxi Turbo Sampler.........£3200 
2 Piece Winter Stand with tray....£5.70 
Midi 6tester..„„..     ..£26.00 
Vtordworth 1.1.    £77.50 
TilDTum Monitor Stand....X8.50 

Prices include VAT 
Postage please add £3*30 

We accept cheques/ 
P*0*‘s/Visa/Access 

NOME HAMAGCmEKI MOC 3 DISKS'(P) (197 
• .H/tuvt Mfw Sl—AffcU Liwr™. llbritf 
firm. liW ertoritn* iwir-r rufcr; Tw*wr*e. 
Lftxrrr. i srtW? Hemr Ervw 

CLIPART PACKS i 9 0* 3 tAOl HOI s 5 DWS £4.95 
i jflim r ftte i;# .>vrv hrmUfkwrb 

(P) 

FONTS PACK 1 Oft 9 EACH PACK = 5 WSKS £4 95 
1'pK* Parture Pjtf&Kr *jrty 

frr 9, My Ifcrfs t'taK* 
4+r*kv*k*{*rn1t*:m 

AHGUACOLOUWOKT5 FAOM ORttn 5 DISKS £4.95 
i L*Os 4# tV 0030# cokv taf<S pmdUraT tar * AtMh 

ftwm I6«3k*4tarts notai*idpaste' Jhertte ptoAMtd 
n fftr ww the t twMi fcrtf H+KildJ (3ft*rsf MVUtr 

*wrt HtihffrHirUni TVIia! 

EDUCATION PACK 1 {F) 5 £4,95 
iflWtfiWir. tVitmc flwwnflp, fwlAn Oiri, Am,tori, 
CmttySan, WhtffKr, 
Maf sdfcrt Mni a tfKfrtJt# Ax mnr*y) 

ASTRONOMY PACK (?) 4 DISKS £3 .96 
!hn uf wrto pact ra*v kxir> Star Oarf, Aits^artf. ftW 
t i rttpft AstftrMny. tV*ny VMpfii, Osv Sjfh, Crtu rt*nrt mxS 
l frJ ft i-jfi tfw y: *r '►yaJlsT! 

PRINTER USER PACK 9 (F) OAW) 4 DISKS £3,96 
A.iCimpk1etynewct*c1iEralpnjifMra toftcfci you get Ihe ttesl 
Ciufe/twprrtrrf hrtffci DrApm VlSUVekUbr&l 
m. Mfifrr i'('jartit ccwi.1 JUSfoot. £f*prm 
ifjwfcpfij. Ht*¥ftrf HortPTj Axum do**!mtxr 

SIMULATIONS PAOt(P} S DISKS £4.95 
AMctfmttrstPDijnu^xwtoTiGnrf:vL#MrV<? Be*City 
fArwwi, Qn$Gt MJt MjCJurdnuacv. 

' i|nxm hnyin Gc6 art Mr* MfdBWMft 
vVnr SMrlfrr wu1 rax'itfr fcJt1 fey> 

muitrwiwmviwmw QC10 l£*mto!tysDC10jcl loref 
Ccnque* fnonLMn 

diviiJdti i1 wTEioCn\ Ar l*ltt t€upid Bom t 
tvjr jw>T w4fr ff«i etLiMfft Ityt iMnMoA 

EASY tUSINESS PACK fP) 5 DISKS £4,95 
AMfm^mtrkMkdmrpotmrUbiMeBvt 7c* 

SfwcadVJ 
(l QflflK- (W* rwYllfl S&r< f fGfSftJ 

tl SrAfr{Qc* iKIUttX ^fSfrf 
rfwAri Art acta 

INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4 93 
ftt^T*BPTi=scr m M®r MthR- J. 

SCAc riScioiJ SpfwMM Pfo f fSfwwig flD 
Anwsprif f5P(5ff OiodteTjt (5 Eabd ^W«ir 

Mvfnjrmr^ Mmyvd WAsrI#Miagerwif f HTFrtf 
7n»wtrJ, 

DISK EXPERT PACK (1^ 5 WSIO £4.95 
ju nn part* >tx^ 

tr # dH* cifwTt r> no trrr* >• k*lrs h »«*T Pp fcrf ft*f 
c ti^PBtflrJ. W i i 1/ At 4n rrtwr* 1<X0\ ki*rrwwv 
(OmtMv kxnMMttihA\ fm**. WuHforiiT V34 tXofv 
(C4W. 4jw. tfrrnm rwl rrwMtk <21 htcwiM t AM icu rwrtt ft1 

«J 90? c*«r tlNBraA 

*C PROGRAMMERS PACK (F) 6 WSKS £5 94 
A fgnrVA T* uw #*3 n#un6nr rnrwR JPntMtA 
tfmrmltikr frT'Iniip'. ntp!rC(Tdtel 

MED Y3 tt MUSK PACK (P) 4 DISKS £3 96 

Ihs pdd tdmn V3PJ, evjun 
It** tAjttf »TVr5,4 dfct M erf Mfp jh*c kotj rxi 

tome ^nTJMFPinw 
maftwir r C4p*4r rff 

500+ CLASSIC CiAMES PACK (F) 5 DISKS £4.95 
AiffK^PcMjillrfoiKTtaricrfw^jfjtucxFirTKnMfijuAhaniA*- 
SwrieV>*ijftt;rfJli-iJt* +i,kxJr\ 
L*m*nflrr. Sosnti^ Ai«vi*r< (Mifwd[ AfcR ty Pim, P^pf, 
Spare AfftiraA frnStauf, rrfeu t mart 

CARD + BOARD GAMES S (P) 4 DISKS £3 96 
rottrt rtifW mry ^XXJ1 'fhr*T¥7J 

fhw Wp JHdlpffWjgl f^aribcK, Jcmcr^ Apn /ns Mam, 
CJLirdb, Lumtf JDterWt^, t ftt), 

7i*rt. KLnfJ*e, CjfrtrM Wcirdswr^ 
^iriffTWL AaAxmmr 

PUIILES PACK 3 CP) 3 DISKS £9,97 
a tnand new puwdr f^nn, «ff dOM. 
SWAmibtetp AWdb.fliSG**0, ftitfvAi. 
OLw^ recfVirihm 

PC EMULATOR WLCK Ch (NCWI) 3 WSKS £9.97 
JmjUterr n:T^tt^frfijiiofc»*x7ft^JOhi5iwr(V 
YMAarwvA«r 

C MANUAL V3 PACK (P) (NEW!) 5 DISKS £4,95 
rV^VNijil C fOTH)jO\ at mriu* 
40[ffc*ftn lAtafiandOff^f 
^csncfcrs I Mac4AtF'4}*<tvrfik*>»M^mfkwfo|iac^nm 
iftt dfiM 

HDDS EDUCATION PACK (P*} (NfWf) 9 DISKS £1,98 
rcuib jdicrw«% 
ifvv9«7H^rl(«r*qwcA-ntfHati«]e*9 kwi^wiweiom 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY 99pl 
BUSINESS 

<P) Atn&m ft/Ste* Dot ftp Ubfaftr*lJ 
aw fpj nmoD aa#itu irttm f44»ty <s™^ to use) 
BJV6 (P) <W%) JrySf *j Vi (^TyUrif rrtm+r \KxlMxrttei} 
B330 IP) (80%)Aim.asfj tftfwVb «W teat* active mafnpet) 
B33S (P) (9f%) CJtD (VttyjBtxJ nonfcra ftscr k* 
B33f (P) (90%) tn<M V3 0A (iatrt4 end ytrstcV wjfd pto) 
&S33 (P\(Bb%\ it (NowJOt lMrt cMstBH"; 
83J5 ir-rwrrB. un^fmrfea11;' ^rFKJlCO■ qurity) 

S1P7(P) (86%) W frxtrr VJ 4 i$e& knc*rg im<*I 
BXf? fP) A (VacVr r'WiXjU c Sj * (jrt Gm*a ts6*) 
KMfOTtRStJfficflVSS imxaMatmMnMwrkantxan 

prrWDiX-Midm&rigVtyrtit 
B3*9 (P) fMfWj MgttMwttf (Oar apef cfxetei wm aosawms 

Mel icAns tj(f) 
RM4 f^(>fTI^^*tJ!irvAc!SPWB iHovwfacrnr6/wt«4r^ 
UTILITIES 
U4i6CP}(70i*)Q TiMotsMaamaPabeiM e) 
L**J7(P)(W%)0~Cop¥ V^(N^v#!rw! brikT(Mc^crf) 
(MQin??* '-Mwo'wtfc? W i4{T?i!l>vi»v fafrpVtxP) 
LNfll■ iY?r95%rME33yvd VY CAsKfi it? A: tisfej 
lM9?mm*)ASD0* UBM® j70f ffr AMD* enft*; 
L40» (7? fnyitt ^ <7V ees^l 
u«X3 7 rrt (?3%y 0>sk O&nxc fftstetos, 0<t loot) 
O40QB (P) Scf v? m V**7t* h*y *MKtxrm 
Oa009(P)Ana# TO*r&lA teeqfrm mama! dt dB/t. vjfrjfVI 
UWI lCF/ter**? Htv f* r ;xni fi 1* OoodrNnN.J 
LWJFyF:- 1 MtfiA f^fgr, VI i AwEcr jw i»wi Ufict> 

.:N(UW.-«5(W1P) 
LWWrWCNcwDOpd f 700% furl tf MMfcr 

UKWP^fftCWMGerif W fflOJK-si (Wyirtifc^' Ph^rmrf) 
' U4Qj)l iP) (fitlfrr.5 a 6acnt> ('taftisiK, easy tousert} Bachfi) 

GAMES 
G6019(P)A5(XUGam<s ffl fcr ffv Ptot) 
G6099 (P) Outdo (100% MCCifttt vm*wi) 
G6C95 (PjAtanapoty Anfnrjn WTxnfJ 
G00P? (P}(91%H0ttaifi SupettyiAMnaiypcactoTeire ye* 

■ JVidc cY mcFBimf fAEUQ 
GdOFS (P.f{95%■> Ortn^ir? fAicodt rot*er*:w 1 foiantfj 
G0O13 fP? 4YJEW? Wtoii te hfamer rVtory 2pe«HK *racj*vlr«^r 

te&fdgamt) 
G6flJ4 ^(WWbfflsrndyTfCAirtrtciws^^ 
G603S ftWCV) JM*« fSowt? Xa*jmi'3»nefj 
UMU6 f?.-fiW(4i»Y«i*:'Wto»in«i'rfAffe*tor:iri' 
GrWJ'7 (f) «Pi SoMite ffttvcv fw» PNHvr Cre^f 

CHILDRENS 
CTA?7 t Jfey (PlWs vice? stiixari far 4 KH«J 
C7lp(T) Cokxr (Nnwcstajrij fjeejl faf j««^ileR> 
014 (94%) SJlwMmU t /Mrf gwnr > 
C7!5 'Fj'Cor^pCrMyffialbfr rsvn *,1 
Cm(P)(Qt%)Ceft&edt 

C7l9^(3^)T«^f>M^3V5-fPftitoh'4jftia7iy-4!.rVrjMw 
£<Jurjbon AkY Gcwpr 

| CJVQ(P)Cdcvtv fltAsbrt ItSitf eaty teamen tyAt) 
OQ*m<ft%) too* (UtMsR»^nliay9»d4fWD 
<TR5fWP1%;m ^HiObimacAErtUFAir A«» 

eVEtvtfws# 
C/06 WfRWJ GCSF A«fis (Gtrat nwicn dh*7 

f(T> SeucJ (rrvicviTd »the terst piat*om 
SamefMfflfj 

CfiV(P)(N£W) 
rae^rftihfneoc, /rximij?rr>iw.i 

StmpJy ptioire your ortter ffirnwgft or ifirtd a cfraqt*eflM>gtaf enter Pluaw add 60p to cover post and packing. 

DESKTOP Vtxo PACK 9 (P) {100% ) 4 DESKS £3 96 
firtifA or hfC rai noit^etBytwjgtismyaii^m 
*dK> 

-tir :* irn r^Jt: AXjaphk* 

tw*vs wtlftjb smortn^ 
tart VSdtoLtraw Mda? Toate vUoc reft [twf^ (ore and 

■OR# 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 9 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL"! (P) E9.99 

A so £3TV£i*d* f AitcstrarfV pnaed, 
artMis iT*ui-ncrs tar aP Fie creiysra r Pr «c» end a scrfiw 
oibSAihDHrtatsttaTif ASoncUdteasL(jofCjLjiisrf 
fcjtwdf Prf LAs ycau Bforf! She .-ri^or prO^^TTs ty flu?. 
fcatigmciwfcvcvoiwrTttte^rajyV Downed tor tetytrxn 
fti'opetrtfiJL8(35, !f»i "!iru» ■*?# jtrifcc.i vtjmeupA 

FISH DISKS IN 
STOCK 358-720 

ONLY W EACH’ 

DEJA-VU 
IN STOCK 14L5 
0,99 EACH- 

HIGH CKIAUTY HARDWARE 
TOO C*mc*Y ioctobit iJ5J Ofe* ft*..i55D 
HlOH quality hardware 
TOO Capacity lock** JJ-Cist ta.. i55D 

i-topi Quality Mouse #bd.____£299 

A^Ksa Cusf Cover....£399 

MannerTV AjsT Co*T....14 09 

J5‘ Oesk Otne Osrwiff I5r„  ____IEW 

f P*rce Printer Staid.; Lnafer) . .£5 60 

GLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LI 

(fkfil A8HL 11S A* ill Mi Rm4 hfinton* MiaA, mi 1 mu 

PHONE 

0394 S Sg; 

s5SSCREDITq| 
283 
4 9 4 



Epic |1Mb, N6Q0J 

Eye Of The BefaoWer 1 11Mb) 
Eyo 01 The Betoktoi U {1Mb] .. 
Ef« Of The Beholder n Clue toe* 
>16 StriKt’ Eagle IJ (111b. »+)*—+.*. 

EtaytN+t 
Fast Food fN+) 

Fitts t* Fury (comp) Qi+ ] 
Flood (W *}.. 
Hut 13 . .... 
Football Ciary {Comp) ....„.. 
Football Diroctor 2 (1Mb. N* I. 
Formula 1 Grand Pul (MP) [1Mb} 
Fun School « fh-7). 
Fun School « (7 11) 
Fun School 4 iUndei S'!).. 

Q-LOC_____17 96 
Gateway To Savage Frontier (1Mb). 21.96 

Iran Lord |U ^ 
Cellar 1/iH‘jn- 

Cool Croc Twins.. 
Corporation • M.cs*«is 
Corot * Add (Under 7*) 
Cowart Action 

KmI Glovw H. 
Kind Words 2 fN*l,—. 
Kind Words 3 (IMP). 
King* Quest 6 (1Mb). 
XruffhLmafd.—*+++, 
Unmlitnyun -Hint Bool*. 
Xnuhta of the Sky Li Mb) 

Ltture Sun Laity 6 (1Mb) 

Much ol the Day_ 
Mates Adventure (&H| 
Maths Mama re 12)_ 
Mu(C«Qp)fNt). 

Wr«j4i Lu MamaA-urt Samurai 
Mny4ilrjrUt*«K jlMb|_ 
Mnga trove Ek*i 1 f IIlOdI 
MngalrnvnUer 2 (lMbS 

Super Sega (Camp) ,+++..+. 
Supo Seymour Saves the WutW 
Super Sun J‘ar* (Comp).. 
Supw Space InvadetR |m«>. 

£wiv(N* J 

TttHW+J, 

VWeo tid___ 
VikmgMlMb) 
Virtual Rashly 2 (Comp) 
Vifiwi WoktolQnp].... 
Vtt....., . 

WwM CUB L.ud«tnnf . 6 96 
Wrj<U CUrifl Leedeabcieid * lees*... . 796 
WbM CUM Rugby ..  17 96 

CUse Rugby bNaboctt ..JO 96 
WutW Smm Cnekw (tew Cncta] (lMb))7 96 
Wrnatlemanii __*__17 96 

MINI OFFICE £49.95 
Word Processor Spreadsheet 

Dalatvise Graphics Disk Utilities 

JOYSTICKS 
Python 1 {QS130F). 
Mavenck 1 {QS128F).-. 
126+..... 
The Bug. 

.£9.25 

.£13.75 

.£9 00 
£13 50 

Star Probe.. .£13,50 
Competition Pro 5000 black_ .£13,75 
Spcedkmg A/F,,.... .+£11 00 
Navigator Mr. 
Topstar (SV127). 

.£13.75 

...£21.50 
Supercharger (SV123). .£9,00 
Sting-Ray A/F ... .£12.50 
Megaatar A/F (SV133)... .£22.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Cartoon Classics Pack   £359.95 
Philips CM8B33U Monitor..£229 95 
Deluxe Work Centre +„+***+.  £46.95 
Cumana Disk Drive,.,,,,,£57.95 
5Mb Upgrade + clock.......£29.95 
5Mb Upgrade.  £26,95 

1Mb Upgrade (500+). £56.95 
Mouse.   £14.75 
Mouse Mat............£2.95 
Mouse House___*+**++_  £2.95 
Dustcover (Amiga).+++++++*++_.£3.65 
Dustcover {Monitor)..  £6,99 
Dustcover (LC10).   ..,.,£7.65 
Dustcover (LC24)_    £6.99 
Auto Mouse/Joystick Switch. *+**+„., 14,75 
Trackball.........£31.96 
Head Cleaner...  .£3+75 

10 Great Games. 20 96 
3 Hot? Hai»dte{Conm) 20 96 
2D Construction Kit.. .33.96 
3D Cocstniciion Util 2 ... 33 96 
4 Wheel Dnre (Comp) . 20 96 

Aid Tank lCfltei (1Mb)  23 96 
A320 Airbus (N600). 3^.99 
AtiFon StanuriK (I Mb]... 20 96 
Addams Family.17.96 
ALH English (IMS). 17.96 
A131 English [12-13J.. 17 96 
Advanced Destroyer Sim 7 It 
Advanced Pnnt Machine 6 96 
After Burner .   B96 
Agony_„.+*+*___ ,..17.96 
Air Combat Asm.. .. JO 96 
Au SenSupimnKT lOxop) 2096 
Air Land Se. (CompHH* AS H*| 23 96 

Bn ..—-17J6 
Altered Boat...—MM 
Amos 3D______23,96 

Amos Use Creator 
Anarchy.. 
Another Work! 

CEL. | 

7 96 
17 96 
17% 

■■ 1796 
Aquavenhim .. 17.95 
Aibuldn RarongeatPoh 6% 
Aftnmit CWWn   17 96 

Goddoni.   *-17 96 
AismaJ The Computer Gaum 17 96 
Aahen of Kmpfcie f ]Mta)...27 96 
Award Winners (Camp). 17 96 
" “ 7.96 
Bandit Kings of Ancwnt China (lMb) 33 96 
UadG ot The Gomujc r«g* 11 Mb) . 26 99 
Barbarian I. 

Sttto Wfc,*._____ - 
BmflaMe SasurwDufcW! 
Beach Voaey___ 

..—mm 
__13J6 

6 96 

B<twi Kedn £i2 14)_ 
Beuci Spetling (8 Adult) 

™__t795 

_IM 
.__19 96 

Big Run 
Buds Of Ftey | ] Mb) 

17 96 
2d 96 
17.96 
1796 

Block Crypt UMb. W+J..... 
Board Genius 

,*,*+.....17.96 
.mm 

B43nanza Bimhert .17 96 
Ilinjn Blnater. .696 

Bubbki Bobble (NO 
CadaYin - The Payoff .. 

. 6.B6 
1 96 

Gfllcfumta Gonm It.... 22.96 
Ctiporrm CoUoctxm . 2096 
Cordiaij._ J_L_,._H_ 
Cor) Lewks ChjiUrng»L 

_.17.96 
.17.96 

CorUion Oolbctwn _17.96 
Casino 17 96 
Castle Raster €96 

DBtrrrcnnce. .17J» 
Dntuio Paint TV 69 96 
Democ Btui? 696 
Dniuna(Nd... 20 96 
Dtrry CoO«Uon . . ...17 96 
Dusty Panic.... 
Davy's Eraelton* Advemurot. 
Dufp Owi.... 
Dorutkffi Alphabet Chaw* 

6 96 
.17.96 
^.17.96 

„ , 47 96 
Double Dragon 1. _...7.96 
Double Dragon ff . ,„„,-..7.9S 
Double Dragon 111 
Dragon Nmjj (Nh ). 

.1796 
696 

DH'mluoughls 
Duse (1Mb).. 

.26.99 

..20.96 
DynkBtastei.... .2096 
Easy Amtffl (1Mb) .mm 
Kh ..17 96 

Hostile Broad.. __17.95 
.€96 

Hudson Hawk _ 17.96 
HutTuT.ru 20 
Hunt For Red October 7 96 

lain A Itauh 
U link nr Collection . 

.1796 
1396 

Links (liiib) 23 96 
1+rtUn Pufl A+>. 
Ijvotpod FoutbaU . 

6W 
.17.96 

1796 
Lombard RAC Rally. __6.96 

riMh) _ 
Uxmimm illlbi 

49 96 
23 96 

MoonsuAeUUb). 20 96 
MwmwaUiEU (N + ) . 696 
Mmnn TTnnuer Cobecton (N*) .20 96 
Myth 17 96 
Nj.m 20 96 
Nriir 6 96 
Hum Mha.. EM 
UiwihhYiw ItHH. 
HffwKwIundStery^+J..,. 
Nixi^aGoUnctun,... 

. 696 
... ...13 96 

Hlrijn WdiriMji¥. .7.96 
Hhru.. .7,96 
North A SouLli , . ... 6 96 
Oran Slianfs Gridge |1 Mb) 
Operation Combat 

.*.-23-96 
796 

UtefiuotiSuMhii .17.96 
Opeiaiam Thundeitoll 6 96 
OperatHi WqUIN ■) 
PmuTk IsLtods 

696 
20 96 

Pmwtur u. 39 96 
flag _____ . 6JG 
Pm Kii Bn is kgg 796 
fruHrbnv 1 1796 

Pen Pil ... *+ “V ‘ 
Ferlnct Oenecil HUbJ__ 
PGA Tout GoU Ccuxse* Dek 11 96 
PGA Tour Goff Pfe*... 20 96 

17 96 

Smuikbln aSoocsjf 
Ii tW iLlthTi] 

.,1796 
1796 

Shadow (Jt TJ ns Boost. .7,96 
Shadow tH t7» Boast [1. 17 96 
Sbadowlands ..20.95 
Shnimioi M4 ..... *9* 

1796 
Stour Km Up Cousbucban KiL.. 
aiutLW' - 

.*. 7,95 
TOM 

Sdnnt Senrcn n f 1 UbV 21% 
S^mvurm 7 96 
<hwi Am 23 M 

Sin dry 10 95 
Sun City - Aidutoctuir 1 796 
Sim Ctty Ardutocouie 2 .7.96 
Sim Cilf retrain FdAm __ „7.96 
Sim CityTopuJaus ._20» 
flmttorib 
SUmsens . . . .17.96 

696 
Or Dm* B96 

Ebghrtly UagiO ..... .6.96 
Sly Spy 6 96 
RmottiTV 17 95 
Soopi ftnlnall . 696 
S«mi Stare (Gamp), ___* .17 M 
Sumy A Swoop „.+.+,u..^,.u,u,^. .696 

AMEAGRE PRICES FOR 
AMIGA USERS 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

QUANTITY PRICE 
10.  £4.99 
20.     ++...£9,7$ 
35, ...„*++™..£11.90 
30.    -£13.90 
36. .    .£16,36 
40...........-..,.£17.75 
45.     £19,75 
50.      £21.60 
90...........£34,00 
100......£38 75 
12...       .£46.90 
150.    £56,66 
200.     ™£72.86 
250.     .£30-96 
300.   £107.50 
400**+*,.      ,....£142-75 
600. 
1000. 
2000 . 

. £169.95 

.£334.95 

.£658 00 

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY 

BOXES 
{with keys and dividers) 

10 SUmp&Ck.. .0,94 
40 capacity.,  ..£4,95 
50 capacity ... ....... £5,60 
80 capacity......£6 30 
100 capacity...  £6,80 
120 capacity ..  £8.75 
140 capacity...,,,£9.95 
150 capacity ..  .........+.£10,95 
150 Deluxe stackable .  £21,95 



"Alto, a large mound of dung. 1 must dive into it immedi¬ 
ately." Dung beetles are well-known far being stupid* 

Ah* yes* Once again a whole month passes u about any 

sign of an Erie Schwanz animation. Sigh. Looking on 

the bright side, though, there are a few other animators 

out there who are getting dose (o his standard, and one 

of them is Roddy McMillan, 

Using MovieSettcr. Roddy has put together a 

bright, colourful animation which tells the story of a 

dung beetle trying to push a large mound of dung.,. as 

they do, I suppose. Anyway. Duncan (as is the beetle's 

name) finds the mound a little too heavy* so he tries 

taking a good long run up — finding out the hard way 

that the dungball is still soft and squishy... Eurrghh1 

It's obvious from the feel of the animation that the 

author has been heavily influenced by Eric Schwartz, 

he even states this in the introduction. However, one 

thing that makes Schwartz animations stand out from 

the rest is the simplicity of the graphics - lots of cute- 

ness and expression, but not overiy detailed - and 

McMillan's graphics are just that little bit too compli¬ 

cated. Still, this is one of the author's first attempts, so 

let's hope he keeps producing 'em! 

KINGFISHER 
VIRUS FREE PD, 

TWO DISKS 

This little fellow Is taken from the Real Things clip art 
library, and is used to good effect in this demo. 

The second piece of work by Roddy McMillan this 

month is a set of two single-disk animations which 

show a kingfisher trying to catch a fish (hence the 

name). The first disk shows the bird eyeing up the fish 

and swooping down to the lake to catch it. while the 

second has him leaving the lake, fish in beak, and fly¬ 

ing back up to his perch in a tree. 

The animations have an authentic use of colour. 

The main character (which is from a dip an library) is 

particularly realistic, and the attention to detail in 

the backgrounds is extremely good - especially the rip¬ 

ples that are created as the kingfisher breaks the 

surface of the lake. 

fTp PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

Andy Nuttall has been staving and toiling over a hot Amiga to 

bring you a selection of graphics and music demos that are part of 

the sub-culture we know as the Public Domain, Also featured are 

some animations from a Schwartz-esque new talent... so take take 

time out to get cultured. Read on... 

As well as the bird itself, the trees and waterfall are 

also nicely animated, which makes the w hole thing just 

that bit more realistic. 

Unlike Hum an The Beetle, Kingfisher contains no 

sound, which is a bit of a shame because this would 

have added to the atmosphere considerably. It's also a 

shame that the two disks were not linked so that the 

second animation plays directly after the first * as they 

stand, the two disks are locally separate, which seems a 

link odd. These are the only criticisms, though, and 

the disks are certainly worthy of a look. 

REQUIRES 1.5 MB 

All right* for those of you who haven't seen Batman 

Returns yet, newcomer Darren Collender has produced 

this demo which has a similar feel to the film previews 

that you find at the start of videos (you know - the 

annoying ones that you fast forward through while 

your mate is making the lea). 

This looks like The Penguin, but that's because it's digi¬ 
tised* The hand-dr awe stuff isn't this good, though* 

The demo is based on the official film preview* it Tea* 

lures several digitised graphics screens of Cat worn an, 

The Penguin and Batman (aka Pfeiffer, DeVito and 

Keaton), with some animation thrown in for good mea¬ 

sure, The sound merely consists of a repeated sample 

of the music, overlayed by the voice of the narrator, 

and some clips from ihe film itself* The sampling isn’t 

Continued on page 206 

It"* really good when you see relative newcomers 
to the PD scene coming up with good demos, and 
this month we have two! The first, called Dolphin 
Dreams by Craig Collins, comprises four pictures 
and an animation, each describing a different dol¬ 
phin scene. The graphics have been ray traced In 
HAM mode using the Imagine 2 program* and are 
of an extremely good quality* 

The animation shows a whole school of 
dolphins leaping out of a stretch of water, and fly¬ 
ing through the air towards the monitor screen 
before diving back beneath the surface. The ani¬ 
mals are all very strangely coloured, as is the 
water, which gives the whole thing an incredible 
dream-like quality, it looks really simple, but it’s 
very, very ehective. 

The other three pictures are of a similar qual¬ 
ity. One is a still frame from the animation showing 
two dolphins in mid-fligh. Another is a sort of title 
page for the group, with some dolphins decorating 
a Dolphin Dreams logo; while the other two show 
different types of dolphins, again in very strange 
and ethereal colours* 

I personalty think that dolphins are marvellous 
creatures, and I love this demo. It's imaginative, 
technically excellent and very well animated. 
Maybe Craig Collins (the author) should create a 
series of animal animations*.* 

This excellent piccy Is port of an animation which was 
ray traced using Imagine 2, Superb! 

'New the whaler'* work ii done fhe'j trying for her lit¬ 
tle one, I bow my mortal head in shame - this murderous 
insanity, the madness of humanity/ 

Titan, by The Sun & The Moon 
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COMMODORE 
1085S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 
ONLY £199.00 

i-1 

' PHILIPS 8833 MK II | 
i STEREO MONITOR i 
I 
I 

I 
L_ - 

r1 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £189.00 

i 
r 
i 
i 

. j 

r KCS POWERBOARD ”1 
i ««i 

i 

HARD DRIVES 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

AGQQ Now In £289, A6QG Classics £299* 
A600 HD £445. A6QG HD Classics £475 - 

I 
L. 
r- 

PC Emulator 
For Amiga A500 

ONLY £179,00 

GVP SERIES n GVP SERIES n GVP SERIES II GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 1500/2000 A500 A500 
120Mb Maxtor 120Mb Quantum 52Mb Quantum 120Mb Maxtor 

Space for 8Mb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM Space for 8Mb RAM Space (or 3Mb RAM 

£379.00 £405.00 £325.00 £405.00 

1 

1 
I 

. J 

j AT-ONCE AMIGA"! 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR A500 

I ONLY £159.00 ! 
i-1 

1 
-i 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8 Mb RAM 

£269,00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£425,00 

I 
I 
I 

J 
—- 

rvs TRUMP FOR A500 I 

With space far 8Mg of HAM j 
52MEGS....,....£309 | 

120 MEGS.£425 I 

AMIGA A600 FUN PACK -! 

Amiga AG00 Plus, Mouse. Modulator, Manuals. Workbench. Joystick, Disk Box. 
10 Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaint m, 1Mb RAM. PLUS 13 GAMES 

Lemmings, Simpsons, Captain Planet. Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin, Purple 
Saturn Day, Jumping Jackson. Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg. Shuffle Puck Cafe. 

ONLY £359.00 inc VAT 

KICK OFF 2 
£9.50 

HOME 
ACCOUNTS 

£9.95 

A5Q0 CARTOON CLASSICS,,**,....*.......Only £319.00 

SOFTWARE 
DELUXE PAINT C.. £4.35 X CAD 2000.....£95 00 
AMOS ♦ EXTRAS DISK...£32,00 QU ARTERBACK V5.£39,00 
BROADCAST TITTER D.£139.00 PRO WRITE VJ.2...  ...£69,00 
HOT UNIS..   £49.00 IMAGEMASTER.£92 00 
DIGMEW MEDIA STATION ..,£109.00 PHOTON PAINT 2 .£25.00 
LATTICE CV5 10.  049.00 FINAL COPY .  £46.00 
PACESETTER V2..  ,£42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D..£99.00 
PAGESTREAM V2.2 ..£125,00 DOS 2 DOS...  £28.00 
PAGESTftEAM FONTS PACK.£49.00 07BACK TOOLS...£42.00 
X CAD 3000.      £249.00 WORDWQRTH.£72,00 
CROSS DOS V5...£39.00 SUPERJAM.£85.00 
SCENERY ANIMATOR..,,....£53.00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS.£99.00 
TURBO PRINT PROFESSIONAL..............£38.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor...*. ....,.,......£53.00 
IMAGINE 3D V2.0 Animations & ray-tracing .. .*.„.„*.....£179.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL V2.05.......£119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS.........*.*...*..£29.95 
VIDEO EASE. Video tiUmg package.......£35.00 
BARS * PIPES PROFESSIONAL ......*.*.*.....,....£189 00 
D PAINT 3 ...................£15.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM Integrated package....*.. . £39.00 
IBM EMULATOR emulates a PC on the Amiga.....*.,....,.......£39.00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language.,*,*.**>,*.*,.*...*„*.*.*.*.,,*.*.,....£63.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO. ......*.£54.00 
REAL 3D TURBO -PROFESSIONAL..............£269 00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2 1 with tutorial video..,.,*.£116.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3 0 New version.... .. ....£129 00 

HARDWARE 
! 38S/20 AT Bndwhoaid For 15003000 
i ROM V2 04 AND ECS DENISE NOW IN STOCK 
| ROM V2 04 Upgrade Kit 
t DCTV 24 btt colour Graphics 

WIRELESS MICROPHONE [deal for sampling 
I GVP PC EMULATOR (lew O'/P A500 hard dnvwj 

- ----.....£425.00 
- ...-.. each £29 00 
.....£85.00 
.™****™.£419,00 
........£76.00 

..£195 00 
| A530 40Mhi Accelerator with 52 meg hard drive wtih 1 tneg taia... £639 00 

A530 40 Mhi Accelerator with 120 meg hard dnve wxLh 1 meg ram... £749 00 
I OPW TV TUNER for Philips *■ Commodore monitors......„... £49 00 
I GOLDEN GATE ma5 Bridoriuid for 1500/2000/3000... £425 00 

-----“ ... £69 00 I TV TUNER for Philips and Commodore monitors 

PRINTERS 
, STAR LC24/20Q COLOUR inc, free lead........ 
■ STAR LC200 9 pin colour inc. free lead..... £189 00 ■ 
1 STAR LC20 9 pin mono me, free lead ,. .. 
| CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pm colour printer inc free lead ... .. .£265,00 1 
1 CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pm colour printer inc free lead.. £222 00 i 
J CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pm colour printer inc free lead £18100 1 
■ CANON BJIQ EX bubble jet printer inc free lead. ,£232 00 1 
1 STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer me free lead. ..£225.00 1 
| HP DESKJET 500 ink|6t inc free lead .. .£349.00 | 
■ HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead.. £539 00 | 
| CITIZEN 224 MONO 24 pm mono printer inc free lead. . . .£209 00 1 

AMIGA A1500 

The A1500 Inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 5 monitor. Twin drives, DpaintS, 
The Works Platinum, Home Accounts. 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739.00 
AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

P"1 
I 
I 

MEMORY 
SUPRA RX50Q, 8Mb board for A500 with 1Mb.. .*****.£92.00 
SUPRA RX500* 8Mb board for A500 with 2Mb.............£117,00 

I SUPRA RX500* 8Mb board for A500 with 4Mb   .......£185,00 
I SUPRA RX500* 8Mb board for A500 with 8Mb ...£285.00 
I A500 512K RAM WITH CLOCK AND SWITCH.£29.00 

A500 PLUS 1MB RAM UPGRADE....£37.00 
ROM 1,3/2.0 Sharer with switch (Rom 13 £22.00).„„.£12.00 

[ ROM 1,3/V 2.0 Sharer by keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 £22.00}..£22,00 

ACCELERATORS 

I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30,25MHz ,. **.... £222.00 
| MiCTobotics Accelerator VXL-30; 40MHz ...*******. £351.00 
i Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed *********.,***,***.... .£149.00 
I GVP 68030 25MK2 WITH 1 MEG RAM ..***.,**....£545.00 
I GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 MEGS RAM *****.*.*******,„„.*, £779.00 
I GVP 68030 50MH2 WITH 4 MEGS RAM *****... £1090.00 

MODEMS & FAX 
J Supra 14400 Fax modem v32 bis inc. cotnms software...£255.00 
■ Miracomm WS4000 v21, v23 modem ...*..... £49,00 
I Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc cotnms software .....£189 00 
| Supra 2400 Plus. MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600}... £129.00 
I Supra FAX MODEM SOFTWARE ........£69,00 
■ Supra 2400 Pius Internal Modem for A150C/B2000 ..£159 00 
Supra 14400 HST Fax Modem (Speeds up to 57000) NEW IN .. £499.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 

below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* tubject to chug* without 

notification 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 53X822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

Access 

VISA 
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base wA erfrti features kkefasi 
wwchrjv. mailtog ktod supixwi. onij 
ftesf of <tf ws e?asy io use Mm $ Ftekh 
JW ¥763 GRAPtoBC PROOUCDDN 
unliies Coieciion wtuch cctokJins 
Scenery v l o. Untteqpe Landbufld 
vl 7, Cteiwd 9, Genesis demo 
JW ¥764 AMPP v6 9 An ^<4ml 
fotohng package tke Opami Amys 
JW ¥765 MEGACOLGUR vl 0 A 

aw ¥566 DUNGEON MAS TUT 
MAPPER A Unite loot f id i mates 
rrxXft 4f ftengnnrft lands wtoxh can 
be used by a DM Id use to Al. >40 I 
law vs7ft DtfWOftK Vl.51 i Ite ro*Jtrv 
smuld to dftlcfnmter 4 l*d but 
(anaoirft nvxe (ommards to hand 
JW ¥571 WHOM I ¥2.02 (23 The 
LX who database program Owes oi 
ids on t> Whu nrogarm 
aw VS73 fU & HO MANAGEMENT 
C2|: HDCUCK ¥2.0, A preurdn 
sr^kxfeif to make Hord drXMiwhis 
Sfarts witti gchltppt'j FU MHXR, 
UTtoty tor FrMiinMvwg Me*, 4 Dnerinnns | 

DOSCONTRDL Wtri i twnbihn Itw 
tunttwnofrtv of inory styximlr1 toots 
JX VS75 HOME BUSINESS PACK 
fjpJittenr ^xtHjO of Lfllltltes busr.d 00 
wont piofmunn, liolu Morxig cvniYil, 
tyrnod Vteffl, Acccwrih 5 PtinOrg (6] 

iCTwot iMlh Cxwm* TEHTior v? 7 
JW ¥612 OBCSO ¥2 05 Htmo 6 
Ascn fdrtor tar use wdh yocw Amm 
Idl Progtam bd sfi y«rew«e |15 
j V613 SURER LOCK wl 01 Sed 
youi dnks f Hard drums tor your 
eye s ody Fymnvdhalyjvriwofd 
JW V6M FONT FARM A < dkxTtofi 
d drixicft Iwsed arcxwxf ttm a toted 
tonft ChorcKM Edlkw vl 0, Font 
master rl ft, Sfnvrtanl v3 3. Sri fpnl 
JW ¥6*5 ASTRO PRO ASTROLOGY 
Thn brKf Aswdogy program on ton 

tolwchaoge graph*s bdMien Atom 
Sr^PC Graphics to the Amiga 
J V21S OfSKMASTlER v3 2 Copws 

|tite$ ficjm one dftk to urxdhn) DfSX 
SALV Corretts 6 reporrs bod Irodg, 

I JX ¥262 DUPLICATION 6 BACKUP 
|‘„I*h Doper, Turbo copy, Sanity copy 
4 PCopy fooi new dftJt copwrs 
JW V277 FORTRAN-77 Yl.lc Com 
fHtef, linker 4 ron rime ^upporl libs 
JW ¥276 CROSSWORD CREATOR 
Cioalte cioSftwords UftMlt&MGiiON 
JW ¥214 MCAO PROGRAM Iho 

|ob|«j Drawing Program ie C A D 
JW ¥291 NORTH C ¥1.3 (21C knjtmgc 
r Amiga fndudes all ftkis regutred 
JW V3ft1 EYE Of THE BEHOLDER 
HtoTT BOOK int Irttraduchan. fkx k 
ground, Maps, Strategy 4 Sctenan 
JW ¥323 AHALTWLALC SPREAD 

I SHEET [2) The best spread short 
J V330 RED SECTOR EXTRAS 
OtSKS ® Lrtxft cH rulrn bits for ESi 
JW ¥333 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM 
Prttk:! whxh hofw wtH w w«h tots 

I horse prodefton program 

Aimga by Icm See Amiga Shopper 
JW ¥616 MUTIOOS vl .12 Thn ft 
endhrt must Ico people with FC drJc, 
Alter This pngiarni 1m b«n mstolod 
your Amigo dhrtft can read HM Daks 
JX ¥618 MAGNETIC PAGES vl .M 
IMsShaiawn* program will (ream 
disk Invit mogci/mes with graphKs 
-JBY640 WORKBENCH Y2 &4 
IMTO {21 Thft MM' coh'kjtrft toe 
programs M shodd have been 
wito Wh?ft tonsn powrvtol oniiiKft 

toil' hJ advankH^ of toe many Nf W 
rapi**titft tool aro avaktote m Ml 

JW VSB3 D* A OatalWMS wrttTi Upto 50 
Mds, min d abad 1 7idBqnrixnidv 
JX ¥583 tCOtCDFTOR M ¥2 0. Um 
emote kons upte640w?ftft ptxris 
KDftv. Fdf 4 Create EWwAirvga won 
JW V517 G4UGMT1E KtofrS f2| A 
sdnctnnd tods tor mle with ony 
DTP Porkogn or Itexurn dnki. 
J V6M Pfa COPY v3 ft New disk 
copy wrto somn Wtra ccwnmonrh 6 
quHk copy modtn bud to IlMri 
JW ¥605 PRO CMC vl 0 Otters t* C 

COMPLETE 1 he CompMe F red Fish hos been prralnsAiCMsql 
FHBJ HSH printed. boimd 6 tadudes a sorted mduwof o*l 

toe disks « now stanch, ot over ISO* Ftoges idsotomes 
with free update pages os Ihe new disks ar* retoased 
FfilD FISH ft a cotection d Amiga Gamers. LN*tea 6 Much 
Mote toch tfck ft laldy packed wrto programs r n 
A| frod- f«h dsks come veto M nsltucltarH M-W 

JW ¥6t2RA41RAf»vl 6 An 
ejardtenr pragrewn far people who 
wad tokwmaiKto abom races 
JW ¥696 POST vl.7 An eiueied 
ItosfScrrpi mkv (wrier tor toe Arngo 
which vnptarTMjnis ton Adobe krg Any other disks or Budgel Sattwore 

CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST 

CMP-IT CUP ART COLLfCTlONS 

TOTAL PD PRICE 

TOTAL PD DISKS 
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Remember The Sword of Tipu Sudan? Who could 
forget It lot's face facts. Welt George Martin, the 
coder, has done It again! Moggie 2 is another 
bizarre mish-mash of graphics, words and very 
strange ideas. 

The story begins after Maggie Thatcher has 
been 'slightly' knocked down by a bus, and is hor- 

Peftpit on the telly always seem smaller in real life don't 

they? Well apart front Annefca, 

rrficalty scarred. Plastic surgery Is performed, and 
when the bandages are removed Anneka Rice is 
revealed! We then cut to a holiday show with Cliff 
Micheimore, where Anneka is visiting a PD library 
In The isle of Wight! See, told you It was weird... 

The holiday programme continues in Belgium 
where a bloke is trying to get his A600HD to work, 
this is where a Spike Milligan influence is pretty 
apparent (remember the Q series?). Anyway, 
because ifs ail getting a bit loo strange for the 

And now over lo Belgium, where the latest erase is 
Jonathan King impersonations,,. 

public interest, the demo introduces inspector 
Morse to put a slop to all the silliness. No real ale 
and vintage fast cars here, though. Instead a nice 
character called Bert Slipper is then introduced 
who likes goody-goody things like painting and 
fluffy animals. Hmmm. 

Not as strange as Sudan, but it s very close! It 
you can Imagine Spike Milligan with a Monty 
Python feel, then your mind is probably warped as 
well and this will suit you down to the ground. 

This month's superdeal from Spet savers if the lyt 

Trumpet, Improves vision by enlarging your eyes! 

too hot. bui played via a good monitor speaker it is Lis- 

tenable enough. 

An interesting demo with some nice features, but 

let down by a couple of points. For instance, the lip 

syncing on The Penguin is nothing shori of terrible, 

and it would have been easy to make it look really 

good. Also, it seems that some of the screens arc digi¬ 

tised and some are hand drawn maybe Fm wrong, 

but it looks that way. Why not slick to one particular 

style? To cap it all, the Batman Returns logo at the end 

shows a version of the Dolby logo with ‘Dolby Sierio' 

(sic) written on it. How can anyone spell Michelle 

Pfeiffer correctly and mess up with stereo? A minor 

point though. All you Batman fans, waiting with bated 

breath for Batman Returns iA#utn) could do worse 

than to check this out. 

DYNAMIC 
ILLUSIONS 
17 BIT. DISK 7160 

The graphics in tW story ore pretty good, but tiw bit of 

roy-tfoefrd animation at the end ii the belt bit. 

This has all the credentials to he 'just another 

megademo1 - vector shapes, plasma effects, sc roily 

text and such like* hut fortunately it isn’t. For this 

demo. Quart/ have taken these usual megademo fea¬ 

tures and used them to describe a sci-fi story. 

Originally from 2000 AD and used in several fea¬ 

ture films, the talc describes a spacecraft which leaves 

Fanh in search of a new- planet to colonise. After 

hyperspacing to a likely point 1.6(11 light years away, 

the crew discover that the planet is in fact liarth itself, 

hut many years into the future... 

Although the story is quite old anti there's nothing 

special in the way of graphics, the demo works because 

of Ibe good presentation and fast-moving soundtrack. 

The introduction is especially atmospheric, with an 

earth-shaking bass note and a couple of good thunder¬ 

clap samples. 

Bui wait! That’s not all. After the story finishes, 

the demo continues with a ray traced animation featur¬ 

ing a nodding bird balancing on a thin wire (yes, you 

remember - like the one you bought your Mum all 

those years ago from that visit to Blackpool) and some 

extremely colourful teat. 

Dynamic Illusions is an excellent demo with a 

gtiod atmosphere, some nice graphics and an old but 

workable story - this is how megademos should be. 

Hong on, that's the Moke what got Mi head evt off by the 
Block Vegetable, isn't it? 

Another megademo! This is a very good one, of a high 

quality which we have come to expect from RSI over 

the years. OK. so the usual things are here (vector 

shapes am! the like), but they are used sparingly which 

makes a refreshing change. Also, the coders have man¬ 

aged to convey their messages without any scrolly text, 

which is a definite plus! 

The music’s great, with excellent pi ami and bass 

samples creating a good atmosphere. The graphics are 

fab too (even if you do have to get through the credits 

to sec them) and vary in style throughout the demo. 

And technically? It's excellent - so what are you doing 

sitting there? Gel it now. 

Every month we print a chart of the lop 10 
demos from a popular PD library. This week. 
Ifs the turn of... 

MBS 

1. Decay: Get Frogged PD 154 
2. Rolling Music PM 146/147 

3. Sweet Revenge (2Mb Required) PP 046 

4. Analogue: Falling Up PD 167 

5. Alcatraz Odyssey PO 130-134 

a Terminator 3 PD 151 
7. Maggie RIP S 585 

8. Unsporting (2Mb Required) PP 050 

9* Silents: Expose PD 171/172 

10. Piece Of Mind PD 170 

WHERE TO GET THE 
DISKS IH THIS ISSUE 

NBS:1 Chain Lane, Newport, 
Isle Of Wight, P033 200 

17 BIT: 2*8 Market Street, Wakefield 
West Yorkshire, WF1 1DH 

Virus Free PD: 31 Farlrtgdon Road, Swindon 
Wiltshire, SN2 2LS 

Darren Collender: 122 Topsham Road 
Tooting See, London, SW17 8SP 



NEW COMPETITION 
Test yourself against Indiana Jones and 

Batman or take the ultimate challenge 

against Rotrocup. 

CALI THIS NUMBER 
(0839) 550 060 

MUM TTIHD© A’MIuGTA1 
AIN 

@@©4- 

& PCODILDIPS 
sfotans© mm 

©m@/m 

HTf®® 

PLUS 
• Cartoon Classics • Lemmings • Captain Planet • Bart Simpson 

• Paint III - with animation • Workbench 2 • 

PLUS 
• Hollywood Collection • Robocop • Batman - The Movie • 
Indiana Jones • FI9 Stealth Fighter • Wicked 30 Game Pack • 

B Another 50 great games * Microswitch Fighter joystick 
m Dust Cover m Mousemat 

All This Could Be Yours - Just Call 

0839 550 060 
Enter As Many Times As You Like. If You Don't Ring You Can't Win 

So call now to win this fantastic prize 
Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per min. inc. VAT 

T.P.P. Ltd. Berwick upon Tweed TD15 1AB. Please ask permission before you call 
Your name may be passed on to other responsible companies *t*o may send special offers and promotional literature, ff you do not want this please write to the above. 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
BRITAIN'S Not Sound Sampling System 

"EVERY AMIGA OWNER SHOULD HAVE IT" * Amigo Format 

ONLY £27.99 NORMAL RRP 
£39.99 2 

ROMBO 
RGB Colour Splitter 

Take 2 Animotion*** 

POWER 

Hand Scanner ¥2.0. 

£39.99 

.£34.99 

SAVE £40 

SAVE £65 

£94.99 

I tin Mouse £12.99 

fORDER FORM 
[please send me 

(Name..... 

lAddress....... 
I. 

|l ENCLOSE CH_EQUfc/POJ-OR_.. „ 

FIRE CREST DISTRIBUTION 

P.0. Box 39, 

ABERGAVENNY, GWENT NP7 6X1. 

TEL (0873) 850028 

~l 

A0D £2.00 
PER ITEM 

PAP 

J 

FoatShop 
Good News for Amiga Desktop publishers 
Introducing - 

Adobe Type 1 fonts 
RooxtHoavy Orleans 

Hot/hot 
Golumbus 

Polo-Semi Script XaSfcV-XOtt&Ott 

STARBQJRST ©Vj®>«TO>lIR 
For use with Pagestream (all versions) & Professional Page 3 0 

7 volumes - so fonts each - £10.00 per volume 

JUSTARRtVEDf! 
Compugraphic fonts 

use with Pro.Page 3.0 
WorkBench v2.0 / PageSetter 2 

4 Volumes - so fonts each - £12.00 per. volume 
Cheques (with Bank card No. and Expiry Date on reverse) 

or Postal Orders. - Enquiries send S.A.E for printed Type examples 
Post UK - FREE. Europe £1 50/vol. Rest of World E2.50/VOI, 

FontShop (Dept a/F) 

22 Sincil Street, Lincoln, LN5 7ET 
Tel: 0526 398403 Fax:0522 546131 



TRILOGIC > 

UNIT 1, 
253 NEW 

WORKS Kl), 
BRADFORD, 

BD12 0QP 

SALES 
0274 691115 

F AX 0874 B001 50 

ACCESS, VISA, 
SWITCH, DELTA 

CONNECT 

AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

FAST U AILORDER SERVICE 
SAME DAY 

QR«RttqiSE*gY 

1) Ob*r t* phma iwig you 

twl ilwgi. or dabi cart 
7) OnJp by Ud *andmg chaqua 

. b«6n et tsodd ortam 
- mim pay *44* to Tfift OO E 

J| Fli — i add p«n [noLngai 

p<Kflcmo ^ £l 09 to ofd*n unctor 
ei oo « ea »io ortan ow#r 11 oo 
4fth> dalw«Y rtw» 
OwingW earrtH - add CS U 

[Way iMk* kxMji* for outV^O . 
rivnoby ««***, Life H*a4*ind oily) 

S-Murta^ dWpv*Hiv < arid £12 0O 
DbJfftoto anrvr:* waiabb P £>.A 

*£(**«* to »wi» barng In bock JL 

wltrt raeawad bakn 2 30p« 
flwH m an i 
paid for in full 

Dadud 17 F\ wft. ecnlnel u» tor 

tamjQ* t*W?aa Wa aaport (Wy 
to ««J Ctabto* Pf*r*a*r* In 

Opan Mon Fn hw «f—, Sat M 4fai 

to fib juat 1 Eahtlroa h MS Eaoy paling Lw» IK d jundw 26, lab AA3A to 
$ ■ ha* 1 juM pad to* parti, turn M anna war a iaJway bndg* Ualbfe. 

locator uion Wc^wIm PO abbot. WMDffH SUnArsFnoai jd4M 

AMI HucfcferWnkf 

DESKTOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 

HOCOEN PLUS £13 
A auparb ba Gantort all Cwiif 4 Mdto flOflfeOto + ROC paw «VU 

HANOY SCANNER * 

la Old bpwto* tm * trr tar tha b*ai 6/W land ■ a to tm pitot br ac*at *»Jp « bal pay 

WOC KEY 
TW MW partw tar Tm RocGan Pit* TM* add-tti Kaytoft MR • 

Gbaa+brw* to»« Nro Kwr ifrwrfi cvwa^tgaabwrjifc *|wp* 

Frogniund; A bk^wriHdAi Sk**f VhS npJ 1 cutout Coa porta *b*c> r**i 7 etatpb 

lwdHi« coftodtal i****, ow* tada A* qa to bdaa, tam to IW. aawto pamM Wipa* 
OffYUEOCEKTRi FU»__ EtHO69 SVW5 Otacd 

OPAlVtfHOW 24tf 4 Vb*o tyM** tTN MCvplAMhOpd pbliQib 
RtaaM t* pMaa 4 imauui p**agaa * Htofl of KarMa (hafbtf 24 ttf gana> 

EPSON Q T 6000 RAT BED COLOUR SCANNER £»1 D » 1< 7 U hen cdotn 264 tot'd gray 
1 ■ il XOdpr iajiAin.il i. 

DK1MEW MEDtASTAHON 
DIGIVIEW GOLD DKJITISEJlJihe b«l faf w w*h « wwa} +0*GlPAINT3a 

, ELAN PERFORMS AtL a FOR AJST £t»9& 

special trilogic products 

a PORT PW MW WTERTACE 
Q* w*au* 6 fwrt Urii nfekffae* ha* l*. Ob ATIvy 

CM « Thru 

A 1 Ob * »NHto HhiiIMh »H 2 
Ddalltba I 
F Wly «W Ua wA ifl 6wipa tM achtlW, 4 

STEREO SAMPLER 2 
Ow«vA4a>9 STFREO£uflPiER Zwh m 

. rft 0W art AO whicfl aw pb* wl 

k e^btaa awv fhdafl dMha nab E a^r 
Fh% 

me stmto iun«a sorrw** w«a 

NOW ONLY £2* 94 

Eitr* Urt tort i.tm 
t«tr* W dr bad JM 

c* ** 
n 9* 

Mxmd In na| 390DD ■ 

NOW ONLY fUW 

SUPERF12 STEREO SYSTEM - Hi FI QUAUTY. 
Wava bofead Hr^i 4 tow fo« * P&raWUL TOP QUALITY £bw ipaafcar jyvhff tor vawfe 

Cwmferf, iwyttoardf. Storao VGfH EWi SyWM 4 Wahwana N car waVa towd ona I a a 20 

wM in Chmrb daacty m powarad. 3 way fffbw jybaa H Ha* >Wb Piftia 6 wfe* > «**Xb 

ICMWiA CUAWflno wada Fiaguaaoy raapoma 3CHi - SOKMr ONLY Oft* 

AMIGA ROM SWHTCH 
Ob Kayfeoab 0p*flaJ Two way Row awrtbh aviMt 

yew to ua* «r*w of ? W«6baiT06 Mil To Mfedi Ml. 

pud hoW Canaoa4«4«AiHiga Lay* irti you haa# 

afetacunantiH FkAUOffiOOiffta 

MCE A JOYSTICKS 

ULTIMATE PRO ANALOGUE 
JOYSTICK 

X 4 Y 

hMMM Wtroarbi ha hJKni. aufeha {n«a aj 

4M** au«pbt 1 *:*>■! bab tor fhgM n 

AM*1 
CMyflMI 

MOUSE; JOYSTCK PORT SWITCH 
C12.W 

WOUB* 4 J^yaadk 

|yMFT REPUCEMtNT MOUSt C14fA 

9DUtCK WCUS€L' . 
COTVKFYBCAPiO „*. C«W 

CO TV TflACKhLLL CONTROLLER «*» 

SUM «0«5t STICK. f» » 

0CLT4 M ANALCWt JOYSTICK P4» 
PNO OO KLITY MMOII t JCWSTKA t f ■ M 

JTP^TTCK A LTTCY IRF .. C11BB 

WECW 9T*n Hf AYY MJTY JOYSTKN E»« 

SPE FDKJNQ MJTOFRf .. tlf» 

OPTICAL WWSt , ... 07 9* 

HOUSE MAT__ Of* 
HOUSEHOLDER .. n m 

JOYSTICK FXTFNSION LEAD pm) f2 4S 

PC W4ALOO JOYSTICK CONVtftTttt C7 8* 

««HPLt TO NT ■ HOfeOUPwia 

IMbyi* rnngicfewtf&OO 
Ptaaaa M afef yw hiw A«^« «1bi 

SreOALPRCES 
ROM 3HAPEP A 1 3 NON fH 1 
HOW SHAHEfl 4 2fli W3M CM l 

aM.!U!LH,U.lil4JM 
antistatic, lockable.with 

TINTED LE> & DIVIDERS, 
30 SIZE FUP TOP BOX . Cl « 

StSE LOCKABLE BOX „„ CfiW 

40BI2L L0CKABU BOX.  £7» 
TOO SUE LOCKABLE BOX CAD* 
tWCAPNCPY PO&30 STACKABLE 

DBAWEflTYBE „L d®« 
TDK BRAN OLD kUflltl PH«K 

tw p*c*<iba .. 
UHBRAHDf D toe Hbwfe . fb 9610 

36' DRM1 Hf ADCLFANtR » W 

Uaa ragdady hag 

SPARES ACCESSORIES A i 

MfCKSTAPT 1 3 HON.-._— 

KKHSTAFTT 2 NON ... .. OHLYESS-SO 
OFFIGbL WKSHCH t UPORAPC WT f?*9* 
fATTtfl *GhUS*5TZA .. C30W 

SUPtfi DCMtii OM9 
OLflY      C3*«ft 

4B20A li® CN P fDr*iW 4 FflnHf pOfQ Cl&t» 

A430 HOOUULTOfl .E29 99 

AMIGA WTf HUM DW^ NCNf tS*» 
UAJhS SUPPRESSOR BLOCH 4WAY £n296 

UPRATiDAUO FOWL H PACK »W 

EXTERNAL D»t POWLHblPPLY CBN 

Thw Mr* peaid pown w to laWmatfa^ 

ftofipy 4a*i *aa* By nH.iijfra Aw 
•mk<*+mh i buban pot wtHdh I aaa rni 

AMIGA REPAB SERVICE 
Fh*4 png* *f*Ti ■ A*q« Md5Cfi< 

PVU f to^bM*d arWifiaria al 
lauhi 

HOW TO AVOID HE PAR 
DLLS FOR 3 OR S YEARS 

Sb(*a - l**oJm Erbndad 
warramy an your onputo. acuta 

at prrt«r rtw » d*r* 

ivefw 4 ALL rapa* th ho. 

brabdcMTW 4 ACC CENTa (ag 
<] m 

taoo 

wanm-y omy t*9 99, 5y«# wartarbr 

a»4 toccrt™ pnoa* 

FUCKER FREE VtOEO 2 
f Up rwba Ynb AAOO Mtt* 1600 H 3000 4 « 

* Ftegcwai YOA at M uhsyrnc a a 

■ Ow*ean capaUfy tor KH actawn dw^w ' 
SlJlTAfllF 1*' S»a a Clot pit:h VQA «*m a ontoi (no ado) 

PRINTER PORT EXPANDERS 
FOR UU WffH PfWTCRA BAH^£rtA vObO OfeHTTSCnA KAWCHBrrC 

Thw** 4QH pad hiff jwiffiai EifwwH BwfftofUtyH beoawd opto 
paripMaafe to cwapMai Tha oofawta^ tw uni* «r« tha «wt iypa a* to* 

ConpOlart prim oomacKr so yotn parvarato MW ptof HiwgH n A mmbag toad 

2W or 300wl» tong (Mato WhcAl a >upp*ad fea*. to ink tw Ei-parbar to «W coapular A* 

2«ay ■ £24 «» 3way ‘ C?7 99 £2«W 

TWO WAY SCANT SWITCH C17.M 

TIN* ecapacl ■wtdl txa corwarto m IrtlTv aHtoi to DUAL SCAfiT INPUT Thu* 

you can cgfthact yM AaiQ* 4 ygui VQR to to* gn* wart aocAaC cn you* Tv A pu*A 

buttDMfchHWdi mud Cara a mpb 2 Bctoi HOB Avfto 4 VtoW nctota nfedtod 
Atoo lucabtofw cormading *awai. wand (VCR 

wlra wakr harg hr cm iwh 

BACKUP UTILITIES 

X COPYPRO 

toMpfawaih Cydtoh* 
Highly • 

CYCLONE ADAPTOR Ci2» 

AMI SUPEHCAFd T34 49 

ACTION HEPlAY POP U00 IVFN 

ACTION REPLAY POP 3DW ttTm 

NB Hafcngbac*! 

<* to* ermf* hcb*r a 

BCTTIR kjaTHS 
BtTTTBR SPf Lima |Br) 
COUPO N CXUH 6 
CbiTAWORO _ _... 

nt» 
nt* 

mn 
nm 
tit* 

FIRST Lrrtft&4 W0PDB m m» 

FUM SCHOOL4 RANOE . ... D1H 

FREKCHMISTRESS t«W PiB» 

<KFA4WI WAfiTtfl £14 BP 

(TALLAN TUTOR £1401 

JUNIOR TYPIST niH 

KWTW^.™ DtN 
LinvELiKnM_ ti4m 
UNKWCR0LWK1UM3ES DIM 

WAGfC STORY BOON rt?« 

UA9C MATHS £17* 

MATHS TALK ^UYRSj _ £149# 

MATHS TAL FRACTIONS__ £f4» 
MATHS HAH 14 . Tf9 99 

NAVW BtACON TYPMO 134 99 

UCRO MATHS tl>» 

MCROFfllfNCrt €1990 
HCROEHOUSH .. nsw 

UEOA MATHS __.... £l9» 

HONEY MAHTRB b TYRS} C1JW 

PAINT HE A STONY (3-10* C2* H 

PLANETS ..  CM*B 
PUZZLE BOOKS t 4 3 C17H 

SPELL BOOH _   C10« 

TARGET MATHS C11* 

THINOSTODO WTH SCtttESClBW 

WYAotRit...... . zmm 

WEATHER WATCHER .. 
WORLD ATLAS 

AWARD WINNERS .. El 7 99 

BOARD OF HUS dOH 

CNAMPXJNSHpHAtortERS ET7B9 

CARL LEWIS CHALLEHOf S £i 7 * 

CMUSATKNf C34» 

EYE Of THE BEHOLDER (34 99 

FttiAl FLIGHTS .. C17 99 

FIRE 4 ICE . _ C17 * 
ORAHAU TAYLORS SOCCER IT?* 

GLOBAL EfFECT .. C10W 

GftAHD PRtX, . -_-. E24 » 

HAGAR THE HOm«LE — 
■fTEFPUHSPOPfTBCHAU HIN 

JUIfYWHDES SNOOKER M7B9 

JOHN BARNES FOOTBAU YIT* 

MAH UTO « EUROPE ClTii 

HI TANK PLATOON C24 99 

MEG4TRAVE.U1RS 2 ^ Cl* » 
MONKEY EUJIQ2 __ C2B99 

MYtH ... . CiT 99 

ouarshahfsmdqe . t24«9 
THE PACTIC GENERAL Cfl#* 

PACtFCELAHOSTtAHYNEI Cl 7 69 

PLAil*fR0M 0VTlRSP*Ct £2*99 
PROTENNE TOUP £1799 

RCWINHOOO 134* 

SENSIBLE SOCCER £17 99 

SILEHTSERVlCt__ £24* 

VtKWOB___ 

3E2 
DISK HCLUDEDWITH THESE BOOKS 

£1499 
£21 99 

£17 96 
£27 96' 

£31 96 

£24 96' 
£1496 

AMIGA FOR BEGWNEftS 

AMIGA BA SC MS CC 4 OUT 

CFOABEOPWERS 
DISK DRIVES P*S1DE 4 OUT 
DOS iNSOE 4 OUT _ 

DESKTOP (AOf 0 

GRAPHICS INSOE ft OUT 

IUAGMC COMPANION _ 

UTTLE BLUE WKBEHCH BK 

hAAKiN MUSIC ON THE AWCH £27 9T 

MAPPING THE AIPG4 £2D96 

USING AREXX ON THE AUKM £28.MT 

USING DELUXTPAPfT . £tft« 

OSMG HAGUE 2 __- . CJ4S6‘ 

USER WTERTACF MANUAL £l4« 

HAfttWAREREFHAWAL £2196 
ROM KERNEL REF MANUALS THREE 

AVAILABLE EACH £2896 

VI04A P MT ST REAM OWOC M96 

VIOEOG BELOW ALL tH HIiadt 
HOT ROD YOUR A WGA can actotog 

payAwtobyni Amiga 

AMIGA PRnMFR mm*Mt 

lhoutd totawHwui A5m«»ft JOM 

AMIGA GRAPHICS town afctnfl crwatny 

9r*phc art 
AN IMATKJN VIDEO Veto I ft 2 

toehhi9u*A 
DESKTOP VIDEO Vofl INN to# p 

Hvy on Aaaiga dHMto WdWd 

mmzmm 
all BOPTWAHB UK sourced 

ADVANtM.W ms 
AMI ALKIHUFnT 

AUWACK __-.. 

£4269 

£4* 69 
AMAS2. ... £*990 
AliK £34 AN 

AMCX; FAAY KM U 

AMOB 30 £26 9* 
AMOG COMPILER 

ART DEPT PRO  £14999 

AuDmoN 4 otw 

4U0CMA6TER4.GH99 

AUDIO ENGINEER ... . Cl7999 

BARS4PlPtB,.. £10999 

BAC EMULATOR ..^.. £»» 

BROADCAST TlTLEfi 2 £18999 

CAN DO 1 ft__ 

CASH BOOK C0N1HLR _£64 99 

INCLUDING f INAL AC/S 

CROSS DOS __™^t2299 
DAY BY DAY _  m» 

DELUXE PAarr 4 13 ..._,«B4S9 

DELUXE HUSC {49 « 

DCLUWVDEOft^. 
OtVPACB 

DG CALC 

directc*iyopvs 
DtSKMASTTR 

DtSK I4ASTER2_ 
DR T* TXSEft CUB. 

E TYPE 

£749* 

£61 99 

£29 99 

£2999 

£39 99 

£4099 

EXPERT DRAW 

EXPERT 40 JHR 

EASY AMOS 

EXCELLENCE J 

17999 

t&m 

£34*9 EXOTIC CARS FOR MAOHII 

FLOW vi*.. 

GB ROUTE PLUS 

GOLD CNSM OFFICE HCW 

HIGH SPEED PASCAL _. ^._C7499 

HISOFT BASK PROFESS_C69 » 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £3999 

HOME BASE ..£2*99 

HOTUNKS , ...„ £63.99 

HYPERaOQK £4499 
HIAGIHE ...Bt96 » 

IMAGWC OBJECTS Q4GK.. £*499 

to TROCAR PLUS £74 » 

K1NC7WORDS3.. CHW 

LATTICE C y*/BAS C . ..£tqg » 

MACRO WOO ASSEMBLER £3999 

MAILSHOT PLUS ___ £3069 

MAXIPLAN V4 £4999 

MtDMSHOV ....BU M 

UEOAUiX MASTER NEW £2969 

Mto I OFFICE___ £44*9 

MUSIC Xv 11 BARGAIN 
MUS4CK JUNIOR .. 

PAGESTEAM Z2 ... £19999 

PAGE BETTER 2 __—.£4490 
PENPAL ........£64 9* 

PERSONAL TAX PLANNE fl £29 90 

PERSONAL FINANCE UAMG £24 90 

PROFESSIONAL CALC. .£13090 

PR00ATA ___ £7690 

PHOf tS6IONALO«AW V3 £09 9* 

PROFESSIOKAL PAGE 3 .£18999 

PROTEXT *662 ... £9999 
PROWRITFiJS ___£*199 

QUARTERBACK 00499 

QUARTERBACK TOOLS_  £4999 
QUARTET .... £37*9 

REM 30 BEGINNERS __C79W 

9CALAN90 ... £7*99 

SCALA PROFESSIONAL__ £164 99 

SCULPT 3DXL tHMH 

SCU LP ANIMATE 4DJH-R ... £70 « 

STEREO MASTER ^ 

SUPERJAM 

SUPERBASt PROF i 
SUPERRlAN 

SYSTEM 3a .. 

TAKE 2 
TICKNOSOUHD 

TOPFORM ____ 
TRANSWHTE __ 

TURBOPRtrr PRO ONLY 

TV SHOW ____ 
1AOEOEFFECTS30 ... 

VI0EOBCAPE3O .. 

VOYAGER 1 1 ... 
WORD PERFECT At ..._..„ .. 
WOHCWOHTH f 1 ___ 

XCAD 2000 

£37 99 

£57 99 

3D PR0rtSSK3HAL 

1'lbBBa 
£70 90 

£1096* 

£149 99 

■ S£XL n TYPE KEYBOARD ■ 
SKIN._ 

DonYrM 

Ft • seal n type. 

aach k*t 6b Itoatia anougA to lypa *au 

AMIGA 60Q 606*, 1500,2000 £1299 

S(N9 which afean ontamg ptoaaa 

ANTISTATIC OUST COVERS 
AMIGA WO 4 MCPM ..£4 9* 

AMIGA 60OB00H0... £499 

AMIGA 1 WWXBO JRlt Ct £129* 

AM IGA tHHfXKO KEYBOARD £3H0 

EXTERNAL DRM. £1*9 

9913 71044 HOHDOR ... £7 99 

SWf T R LCSO0 PRINTER .. £7 99 

SWP T 24A.CH wo £7 99 

t MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE 



TRILOGIC - ESTABLISHED 1964 A NAME YOU CAN RELY ON 

PHONE US NOW ON 0274 - 691115 

AMIGA 600 WILD, WEIRD & WICKED £329.99 V 
AMIGA 600HD EPIC' PACK C479.99 

ai#kjlA sxno 
> 1 pI I 
* XB~ DWK OKNW 

> WORKBENCH? » 3D MEG HARD «WE 
* MU1.T MTV MODULATOR * WORKBENCH 2 

PLUS > BOA-T IN TV MODULATOR 

> DELUXE PAtfT 3 PLJUV 
> GRAND PPtt > DELUXE PAINT 3 

> PUTTY > TBPrtAL PURSUES 

> pusmo^r >E«c 
> ROME 

» MYTH 
Pleeee enqrtr* ft* pdct A 

avNlatriinty of p«M wiihoui 
ADO 09 POP 

SAVE UPTO 
£100 OR MORE. 

W4h a! *" gH *e Mil ghe yOu 
10 d*£Ounl WD wd^hertt worth 
*0^. 5* (h* manufacture* PRP rt 

m* Top » gam** E g * C24 99 

gem* mould ch»1 jtM t14 »r10 
- tlOO»**J Th* 

AMIGA 500 1.3 £289.99 
• BU1LT4H DISK DWVE 
OUEG RAM4 

-MOUSE 
■ TV MODULATOR 
-WORKBENCH 

>11 MONTH WARRANTY 

i\ 

FREE 1/2 
MEG 

UPGRADE* 

ny logic > 

A CLOCK EXPANSION 

FREE 12 MONTHS QN-STO WARRANTY 

3 A 3 YEAR PP^PCD WARHANTIB AVAILABLE 

you a**# 

W# CAfl au-ppPy A fll hi R(*rt «M(to* compM* will 
2.04 rom JuK £B4S6 aHthouf tmrMhiirtrtg yemjr 

<r*TTBHy 

>*> 1 OSTAP GAMES PACK. - JU*T ntH EXTRA. 

* y^>*> SABQAM SAGS-CSW y 

J ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

A AMIGA 1500 C559.99 
InCUd** *4RW*r« p*c» 

* 1 MEG RAH (qaipBing Opantl 

> TWW IVOflYES Hen* Account* Th* 

> WORKBENCH 2 warts €*. T*fck Pure** 
> Sff A RATE A CMP Its* U«i hcmt YAi' 

KEYBOARD *• O' 
AMIGA 1900rz» ADORNS 

* MEG MEMORY CAPO lunpotpf £79i96 

irt^*9 £MWa 2,4 CM ■ requited G4 H 

scsi controller Caro na« 

MONITORS & TV MONITORS 
PHILIPS CMB833mk2 

El 90,99 

COMMODORE 1094S 
£239.99 

> LATEST UK MODEL 
> 14* ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
> GREEK SCREEN SWITCH 
> STEREO SOUND 

> LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE > RGB 4 COMPOSITE PPUTS > SUPERB PICTURE 
> OFFICIAL UK MODEL >DUST COVER t?.9* > OUST COVER E7.BR 

> DUST COVER CK*# ^CONNECTING LEAD CX*P > CONNECT¥jj LEAD 
^CONNECTING LEAD tlH 

>14" SCREEN 
> STEREO SOUND 
> RGB 4 COMPOSITE MPUT5 
>ON SITE WARRANTY 

GOLDSTAR TV/ 
MONITOR 

£179,99 
>14* SCREEN 

> FULL REMOTE CONTROL 
> SCANT SOCKET (f^b input) 

|g 

LO W COST 
EXTENDED 

WARRANTIES 
For only £44 96 

your Amiga can be 

covered against 

repairs due to 

breakdown 4 

ACCIDENTS for 

three year*, 

Cover* AUL parts 

4 labour Must be 

taken out within 30 

day* of purchase 

14“ ULTRA HIRES 

VGA COLOUR MONITOR. 

£239.99 
(R«quirH FHchef Fixer) 

> ANTI GLARE SCREEN 
> lZSthph dot pitch 
> 1024x744 PIXELS 

> Ho ecvrvd, 
> LEAD can AAV* wpb 

TV TUNER -SuftMM* to im* w*»i Pr>i*» A Comma** * monitor* ■ ONLY CD® 99 

£774* i**l 

MONO PRINTERS COLOUR PRINTERS 

.f 
Mfj i«*a | 

crrwN raso* wjOGrritooa. only nan 
9 pan pfvw e* 144cm i 25* oa Haw *n*r su*W P** f»»d 

betto 1 WJi Three ton Ep*0ft A «* *n ,-ir-rtn* 

crrraswFfj superb quautvpor only mmm 

» pe anrier aecwht* of I62fcpa draft «c» WLQ Prt*mg KHd Four bt4* m 
fort* Frtctton Lttecto lead* Pape* sart - ur.« haring to ■*" cm# eert-rfm* 

cape* when you mu la use awngt* anew* La* coat rtjfco-e 2 year < 

Emm 4 IBM Praprnief o* uiahar# Low rw wr 
CmZEN SWIFT H WW* WfTlAft Of ibovf £3191 

CPTffEN SWlPT zj4C COLOUH 

i»»ptdr«a. 54CP.NL0 ■M-pMwd-ertonrtmeS-a 
24 t<Bi« pflrtqiMWr 

Cm2EH4WT*C SUPER* QOAUTY FOR OMLY tlMH 

9 pnn**r cetWCM Of i Kepi Mew NlQ prrtng iMei fft# 
>n Mrt» F riXKJfi & Barter h«b Pa$M p4rt haYVtfl W 'Wfte 

corttncu paper when you *«rt to w IhtM Law COW r«xre 2 

yw**rr«rty EpeohAi 

crrnw awirr see «UP9B ncwi»oo&. > c*tly ewh 

24 pn pirnr ere J44cpa draft A *0 Cpa Vi Quatty enrt 10Md Nrt WW 

quAhy Tort* 2 sceweM M*** Qu*My k>rt* P*te* perXmg pu*h A pu« tr*elw 

towj fhrtec-r*ed Eoeon L0670, WEC P20A IBM p«prte2a»«MMIn 
■ o 'mi lerti. ' »Jiw lor **en o**> ’rut 2 yew werrarty 

NEW cfniiH *wipt »c *up«ni new hoo*l a only amm 
24 pn prrler wiet 240cp* ^reft A eo epe war qoeAy pr*rt ipeed N re 

W1H auefcf *3rti 2 ■cent** Wler qiwrty kart* Peper perhn^ puth 4 

put trecka MeO. tnclion feed Epun L0E7& NEC P20 A t&M 
DToti *T(*r^4i * *«■ -jiefjofe URre toe ooe* Wv«i. * pvrtf e oo* w 

Meet nptee 2 yearvarr*rt> 

CtireiHPROJCnNKJCT L4MR QmAOTY ppe^r une 
JCOdO jue quaWy SO nccti* >yk p«t pnrte Fear A very sue*. Wept d'te A 
i240 epa wrter queiry pnrt tpeed TXnp* WCW quW«y fort* * opera fort eerd* 

*rP Caatpar Ptu* <p UWHon OfWonel 12*1 A ae c*rm 1« fPeW 

■ _9cr a let jar Opwe htKXv Med a eeoortj anew t>aa 

AlCOP LPW> «PAGC M'htrne LASCR PRUiTITR f*79 - y« 

L0* peal pagi ce anti MO*raMfirrte 4P04p capa-tAfrf -Vh 2weg 

>*B jpgrtoa fwyttoe* 3 40Odp< ^Ne e. * ettw 9)wg art$ad trr*no 

wMerahavain *4 peprwaeth acaortarp 2Ueg r** HP Liin.W 

petca* -*h PCLAA HP<3U2 cepe^wy ticeXia woetW* 14 

* tcoed Cen pint on 0t«P *m A SVC ypto 1 TSflte Sw* A 

PereJW pen* A I yew rt^art* *a irY Un nvieng w»la jMeg R«w 

upgrade ■ tltfl 9* Tore* ■ n SO 
QPC ilfua I fp* «f JrtJ paper wp*r 0*0 ■ Cion 99 

V. 
r**i OPrvfft disk with all citizen mintehs 

Ptinte wed Wa* dee mj# mtm mi prirtare 

THE NEW CITIZEN 240 PRINTERS. 
You won't believe the print quality 

iVllALE IN MONO A COLOUn vff«f0M$ 

TNeae rm pnreer*fetaure .*poid pVbf»area Nmw -neee ea 

*pre tCrt* ecafaUaforth eeay to jm cprtrpl pen* A v «wm 

yerauna WKh cNerti auWPr. 4 reaPPN epa» arert^t 

qu#ay M* yet lo aee a bWter career tor even feioe the ttoc* Cwi 
pnrt on 0HP tipi t trr.eopea A We suede wr pair fertuce WaCtai 

pe^a tor Per*on*l prgen.i*er » Pe pirted f or <-rta earn pat printing 

the rternw a* bu#w ««n be etp*ndec tatotviw 

Fully «JrtpWfc*e w«h The Am qe A irtilMj*(ly afl plher com pulvi ■ dnve** 

evetapfelrt Mictpertl WindowaiM 

FREE PRINT ENHANCEMENT DISK 

PCs FROM ONLY E339 + VAT 
LOW COST TR(LOGIC ATLA*' PC* 

»’B *NC Hera *M* VGA wpr>npr. 1 n<g «■. Prom 

*ta2S fnc 14* avge odour nweoi 1 meg ram . hew* 

SMadutG :rtt 14* avge odour reortlo*. 2 meg ran. Irmn 

UPlti TT Inc 14' Ivp Atour fflortlor, 4mag ram. from 

IHiIaSO r^tt t*'avg* colour mponNOf 4megi #*fll. hum 

Pncae atOf* VtofirfeZai 44eeg 3 5J prim out fto herd drtr* 

Artd £100- yW ha 4dmeq HD or £160+ vflft Tor Km eg h 0 [*x3 6h FCfDcm 

Herd ■X%# m odert.) T 30 A 212 "eg HOt Neo *■.«.!etm 

Upgrade your PC Low dual UdhetneX C#ee« HOneari. 
keytwento, FQQt NDe VGA A lK> twdt avaierte j 

ROC LITE RF342C SLIMLINE DRIVE li^ 

CUMANA CAX 3S43.5* DRIVE E59.99 
All driv*« feature thru port & disable switch. 

Utmg-«f men one eef*' rtfvm » ■ you need 0U EjUern* Drive 

LW"P WW wr Dcpoate pegelpf deLtM J 

A MEMORY UPGRADES 
*M*GA 900 FLU* 1UK MEMORY UPGRAQC 

Juef to NO toeoerg Wwiarty ynePeclel 

*9001 500* 1AM| utgied* wlThom docA oTw 

*5001 no* 1 2mag upgrade with doc* A bettwy £24.90 

Juw ptoga rt No artrtwtog Werrirty unaffected 

£»W 
£40 90 

AMIGA 000 1 m*g upgrade * ch 

AMIGA WO lets upgrHM * dc 

iun pruga r No a ing vVer-anty terrain 

A500/ 500+ m-4 MEG MEMORY UPGRADES 
THC 0WLY WAY TO G€T MOPE FAST MEAT 

**«*0*A0 KM infnputflW CTP » 
SASCBOARO^UA w*9i 1 MEG £w m 

AAStMOABDPLU* .Hi 1 H*Q C12*m 
BA&EBOAPC PLUft wnh 4 WEGfmaiJ fn TAW 

uftee^. COM 254*4 D re*t -wveicner fategfrt£24» 

-By ■rtern* raeng - «%«dtw eerterty urtaae MtmS by ua Fasargcharge 

£10 00 c*ua poeug* Alep awwuMLe* icx Am pa BOO 1 3 $1** t tftwa tfe 

l.sMSGAWOUROtUDCluiiy (»fhJ*Wd MOW ONLY CM » 

AMIGA 1 K»2000 A MEG MEMORY CABO £79 W 
V USE* 1UEG*9 5iMMS EM W EACH 

PRINTER A MONITOR LEADS 

HARD DRIVES ACCELERATORS & EMULATORS 

SUPERB GVP HARD DRIVES 

i*raw 

P«CES 

DOWN 
0V7 »CRie* H MQBe Ml Mag tor AMD - new cm* tJJC n 

GVP SERIES l« MD4> ISmeg *pr *3»- "Ow only 

GVP SERIES H MOO* S»meg lot AMO - i*m only 

The HDi urea H w Woepf »*■*' 1 1 mega^et a; leig 

ie«t 
AS»S2Meg Herd *tv* A 6M030 A :l ■Uraw fQr A»Q C«P W 

A5U1 SOWag K*r d d*N* A WX NwM— to* A50C 
AS30 240Mag Had drhm A 9*030 AcnWrator tor *500 

The AS30 Con boa leefure a 9*0-30 40MHz epu, 1 *ag <*m WpendeM to 

tmaga 64U? raith* aopf0Ce*»f WM ponar auppiy codlmg 1W1. »ir* 

topenaton id SCSI h**d dm> cwwpftar A herd 4** u *pee4«d epove Hw 

AA3C run *t 12MI PS cortpwad lo **rtJerd Amflea 0 A7WPS QVP HW 
MATHS COPROCCSMOA XIT It* AUG COMIO E2ML« 

OVY $ £ 0: tS u HCt tor *1X00,-300] - MO ORUf Cl I 9 W 
GVP SERIES I HC*e irmeg Icm A 1500 3)00 - now only OT* B« 
0VP SERIES ■ K* ♦ t ?C»mtg Jot A1 MO 3f»0 - r»w only (fflH 
a VP SERIES I HC* * ZMmtag for AiiooXDOO - now only CMS 9ft 

TheHC ASenw 1U4P*CiceOI hjptoA, I ■ eg *ft Sm a|A J* eg itofx 

1 MEG SIMMS FOR dvt» On-Yfl* CM W 

4UEG SIMMS FOR GVP DitfW HP 

A5MC TSCWfeg QUANTUM SCSI upgrade - aaey to St 

AiSO Ateteg NEC SCSI upgrade - way to *r 
AW lOOnteg NEC K« upgiectoi - atif Id St 

AW) MEMORY C«PI 

AMIGA IDO HARD ORTVEA 

20Meg 2 S' bar* (h+re 
40Meg£r bar*drive 
flOMeg ^ £ baredrrt* 

WU*g 2 T bar* drive 

CUMAMA COMXn BTK» OPJVE INTERFACE £36 m 

Feetof* 1/2 pi eg reM A btRefy bet fad rtbCk, put ST506 KD rtwlK* 

nwn 
nww 

die w 

ACS POWER PC CARD FOR AHA* R» * 9D0 PL J* 

KCS LkM .WtorU MS 00*4 

AMIGA 1 WOGDOO KCS ADAPTOR 

YOWTEX AT CWCE PLUS 2» PC EMULATOR FO* A» 

Thttm e t«MHz PC card tor «ie Am«e*00 500- 11OC J<OOC 
Aeoeionr PC trttowe M o to-owmg ratiwcr vrke CGAACGAPC 

JUpYi to Odea ilobUkT nm aa a ‘4M <X th* +» ga i^pA hart 

drwea AP2S? went 
VORTGX OOLDBt GATE 3H CARO ROA 1 finK C+4* e* 

Th* V*ry im*ai PC Cwd to m* AiSOCw^ow an; i w ;> -rtring * 
25MHI I DC WY4 ***rt«*. t 4«2 MMb FDO aortrcAm CGrhf 3A/VGA A 

Harcutoaemuldton, 1034? tort at Wf flm«tiw v*e>vtot»)«i 

3*e Mode Hrtdt uftc tsUb rM -UtonM* 4K to L.gt 

MORE GVP HARDWARE 
QVPPCaWlSMHzEMLtLATORtor letoltodeY* TWW 

Th* ■ a pug-to moduia to the 3VP HD* S«hh a <wt wv** Aa * it* md* 

the 0 VP mere * no nafc tf vortng tetmpjlearflrt -eat eto od* 

rtwneAr Mimg mitoon Rum m at PC -T>—> mt *" i: i A ii*h* 

EGA/VGaCGA, A HwtiJMi grartw* iae rw AAoce nan* dr** to r**a 
MSOt* dala fTJOfcl aoffil Xrrt* 

G-FORCE000-23Mm Aco**r*or tor A1 *002000 i* w LMB a* 

aAOACi«W«Ht toMtodtir 1* AlHOXK to ea (TOM 

a APACE MtLmm Itoeua - to 4-SjOajct. m- aw tiwsw 
a VP SJUU-ii SH i -tag 9Dme atoea to AS3C A 9-*to«* CU* 

GVP AlMM-42 SUM imeg 40* *m« *S3C £19466 

GW SJMM^J XZDA *m*g ittoi te» let asx A fttoia £1M«6 

rvv 24MTT PAOPCSStOMAL V1DCO CARO to Axn; £137**6 

AMIGA lMxr2QD0rV24 Adept to tUH 

Th* IV24 faWurea Jrtt. i(U+y :«vi vww MMI Cgaporta 
Oentott fVe*twe *am*g-a£&er (kiea«na» >a A15002000 

»n*i Tto added berma > a bu« m to* Se JM bju «JB 

conpoe*a A B-VHS mtui *at*a eoac. ■* Ptcft** n 

dmpiey. Arwi auppetod FkAarPtowecantct -towrMa WF eJ TV24 
verem <r Seal* Ceigw. A u*cpto»rt totoar* 

OTN.OOC i*a* Etot tortwa *rtry*a )ntNff wa4p tv rtf p« eto ■ im■!■■>"■ ay. um m) a 

ORDERS FROM PLC*, LOCAL GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL ESTABOSNHENTS WELCOME 

IUH 
d««e 
ClOH 
£10 96 

AMPf 1M L0*f0 PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD 

AMP2 in LONG PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD 

AMP3 5m LONG PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD 

MFl SWAY HALE hF EUALE LEAD 3m LONG 

MMi 29WAY MALE -MAUE LEAD 2m LONG 

MM2 3BW MALE WALE LEAD b- LONG 

PRINTER SHARBP 2 WAY INC LEAD Ql » 

IflKCCEUNrVEHSLAPLASTC PR«Tf A STAND £7 » 
UMtV&tSAL METAL PPiNT^ *TAf«0 A PAPER HOLDER £12 W 

1 ACROSS APdhtortmLAMELSapgiat JS*n S 1000 tor £T W 

CONTWLKXJS PAPER l» t* 2S» for £21 » 

RIMBON RE-INAFftfl ARRAY ■ U*i toecA - amree C££a £11 » 

UOMORlMMOHS £A W tosti to: Cimpf 1 XDSwFT VU2M1H 

*TAftLClQrTOLOM.iONB?4lt>riXta)Q. AmSTRaD DUPzzxr 

300G3i5a«00DPCWKZ9a RPOTHCR M*l MlOOft H12»A 

COMMODORE MPSA01 103. Ottl 1 BG 1 320^XX, 1 PANASONIC 

KXPlORincMO. APMNWA CPMO; EPSON hf£ +XPLXSIT00 

ORIGENAL COLOUR R«»OnS ALL AT £15 W 

lor SWIFT 424-224 LC1 DLC30 LC3OQ-LC2A-20Q ($W« wNoh^ 

TAA.ORCD PVC PRINTER DOST COVERS £7.BR For pcdulW 

C®t*i A 3fer pnrteri fAtome ilafe prrrtar eMn o (torng 

AL1 FOR TV* wmt *CART*<icWef A*rt Lv WRJ-ClTSf 

whjdtoQ Sony f^Ytoa Fergueem HtoCht. To*hl5*. MrnubwhrMc 

AL2 to Feiuam Ued UcOGMaQQw W A (An Oto each* £I2H 
ALA to HtoCrtyGranerta mu wNh 7[toi On PQB Knput t12» 
ALA to Aj**lf ed CPC444r4H 26 monitor (i*Rh no eourtd) £i2BB 
AJ* to w. Atotel CK tom rtmto £1216 
Ail lei 1 Wtednldi wHi Ipin Din loci* £14 6* 
ALT* tor 10*11 oauwu wfli up*n a eoctot n a ee 
ALU *Rh *pfto D Plug foa mull*V*% toPrtOf a CUH 
AL13 m«i IS p*i 3ttW auctol to multoync mxiltcri £1396 
ALU *lh iSpin 3 row plug to nulmync montto* £1196 
FUCXER FTKffl LEAD - * pf ug t» 1 toe ay 3 nw plug £1196 

MODULATOR EXTENSOR LEAD M fen kw overtor^ £10 96 
MOtoTToR PUNTK 1 fito over Amfge 1 eupperta ^orftor t2i«6 
MONITOR PUNTH 3 ee ettort ptue ahaM Ltofdm rtOftHoc £3396 
□ELUXE HONtTOR rrATlONfto<rw Amiga tMW 

MbMl PONW^o-ibr*m 1 pteoe PVC *?M «N*t. PAjM PM A 
jpp.'x* irojee e>!*na«n aoelab Both plirtto h** w* on to drYe 

*: *ti & Itoea to mouto'pvMrCi eatahAtOh aockrta 
Monitor StoiCHi 4VM Drt to hard drwe ueeU 

MOLISE A UOYSTCK EXTENSION HETFORPUMTH1 A2 £7 H pair 

.MONITOR TILT^WIVEL BASE for upm 1*r monitor• or TV* £1296 
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SPECIAL OFFERS 

T h e AMtGA C o 11 e c t i o n 
FORMAT H IZ_ . 

Superb, complete, full-price programs for 

practically nothing isn't the whole story of 

the Amiga Format Collection. You also 

have the chance to upgrade to new 

versions of the Collection programs at 

special prices. Here are the offers... 

Sequencer One Plus 

Upgrade Kit 

Also on the Special Chrisimas Issue was the powerful Sequencer One 

music package. RRP £k9. (If you missed out on this amazing offer - 

which included Graphics Workshop as well - you can still gel copies 

through Back issues.) 

Through Amiga Formal Mail Order you can upgrade to Sequencer 

One FI us. By doing so you can take advantage of a whole host of extra 

features that are not available on version one. These include the unique 

Juke Box screen and Gajiis* new Diamond Drag- note-editing system. 

Also included in this latest update is tempo maps, auto count in, MIDI 

sys ex handling, track solo, extra quantis options and much more! 

All of this should really sell for a massive KRP of £129.95. For a 

short time though, Sequencer One Fius is available as an upgrade kit 

for Sequencer One owners (and that of course includes everyone who 

has the program from the Amiga Format Covcrdisk 30) for £49.95 

iRRP). But we re offering H to you at a mere £39.95 which works out 

at an amazing total saving of £9(J. 

Oder Code 

AM235 

Description Price Order Code 

Graphics Workshop £16.40 GPHWK 

Graphics Workshop 
On our Christmas Special Issue we gave 

tor virtually nothing, the powerful paint and 
animation program The Graphics Workshop, 
What makes this drawing program so spe¬ 
cial though. Is along with all the normal 
tools that you would expect from a top 
paint program are some powerful addi* 
tional utilities. 

You're not just limited to using 
one custom brush, instead you can 
pick up and store up to 10 brushes 
and use them at any one lime. It 
also features not only ANIM end 
Animbrush forms of animation, 
but also a Cell system which la 
probably the most powerful 
animation system there Is for the 
Amiga, Why not get the most out of this 
top program by buying this expertly illustrated 
instruction book and tutorial guide (which includes a spe¬ 
cial tutorial disk as well) that has been specially written by 
Amiga Format writer Mafl Evans, 

PageSetter 2 

if you want to produce a news letter for your local rugby club, or start up a footle fanzine 
then all you need is some DTP software. And there's no better program to start off with 
than PageSetter, We gave away version 1.2 of this very first Amiga DTP program on the 
Coverdisk of issue 34, however if you want the current version here It la. 

Gold Disk’s update of the beginner s layout program takes a different approach from 
the original It has been completely rewritten in machine code for extra speed. Also, 
rather than having separate text-editing and picture-editing modules. It now lets you edit 
text on the page. It also uses Compugraphic scalable fonts throughout, so extra quality 
on printout is guaranteed. All in all, this is the next best thing to professional-quality DTP 
on the Amiga. A full and detailed manual is included. 

Description Price Order Code 

PageSetter 2 £50 PAGE UP Description 

Sequencer One Plus 

Price 

£39*95 



(5 SPECIAL OFFERS 

Spectracolor 

Oxsl Aegis actually produced Spectracolor before they made 
the Junior version featured on the Co verdi sk of Amiga Format 
55. It was the first HAM paint program to use full brush anima¬ 
tion, in the style of Deluxe Paint. Its powerful features make It a 
must for anyone who wants to do real animation In 4,096 
colours, and it also has a number of unique innovations: 

Brush Wraps 
Advanced PAINT Modes 
Air Brush 

Brush Animations - including curved path animation with fades 
and simple morphing. 

Bui this upgrade, specially arranged through Amiga Format 
Mall Order, doesn't stop there, you 11 receive a program disk, 
plus a sample tutorial disk and in-depth 300-page manual that 
will take you through countless examples and techniques 
showing you precisely why Spectracolor Is such an excellent 
paint-and-animatfon package. 

Description Phce Order Code 

Spectracolor £29.99 SPECT UP 

CanDo - latest version 
If you want to start learning about programming a computer 
then you can’t go far wrong with Rnnovutronica1 'applications 
generator’ CanDo. With this package you'll be able to create a 
variety of applications, from accounts packages to complete 
multimedia information systems that encapsulate all the ele¬ 
ments that have made this subject the talking point that it has 
become in recent years. 

Other programs can also draw upon CanDe's ability to use 
sampled sounds, IFF images, and even animations, and if you 
have Workbench 2 you can even use CanDo to control other 
applications on even hardware devices using ARexx scripts, 

Innovatronics have been listening to requests from the 
people who used the original version of this powerful multime¬ 
dia package, and the latest version 1.6 of the full professional 
CanDo program has a number of updates In accordance with 
their requests. Among these is full support for the the gameport 
device, which means you can even write games with It! The pro¬ 
gram comes with a full and detailed manual, which could make 
all the difference lor aspiring CanDo programmers, 

Desaipuon Price Order Code 
CANDO £89.9 5 CAN UP 
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SPECIAL OFFERS 

We pick out top-quality software 

and indispensable hardware for you 

and your Amiga, and we deliver 

them to you at bargain prices. 

CREDIT CARD 

HOTLINE 

0458 74011 

Make sure you check out 

our amazing back issues 

and subscription offer 

on page 216! 

Everything you need to turn your own homo Into an 
Integrated business environment all In one handy 
package. A word processor, spreadsheet, database, 
graph utility and disk organiser in a complete set. 

Two Great Games 

MEGALOMANIA A 

A fantastic package with Imageworks' First Samurai 
arcade adventure doubling up with another Format 
Go/d-winning game: Mega-lo-Mania, the Godlike 
strategy game from Sensible Software. 

Description 

Mini Office 

Price Order Code Description 

£49.99 AFMInOff TWO for One 

Price Order Code 

£24.99 AF Meg Sam 

o 
S 
CXI 
m 

Described by Amiga Format as +a package which 
will suit any household', this is the Ideal way to keep 
track of your financial affairs, from whafs in your 
cheque account to how much is left after the bills? 

Description Price Oder Code 

Horn Account! 2 <44.99 AF229 

Are you tired of all your Amiga Formats being left 
scattered all over the floor? if so, protect them with 
these stylish and practical black-and-sElver binders. 

Description 
One binder 

Two binders 

Pttfe Order Code 

£4.95 AF108 

£9.00 AFt 09 

This update of Microdears MasterSound is an ideal 
entry-level sound sampler. Its numerous features, 
and improved easy-to-use graphic interface make It 
an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description price Order Code 
StereoMaster <29.99 AF234 

2 Amiga Format Mail Order 

Newly updated sampler from New Dimensions 
enables you to grab digitised sounds, then sequence 
them into simple compositions. It contains a new car¬ 
tridge. updated manual and a set of audio leads. 

What a combination! Format Gold ground-breaker 
Poputous, stunning footle fun in Kick Off, the car- 
toon-oiva-disk Space Ace and the top-class puzzle 
game PipeMania all roiled into one great package! 

Xenon Z, Pro Tennis Tour, Ferrari Formula One, 
Nighthunten Rick Dangerous, Super Skiy Pick V Pile. 
Carrier Command Chicago and Satan all in one mas¬ 
sive pack! (Doesn't work on A5QQ Pius or A600), 

Oder Code 

AF24S 

Description 

fO Great Games 

Price Order Code 

<24.99 AFGGComp 

Description 
Tech nos ound Turbo 

Pnce 

<29.95 

Order Code 

AFZ46 

Description 
Award Winners Comp <20.99 



0 SPECIAL OFFERS 

Specially designed for the beginner who wants to 
team about programming but doesn't know where to 
start. Easy AMOS is far more than just a program¬ 
ming language. Based on the highly successful 
AMOSr It has many helpful examples and detailed 
explanations to help you learn. 

Oescnpoon Price Order Code 
E«y AMOS £29.99 AF247 

AMOS, Compiler & AMOS 3D 

Stop moaning about the games that are too easy or 
too difficult; get out there and write your own with 
this amazing otter package! Start with AMOS, the 
amazing BASIC-like language designed to help you 
get great results with ease. Add AMOS 30 so that you 
can create your own 3D games and simulations as 
well! Than, when you want to run them from a disk, 
with the AMOS Compiier all your AMOS creations wilt 
run faster and use less disk space. 

Description Price Order Code 
Amos Bundle £89.95 AFAmBun 

The Amiga Format star buys 

512K Expa 
Admittedly this 512K memory 
expansion from WTS in the 
UK isn't the most glamorous 
looking piece of hardware 
that you're ewer likely to see 
for your Amiga. But looks are 

not everything, because it gets the job done, and It 
also means we can bring all you 512K users out 
Ihere the memory expansion that you need, but for 
the lowest posslbfe price! 

H comes with a battery-backed-up dock, so 
you need never set the time again. More and more 

software is being produced now that will only work properly If you have a one megabyte machine: and If 
you don't have an expansion, then you're also missing out on the complete fgl|-prlce programs that are 
part of the Amiga Format Collection, like Vista, brought to you on Cover disk 33. PageSetler (Co verdi sk 
34), Speetracoior {35). CanDo {36) or Issue 36's excellent tntroCsd. So now you can expand your mind 
and your Amiga. Get upgraded! 

Descnption„_____..Price...........Order Code 
512K RAM Expansion  .,,..£25.99.............AM237 

Fun School 4 
Are you sick of your kids just 
blasting away at swarms of 
mutant aliens? Do you want 
them to be eager to learn 
something useful from their 
Amiga, other than what the 

level codes are for the latest game to hit the top of 
the Penguin charts? 

Well tret no longer, because the latest versions 
of the top-selling home educational programs are 
now available through Amiga Format Mail Order! 
The Fun SCftoo/ series from Europress Software 
aims to teach some of the basic educational skills 
to children, but to do It via enjoyable games. The new series comes In three different flavours, and it is 
aimed at three different age groups: Teddy looks after the under fives, Freddie the Frog caters for the 
five-to-seven year olds, while Sammy the Spy is there for eighMo-etevens. Each age level has six differ¬ 
ent games, which teach and test various facts and concepts. 

Descnption. 
Teddy Disk.,,.,. 

.Price. 

.£17.99...... A M2 31 
Frog Disk. .,,£17.99.,. AM232 
Spy Disk. ..AM233 
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QANDAAL 
HAND SCANNER 

Top quality scanner 
Superb high quality image capture package. 
Ideal for scanning logos and creating high 
quality scanned images from magazines, 
books, photos, etc. for use in DTP 
newsletters, reports and brochures. 

Pandaal Scanner: 
* 100-400 dpi adjustable resolutions. 
* 64 levels of grey, 
* Black & white mode for text and line art. 
* 3 halftone modes for photographs. 

DaataScan Professional GS 3.00 
New grey scale image capture software 
supplied with the Pandaal hand scanner, 

■ Real-time on-screen scanning display 
* Saves in the popular IFF file format. 
* Scan size - create A4, A5, A6T user defined 

New Version 3 Features: 
* Convert to grey scales with palette control. 
* Full grey scale image editor. 
* Full painting, text and drawing functions. 
* Multi-screen layout, 

Editing: 
* Cut, copy, paste using powerful Clipboard, 
* Special effects; rotate, flip, invert and crop, 
* Image resizing and rescaling, 
* Image magnification with pixel editing. 

NEW LOW PRICE 

£89.95 
tnc VAT. Add £3,50 postage. Total price £93.45 

Multi-Screen Layout 

at STUDIO The Complete Amiga Sound Studio: 
* True stereo sound sampling cartridge. 
* Sound recording and mixing software, 
* Sample editing facilities. 
* Stunning real-time sound effects. 
* Song and Midi sequencers^ 

Complete with 
FREE stereo lead 

HARDWARE ACCESSORIES 

Roc Lite, slimline 3.5" FtocTec external floppy drive £57.95 
GVP HD Series II, 52 Mb with on board RAM option. £345.95 
Optical Mouse, fast 300 dpi, includes pad and holder. £28.95 
Track Ball, smooth, precise, three buttons with click & hold. £29.95 
Postage Please add £110 orders under £50 and add £3.50 to wtefs ower £50 

Mail Order: City Beat Ltd, PO Box 575, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7YZ 
London Shop: 56 Tavistock Place, London WC1H 9RG Tel: 071 278 7602 

VISA CREDIT CARD 
HOTLINE 

071 328 1717 

ANTIC 56 TAVISTOCK PLACE 
LONDON WC1H 9RG 
TEL 071 278 7602 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS FAX 071 111 1111 

A500 
512k 4 chip with clock..£23.95 

512k 4 chip no clock,,.X18.95 

Up to 8Mb plugs into side port. 

Full thru' port. Also for A500+ 

2Mb.XI 19.95 

4Mb.XI 79.95 

6Mb......X239.95 

8Mb.  X299.95 

A500+ 
I Mb upgrades A500+ to 2Mb..X39.95 

A600 
1Mb with clock....*..  £49 

1Mb no clock.,.................,..£45 

A1500.A2000 
Memory master, up to 8Mh voted 

best quality. Uses lx 4zip Ram 

2Mb. X129.00 

4Mb.. X189.00 

6Mb.X249.II0 

8Mb..X319.00 

Novia 60i internal hard disk ..£349.00 

Novia 85i..X449.00 

AdSpeed...XI 29.00 

Flicker Free Video 2.£169.00 

Please phone for other ICD 
products 

DAATASCAN FRO.X95.00 

ALFASCAN PLUS with OCR.X199.00 

ALFASCAN PLUS with Touch up 

£114.95 
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 

OF OUR A4 FLATBED SCANNERS 

otvmii'> 

Philips 8833 mk2..X] 99.00 

Multisync monitor.„.„.-X349.00 

Goldstar TV/monitor.X195.09 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP A,530 with 40MHz accelerator 

and optional maths co-processor 

52Mb. X695.00 

120Mb.X795.00 

240Mb.  £1029.00 

Co-Processor kit...XPOA 

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 
OTHER GVP PRODUCTS 

FLOPTICAL DRIVES 
PHONE FOR DETAILS OF 
REMOVABLE MEDIA AND 

ACCESSORIES 

inc Syquest internal drives, 

cartridges and floptical drives up to 

128Mb and optical disks 

i.WA)\ 

Kickstart switch...£14.95 

Boot selector switch..£9.95 

A500 original PSU ,*.*****,.£34.95 

Auto joystick/Mouse switcher.£12.95 

1 Mb Simms.. £25.00 

1x4 Zip Ram.,*.,.,„..*,.„.,.„.£I3.95 

1 OO's of leads and cables can 

be made* Please phone 

Blitz Amiga..............£23.99 

Please phone for details of any 
other items not listed 

All prices include VAT and 

3 Button track ball..09.95 , »" »“N«‘*• 

290dpi Replacement Mouee ..£12.95 
_ !' . _ l4 change without notice. 
300 dpi Optical Mouse .£29.95 

Optical Pen Mouse..£34.95 

Budget replacement mouse ...£9.99 

Now open UK’s newest Amiga store, convenient ly located in Central London sand¬ 

wiched between London Kings Cross. Euston main line and tube stations and 

Russell Sq. Holbom and Tottenham Court Road tube stations, making us easy to 

reach from almost every comer of the country 

Alternatively you can order from the comfort of your arm chair, just pick up the 

phone and speak to our experienced sales/technical staff for 

satisfaction guaranteed, 

ANTIC 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

56 TAVISTOCK PLACE LONDON WC1H 9RG 
TEL 071 278 7602 
FAX 071 883 8013 



K0MPCL5 LASER PRINTER 
Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally 
established in Japan, in J956. iMfri a turnover of over S5 billion and 37,000 
employees, Ricoh have been producing computers and peripherals since 1971 and 
are the world's second largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines, Ricoh have 
employed their expertise to produce a UrsV in laser printers for frie world market, 
the LP1200 with FLASH ROM. 

Fully HP LaserJet JMtH compatible, the new LP1200 employs industry proven laser 
technology, Unlike LED page printers, which use tight emitting diodes, the IP1200 $ 
laser lightsovrce, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most 
accurate and intense printed images. It has 2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no 
additional RAM to print a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi. Its fast, efficient 
processor and engine, together wrth a straight paper path design, allows 
printing at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, Hus advanced 
laser engine enables the LP120Q to address a range of pnnt resolutions up 
to 400dpi A special driver, combined with the 2m& RAM upgrade, enables 
the Ricoh LP1200 to print at 400dpi from iMntJows 3 

Agato, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful 
document description language as standard This language. 
JLAYOUT, offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made 
printing systems. Forms and document templates can be designed 
and stored electronically in the LPl200is FLASH ROM, 
alleviating the need for pre-pnnted forms* 

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE 

400 PPM 

SHOWN WITH 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER 
TOP TRAY 
(OPTIONAL EXTRA) 

I 11/ EDITOR’S 

UK CHOICE 
OCTOBER 92 

the Ricoh LP120Q is a genuine laser printer and not an 
LED printer, Wake sure you check out the competition* 

See how the Ricoh LP1200 compares 
to its Laser Printer Competitors 

EPSON HP UJET M'MAN 
TAI 1 V IBM 4Q?9 RfCDH 

FEATURES EPL41Q0 HIP 
InLLT 
MT9W* 

Model 010 LP1200 

Average Sheet Price (e*c! VAT) rwpMM} £569 tm £6M' E7M £699 
Official RRP texcl. VAT) £945 El .179 £1,099 El .099 £1,105 
Maximum resolution in dots per men 300x3X1 300x300 300 x3X 300 x 300 4Xx4X 
Windows 3 Driver ® 400 dpt * * YES 
Print Speed 6oom 4opfn 40dm Swm 60pm 

Snvftt Paper Patti YES - YES 
PCI 5 Prater Command Language YES YES - YES ' 
hP'GL? Vector Graphics mciufled - YES YES YES YIS 
fWtfiftutiDn lmorovttnein,|niNincemeni YES YES YES YES YES 
Standard RAM 0 SMb 1Mb 1Mb 1Mb ?Mb 
Fv* NVJOQ dp< graphics wifi standard RAM ' - * - YES 
Warm up Time c45 secs ■■60 sacs ( 60 secs Msecs 45 secs 
Ffcsi Page of Tart Output ^-20 secs <40 secs 34 secs 20 secs <15 secs 
Oocument Oescnpbqn language included - - * YES 
Run POM YES 
Upgradable firmwar* YES 
iccvdsxx YES YES YES 
Scalable Rewflem Farts - r f# u m Emutu** a 3 0 9 
R«xle«i 6il flapped Ponft ii 14 14 16 14 
AGFA I nieiifont Salable Font Tecnn^ogv YES * yes 
HP laser let III Emulation IndUttd YIS YES YES 
EPSON fx Emutatiw indvded YES YES YES 
IBM Proprtnter Emutationi Pnctuded YES YES 
Standard tray Capacity m Tfl IX 200 tx 
Protective cover on standard tray YES YES YES YES 
Cost per cqgy* * i 6&P 2 00c 1 Tip 1640 1 65p 
Mm-Max Paser weight in 'gim 6D-1W 6CM05 6CM20 60-131 6*167 
Awe to twmt on OHP Film YES YES YES YIS yH 
AWe la print on card {157gsm - Manual F«di YES YES 
Standby -Norse LewH [ <40dB 317 dfl *3506 35-33 ■3X6 

L Pnntmg Ncwe Level <SO0S Aim 50 dB J 

2 Mb £± 
RAM O 

I FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE!! 

BESTBUY 
AUGUST 92 

RICOH LP1200 
• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE 

Using a straight paper path 

• PCL5 - « HP-GL/2 
Latest version with scalable fonts • SHARP EDGED PRINTING 
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image Algorithm} enhances 
resolution 

• 400dpi RESOLUTION .wum 
Default res - 300dpt. Vm address 200. 24Q&4O0dp*. 

m 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD 
For a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi. • UNIQUE FLASH ROM 
For controller upgrade and storage 

• IC CARD SLOT 
For programmable FLASH ROM cards • EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 

For improved connectivity to additional 
systems eg, CoaxfTwtnwt. PC-LAW etc • LAYOUT 

Document Description Language 

• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
For connection to PC compatibles and other computers • 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 
Next working day response 

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary, new Ricoh LP1200. tt has all 
of the specifications that you would expect to see in today s most technically advanced 
laser printers, plus a unique additional feature which places It far ahead of the 
competition - FLASH ROM. This Future Proof technology protects the investment you 
make when you buy a Ricoh LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date wrth new 
laser firmware developments, FLASH RDM is an area of memory inside the LP120G 
which holds the printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed, 
updated printer command languages etc, can be downloaded into this memory. Other 
manufacturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros, graphics and 
additional emulations can also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on removable, industry 
standard FLASH ROM IC cards. The new Ricoh LP12Q0 is the only laser printer to 
offer this FLASH ROM facility. The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 paper tray and 
the facility to feed single sheets of paper and card up to 157gsm. An optional extra 
universal feeder provides the facility to feed up to 150 sheets, from a minimum size of 
98mm x 148mm to a maximum size of 216mm 1356mm at weights up to ISSgsm. up to 

15 envelopes, overhead transparencies and 
labels automatically. Consumables + Accessories 

COT* PRODUCT PRICE 
fit VAT 

CAB 7S00 CnWa lot PC-ST/Aitngx Mi?; 
LM5236 UnivetiHl Fwsdft tfnd TrxyJ Cl XX 

2Mb RAM Morkiie eueoo 
LAAStia Oev»lo»r.Ton#f CsuTnOg* — te&oo 
LAAS225 OPC Omndga (Dnxn> C9900 

LM 5312 1YiVUbo$h««s| ™ E3&0Q 

CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST 
L - — 

*i n« Fir iMdr 

^ LP120O WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM SILICA PRICE 

£699 
+VAT= £821.33 Ref; LAS 5200 

- A*. oiiMW by rrunuUcTpim. ■ lit,V 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• technical SUPPORT HELPUNB Team oi technical e*pen$ at your 
9 PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a 'Same product - Same pnee' basis 
• ESTABLISHED U YEARS: Prove* track record m professional computer sales 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): SOW, rtfi*We and profitable 
• BUSINESS - EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT Volume dtscounls available 06 1-308 0BS6 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training facilities al our London A Sidcup branches 
• the FULL STOCK FANGl AH’ ol your requirements from one Supplier 
• FREE CA 7ALOGUI Will ba mailed to you witti offers + software and peripheral deiaiis 
• RA YMENT- Major crsdil cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when lo buy your new laser primer, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it wdl be like a tew months after you have made your purchase, when 
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help end adwee wrth your new purchase 
And will the company you buy from contact you with details o! new products’ At &tca Systems we 
ensure that you wi& have nothing to worry about We have been established lor almost 14 years and. 
with our unnvalied experience and expertise we can now claim to meet our customers' requrtemenls 
with an understanding wtrth >s second to none Bui don't just take our word for a Complete and return 
the coupon now for our latest FREE kleraturg and begm to experience the "S*l*&a Systems Service* 

MAIL ORDER; t-4 Tie Mews, Hatriedey fid, Sidcup. Kent, DAT4 40X Tlk 081 309 11lP 
OtdB-f Lirwi Open Mat* Sal B Odam-S .Qtjpm **> Law ^ight Opening Fo Na Ofii-306 OfiQe 

LONDON SHOP: 
OpwVig Hour* 

52 Tottenham Court Road. London. WfP 96A Id: 871-588 4841 I 
Mof*-5ar 9 3Qam-g flflpm**0 um fu ho Qftl-333 4737 

LONDON SHOP; Seifndges idf^ Oxford Street London WtA TAB 
■ * —— mm Thurmay mi «p™ 

Tel: 071429 1234 | 
3811 

SlOCtlP SHOP 
Opwwtg Hiui 

M The Mews Hither'ey fid. Sidtup Kent DAI 4 m Tel: Ml 302 Mil 
Me l*»* Foctar 7pm Fm hie Mi MS OBIT J 

ITT Silica Systems. AMFOR-1192-75 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd Sidcup. Kent. DA14 40X \ 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initials:........ Surname 

Company Name |rt appimabte); 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

Tei (Home); 

Postcode 

Tel tWoriO; 

| Which compuler(sK if any. do you own^ .„.. ..7SG j 

EAOf Arftf*rhwJ pnr« and BpBClteJiWyMI Tlbm Pv ,-.r r_ -. W m ^nyrto* 
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 COMMODORE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AMSTRAD CUM AN A PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA ABACUS SEGA DIGITA 

O/da/s ~J5j.lc3.rj Uj\ri:jJ 
trfA, DISKS...DISKS 

^FllLLV GUARANTEED BULK I 
Double sided double den¬ 

sity !35tpt \vtvi Certified - 
^BRANDED USUALLY SONA 

TDK or MITSUBISHI clfi t il \k \ STEED 
I AND SUPPLIED U ITM LABI I S 1* I NOT 
CONFUSE WITH INFERIOR I Nt’ERTl- 
FIED. PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST | 

| PRICES, 

I 24) DSDD.£9.99 25 DSDD iI2.99 
I 50 DSDD.£22.94 |>Sl)|) £42,00 
I 200 DSDD... £K2.00 
| 20 TDK Branded Drik^ 

with two 10 holder buses -TI 9.99 

DISK HONES 

I Hip Top Disk Holder Holds 12......,.99p I 

Flip Top Disk Holder Holds 20.,.,,...£2.99 | 

I 40 I)]\k Holder, Lockable. Top Qualify, 
I Anit-sDtH .wiLh Dividers & 2 Keys.£3.99 | 

HO Disk Holder* I-jnekaWc, Top Quality, | 
AniFstatic* with Divider & 2 Keys.., £5.99 | 

I 100 Disk Holder Lockable, Ton Quality, 
| Anti-static. with Dividers & 2 Keys,., .£6 99 

IMSKS ft LHSh BOX IHTKKS 

I Pack of 20 m our Top Quality. Locukhle 40 
Disk Holder.   £13.99 

Pack of 50 in our Top Quality, Lockable HO 
| Disk Holder...  £28,99 

rossuws 
I Drawer Type Bu\ * Cun he stacked horizon¬ 

tally or vertically - Holds 150 Disks,,. £16,45 

DISK LABELS 

I Four Assorted Colours 
60for....  £1.00 I 
200 for..£2.00 

I 200 Tractor Feed Labels,...i4tfl0 

AMIGA 1500/2000 PERIPHERALS 

lt;Vp 5;\1h Lao Access Hard Drive unit SMfi 

RAM Board.Was £2M.99 Now i! 249.99 

IGVP IJOMb Fast Access Ibrd Drive with 8Mb 

I RAM Board . Was £409,99 Now £389,99 

I GVP -2Mb SIMMS for above .£59.99 

Fitted FREE if required 

I COMMODORE A2300 Internal G*h3ock£K9.99 

| Amiga 154)0 Unpopulated RAM Board tS4 9u 

l With 2Mb SIMMS ......£ 142 ^1 

AMIGA CONTROL CENTRES 

These are the original and best manufac¬ 
tured by Premier Micros from Sheet Steel, 
with welded Seams and Epoxy coated to 

| rota* match the Amiga. 
Precision made to lit over the back of the 
Amiga to make a perfect plat form for a 
monitor etc anti improve the looks of the 
Amiga. 
A500/A500 Plus Model ■ includes cables to 
re-route the mousc/joystick ports from the 
back of the Amiga to the right front side. 
With shelf fur external disk drive eie£45.99 
A60CI Model ..*... RRP £39,95 

, Our Price.....£29,95 

PRINTER RIBBON RE-1 

Simply open your plastic ribbon case, spray 
over the ribbon, replace ihc lid and leave 
for 24 hours. 
BETTER THAN A NEW RIBBON 
(fuaramecd Restores dozens of nbhxis to 

l new' for just......£1 1.99 

CL MAN A CAX354 I Mb 3,5" Single disk 

dnve -Enable/disable switch - Thru port - 
Power ex Amiga. ,rt41^TQQ 

POWER PC/K84IB DRIVE incorporates Antb| 

dick Board, Blitz Back-up system software 

and built in Virus Mocker .,.,.....,..,....,.£67.99 

NEW-POWER PC8JWIB with Blitz and 

X Copy.T94.99 

REPLACEMENT A500 Internal disk drive, 

fully compatible and with 

full instructions —.^.*.*£41.99 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS & SYSTEM 
UPGRADES 512k R AM Expansions with 

Clock and On/Off Switch__.,£23,99 

1 Mb MODULE FOR A50i PLUS Gives 

2Mb Chip Memory ..  ........£44.99 I 

AMIGA 64K) - I Mb Chip RAM Module with | 

dock, plugs into Trapdoor underneath 

the A64X).   ...«,„t.„.++£49,99 

KICKS! ART ROMS 

VL3 Kickstan ROM....£29.99 

V2.04 Kickstart ROM..... ...£49,99 

ROM SHARER 

2 Position Switch-„*,„„+„+1„„+„„++,.,.++£ 19.99 

BODEGA BAY Expansion Unit - adds Amiga 

2000 expansion capabilities to Amiga 500. 

Includes ow n internal power supply ,£179.99 

PC EMULATOR 

K.C.S Power PC Board - Fits into RAM exp, 

slot under computer. Does not invalidate 

warranty...„.„.£ 199.99 

ADAPTOR for 1500/2006.....,.£64,99 

OFFICIAL COMMODORE UPGRADE 

KIT Converts I.3 Amiga to version 2,04 

Workbench. Includes disks, manuals, 

LROM eie.,..........£89.99 j 

AMIGA'S PRINTED 

Tail IJ*VL 

AMIGA m V - IKiLDL IN OFFER 
Amiga CDTV player complete w ith 

Keyboard, Mouse and Floppy Disk Drive 
.....fur only £599.99 

when you trade in your old Amiga (any 

model except 1000) provided it is in work¬ 
ing order and with Mouse and Power 

Supply. Wc will arrange free collection and 

delivery if required. 

C.p.T.V. 

Amiga CDTV player....099.99 

Kev board............ ...£49,99 
Mouse™.....,..    ,,,.£39.99 

Floppy Disk Drive„«»...„.,..t„,„.£79r99 
Track Ball........£79.99 

U1HWM DHhK 
Commodore A570 CD Rom Drive, plugs 
into Amiga A500 Expansion Bus to run 

CDTV Software..  £339.99 

NEW * PHILIPS CD-I...£599.99 

OUST COVERS 
Top quality Amiga Colour Dust Covers. 

Tailored. Monogrammed and 

with Bound Edges. 

Protect Your Investment 

Amiga 500 Keyboard....--£4,99 

Amiga 600 Keyboard..,.£4,99 

Panasonic KX-PM 24/1170.._.,,£4.99 

Citizen 120D Printer - .£4.99 

Citizen Swift 9/24/U4D  ,,,,..£4.99 

Commodore M on itor. „„„.£4.99 

Philips Monitor MK II....,,,..£4.99 

Amiga 1500Two Part Cover..£8 99 

Star LCJ0 Primer .............£4.99 

Star LC200 Printer... ,,.£4.99 

[ Star LC24/20Q Pnmcr...,£4.99 

OUR LOWEST AMIGA PRICES ■ We are CITIZEN SUPER DEALERS 
EVER!!!! ALL OUR AMIGA H and Authorised to offer their Full 2 years 

PRICES INCLUDE ■ Guarantee on all CITIZEN Product*. 
FREE ,YOT f>4) DELIVERY H This Guarantee covers all pons and labour | 

OS ALL OCR AMIGA SYSTEMS M including Printer Head, 
i .1-* „7" I FREE WITH ALL OUR PRINTERS: 
I LbfrLMlAL AC iLfrfrUKifcb PAC h I Exclusive Printer Starter Kit 
I Top quality 4(1 disk holder, tCl best quality Comprising^ 
(disks with labels, quality mouse mat. H # 200 Sheets Quality Paper 
(mouse holder, tailored monogrammed dust H * 200 Sheets Continuous Paper 
(cover. ★ 200 Tractor Feed Addicts Labels 
|SPECIAL PRICE... £21,99 ■ * 2 Metre Amiga Printer Cable 

___- . . . _ H ★ Special Amiga drivers disk to match 
lE«n, special pnee ifbougitt w,Ih any ■ ymtl lmiga pcrfwly IC, any of ,»r pnmen 

I Am,^a 11 v.'irv B Fire mtrt working day delivery an ail 
_ _ Erin ten 
| AMIGA 15DU S'l ARILR IALK NEW t'iTT/i’X s\vm-t ■* s,v irtt- s, 

Lf61 l2f” ^ d7Z *,,h™ ^LM- 1 ■ Mouse. Manuals and Amiga DOS, The B CITIZEN SWIFT 200 
| Works - Platinum Edition. Deluxe Paint 111. H , 9 pin mimo    £234,99 I 
I Home Accounts, Elf. Toki and Puzzntc. Hj CITIZEN SWIFT 200 
|Total RRP £699.99Auditioa Price £329.99 H .9 pin Coloiir,.„.„.,„„,„„„„,„,1£279,99 I 

J CITIZEN SWIFT 240 
| AMIGA 2909 with 4flMb HUtD DRILL ■ ■ 24 pin colour,......£299.99 I 
| Amiga 20f50-Du.d Dnves, I Mb RAM ■ CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £199.99 
| KickstartAV’ofkhcnch 2.04 40Mb Fast H CITIZEN 224 COLOUR .........,,£249,99 
| Access, Hard Drive, and Autobooting 9B CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR £249.99 | 
tConlrollci Card. SPECIAL PRICE intlud ■ CITIZEN PN4S Notebook 

llns NEXT WORKING ■ ,,rintir.m9 V> 
|DAY DELIVERY.£689.99 ■ NEW STAB LC 100 SERIES 

J .STAR LCIOO • 9 pin mum,.£169.99 
I COMMODORE AMIGA A6QQ * SUPER ■ STAR LC24/100 - 24 pin munti.£ 199,99 

|F AUKS ■ STAR LC20 MONO....£134.99 
J STAR LC2M COLOUR.,.£199.99 

| PACK ONE ■ STAR LU24/20 MONO....£229.99 
| New compact dcrign - Kick start/ H STAR LC24/204 COLOUR..£269.99 
| Workbench 2.05. plugs directly into any H PANASONIC KXP1170,149,99 
|t.V. I Mb RAM. Smart Card Slot. 3.5’" built ■ PANASONIC KXP 11241.£239,99 
(in disk drive. Complete with mouse and Hj PANASONIC KXP 2ISO CoNwri209,99 
(PSU. FREE 12 months in Home Service. H PANASONIC KXP 2123 Coluur£299.99 

I Deluxe Piant Hi. .£269,99 H INK JET PRINTERS 
□ CITIZEN PROJET........099.99 

■ PACK TWO ■ UANON BJ10EX Portable Bubble Jet 
111 IE WILD, THE W1ERD & THE H Printer with 3 fonts. Cable etc,,.£249,99 | 
I WICKED H CANON BJ20 - K fonts. 50 sheet Auto 

| As PACK ONE. but excluding Deluxe H slw*' l"«(lCT' Portable, mono 
lpa,n. in H pnmcr,,,..     £345,00 

I PLUS FREE 3 GAME PACK I M!’s,ZT0 lnk Jel 
[(iRAND PRJX by Mincroposc H 1 nnt,:r SlKelal Pr,tc .tlM.99 
lPirtTY by System 3. PUSHOVER by ■ 1NK.IEI CAHTRIIKiES 
I Ocean H CANON H.I10K Ink Cassette.£17,99 | 
1 SPECIAL PRICE...£339.99 ■ COMMODORE MPS1270 

^ Ink Cassette ......£14.99 ! 

IP VCK THREE ■ COMMODORE MPSI270 
IePIC/LANGUAGE LAB HARD DRIVE Uartridges........,,..£14.99 

nAKU b H REFILL INKJET CARTRIDGES - 
I Ve d a™ # -x i H TWIN PACKS (easy load) 

I HEWLETT PACKARD/CIT1/EN 
| PAINT HI. PLUS 20MB BUILT (N HARD PROJET Black £16 99 
I DRIVE. PLUS: TRIVIAL PURSUIT IN H  IW1H1M^3Z«3ZZ.'»Blue £ is!99 
(THREE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES. BtpANON iu3O0/33O. ”,"'".Black £lll!99j 
(EPIC by Ocean, ROME by MiUtmum. 
(MYTH by Svstem 3 
I SPECIAL PRICE  ...£469.99 MONITORS 

AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES 

GVP 52Mb Hard Drive PLUS HMb RAM 
Board...Was £339.99 Now 024.991 
GVP 120Mb Hard Drive PLUS 
SMb RAM Board £439.99 | 
GVP COMBO 4i>Mhr Aecekraior PLUS 
120Mb Hurd Drive PLUS RMh RAM 
hoard all an one ease.....................,£749,00 I 
GVP - 2Mb SIMMS for above.£59.99 | 
GVP l6Mh/ PC2K6 Emulator - plugs 
inside GVP Hard Cbive....,.......£229,991 
4Mb SIMM for above (fined FREE if 
required) ___...„.£ 169.99 I 
ZAPPO A500/A500+ Hart! Drives - tuke up | 
to SMb of SIMMs, mouse operated Games 
Switch. SCSI through port. 12 month 
warranty, 
ZAPPO A500/40Mb Hard Drive ,.,£299.99 I 
ZAPPO AMMVbOMb Hard Dnve .,,£349.99 | 
2 v I Mb SIMMs for above 
(free fitting)........£59.99 I 
2.5" IDE Hard Disks for Amiga A600 
Simply fits inside your Amiga A6O0, 
complete with leads. 
20Mb,.....£129,99 1 
60Mb...£199.99 I 

iSOMb....£249.991 

PHILIPS CM8S33 Mk II Colour monitor. 
High Resolution, Twin Speaker Stereo 
complete with all leads and One Year 
on-site Warranty with FREE Lotus Turbo 
Challenge 2 Game...........1199.99 

COMMODORE lCHUN Monitor High 
Resolution Colour Monitor, Twin Speaker 
Stereo inc Leads  £209,99 

COMMODORE tON5 SD2 Stereo 
Colour Monitor...£229.99 

Genuine Philips Tilt lb Swivel 
Monitor Stands __116.99 

COMMODORE 1966 MULTI SYNC 
MOM I OR Complete w ith leads lo plug 
straight into the Amiga 5(10 Plus £436,99 

MICROWAY FLICKER FIXER fits 
inside Amiga 150fY20fMl for flicker free 
Graphics when used with Commodore 
I960 Monitor.   £99,99 

Please note that alt oar Monitors are 
official UK Specifications. 

We do not xeli Grey 
Imports of any kindt 

Aft our monitors include FREE next 
working day delivery 

COMMODORE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AMSTRAD CUMANA PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA ABACUS SEGA DIGITA 



I'M* 
Advanced Amiga BASIC  .,,*******£ 16.95 

Amiga Adv. System Pnrg, Guide 

, Amiga BASIC ltmdc and OutIK*95 

Amiga C l«l Advanced FYngramTTicrs .*£205 

Amiga C For Beginners.*„*«**.*„ *,.,£17*95 

Amiga Desktop Video Guide .—.....£16*95 

Amiga Dcskiiif> Vid«> hiwcr*.,,..........£24.95 

Amiga Desktop Video Workbook* ..£29.95 

Amiga DOS a DaMiand Guide ..™II4.95 

Amiga DOS Inside A Oui 

Revised Edition with Dirt*..*.....£23.95 

Amiga tX>S Reference Guide 3rd Ed. £17.95 

Amiga DOS Quick Reference..Ut.95 
Amiga DOS 2 Companion...„.*.£22.95 

Amiga For Beginners: ■ 
New Version cm W/H 1/3 A 2.0 4MMHH£f2,95 

Amiga Graphics Inside A f)ui-..*,..,*.*,*£29.95 

Amiga Machine Ijinguage ...^114,95 

Amiga Prinlcf* liisxi’ A Oul.....£28,95 

Amiga Programmers Handbook Vol 2 £22.95 

Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Manual 3rd 

Edition: Devices...*.*..*..*..*.£32*95 

Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Manual 3rd 

Edition: Iik links ami AiiuhIocs .*.*..,.,£34.95 

Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Manual 3rd 

Edition: Libs._*******-*_DI.95 

Amiga Hardware Reference Manual 

3rd Edition. .. ...£25*95 

Amiga 3D Graphics Programming in 

BASIC...****,...*.*,£16.95 
The Best Amiga Tricks and Tips* .,,.*,,£24.95 

C: A Dabhand Guide14.95 

I The Commercial Games Programmers 

Guide--     £11.95 

I Dexkkifi Video Production *...£1*3.95 

Fast Guide lo Arena *.*..*.*——*-,..*.£5.99 

Ckl Musi Oul of Your Amiga Vol I.£9,95 

Cki Most Out uf Your Amiga Vol 2*..£13,93 

GFA Btsk Interpreter wuh Disk.£19*99 

Inside Amiga Graphics*,.*,*******»*,.*.**,*,*£16,95 

Kids ami the Amiga - 2nd Edition.,.*,.*£ 14*95 

I xanung C* 1>i»gramimng Graphics 

on the Amiga...—__£16.95 

] earning to Fly with Right Sim........,.£12.95 

Making: Musk un the Amiga*......*.£29,95 
Mawmnf Amiga Beginners .£19,95 

Masamng Amiga DOS 2 - Vol. J 

NEW EDCTION* ...£21.95 

Mi-smog Amiga DOS 2 * Vol* 2 

I NEW EDITION— 117 95 

Mattering Amiga Pnnacrv..,,.*.* *£19.95 

Masicnng Amiga S>'4em 129 99 

More Amiga Trick* and Tips £ .IS 45 

Screen Play 2_~—.- £9.91 

Using AREXX on the Am*ga Flu** £29 vs 

[ Using Deluxe Paint Second Edithm £ I K VS 

« With HUE IHrt 

I n futile Database   .**,* ,* .. £2*395 
I Music Mouse...*....*.*..,,,,.£14 99 

Rombo RGB Colour Splitter...£59.95 

Outline fonts.„**..*.*****_£99,99 

Deluxe Print II ..£34,95 

Phoion Paint......_   **.*£9.99 

l*els Spell at Home....__*.  £9.99 

Photon Putin 11...**.£24.99 

GFA Baste Interpreter ...*.,. £I4.W 

TV SHOW/TV TEXT Video Titkr ami 

special effects 
RRP£ 159.99,.*„*,,.SPECIAL PRICE 149,99 

AMIGA VISION Presentation and 

Multimedia Software 

RRP £|| 1.99*.SPECIAL PRICE 09.99 

PERSONAL WRITE Amiga Plus compalihlc 

Word Processor wilti Spell Checker. Ideal for 

heginner ..£24.99 

Megamut Marten by ROMBO ,*„*.*„£29.99 

WunJwonh v | 

Seal* 500™, 
I fowl Digh*.„....£74.99 
____£119.99 

Seal a (Needs I *5 Mb Ram & Hard Drivel *.„ 
£159,99 
Gold Dirt Office..*,....£63,99 
Pen Pal........******_„—****,*£53 99 | 
GB Route Plus *,*....*..*...,£59.95 
Design Weak*.... *.£57.99 
Quanerha, k _,***.-******-£46.99 
Quarterback Tools.....  .£59.99 
Home Accounts--    £19,99 
Home Accounts 2 ..........—....£36,99 i 
X-Backup Ptts_  ****,***.*£35.99 
PageseticT II***,...**.*........  £39.99 
Amos.*... £32.49 
Amos Compiler ..*.*..*-  £19.49 
Amos JD_..__*_****.*,.£21.49 
Easy AMOS 
Pagestream 2.2.. 

£25.99 
£139,99 
...£45*99 Final Copy vl.3 from (PEN PALI 

NEW Final copy II ..*******.*.**.*.**.**.*£89*99 
ART DF*PARTMENT 
PROFESSION AL........,.£ 179.99 
INTRO CAD..   £49.99 
PROFESSIONAL CALC ****.***..**.,*.*,£ 129.99 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW v2.0. £87.99 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE v3.0_*.£109 99 
NEW MINI OFFICE Wordproctssoc. 5tM*10 
Wend Spell Checker. Database. Spreadsheet. 
Dirt Manager A Graphics 

j RRP.£59,99 Special Offer*._.*.*£47,99 

Fun School 2 * Under 6s_.___£9.99 1 

Fun School 2 * 6 to 8 **.*..*.,..........*.,£9.99 

Fun School 2 - Over W*.......£9.99 ! 

Fun School 2 - K and Over*™*—.*..*£12.45 

Fun School 3 - Under 5_ ..£15.45 

Fun School 3 ■ 5-7 Years*..£15.45 

Fun School 3 - 7 ami Over,,..*..*.,*.£15,45 

Fun School 4 - Under 5-*..*..,-.£16.45 

Fun School 4 - 5^7 Year*_._„.„£16,45 

Fun School 4 7 and Over......£16.45 

ADI Maths 11/12._*---£19.99 

ADI Maths 12/13......__.*.*.,£19*99 | 

ADI English 11/12.....£19.99 j 

ADI English 12/13....... __*.......£19,99 

| Paint Tf Create 5 years* ,.*,*.,*„*„**,„,,,£22.99 

Merlins Maths 5 * 13years,.....£22.99 

| Spelling Fair 7-13 years ..*.*£22,99 

KOSMOS 
| Answer Back Junior,.. 4.4 5 

' Answer Back ScfuOf........___.£14.45 

I Fact File TO - 20th Cent. History*..,.*...£7.95 

I Fact File 500 - General Science___£7.95 

Fact File 500 - Know England .**.,..,..*.,.£7.95 

Fki File 500 English WonJ **.__,*£7.95 

Fact File 500 - Natural History.£7.95 

[ Fact Fife 500 - WrakJ Geography.£7.95 

_£7*95 Fact File 500 - Fir* Aid 

fact Fik - Spelling ******** 

Fad File - Sport- 

,.,£7.95 

...£7.95 

Feet Rk Auncuiwn FbotbrtJ ,„***.*£7-95 
f 1445 

The luJran Trace . f 14.45 

TkGan«iMakT f 14.45 

Tbe SfMkrsh Ttoor .£14.45 

Madts AdvcnCrar —... ■ , **** *_£19.99 

LX.L 

Micro English tGCSEji 

Micro French (fiCSEL,„ 

Micro Maths {GCSE) 

Micro German IGCSE). 

Mega Malhs (A Level} 

Primary Maths (3-121**.* 

Reading and Writing (3-8). 

_£1895 

_£1895 

..£18-95 

_£18.95 

.....„.£ 18,95 

VtHi are Mekumc lo xivil nur lOOti 
s*j fotrt reiail shop which is pucketl 
wiifi Computer Hardware and 
Software. Make a rla) of it. in one of 
Kurland's Iiiseliesi Old I'owm. I 

m:h deluxe paiw hi 
TUTOR VIDEO 

Learn to get the best from NKW Deluxe Painl III. This video shows you 
how to design and execute your own Animations, Titles and so much 

more in a Step-By-Step. Easy-To-Follow way. 

Subjects covered include: 
★ Screen Painting 
★ Zoom 
★ Colours 
★ Working with Text and Fonts 
★ Stencils 
★ Perspective 
★ Animation 
★ Video Titling etc, etc 

RUNNING TIMK; NEARLY 
THREE HOURS!! Superb Value At 
ONLY £18.99 inc Post & Packing 

1 was a little sceptical about the chances of taking a complete beginner 
to such artistic heights but I must admit lo being wTong" 

AMIGA COMPUTING, September 1991 A 

ACCESSORIES 

TRACEY Mouse Drawing Aid. Attaches 
simply lo side of Mouse and features precision 
moulded crrewsluurv to rfrabk you lo iraoc any 
picture into your graphics package, 
AS ieh lull colour instruction manual. 16,95 
AUDIO LEADS - connect your Amiga 
to your Ht-Jn 
3 Metre Steam Audio l eads £4.99 
5 Metre Stereo Audio leads...£5,99 

Quality Soft Mouse Mat......*..£2.99 

Mouse Bracket fin hold mouse).*...,*_£1,99 

3*5" Disk Drive Head Oeanmg Kits.£1.99 

Twin JtjysiicMM^iusc l-jnenskm Ijead £5.99 
Jnyuiek/Mouse "Y" lead... £5.99 
JiiystiikyMi>use Switch Box....*.**.,,..£9.99 
Jov Mick/M oil sc Aulo Sensing Swilch Box 
hyRoho.....*.*.£16.99 

Aerial Switching Boxes, tit in TV lead tn 
eliminate constant disconnection 
and wear on TV...,._..._—*^.....13.99 

Surge Protection Hugs..........  ..*,£11.99 

Tamer Cables..   ..£7*99 

Modulator Extension l^ead Stops Youi 
Modulator falling oul?!? Rugs into Modulator 
port and Modulator and allows Modulator in Ml 
along the back of the Amiga instead Of 
projecting, Approx 12" cable length ..£10.99 

Nuksha Mouse with FREE Mouse Mat, 
FREE Mouse Holder and Operation 
Stealth Game.,,.._    £28.99 

Tcchno-Rus Mouse 
M kinswiiched 300DR!! ****.**,**,*.***„„*£ 17.95 

Ft)WER Scanner.... £99.99 

GENITRAC 200 DIM Trackball ..£44*99 
GVT DSSK Digital Sound Studio 

Sound Sampler .   £57.95 
MIDI CONNECTOR, MHU LEADS A 

FREE MUSIC X JUNIOR ..£39.99 

QUICKJOY FixK I Vila!...£24,95 

VOLTMACE DELTA 3A 
Analogue Joystick....*.£12,99 

GR A VIS CLEAR - THE Joystick. 06.99 

ZIPSTICK SUPER PRO Autotire 
Joystick...* * _____£ 12*99 

SIGMA RAY (Pistol Grip - Auto Fire) £13.49 

FREEDOM CONNECTOR - Rug in y.mr «wn 
Jovsuck which then becomes Infra Re 
Remote..      £19.99 

MOUSE PAD/MOIJSE POCKET 
Gift Pack*.**,**_    ,„„,£4.99 

(1PTIC ; A L MOUSE **.*  ..... £34.99 

PLONKER BOX keeps those often u^ed dirt^ 
clmc to hand, stickx on side of CPU «r 
monitor... ... ....... £4,99 

DESK TOP COPY HOLDER. Makes 
typing and inputting easier*** ...£9.99 

SPACE SAVER Cf)PY HOLDER. Moving 
arm . clamps to edge of dert--.£17,99 

PRINTER STAND. Fits any printer.£7,99 

3 Metre Joystick OR Mouse Elxlensioni 
Irad...*.......**£5.99 

PR IMA X 350 DPI Moose  .£ 14.99 
ALPHA Data Scanner Stan & Save.£124.99 
ALPHA Data Scanner - Touch Up. £149 99 

N A ICS HA SCANNER plugs m tide 
expansion *. *,*.*„*.*.*..*.,  _* * £99,99 

PODKCAT Pl'3030 DIGITISING TABLET 
complete with PSU A Driver_*******,**.,£209.99 

AUDITION COMPUTERS LTD 
Dept AMF 35 Broad St, Stamford, 

Lines PE9 1PJ 
Tel: (0780) 55888 Shop Hours 

(0730) 720531 out of hours 
VISA 

.£17*95 

misc 
Belter Spelling (8-Adull)_.-..£16.99 

Ute Sped 4* Home SPECIAL....„£9 99 

I letephone dreet to oia nut order hoQne Ai major creeR cards 

| actrptpeJ Quote your further <*id rrepry dale Same day <jtsf*4tri 

I Send al toro ot payment made pjydc so Auctoon Computers Ltd W5(b yw order f*ase send 
| you name, address and daytime Trtephone number Along vwtti your detailed order 

requiremtim Goods wti pe sera £jy posi, (tee of charge mmediately after cheque clearance 

I Al our praes ndude FREE SLrwlvrl delnrery or all ordm am £ 15 00 
| PJexi worlurq cMy dekvery only L? 50 on afl orders over f 100 00 

ALL OUR PRICES tNCLUDC V*A.T* 

MINIMUM ORDER 
tIS.&OelK %w 
charge £2 00 

COMMODORE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AMSTRAD Cl'MANA PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA ABACUS SEGA D1GITA 
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ST ALBANS OPEN SUNDAYS 

10.00AM - 4.30PM 

. Still 
Protract 

I, Sea lance 

5 SVyte^Gomestlimpi'0,,0n 
‘ I3*«i 

i. fcmlbasePtol. 
Battlement 

;■ SVM"6c"B 
10. Super pocmon 

AMIGAs 
FROM £195 

A limited number of refurbished ASOO/1500’s 
are available, complete with 3 months warranty. | 

Also, ask about refurbished printers, 590 and 
other hard drives, monitors and peripherals 

AMIGA 3000 
12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

Lotw version, (8030 ZSMHi, 3.5” 8I0X FD + spore strive twy lor 
4 spore beys on fewer).! I ?K 32 bit ROM 4 Zorro 111, slots with 2PC AT j 

slots In I CPU, 7 Zorro III. 2 PC AT on lower), herd drive ond memory os 

10 MARKET) PLACE ST ALBANS 
HERTS AL3 SDC TEL: (07271 56005/41396 
THE GALSLERY ARNDAL-E CENTRE LUTON 
BEDS lOi 2t>G [TEL: (0562W4571 95/411261 

AMIGA 600 
A600 with 12 month on-site warranty, 

IMS m 2.0S, 3T FT) + Smart Card Iniertae 
WITH 

ALONE UK S&33/CBM 1084 
A 600 264.00 444*00 
A600 20MB HD 434.00 609.00 
A600 2QMB* 394.00 574.00 
AMO 60MB‘ 494.00 674.00 
A600 30MB* 534,00 714.00 
A600 120MB* 594,00 774,00 

7MB VERSION ADD £45 
WITH DELUXE PAINT III + GAME ADD £5 
See below/ocross for olternufive software pocks 

p lop quality 3rd party drives, covered by full 12 month retum- 
to-basB warranty 

DESKTOP 52MB 
l MB video + 1 M3 fast Ram 1389 
2MB video 4 IMBfosi Ram 1499 
2W6 video + 4MB fosl Rom 1649 
?M6 video + 8MB Test Rom 1779 
TOWER 
1MB video + 4MB Fail Rom - 
2MB video + 8MB Fast Rom * 

With Mufrimtdia Pack: AroLgaVi*ion, 
Deluxe Fatal 4.1 ond Seals 

Or with Pro Po« 3 t Pro Draw 3 
With extra 4M6 fait RAM (Itriad If 
With Philips SVGA ?8dpi im, tilt 

105MB 210MB 425MB | 

1589 1849 2249 
1699 1959 2359 
1749 2029 2429 
1879 2149 2559 

2299 
2449 

2549 
2699 

ADD £195.99 
ADO £165.99 

2949 
3199 

d if Huffing ADD £169.99 
A iwM ADD DD £259.00 

STARTER PACK I 
10 Blank Discs 4 80 r opacity lockable dttt box 
Mouse Mol 
Virus Killer Disk 
DPaint HI or Home Art aunts 
4 dive DP pack int Fonts, tip An and Dry Tutor 

TOTAL VALUE 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

(ration at our 1600+ sq 

MAX VALUE/RRPl 
“filwr 1 

4.99 
4.99 

79.99 
9.99 

126.94 

17.99 
24.99 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN 
BEAT OUR CREDENTIALS 

► 8+ years experienre m Commodore product end here fc slay 
* C on mod ore Iromed staff are friendly and helpful end ore 

parents, multimedia, educalional, gomes, programming or 
technical speoclrsts \usually more ihon one!) 

* Open 9~b pm Monday la Saturday and 10.00 om to 4.30 
pm Sundays far convenient shopping. 

* Crdlen welcome for advice ond demorntrot 

fl High Si, Town Centre brandies 
* Next day delivery for most orden received by 5 pm; express om 

ond Saturday services available 
1 Hardware corefJy honied and defcvered safety and rdiobty 

by caged, insured, top name courier service 
» 100K pre-despatch testing on Amigos 
* Free 30 day next day courier toflertton and delivery of NEW 

repiaremenl.E except product with on site mhMM) 
* Haliine support end in-house engineers 
* Upgrade and trade in offers to keep you up to doit 
* Exceptional after soles service 

Joystick 
TOTAL VALUE 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

169,95 
79.99 
9.95 

39.99 
9.99 

24.99 
24.99 
29.99 
29.99 

9.99 
429.82 

49.99 
69.99 

WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY 

ri.*«tft«mety courteous ond rapid response Jo my problem*.. ! wi Ml 
hitftrte Jo recommend you to my coleogues * 

Dr Darrel Mtaddy Sbugh 
Ibflffik you far dealing so pron^tty with my requests"..,! was rebtfont 
about ordering my computer mail order However I hove been very pleased 
with my dtafings with Hobbyle -you are to be commended lor your 
customer service.' 

Trevor Patterson Bangor 
*We hove dedfl with many d the taring computer iupphers. in Hie post 

Thoik you for everyone s good sendee..." it armed at ? TOgm the next 
memmg.* 

David j Thomas WoUerbompton 
i 1 was very impressed with the service I referred in the lint usance I 

realty oppcKiGled how quickly you monaged to get the primer despatched 
bgnyM bMnhraniti farme.' 

ftMjbuG*(THIS Ad 

” 7? AM tS ttyfjt Ufln fLh 9®WttS , it J y* k vaii| 

^ V orSTr SrlSEfei SfiKL, 
_ « CIM 3&I °" CD^ 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICES! 

CALL US!! 

>/2 
Ftl UK spec .with 1MB RAM mouse, expansion as 2000, leads, morajab New 
mdudmg Kiekstart & Workbench 3.04 
Hard disc tonfiguroKoA itiL the high performance GVPII cantroBer card, 
EXPANDABLE TO SMB. Fast reliable 52MB +1 TOMB Quantum Drives ere used. 

Dual Ome 
0D+GVP*?QMB HD 
QD+GVM2MS HO 
00+GYP+120M6H0 

Per extra 7M8 fitted to GY? 
Aka with Kichtart 13 + ROM Sharer 

Also with XT/At BB for PC compatibility 

ALONE WITH 
8833/1084 

WITH 7 CM 
+ M/W FFEXER 

485.00 661.00 849.00 
699.00 479.00 (099.00 
765.00 949.00 It 69.00 
908.00 1092.00 1299.00 

ADD £60,00 
ADD £39.90 

ADD £95/£7D0.0Q 

OLD AMIGA TRADE-IN 
The best trade-in allowance, extra for peripherals and 

acres series. Trade in your old machine for a broad new 
A600/ A1500/2000/3000, CDTV or even a PC 

1 50a PACK 
EXTRA 

(ALSO FOR A5O0,A5OO+, 
A600 CDTV, 3000) 

VALUI/RHP 
The Works Platinum, word processor, spreadsheet, 
database 
Deluxe Point III with animation 
Get the most out of your Amiga book 
Hobbyle PD Greats hick - m pone! opp below right 
4 disc OP pack inc. Fonts, Cip Art and Disc Tutor 
tank 

Toki 
Digital Home Accounts 

CDTV 
1MB, with Disc Caddy. Welcome CD + tutorial + remote control unit. 

AS ABOVE WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE + WB 1.3 

As above £299* £349* 
With Gold 11 or Black TV , £458* £508* 

itor + remote control 

Extra RAM £POA 

* When you trad* in your old Amiga 500 - 
phone for details. 
For price wilhoul trade in - please phone 

See be Wat toss for software packs 

NEW 
.rags 

THE HOT LOT PACK MKII 
(1 MB REQUIRID) 

VALUE/RHP 
Cartoon Classics Gomes: Lemmings OR Elf KS9 

The Simpsons Toki 24,99 
Captain Planet tank 25.99 

Deluxe Point II] with animation 79,99 
1Q GREAT individ unity packaged games, previous 269.82 
RRPs up lo 39 99 each, phone to choose born current Ikt, ar 
loavo it to us! Children s gomes available. 
Hobbyle PD Greats Pack 11 see insert 39.99 
■1 disc 0? pack inc Fonts, Up Art and Disc Tutor 9.99 
Dust Cover * mouse mat 9.98 
10 Blank Discs + BO Capacity Disc Bax 26.90 
Mitroswitch turbo joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 523.71 

WITH AMIGA 59,99 
SEPARATELY 79,99 

SPECIAL ALSO 10 extra great games ADD 25.00 

PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 

(1MB REGUIBCD) 
V*LUt/RRP 

* Cartoon (tasks Gomes: Lemmings 25.99 
The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25,99 

* Deluxe Paint ill with animation 79.99 
* The Works Platinum Word Processor, Spreadsheet 

and Database 169,99 
* y the Duck 29.99 

QB Bock to the Future ond Postman Pal 11.3 only) 
OB Digital Home Accounts 

* Virus Kilet Disk 4.99 
* Hobbyle PQ Greats Pwk see pond opp, below right 39.99 
* 1 disc DP pock inc. Fonts, Cip Art and fee Tulof 9.99 
* Hobbyle Infant, Junior (specify) oc taondory 

Educational Pack 19.99 
* 10 Blank Discs + BO Coparity lockable dm box 24.98 
* Mouse Mol * Dust Covet 9.98 
* Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 478.85 

WITH AAUGA/CDTV 79.99 
SIFUATILY 99,99 

SPECIAL Also writbSlwU 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pndt ADD 179.00 
Al» with Griz«t 224424 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 230.00 



COMMODORE 386SX 
GAMES ft WP PACK 

CBM 386 16MHZ, 40MB HD, 1 MB EXP TO 
17MB RAM, 3.5* DRfVE, VGA 14* COl MONITOR 

• CD quality stereo speakers 
• Ad tib Sound card 
■ Menu 
• 8 enrericmmtfli tflWs: Wing Commander, Bord 0™ 2, Mig 29, 

Trivial Pursuit, Escape from (he Planet of the fatal Monsters, 
Pilf ighler. Castle Hosier. Soper Space Invaders 

• Secretary Bird Wp Spreadsheet Database 
• DOSS 
« User Friendly Front End Icon Menu £ L. A Cl * 
• Ml year onsite warranty fc04? 

Also with Star LC 24-20 Printer, lead, 

paper and printer stand £824* 

• WITH 1 Ml A500 PART EXCHANGE!! 
- PHONE FOR DETAILS! 

COMPLETE RANGE OF PCS . NOTEBOOKS AVAILABLE 

A3000 24BVT 
SYSTEM 

THE ULTIMATE!! 
■ Extra 4M0 Fas! RAW • Progressive 68040 wderatoij 
24 bit colour cord • Vlob 24 w colour red time digi 

* 24 bit 3D Aft + animation s/w 
• Fitting and Fret 1/2 day customised framing 

TOTAL RETAIL PRICE OVER £6,00(1 
HOBBYTE PRICE £3995 INC VAT 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Zytac 3 5 tirtenta ta* drevcor * ax #-— 
[arnona (AJ 354 li fcrtenW taw tap -- 

[DIVfirtonwl 15 drwt bbi---■-- 
PC 88QB with mdid - Bln 5od us and ww prated® 
PC 8308 ra above. Cydcuec 
Dual drive os PC BBC! 

CBM 1014SDI nwrntw * l**_I-1M.« 
FUtrsLI* B933 MKJI mon-riwfe-ftoto Gdtop - »*» IP9.00 
Trti* >.tand Iw Philip, E833-1I.PR 

Philip 333! ESI TV/Manikr_-W.« 
LBMlWHighremmte_JW.« 
Philip KM Hi res SVGA ?8dp im. till t swnti 

NK4FG Multiset_ 
Midway Flicker Bier__ 
KD Flecker Fiet Wee 2-ASOO_ 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 3-9 YEARS 

VALUI/RRP 
Fan School 2, under 6 yeers. 4 8 years« fi+ yeari 19*W 
Fun 5d»d 3 or 4r 9tafy rnder 5 years, 5 to 7 years or 
7+ yean 
] 2 siummg UK educational gomes with beauldui 
pfNXB, ei tiling onenotion and mu* ftaf Wps *> develop 
iwidw, word and {dtar dels Up to 6 sfcfl levels 
Conform la National (umeutan requirements. 24.99 
fotmonfat{l-3 tay), 011dd the Dock [7+ ymn) OR 
Matched Pairs 01 Bfcnkyi Story School 
if . 11. 4k - i - l - - *, I I mi lift, I tX -I OL^X 
ngOTpc UTTOTT Off jlffllyf IipKny f CMHMmM iwul. 

f eaiunu up to 12 learn whit you day' gomes 
E^Cydree^GaMn, 10 podikt 

Toffees 
DeE^fata Il/PhoSon Paul H or Bf or tonic 
4 ebe DP pod ok. Fonts, Gp Art and Disc Tutor 

TOTAL VAtUE 

WTTH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

I instead of E 

14*99 

19*99 

19*9* 
6*99 
9*99 

19.99 
9.99 

214,91 

4Mt 
*9,99 

id yamt% o*d D 
I ll/Ptaton Point II (1 Ml req,| I 

VALUE 80.00 
ADD 16.99 

0*50/40 
A3 postscript cokxit ink jet printer. BMB with storter kit1 

HOBBYTE PRICE £7349 INC VAT I 

ACCESSORIES 
Bill] min protector * backup dmi hr any titernd dim.73.9V 
152C Modulator.   19.99 
4500 Define comroi rentrt_44.99 
4400 Catmol (emit -.  »-90 
aHVIcybcnd . 39.99 

MODEMS 
Amsase SM I-40C Modon 
Supre Fw J400 • 5 rear nurronly - 
Supre Fm J400 Fta * S tta mmMp — 

AMOS 
PROGRAMMER'S PACK| 

(1MB KKQ.) 
VAlUt/R 

EAST AMOS complete, yimpbi passible, ftm-io use _ 
pragfomrmg course Lawn la wile professional baking 
arcade gomes, educational, etc software in weeks, not yean. 
Complete tad pnphw. sound, animation and mace 
OR Amos ita treater 34.^ 
Cartoon Gasics Domes OR 
Ufflmngs Of 
Copter fata Puzmik 

The Simpsons Digite Home Accounts 
Hgtayte PD Gceots Pock ■ see'pond below right 
?Q Ibnk (tecs + SO Capacity LodotaDisr Box 
Mouse Mai. Dust Caver 4 MfcJtatad Turbo Joystick 
Gel the Matt out of Tour Amiga book 

TOTAL VALUE 

WTTH AMFGA/CDTV 44.99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 

114.99 
71*95 

117*95 

4195 

A53Q1M4 52MB I 
A53D1MH05MB 
ASD IMi?40Mfl 
153068882_ 
GWHD8 52JA8- 

A500/600 
_65199 todaloctard* 

_827*99 

GVPHOS 
Off HOB 240MB. 

„ 1017*99 
-227.99 
_344.50 
46199 
„72i99 

. 162*99 
25199 

.32199 
faKfarWiOft- 
todw fadird BOMB _ 
lodet Mai I2QM£_342.99 
A59C 20M8.259*99 
A570 for 2 04 1H.8 MO 309*99 
Mhimrimm 279,99 

r extra 2MB feted io any of it otait..—.  X2*99 

52*99 
49.99 
67.95 
71.99 

115.95 

HD A1500/30000/3000 
GVPSaeISJMB _ 27199 GFern 030MBtfiz4MB..009.99 
GVPSenesHI05M8_414.99 GForce 030SOMKZ4MB—1 IS9.99 
GW Sms 1740MB_64199 fajZuOtOTftfC** 1739.99 
GFaa 0302SMK21MB_539.99 PajfauyDOnKpaOO) 1349.99 
Per crtniTMl fitted to nyCiE the (Em.....4199 

1.3 TO PLUS UPGRADE 
Qc h»i and board upgrade cmMile. by 
■I ■sac BIT kit.—.PM 

259 99 
S44.99 

_ - 115 99 
... 197.90 

SCANNERS A DIGITISERS 
Epson GT 4000,600dpi 24 bit M  -... W 2.99 
Epson GT B 500,800dpi 24 bit 44_____—1192.99 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Greyscale, Pmmuan software M.99 
Pawn Colour Hand Sumer__— -II 9.49 
Sharp JK 10016 Scanner ♦ sconlah vw up to I8M..469.99 
Sharp JK 32046 Scanner * i/w up h 24 bit...M.99 
Vrdi Amiga 1 i.-.-_77.99 

GENLOCKS 
CBM (tend* WO^m..PDA Bergen Plus-114.49 
CBM told* B802Sffl5_.._529.99 Frog*__  (199 
Ratgen..7195 «dwPlol»3»_994.94 

DISCS 
10 Blank OS/OO discs n boi 6.99 50 Bfimfi IR/DOddo—17.99 
10 Blank DS/HD discs.(.99 SO Bfimk BS/HD *o_*7.99 

4(5 hwnout _ __174.99 GVP 2(4 to GVPH,530 .114,99 

ICS Powrtocr: mm DOS 199.95 XT Howard to 1S0C ... 99.00 
(Gompw -49J9 AlCtot___114.99 
H i-ageaw: IcrlSOC 329.99 EVP 40/4 Ear 1500 _945.99 

iStflfe... 434.99 

Oaen 120*0 
SmrlCTO_ 
Star LC2W cal 
GSwtSdhf_ 
Static2420... . 
Slat LC 24-700— 
Star LC 24-700 *E 
Gwen 1240_ 
Gfeen 224_ 

Gwen ?24*tal' 

nom STMtll 4IDN! SIMltt 
Ma ita 

.100 99 G4nrS-dl24e.239.2S 
JIMS o Guer Sw* 24* cal' 2482S » 

14725 o~ Sto « 24/200 ced1 .347 99 o- 
.16725 - S*r XI24/750 d* 416 99 • 
177.25 *■* HP0»s4(f .329 99 « 
19725 "* HFBeskjetcol.-50999 - 
23999 “ HPFaetliat.679.95 “ 

IJrik) 8*fi*et port 204 99 a 
81 300_33899 a 

.176.99 

.205 99 
218.99 5toSJ« -20499 

STARTIR PACK: 500 Sheets A4 or < 
printer lead t Universal Printer Stand 

i 
1 1 

l *heit 
1 l 1 
slated are ir 

Lt llI0\ 

TRAMPY'S OR THOMAS'S 
PACK 

3*9 YEARS 
AT LEAST 57 EDLKAIKHMI/IUII FILLED GAMES! 

MAX VALUI/RRP 
* The Shoe People 4 cotourfui and entertaining gomes 2M9 

featuring Icampy and Friends to encourage early number 
reading and pte-reoing sift Rfilti Shoe People musk 
OR Ihimcs the Tank Engine's Fun with Words • 4 separate easy 
le \M Imf nirvg programme with animation and MHjnd. 

* Shapw and Colours Babhy (he Clown entertains and 
toys down iht foundation for moths and writing in 6 
colourful animated gomes. 

* Fun School ?, 3 or 4 (he fun School" smile have won 
just about every award going. S of 6 wonderful 
animated gomes 24.99 
OR tore Bock 4 colourful an) amusing gomes from 
ex Tun School design manager will detighi young dir1dren_ 

* Deluxe PainUl/Ftalon Point II or Ilf or tonk 
* Hobhvie Infant Educational PD Pack, containing 10 

fun while you learn names 
* Hgbbyic SQ Eosy Children's Gomes Pack 

10 Blank Dtsfl, Uiw Box, Joystick, Mouse Hat 

9.99 

89.99 
19*99 

4 disc DP pack me. Fonts, Cip Art end Dist Tutor 
TOTAL VALUE 

19.99 
26.96- 

9.99 
231.69 

WTTH AM1GA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69*99 

SPECIAL: With 3 greet taxed gomes ond Dpoint CTI + 
animation instead of Dpalnl II/Photon Paint II (IttB req.] 

value eo.fro 
ADD 16.99 

ARTISTS DTP/CAD PACK 
■ VALUE/RSP ■ 
■ * DeluxeiPomt 3]l with animation tupgiodeabls la DP tV) 79.99 1 
BE * Power 400dpi scanner with Powerwao professional s/w 99.99 1' 
■ * 10 disc Hcbayte PD Graphics Pack me. clip art t utilities 39.99 1 
H * Cartoon Classics Gomes. OR 
H Lemmings Elf 25,99 |5 
■ Captain Plane! toroh 25.99 ■ 
■ The Ssmpiom Digit a Home Accounts 24,99 I" 

■ * Hobbyte PD Greats Pad - see pond below right 39 99 ■ 
B * 20 Blank Discs + 80 Capacity LadahleDrst Bax 33.97 
■ * Mouse Mai,Dust Covtr i Mieratwrtth Turbo Joystick 19.97 ■ 
■ * Gel the Most out of Tour Amiga' book 9.95 K 
B TOTAL VALUE 400.82 ■ 
■ WITH AMIGA/CDTV 139.99 ■ 
B SEPARATELY 169 99 1 
ii AS ABOVE, PLUS PRO PAGE 3 AND PRO DRAW 3 

VALUE 449.CC 1 
ADD 149.00 \ 

GRAPHICS / CAD 
Arigdto„>730 
taDe^N 2,1 ....96.99 
Deluxe Point 111.9.49 
Deluxe PainllV.53.99 
Export 40 Junior„ 36.99 
Export Orow.48.99 
Imagine *2.,.166.99 
Pro, Draw 3....69.99 
Red 3D Beg 1 4 83.99 
Red 30 

Turbo PYa 1,4 .229*50 
Scolo 500...68*99 
Scaln NlM200 434.99 
kala Pro 113,,173.50 
Sculpt 

inimafe 4&,..*** 198.99 
SfMxctra Colour .^57.99 
K CAD 2000.89.SO 
X CAD 3000...238.90 

VIDEO PRODUCTION/ 
TITLING 
Ami go Vision.. w 47.50 
Broadcast 
Tiller IL_J 48.99 

Dehixe Phofolob 51*49 
Pro Video to ..137.99 
TV Show Pro.SU9 
TV Text Pro 68.99 
Video Director.106.99 
Wolt Disney 

.83.99 

SOFTWARE 
IDUCATIONAL 

Any Fun Sctad ,****15.50 
Any ADI.17. 50 
See ota software pocks 

UTILITIES/ 
LANGUAGES 
AMAX II to.289.99 
Amos 3D.21.49 
Arrsos the Creolor 30.95 
Amos Compiler.19.49 
Easy Amos..21*49 
Cross Dos yS 22*75 
Disk Hosier II......43,75 
GFA Basic.17*99 
Lattice Cv5 7.147.99 
Quarter hock 34.50 
Quarter bock look 44.99 

APPLICATION 
Arena Accounts 89*50 
Excell erne 3....88*99 
Final Copy.47.49 
Kind Words lit.35.99 
Haxiplnntovd 38.99 
Mini Office.43.99 
Pagetfream 7.2 ,122.99 
Pagesetler II 42.49 
Pen Pd 1.4. 52*50 
Persoiwl Pirwnce 

Monoger to.31.99 
ProPogevS.137*99 
Saxon Publisher POA 
Superbase Pro 4 148*99 
Wordsworth.69*99 
Works PtetwTum.49*95 

MUSIC 
AD 10 T2 Studio 16 
Sampler.149,95 

Audio Engineer 

to?Sampler .188.99 
Audio Moilw 4 44,49 
Bars 8 Pipes 

Pro 1.01.172*13 
GVP Digital 

Sound Sludb 48.99 
Midi Interface.19.95 
RomboJAegormx 23.99 

24 BIT 
A Video 24 with TV Point 

far 500.588.9D 

Art Dept 
ProllA„„.174.99 

DOY_.. 395.99 
firecracker.POA 

GVP Import Yibm 
?4bit cord.1545*95 

Harlequin 4000 

24 bit cord..,, 1498*95 &e Hotter 1069*00 
Vision 24 fat board 

+ Opal tot. Qpd 
Presents, Karate 24 bit 
soW 839*95 

Rembrandt 

24 bH board 2489.99 
V lab 74 bit red lime 
digitiser.....279*99 

• HP AUTHORISED DEALER • CITIZEN DEALER 

ORDIMNOi 
HUSAUS NOt (0737) S6005 

Nw? day detowy to credit card outers plated bufwe UQpm subtact to ovatotHlrty, AttemctWy and cheque, pastut aider, 
bonkers daft or offidd onto {PLCs, Education und Gowrumeni bodies only) to; Depr. IF, Hcbbyte Computer Centre, 10 Mtaei 
Ploce.St. Abom. Herts H3 5DG Ptese dbw 7 wadung days, lor dieqwdemj«. Sufajoc? «□ cmciaKiWy. dApctfdi g rKwinattY wrifen 
24 hsus 4 dwed payment. PKesae coraci at eme of gang ft-press, howewr* we ore Hfitamshsced t chmge 
then1, «itv up cr dc»n ftese chect belore Dfelenng. Addmend serACK cro) dfewi* pockoges nnoy be offered p cap 
one pntes "rtrir Wr- Moi Oides pmc«s EVwt u4vs ore osted ic-quotc tho gd Rmurc Mod Oitter pocJcoges vc-otoed 

DiUVflY CHARGES: mainland lnoi highlands) 
Small fGnyjrncfe 8 Despatched try post, please check 
software items charges when ordanitg 
Oita lems, exrupl lasus Next day cower service, {10 pet bo* 
Offdwee aid Highbrrds ftease encpjire 
I n ADDITION Wt OFFER THE FOLIO WING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
SotKtteir detanes Nontid rulv ptat £15 ^ VAT per boa 
Am next da* Hatmal m pks £8 * VII per box 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 
Gtdri terms si 34 8% APR (trunubl*) uui 

be arranged In purchase* mn 11 SO ttfbpcl 

t* Mn Conwcwne temnf xchnun me 
aha mtatai ta Mnmessts nckjOM *ok oho crradohic far Mmssts nkxtxq wata 

Ntam «d dartawdN|A Jus) in 
■Mm de*ah ead ag^nnw taw 
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ISSUE 1 ISSUE 2 ISSUE 3 
Hi* original: now a The first ever Major ing on music 

collector' 1 item! grophus round-up- with a big release. 

EVERYTHING 
VOt* ALMthrS Vi \KTEO TO 

KNOW 
AMIGA 

ISSUE A 
The complete story 

of the Amiga. 

ISSUE 5 
Explore the amazing 

world of 3D. 

ISSUE 6 

Simulation games: 

why are they such 
on obsession? 

ISSUE 7 
learn to program 

with Dave lone si 

ISSUE 3 

How to make great 

videos with your 
Amigo's help. 

ISSUE 9 

Multimedia: what is 
It, and what can it 

do for you? 

ISSUE IQ 
Business software 

explained and the 
best gome evert 

ISSUE 1 1 

Chaos! The buzz¬ 
word of the year, 

on the Amiga, 

ISSUE 12 

How to get into 
music, with a free 
covertape tune! 

ISSUE 13 
Gomes made from 
films: why are they 

always so poor? 

ISSUE 14 

Public Domain spe¬ 

cial: we pick out the 

best free software* 

AMIGA 
nMwr 

ISSUE IS 

A real mixed bag, a 
trip around the 

world of the Amiga. 

ISSUE 16 

CDTV: the very first 

look at the future of 
home computers. 

ISSUE 17 

The first look at 

true colour, bringing 

16 million colours! 

ISSUE 25 

DTP explained plus 
the massive round¬ 

up of the year. 

ISSUE 33 
Amazing fractal 

landscape program 
Vis ta an the disk, 

plus an enticing 

feature on how to 

create cartoons* 

ISSUE IB 

Massive Christmas 
1990 special with 

complete game! 

ISSUE 26 
Defuxe Paint IV ~ 
exclusive disk demo 

and first review) 

ISSUE 34 

full DTP program 

PageSetler plus the 

complete story of 
DTP: the jargon and 

the techniques are 

all explained. 

ISSUE 19 
Beginners' special, 

explains how to 

care tor your Amigo. 

ISSUE 27 

True Colour brings 
16 million colours to 
your screen. 

ISSUE 3S 

What to do if you 
have the art or 
music program, but 

not tbe talent. Plus 

HAM paint program 
Spectrocolof Jr. 

ISSUE 20 

The best there is in 

Amiga software 

chosen & explained. 

ISSUE 21 

Paint programs: 

every single one 

tested and rated* 

ISSUE 22 

Samplers, scanners 

and digitisers can 

change your world* 

ISSUE 23 
3D secrets revealed, 

complete full-price 

gome on disk* 

ISSUE 24 
CDTV exclusive, 
plus two complete 

full-price games!) 

ISSUE 28 

The secrets af game 
graphics revealed by 

Vivid Image. 

ISSUE 29 

First review of the 
A5GQ Plus, word 
processors tested. 

ISSUE 30 

Huge XMAS special 
with two complete 

full-pme programs! 

ISSUE 31 

Beginners' special 
plus how to moke 
your own gomes. 

ISSUE 32 
ivory single CDTV 

disc available is 

under review* 

New* 

ISSUE 36 

With the mufti- 
media program 

CantJo) Jr and the 

full law-dawn on 

the A6D0 and the 

CD-ROM drivel! 

ISSUE 37 
The amazing story 

of musicians and 

artists who have 

made it big with on 

Amigo, plus 

Animation Station* 

ISSUE 38 

Got on A5Q0? Learn 
how your machine 
can became a Super 

Amiga! Plus: choose 

a monitor from our 

guide and Intr&CAD. 

ISSUE 39 

Bored with games? 
Think you can do 
better? Read the 

first part af the 

Bullfrog's guide. 

Plus: DevPac 2. 



fTp SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Take some tips from these wealthy wizards... 

Subscribe! 
You don't become pocket-wearingly wealthy by wasting 
your pennies, just ask Chris Anderson - Amiga Format 

lover and Future Publishing MD - or Steve Franklin - boss 

of Commodore UK for the last five years and long-time 
Amiga Format reader. They'll tell you that looking after 
the small change enables the large wads to multiply. So, a 
deal that means that you don't pay £47.40 for 12 issues 
of the World's best selling Amiga magazine - all you pay 

is £44.95 - would meet with their hearty approval. 
They'd also point out that time Is money. 

So don’t waste either by fruitless trips to the newsagent's 
to find that Amiga Format has sold out yet again. Get it 
delivered postage free to your home every month, 
days before regular, non-subscribing readers. 

They are also well aware that knowledge is 

power and so would leap at the chance to get a monthly 
newsletter detailing exclusive, behind the scenes glimpses 
of the making of your favourite read. Get wise! 

Well also give you a choice of these free wonderments 

Harlequin 
"23 levels of platform mayhem in search 

of a vital organ" 

78% Amigo Format lisu 33 

Chart Attack 
Brilliant games collection foot wring 
ftahocodr Venus the Fty Trap,. Lotus Esprit 

Turbo Challenge arid Ghouls and Ghosts... 

Home Accounts 1 
Digita's PIY domestic budgeting system is 
still one of the most papular programs 

there is! 

Two Free Issues 
Alternatively, you can have the best 

free gift of them ail - two extra issues 
of Amiga Format. 

Amiga Format Subscription Order Form 
Yes! Please enter/renew my subscription to Amiga Format and send me the software of my choice 

(lick as appropriate) UK £44.95 Europe £74.95 Rest of the World £104.95 

223 

O Harlequin G Chart Attack Home Accounts 2 Extra Issues 

Amiga Format back issues, £4 each. Issues 24r 29. JO, 13, 35, 36, 37 and 18, £5 each 

(please indicate the issues you require |_____ 

Amiga Power back issues ( lick as appropriate! 1 2 £5 each 

Name 

Address 

Telephone No. 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa* Cheque • PO 

Credit Card No.___ 

Posi code 

Total Order 

Expiry Date 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

Somerton, Somerset, 

TA11 6TB 

Please make all cheques payable to 

Future Publishing Limited. 

This coupon is valid until 

end of November! 992 AF/MAG/1 0 
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r MYSTERY 

i GAME 
* WITH ORDERS 
>. OVER CM 

'Vt ' 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL 
(10am * 6pm 6 day*) 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
(2733 Faxline after 6pm) 

ES 

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 
1 Meg Cricfcrf (Amiga only) 
3D Pool.... 
Afterburner .. 
Alt*dB«*i .... 

ttm 
0690 
case 

Atumk I I. 
Bui . 

_B488 
. £398 

Rarlwiiu £598 
Bmrbnn ll ..... 
Bitmten The Movie 
BwhWoiey 
Blood ktowy 

£488 
_ £488 
.0489 

£498 
Ctoal 0488 
C#lfomm Garnet . 0480 
Cintoi Commend . .case 
Cffkc* GT4Rily 0498 
Centrefold Squiras . 0498 
Cloud KHgtom .. . 0498 
Colossus Choi* 
Combo Raw 
Ccnlfct in E^op* —~ 
Contaenfji Guam.. 
Defender of the Crown 
Deluxe Strip Pokw.. 
Double Drigoe lorH.„ 
Oregon lIS 
FantasymmDiny .... 
F14 Cental Pfcl. 

04,99 
0699 
0788 
0699 
07 99 
£690 
0696 
case 
0696 
07 90 

Gauntlet II ... E6S0 
Gfwstbusfeci II. 0496 
GboutenGhcmti .. 0499 
Gotten A*#..£690 
Herd DfVr .£699 
HertoverHceb . £609 
H K GufeloGtluy .07 99 
W*___£690 

M*w>n ll £696 
Je»«Pond..C696 
Jet SelWfty (Aung* arty) . ff 98 
Kid Gicv»___0699 
Lasl NtejJ ll .0699 
LceoceloKil .0699 
Lonibard RAC Raiy £699 
Lotw Esprit.. C699 
Manic Mner (Amiga only) 07.99 
M Jackson Moonwaker .£699 
Mootefirr* Raoer*.. 0699 
New Zealand Story ..£699 
Nibo----„.-£7 99 
North 4 South ..£690 
Obi Rim....£699 
Opera*** Thutoerbot 0699 
OperatOA Woi.. £690 
Pang..£699 
Pteljon .... 0609 

Prater . 

Ptodtao* H. 
£488 

.... 0980 
Ram bo Hi _0490 
Resolution 101 . 
Rating Roney 

.£498 
£898 

R-Type .0696 
Run The Gmunttei 
Shadow ci the Bwi 
Shadow Warn* 
Sherman U4 

£498 
. £698 
. E498 

0496 
UHlinOyl UNpUPtUeeP r 

Shtffle Pv& Cm#* 
£698 
0498 

.... £7.66 
Stargfderil 0498 
Slttee Force Hamer 
Stunt Car Raw 

.... 0496 

. , £468 
Supaptar 0698 
Super Nang On ,0696 
SwichBlade... £696 
Teenage Mutant Tuiflet ,0698 
- - - cage 

Toctal' ... 
TV Sports FootbaM 
VlgtotaB™.. 
War lam „. 
Waiertoo 

£699 
07 89 
£699 
£699 
£690 

Wngs ol Fury{ Amiga only) £690 
WCLwdertoard ....£690 
Xenon 11....£7 90 

TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 

aafc 

A500+ im« upgrade.H a e36 96 
A60P 1 Meg Upgrade * dock HA 049 90 
65 Meg upgrade * doc*.HA £2699 
W. Seine Cricket_ Nr A 014 99 
30 Conduction .£1699 01696 
30 Conduction K1II * .... 03690 £3669 
40 Sports Boxing.N/A £n.96 
40 Spote Dfhmg. N/A 011 99 
AT rate *    M/A £30.96 
ActcnSMrcns.. £12.69 £12.99 
Addamt Famiy. .  01699 01699 
AdYvtageTennit ...._ £1699 01696 

..... 01568 01598 

. £1396 01596 
_ 01690 £1699 

AMNIOS ......... £1599 01299 
AiHOtfEaey}.™. M/A 02699 
Am»30 .   N/A £2199 
AnuCoiptar...   N/A £19.99 
Am » The creator...  N/A £36 99 
Another World. £17,90 £17,99 
Apktoa .    £1699 £1699 
Aqtwenlufi.N/A CU99 
Amourgeddoft ..  £1599 01599 
Amourgeddon Upgrade* £1699 £1699 
AsftetofEmpnZ_03699 02690 
AT AC, *. £2699 £2699 
ATOMINO __ £690 £690 
AW90ME. 0690 £690 
617 Flying Fortress ■_£2699 £2699 
Baft* of the Gout Forge..ft'A 024 90 
BARBARIAN H (PeygJ £1288 014,88 
Bard a Tele 111..  N/A £690 
Baidi Tala Trtofy * N/A 01090 
BAT. II... £2299 £22.90 
Battle Chets II_ N/A £1699 
Rant Comm a net.„. C1699 01699 
Bailie I &le .... 01690 01699 
Bank late Data OtK .. N/A 01690 
BATTLE MASTER__ N/A 011.96 
Batik Toads ■.    £1699 01690 
Big Run .   £1699 £1699 
BWitrfPwy.  N/A 026 96 
BJadi Crypt..  N/A 01696 
Blue Max . £1699 01199 
BourttluJ HD Scenery _N/A 01690 
MRogn     £i 6 99 019 99 
Bud Roger* U__03690 
Odour_-.,.£1699 01690 
Cadxr • the pay c6.„^., £1699 01090 
Copt*.....___. £1590 01599 
Ctrl Lm»m Chi It ngt .... £1590 015*9 
CARTHAGE.-N/A 07 90 
Can*Up .   £790 £7 90 
Cadet .... 016 99 01696 
CftMIe of Or Brain *..  N/A £17,90 
Chaoi Engine.. 01699 01696 
CtataHtTIL.,__ 0690 0690 
Chase HO II.. £14»£1*99 
Chuck Rock ... £7 99 £7 99 
CMluton... £3399 £2390 
C V t At Com bat _ £26 99 £20 90 
CodenaneAscasam_HA £1690 
Codenamt toe Man___ £1280 N/A 
CoolCrpc Twm__ £1690 01690 
Conisa Korea.. N/A £33 90 

TOP TUXES ST AMIGA 
Cover GH Pder. N/A £1698 
Coved Aden ... £23 99 023 99 
Crary Can tit ............. £1699 01696 
Cruise for a Corpse ... £1790 £17 99 
Cun* of the Enchanter .  N/A £2606 
Dart Queen cf Kiyrm.. N/A 02296 
Daa Boot. .   M/A £11.98 
Dayiof Thunder .  £1290 0696 
OeMranoe... £1569 £iS98 
DetAerot. . £14 90 £14 96 
Q/Oanertaton, , ,,, . £i! 90£it96 
Dnoptee ol Steel ....... .. £i7.99 £17 86 
Douti*Dragoft111 01696 01498 
DtNn#.. £2396 £23 96 
Dun*...._™.. 019 99 01990 
Dungeon / Chaos.. £i 5 99 £15 96 
DyruBtasI_020 96 £20 96 
ELF ..   £1699 £1698 
Ebr* Mem* Dark ...... £2158 021 98 
Etam II ■ Cerberut £2396 £2396 
Epic..  019.96 £19.90 
Eyed the Beholder.. N/A £10.90 
Eye of (he Beholder II ....... N/A £23-96 
F14 Ton Cal* .. £18 99 £1696 
F15 Strike Eagle 11 . £23 96 £2196 
F117A Staaft Fchtof * ... £21 96 Qi 96 
Fl* Stealh F^trter . 018 96 £19 96 
F29Retftkaior..£i598 £1598 
Face ON - toe Mockey £1588 £1590 
Fated! ... £11 96 £H 98 
Falcon Uera. C-w I .. £&96 05 90 
FflteoftMftttonOnkll. £»96 £698 
Fal«ft30#^... £2396 £2399 
Fenteric Voyage. 01699 £1690 
F ate of Atlanta (Ad*) * . N/A £l 7 90 
Fate of Alkntt (Arc) *. N/A £17 98 
F. erf Free Traders .. £696 £6 98 
Final Bkmf.   01699 01690 
Final Fight.  £1696 01698 
Fie ino toe___ C1506 £1588 
Firt SamuWegaLoUan 020 96 020 96 
FieStone HO Scenery WA £1398 
Flaihlback ■ _    £1696 £1698 
Fight ol the Intuder .. £14 96 £1698 
Ftoor 13 ..  £1996 01980 
FootoaltCrafy™. £1698 £1698 
Free X..... H'ACi598 
GaunMJJi.  £1688 £1280 
Global ENert .. £1688 £1698 
Gofclttt__ £1696 £1698 
Gods,.   01690 01690 
GolwGold....,..  £609 £690 
Golden Shot.  £1698 £1690 
a Gooch Cricket* .. £21 B6 02i 90 
Graham Taylor ..  £1596 £1590 
Grind Prfc (Formula). 023,96 E23.90 
Gunshrp 2000* . .. £21 96 £21 90 
“ " * N/A £2698 
Hagar fhe HoriiMe N/A £1580 

TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 

Home Alone _  N/A £2389 
Home Alone Cotouneg Book * N/A 014.00 
Hook. £1598 £1599 
Hudson Hawk .  01500 01390 
I. Bothams Cricket. 019 08 019 90 
Indy Heal... £1698 £1698 
internaional Sports Chill 01690 01698 
lahai-Legend Fortiee* .... £2090 £20.98 
Jack: NicfiaifiUnkftited Cl*. N/A 01698 
Jaguar XJ22Q .. £1698 £1698 

-- ‘ 01698 01688 
,u 0690 £698 

01698 01688 
j Barnet (1 Meg)..£1398 D398 
J Madden t Fwflali ..  N/A 01688 
KGB* ..  £2888 £20,W 
Kci Ofl I 1 Meg}..£1188 £1588 
Kick Ofl II 5Meal ..  N/A £14 88 
Kick Off Hr ..£1608 £1606 
K 0 Wkmnfl Tactks . £6 96 £8 96 
KrdGkJvnil ..  £1699 £1696 
Kiting Cloud ..    011.06 011.06 
KILLING GAME SHOW ... £1596 £696 
Kmg& Qued IV _01206 022 06 
Kivgt QueM V... H A £26 96 
KnrghtMare .. 116 00 £1606 
Kmafti d the Sky ..£23 96 £23 96 

TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 
Myth. £1688 01096 
Nile ..    0698 0698 
Navy Seat .  £1598 £1596 
NlghfchiN... 0690 01699 
ORSITUS .  01298 01290 
Ork .    £1598 £1599 
Outafert"...   N/A 01890 
Pacfc Hlands -1 Yankee 1102690 £2696 

TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 
Space Guo-- £1588 £1596 
Spec* Crusade.£1688 01696 
Space Quest LM.III.w IV.r.„. N/A £2688 
Special Forces .. £2368 £2390 

Jm 
J Khan Squash 
J. WhtesWhirtaiftd 

0698 £690 
£1698 £696 
£1396 £1588 
01688 01690 

N/A 03696 

Last Nr** III 
Larmm Wcwr Man * 

07 06 07 06 
01606 01606 

£13 06 £1586 
01696 01606 
£18 96 £19 96 

Leathii Weapon ll * 
legend -- 
Legends dVabor* ..£2586 £25 96 
lemur* SuN Urrv it.£14 39 £14 96 
Leisure Sul Larry III .035 96 035 96 
LeteureSurf Larry V. N/A £2696 
lemmrngs...01599 £1396 
Lemmings II * .  £1599 £1596 
Lemmings - Data Dak.013.96 01396 
Lemmngt-Stand Abne £1596 £15 96 
Lie and Death II . N/A £20 96 
Larks HD..     N/A 023 96 
Lord of the Rugs ..   N/A 020 96 
LrtPstol...  £1596 £1206 
Lotus Tu-fbo CHifange ll 01606 01696 
Lotus Turbo ChaJkenge il1 01699 016 86 
LurroMt# Temptress . £18 96 £18 06 
Ml Tank Platoon. £1886 01986 

01386 £1396 

Hard Drh*i H„ 
Herbgutn .. 
Harpoon |1 Meg). 

Hevdal , 
HeroiOueMfGnm) 
Him Street Bkies . 

£1386 £1296 
01696 £1696 

. N/A £1898 
N/A £24 98 

02306 02398 
£1698 £16 98 
£1586 £1398 

Man m Europe ....... .. £1388 £1508 
M DdkaUllmaM Football * £16 98 £1698 
Megame Mastef ..  N/A £27 88 
Meg* fortress...£16 88 £1698 
Mega Spoils ..£1696 £1698 
Meganeveier ll.. 020.98 020 98 
Mercenary ill....£11.96 £11 96 
MerchanlCobrw ..£1699 £1696 
Microprote Golf.. 02398 023 98 
Midnrghl Reactance £696 £696 

Pan ts Kk* Boxing 
Paperboy II_ 
PMa*al start 
Pegasus ...... 
F* - -i - --I rffnliC! uenrni 
PGA Gof Tour + .. N/A £3096 
PGA Course* Dtfck. N/A £1696 
Prbal Dreams . N,A £1396 
Pinball Dreams II .. N A £1696 
PAfaMer.... £896 £9 06 
Plan 9 Outer Space ..... £20 98 020 96 
PkKUng ... £1596 £1398 
Populous H(1 or 0 5 Meg) £20 99 020 98 
Premiere. N'A C20 98 
Priiw of Persia . £1596 £1596 
Pro Flight... £30 96 £30 98 
ProTennmTow... £696 0696 
ProjedX...   01696 £1696 
PuMrOuf..   £1596 £1596 
ftWBniE ..    0606 0696 
QUEST AND GLORV m 96 02096 
RaAossf Tycoon. £23 96 £23 08 
Rambom islands £696 06 96 
R6 I 2 Baseball . £1598 £1306 
Rastas...£2088 £2096 
R«J Baron . . N A £2388 
Red Zone. 01566 £1368 
Reeoflhe Oregon N/A £24.88 
Reky Woods .. £1698 £1606 
Robin Hood..... £16 98 £16 98 
Robocod .   01398 £1398 
Robocop . 0698 0606 
Robocopll... £14 ® £14 98 
Rotwooplil - 01698 £1588 
Robo Sports*... H A 02108 
Rod Land.    01598 01598 
Rooktas*. ,.___£17 98 £17 88 
R-Type II__   £1488 01408 
Rugby World Cup.. 01598 £1398 
Ruts of Engagement HA 0i6 98 

u.... £486 0496 
..N/A £2298 
.£21 96 021 96 
.£1996 £1886 

01698 £1498 
_^_E20 98 £20 90 

SHADOW BEAST II 01298 £1298 
Shadow of Ihe Be*si lit * HA 019 96 
Shoot em up Con Krl . £7 98 £7,8 

Speed ball II .. 
Spirit ol Ejttalfcur „ 
SwelEmpire .. 
Stereo Master . 
Stone M aster . 
Sfreel Fighter 11* 
Stnder PI.. 
StrAeFleei__ 

Super Can ll 
Super Oil Road 

.... £1486 01596 
020 98 £1488 

....£2096 £2096 
- £2466 02496 
.... £1698 £1696 
.. £1698 01698 
... £1396 £1598 

.... £1696 £1496 
_ £1696 £1698 

£696 £696 
£696 £698 

RV.F. I 
Savage Empre 
Secret SArer Bkres 
Secret Weap Lufl * 
Sens tie Soccer. 
ShsddHitandt.. 

Mdmmlrr II 
Mg 29Fuicrun .. 
M^M of Mage III........ 
Moonstone .. 
Monkey luand.. 
Monkey Island H .. 
ItortefSwriehibk] . 

m* 023 90 
£1696 £1699 

HA £23 » 
£1486 £1998 
£1596 £1599 

H A 025 99 
£14*9 tUW 

Shuttle the Sm 
Siterfi Service ll. 
Sm Ant .. 
Ska Earth .. 
SimpMtta. 
SbepwaBet1. 
8ta**h TV....._ 
Space tfl® .. 
Space Ace ii 

£20 08 C2698 
£2396 £2398 

N/A £2296 
020 96 020 98 
£1398 01586 
£1598 01588 
£1396 01386 
£20 98 m 96 

N A £3388 

Super Spat* Irweden £1696 £1696 
Super SW!V*_m.£1698 £1698 
Supremacy...£1696 £1*98 
S.*pciousCargo.£1698 £1666 
Swllth Blade II.£698 £696 
Sword of Honour1 .  N/A £1696 
Takes...  N/A £6698 
Tear AurayThomw .N/A E1S66 
Terms Cup 2. 01696 £1699 
Terminator II .  £1596 £1598 
T«i DtNe 111 ..  N/A p 5 96 
The Ganec 92 E*pan* £20 90 £2096 
Thei Finest Hour . £1896 £1698 
The Manager £20 98 PQ98 
Thumderh«ekAH‘73M_£21 99 £21.98 
Tlwderjfcrt---£1698 £1698 
TipOir ._„.„.  £1696 £1696 
Toki...  £14.08 £14.90 
Troddiere ..    N/A £1696 
TV Sports Baseball . £1698 £1698 
Turncan II . £796 £796 
TwigM 2000.£2390 E23B8 
Ughf* .   N/A £1596 
uSim* MenianOeains * £20 00 £2390 
Ultima Underworld*.£2306 £2398 
U&ima V. .....£19 M £1896 
Ultima VI...   £2098 0008 
ULTIMA VI *.. £20 00 £2000 
ULTIMATE FUDE. £698 £698 
UMSII..  £2398 £2396 
UUS ll Planet Editor* .. £20 » £20 96 
Untouchables__ £6 98 £498 
Und»wm8*r .„.   HA 01708 
Utopia .. £20 06 £20 98 
Utopia New World . .. til 98 £11 98 
Vengeance of Exeat . N/A 01208 
Video Digtzer 11.  HA £6898 
Video m ..    £1598 01598 
Vhmg Fields Of ConguMt £1608 01696 
Vofttod ..  £2098 £2096 
Vrbom .    £1608 01698 
WhtoDeath (1 Meg) .£1298 £1206 
WidWheefc..™.. ^ - 
Wily Beamish* .. 
With Commander I' . 
WcVid-.. 
WflfChld 

£14 98 £7.98 
N/A £2308 
HA £1400 

£1598 01598 
£1698 £1698 
£1498 £1498 WOLFPACX __ __ 

World Championship Boning 0608 £698 
W.W F ^ ZZZ. £1588 £15» 
Zu*' ....£1488 0698 

MIND GAMES only £1 AM 
Aumtdtt. Wmwk».indC«41id«E»r0pi 

BfTliAP BROS va 2 * only Cl 6» 
X*htiM! PwlKi 

BfTliAP BROTHERS VOL l only Cl AM 
iki $ >i n 

NINJA COLLECTION onlyfllM 
D. S Wvntr. 8 Nrja 

RAMUADcr% PUI 
U*4i hm Rod land. Rctocod 

ACTONS only £19, tf 
□ Higwowi 11 Ghombuewi-li. 

Su(W Ski and HardOiiMrg 

CHAMPIOHS only tli.H 
j«h«ng« fth*n Man DnM 

arrfWC 

SOCCER MANIA only 01 t.W 
r«db*l M*n*g*t I. ^UU'I Socw looibal 

M*n*gw WC Edliw UicmfHeeaSwcM 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL only £1499 
tv£j*rfsF«M wivji 

TV$po*i8Hkirta4 Lwdi cfth* P<wtg Sue 

FLIGHT COMMAND only tIAM 
EtoMH 

Uncait*. SlryFe* and Sky Cheat 

Q BANDSTAND only til.ft 
G*J3J Sup* Sixs*. P» Thai Tow. 

WorU 

POWER PACK only £14,99 
up i TV SpMti F«1M pfaH^ch * 

Lombareftey 

RAIMBOWCOLLECTION 0ftfv£13H 
Ni* ZHluid Sfory QuMMt (totap 

MAGNUM 4 Amiga £14.69 ST £12H 
Alterbunw. D ragem. CpptfQ* w c* 

htea «■ C*o*4 C mu*ar 

AWARD WINNERS ONLYt16« 
KfckO# i. PfHimi, SpppAo* 

SPORTS COLLECTION onty£ll*4 
P« Ttw Tom, RpiBMttiMfM 

w c Swop sm 

HOLLYWOOO COLLECTION oniytlAH 
Aetoto*. StMtapia lete* Jtmm 

HEAD TO HEAD only m.H 
U 3 & S»e*r F perva. F i» SteetM mmw 

AIR. LANG SEA AMIGA only £21*9 
f a i * imunaior sae aiati £UM>4y £00 

MAX EXTRA only t17,9t 
Tame** ■ STDr*^ SW1V«4NgteS 

BKj BOX only £13.99 
Cfl^MSkaea. lalppntHg^MpOH 

T*Mag*0*M. hutotePta. PirpmSitMfiayt 
Kryrpptn. tam Jechaon. 8060. HoteapM 

ACTON PACK only £19-91 
Cowk PiteH. Rotor, Mt^OkSMari Eli 

f«aUH»npU4.Ha<itp T*#1 

BIG BOX II only £18.66 
BkIIoEIh Film III R Iy|H. ia.,n*flf 

Ohribumm OUd Bw Ewrti TV Spun f 

SMivku A;B*yta S-nk*4 tmlwi 

TEST DRIVE I COLLECTION 
AMIGA only £20,« 

Uuve C*fv CMPcu-fcp C-Miiapa 

E UW0M C halHiat. CNfi $ >|PI C am 

STRATEQV MASTER 
only £20. W 

Deularoa PtyntoiA Hwap 

CNntoMr SlSOwd SpebdCku 

4 WHEEL DRh/£ only £18,99 
a Eipt CtemaGTr Ba%. Tun SuuM aad 

CoehoRaoif 

BOARD GENUS AMIGA only £17,16 
DataaMwtijKW. Dakdp SciabUa. Ctauta. Uhm 

DNioMvuaai Phk 

QUEST TOR ADVENTURE only 02366 
Opatmoft iimMts. indma** L*m Cnma«t **4 

u*wi Stwfa 

SUPER HEROES only £17.69 
Uiwim I, Jom* um Nny* u 

*nd Spy tamdma 

2 HOT 2 HANDLE only £11.66 
tiakdon 4 Total Bk*| £ Mow Wurtot 

SupH 09 Road Rat ng 

Please make cheques & P.O.'s payable to Eagl» Software PS P is £1.00 per item in UK (orders under 

£10 are 50p per item) Europe; £3.50 per item. Elsewhere £4.50 per item, New titles will be sent as released 

and are subject to manufacturers price reviews E 80 E New catalogue available - please tick box. 

Member No:_ Computer: _Dele_ [ | 

Title _  Price__ 

Price_ 

_Price 

_Price 

104 Mail Order Only Tp" 

Name: 

Address: 

Tel: 

L -Not fetenedat lime ol jorig to press “- r,m w,m rim uraer m u (Jur wtttxrm* 

Postcode: 

Card No:_ 

Exp Date_ 

Access Q Visa 0 Cheque Q P.O's Q 

Fw MemtMtrsNp with Fiat Of dm to a# Our Customer 3 



’em0t»4 

/ • 

240 cps NO W WITH 
1 YEAR 
ON-SITE 

WARRANTY 

NOW WITH 
1 YEAR 
ON-SITE 

WARRANTY 

300 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* SerkCSha SP-2400 ■ 9 pin ■ SO cof 
* SOOcps SO. 24Qcp$ D. 60cps NLO 
* 2IK Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts 
* Parallel and Senat interfaces 
* Graphics Resolutions 24Ox f 44dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Optional Auto Sheet Feeder unit 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £199.00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 
1 YEAR ON-SITE ESP OO 

TOTAL VALUE; £284.00 
SAVING £13900 

SILICA PRICE; £145.00 

£145 
WAT r £170.38 Rol PR1 9204 J 

9m 

80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SL-92 Pius - 24 pm - 80 cot 
* 240cps Draft. 8Qcp$ IQ 
* 44K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts 
* Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolutions: 360x360dpi 
* Epson Emulation 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP C280.00 
STARTER m £25.00 
T YEAR ON-$fTE £60.00 

TOTAL VALUE; C3&S0Q 
SAVING Ff70.00 

SILICA PRICE: £1*95.00 

£195 
LtVAT = £229 13 Reft FBI 8292 J 

NOTEBOOK PRINTER LASER PRINTER LABEL PRINTER 
W]W MTW tfa» 

QUOTE 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* For IBM PC oompadOm pnfy 
* S&koSM LT-2QDX - 24 pm - 80 C& 
* iSOcpe $0 I44cpc Draft 60cps iO 

* IK Pnnter Buffer * 9 Fbntt 
* Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolution 360xlS0dpi 
* Epson and IBM EmutetKrt 
* Built-in SO Sheel Auto feed*' 
* FREE Silica Pnnter Starter FQI_ 
PRINTER RRP £299.00 
STARTER KIT £25 00 
f YEAR ONSITE £60.00 
TOTAL VALUE; £384 00 

SAVING: £125 00 _ 

StLtCA PRICE: £259.00 C ■ - ' • ■■■• 

• CampmiOttija 
* CXwf Clpprsfcin <47dSA 

RAP 

£TS49:, 

* S 0*9*5 p*’ 'Tunute 
> hp LaserJet nr'* Competbm 
* PoetScrpt f "xj«ron OciKV' 

► Bug* Smoc&ng fi* ££“ 

tpcnnctofff 

* 8 Scaa&e * n Stf^ae Fcr*a 

J HP-oomcwre* Font 

Qumog* Stott 
» TA& HAM ejgvfldip# ft ttfc 

5 ftexnb* up fc> __ ._   

550 SftMU ifl P40«r CMS*tt*§ L  - 

sue* P«CC 

£999 

Ota ww Sta&N Sm»tT 
ljaw Fw#w Pfcs rang* mm 
ndipei i PC vtrfitA urtttv 
Window* dmv. B M*M PC 
COS only and An* U*r.n«h 
mvm An *re tofe so m 
tenfi on the ume H&t* *nd 
law* many cfi»( iw* (Wiurtt 
They wii pfovKte ktti* muMy 
adhfat Ubefc I# wm V4 
&jr Code labels oh demand 
The Smut Ubet Pnotai m en 
Ihe desk trailahg in Ihc oath 
ground rttirff your noun*] 
dfi&fctop pfinlfl!' am oh with 
flw documents. iftmp ramofy 
resident or DA hWwvb ihe 
Smart Label Pnnter Plot 4 
able to produce j um irom 
me waist tixt ol most popular 
sott+are package* The Srruri 
Laud Pimtef a supplied 
compile mm a powtr coni. 
a semi ran* >gr cprwetwtg 
IP rout PC SlFuAwn a 
mfe at tafiM and a \ vw 
QuarvHe PC'9OS(PRJS0D9< 
and Awfte Uacifttah tPfll 
MUi iwtions. are *iv> 
araAable at a nr* taw orm at 
CITSumt. 

RRP 

NEW! PLUS' MODELS 
WINDOWS DRIVER VERSION 

TEAR 

£199 
»VAT = £233.83 

STARTER KIT 

Ev«fv Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica 
tom« Wi(h me Silica Printer Starter Kit. 

(£25*v«1 comptetety FREE Of 
CHARGE It Itdudts all you n«d to |je! up 
and runrurtfl with your new printer. 
* J V'Orflk trntfi Amiga 4 ST Pruett Otiwtft 
* 1 S Mejtre Pf ra/ler Print# Cjpfe 

* 208 Steels ol Qjtiiry ConttnuQvt Ptper 
* f(W Continuous Tract# Feed Addr«j L abclt 
* 5 CwUrwovs Envelopes on Tractor Feed 
Printer owners may ruder tN Sait* M [iet KfT 
S000} lor drill1 £24 J6 - T5 ofl ftH P1 WORTH 39 

• DOT MATRIX 
• LASER 
• THERMAL PRINTERS 

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Serkosha 

printers to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES The 
Seikosha range is built to the highest standards, by a 
company thai is used to manufaclunog high quality 

precision products, (n tact, you may be wearing one of 

these products on your wrist, as Seikosha are pan of the 
massive Sfiiko/Epsoni group (with a turnover of £6 billion 

and 16,000 staff!). 

When you buy a Seikosha doi malrix printer Irom Silica, 

we will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth 

£25*vat = £29.30} FREE OF CHARGE, to make sure you 

get off to a flying start with your new printer. For further 

information on the Seikosha range, complete and return 

the coupon below. Or. if you can t wait to get your hands 
on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order 

hotline, D8i-309 1111 to place your order now 

Silica now otter a full one year on-site warranty with 

every Seikosha pnnter, (excepl ihe SLP Plus), included in 

the price! In the unlikely event of a problem with your 

Seikosha printer, an engineer will visit your home or 

business within a working hours of your call (on-site 

warranty effective for UK mainland locations only). 

ONE YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY] 
9-PIN PRINTER 

192 cps 80 column 
* Seikosha SP-1900 Plus - 9 pm - 80 Cot 
* 192cps Draft. 4$cpsNLQ 
* IK Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolutions 144x72d& 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Auto Sheet Feeder Option 
* FREE Silica Pnnter Starter Krt 
PRINTER RRP Cl 55.00 
STARTER KIT C25.00 
T YEAR ON-SfTE C60-OO 

1 YEAR 
ON-SfTE 

WARRANTY SfiiiOSflS 9M900 PUS 

TOTAL VALUE; £240 00 
SAVING £ 131.00 

SILICA PRICE: £109 00 

! FROM SILICA 

£109 • DELIVERY Next pay ■ anywhere m the UK mainland 

• HELPLINE Technics! helpline during office hours 

• STARTER KIT With every Seikosha dot matrix pnnter l »VAT« £126.06 Ret PRI6195 J 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
* FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY On an hardware orders shipped m the UK mainland 
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team d lechneai experts at your sera 
• PRICE MATCH We normality match compewors on a “Same product ■ Same price* basis 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS; Proven track record m professional computer sates 
• £f2 MILLION TURNOVER (With 60 staff): Sold, reliable and profitable 
• BUSINESS * EDUCA TiON + GO VERNMEN T Volume discounts available 081 -308 0888. 
• SMOiVWOOAfS Demonstration and training facilities ai our London 8 Srdcup branches 
♦ THE FULL STOCK RANGE All <rf your rtqulrementa from one supplier 
* FREE CA TALOGUES: will be mailed to you with otters + software and penpherar details. 
# PA YMENT; Maior credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new punier, wo suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you 
buy n Consider what it will be tike a tew months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice And. will the company you buy from 
contact you with details of new products'5, Al Silica Systems, we ensure Thai you will have nothing to 
worry About We have been established to# atmosi 14 years And. with our unrivalled experience and 
expertise we can now claim to meet our customer? requirements with an understanding which « 
second to none But don't fusi take our word lor ft Complete and return the coupon now lor our latest 
FREE literature and begin to experience fie ~$4k* Systems Service" 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

l~To: Silica Systems, AMFQR-1132-B4 1-4 The Mews, Nalherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX^ 

[PLEASE SEND A FREE BROCHURE ON SEIKOSHA] 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:. Initiate:. Surname 

Company Name (if applicable). 

Address. .. 

Tel (Home): .. 

Poslooda 

Tel (Work) 

---—- 

Wn»ch computeds). it any. do you own?. .....84 EJ 

E*OE Auvullwd p"gm u>ta N»cif*caBwi3 may dung* - PImm |h» Coupon I& ir*r lamr irHomWian 
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NSW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY I Evesham Micros] 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
£vnhtffl Micro* Ffri r. Foal Tor choice, prices wrvbee. EHnbl^hetl 

lor ow*f nine year*, wrllh 4 Strong Mrwnci»l statu* and secure fulure. 

Our CcKnptiicri*ed Telesales Order Processing irtvmlnttnt itiMft* till, 

fftmm service Well Appointed fatall Showroom* with large producl 
rantge on Cisplny Our huge Cuitomer database, high pertf rt|*Qi> a* 

repeal cirsiom and pareonal f^Unali under! Im our popularly. 

(tfVFUpm - When you need us. we will still tie h*f». Out trlentiv* 

titpartlon program mean* we could eventually be |lwt( H well... 

HOW TO ORDER 

131 Call us now on 

0386 765500 

VISA 

TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 

9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 
9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ # ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government. Education & PtC orders welcome 

Seme day deipatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6,SO extra 

Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for 
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Bank Drafts 

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal Opening times: Monday-Saturday. 9.00-5-30 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday Friday 

EVESHAM 
Unit 9 St Richards Rd, 

fvesham 
Worcs WR11 6XJ 

IT 0386-765180 
to 0386 7663M 

BIRMINGHAM 

251 -255 Moseley Rd, 
Highgate 

Birmingham 812 OEA 
S 021 * 446 SOSO 

fax 021 4465010 

CAMBRIDGE 
5 Glisson Rood, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

•B 0223-323898 
to <mi 3:7363 

MILTON KEYNES 
320 Witan Gate. 

Milton Keynes 
MK9 2HP 

IT 0908-230898 
fax : O90623OS65 

TT 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5 00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 

PrmtilV^ 
Haim* Act tHMH* V? 

CHOC 
C 37 Vi 

t 120 00 
T4S00 
[ 7B9fr 
E4M46 

Hr&AUAOtC 
GFA BASIC CernpAw 
DtvjtKj IS 

f» W 
£37 50 

C iW« 
c 24 n 
S44V5 

4 CVftf. 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS UPGRADES 

A500 5T2K 0h££22 99 
RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 

FOR ONLY : 

£ 1 7.99 
* CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH * AUTO-RECHARGING 

RATTERV RACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK i COMPACT. ULTRA NEAT DESIGN 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 'A500 PLUS' 

1MB RAM 

UPGRADE I ONLY £37.95 

Simply Plug* into trapdoor expansion area 

Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ‘ChipftAM 
RAM On/Oh Switch > Compact unit size > 

Only a low power RAM Id a High reliability 

UPGRADE 1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases total RAM in A500 to 2Mb! > Plugs 

Into trapdoor area, 8 connects to ‘GARY1 chip > Includes Battery * J 

Backed ReaFTime Cioch * Socketed RAM 10s on 512K / 1Mb Versions 

NB The expansion board 
reuu-res KcJtstsn l 3 (o 

With 15Mb FASTRAM installed.E 69.99 avaMaWa from m£ lor £29 95 
Unpopulated RAM board with clocks....C 34,95 

'MEGABOARD' CONNECTS TO YOUR 
With our MEGABOAHD. you can further 

expand your AbOO's memory to a total of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade (musl be 4 x RAM-chip type. 
or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

S12K RAM UPGRADE 
TO GIVE 1.5MB 

ONLY £42.99 
kaEGAaoAnOfWHM. Aiciutari v Jh>4p*riiM 
IKtofcwtan 1.1 ufY-"*- «v»ww* hm «* 

£29 VS) InMaAaAton require* conrwctxm to tire 
GAHV atrip Ej*t la *ottaw inairaatiorfet providMi 

A500 EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 
ft Throughport tor further expansion 

ft Very low power consumption 

ft Style matched to the A500 

ft RAM access LED 

ft RAM test/run switch 

ft Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, 

or fully populated with 8Mb 

ft Optional P$U {allows Amiga to power 

other devices) 

Incorporating the latest ‘ZIP' DRAM 
technology, our new External Memory Upgrade 
allows the A500 / A500+ to be upgraded by up 
to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

N B. Any fjwmxy ra> Ifttf umr ts hi 
a&dipon to that an you* rMdhurta Ahti-acty. 

to a maximum of QMto art th& automat urwt 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99 with 4MB...E159.99 with 8MB...E259.99 
PAR TlALL Y POPULATED UNITS EXPAND TO SMS WITH MB MOOUL ES A VA1LA8LE SEPARATEL Y AT ONLY £39-90 PER 9MB * OPTIONAL POWER SUPPL Y £14 95 

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 

• Slimline design 

• Suits any Amiga 

• Cooling vents 

• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 

mechanism 

• Enable f Disable switch 

• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 

• Throughport facility tor 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fu% compatible, with 1Mb 

unformatted capacity 
Straightforward installation 

procedure Krt includes lull 
fitting instructions 

ONLY 
£39.99 

Airu/ I Arc AlirUT Cunu/DAAU ADrAffIMn f IIUTff 7DU U/CnMCCH AV rn COinAV 



Evesnammcrosi NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

TV Cl Amplified Stereo 
L ¥ “r f Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 

or YOUR 
AMIGA WITH 

THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS ! 
Your Am^« produces line au*Hy mmtm hxrt 

Er^oy quality stereo sound reproduction to m* fu* wtr 

mu new Uf&gri twin synen-' hTcofpcrtse* a 

puilt-n amplifier wtfi separate edfutiab* 

control tor each speaker unrt Hjns fw PSO 

1 supplied! o* 1mm battens* . not nckiSed! 

Dimensions rfi(hr9ji U&twi |Hr|iV«£)| 

POTENTIAL 
v bfM 
vCB 

ONLY 
£39.95 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING * AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE! 
Thim Image Scanner package 
combine* top quality hardware with 

i he lateai version ot me distinctively 

powerful 04i TASCM* PmOFtSSlOHAL 
[/EftSfO* : tonware. now giving 
TRUE GREYSCALE CAPABILITY. 
teagenurfw tak^Karm^iwAAon *»■ n** 

produces truly vupwfe ouWrty ksh a M tOSnw. *e*wg m&t v*natto 

bn^h***** tt>OTd TgO 300 300 aOOdch raaolUbon Oaolaacan 
Prafautonai Version 2 seaming md edang loft*** afcwt itm wrm SCSnnng 
ne#wrhn««i ot m up to 6-4 ***wi»d yev R-Pvtoa* powWur odH-ng 

i^HToeWHMy wiffi tosJ DTP 

and Pant Packages, eg 
CWuB*P*nl4 Touers-Up 

ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE Thai fhia t« It* 

smoothest, most responsive and 

accurate ftpiactintfil mouse you 

can buy lor the Amiga Excellent 

performance, no* wtifi a 300dp* 

resolution. Amazing new pnC4' 

£14.99 SAVSEACTIQH 
guaranteed 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga ST compatiWe 
exceltent travel-accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! [ 29 00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK.II 
r^7 ” 

ONLY £79.99 

ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

COCO nn ncwdMQYAT, 
LZDy.UU delivery $ cable 

Philips CM8&33 Mk.lf Monitor iGomjtne UK wr*ton). 
mdudes cable i Yea/ on-sae mairriof^ncc 
and 'Lotus Espnt Turbo 2 game t 19 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
A59Q OWNERS Enparto rtu hard tfafc storage Ufw vf ona oto& add-on 

extomafry cased SCSI Hard Onrtet m# 2Sn» autopaftmg NEC m*char*smt and 
separate power supply Pkjgs «tto *ta sods* pn**ded ot *w *e«r & lh» A5S0 jw 
External 40Mb SCSI Drive cased With P$u 

to directly add-on lo the Commodore A590--E 24* 00 
External 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU t M « 

C AMIGA 600 7 NEW LOWER 
PRICES 11 

Built-in TV Modulator * Built-in IDfe Hard T5isk Controller 
* Kicks tart 2 * IMbChipRAM • Accepts Memory Cards 

INCLUDES 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY, 
DELUXE HUNT 8. EXCITING GAME TITLE! 

ONLY £279.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £319.99 

COMMODORE'S *600 20MB 
HARO DISK VERSION 

£449.99 
SMI RAM/CtQC* VfHUN £4*9.99 

lEYesnam rticrosl SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 
We ere now able to supply 
Amiga ACOG's with larger 

hard disks. We take a 
standard single drive ASQ0 
and install a high quality 

2Vjh IDE hard drive. 

40Mb 
£479.99 

80Mb 
£529.99 

120Mb 
£599.99 

pA/f modetM available with 2Mb RAM - Pitas* add £40.00 \ 

Nil Tfx tigfcJ LH* ittMlMHfl te fttM £0\s#t4ci by iKt sirtr warranty 

NEW FROM 
A600 1 MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADEI 

> Simply Plugs into the A&00 s 
trapdoor expansion area 

> Increases total RAM capacity of 
A600 ID 2Mb ChipRAM' 

j RAM Enable / Disable Switch 

■„> Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 
£44.99 

NEW1A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSION $ OF KlCKStART ON 

YOUR A500 IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
V&I, ,CW tOTo*1* OOTpatoARy on ^wr AMO PM*1 By flmng Our flow ■wflefVK, 

you an (0**Ha*- n—iari p* MM**! 2 a*®**? wtoerr ana anOTer vnion (Y 

OFFERING E1CEPT10NAL VALUE 
FOR MONEY [hJ» tu% 

coffVMt&* GENLOCA 

Vvvit of 
. : c?u»J'Ty Dikileu 

Mph eftcenoT1 - njt l 1 > iwAy 

to- rtoofi gFM6#MLB 4 * ■twbuw 

•xj*c 1 *ix» 3e i trc y jna^ 

XtotoK*" ftoW cne gwig you ihe hwftm o< qtvxm 

r * wry Wf* rtoeed arc iqj^k no-juMtovyor 

d aaMtotaag edwr t> M-tbOA-fl or by «n eKiecnai 

■>w trnm ■ H 0 XjeMtari ROW not *&« 

SA Doerd* mrn teQuee Ctotu* modrhutton. 

ONLY 
£24.95 

XtotortaH 1 3 POU upptod MpivutoV only t It W 

KXMOT J 9 POM *jen**4 .. only t»M 

Mix WiWBiBn 64 PCB Circuit Modifteatton Service I 29 *B 

TRACKBALL 
pertorfTia^* tJK-Jji* Mdy ccmcfBeN in 

jny Amga or *a*n ST rtc mom* &r fiyvfek 

pot* Suott-vnocm ten aeaxM ■ you pnMtfy 
«Y' «irf te us# a mouse agtr DMr ung 
*vt Trackbt*p Fi* w*-hand«3 covwol T«g 

ipetC *nd ICOXlCy *¥ffy tm# N0 4m«r 

ONLY £29.95 

ROCGEN PLUS 
Compatible to any Amiga or Commodore CDTV. thli NEW 

Genlock Adapter provides Advanced Special Effects and 

Performance Features wfthout sacrificing user-friendliness' 
N*w SpacuJ Feature «ncMM DuaJ ccuThtil khdbi ph^dvyj 

adjustable degrees of ova-nav or mv#n (kayhoN'i «e*cts. Auto Vntoo 

paas-Thru «xtn vxtoo irvougnpod tor 

uparata tan* monitoring RGB 
gaj*’thru tor adritng 

Of Ampg* graph to*. (M 
Kay In P<Yl lor U*a *Mh 

cxtamal kayng ctovxa 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

Type replacement Power Supply 
Unit. Good quality switch mode 

type Super low pnce1 

ONLY £39.95 
J R*pKC*n*nt Power Supply for A590 Hard Disk £ *9.96 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
0*»mg M flXiipatmy 1 

StfhfiHr l*HLX4* iitFta 
CWflM 7* i dm«wng 

d arry Am*g* iMtfto dgfc|*r C 
ry y*idVig ptof644toVia' rtttu 
n- of 4P lo MKK? *0h m 1*ji H 

L. The man *4? 
y ral* T*a phono 

With >l£ drdtoatad mmlor nguL th* modal comfrrw 

ft* adv*nt»g*t of * r»gb tyjaMy ma*L*n rwauxin 

colour mondor With canv*n*nc9 of r*mOI* 

exKitrtjf Tamtrt TV ■ at an axcaiari im pnoa1 
F*atur*f dar% ga» »owi k» (ivwM «jrifra*i. 

Oka fu* nng> 3-w«y ipMMr taXtoto output 

ONLY £29.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Ckv kAy oompaWa h^i qu«My Wipl «4arfac9 oyradi dnacvy *4h 1h* Arruga 

pH and PQV494 in. OUT 1 THRU pOTa fv good naxtitaiy Htterv* 
LED rx*Utor* OT **OT POT '<* 

ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
Q# csniHct Yu P-dtador Vs **9*r «r»WSf» »usa nt r fxt Amgi ijwn. 
prottarg a* rwra k fa 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

CVPM Registered 
Dealer 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

STAR LG20 9-Pin Printer 

ONLY £129.99 

SUCCESSOR TO THi 
BEST SELLING LC-10, 

WITH MANY FEATURES 
AND FAST OUTPUT 

Provicfirvg superlative 
paper handling, four 
excellent NLQ fonts 

and a new super-fast 
print speed of 180cps 
in draft and 44 cps in 

NLQ. the LC20 
appropnately 

supercedes the 
phenomenally 

successful LC10 1 

Star LC24-200 COLOUR Printer 
COMBINES HIGH QUALITY 
24-PIN COLOUR PRINTING 
WITH EXCELLENT 
VERSATILITY AT A 

BUDGET PRICEI 
• £4-Pin T-CsBftji' Pnnttf 

• 200cp* draft67up* L Q 

• Hgh apaad ijjah inolrty- 

• 30K Burier axpandabta To 62*. 

9 Swivta S*4#ewts** ot Pu« Traciw, 
wifti bottom iHd capability 

* Advtncad Papar Pinung 
* Etacironic Chp SwitOTat 

* ig Raivdani LO tomi 

* InciuOT* Cfltour Ribbon 

I / 

ONLY £269.08 
Star LC 200 9*Pm Cotour. 4 fonts, tKMSCpS...t*a.M 

Star LC 24-20 34-Pin. 4 tontt. 100 60cps   ...204 45 

Aulumathc 5h«r Feeder lor 10" LC pmners (pts. state modet) t 44.9S 

Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24pm, power pnrfer . E 36$ 95 

star XS24 -2SQ 132 cotomn version of XB24-200 .£ 434 2* 

«rata* « ta*h » anaota sr 
* f* pittAKtor t*c*» 

ONLY £6.95 
VIOMJ Amiga wOTo cbga*er package me VlDt-Oaeme t 116*9 
Amigo 500 Dud Cover _..t 4.9* 
Amiga 600 Dual Cow f 4M 

C«1i»n Swlh 24E including COLOUHM .2» 90 
Hewlett’Packard D*«h|*1 SCO ........„..._.t 35* 9* 

Hewlett-Packard Deikjel bOOC (Cotour).E 529 00 

Canon BJ-lOEX inhjrt Printer_____.t 233 *3 

Epkti LX400 budget 10' carriage Sbpm i«V2Scpa.E 139 00 

Epmon LQtDO 24-p*ft 10tt60C¥«. 0k buffer ____..._206.00 

Pinaeonlc KXPl 124* upratad 24-pin model WCklOOcp* 279.00 

P*na*cmte KXP2123 ijuod value 24-pin optoui mctoel C 299 QQ 
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F 
837 2A I Mrg Agnui inc, chip (hjIIci. . .J27.1X) 852t?A CIA <JMIIjt i Grral pnee. ..£6.35 

S375 1A50D+/A600) 2 Meg Agnus.. ..£25.00 6570-036 kryhiwiil chip.... ..X7.95 

LJ K»ckMart ROM ,™.. .£ 14.00 A500 mi final P/S. 220 volts. £75 00 

A5O0 KeytatrtLfacmy new. —. 
5719 Gin 

..£26.50 A2000 nngirui P/S. 220 volts__ .£60.00 

83tti2 LXcmvc j bnghi..... .X13-90 A50I nr1* 5 fc 2K modulc/riock. .XlH.90 

\ ft -JMO Sunk Column Zip (A3000)... .£11.00 A51 Mi miemal fUipp% drive,..... .........£35.00 

• A5|H) IN1 Mui her board-I^AL. 220 volt’* ps»pulDled & IcMcd -incM law price) Rrv. 3,...... ..X54.00 

AMERICA'S LARGEST, 
SUPPLIER OF 
amiga custom 
CHIPS + UPGRADES 

• Amijjji 2IHX) Computer: includes 1 3 ROM, 8372 Aenuv Super Defuse ami keyboard Come* wiih 90 day 

warranty. These units are reconditioned and were used as denwmlnuor-i Shipping eiiin Once-iiva- 

lifctimc uffei ....,.....—.,.*....£362JO 

G R A REVISE E XC LtSI VES 

• mSuper Dmbe... £19,00 
m 2.04 ROM iL'hip only - mi manual df dish£20.50 

• Adt eiNtd Amiga Analyser: Sophivtuiicd hoi easy to use ihonlware & Wifi wmtS- Checks slews of all data 

iruismissKmVsignah. disk drive, puns, buffer chips, alignment joystick + motive, Checks stems of 

read/wnie errors and iclls uhai chips ate had A must fbr all individuals ind repair shops, ,£45.50 

• MitTiiiiinl milt A card-si/c memory (PCMCIA) for A60f), faniijvik price 

2 Meg card / 4 Meg card...........XRR.OCVCl 15 00 

• The Final lest: Diagnostic Ji4ntt tests keyboard., display, graphics, Workbench, 

sound, timing, realtime clock. RAM. etc 112 diagnosin' programs m all).-.,.....£6 95 

• Vies At htp 20011 by UKB: Lpgradc your Amiga m 2Mh 

of chip RAM Includes 2 meg Agmtv chip puller A; Final Test * So soUfenng respired. 

Same S372B chip used m AJ000,........._.!142.00 

Buy the MegAOup from m and well give you the new Super Denise for_____,.Xl7_U0 

• Switch-111: Ammijs most popular ROM switch with speaker, keyboard coulrolled 

Does mu overlap (he 68000.,,..........„...,., ,,O5iJ0 

• AdR AM 540 fur A 500 by H I): Add up to 4 megs of RAM w ith hullery backup 

internal I y in your A5t)0. I Mcg/2 Megs [install up to 4 megs).......£74.20/£95.15 

• AdSpeed by ICD: Best accelerator m Ut price range...........X1IB.90 
• Flicker F r« Video l»* ICD: Flimuuiiev interlace flicker . ... £ I6.V50 

DO NOT FEAR! ■ 

Buying tlireeltv from ibe U.S. wiih your trtdii card offers yew the same protection a* ii dtxns in 
the U.K. with the added benefit of saving lots of money Deal directly with North America's 
large v| distributor of custom Commodore & Amiga parts and chips. The Grapevine Group has 
been successfully servicing the U K. and the Continent for 12 years. All our parts and chips arc 
new and guaranteed for 90 days. 

^^^^^IlFALERS • SEND YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR SPECIAL PRIC1V 

M Gh THE (JRAI’KVINK (iKOI'l* INC. 
3 Chestnut Street. SufTeriu New York liPHJl l „S.A. 

TTT International Fax: 0101 -914-357-6241 
pv~"1 pra __ Customer Order Line; OKU -914-357 2424 

tj Telephone Hours: I pm to 11 pm Mon-Fn Bnlish time 
Prices subjcci to change I nUrna burial Orders: 1 r youi order is nver £40 send or fax front of 

credit i .ml AiLi!a££ilAJMC£ia; Ml - - t'5 36 Koho.ud A K'Hoard - IS 40 ? n Kn i" 

dnl £42.99 
FIXED CHARGE INCLUDES PARTS. LABOUR. DELIVERY. VAT 
90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
24 HOUR TURN-AROUND ON 95% OF REPAIRS 

ALL UPGRADES PURCHASED FROM US FITTED FREE WITH REPAIR 
INCLUDES REPAIRS TO DRIVE & KEYBOARDS 
FULL DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND SERVICE 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

Est. 

I Years 

ROM SWITCHER 
Keyboardlmouse vmitched 

KICKSTART U ROM 
For softcore compatibility 

KICKSTART 2,04 ROM 
Upgrade to A5Q0+ Rom 

SUPER DENISE 
Excellent value 

68000 CPU 

08.99 
t/ 

A500 KEYBOARDS 
Factory one, Genuine part 

£42.10 

£ 14.95 FATTER AGNUS S372A 
/ Meg chiprant compatible 

£36.50 

£25.00 CIA IC 
Printer. Serial. Drive ports 

£10.93 

£29.90 GARY 1C £11.50 

£29.90 PAULA IC £19.95 

£15.00 DENISE £19.95 

A ATTENTION ALL DE ALERS A 
Our company now offer the most competitive dealer repair service. 
Full credit facilities available 
Send for our Free information pack today... 

| We reserve the right lo refuse repair for whatever reasons 
Prices only valid with this coupon 

| Service HOTLINE (0533) 
DAR T Computer Services 
Io5 London Rond __ 

2S Computer Services 

Ljmii UN I'N,1UMI iCdMIin 

on l 

S Computer ^Services 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 

COMPUTER & I 

SOFTWARE SALE I 
AT 

KEMPTON PARK 
RACECOURSE 

SUNBURY- MIDDLESEX 
(1 MILE OFF JCT 1 OF THE M3) 

ON SUNDAY 

11th OCTOBER & 15th NOVEMBER 
SALE TIMES 10am to 4pm 

AMIGA-IBM PC*ATARI ST-SEGA-NINTENDO 

Disks, Disk Boxes, Mouse Mats, Printers, Leads, 
Joysticks, Computers, Shareware, Books, 

Games, Business Packages, Printer Stands, 
Paper and thousands more items must go 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Bring this advert for Half Price admission. 
Normal charge 

Adults £2.00, Children under 15 and O.A.P £1.00 

Family tickets £5.00 
Organised by SWP Tel: 0926-815855 (office hours 9-6) 

AMIGA(D^P^a‘^fc / 
AHO NTSC V2.Q4 A5O0 NTSC Vt 3 A6O0HD1?OMBt V? 04 A20OO 92,04 * ECS 

■iimni.i H'cminH ■»£»«>:<] 

A60DH0 NTKMOMBl VlOfl ABMD PAL V2.04 A1000 512K A4000 V3 Q HD120MB 

trnssi E3Gsa gzirga tmzn 

I GRAPHICS mEMULATOR 
SCENERY ANIMATOR 14.900 

DELUXE PAINT 4 ■ 2T.800 

IMAGINE 2. 48.600 

BUOClf SYSTEM FOfi MhSt£.9.800 

IMAGE MASTER 34.000 

DC-TV—. 68.000 

DRAW 40 PRO. 38,000 

AHAx | PLUS 0 ROM 57,900 
ROM FOR AMAK | PIUS ?5.QO0 

EMPLANT ■ O 

3K»AI-BRME mb '119,000 

mviDEO 
IMPACT VISION 2a. -298.000 

VIDEO TOASTER V?.0 328,000 

PtffSONAL TSC 1 148.000 

VIDEO TOASTER UPGRADE KIT-S9.000 

A VIDEO.139.000 

DELUXE VIDEO I .29,800 
Afl T DEPARTME NT PRO ¥2 0' 34.900 

FLICKER FREE VtDCO 2 39,800 
A2320 DISPLAY ENHANCE H 54.900 

MHARD DISK m ACCELERATOR 

MLANGUAGE 
EASY AMOS 9r5O0 

SAS/'C LATtt C V5t 1S.S0O 

100%a-+f-+f^-h 

gw> mm ses awnotLra m ■ • 5&.0D& 
CVP 52 MB.94.000 
G* *3 AH £9 CChmXiF A’SOC OCtf 43.000 
GYP 52MB '*M B A2Q0G 69.000 

GYP l?0MB 4NUB A2000 9* 000 

GYP 200MB ^MSA^OOC T 44.000 

GVP «X£l£A*!08 U». C0M30 TT 

VXL30 2SMH2 A8D0/AZ0R) ■ (9.000 
Y4L32 2M& RAM FOR VXL30 « B40 

PAL LRKADE KtT 19.400 
MOJO 50MHZ GPL' 26.000 
KZK7JKi&&<Wi.MMitt' J4 90C 

AQSPtED h4MHZ ASM tf.SQCl 
m «WtSH ESJOE 3M jMO 

0TUflCc i-JfcH:* -MS-6IIK 4K0C -OOK 109,000 

ffP£3»ti*i«+MZU9lUeill 169.0M 

'JO- 229 000 

64S41 M4TH CO I6.&D0 
64842 MATH CO M.B0C 

A63C nw *C 15L000 
4jJC-LR90<-»6 KOK' t?4 00Q 

MG AMES (ALL NEW\ PAL VERSION) 

EPIC-...—SJOO 
carl lewis CHALLENGE 5,300 

HOOK’.-.5,300 
PIN BALL DREAMS..5.800 

AGONv ...3.900 

BLACK CRYPT .3.900 
JAGUAR XJ?20 5.400 

SILENT SERVICE I 5 900 
PROJECT X 4.900 

DIZ2Y 6 IN 1.   4.900 

ROBOCO-P 3.. 
CYBERCON 1 
PARASOL STARS - 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 
TERMINATOR 2—- 
SHADOW LANDS 
VROCM .. 

ADAMS FAMILY 
TITUS THE FOX 4,900 

THE GAMES 9? S.90C 

4.900 APIDYA.5,400 
3.900 LEGEND 5.9M 
5.700 iNT’L sport CHALLENGE 5.?00 
3.900 PREMIERE 5,900 
5.700 ^OOL « 

5.900 
4.900 
5.300 

/Sai - iMBS 
iAIi 

* m ^ tr 

a beautiful amigo life for you 

:j75-UTj)\"jO 

xHO *PJB«ffK84»4-ffi-l0 
^*trjb3ll 

TEL'O3-3037-B609 



AMIGA ADVICE 

INTROCAD UNZOOM 
FROM: JEFF ‘WHAT SIREN' BALL, DHAHRAN 

Just a quick note lo let you know what you're miss¬ 

ing out on with Next time you select 

Zoom, try double clicking the left mouse button 

without moving the mouse. See, it does zoom oull 

Make sure that the pointer is positioned where you 

want it lo he in the centre of the screen. 

Td also like to take this opportunity to thank PD 

Soft for posting the quite excellent i>ynaCadd demo 

to Saudi, and to moan at the local religious lunatics 

who take to my issues of the magazine with a black 

felt pen. Catwoman? More like Culwoman. 

Thanks, not just to you Jeff but lo all the people who 

noticed how to Unzfiom on tnmd'AD. 

For nil those people who hove * tumbled around with the 

Fullpkl option, IntrvCAD con on room! 

SHOULD I STAY_ 
FROM: D STUBBS. SOUTHAMPTON 

I own u brand new Amiga IStHI Plus (Workbench 2 

etc). This has replaced my Atari STE Tor nearly all 

my computer needs, including the MIDI side, but I 

need in expand it now so that it will he powerful 

enough for my future requirements. In particular I 

want to muve my DI P and programming work on 

lo the Amiga. I had divided to buy the GVP G- 

Force 030 -tOMtur processor card and add my own 

200Mb hard disk. 

I know (ommudorv art releasing a new 

machine Tor ’Power Users' hut l am a little con¬ 

cerned about losing my investment. I have seen 

little from Commodore to quell these fears, hearing 

them say ‘Well if the users are dedicated to us they 

won't mind throwing away their old machine and 

haying the new", I say ‘Forget it I I'll buy a PC!' 

So to my questions: 

1) If [ buy the GVP card, will I he able to upgrade 

my current machine to the new AA chipset? 

TUNING 
MODULATORS 

FROM: M ARTIN TRUSTY, BATTERSEA 

Since the frequency of Channel 
5 on the UHF is now officially 

§ y U I J the seme as computers and 
videos, i plucked up the 
courage to look inside my 

modulator. After prising ft open 1 found four 
adjustment screws. 

All you have to do is adjust the Coarse adjust¬ 
ment, then turn on your TV and select an unused 
channel. Tune the TV as best you can to the com¬ 
puter, and then use the tine tune on the modulator 
to get you the best possible picture. 

If you are using a video recorder with the 
same TV as your computer, It makes sense to 
readjust both so that they don't clash with each 
other or with the new TV channel. 

Workbench 
Readers' queries of a technical nature, answered by our resident CLI 

command Pat McDonald. 

1 can't really give you a straight answer to this ques* 

lion, Remember that the existence of the AA chip set 

(giving more colours and better sound to the Amiga) b 

still officially denied, It might be possible to upgrade 

machines to the new- standard, if it docs exist. 

2) If mil, will I be able la use the GVP board in the 

new machines? 

Almost certainly not. I honestly don't think that the 

new Amiga* will be able to take many of the internal 

expansions of the A15(XVA2000 series, and of these 

processor cards are the least compatible contenders. 

3j Will I be able to Irade in my A1500 for a brand 

new type? 

Almost certainly yes. Even if there is no 'official' 

offer, many computer dealers do trade-ins. I advise you 

to hold on for a little while longer, and sec how the dif- 

Fercni systems compare. An A1500 w ith a 25MHz or 

better GVP card is going to go faster than the equiva¬ 

lent 'pure Commodore’ model, even though it may 

lack some of Ihe new whizzy screen modes. 

BLANK DISK 
FROM: PETER DUNSTAN, SOUTH 

HUMBERSIDE 
Fur the first lime I decided In buy some PD disks 

for my A500. All but one of them works fine. The 

odd one nut is called Business letters. When this 

disk has loaded into no Amiga, there are no icons, 

except Tor the Trashesn which is empty. The disk 

has got files on it, which ) can list with a quick Dir. 

What I would like to know is: 

1) How di» I get into these files if they don't have 

any icons? 

You use Shell, Most PD software is archived on a disk 

as a single, massive file (like Legend of Valour on this 

month’s Covcrdisk). To get it off again, some delving 

The screw of the corner is the coarse adjustment - the 
screw next to it Is the Fine adjustment. 

And there you have it - don't worry about losing the 
warranty on the modulator because it isn’l screwed 
together. Just tug it at both s>des and il comes apart 
quite easily Have a C50 mail-order voucher. 

through ihe Shell or CLI is necessary - you may be 

able to do a quick Dir. but can you copy, formal, and 

rename? Can you de-archive using IMA or PKZipl 
Don't be deterred - if the contents of the PD disk in 

question are just a load of business letters, then surely 

you should be able to load them into any old word pro¬ 

cessor, If they are archived with either of the above 

programs, then the programs (and especially the docu¬ 

mentation for them) should he on the same disk, 

2) Can 1 make up icons lo put on to the disk? 

You should he able to, if you are conversant with a 

good icon editor like IconEd, lcon Master or 

UonMeister* The tricky bit is knowing which files do 

what - and only experimentation through the Shell (try 

TYPLing some of the files) will give you the knowl¬ 

edge you seek. 

Workbench 2 is very useful in this situation, 

because by double clicking on disk and selecting All 

Files from the show menu, every file on the disk is 

given an icon. The type of icon given depends on ihe 

type of file, so you can even type in arguments to a 

CLI command. A neat feature - upgrade now if you 

want it. 

HIGH SPEED 
SAMPLING 

FROM: MARL TYRRELL, WENDOVER 

I've Tound a way In fit a longer sound into the same 

amount of memory. Copy the sound to tape first, 

and either press Play and Fast Forward or (assum¬ 

ing you've got ill use a high-speed duh facility. 

Sample from the high-speed tape - you may 

need to keep Ihe tape pressed dawn at one corner 

far il to play at all. Then using your sampler soft¬ 

ware (1 prefer Audio Master) retune the sample to a 

reasonable rale. El sounds silly but it does work! 

Indeed it does, but the sample quality will not be bril¬ 

liant. However, this process is useful for simple 

backing loops though, where a couple of real instru¬ 

ments are being played. 

If the sounds you arc sampling' are too complex, 

and the sample is loo long, you will still run into the 

knotty problem of whether to sacrifice sample length 

for quality or vice versa. 

Continued overleaf 
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TOOTH RICK FIX 
FROM: TERRY DOOHER, LEICESTER 

A ftw tiHHilhs back, m> internal drive died. 

No mm Ih if dicks every three seconds to check Tor a 

disk being inserted, but it stopped doing (hat. 

Which meant that the machine never knew it had a 

floppy disk in it unless I hooted with that disk - so 

two-disk games were out. as was serious software 

because I couldn't save to a different disk. 

Seeing as my warranty had run out a long time 

ago, I took the machine apart and removed the disk 

drive. I discovered two pins, just inside the slot 

where you Insert a disk and on the left-hand side. 

One of them was stuck down. J assumed this was 

the problem and poked at it with a screwdriver. It 

shot out again and my drive has been working fine 

ever since. 

A friend of mine had a similar problem with the 

outer sensor of his drive - the write-protect sensor, 
not the disk sensor. It had snapped off, so write* 

protected disks were still vulnerable to viruses, I 

just replaced the pin with the end of a toothpick, 

and his drive works just fine now. 

Loath as I am to advocate poking a screwdriver into 

the Amiga, the sensors on floppy disk drives com¬ 

monly go wrong and can actually be fixed using the 

above methods. 

COLLECTING UTILS 
FROM: I> BATEMAN. YORK 

Is it possible to put frequently used software (like a 

collection of utilities I on In a ROM chip? What sort 

of hardware and software would he needed to use 

such a ROM chip? 

11 is technically feasible, but it doesn't make financial 

sense. Freezer cartridges like the Action Replay 111 are 

collections of utilities burnt on to a ROM and wired 

into an Amiga, but these are mass produced, [f you 

were to sil down and do your own ROMs, the cost 

would he far higher than a hard drive, which does 

much the same job but can store much more than a 

ROM chip. 

What sort or difference in speed does ROM shad¬ 

owing make? 

It depends on how often the software you are using 

makes use of ROM routines. When and if it does. the 

information will come out of u shadow ROM at least 

twice as fast as from (he built in ROM chip. Or in other 

words; a lot of difference for most serious programs, 

and not a Jot for most games. 

Why is building your own hard drive just as expen¬ 

sive as buying a GVP Series 11? 

Again, it comes down to mass production, If you were 

making 100 hard drives, rather lhan just one for 

yourself, then you could get the bulk order discounts 

that make hardware manufacturers possible. This isn't 

confined to hard drives - for instance if s not that easy 

to make a sound sampler for less than the cost of a 

ready-built one. 

fhe GVP Impact Series It - if s still the best pure herd 
drive expansion far the A500 series. 

PORTING UP 
FROM: SAX JARRITT. CHICHESTER 

Cun you tell me if it is possible to gel an Amslrad 

PCW95I2 t« communicate with an ASM? I want to 

porl some (jocoScript files from the PCW to the 

Amiga, for use in a DTP program. 

i have had such conflicting advice that I am 

reluctant to buy an interface tor the A nisi rad which 

is an otherwise redundant machine. 

Maybe, but if s the cheapest way, unless you want to 

do a lot of retyping. Buying an RS232 interface for 

your PCW and a comms program {Mex was pretty 

good, from what l remember of CPM) plus a comms 

program for the Amiga (MTomm) and a null modem 

cable is the surest way to dc> it. 

Finally I want to know ir 1 can use a modem to com¬ 

municate with other systems or can 1 just talk to 

other Amiga*? And what happens if the person 

you dial through the modem has turned their 

computer olT? 

You can talk to many, many different kinds of systems, 

not just Amiga*. As for the second question* not ti lot. 

The idea is to make use of electronic mail services* 

which store messages for their users. When somebody 

rejoins ihc service, any new' messages are sent 

Practically all services, even the humblest bulletin 

board, have this facility. 

FASTER PRINTING 
FROM: JOHN HEDGER, LUTON 

I have recently bought a Citizen printer U) use with 

my \5tMt Plus. As you arc probably aware, printing 

dump* of colour picture* takes an absolute age, and 

it was while I was waiting for u printout that t dis¬ 

covered something. It’s quite amazing how jusl 

waving the mouse pointer randomly can lead to 

some excellent benefits. 

FROM: JAMES MANNING, SHROPSHIRE 
OK, I bought DeluxePaint tit, and it certainly Is a 
great program, but thing was I couldn't add any 
sound to my animations. So what did I do? I went 
out and bought Disney Animation Studio* and 1 was 
horrified at the speed slow down, i tried in vain to 
find MoWeSeffer (as used hy Eric Schwartz) but 
never could seem to find a copy. 

Spin my nipple-nuts! Animation Station on the 
front cover of Amiga Forman Can I truly add sound 
effects to any of my animations? Arrggghhh! Stop 
It! What are you doing! You're ruining my precious 
work! AH those hours I spent glued to my computer. 
I know I shouldn’t have been playing with that tube 
of super glue in the first place but that's not the 
point. Please God, kill me now. 

As you can guess, I was not too pleased with 
this program's performance. I had given up on ft 
until one day, while playing aimlessly with my ani¬ 
mations and the View1 utility supplied I happened to 
discover something that has completely changed 
my life, period. 

First, you will need to save your animation on to 

a formatted disk. On this disk you must include a 

number of IFF SSVX one shot' sound samples (not 
multi-octave or RAW binary) that you would like to 

add to your animation. If you like, put them In a 

drawer called SoundFX. Then copy the View pro¬ 

gram from the Coverdisk to your formatted disk. 
This can be done by dragging the icon via 
Workbench or by using this at the Shell; 

Copy AStation:UTILs/View[View,info to 
Mydisk: 

Once this is done, you will need to create an audio 
specification file In the same directory as your ani¬ 
mation. This can be done with a text editor or word 
processor - there is a text editor on Workbench 
called Ed but It Isn’t very good. The audio file must 
have the same name as your animation file, plus an 
added ‘.audio’. 

For example, if your animation is called 
’MyfirstAnim.anlnY, then the audio file MUST be 
called MyfirstAnim.anim.audio' or it WILL NOT 
WORK. Don’t forget to omit the quotes, and it 
doesn’t matter whether you upper or lower case 
(capital or little letters). 

The audio specification file must obey the fol¬ 
lowing format: 

Di s kMame: Pa t h /1 FFSoundF i 1 efiameO 

DiskName: Path/1 FFSoundFi lONamel 

DiskHamer Path/ I FFSoundFi leNameS 

and so on, ending the list of sound file names 
with an asterisk. 

NForegroundSoundSeq (ie number of fore¬ 
ground sound frame sequences) 
Frame I Sound * (L for Left channel, R for 
Right) Volume 
Frame # Sound • L or R Volume 

NBackgroundSoundSeq tie number background 

sound frame sequences) 

Frame # Sound I L or H Volume 

Frame # Sound i L or R Volume 

Here's an example of a complete file. 

MydisktSoundFX/Boing 

MydiskiSoundFX/Engine 

2 

0 0 L 64 

15 0 fi 32 

1 

H L 20 
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Even this quite splendid Ciiiien Printer will slow ^wi* if o 
complex graphic screen is disployed on the Amigo. 

Anyway, while printing, if you dick and drag the 

menu bar down on i)eluxePaint iV (drug il 

right down so lhat it's off or nearly olT Ihe bottom 

of the screen! the printhead doesn't pause Tor so 

long, In fact* it pauses for less than half Ihe time 

that it normally takes. 

I suspect that this phenomenon is due in the 

Amiga not needing to display a complex graphic 

screen. I also suspect thal this speeds up all process¬ 

ing, not just printing graphics, although I can't 

seem to prose this yet. I hope other AMiga and 

Citizen users can benefit from this tip 

Yes. it comes down to contention between the proces¬ 

sor (680001 and the video chip (Denise). If a displayed 

screen has more than 16 colours - uses more than four 

hit planes - then the Denise has priority, and so the 

machine actually slows down. There is a much easier 

way to hide the screen though - simply press the key to 

the left of the spacebar, and IM or M This will toggle 

the machine between displaying Workbench and 

your program. 
Continued overleaf 

This is what happens. At frame 0. the 
example will play sound 0 (Being) through the 
left speaker at maximum volume, namely 64, 

At frame 15, sound 0 la played through the 
right speaker at half the maximum volume, 

namely 32. 
There is one background sound in this ani¬ 

mation, which is sound 1 (Engine), ft starts on 
frame 0 and plays In the left channel, with a 
volume of 20. 

Valid frame numbers are 0 to one less than 
the total number ol frames In your animation. If 
the frame number Is bigger than this, the 
sound will not play. 

Valid sound numbers are 0 to one less 
than the total number of sounds you are using. 
If you use a sound that doesn't exist, then it 

won t work. 
Valid channels are L for left and R for right. 

Valid volumes are 0 (off) to 64 (the loudest). 
Background sounds start up the first time the 
desired frame appears, and loop continuously 
until the end of the animation. 

And there you have it. A prise is now on its way for 
your unstinting efforts, You will of course need to 
use a text editor or word processor to write this 
kind of audio He (and many others) file - Memacs 
on some Workbench Extras disks will do at a 
pinch, but there are some quite excellent share¬ 
ware alternatives like TexlEngine. If you've any 
similar tips then send them in. 

Techno Babble 
Do you know how to talk techie speak? Well if you don't then 

this little bit of jargon busting should sort you out! 

Accelerator; hardware expansion that gives your 
Amiga a faster CPU, Often used with maths-intensive 
software where a standard processor is too slow, for 
programs called raytracers' which literally trace the 
rays of light which bounce around a scene to produce 
a picture Also used to considerably speed up flight 
and other kinds ol simulations. 

Anim IrviN: a brush is a small section of a graphic 
screen, cut out with a paint program like Deluxe Paint. 
Arum brushes are different small images with the 
same dimensions - for instance, a bird flapping its 
wings or an eye blinking. 

■Uttar; Block Image TransfER device. Used for 
copying large areas of memory from A to B, or 
to combine different areas into one single image. 
Widely used to generate large graphic shapes in 
computer games 

■rtdgebojrcf: Commodore's own IBM emulating 
device, featuring a complete PC computer on a single 
card Onfy fits At 500 and above machines - enables 
use of standard PC cards, 

Ciiip HAM: memory accessible by the custom chips 
(Paula. Agnus. Denise) as well as the processor Used 
to store all graphics and sounds. Can be used by pro¬ 
grams too - with speed slow downs, 

CLJ: Command Line Interlace. The program which 
enables you to type commands into AmigaDOS for 
standard operations like copying files or getting a 
directory, Shell is more commonly used now 

Copper; Go-processor Used to generate subtly 
coloured backgrounds - this device built into the 
Agnus chip can alter colours while the screen is being 
generated. Executes instructions at the same time 
as the processor. 

CPU: Central Processing Unit. The decision-making 

chip, the one that leiis everything else whai to do. It 
can be Interrupted by custom hardware if its programs 
are in Chip RAM. 

Pan RAM; memory that's only accessible by the pro¬ 
cessor. Programs stored here run faster than those in 
Chip RAM - hence the name, 

* Frame grabber: device for capturing live video data 
and converting it Into computer picture data. Doesn't 
require a still video signal. Usually gives much better 
results than a video digitiser, which does the same job, 
except that the video must be paused. 

Frnitr cartridge: quasi-legal device for examining 
programs while they are running. Usually with many 
useful built-in utilities which help overshadow its 

dubious origins 

Hard drive basically a big disk for keeping 
Workbench and ali the serious software that you use. 
Works much faster than a floppy disk. More and more 
games are becoming installable on to a hard dnve. 

IFF; Interchange File Format. A standard way ol 
storing pictures and sounds, invented by Electronic 
Arts and adopted by Commodore. A single standard - 
practically all art programs can load and save pictures 
in this form. 

KlcJtstart: the name of the set of programs which 
are am when the Amiga Is turned on Also contains 
many library functions for use by programmers Latest 
release is Kickstart 2,04. Other releases; 1.3, 1,2. 11. 

M»: Public Domain Literally, software that is the prop¬ 
erty of everybody, PD disks can be freely copied by 
anyone, and you can also distribute them to whoever 
you want. The correct term is Freeware'. Shareware' 
(try before you buy) and License ware' {commercial 
and non-distributable) also come under the same 
rough heading, 

ROM* Read Only Memory Memory that cannot be 
altered Widely used as the starting programs for com¬ 
puter systems that have just been turned on - ROMs 
remember things permanently. 

RAM: Random Access Memory. Memory that can be 
altered and re-altered many times. Typically, it does 
not remember what it contains when the computer's 
power is switched otf. 

Scarifier: hardware device for reading flat pictures 
from pesters, newspapers and so on, and converting 
them into computer graphics. Often used in desktop 
publishing to read in previously published images. 

Script mm a set of commands which you would oth¬ 
erwise have to type into the CU or Shell by hand, 
Saved as a text file, Learning how to use Shell or the 
CLI involves learning how to write script files 

Shall: more up-to-date version of CLI. Works in 
exactly the same way. but enables some flexibility in 
what commands are called via the 'alias' function. Also 
gives some hot key combinations to enable some edit¬ 
ing of previously entered commands 

Sound Sampler: hardware device thal converts 
electrical music signals (typically from a tape or CD 
player) into computer sound. Can also be used with a 
microphone to capture live sounds, 

Sprite: a graphic object that is independent of the 
screen. On the Amiga, sprites are limited in size and 
colours. Typically used for mouse pointers, alien mis¬ 
siles, and so on. 

$tertMp*toflif*#*ca: the name of the script file, con¬ 
tained in the S directory, which is executed after a disk 
has booted, Typically contains jusl the name of a pro¬ 
gram to auto-run, but can be very complicated. 
Whatever the nature of the file, il must always be 
called Start up-sequence and live in the S directory. 

Work hanch: the set of programs which sets up a 
graphical point-and-click' interface on the Amiga. 
Much more friendly than the CLI or Shell, but not as 
flexible. Always has to be loaded from disk, which is 
slow but does enable much customisation. Workbench 
2 requires a Kickstart 2 ROM, Workbench (.3 requires 
a 1.3 ROM, 1,2 needs a 1.2 ROM and so on 

zarw this the generic name for the Amiga's expan¬ 
sion connector. The A500. A500 Plus and A100Q had 
the original Zorro 1; the AlSOOs and the 2000s have 
Zorro II; and the A3000 has Zorro III. They are not 
compatible, hence the different expansions lor differ¬ 
ent machines. The new A600 has a PCMCIA 
connector instead 
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MUSE ON 
I-ROM: CLAIRE WILLIAMS, KEMPSTON 

I am Interested in writing music and will he buying 

an Arnica later this year. I would like In buy u 

sequencer and a professional quality package or 

sound samples, but I only have a vague idea of what 

1 want. I'm nol even sure which Amiga to invest in. 

What do you recommend? 

Ideally, a new Amiga. II you buy second hand, the 

only machine to steer clear of is the old A1000, as it is 

substantially different to Amigos of today, and it costs 

a fortune U> upgrade to present standards. All machines 

since then <tbe A500 and A20O0) can be upgraded to 

Workbench 2 and the ECS. IF you want to expand in a 

big way. an A1500. A2CKK) or A3000, while expensive 

in the short term, will save you money in the long run. 

However, from the tone of your letter it appear* 

you warn a simple setup with one or two sound extras. 

An A6O0 at £299 is the absolute bottom line, although 

an A600HD will load and save your work and pro¬ 

grams much faster, because of its built in hard drive. 

Hie compatibility of music software is very granf 

you sec. so you're spoiled for choice, because the stan- 

dards for music have been much the same ever since 

the early days of the Amiga. Rumour keeps on point¬ 

ing (it is still just rumourt of a new- Amiga with much 

belter sound and graphics appearing in the near future. 

Whether or not music software will be compatible with 

the new standard remains to be seen. 

In Issue 37, pages 24-25 you did an interview with 

Urban Shakedown. In it, both Med 3 and Audio 

Master U w ere mentioned. What exactly are these? 

Med 3 is a tracker program. These display four or (in 

the case of OetaMed or Oktalyser) eight tracks. You 

can enter sound information into these tracks, in order 

to build up a song. Each track is split into a number of 

blocks. If a block is repealed (very common with drum 

or bass tracks ! then it can be repeatedly played. 

Audio Master II is a program for recording and 

editing sound. Although you don't actually need any 

extras to edit existing sounds, to sample new sounds 

(take them from the outside world and change them 

into computer data) you do need some extra hardware 

- a sampler cartridge, usually just called a sampler. 

Audio Master is the best sampler program for 

controlling these devices, far superior to the software 

you gel with them. 

With both of them, could 1 link a keyboard up to 

the Amiga and use il as a dummy, with Ml III? 

Well, you could, but you would also need a MIDI 

interface. This sits in between the Amiga and MIDI 

instruments, and let's one control the other So you 

could write your song on the Amiga and play it 

through the keyboard, or use the keyboard to play your 

music and record it onto the Amiga. OctaMed or 

OciaMed Pro are much better for MIDI than Med3, by 

the way. The MIDI interface goes into the serial purl, 

and the sound sampler usually goes into the parallel 

port. So you can plug both in at once and use them. 

You can get packs with both gi/.mos in (lake AM AS) 

but it's generally cheaper to buy them separately. 

The Zoom 9030 effects processor is but one of many 
sound altering gadgets, often found in music stores. 

Finally, what is the TechnoSaund hardware and the 

Zoom 903(1 effects processor? 

Technosound is a sound sampling cartridge* complete 

with its own software. You need some sampling hard¬ 

ware like Teehnosound to connect the Amiga to a 

sound source, and the sampling software (you could 

use Audio Master If instead of the bundled software! 

tells the Amiga how to take the sound and convert it 

into computer data. 

The Zoom 9030 effects processor is a piece of kit to 

add effects to sounds - standard effects Like reverb, 

echo, sustain and so on. Similar devices arc legion 

throughout the music world. Effects processors are 

rarely hooked up to a computer directly - they deal 

with sound signals, nol digital data, 

IN SEARCH OF SANITY 
FROM: M ARTIN J BAILEY, DRIFFIELD 

I am considering upgrading my humble A509 to 

Workbench 2 and l Mb of chip RAM, In particular 

1 ward to try and keep up with (he 2Mb chip RAM 

potential of the A500 Plus and now the A600* The 

thing Ls though, I am left rather confused by all the 

changes (hat have been occurring recently in the 

Amiga market. 

I spoke to an Amiga specialist company about 

upgrading. They suggested it was only possible to 

upgrade to I Mb of chip RAM and even this may be 

a questionable step a* the new ability is 2Mb of 

chip, which leaves people like me high and dry. 

That is unless I spend £299 on a new board, 

which doesn't make sense in relation lo the price of 

a whole new machine. Then I read in your May 

issue that revision 6 and 7 machines can be 

expanded to 2Mb of chip RAM, hut how do ] find 

The A570 CD-ROM drive; if you wonl one ol these then 
1 Mb of chip RAM Is a necessity. 

out my machine's revision number? 

To add to the confusion you also said (hat the 

A570 CD-ROM drive needs IMh of chip RAM, and 

yet in the September issue, when Kelly Sumner was 

interviewed he stated that the A57I) is aimed at peo¬ 

ple with at least IMh of fast RAM! Help! What are 

us poor 13 owners meant to do? 

First, ignore Kelly Sumner because the guy isn't a 

technical stickler like me. I Mb of chip RAM is what 

you need to use an A570, The revision number is writ¬ 

ten on the circuit hoard of the Amiga, so you have to 

dismantle the machine to discover it Seeing as you 

have to take it apart Hi actually lit IMh of chip RAM, 

that's not too much of a problem. 

As for 2Mb of chip RAM, while very useful for 

animators and long samples, it's not a standard feature 

of any Amiga. Sure, A3000s, A500 Pluses and AGOOs 

can have 2Mb of chip RAM without any problem - but 

they don't come with this rilled as standard straight 

from the factory. 

This is an important point. When professional pro¬ 

grammers consider their next release to rake in the 

millions, they look at the different standards of com¬ 

puter. if most machines have a facility, like 64 colour 

Extra Half Rrite (EHB> mode, then they feel safe in 

using it. If a facility is comparatively rare, like 2Mb of 

chip RAM, then they will avoid it. 

However, all combined Amiga/CD systems will 

need 1Mb of chip RAM, This standard was set by 

Commodore with CDTV. and cannot be altered now. 

So if you w ant to use Amiga CD, you need I Mb of 

chip RAM, I hope you read that Kelly, 

So far, only Civilisation has made use of the IMh 

of chip RAM, but even so. there will be far more 

games appearing which will make use of this extra 

RAM. I dare say some games will make use of 2Mb of 

chip RAM. Even so, it will be many months before 

I Mb and 2Mb chip RAM machines arc in the majority 

(perhaps 30 per cent or less have the facility at 

present). Only then will upgrading to this specification 

be a necessity, as more programmers release 

products for it. O 

FROM: R FOLDING, COLYTON 
If you are having difficulties 
with a 1Mb A600 HD, then read 

E XT! I ■ on* The trouble with this 
machine is that the hard disk 
takes up a little bit of memory, 

and so there Isn't enough for programs like iWyfh 
or Vista to work. 

Just press and bold both mouse buttons when 
you reset the machine (or turn it on) and the boot 
selector screen appears. Click on the Advanced 
Options gadget, and disable the hard disk s parti¬ 
tions (they are factory set to WB__2,x: and Work: 
although you can call them whatever you want). 

Now click on the Use button, placing your disk 
Into the Internal floppy disk drive. Finally click on 
DFO and It should boot up fine. 

& wi» \ fir# fsrrri ItTHUtt Q 
fr imp i ltd jsrrr MM n 
B muD 1 lEjfi f-rrr ml 1 * 
B Mfcll I Ihrt 1ST Re [«ii l < 

The Workbench 2 Soot selector screen Is deed handy for 

deathvoring memory grabbing peripherals. 

And some people thought the boot selector was a gim¬ 
mick, That’s another £50 voucher. II you think youfve 
got something clever to say why not wriie in? 



New Amiga A600 £269.99 
Includes: The new reduced size keyboard, internal modulator, 1Mb on board RAM. 
Workbench 2.05. Will take smart cards. Also includes 12 months on site Warranty. 

New Amiga 600 wild, wierd and wicked pack £315 
Includes A600 with Pushover Microprose Grand Phx, Putty and Deluxe paint III. 

New A600HD Epic Pack £449.99 
Includes A600 with 20Mb internal hard drive and Epic. Trivial Pursuit, Rome Myth. 

GVP II Hard Drive GVP SIM 
GVP i A5O0 Hard <*ims indude inpecfton moulded styling. Internal RAM expanaon 2Mb SIMM LfoOfflCfe fOT 

to 8*t? vra SMf boards. Capacities from 52ht>, 33~ tkns Quantum mechanism. — I/Om 
Internal Fan, Game switch and min slot for future expansion Cj VH II 

GVP 52Mb 
GVP 120Mb 
GVP 52Mb * 2Mb Simms 
GVP 120Mb * 4Mb Simms 

£349 £4799 
£449 4Mb SIMM Upgrade 
£399 GVP II 

£539 £92.99 

Chx Service department can repat Atrwghs n 
mnnxm tune at competetive rates rtte can 
arrange for courier pickup and retun detvery at 
you mectmte to ensue it's satmy We even nave 
a seme day service which mi ensue you 
macfwre is grveo priority and sitiject to fault, 
compieted the same day. We can til memory 
upgrades. ROM ijpgrad&s We offer a Quotation 
service tor ns tor which we wti examine you 
machine and report back wrth an exact price hr 
tapes. M you do not wtsh to go ahead mth the 
repairs then rust pay the EC However rt you do 
go ahead then the charge s incited n the 
mnmxn charge Please note The mnmum 
charge covers tehou parts are extra 

Quotation £ 15 
Min repair charge £ 35.25 
Courier Pickup £ 11 
Courier return £ 6 
Same day service £ 15 
1Mb Internal drive £ 59.99 
A520 Modulator £ 24.99 
A500 PSU £ 39.99 

ROMs 
ICD ROM sharers and 

ROM upgrades. 
ROM Sharer £24.99 
1.3 ROM £34.99 
2.04 ROM £49.99 

Monitor Printer W 
£ pa Icon 031 

Phirps B833MKI £ 189.99 
ficLtoes Lotus I and © months or ste 
warranty. 
Philips 15* FST Cube TV £ 25999 
Fastext scan mpul TV near mentor quarry 
Phiipg 15* FST Tv £ 219 
Monitor cable £ 9.99 

10 bulk disks £4.94 
50 Bulk disks £20 
100 Bulk disks £38 
40 disk box £4.99 
TOO disk box £7.99 
120 disk box £999 
IQ Hi^t Density £999 

Star SJ48 Bubbtejet £210 
Star LG-20 (tot matrix £124 
Star LG-100 colour d/m £165 
Star LC-24/20 dot matrix £189 
Star LC-24/100 colour d/m £199 
Star LC-24/200 colour d/m £259 
Al Sn dot rneri* |df rr) praters ncUfe E rnmfrtj trt 

site warranty Add £3 fa Centos caDfe 

£489.99 
M) RAW (tiparOtia to WW L44ktec*8c 
thw &Wz 32 tit 68030 pracsocr 3»He 
b800l DkgfM Bi(rW processor 8 ctwvni 16 brt 

DMA auunti chip 86636 oofc&rB kr» tow rwi ?60 
VGA mode hWti TO© rnMakkhg 

agenting system iTtemui expHnuun fof DE 
hard SCSI I bua lAcrojphciw input Ur 

tact sound dptama 

Golden Image 512K 
RAM Expansion 

with Clock 

Only 
£1799 

Gl Hand Scanner 

The NEW 
150 Dpi resolution S' Opto/Mechanical Mechanism 

3?500mm/BEC Tracking speed O' includes Deluxe Paint Iff 

S' Switchable between Amiga/ST 0^ Direct mouse replacement 

£24.99 with D-Paint £19.99 without D-Paint 

The Golden tmga hktnd Scanner for tie Am& 
feesues a tOS/rm sc#nrwtg head vwmem 
contras control user i&ecaPe scamng 
resuUbons at WQ 200. 300 end 400 Dpi one 
letter mode for h&y centres &/W rrmges and 3 
photo modes for yanous shades oi pay The 
h&> qualty hardware is hacked ip by two of the 
most respected trapfte5 packages, aruuxt 
Mgtaph s Touch Up tor scamng and eaWry hi 
res and scab ftmges and Deluxe Part f 

S' 100, 200. 300. 400 Dpi acamfig 
resotofon 

S' K) 5mm scanning head 

S' 1 tetter moda. 3 photo modes 

S' tecJudes Touch Up 

S' nc tides Deluxe Paint i 

Jin Scanner £89.99 

Gl Optical Mouse £2 
The Official Golden triage Optical Mouse is S' 2500pc 500nrn/sec tracking speed 
a high qualty, 3 button replacement g'' ^ Qpdca 
mouse. The fiiy opttaai mechanism means 
no moving parts and offers hr hgher S' Mouee mat ncteded 
relrtjlfty than optoAnecharacai nice Em Switchebte Aniga/ST 

art package tor colour frekties DpSmt 0 

1 Gl Mous 
h 1 Jin Mous’3 lJ Gl External drive mm 11 

The Gotten tonga Opto/Mechantoal Dont be deceived by the tow price of this 

The Gokten Image External 3.5" 
Floppy c*ive for the Afnga features 
880K formatted capacity double 
sided double density, through port 

and data enable/disable 

S' 680K Formatted capacity 

g' New tow pnee too friick counted 

S^ Data Enabte/Deabte swrtch 

s' 

& 

Mouse offers 290 Dpi raeotobon 
Mcroswtched buttons for 
retettlty end crisper, more positive 
resonse Anti-strtic siftcone fubber coated 
bat Ateo inductee mouse mat 

Only £14.99 

mouee Mass prodjctton of (he Jn mouee 
has readied In a queity Opto/ 
Mecherical mouse featuring 290 Dpi 
reootottoa SOOmm/aec fracking ^eed, 
Anti static sftcone rubber carted bat 

Only £9.99 

L adbroke 
omputing 

Daisy Chan Throu^i Port 

EoSffSS WerUorJ oJJAfcJ JUan r I* UK IW 
which rrvohvs testng of at Hardware prior to dBup&ch to ensure that goods arme n workng order Jterry tree advice and support over the 
phone end knnpng cutomers rtormod Ahhcugh out pnees are nd a/wwys the cheapest we do endeavour to otter consjsPnntfy good serve# 
and backup AM press correct at copy dots 17/09/92 fwtm stocks ten ana are street id change without poor notice M press rekjde W 
Eui exclude dettvery Add £5 tor next wortuig day comer dettvery add £V for Satuday court# oetwry fnartmd UK orM Add £3 tor postal 
dekvery onty on terns inder £50 fcheck wm staff before ordcmgl A$ prees avrtabte on kief Order Shop pneos may difet Shop/Mai order 
premees. 33 Ormsktk Hoed Preston Lancs PRi 2QP Open Men,-Sat 9 3Qam-5Q0prri Phones answered /ran 900am tadbtoke Ccmputng 
kmmationat is a traung name & Lmhrckti CcmputnQ Ltd SFPQ adatesses overseas asacr TffiH W and add n&trmf Ok camppp 

mm /MM 107721561071 



Order form 
I would like to order_copy/copres of GET THE 
MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 at the price of 
€9.95 (+£1.45 per copy P&P). 

I would like to order_copy/copies of GET THE 
MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 plus 2 disks at 

the price of £11*95 (+ £1.45 per copy P&P). 

Name ______ 

Address______ 

Telephone_ 

l enclose a cheque/PO for £_ 

Please debit my Access/Visa card: [delete as appropriate) 

My card no. is__ 

Expiry date_ 

Signature ______ ___ 

Please send payment with this order form in a 
sealed envelope to: 
Amiga Format GTM 1992 Book, Freepost, 

Future Publishing Ltd, Somerton, Somerset 

TA11 7BR 

No stamp required if posted in the UK Please allow 

Costing only £9.95 and completely rewritten to Include 

stacks of new Information, this is the most com prehen* 

sive overall guide there Is to every aspect of the 

Amiga and what to do with it. 

Creativity guides 
Get results by reading our advice on 

what software to buy In graphics, 3D, 

animation, DTP, digitisers, scanners, 

music, video, education, multimedia. 

Productivity guides 
More buying suggestions and solid 

advice on the practical areas of word pro¬ 

cessing, databases, spreadsheets, accounts 

software, comms, programming. 

Info for beginners 
Features to Introduce the Amiga, explain 

how it works and get you started in any area 

of Amiga use Including Workbench and the 
cu. 

Hardware explained 
Overviews of hardware and Its functions, includ¬ 

ing buying recommendations on printers, 

emulators, monitors and more. 

Public domain 
The whole world of free and nejrt-to*nothJng soft* 

ware explained, explored and elucidated. The best In 

utilities targeted and the demos scene exploded. 

Workbench technical tips 
A whole host of interesting and useful advice and infor¬ 

mation, from hardware to software and back. 

Gamebasters games advice 
Including tips and hints for old favourites like Rainbow 

Islands, Batman, Rick Dangerous, Dungeon Master and 

Shadow of the Beast 2 as well as some of the recent hits like 

the game of the year Lemmings and the amazing Supercars 2. 

Plus two complementary disks for only 

€4.00 extra featuring; 

JR Comm communications package 

Scenery fractal landscape generator 

Cruncher compression utility ScreenX 

saves screens as pictures icon maker icon 

creator SysinfoZ lefts you what's in your 

Amiga Wherels helps you find files Border 

switches off screen borders CfickDOS the 

power of CU without the hassle S a reboot 

protects your games from viruses 

VlewllBm displays pictures easily 

Quick lens magnifies your screen! WB 

Hacks a bit of fun MegaWB scroll round a 

massive screen FuncKey customises key 

set-ups ScreenShfft adjusts screen posi¬ 

tioning Zero Virus virus klfler Zap binary 

file editor Bootintro adds Intros to your 

disks RSLCfock full toolkit DropCfoth adds 

colourful Workbench screens TaskControl 

sets your priorities Super Echo real-time 

sound processing FPk image processing 

Dropfhadow smartens your Workbench 

Dec Hex Bin programmer's calculator 

The new, updated 
complete guide to 

28 days for delivery. 
Post Code- OR phone our credit card hotline 0458 74011 

Mandel Mountains excellent fractal cre¬ 

ator Spread simple spreadsheet program. 



Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
——i memory expansion at no extra cost. . r— 

m AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ Commodore registered 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
A We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
★ Some computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in* 
it Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£15 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
*,A1I repairs covered bv a 90 day warranty 

VISA 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest, fIf possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door please add £5 else your 

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post, 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON. BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS rtwive the u> refuse machine* that in uur opinion an? facyund reenable repair Normal chxiRe applies 

Omni cron Conspiracy Wolf pack £7.9! 

Jimmy White Snooker 

Continental Circus Gemini Wing 

Back to the Future 9 
Predator 2 

Airbus XSt,99 Lemm i ng$___fit 3.99 
.-£18,99 Lotus Turbo Challenge 9 ..,X15,99 
X21.99 Lure of the Temptress.XI 4,99 
XI 5,99 Ml Tank Platoon..,«.X18»99 
,XI 4.99 Megalomania.,..X9.99 
XI8-99 Micro Prose Golf........X21.99 
„£21.99 Microprose Grand Prix.X21.99 
X21-99 Oh No Hot 
..£91.99 More Lemmings....XI3.99 
XI 5,99 PGA Courses.Xfi.99 
■X9.99 PGA Tour Plus __XI7.99 
.XI9,99 Pinball Dreams..XI5.99 
,X15,99 Pop ulus 9 w,,lim,„„XlB.99 
.XI 5,99 Push Over.*..XI 5,99 
.XI5.99 Rail Road Tycoon ..X91,99 

Secret Monkey Island 9 .....X93,99 
XI5.99 Sensible Soccer,.,,...X15.99 
XI 5,99 Shuttle...„„„X18,99 
XI3,99 Silent Service 2***.,X21.99 
XI 8.99 Striker.....„.X15,99 
X13.99 The Manager.... XI 8,99 
XI 4,99 Utopia. 
XI 7.99 Wolf Child  .....   413.99 
X21 9? 

Black Crypt 
Civilisation 

Dune 
Espana Games 99_ 
Eye of the Beholder 2 
F15 Strike Eagle 2_ 
FI9 Steath/Fighter.«« 
Fire and Ice 
Flight of the Intruder. 
Football Cray....... 
Fun School 4 5-7**.«.., 
Fun School 4 7-11,__ 
Fun School 4 Und 5 ... 
Graham Taylor 
Soccer Manager......... 

KICK OFF 2/P LAYER MANAGER/FINAL WHISTLE 

ONLY £19.99 
IK GAMK WITH IVIRV OR 

ARCTIC ADVENTURE £4 99 PREDATOR 2 
BOY 2 £6 99 MEGALOMANIA 

£4.99 GREMLINS 2 
UCHABLES £4.99 MIGHTY BOMB JACK 
r OF THE INTRUDER £9.99 MOUSE MATS 
, BLASTER JOYSTICK £4.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 
BREED £4.99 NAVY SEALS 

ER JOYSTICK £4.99 WILD WHEELS 

Harlequin 

Jaguar XJ220.... 
Jimmy White Snooker. 
John Madden Football 
Knights of the Sky. SPANISH TUTOR 

FRENCH MISTRESS 
GERMAN MASTER 
ITALIAN TUTOR 

EDUCATIONAL 
SHAPES AND COLOURS 
FIRST LETTERS. 
TELLING THE TIME .. 

m WHILST STOCKS LAI 

UNIT 3 • CROSS KEYS SHOPPING MALL • ST NEOTS • CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
TEL: 0480 471311 (shop pwces may vary) [‘Al Etot 

i Dune.. ...XI 4.99 1 
^ Megalomania. . 

| Football Crazy»***+*...«**.*+*..+*, ..XI 2.99 i 
Lure of the Temptress.... ...£14.99 | 

| Ninja Warriors .. .....,...£5.99 4 
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Qlf I buy a hard disk* will my external disk 

drive then he redundant? 

A Well you will probably use it again. For one 

thing* it makes life easier when installing pro¬ 

grams on to hard disk (less disk swapping}. For 

another* external floppy drives are very handy when 

copying floppy disks. You probably won't use it so 

much* but redundant is too harsh a word. 

Answerfile 
Have you a personal problem? Well if you have ask Claire Rayner 

about it because this page is for Amiga technical problems, period. 

QAre hard disk drives likely to go faulty? How 

long do they last? 

Not an easy question to answer this one. Hard drives 

do not usually go faulty within the first years (some do 

of course). Depending on the environment it's working 

in* a hard drive should last at least four or five years 

before dying. Many last much, much longer but that's 

a realistic average figure. 

Let's pui it this way: how long does a music cas¬ 

sette last? Although the hard drive is vastly more 

complex* the basic principle of recording data {by way 

of magnetism) is the same. Hard drives are also deli¬ 

cate. and you can ruin them just by dropping them, 

never mind the hot coffce/cig huit s/s wearing they have 

to put up with when working with humans. 

Ql have an A5IHI Plus. If 1 bought an A570 

CD-ROM drive, would I be able to just plug 

it in and go, or do I need more memory or some¬ 

thing else? 

A No, you'll be able to plug it in and go. A500 

owners must have lMb of chip HAM. but this is 

standard w ilh the A5(X) Plus. 

QS read in Issue 38 (September Page 201 about 

Full Motion Video appearing on the CDTV 

in I he near future and I was wondering if this fea¬ 

ture Is available on the A570* If not will 

Commodore bring out a gadget to upgrade the 

drive to FMV or will that come on a later model? 

A Dear oh dearie me. MPEG compression is the 

heart of moving pictures on computers, but the 

people in question have only decided on a standard. 

Nobody is producing chips yei to actually do this sort 

of thing, It may come out in years to come on Ihe A570 

and CDTV. It's vapourware - not on Ihe market yet, 

Ql have Kick start 1.3 and 2* and a sharer 

board. How do 1 gel my hard drive 1o recog¬ 

nise which one is in use? 

A Here's one 1 received earlier, from Roh Jaques, 

Scunthorpe. It's not ideal but it works. Thanks* 

a £50 mail-order voucher is on its way: 

All you have no local Amiga independent who 

stocks and demos 4serious Amigas' then give 

ZCL a ring on 0543 251275. and they should be able to 

tell you of a local branch near you who cart supply the 

information that you require. And please do keep buy¬ 

ing the magazine to gel the latest information. 

Ql am thinking about buying an Amiga, hut I 

am not sure if i want an A600, as the edge 

connector is different to an A500 Plus. So Action 

Replay and similar expansions will not work. Will 

there he an Action Replay for the A600? 

A Maybe, maybe not. Rut it's interesting to note 

two things: first. A500 512K RAM expansions 

are not widely advertised any more, and A500 

The GVP A530, more than fusl a hard drive, but nothing 

less than brilliant 

QWhat is the difference between Ihe Series II 

HD8+ 52Mb hard disk drive and Ihe A530 

Combo 40MHz 52 Mb hard drive? 

A The former is a hard drive ihat can take and 

hold lots of extra RAM for your computer (up 

to 8Mb to be precise). The latter has much the same in 

terms of hard drive, but it also contains an accelerator 

unit* for making your computer perform calculations 

and decisions much quicker, that is making it go faster. 

The A530 can also lake 8Mb of 32-bii RAM* which 

works much faster than normal memory but it does 

need an accelerator. 
Both units can have a Mini Slot expansion for tak¬ 

ing items like the GVP PC286 PC emulator. More 

expansions are planned for this, bin none have been 

released yet. When it comes down to it. though* the 

Series I Ms a very nice hard drive thui doesn't really 

speed up your Amiga at all. The A530 on the other 

hand is for people *vho want to run programs at 

much higher speeds. 

QVou can get the Combo populated with 

1Mb of RAM. Could you tell me exactly 

what this mean? 

A Populated means occupied* right? So populated 

with l Mb of RAM means that it’s got I Mb of 

RAM plugged in. 

As I haven't seen any proper solutions for people 

wanting to use both Workbench ]J and 2 from hard 

drives {assuming you also have a ROM sharer and both 

Kick start ROMs) here is one that works for me. 

You need at least two partitions on your hard drive. 

Install Workbench 1.3 on (o the partition which nor¬ 

mally boots (usually DH0:). Install Workbench 2 into 

any other hard disk partition (eg DH1. DH2). 

When you want to use Workbench 1.3* jusl bool 

and load as normal. When Kickstart 2 is running, hold 

down both mouse buttons as you reset or turn on. The 

boot selector screen will appear. Select Ihe partition 

which contains Workbench 2, and it should load* 

QAt ihe moment 1 use a clapped our old 

dinosaur of a computer. I'm looking for 

something: better. So far I've only looked at Apple 

Macintosh and IHM 486 PCs hut I have been 

advised lo consider the Arnica as a business 

machine. I will be using it primarily lor word pro¬ 

cessing, spreadsheets, graphs, CAD and DTP. 

After buy ing your Amiga Format Special on soft¬ 

ware I feel that Amiga software appears to be just 

as good as PC software and a great deal cheaper. It 

a ho appears lo be possible to add PC and Mac 

emulator boards, so f could have the ties! of alt 

three machines. 

But the thing is* where do I get the specifications 

and price lists for Amiga hardware? 1 want a 

decent machine, hard disk, memory, decent moni¬ 

tor and so on. Who do 1 go to? 

Given time ike PCMCIA socket may be as well supported 
as the old A 500 edge connector. 

Plus/A600 1Mb RAM expansions are becoming more 

common* So the market is shifting upward for the 

newer machines, whose owners have no expansions. 

When Commodore put the PCMCIA slot on ihe 

A6Q0, it wasn’t to deny them access to A500 peripher¬ 

als - that was a side effect, but it wasn't ihe main 

purpose. Every sign points to PCMCIA being cheaper 

and more widespread than any connector so far. So 

A600 owners should benefit in the long term. 

At the moment* the movers and shakers tie 

hardware engineers and designers) are still either 

working on designs or testing prototypes. You can’t 

expect everyone who makes expansions to in Siam ly 

switch over. 

QCan I plug a Kickstart sharer board and 

Kickstart 1.3 into an 4600, to run software 

that will not work with Kickstart 2? 

A Yes. hut you void your warranty* which is 

_i rather good with an A600 (someone comes 

round and fixes it* or takes it away and posts it back). 

Not really worth it. is it? 

Ql urn a big fan id flight simulations and I 

want lo buy an Amiga to fly them on. 

However, 1 notice ituit in your review of the A600 

there is a problem with them and flight sims* Could 

you explain it? 
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A Just about every flight sim uses the computer 

keypad to get access to the outside views. This 

is when you're outside the plane, looking at it. As the 

AfiOO doesn't have a keypad, you can't see the outside 

views on any flight sim. 

The only exception to this is Air Warrior. which 

does use the keypad quite a lot for the controls. As Air 

Warrior is a modem game, it’s expensive and a bit eli¬ 

tist* hut greai fun. Luckily, it multitask** so you should 

be able to run system patch programs lo remap the 

keypad to somewhere else. 

Qls it possible to transfer the hard drive unit 

From a CiVI* \5(K)HI> In a (iVP controller 

card in an A21MMI A1500? El look* simple, unscrew* 

ing and dismantling one and plugging I he hard disk 

into the other. 

Alt does depend to a certain extent on what revi¬ 

sion of each unit you are using (older versions 

don’t like having their hard drives swapped without 

reformatting) but in general yes* no problem. 

Is there an effective stepper motor control 

system for the Amiga? I need il for my 

GCSE project. 

A Switch soft (0325 4f>4423) do one for £27.95. 

which includes example listings in AMOS (lat¬ 

est version recommended), Amiga Basic and GFA 

Basic. So* if you have Workbench 2, you will also 

need one of the above languages on top. If you want to 

multitask (you say you're Tunning a digitiser too) then 

GFA would be best, then Amiga BASIC. Amos could 

produce the prettiest programs though. 

Oops. The above motor controller (and all others 

I've seen) plug into the parrcld port - which is where 

most digitisers plug in too* The only digitisers (hat 

don't are the Datel ‘side expansion" type* and they're 

not very good and they don’t multitask. Meta-program- 

rmng time.... 

\\ hat’s mclii-p rug ramming? 

A Much the same as programming, except you 

. write a program that controls other programs. 

It's not (he same as pure programming, because you 

only care about what a program produces and how to 

control il* rather than writing a program. Typically you 

use an Arexx script, although Shell is better for multi¬ 

tasking situations. 

Imagine a situation where you want to digitise a 

sequence of camera shots, but where you are actually 

coni rolling the camera angle with a different program. 

You warn the final result to be an animation, not a 

sequence of shots. 

In Arexx, you wrile a script lo start up the camera 

control and digitising software, move the camera to the 

first position, and digitise. The picture is saved to a 

file* and the camera moves off again. Now you have a 

choice, you can cither do all the frames* or add the pic¬ 

tures together as you go using a utility like Buildanim. 

In Shell* you would do something similar, although 

it would be much longer and clumsier. Every lime you 

wanted a program to do something, you would have to 

run it, then close it down. You would need a large 

number of utilities to maintain it* It would be very 

slow. Debugging would be very tedious. But the nice 

thing about meta programs is. when you have got them 

right, you can happily leave the computer to it, 

Sure you want to do this project? 

In-depth explanation 
No 8: Fractals 

In the some way that many grains of soand make a mountain, so (racial* are constructed from building blocks 

whkh bear some resemblance to the overall shape* To pul it another way — haw many different spirals con you 

ito in this picture? The coned answer rerloinly doesn't fit an a postcard. 

1 Fractal is short for fractional dimension. The 
human mind lives In a three-dimensional 

solid, filled-in world. Fractals are bom in higher 
mathematics, which can deal with worlds and 
planes where ihe dimensions are not always solid 
units. The only way we can look at a fractal Is to 
see a picture drawn on a monitor or TV* 

2The bloke generally credited with the discov¬ 
ery of fractals (he Invented the word) Is Benoit 

Mandelbrot, a world-famous mathematician. His 
fame grew with the computer age, because he 
couldn't do a lot except type and write until com¬ 
puter colour graphics were Invented. Remember, 
good graphics = good fractals. 

That's only hall the story though* Mandelbrot 
Spent years running programs through power¬ 

ful mainframe computers and analysing the 
results. Fractal programs can be very small - 30 
lines of BASIC is ample to see a result. However* 
they are recursive. This means they have to loop 
and loop and loop to build up a picture* 
Remember, powerful computers = fast fractals* 

The whole point about fractals is that they can 
closely model some parts ot nature* Clouds, 

sun (lowers* DMA and many other natural phenom¬ 
ena can be accurately drawn, with near infinite 
variation* Scenery generators like Vista use 
fractals to draw landscapes of mountains, hills 
and rivers. 

The trouble with fractals is that they are heav¬ 
ily maths based, which naturally puts people 

off. Books on fractals usually use lots of calculus 
to explain the theory. However using fractal gener¬ 
ating programs is a damn sight easier and more 
fun than writing the program. 

So what can you get? Maths Vision Is one 
of Ihe more noteworthy releases to date, tt 

draws pretty natural fractal pictures for use in 
titling or theme shots, and more importantly can 
generate 24 bit images for commercial cable or 
broadcast TV, 

You don’t have to break the bank to see good 
results* The shareware Scenery Generator Is 

but one of a host of PD fractal generators. A sad 
thing that most of them fust draw Mandelbrot sets. 
One other noteworthy title to watch out for is 
Mandet Mountains, by Matthias Ortmann, 

There’s loads ol potential for fractals In 
computer games. Midwinter and Flames of 

Freedom both used a fractal map, which could be 
zoomed in on. In theory, using fractals inside 
computer games leads to bigger games* as a pro¬ 
gram to draw a picture is much smarter than ihe 
picture it draws! 

The lightest reading matter that I can recom¬ 
mend to get some insight Into fractals is 

Chaos by James Gieick (published by Cardinal). 
Although of a general nature. It is a fairly easy 
read, but needs a little pondering over once In a 
while. In a similar way to A History of Space and 
Time by Stephen Hawkins. 

The Fractal Geometry of Mature by B 
Mandelbrot (which is published by WH 

Freeman) is a much meatier affair* with programs, 
theory, mind blowing bits and generally a helluva 
good read. The book Fractals Everywhere by 
Michael Barnsley ISBN 0-12-079062*9 Is for the 
really serious student who wants a course on 
deterministic fractal geometry* Hope you know 
some calculus. 
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FED UP WAITING? Q COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD, 
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

(‘ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding Weekends! 

s: Fiislost 
Mail Order Company 
^ on F iirlh 

CHEOUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

(7 PINEWOOD STUDIOS. IVER HEATH 
w- BUCKS, SLO ONH 

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

ALL PFtlCI 

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS 

S INCLUDE V.A.T & DELIVERY 

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER 
5,26 (360KJ 5,25 (1,6 MIG} 

5,00 7.00 
3.5 1 MEG 

7.00 BOX/IO 

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON MITSUBISHI 3.5* 

5 BOXES MF2DD ( 50 DISKS) ONLY 26.00 

10 BOXES MF2DD (100 DISKS) ONLY 50,00 

5 BOXES MF2HD ( 50 DISKS) ONLY 45.00 

10 BOXES MF2HD (100 DISKS) ONLY 86 00 

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES 
WITH ABOVE DEALS 

3,5 2MEG (1.44) 

12.00 

BRANDED DISKS 

“PROMOTION WHERE 

IT COUNTS IN 

YOURPOCKEr 

GOLD MASTER BRANDED 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

1 BOX 

2-5 BOXES 

6-10 BOXES 

Rainbow Colours — White, Red Green, Orange, Yellow 

1 MEG 1 MEG 2 MEG 2 MEG 
MF2DD MF2DD MF2HD MF2HD 

RAINBOW RAINBOW 
6.50 7.50 13.00 14.00 
6.00 7.00 12.50 13.50 
5.50 6.75 12.00 13.00 

3.5 MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

50 DISKS 
100 DISKS 
200 DISKS 
500 DISKS 
1000 DISKS 

D$DD 

£21.00 
£40,00 
£75.00 

£175.00 
£329.00 

DSHD 

£32.50 
£63.50 

£125.50 
£295.50 
£580.50 

includes Labels NOTE: The above disks are 
based on > 55% clipping level, cheaper disks are 

available* Please Call. 

5.25" BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’$ with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty 

25 Disks 
50 Disks 
tOO Disks 

48tpi 
E8.50 

£16.00 
£28.00 

96tpi 
£8.75 

£16.25 
£27.25 

HD 

£12.00 
£23.00 
£36.00 

1000+ PLEASE CALL 

QUICK3HOT JOYSTICKS 
MULTISYSTEM 
QS11A TURBO* £9 00 
QS149 INTRUDER 1 £25.00 
QS126F MAVERICK 1 £14.00 
GS1S5 AVIATOR 1 £27.50 
OS131 APACHE 1 £7.00 
OS130F PYTHON 1 £9 50 
OS127 STARFIG'HTER 

PAIR REMOTE 
CONTROL £36,50 

NINTENDO 
OS130N PYTHON2 £9.50 

IBM PC/XT/AT 
05123 WARRIORS 
QS120 GAMES CARD 
QS146 INTRUDERS 
OS 151 AVIATORS 
SEGA MEGA DRIVE 
QS135 PYTHON3 
QS150 INTRUDERS 
QS140 CHIMERAS 

E 

£11 00 
£1050 
£25 00 
£29 00 

£9.50 
£25 00 

£9.00 
A UP TO 0.00 OFF ABOVE * 

JOYSTICKS WITH ANOTHER 
PURCHASE ABOVE Cl 5.00 # 

COMPUTER MATES 
BRANDED DISKS 

2 FOR 1 LIFE WARRANTY 

3.5" DISKS 
DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £23,00 £35.00 

100 Disk £45.00 £69.00 

200 Disks £85.00 £137.00 

500 Disks £20000 £32500 

coloured! 
DSDD DSHD 

£27.00 £38.00 

C 50.00 £75.00 

£90.00 £143.00 

£210.00 £331.00 

MICE/TRACKERBALLS 
PC/XT/MOUSE.£20.00 
PS2 MOUSE.. JL.....£21.00 
AMIGA/COMMODORE.Cl 9.00 
ATARI MOUSE.-A. V.El9.00 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL. ,.£2200 
PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL..E22.00 
MOUSE MAT.iJU.£2.50 
MOUSE POCKET..£2.50 
MOUSE STAGE. £10.00 
MOUSE MAT HARD.£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER.£5.00 

STORAGE BOXES 
3.6 DISK 6.26’ STACKABLE BOXES 
CAPACITY CAPACITY DISK HA ME CAPACITY 
140 £11,50 140 „ £9 00 3.5' BANX 80 £12.99 
120 £ 9 ,50 120 ..£8.50 DUAL BANX5 130/180 £14.99 
100 ... £ 7 90 100 ... C7.S0 3.5' BIMBY *00 £1899 

BO £ 7 50 50 . £6.50 5.25* BIMBY 5 *00 £1899 
50... £6.50 “BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 
40 .. £6 00 3*. 2.9*. VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES' 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABE + 2 KEYS 
MM OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE 

3.6 OR 
10 CAP £1 50 5 CAP £115 
CARDBOARD DISK MAILERS 

1 CAP £0.50 
£150/1000 OR £25/100 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH 
LOOKSAVE YOUR EYES 

12* or 14' COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES.ONLY £1399 
12' Of 14' TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STANO...£15,95 
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER.£800 

PRINTER STANDS S DIFFERENT TYPES 
PRINTER STAND (Feet) 80 OR 132 COLUMN £&00 

IBM PRINTER LEADS. .-....£5.00 
......... JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C 

COMPUTER 
DESK £90. m 

LABELS 5 25' Of 3.5’ (525 with W/P) 
100.£1.00 1000.£800 

* Single or Multicolour Available 

COPY HOLDERS 

A4 OESK TOP Angle Poise. £15.99 

A4 ANGLE POISE G-Clamp. .£15.99 

A4 0ESK TOP. .ce.oo 
PAPER CLIP Monitor Side. ...£9,00 

PAPER CLIP Monitor Top .£5.00 

OUST COVERS 
PX XT. AT+MONITOR 
12-or 14* MONITOR 
SO or 132 PRINTER 
LAZER PRINTER 
84 OR 102 KEYBOARD 
TOWER CPU 

. C6.00 
£6.00 
C6.00 
£6,00 
£6 00 
£6.00 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI VACUUM CLEANER. .£700 
HEAD CLEANER 3.5' OR 5.25'. .£2 GO 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION. ..£3 00 
ALL THE ABOVE AN E7 MORE. .£11,00 
3'CLEANING KIT ..£3.00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 
2 WAY.Cl 5 00 
4 WAY....£20.00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS.. £8 00 each 

KEYBOARD DRAWER + MONITOR, 

& CPU STAND.£26.99 

80 COLUMN MAGNIFYING RULER ... C3.00 

PRINTER MULTI-FORM FEEDER,., £16*00 

LOOK VIDEO TAPES El80 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3 HOURS - 10 FOR £20,50 FOR £90 

FOR COLLECTIONS VISIT OUR NEW SHOP AT 
675 HOLLOWAY RD., LONDON N19 
_OPEN 7 DAYS 12-9 PM 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO 

GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT. WITH 

SERVICE, QUALITY AND BACKING FROM 

THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS IN 

THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200 LINES 

OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK FOR OUR 

COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST WITH 

YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p S.A.E. 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW 
ON 0753 553535 

DATA CARTRIDGES RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOXED DISKS 
DC30QA.£1705 DC6320.£24.00 

DC300XL.£17 50 DC6525.£28.00 

DC30QXLP.£1550 DC1000 10MB .£16.50 

DC300EXL.£18.70 DC1000 20MB . £16.50 

DC600A.£1550 DC2000.£13.50 

DC6150.£1750 DC2080.£16.50 

DC6250.£24.00 DC2120.£16.50 

OTY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL 
OR FAX 

ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED 
IN BLUE PRINTEO CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS 

100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE. 
3 5' 720K-880K 3.5' V44 MEG 5 25' DISKS 
MF-2DD 10'S 1 MEG MF-2HD 10'S 2 MEG M-2D 48TPI360K 
1 BOX £5.00 1 BOX... £6.50 1 BOX (10) £4.00 
MF-2DD 30'S 1 MEG MF-2HD 30'S 2 MEG M-2DD 96TPI 720K 
1 BOX (30). 14.00 1 BOX (30). C21.50 1 BOX (10) £4.75 
BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG BAMBI-2HD 2 MEG M-2HD 1 6 MEG H/D 
25 DISKS IN 25 25 DISKS IN 25 1 BOX (10) £6-00 
CAPACITY STORAGE CAPACITY STORAGE 
BOX BOX 
1 BOX. 14.00 1 BOX £21.00 I 

10% DISCOUNT 

GIVEN ON 10 BOXES 

OR MORE 

FED UP WAITING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS 



AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
GVP's HD&+ hard drive and A530 hard drive with 40MHz accelerator, 
represent the highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable 
prices. Each Incorporates a Iasi action hard dove, RAM expansion 
capability custom VLSI chip and Fa a a STROM SCSI driver, for . v 
unbeatable performance . 
The HD0+ hard drive offers up to 6Mb of 
standard internal Fa si RAM expansion , , \\\vx 
and the A530 Combo, up to SMb of 32- 
bit -Aid" Iasi RAM experts on Mh 
feature a SCSI controller, which 
supports up io 6 additional devices 
and an Auloboot/Qame cut-off 
switch. Both are available m 52, 120 
and 240Mb hard drive versions, 
In addrtion, the A530 Combo zooms 
the Amiga forward with an 030 
accelerator, running at a blistering 
40MHz This enables your Amiga 500 lo 
run at an mcredifeie t£l MIPS, taster than 
an Amiga 3000' No other product in the 
world combines, all the features found in the 
A53Q Combo1 A plug-in PC emulator option, 

, _NEW LOW PRICES 
\ ON MOST PRODUCTS 

EFFECTIVE 1st SEPT 92 

ihe HDB+ and A530 Combo a ll 
HARD DRIVE 

1CH USD DMVf 
<u in tMm wnewts • * 

tHTM tw ItalJlCtni * 
Tflwigrta mu i# toi urnut" 
CM RATE V IHE ZttMtHDl • * 

ACCELERATOR 

FOR ALL AMIGAS AMIGA 1500 2000 3000 PRODUCTS 

3GVP 
GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Sica Systems are pleased to present the GVP range 
ad per^herab GVP am the worttfs largest thinJ party 
manufactuer of peopherate for the Amiga range and 
have a reputation for high specification, quality 
products The company was founded only lour years 
ago by a man who knows about the Amiga, 
Commodore's ex-Vice President of Technology. He. 
along with a team df Amiga experts ndudrg other ex- 
Commodore Staff, understand the addon requirements 
of Amiga owners better than anyone, Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amiga owners want 
they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty 
on the products they manufacture. So, if you are 
looking tor the very best in peripherals tor your Amiga 
computer, look no further than GVP. 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUGIN OPTION FOR HD0+ & A53Q 

RAM BOARDS 
• Up K> m* C* FAST RAM 
• U&gr&dtt r' rtCtvfTVfnt?, 
• nelrtfry standard HAkfcnm 
• Otegnawe Mftw* 
• Ftify mdo-rnrtigtfng 
Whj Run r wf «ty io immn I 
IWixZQ^raAnnrvtiLfitiJIft Tr* 
ft*.w & « K»-, n4K><xrt(^' ^; rtf 4 
with p*«* or-mirtd tottm-e W* 
corAjrtton tar Bndpftoirt 

OMb populated uim £99 

2Mb populated £149 

* 16MHz 60296 processor 
* 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
* 512K of PC RAM plus the use of Amiga RAM 
* Supports Hercules, C6A, EGA^VGA 

(monochrome)i and T3100 video modes 
* Huns MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 

This powerful 266 emulator module simpty plugs mlo 
the "mini-slot" of the GVP HDS+ or A53Q (without 
invalidating the warranty), It has full access to the 
Amiga's resources and allows 
you to run PC and Amiga pro¬ 
gram® al the same time, giving 
you two computers in one. 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY: 
Superb build excellent oesthetia ond 
blinding speed make this the best A500 
hard drive* _ Amiga $hqpp(A (hob.,) 

'GVP claims this a the fastest hard drive in 
the wodd and none of our tern could prove 
that wrong - Untouchable. THE choice' 

AMIGA SHQm ft pm*i 

'Still the best hard drive' _ 92% 
AMfSA FORMAT lltfl (HOB*/ 

'GVP have done it agoinf « 94% 
AMIGA WQMAT *9? 0U3Q 

* - the build quality is excellent „ in terms 
of pedormancef their gear is the best „ 
their equipment is worth every penn/. 

AMIGA fOHMAT 99? (AM 

ACCELERATORS 
030 ojo 

HARD CARDS VIDEO ENHANCER 
mtMeri Herts Drives • w/»dfcOTa*XFS 9 7m x SBC pal ms 

• Supports comp v&o, $-YM$& RGB 

SOUND SAMPLER 
* Plugs (nta perMtn port 
* MW support tor vang rr.Pu t 
* ExiMVtnm «*irng totum 

■‘jjfiW’i1 R-<iT TJpwi vmnd utfrfiy tk 
TfpnM porltnBUfAmuiKE.BCO 15ffl,KCC 
or MOO compulir wd* 5m fl?i4 

k msl powMU and h^ihji 
c «*ng ppojinii ivaM* win 
en^rikocrriEwig 

MUS 
2500 £49.95 

A* GVP 5-f orot mxdmmjv ar a* mn*a 
mte » hard qn* b» addnq 9 UGH «, GV * 
42ft, £39.# ***9<9* ULTUATi 

15003000 penmen Anf r SC® 0*9 ran 

Llh*n Bt ittfmtfcd» to ite teaemwa 

Fecflory i 
* 2 .V ?40& 4WMt* options 
* 0^»*OGniia^rnflrrw^*s^ 
♦ AAJLfitoS SCSI U(*W« 
• fan to wf* it SIMMS 
Tta mpu a nee twtt wk *9 tf* 
dee ^ Iwfl (Tvt W Igr M 15M 
-'own tn-.-i Jtrt m#? %cm* & [ft* 
^iaM«wii wWHM (Mfwi'aiionmpvitian 
jixicmwk M board 

52Mb £299 
120 Mb £429 
240mb t-c £699 

429MB £1099 

* No# with RGB % 
l^wf Vision 2* « Eh 24-M 
Vi*c Adaptor ii tsattf at i« tr*qn wloun on 
acwntf$i(X4.b^aigif*A«tMrfev.lFwiV 

iVam* uafibar and Ggiai 
*rth Ci^n4v2* 3D modeling and fondswg 
sofiMJt Sola rV24 wd*o King u*tww, pint 
U*vo Part 2**r part pack*™ A1K&2M0 
Wto i«M«nai «dW&. GVA 5Z24 9$ 

IYjU VtU SPUTTIR ^ no ^ £ 1499 
W-J4 - VTU HUBOIOER n# *5 -t:, £ 189 9 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 

P7 HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS 

PRICES FROM: 

£349 
MODEL 

HARD DRIVE 
HD6+ 

FREE BROCHURE! 
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

1 SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU] 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY On all hardware orders shipped n The UK marimd 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE; Team Of expels *1 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a 'Same product - Same pngt* bi&* 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record m pmtessional COmpuMr wke 
• E12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Sold, reliabie and pmfrtM* 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available 081 308 0888 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and earning faciiiiies at our London 8 Sidciip brancfias 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All Of yOuf raqu^iWrtS flW P>4 Suppl# 
• TREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers. + software and peripheral detan* 
• PAYMENT. Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms 
Before you decide when lo buy your new Amiga products, we sugwrel you Bunk very cauefufty about 
WHERE you buy them Consider what it wHl be like a few months anor you have made your purchase 
when you may require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice And, will the company 
you buy from corned you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure mat you will have 
nothing to worry about We have been established for almost 14 years end. with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim lo maet our customers' requirements with on understanding 
which Is second to none. But don't just take our word lor it. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service" 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: 
&«F Lrtie 

1-4 Tt* Mews. Kjmerte, Be S«i*, Kent 0M4 40X Tel: >81-309 111 A 
«5p-5*t b oovn-e ooa^ iw tegw Oprv-^ m oei M one 

LQMOOH SHOP 
Ow»WQ irtMl. 

 ^ TdWYttffl Court ROW London. W1P DBA Tot tTI 5M «W 
Uert-SK 9KWm4QCp. Mt UN *-/* OQwg 14b 0,i-E3 i?]7 

LONDON SHOE: 
Ownmg Hxo 

SetfnOfles (1* ** (Word Street London. WIA T*9 Tel: IH-621 1234. 
W^WIKMOtr uw v nwai«gr Emr ».« 

SIOCUP SHOP 1*4 The Mm. Hiffiete^ Rd. Sdan tern 0A14 m tet B81-M2 Mil 
j 

To Silica Systems AMFOR-i 192-63, 1-4 The Mews. Hathertey R{l, Sdcuji. Kent, DAN 4D)T^ 

[PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE] 

Mr.MrsMis&Ms, ..... Indraft .. Surname: 

Company Name irf applicable): . 

Address:.. ... 

--—-- ---— 

Postcode 

Tet (Home) ________ Tet (Work) 

Which computer!si, if any. do you own?.„.. .....66E 

I 



COMPUTERS 
6 STEELE ROAD 

MIDDLEWICH 
CHESHIRE 
CW10 0RA 

TEL: (0606) 737551 

i-7pm Mon- 
PRICES CHANGE 

REGULARLY RING FOR 
THE LATEST DEALS 

FROM NOVA 
Please make an appointment if 

you wish to collect your order and 
save on postage costs. 

COLLECT YOUR 
ORDER AND SAVE 

POSTAGE 

A600. <S> 

A600 + 20Mb HARD DISK ...RING 

A1500 + SOFTWARE.E550 

A500 A500+ 
GVP HD8 + 52Mb 
GVP HD8+ 120Mb.TSST 
GVP PC-286 PC EMULATOR.£190 

A1500 A2000 
GVP HD8+ 52Mb.£270 PRINTERS 

CITIZEN 120D+.El 25 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9.£190 
CITIZEN PRODOT 9 (inc. col. kit)£205 
CITIZEN 224 .  £220 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E (inc. col. krt)£280 

An printers include leads 
Add £7 for starter krt 

(paper, labels + Omrer disk) 
RING FOR OETAILS ON LATEST CtTEZEN 

PRINTERS 

GVP HD8+ 120Mb.£395 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PHILIPS 8833 MK It MONITOR 

(inc. lead & GAME).£205 
ROCTEC GENLOCK PLUS.£130 
OPTICAL MOUSE.£29 
1Mb x 9 Simms (inc. PSP)..£30 
A60Q 1Mb and clock (inc. P&P)...£52 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE UP TO 40% OFF RRP 

SEGA CARTRIDGES UP TO 20% OFF RRP 

WORKBENCH 2.04 UPGRADES 
LOWEST PRICES ON FULL RANGE OF 

GVP PERIPHERALS 
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR AMIGA, JUST RING FOR A PRICE 

Sri PRICES INCLUDE VAT. __ 
J PLEASE RING FOR POSTAGE COSTS 12123 

We accept payment by Access, Visa, Connect, P.O.'s, Cheque. 
(Please allow 10 days tor cheque clearance) 

Fast and Friendly Mail Order - Overseas orders welcome; 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 DM The Courtyard, High Street. Hampton HM. Middx. 1W12 1PD. 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill or send 
£2.50 for our NEW 8th Edition Catalogue 

Xljtrb 5)iciclj 
£29.99 * by Avalon Hill Games Company J 

Bane of the Cosmic Forge 
£35.99 

iMMl 
From Peter Turcan 

Dreadnoughts-. .(Game).... . ..£31.99 
Ironclad Scenarios..1894-1916... .£16.99 
Bismarck Scenarios,, ,.WW2.... .£16.99 

HARPOON £ C'C ^ 

Batt 

Battlesets 1&2 Amiga £31.99 
Harpoon BATTLEBOOK (300+ pages) £ 16.99 

Battleset #2 "North Atlantic Convoys* £22.99 import 
- Battleset #3 "The Med Conflict" .. £14.99 

Battleset #4 "Indian Ocean"...SOON 
Scenario Editor...,... £19,99 

KINGSTON. SURREY 

Major dealer for all Amiga products 
including CDROM & CDTV 

Stockists of GVP Hard Drives & 
accelerators. Citizen, Panasonic, 
Canon Printers, Philips Monitors, 
Tecno Plus range & much more. 

We also stock a huge range of 
Amiga Serious & Leisure Software 

NEW PHILIPS CDI, NOW IN STOCK 

BARKMAN COMPUTERS 
30 HIGH STREET 

KINGSTON UPON THAMES 
SURREY 

081 546 5941 

ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 

Analogic Computers (IIK) Ltd 
Unit t, Ash way Centre Telephone Mon-rri iam-7pm 

Elm Crescent 
Kingston-upon-Thames 081 “546 9575 
Surrey KT5 6HH Telff«> 1041-541 4*71 

MONITORS 
Philips 15“ TV/monitor (model 3332), remote control + scart cable.-.£239.00 
Philips 15’ TV/monitor (model 2331 )t « above plus Teletext  .£969.00 
Philips 14“ TV/Monitor (designer model), remote control + scart cabie £255.00 

AMIGA DRIVES 
1 Meg 3.5' internal ,. 
l Meg 3.5* external. 

£49.95 
£5995 

{ACCESSORIES | 
Amiga 519K RAM + clock.X24.95 
Amis A Pint inv DAU Al 

Rom Sharer. 
Mouse Mat. 

. *..£19.95 
__£4,95 Amiga rlUS J I Aft KAM. 

Amiga PIlk 1 ' f4f ^ Oust Cover ... .£4.95 

Amiga/Atari Squik Mouse .014*95 
Amiga Scart Cable...£14.95 

Super Pro ZJpstkk. 
Amiga Power Supply. 
TO Blank Disks. 

.£14.95 
„„„„„£39.93 
__ 

- , 1 

SPECIAL OFFER Amiga A600 RAM Expansion 

1 Meg RAM.. .*£49.95 1 Meg RAM + clock*— ..£54.95 

AMIGA A500 REPAIRS 
Without diagnostic fees 

IT Fixed charges ★ Fast turnaround 
A Many repairs done 

while-U-wait 
★ We provide pick-up service 

for repairs 
for only £5.00 + VAT 

* AM puces Include vat and Nirr wux DAY delivery subject to BWebty 
* Fl*ed charge for repair does not Include mk drive replacement nor keyboard _ 

* a! prices subject to c hange without notice mmmm 
* We reserve the right to refuse any Amiga repair wsa 



HOW TO CONTACT 
AMIGA FORMAT 

READERS' LETTERS 

You can be certain of getting your enquiry to the mag¬ 
azine dealt with, but only It you make sure you re 
addressing your letter to the right person or place. 

Hello and welcome once again to the bit of the magazine where 

you get to have a direct say. And, if we're going to be perfectly hon¬ 

est, I get a good chance to make my opinions known as well. Let's 

take a look and see what issues you lot have been taking an interest 

in. But just before we do, remember that if you've got any thoughts, 

ideas or opinions to offer, the address is Letters, Amiga Format, 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA? 2BW. And try to keep it short! 

• We can never give personal replies by mail, so don't 
send us a stamped-addressed envelope. 

- We can under no circumstances give personal 
replies by fax, so please don't ask us to. 

• We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 10am and 5pm, and we ll be happy 
to talk to you then. 

■ Our advertising department can help with problems 
concerning companies who advertise In the magazine 
tf you phone during normal office hours. 

• Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format 

Mall Order department are not in the same building. 
They can be contacted on 0458 74011, 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side of 
your Amiga, with hardware or with serious software. 
Pat McDonald will try to answer you In the mag. Or, If 
you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send it In and you could win a prize. 
WORKBENCH, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH 
STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 

If you've Just found the cheat mode, mapped out the 
levels or found all the passwords for the latest game, 
send the info to Maff and you could win a prize. Or, if 
you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else's problem and win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS, GAMES U STE RS A MIGA FORMAT 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

The letters pages are there for you to air your views 
and share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be In Workbench! Damien Is 
looking for thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes given for the best two. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. AMIGA FORMAT 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write the answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it in* 
You can enter as many times as you wish, but all 
entries must be posted separately: don't put several 
entries In one envelope together, or include entries 
with letters to any other pan of the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT. 
29 MONMOUTH STREET. BATH BA1 2DL. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

If you've ordered something from the Amiga Format 
Mail Order section and you've got a problem, please 
remember that we on the magazine don't deal with it 
at all. Write to Mall Order at our Somerton address or 
telephone 0458 74011* 
AMIGA FORMA T MAIL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly, it you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the magazine catches up with you, then 
send the new address to: 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN. 
SOMERTON. SOMERSET TA11 7PY. 

FAULTY COVER DISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm we employ for that specific purpose. If you 
have a faulty disk, send it to them enclosing an SAE. 
We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can't help. 
DISCOPY LABS, UNIT A, WESTMARCH, LONDON 
ROAD, DAVENTRY* NORTHANTS, NN11 4SA. 

TIPS SCOFF 
A tier praising Monkey island 2 so much, why are you 

determined u> ruin your readers' enjoyment of the 

game? 1 am referring to the first half of the complete 

solution in Game Busters (Amiga Format Issue 38). 

You could at least give information in a reasonably 

cryptic form, allowing the reader some sense of 

achievement at completing the game. 

Maybe I'm just nostalgic, but I much preferred the 

early days of the H*bii computers when tip-writers gave 

out information sparingly and only in situations where 

a player was likely to get permanently stuck. 

Daniel Johnston, Stourbridge 

Let 's fin e it: either you are going to cheat or you are 

nor: it’s all down to you. If you do want to cheat, you 

want real information, nor cryptic hints. If you don 7 

want to cheat* yon don't read the tips and cheats in the 

magazine. It seems pretty simple, really. 

Another important consideration with a game like 

Monkey Island is that the tips inevitably have to be 

very comprehensive because different people will be 

stuck on different bits. 

SACK THE MANAGER 
I am a keen player of football management games. I 

would appreciate your advice on the best football mm* 

agement game for the Amiga, Your answer would be 

gratefully appreciated. 

David Prdduck, Broadstafrs 

Got a picture you're proud of? Send If in. see it In prim 
and %un an Amiga Pormat^binaefr Since Letters Is 
where you get to contribute your words, we thought it 
would Se the perfect place to see your pics on display 
too. However your Image was created, whether you've 
sketched it in DPalnt or generated It with a raydracing 
package, we d like to see it Only the best will make It 
Into these hallowed pages. Send your entries on disk 
In IFF format to The Gallery, Letters, Amiga Format, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

yet again the Amiga-world mirrors real life: There are 

very few decent football managers to be had in either 

At a push, try Graham Taylor’s Soccer Challenge from 

Krisalts for realism' or US Gold's The Manager for 

fun. Bur. if you 're like other managers, you might hare 

a problem deciding which one is right for you. 

BETTER DISKS 
1 just don't know, or can't count* how many art pro¬ 

grams and DTP programs you have put on the front of 

this mag. People might like them but one art program 

is like them all, so why don't you pul something else 

on the front? 

And 1 have an idea. Every time, on about page 9. 

you put 'first back up vour Coverdisk’. Every time I 

buy a game I back it up* but it's costing me a fortune in 

blank disks and I seem to have millions upon millions 

of disks, so why don't your programmers invent a util¬ 

ity so you can crush three or lour games on to just one 

single disk and make it simple to use? 

Vm sure it won't just satisfy me, but millions of 

people who have the same problem with having too 

many disks, because all my mates do. 

Jamie Wagland, Nottingham 

This month’s Amiga Format Collection just goes to 

show that we're trying to bring you as many different 

kinds of software as possible. Here s a run-down of 

what we've donw to date: fractal landscapes, DTP. 

Continued overleaf 

'Butterflies' - JAB, Waterford 
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HAM painting, multimedia authoring, animation 

sequencing, CAD, and now a PC-disk-reading utility 

and a video titling package, f call that extraordinarily 

variety and it s not nil art programs, even though 

inevitably a lot of Amiga software is creative. 

What worries me more is that yon seem to he miss¬ 

ing the point about backing-up. It is not simply a 

matter of storing your Coverdtsk for posterity The 

idea is that you actually use the back up - then if 

something goes wrong with the disk. tike if wears out 

through over-use or gets coffee spilt on it, you've still 

got the original with the data safe and sound* 

If you want to store a few programs on a disk* you 

can do so with the use of an archiving utility such as 

LHA las used on this months disk) or Power Packer. 

CLEVER BOY! 
After rushing mil and buying the 

latest Amiga Format (Issue 38) as 

usual. 1 noticed a mistake. On the 

from cover it says ‘Give your 500 

Super Power!', yet the keyboard in the background 

with a Superman symbol on it is in fact an A 600 key¬ 

board. 

Was this a deliberate mistake? Do I get a prize for 

having such sharp eyes? Did anyone else notice? 

Keep up the good work, your magazine is greal and 

the only one 1 ever buy. 

Nicholas Howell, Margate 

Over the art editor Marcus: 'Definitely deliberate, f 
mean / knew it wasn't an A500, it said A600 on top of 

it for a start, and it was small and cheese shaped But 

vre firmly believed nobody would he smart enough to 

sopt the difference and you* Nick are the FIRST of 

160,000 A500 owning readers who spotted it. A prize? 

Ke.r / think a prize or two is well in order. 

You've won... an Amiga Format T-shirt, a garden 

gnome, three plastic native-Americans, the photograph 

we scanned for Amiga Formal Issue 27' cover and 

two free tickets to the Future Entertainment Show.’ 

Do any of the rest of you hove any observations 

about deliberate errors we may or may not have made 

in the last few issues? Send them into the tonal address 

and well see how far the largesse extends, 

AND NOW... THE ADS 
I read with great interest your September news report 

Product Placement: the ad cash mils in*. Just recently 

man}1 people have been concerned over whether soft¬ 

ware developers will continue to produce many good 

quality games for the Amiga when they could make 

more producing cartridge games. 

The home computer is becoming more and more of 

a popular medium today and is starting to slowly edge 

television out as the most popular medium. So it makes 

sense to do what television has been doing for as tong 

as [ can remember, Advertisements! I know that like 

many others I spend much more time on my computer 

than I do watching TV as 1 find television boring. 

Some may argue that corporate sponsorship will 

produce tower quality programs, but most likely ihe 

opposite will occur. Game developers will have to 

compete with other softw are houses to get the best cor¬ 

porate sponsorship and ihe most cash, With this 

sponsorship they won't have to worn about whether or 

not their game sells large amounts and will be able to 

splurge a hit. 

Of course problems w ill always come up between 

the software company and corporate sponsor, but noth¬ 

ing l-m sure won’t be worked out. 

The sponsor w ill benefit from this too. First, it will 

he ahle to larget certain audiences by the type of soft¬ 

ware and put the appropriate ads with that knowledge. 

Also, even if many of the program copies are pirated, 

just as many people will sec the advertisement as if 

each copy was acquired legally and lastly it could pos¬ 

sibly reduce the price of games due to the sponsorship. 

I know that many people get sick and tired of com¬ 

mercials on television let alone on a computer game, 

but. hey. if it saves the computer industry I’m all for it. 

Could it be the saviour of the computer games indus¬ 

try? Only lime w ill tell. 

Brad Arndt, Ontario, Canada 

Interesting. But paying for ad time would be a hit of 

headache, as would picking the right product - you 

wouldn't want to your fish finger product to be adver¬ 

tised along a popular character such as James Pond, 

As for the potential drop in price because of sponsor¬ 

ship, l can 7 see it myself 

ROM NOT SAFE 
I’m sorry lo be the harbinger of misery and all that but 

Stephen Crofts’ letter on ROM cards piracy was not 

entirely wide off the mark. The current rumour on the 

street as far as pirates arc concerned is that ROM 

cards, complete with on-card hardware protection, are 

not going to be that much of a problem . 

Over the past year or so V ve seen a cracked copy of 

the original Action Replay cartridge, CDTV Lemmings. 

and CDTV Sim City, so ROM-Card software, though l 

hate to admit il. looks like going the same way. Even 

Robocop HI was doing the rounds while the program¬ 

mers were telling you how chuffed they were w ith the 

dongle protection code, 

PossihJv the only way forward is lo use CD-ROM 

to its maximum potential. With 500+Mb on every CD- 

ROM l can't see anybody wanting to waste that many 

blank disks on a single game, for this reason alone it 

looks like CD7V Trivial Pursuit, on two CDs. will 

never be piraied. Even hard disk owners would be 

unwilling to give up so much room for just one title, no 

matter how pretty the pictures are. 

ROM cards, however, with their 4Mb overhead 

I unless I’ve missed something somewhere) are just 

ripe for copying. After all. if the number of disks 

denoted a game's worth, then Monkey Island If, 

Heimdali Willy Beamish. Guy Spy and a host of others 

would never have made it off the starting block in the 

first place. 

Looks pretty bleak, doesn't it? Is this why 

Commodore are anxious to promote CD technology, to 

keep their machines alive? Full marks to the producers 

of CDTV Trivial Pursuit for producing a program that 

is not only uneconomical to pirate but shows off 

CDTV to it's fullest. I’m waiting for the day when a 

CDTV title makes it into the top 30. and as soon as it 

docs, Fm selling up and buying one for myself. 

Finally, back to Mr Crofts' letter, cards on the con¬ 

soles most definitely ARE pi ratable, so how long 

before the console market starts suffering the same 

piracy problems as everybody else? 

Anon 

Essentially, all / have to say to this letter is that you 

are quite right. Add in the fact that CDs are enor¬ 

mously cheaper to make than cards and you soon see 

that CD is the way to go. It could be as sorm at this 

time next year that all neu- games are published on 

CD, Which is going to tnakle next year very, very excit¬ 

ing indeed. 

SPEED DEMON 
Forget about the 68020. This 

chip was obsolete years ago. It 

offers little improvement over a 

14 MHz 68000 (in terms of 

speed! and is almost as expensive as a 68030, 

Commodore will not be producing any Amigas with 

this chip (I hope), 

Outright, your best current value in accelerators for 

a 2(XK)/I500 is a GVP G-Forcc 4ftMHi. This board 

comes w ith a 68030/68882 with 4 megs of 32-bit RAM 

(expandable) and a fast SCSI controller. As of August, 

it's being sold for an incredible price of S999 (£625) 

by various mail-order houses in the US* A5Q0 owners 

should look into a GVP A530 - it has similar laudables 

land no. Vm not a GVP employee). 

Finally, and most importantly, all you guys at 

Amiga Format and in the British programming com¬ 

munity seem ignorant of some basic facts about what 

drives the sales of accelerators. 

In answering a question about why night simulators 

don't take advantage of accelerated Amigas, you 

answered because there aren’t that many accelerators 

out there'. This is correct, but misses the point, it is the 

program that takes advantage of a 68030 which creates 

the sale of accelerators* Do you think the reason why 

so many IBM ‘486 machines are being sold is to make 

Centlnued overleaf 



MARKETING 
FORCES (1)? 
Saddest sight of 19^2? Ii hud to he vcs 

tcrday whilst visiting my local branch 

of Dixons Photographic. 

I was met with the curious sight of 

the new Commodore A570 CD-ROM 

Drive sitting next to., the Amiga 600! 

Neither of these new products being 

compatible with one and other - yet 

being displayed together! Don't blame 

Dixons* they only show what they 

stock* No* blame,*. Commodore 

Marketing. For only they could release 

a new product for a machine which you 

Can’t buy anymore. 

With this sort of ‘retail strategy1 

then* is it really any wonder why 

prospective new customers are eon* 

fused? And consequently, why Amiga 

sales figures are below optimum poten¬ 

tial? All foreseeable. All avoidable. 

Ho hum! 

Bruce Turner, Ripley 

MARKETING 
FORCES (2)? 
The marketing department of 

Commodore must he extremely clever 

(and the Amiga buyer very stupid I or 

they could end up w iih a lot of egg on 

their faces and a w hole lot of hardware 

left in storage. How can they expect to 

sell the A570 CD-ROM in appreciable 

numbers before Christmas after just 

robbing the original A60G buyers of 

£100 within a couple of months of it's 

release by dropping the price? 

After waiting nearly a year for the 

A570 to hit the market, l for one will 

now be waiting until after Christmas 

before waiting for a price cut 

Commodore proved with the A600 

price cut that they will rip us off given 

half a chance. These are not the moans 

of an early A600 buyer but of one of 

last year’s A500+ owners. 

PS; There should be more CD soft¬ 

ware (or is it hardware *i available after 

Christmas. 

Mark A, Davies, Thomton-Oevefey* 

Far he it from this humble journal to 

come to the defence of a mulli*national 

corporation such os Commodore 

Business Machines which, to he frank, 

has mode a few cock-ups in its glorious 

history, But it does appear that the 

anger and bemusement being expressed 

by at least one of these fetters is more 

than a little misplaced. 

Consider, if you wilt, what the out* 

cry would have been from the 

million-Plus ASOO and Plus users had 

Commodore not put the long-awaited 

A570 CD-ROM drive on sale in Dixons 

Photographic tl assume you mean the 

one in Alfretoni or. mure catastrophi¬ 

cally Dixons er,,. Dixons? Just because 

the A600 is on sale and the ASOO is no 

longer with us in a retail sense. does 

mu mean that owners of the great old 

machine don't want to upgrade to make 

use of CD-ROM. And. as a side issue, 

Dixons also make the decision what to 

sunk as well as how to stock it. 

The second letter does pose a few 

mitre problems if. as Mark says, he tand 

we w ould assume many other people) 

will he waiting until after Christmas for 

a price drop, ft does suggest that 

Commodore are losing ground on the 

reputation that the Amiga has helped to 

make for them, The £100 drop in the 

price of the A600 caught us all off hub 

once - although / can't agree that it as 

a rip-off, it smacks far more of cock-up 

and a misreading of the popularity of 

the machine than of conspiracy. And it 

certainly is tun robbery*. What it is, is 

sad on two counts. Firstly* because 

Commodore are trying to show an open 

fate m the rest of the world after a 

long, long time; secondly because pco 

pie seem to be mis-rettding this as 

two-facedness. 

As for the CDs l softwarel, as far as 

I know, next year is the 

big one for those, as 

CDT\f, the A570 and jjp 

A6m and 

start fight¬ 

ing in anger. 

CD i 

Mr Turner of 

r"!&^ 
Ripley - o little 
off I he mark but >0* 

lie knows how to 

US* DTP with on ~ 
Amigo* Tv 

to 

Next month 
- buy buy! 
AMIGA FORMAT 41, DECEMBER 1992 

DO NOT FORGET! Get down the shops for your copy 

on Thursday November 12th, or you couJd miss it! 

C £Ec£ 
ONE VERY SPECIAL ISSUE FOR 
EVERYONE WITH PRESSIES IN MIND 
We don't dare say its name yet* but let's face it - THAT time of year is just 

around the comer. Yes. that time w hen we all eat far too much, watch appalling 

television for about twenty-three hours of the day and - yes! - we get pressies! 
Lots of luvverly pressies! 

Which means, for all us Amiga funs* just one thing. It means bonanza time 

for our A mi gas. It means spanking new hardware, more power to our elbows, 

new areas of software to be explored, and lots of great new games to play. Let 
me at it! 

But wait! There’s one problem! What to put on our lists? What to ask for 

from over-generous aunts and uncles, mums and dads* mates and pals? What to 

buy for Amiga-obsessed friends and relations? It w ill be too late before you 
know it! 

Well, in a seasonal spirit of utter greed and self-interest, the December issue 

of Amiga Format will answer all the questions about what to buy pr what to 

ask for for a present this... errm..* ’holiday season? And you'll be able to get 

your mitts on this essential guide on November 12th... just in lime! 

BUYING POWER 
A full run down of the ideal set-ups and the best hardware money can obtain - especially 

if it% not your money! plus, for prospective Amiga owners, a beginner’s guide to the 

models, the pucks and the option available. 

SOFT OPTIONS 
If you had £200 to kit your Amiga out with software* what would you get? And if you 

had £1.0007 We explain the exciting softw are options to suit all pockets. 

GAME OF THE YEAR 
- THE CONTENDERS 
Whic are the games that are competing for (he coveted Christmas Number One position? 

Which of the new Autumn releases wilt he worth buying1 Are this year s games the best 

ever crop for the Amiga? AJI this and more... 

ANOTHER COMPLETE 
COVER DISK PACKAGE 
As ever, we don’t ycl base final confirmation of what it's going to be. but wre re working 

away to get another useful and interesting program for you, and it could be worth any¬ 

thing between £30 and £ 150. What other magazine gives you more? 

PLUS MUCH MORE... 
Stocking fillers and pocket-money pressies lots of little gadgets to fill that comer or 

stretch your limited pockets. Well also be taking a look at classic games that you can 

buy lor as little as £2 or £3. And win. win, win as we give away lour amazing Miracle 

piano-teaching systems from Mindscape. Yet this is just the start! 

Note: contents list is subject to change at last minute 
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WordPerfect scroti the text just that much faster? No* 

it's because games are being made that take advantage 

of such speed. Falcon 3.0, Ultima UnderWorid and 

Hing Commander // are currently responsible for prob¬ 

ably 50 cfc (conservative) of the sales of fast IB Ms. 

I guarantee, that if a spectacular Amiga flight sim 

(British, of course) with an option for realistic terrain 

(possibly Gourad fractal polygon si came out, the fan¬ 

tastic screen shots in Amiga Format of planes flying 

through valleys combined with a UK mail-order house 

that won’t overcharge on those GVPs would increase 

the installed base of accelerators tenfold. 

David Leonardo, USA 

You ‘ re quite right about the 68020 - though a tor of 

speculation has suggested that a more powerful low- 

end Amiga could use this chip, Fm tut'fined to agree 

that it is effectively a dead chip when the power-price 

ratio of the other chips in the range is considered. 

And for the rest of your argument, / believe we're 

on precisely the same wavelength although we did pm 

the argument the other way around. However, t don't 

believe the argument is any longer about the purchase 

of accelerator cards for Amigos that already exist. The 

question is, what sort of power will the new range of 

Amigo provide and how will games programmers take 

advantage of it? 

Indeed, we can expect some pretty exciting games, 

Texture-mapped and Gourad-shaded 30 is an 

inevitable development, which is going to make the 

games of the very near future pretty exciting. If you 

don't know what we're talking about. dear reader, just 

imagine a flight situ where the ground is detailed pic¬ 

tures of fields rather than just a big. green block and 

you get some of the idea. 

The only danger, for those who crave the enormous 

potential for beauty and realism of such games, is that 

processing power is not going to become as cheap as 

quickly as storage space, with the advent of CD. This 

means that frame after frame of animation is far more 

likely to provide the blew standard' of graphics for 

1993 than is real-time calculation. Just wait and see if 

Fm nor right, 

In the long term, though, it's more economical for 

software houses to develop real-time stuff than it is for 

CD animated games, because they don't have to spend 

years drawing all the graphics. 

HAPPIER 
My spirits rose when I read, with interest, the interview 

with new Commodore UK boss, Kelly Sumner, in the 

pages of Format, and sister magazine Amiga 

Shopper. I have owned an Amiga 500 for almost two 

years (previously our household has owned other 

Commodore machines dating as far back as the PET) 

and i was losing faith in Commodore because of their 

constant operating system changes over the past few 

months, I was even seriously considering switching 

from my Amiga to a PC system ihorror of horrors!) as 

I considered it to be more “future-proof*, until 1 

realised how much l was over-reacting to the situation. 

I would like to congratulate Commodore on the 

reported lil00 price drop of the A600, and 1 am sure 

that sales of the machine will continue to accelerate 

thanks to this move. But mostly, l look forward to the 

introduction of these mysterious new machines and 

hope that they can keep the Amiga firmly at the top of 

the home computer heap for a long lime to come! 

Daniel Spreadbury. Bournemouth, 

Ending on an optimistic note: just wait and see how 

bright the Amiga's future will be soon/ 

THE GREAT DEBATE THIS MAGAZINE! 

And here, once again, is the bit w here we take a look 

at a subject ihaf s been exercising the minds of man) 

letter-writers this month. And, bizarre!) enough, this 

month's most popular topic with al you scribes is 

Amiga Format it self... 

Since I bought my first issue of Amiga Format 

tissue 36), ]'vc been hooked. Each month [ travel 24 

miles into Nonhem Ireland to get my monthly fix. 

Your Covcrdisks are unrivalled, your hardware 

review s excellent and your verdicts on products are 

always spot on, But I would like to make a few 

pointers. According to your survey results, only 27% 

of readers like your game reviews, I also feel that 

your game reviews are some what lacking. Your 

reviews seem to be shallows Perhaps you could 

pinch a couple of reviewers from'Amiga Power? 

By the way, when l do raise the cash, should l 

buy an A500+ or an A600? 

Shane Wilson, Co, Donegal 

On your first point, this sounds like an excellent rea¬ 

son to subscribe - even if you sav e money by 

hitch-hiking to the shops, you'd still he wasting valu¬ 

able time that subscribing could save you. Turn to 

Page 223 to find out what a good idea it is. 

The figure from our sun-ey is actually that 23% 

of people want more game reviews. And, owing to 

the weird way we did the survey, that's even after 

faking away from that figure all the people who 

wanted less game reviews, 

As for shallow - well, we don't often do game 

reviews that stretch for pages, like the games-only 

magazines do. Bur if we did, think of all the other 

interesting stuff you would miss out on. And. of 

curse, you cm say jus! as much about a game in two 

paragraphs as in three pages, if you're good. 

Now, whether to buy a Plus or an AftfM)? That 

question will shortly be answered for you. because 

there will be no Pluses left to buy in the ver\ near 

future, But more importantly than that, the A600 is 

just as good a machine as the Plus* no matter what 

the odd„ lone voire might say. and in the PCMCIA 

'credit card' expansion slot it has the key to the 

future of expandable computing. 

As a regular reader of both Amiga Format and 

Amiga Power. could l suggest a re-think on your edi¬ 

torial policy. 

In my opinion, you are trying to cover loo w ide a 

spectrum of interest in the magazine. I am sure a sec¬ 

tion of your readers purchase the magazine only for 

the games dement and a further proportion only for 

the 'serious* content. 

Consequently, half of your contents are of no 

interest to your readership at any one time. 

Would it not be possible to make one of your 

publications * games' and one "serious* in order to 

avoid this problem? 

1 would be interested in other readers* opinions, 

Tony Howarth, Sale, Cheshire. 

One argument is that this mag sells three times as 

many copies as any Amiga games mag and is more 

popular than any other Amiga mag in the world, and 

we 've always believed that this is because we strike 

the best balance between serious and games stuff. 

Bur. more importantly, we just don ’r believe any* 

one is just interested in one area of the Amiga. Just 

became the main reason you bought the Amiga is 

games, that doesn I mean you won V n an/ to try your 

hand at graphics or me it far word processing. 

Upon receiving m> tw'o binders with w'hich to put 

some of my Amiga Formats in. 1 proceeded to insert 

the magazines into the binder. 

An hour later I had all the copies I could into the 

binders but for some strange reason I had two metal 

spokes left over. Surely since AF has increased in 

size over the years, the binders should also? Or is it 

some ploy to make everyone buy more binders than 

is necessary? I think we should be told. 

Looking back through the issues, one thing that 

interested me was the Cyberpunk feature you did 

ages back. How about doing more features on things 

not strictly computer-based, bui of interest to hi-tech 

people. Like books and videos, and Claudia Sdiiffer 

(schwing!) 

Finally, what are those two blokes doing in the 

subscription page to that women? 

Tat Smg Kong, Neath, West Glamorgan 

Emu,.t to he honest, I've never actually tried putting 

12 issues in a binder, hut we did expand them about 

a year ago because the magazine w as gening fatter 

all the time. 

But to my mind the most interesting thing in your 

letter is the hit about features. We've always felt that 

for the most fHtrt, art Amiga magazine should only 

have Amiga-related stuff in it. We still stand by that 

general brief hut we might fry a few' *off the beam ’ 

ideas soon. Any suggestions? 

Spot the shot 40 
Simply identify the 

game thui this small 

portion of a screen- 

shot is from, w rite 

the answer on a 

postcard with vour 

name and address 

and send it in to us. 

The address is Spot the Shot 40. Amiga Format. 30 

Monmouth St, Bath BA l 2BW. The first correct 

entry out of the hat ever) month will w in a fabulous 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

rj r 

|xf r 
The winner of Ihe Spot lh« Shot competition from 
Issue 38 of Amigo Format is Connor Maxwell of 
Dundee, who correctly identified a portion of this very 
tame pkture from Soper Tetm ond wins □ T shirt. 



Repairs from £23.00 inclusive. 

Free registered carrier pickup and return 
despatch for ultimate peace of mind, 
anywhere in the UK mainland! 

Free diagnostic inspection. 
Terms and conditions available on request. 
Ail repairs carried out are covered by free 
90 day warranty. 

Fast efficient service, average diagnostic 
and repair time - 24 hours! 

Experienced, qualified engineers. 

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 
inclusive. 

ACsA a— 
ELECTRONICS 

V 
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street, 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE. 

Telephone: 091-455 4300 

SYSONS ASSOCIATES 
Sale Distributor of Rassmaller Products In the UK 

QtdtUfT CiernuLo product* 
hargafft prkt-i Willi 12 
tmrnlht jjrarnimffjl' 

HARD DRIVES 
A500 S0C+ A1300 2000 

43Mb NEC E279.W 
52Mb Quantum £319 99 £290.90 
185Mb Quantum £429.99 £419.99 
210Mb Quantum tmm £679,99 
A5WS0G+ drivea have esternal colour co-ordinated 

lo Improve durability and reduce 
radio ‘interference, They also have a rough czn 
allowing further expansion AH Quantum drives have a 
6“- “-n acer?? ■ dramatically. All 
come with SCSI interfaces and are ' - ;r -g 
3pc ; iKi-ckslart 1.3 £ mg her) . Fully 
compatible »Hti Kidcsiert 2, Complete with utility 
software * M reviewed in "AMIGA COMPUTING" * 
COMES READY FORMATTED - JUST PLUG IN A GOI 

ACCELERATORS 
Mach-2 for A500 500+ & A1500 2000 60000 16 
CPU with is Kb cache ■ 
Avoids incompatibflity problems associated win 
68020/30 accelerators Afeo z r. 
*T*to;■, Socket for co-prooefisor A20O0 version 
is supplied u a ea/d. Please slate model El 2S.99 

6BB91-2QI Malta coprocessor tor Macb-2 ..,....£49,99 

Speedy The tow cost 
method lo increase performance For all models 
mg A5QQ>...£7459 

Tu rbo XT, 
Doubles XT bridge board performance £49.99 

NEW PRODUCTS 
U K. LAUNCH OF "VIDEO STREAMER** (he cw I 

’ method oi backing up your hard dfck Store I 
up to on a norma! VMS tape usmg I 
your ertattog video recorder as a Upe streamer I 

Saves on expensive laps streamers I 
& cartridges No need to waste time with enffiess | 
flODDV disK swaD&na N*ed^ 
simply connect the hardware lo the parallel port I 
Amiga. PC & Atari ST Software available Any ons I 
version of softwate Inducted (elate version) 
------- ...ONLY £224 99 I 

MEMORY EXPANSION 
1 Ttlfi RAM (A500) with gnbfi swflch I dcxK only 4&m 
rn length! • high aocura^cioA 

2Mb RAM [A500] with hiflh^r^^CWK T-; 
RAW end prcrvlclfli f Works with both •a mPMH 

FAT 1512Kb) £ FATTER (tMty AQNUSMm 

1MB RAM (A5flG+)S:mpty plug into trap door lo give 2Mb 
Chip RAM. LSm&aCf bw PO^'fir liinh ^ £p<iC,- awing 
IT* IIISSI ZIP RAMS ... : . l._ £45.98 

mb Board with 2 Mb fitted <At000>___£148M 
8Mb Board wWi Qm fitted (Atttt) __£68.99 

i Meg ’ m • ■ 3 Boards may fme^ wrth either 
2Mb, 4Mb, SMb » &Mb. Fully populated with only IB RAM 
chips , Compatibte with 6802008 cards (A2630J, For oast 
2Mbf please add £70, Rue fining ri ordered wrth board1, 
For example; 

8Mb board wtlh 2Mb fitted {*2000} .£139 J9 

All memory eipenftont. except the 1 2Up A Aiftw 
bsard e latest ZIP R Af allowing a compact power 
•thetent design, putting test drain on your power 
supply! 

SIMPLE INSTALLATION - NO SOLDERING! 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
Bootstiettor aflom use or (he timer (loppy drives for 
booting Vrorks with heft A500 8 A2Q0G _£14 99 

Vtnii Trap fits easily to the extamal floppy conreotor 
ptotecang ai drives tarn boot Wock viruses, With grvpfl 
n4ch & evsewor A MUST lor eeftiffiy ._—£7.89 

KJckStart ROM switch Avo«d mcompatitulfiy problems, 
Upgrade hew1 Thcs board aflgws m » use bolh 1.3 S 
2 04 ROMs (Eadudrig ROMs }. IUM 

CD TV 4 A MG A OWN HE Conned a keyboard with: 
IBM AT Keyboard trfcfteee, Allows connection of a Ngh 
Q«4%. tow cosi AT oompatjtoii keyboard to any Amiga 
mods# {AS®, 500* 18®, 1500. 2000, 3000 and C©TV ■ 

stale medML-- -.~._,qnly £29.99 

SPECIAL OFFER; 
Mou so Joystick Auto switch, us# hath wilhoul 
unplugging, Savo wear A tear on connectors and 
reduce possible repair belts. FULLY AUTOMATIC 
Juai connect & tr*g*i --1 r 99 

12 MOHHS WARRANTY 

over £100 0ease add ti pAp Cht _ _ _ _ 
Send to:{Dapt AFN), 9S Kemon Lane, Kenton, Harrow. Middx ► 

5 4^ing days for cheque clearance No persona} callers please 
ANTY dk ALL PRODUCTS TECHNICAL SUPPORT: McnqtaytoFnda, ^TECHNICAL SUPPORT: Monday to Fnd^t40Ct700 " 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Tel: 081-907 2100. Fax 081-969 1876. 
Prices subjecl to change withoui notiae. E & 0E Ail prices delude VAT. M goods subject to availability. 10792 B?ach the top with 

LCL Self-Tuition Courses si 
World leaders • Hons graduaie/teacher authors • In educational 
softwarecharts. • Excellent reviews • i"5 off total for 2, HO off for 3. 

PHONE NOW 
EUR 

IMMEDIATE 

DESPATCH 

| MIC RO (iERMAN (Beginners - GCSE & business) 

Cufnpkl« coor« wtrh real speech, athemure game and buxines* 
leiirr generaior. 24 prngrarru * book and manual Superb graphics It muaic t24 

MICRt^RENCI^Bcpinntfr^^^E^J 

Complete course with real speech & graphics adventure game, 24 
programs + a brx>k and a manual. Superb graphics and music. £24 

Mi^OM^HsTiT^^SE^ 

Besl selling GCSE malhs course in LK, For ages 11 upwards in 24 program 
options plus a book and manual. Superb graphics and music. £24. 

^UCKmiNOLlSrnByear^CSEj 

Complete course taking students from spelling * punctuation lo understanding 
literaiunr. with real speech. 24 programs and a book and a manna) Superb 
graph ka and music. £24, 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE a-n years7~| 

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM (Levels M). 24 programs + a book and a manual. £24. 

READING WRITING COURSE 
j 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (A T- 1-5) 24 program course leaching reading, 
writing & spelling with a book, manual and voice tape. £24, 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) 

Step-by-step course of 24 programs *■ a book and manual. Full screen graphics 
for calculus £24. 

(*LCL courses are compatible with the N.C where appropriate) Most LCL 
courses run on most computers (PC, ST, Arc etc.). Send cheques/PO s (#99p 
P&P) or phone orders or requests for free colour posler/calalogue to: 

LCL (DEFT AMF), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, HENLEY ON THAMES, OXON RG9 iyH 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) S3 

o 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road, 19 High Street, 
Slough. Old Town. 

Berkshire. c 
SLi 3tJW Swindon. Wilts 

Tel: 0753 535557 T«E 0793 458448 

__Prices including VAT 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Mon - Frl 
9.30 - 5,30 
Saturday 

9.30 - 4,30 

MAILORDER 
CcmaumablcB 

add £2.50 
Hardware 
add £9 OO 
(couilerj 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
(CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1Mb RAM, Lemmings, The 
Simpsons, Captain Planet. 

Deluxe Paint III 

£330 
AMIGA A500 

Amiga A5G0 plus games 

£289 incVAT 

AMIGA A600 

Amiga A60Q + Deluxe Paint 
game 

£289 incVAT 
Amiga A600 + 20 Mb HD.. 

£455 inc VAT 
AMIGA A1500 

new version 

Ai 500 Accounts Plus pack including 
Puiznick, Tokt, Elf, Operation Systems 

Software. Home Accounts, Platinum Works. 
Deluxe Paint III + manual 

ACCESSORIES 
512K Ram + dock.*.....£35,00 
1 Meg Ram + Clock....,.£115.00 
A5GG Power Supply Unit........£39.00 
Naksha Mouse plus Operation Stealth......£29.00 
1 Mb Upgrade for A500 Plus .£49 00 
14" screen fitter...*...,....^17.00 

MONITORS 
Philips CMSS33 MK H Colour Monitor + FREE 

Lead + FREE game 

El95 IncVAT 
With 1 year on-sito maintenance 

““ PRINTERS” 

£545 inc VAT 

Star LG20 Mono.. £135 
Star LC2GG Cotoyf 19 pin).. ..£186 
Star LC24 20 E24 pm) ,,£194 
Star LC24 2C0 CoKur (24 pin). 
Panasonic KXPll24i.... 

..£258 
.£235 

Panasonic KXP 1123... 
Citizen 120D + ... 
Crtiien Swift 24E + Colour Upgrade. 
Citizen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade .. 
StarJet Butoieiet Printer, SJ40 
Canon BJIOEX 

£185 
£125 

..£290 
£195 
£229 

.£234 
HP De*k»l 500 + Leads . £352 
HP Dwiget 500 (cotour).. .... 
Sheetfeeder...,„„... 

All above come complete with leads 

..£499 
£58 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES / HARD 
CARD (GVP SERIES II) 

FOR A150Q 
52Mb h/card (0-8MP). 

120Mb h eard iO-8Mb|. 
£275 
£445 

EflRASQO 
52Mb h drive f0-8Mbt _ £345 

120Mb iVdrive lO-BMbi.£460 
| Upgrade (he above with 1 Mb SIMM module £39 

ADDITIONAL PACKS 
Amiga A500 Plus Cartoon Classics 

with 10 extra games ... ..£359 
A500 Basic Pack (stand alone old version) 

plus 10 extra games plus Photon Paint 
plus GFA Basic.. .. .....£299 

VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 
PC Emulator lor A5Q0. A500 plus and At500 

£1M Inc. VAT 

AMIGA DRIVES 
Meg 3 5~ External iCumana) .£67 | 



PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
TifJef marked * are not yet available and will be fenf on day of release. 

P/ease send cheqtue/PO/Acce«/Vi$a No. and expiry date to; 

Dept AF40, 10 Tinkler Side, Basildon, Essex SSI4 1LE 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering, P&P inc. UK on orders over £5,00* Less than £5,00 and 

Europe add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail These offers are available Mail Order only. 

Telephone orders; Mon-Fri 9am*7pm* Saturday I0am-4pm. Fax orders; 0268 590076. Te/ orders; 0268 590766 

Next day service available - ring for details. 

2 Hoi 2 Handle .. 18.99 
4 Wheel Drive..  19.99 
Addams Family......... 16.99 
Afterburner..,..,.....6,99 
A<jony ... 24 99 
Airbus • •HMHt»»a*****H4t*** 22.99 
AirP Land. Sea . ...24.99 
Air Support * ..*....19,99 
Alien 3.  19 99 
Altered Beast...6 99 
Amos.  29,99 
Amos 3D ,.  ..,,24.99 
Amos Compiler...,.19.99 
Another World... .  19.99 
Arkonoid 2.  6.99 
Award Winners .  16,99 
Arsenal FC *.,...16,99 
Ashes of Empire * . 22,99 
Assault on Alcatraz ..16.99 
617 Flying Fortress |1 Meg) * ..,.22,99 
Batman Coped Crusader... .6.99 
Batman the Movie. ...... .6.99 
Bottietoods *.  *.**,„„..*19.99 
Billy the Kid *.    16.99 
Birds of Prey {1 Meg)  22.99 
Black Crypt .  19.99 
Blues Brothers...16.99 
Board Genius . ...    19.99 
Bonanza Bros ..   ...16.99 
Bubble Bobble.   6 99 
Budokan.....8.99 
Cabal.,,...  699 
Californio Gomes....6.99 
Californio Gomes 2* .,.16,99 
Carl Lewis Challenge *.16.99 
Campaign *,....  22.99 
Castles .    19 99 
Centurion...  8.99 
Championship Manager (1 Meg),... 16,99 
Chaos Engine *.      16.99 
Chase HQ.  6.99 
Chuck Rock 2 *. 16.99 
Civilisation (1 Meg).....22;99 
Conan The Cimmerian *.. 19.99 
Cool Croc Twins * —.16.99 
Covert Action (1 Meg) . .22 99 

Crazy Cars 3 .**..****.***•* 1 6.99 
Cruise For A Corpse . ..19 99 
Cyber ba! L..   6.99 
Daley Thompson Challenge. . .6,99 
Dark Sun: Snottered Lanas * .,,21.99 
Death Knights Of Krynn fl Meg).19.99 
Deluxe Paint 4............,54,99 
Demonsgote *   22*99 
Dizzy Collection ..*__ 16.99 
Double Dragon ....8.99 
Double Dragon 2.   8.99 
Double Dragon 3.  16.99 
Dragon Ninja...,.  ,..6.99 
Dreadnought...19.99 
Dune .    ,...19:99 
DynoblcStcr >***»***•• *•*••* 19*99 
Eir  16.99 
Elvira 2 (1 Meg) ., 24.99 
Epic.......19.99 
Euro Football Champ ..,....16.99 
Eye of the Beholder (1 Meg ],.,,,,19.99 
Eye Of The Beholder 2 (1 Meg).21.99 
Eye of the Storm *.19 99 
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2 (1 Meg)..,.22.99 
F16 Combat Pilot. ...*..>--8-99 
F19 Stealth Fighter............19.99 
Falcon 3 * ..      .,24.99 
Final Fight.,.,.    16.99 
Fire and Ice.,,..    16.99 
First Samurai + Mego-LoMania.19 99 
Flag V........19 99 
Flood........    8.99 
Football Crazy.......,.,,,,,16 99 
Football Director 2 [1 Meal.16 99 
Formula One Grand Prix ...22*99 
Fun School 4 under 5 ... 16.99 
Fun School 4 5-7 ..    16.99 
Fun School 4 7*1 1 .16.99 
Games 92-Espana.19*99 
Gauntlet 3.  16,99 
Ghostbusters 2.,.,.*..6.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts.... ..6.99 
GLOC  16.99 

Goblins *...................16.99 
Godfather Action. ..19 99 
Godfather Adventure.. ..24.99 
Gods.    16.99 
Golden Axe...8.99 
Graham Gooch * ... .  19.99 
Graham Taylor ...16.99 
Gunship 2000 * (1 Meg).22.99 
Guy Spy ......  19.99 
Hard Drivin .., , 6.99 
Harlequin.......16 99 
Harpoon .....*----22 99 
Harpoon Battleset 3 .     9.99 
Horpoon Battleset 4 ...,,9.99 
Harpoon Scenario Editor.1 3.99 
Head Over Heels., 6,99 
Heart Of China (1 Meg].22,99 
Heimdoll (1 Meg). ,„J9.99 
Hitchikers Guide. .  7.99 
Hoi "........16 99 
Hook ...16,99 
Humans *...19.99 
Hunter....*.. 19.99 
Ian Botham..,. ..   ..,19,99 
IK+.   6 99 
Indy Jones ■ Atlantis Action *.. 19.99 
Indy Jones ■ Atlantis Adv * (1 Meg) .24.99 
Inf Sports Challenge..  19.99 
Ishar.....19.99 
Ivonhoe .......6,99 
Jack Nicktaus Clip An., 9.99 
Jack Nickfous Extra Courses......9.99 
Jack Nicklaus Golf. ..,.......,,..12.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 
19 99 
Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg).16.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker.19 99 
John Barnes (1 Meg] .16.99 
John Madden . 16.99 
Keys of Maramon * .  ,.16,99 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg).1 1 99 
Kick Off 2.  ,9.99 
Kings Quest 5 (1 Meg)..  22,99 
Knightmare ...... . 19.99 
Knights of the Sky (1 Meg) 22*99 
K OI Final Whistle.8 99 
K.Q 2 - Giants of Europe ..7.99 
K.Q 2 - Return to Europe... 7.99 
K.O 2 - Winning Tactics.5.99 
Laser Squad 2 * ...16.99 
lost Ninja 2 ..   6,99 
Last Ninja 3............,,.16.99 
Leonder...  16.99 
Leothol Weapon 3 * .   16.99 
Leather Goddess.....  7,99 
Legend «•*****«**••*•#»••••••#• 19.99 
Leisure Suit Larry 5 (1 Meg).22.99 
Lemmings...... 14 99 
Lemmings Construction Kit * ..16,99 
Lemmings Data Disk . . ..1 3.99 
Links... .    24.99 
Lombard Rally. .6,99 
lord of the Rings...19.99 
Lure of the Temptress....,,..,...,..,.19,99 
M *.   ...,21.99 
M1 Tank Platoon.1 9.99 
Magic Pockets ..  16.99 
Man Llld, Europe .  16,99 
Mega Fortress (1 Meg] ..,,22,99 
Mega Lo Manio.12,99 
Mega Sports  ....19 99 
Mega Traveller 1 IlMeg]..19,99 
Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg) ,.+,..,19.99 
Microprose Golf...22 .99 
Microprose Soccer,,.  ,..,6.99 
Midnight Resistance.. 6.99 
Midwinter 2 (1 Meg).,22.99 
Might & Magic 3 |l Meg]...29.99 
Moonstone ft Meg)..19.99 
New Zealand Story. —.6,99 
Nigel Mansell World Chomp *.16,99 
Nigh tbreed-Ac Hon.,6,99 
Operation Thunderbolt..6,99 
Operation Wolf.  6.99 
Ork,..,... - 1999 
Outrun,...,..6.99 
Outrun Europa . ..    .16.99 
Pang  .................6,99 
Paperboy 2 .  16.99 
Parasol Stars . *...*.*.,..16.99 

PGA Golf Courses.9,99 
PGA Tour Golf ...............16.99 
Pinball Dreams ****.*.*«.*. 16*99 
Plan 9 From Outer Space ... .24.99 
Platoon... .. , 6,99 
Pool of Radiance |1 Meg).19 99 
Pools of Darkness 11 Meg) „...21.99 
Populous. 8.99 
Populous 2 (1 Meg).19.99 
Powerdrifl. .8.99 
Pawermonger . .19,99 
Powermanger Data Disk 1 ..9.99 
Premiere (1 Meg) *.19,99 
Predator.. ...6.99 
R-Type,.,.,.**... .6,99 
Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg).22.99 
Rainbow Collection.. 13 99 
Rainbow Islands,........6.99 
Rambo 3....6.99 
Ramparts * .,..16.99 
Reach for the Skies *.22 99 
Realms (1 Meg).19.99 
Red Boron (1 Meg).22.99 
Red Heat........6.99 
Red Zone*...16.99 
Rise of the Dragon [1 Meg).22.99 
Risky Woods ......16,99 
Robin Hood.............16.99 
Robocod .....,...16,99 
Robocop.......,8 99 
Robocop 3 ____16.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster. 4.99 
R-Type 2.16,99 
Rugby World Cup.    16,99 
Run the Gauntlet.  6.99 
Secret of Monkey Island 11 Meg| * 1 6.99 
Secret Monkey blond 2 ....24.99 
Sensible Soccer 16.99 
Shadow Lands 19.99 
Shadow Warriors,,...  .6 99 
Shinobi ...,.,... 8.99 
Shoot Em Up Con Kit,,...,...,.8.99 
Shuttle * ..  34 99 
Silent Service 2 (1 Meg) .22.99 
Silkworm...... ....,8.99 
Silly Putty*......,...16.99 
Sim Ant....     22.99 
Sim City*Populous __   .19.99 
Simpsons ........ 16.99 
Smash TV...  16.99 
Space 1889 (1 M<m|.19,99 
Space Crusade 16.99 
Special Forces.  22.99 
Strider.    6.99 
Striker (1 Meg),.....,.,16 99 
Strip Poker 2 + Dota.6,99 
Stunt Car Racer. 6,99 
Super Hong On.   6.99 
Super Tetris * ..  16,99 
Switchblade.    6.99 
Switchblade 2.,16.99 
Team Yankee.19.99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg| . 19 99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2..16,99 
Terminator 2....       16.99 
The Immortal (1 Meg]. .8 99 
The Manager.19.99 
Their Finest Hour [1 Meg| ..19.99 
Thunderhawk. .....19,99 
Titus The Fox____.......... 16*99 
Toki..*. .16.99 
Troddlers *.............16.99 
Turbo Challenge.    8.99 
Turbo Challenge 2. 16.99 
Turbo Challenge 3 * ..16,99 
Turbo Outrun ..  6.99 
Turrican 2 ..............................9,99 
TV Sports Baseball *.  19.99 
Ultima V ..............19.99 

Utopia + Data Disk ..,,.,.19 99 
UMS 2 [1 Meg) ..,...,.19.99 
Voyager.,.    6.99 
Wing Commander [1 Meg) * ..22,99 
Wizball ..  6,99 
Wizkid * .....  16.99 
Wolf Child .. 16.99 
Zool-Slation  16 99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1 /2 Meg Upgrode £24.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + clock - £26.99 

Mega Lo Mania - £12.99 

Shadow of Beast • £9.99 

The Kristal - £9.99 

Wild Wheels - £4.99 

Colonel's Bequest ■ £12.99 

Mercenary 3 - £9.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 

ONLY £49.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Quickjoy Topstor • £ 16.99 

5peedmouse - £15.99 

Quilckjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Fighter - £4.99 

Quickjoy Jerfighler - £10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 

20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99 

50 x 3.5" DSDD - £23.99 

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99 

Branded • TDK 

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

Re-Cycled Formatted Disks 

10 x 3.5" DSDD - £4,50 

20 x 3.5" DSDD - £8.50 

50 x 3.5" DSDD - £16.00 

100 x 3.5” DSDD • £30.00 



* NEWS FLASH + 
Attention all computer owners - the following 
information will seriously improve your life. 

Are you considering buying a modem? 

Have you recently bought a modem? 
We have put together an information package that will save 
you from hours and hours of frustration and will save you 

pounds and pounds in wasted phone calls. 
Send for your free up to the minute information package 

Crystal Concepts (AF). 85 Danes Avenue. 
Wigan WN2 4EQ Or Tel 0942 523387 

* THE INFORMATION PACKAGE WE WILL SEND 
YOU WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER. * 

The Mouse Yoke ® 
At last you really can 
take control with this 

ingenious device. 

The Mouse Yoke ? does not 
need a game card or special 

items, ft uses your own mouse 
for smooth and accurate 

control, unrivalled by some 
yokes costing over 3 times as 

much. More fun and less hassle 
for only 

£24.95 
Suitable for most computers 

inc. portables 

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate. Crews 
Hole Road. St. George, Bristol BS5 BAY 
Tel: <0272) 550900 Fax: (0272) 411052 

W mformafcon onfy *equreG. please enclose SAE quoting interns; 
Pn«s ticiude pAo Pwas* add £i 95 

10 £■ tootarMw) 

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB 

BUY YOUR 
SOFTWARE 
FROM US. 

As o Matrix member you can choose from our extensive lists of 

the latest and the popular software with our absolute guarantee to 

buy them bock AND you don't have lo pay until you've decided. 

* TOP NAME 
GAMES, BUSINESS AND UTILITY SOFTWARE 

WELL BUY 
IT BACK! 

{sorry no PD or Shareware) 
• NO COMMITMENT TO BUY 

•SUPER FAST SERVICE •ESTABLISHED 1981 
•OVER 2,500 MEMBERS 

Mcs 

To find out about the unique Matrix money saving 

scheme call our 24 Hour hotline 0920 484479 

Or md a k^t tA*. mans ytu nWe tKK IS' An^a. Atan Sf 

Matrix Computing Services, AMf 11, 2 French* Yard, 
SGI2 9HP 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yest making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 

Your AMIGA is* if only you knew it. a gold mine. The size and make is 
irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW bv starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS. 
This may he the most important move you will ever make! 

REMEMBER: Youll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch"* 
Anyone in the country, including YOU* can become very rich in a relatively 

short period of time just by doing a few basic things! Ifs mure rewarding than 
playing games. 

The benefits are many and varied. 
Full or part time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA E. to: 

f omewase 
4* 

mess. 
AF35, 31 Pilton Place* King and Queen Street, 

Walworth. London SE17 1DR. 
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Apparently the Polish government is considering asking 

people to pay in order to visit the Auschwitz death 

camp. Just think about that. Pay-tCKjeMW! There is one 

thing to have a memorial but another to create a freak 

show - financially self-supporting or not, 

Bloody drug addicts, they just do it deliberately. 
Weil, you tell that to a bunch of monkeys in 
Ghazipur, eastern India. These poor critters are 
now heroin addicted after drinking water from the 
river Ganges that was polluted by a factory making 
the toxic and illegal drug. 

Okay, so it’s ihe 

worst joke of 

ihe month* anti 

we won' t even 

bother supply¬ 

ing the 
punchline, but 

the feedline 

goes something 

like this,.. Q: 

Who scored 

more limes than 

anyone else in a 

Chelsea shin? 

Ahhh! Panic. Reality toughens up as we head 

inexorably towards the horror-comedy of the US elections(in 

Budweiser, now there's a 
beer to conjure with. Or 

rather, there's two beers to 
conjure with. With the 

countries of what used to 
be the Eastern Bloc greet¬ 
ing capitalism with open 

wallets, the argument has 
sprung up about whether 
the Czech company who 
thought up the name, or 
the giant American com¬ 

pany (Anheuser Busch) that uses it as well will merge. It seems that the 
huge US concern would like this option. According to a taster for 
CAMRA (reported in The Independent) this would not be a good 

idea because: "It s simple, one tastes like been the other like 
gnat's p**V For reasons of not wanting to get sued, we won't 

say which one we think he or she means. 

Football fun (there is still some left)* Bottom 
of the table West Ham playing Manchester 

City last year. The City fans screamed: 
"Going down I Going Downl Going 

Down!"* The Hammer s fans responded: 
"So are wel So are wel So are we!"* And 
West Ham aren't noted far being quick! 

which we still don't get a vote). Fact becomes fiction, and 

fictions become saleble. Once again the world surrounding the 

Amiga envelopes us all in strangeness and little charm 

A company called Genuflex is responsible for 
making new, air conditioned cushioned and 
microphoned confessional booths for the 
Catholic church in Italy. Mea culpa! 

Worldwide, that sth© 

Amiga family. Buried deep 

in the historically very sig¬ 

nificant (as Frank would 

probably say: “Democra- 

dactous, Plato mu ngous, 

Socratastic mate) nation 

of Greece - well Paros to 

be exact - Is this Amiga 

Centre. ‘Top Games! * says 

the sign, ‘Free Software' it 

continues. Looks hot, 

sounds free, we love ill in 

fact we bet that the 

famously fun-loving Greek 

government use this empo¬ 

rium all the time for their 

Amiga needs (well it beats 

playing Elgin Marbles) 

Thanks to Amanda of 

Today's Vegetarian for 

sending in the plccie. 

Ik The financial world 

is in safe hands, at 

least in Sweden where 

the Finance Minister is 
called Ann Wibblc W 

And you Hioughl il was oil ad lib.,, AF recently came across 
a fascinating publication called Broadcasters (sic) Q Sheet. 

Written with all those sound<i’like local radio Dj's in mind, 
the mag" is full of rivetting gobbets of trivia like: On this day 
in 1930 the two halves of the Sydney Harbour Bridge were 

joined, and in 1971 a black and white TV licence would 
have cost you £6, whilst o colour one would set you bock o 
whole £11, Pages and pages of the some inone drivel that 
mokes you want to take the microphone and rain it right up 
your local Dj s. .. [tool's enough Djlng inanity ed) 

Hi-tech warfare corner., although president-to-be Bill (not a Kennedy clone at all) 
Clinton missed going to Vietnam fshamel) he still knows the value of a good war. 
Recently he staled that we had all seen Patriot missiles ".. .going through doors and 
down chimneys'. Whoops! Vice president (and not a silly little man at all} Danforth 
Quayfe leapt to the fore with a correction for Bril: "Bill Clinton didn't know the differ¬ 
ence between the Patriot and the Cruise missile.“ Whoops on you this time Dan (who, 
by the way, was the deputy Chief Commanding Officer of absolutely everything during 
the Gulf War/Crisis/Conflict, and so should know better} the house-calling missile they 
were both referring to was of the laser-guided variety. God knows what Dan and Bill 
would have done to the Vietnamese .. now was it the North Vietnamese who were 
the good guys or was it the South? 
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done for pool what Mo did for 

snooker. Brought if balls, roles, 

baize and ell to the home 

c o m puter. 

Pool features three sets of roles: 

8- Ban LJ K Coin-Op, and 8-Ball and 

9- Ball US Pro, You can practice or 

ploy a single match against & friend 

or one of 30 computer-controlled 

opponents. Or why not involve 

yourself in si tournament sis one of 

eight players? 

You can leave the cue and small 

change at home. Archer Maclean's 

Pool Is fill you need. 


